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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

A Sanctity and Gender

What did it mean in Byzantium to say that another human being was a "saint." a 

publicly venerated holy person? Although no extant evidence allows us to establish the 

mindset o f individual believers, abundant liturgical, hagiographical. and historiographical 

texts survive that delineate behaviors surrounding the cult of saints. Scrutiny and analysis 

of such texts show that there were some remarkably stable meanings attached to holiness, 

or "sanctity," throughout the Byzantine period. What did change was the social, religious 

and even political make-up of the medieval Greek-speaking world. The interplay of a 

decidedly consistent Byzantine understanding of sanctity and the changing nature of 

Byzantine society is the focus of inquiry here. The spur, however, is provided by a 

mystery — the peculiar absence of new women saints in the latter half of the Empire's 

existence.

Cross-cultural studies demonstrate that while many cultures assign value to some 

concept o f "saint." the practices of the cult o f saints and the elements of "sanctity" differ 

markedly over time and space, even among adherents of the same religion.1 Sanctity is. 

in short, a cultural construct as well as a religious ideal. In Byzantium, it helps sets the

1 See. for example, Denise Aigle and Andre Vauchez. eds.. Saints orientaux (Paris: De 
Boccard, 1995.); John Stratton Hawley, ed.. Saints and Virtues (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1987); Richard Kieckhefer and George Doherty Bond, eds.. 
Sainthood: Its Manifestations in World Religions (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1988); Jacques Marx, ed.. Saintete et martyre dans les religions du livre 
(Brussels: Editions de l’Universite de Bruxelles, 1989); Stephen Wilson, ed., Saints and Their
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temporal and spatial limits of the culture. The cult o f  saints emerges as an aspect o f the 

longue duree of Byzantine culture, a stable element in which the central figures and 

practices remained, for the most part, the same, and in which change was slow. But the 

cult of saints intersected with aspects o f Byzantine culture which did undergo major 

transformations: the power of the monastic milieu, patterns of pilgrimage, the role o f the 

aristocratic family and. as will become apparent, the position of women.2 A major locus 

of this cultural intersection concerns the recognition o f "new" saints.3 No new saint 

became a leading figure within the wider Byzantine cult o f saints, but the ability o f 

members o f various social groups even to attain sainthood was a real marker of social 

position.

Modem writers often use the term "saint" unreflectively, as if "saint" had an 

invariable referent or as if  all "saints" constitute the same sort of figure.4 Their 

essentializing assumption is perhaps rooted in a religious ideal that all saints form a class 

before God,5 and in the anxiety of all hagiographers to exalt their subjects through 

assimilation to such a class. A cursory examination o f the cult of saints belies such a

Cults: Studies in Religious Sociology, Folklore and History ^Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1983).

2 Alexandr P. Kazhdan and Ann Wharton Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries ^Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1985), xix-xx, rightly attack the assumption of "changelessness in Byzantium" and explore a 
theme of progressive "privatization" in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Some aspects of their 
discussion of religion and saints (pp. 86-100) are challenged in this study.

3 A "new saint" refers to a saint added by popular acclaim or official action to the 
inherited roster of saints.

4 This was also true of Greek writers’ use of the equivalent Greek terms "ayioq” and 
"ocnoq."

5 For instance, in phrases such as "God and his saints."
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position; at any given time, the assemblage of saints included early biblical and martyr 

"saints" with widespread cults, legendary "saints." intellectual and episcopal "saints" with 

no apparent cult, as well as recently deceased "saints" whose cults still drew from recent 

memory . Understanding the heterogeneous nature of the various types o f saints' cults is 

crucial to assessing how models of sanctity intersected with other aspects of culture. For 

instance, shifts in types of new saints must be examined not only in terms of individual 

sanctity, but also with an eye to the continuing strength o f older cults.

Before proceeding, some clarification of terms is required. Even at the cost of 

repetition, this study maintains a strict use o f words. "Cult" means the public practices 

surrounding veneration of a saint, for instance, public prayers, adoration of relics, 

dedications of churches, pilgrimages, and iconography. "Sanctity" refers to the personal 

attributes o f a saint that cause him or her to be considered a saint. "Sainthood" is a wider 

term that includes all the phenomena associated with saints. "Holiness" and "holy 

man/holy woman" are terms that are more general still — our sources refer to many non

saints as "holy," with no evidence that a public cult was implied.

Byzantium inherited both earlier Christian traditions o f sanctity and earlier 

Christian saints.6 By the seventh century these traditions had undergone important

6 For the purposes of studying sanctity, it makes sense to accept the commonly made 
distinction between the "Later Roman Empire," when a large multi-ethnic state maintained 
substantial continuity with the civic culture of antiquity, and the "Byzantine” period, when for an 
extended period civic life largely disappeared outside Constantinople and a few other centers, 
and the Empire became much more rural and much more Greek. There were many different 
linguistic and religious cultures in the former period whereas, even taking into account class, 
geographical, and temporal variations, the "Byzantine" world possessed a certain unity as a 
Greek-speaking Christian culture. The death of the Emperor Heraklios (641) and the onset of the 
Muslim invasions in the closing years of his reign may be taken as the conventional dividing line. 
The Byzantines, of course, always called themselves "Romans."
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changes, the most important of which, it is often argued, was the fourth-century shift from 

martyrs to ascetics as the most common type o f new saint. In recent years a number of 

scholars have accepted a proposal, first made by Evelyne Patlagean, that the ninth and 

tenth centuries represented another transitional period, especially with respect to female 

saints. During the middle Byzantine period.7 they argue, the long-standing tendency to 

"masculinize" women saints was challenged, and a new type o f saint, the married lay 

woman, was found to be acceptable.8 Saint’s Lives of this period, which for the first time 

encompass women who lived normal married lives.9 represent a turning point in 

conceptions o f women's sanctity, to a pattern which accepted that sanctity might be 

attained in the home.

The problem with this thesis is twofold. The proposition that one ideal of sanctity 

was succeeded by another is tenable only if one discounts the continued reproduction of 

older narratives of sanctity. There was not a time, for instance, when Byzantine believers 

did not consume ancient stories of male and female ascetics and martyrs. Even if the

7 Terminology for periods within Byzantine history is not fixed (as also in the West, 
where "High Middle Ages" can mean a number of different periods). Here "Middle Byzantine" 
means the period after Iconoclasm (which ended in 843), a time also referred to by some authors 
as the "Imperial Centuries." The end of this middle period comes in the late eleventh century 
when Byzantium, challenged by the Seljuqs and the West, entered a much more defensive 
political and cultural period.

8 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Giles Constable, People and Power in Byzantium: An 
Introduction to Modem Byzantine Studies (Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks Center for 
Byzantine Studies, Trustees for Harvard University, 1982), 73-75: Ryden, "New Forms of 
Hagiography," 540; Patlagean, "La femme deguisee."

9 These were not the first married women to become saints; there were a large number of 
married martyr saints, as well as married women who gave up married life and sexual relations in 
order to pursue chastity. What is new about these women is that they were married in 
comparatively normal relationships, may have had children, and died without ever taking the 
veil.
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middle Byzantine period did create a new ideal for "new saints." there is a more acute 

problem: the middle-Byzantine female saints Patlagean discusses had virtually no 

successors. After the eleventh century. Byzantine Christianity exhibited a resistance, real 

but not absolute, to new women saints, a resistance maintained until the conflict with the 

Ottoman Turks produced a small number of women martyrs. Although production o f 

narratives of female sanctity continued in rewritten Lives o f earlier saints, the discourse of 

sanctity came to exclude contemporary women. Understood as a turning point for 

women's sanctity, this period's "new ideal" lead straight into a dead end.

In spite of these problems, consideration o f Patlagean's thesis gave rise to the 

basic jumping off point of this study — the observation that medieval Greek Christians 

produced few female saints, and that after an apparent effort by a small number of 

hagiographers to promote married women’s sanctity. Byzantine women virtually ceased to 

become saints at all.

The statistical decline of new female saints is quite certain. Between the seventh 

and fifteenth centuries, only twenty-five of the 238 Byzantines recognized as saints were 

women (Table 1.1). Between the eighth and tenth centuries, there were nineteen female 

"new saints" — a comparatively healthy total which reveals a place for female sanctity in 

the religious culture. By contrast, during the last five centuries of the Byzantine state 

only one woman in each century (none in the last) achieved saintly recognition, and of 

these two are suspect.10 In all, only two pious queens, both founders o f monasteries, 

entered the calendar. The twelfth and thirteenth centuries also saw a dip in the number of

10 Marina [BHG 1170], a Sicilian transvestite saint; and Matrona of Chios, [BHG 1220], 
whose dates are very doubtful.
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Table 1:1
The Decline of Female Neo-Saints in Byzantium

Century* Total 
No. of 
Saints'

N o . of
S  SITlci 10
Saints

3 of Saints 
Who Are 
Female

‘ of Female Saints as « 
of Ail 7-i5ch-century 
Female Saints

6 47 10 2 1 . 2 N/A
i 19 I 5 . 3 4.2
3 j 7 5 * -  c 2C.3
9 61 g 13.1 33.3

: n 43 6 13 . 9 25.0
11 17 1 5.9 4.2
12 1 6.7 4.2i_ 3 10 1 1 0 . 0 4.2
14 23 1 3 .7 4.2
15 3 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

TOTAL 233 24 10.5
7-15 C 

15"' 27 3 1 1 . 0 N/A
16 45 4 9.0 N/A
17 53 3 5. 6 N/A
13 69 5 7 .2 N/A
19 63 ■a 4.3 N/A

Source: BHG: BHGNA; Agioreites Monachos Moyses. Oi 'Eyyanoi ~Ayioi vfjg 'EKKXqaiaq tear a  to 
ptijvoXdyio [The Married Saints o f the Church According to the Menologion.] translated, edited and with 
additions, by Melania Reed and Maria Simonsson as Married Saints o f  the Church According to the 
Menaion (Wildwood CA: St. Xenia Skete, 1991); Petit. BibAc: Ioann is Theocharides and Dimitris Louies. 
"The Neomartyrs in Greek History (1453-1821),” Etudes Balkaniques 3 (1989), 78-86: Efthalia Makris 
Walsh. "The Women Martyrs o f Nikodemus Hagiorites' Neon Martvrologion.” GOTR 36:1 (1991). 71-91.

Notes
a Saints were assigned to a century on the best available data. Where sources estimated a date over two 
centuries, the saint was assigned to the later century. When saints died in the first five years of a century, 
they were assigned to the preceding century.
b The cohort of saints used for tables are those saints who appear in BHG and BHGNA. Actual numbers o f 
known saints are higher. See Appendix I for discussion of the need for a neutral cohort. See Appendix I, 
Table A2 Byzantine Female Saints, 6 -15th Centuries (with BHG number), for names o f other women saints 
not in BHG or BHGNA.
c Figures for sixth century are given for comparison with Byzantine era (7th-15th centuries), 
d The cohort of saints for the post-Byzantine period (1453 and later) is derived from a variety of lists of 
modem saints. The cohort is less stable than that derived from BHG and BHGNA. and even with the low 
figures, probably over-represents female saints.
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male "new saints," although they did not disappear completely. When the number of 

male saints rose in the fourteenth century, women saints were not part of the picture — 

women’s sanctity had lost its place in Byzantine religious culture.

This paucity o f later Byzantine female saints stands in striking contrast to both 

late antiquity, when numerous female martyrs and ascetics were hailed as saints, and to 

the medieval West where diverse groups of holy women provide some of the period's 

most compelling figures.11 Byzantine spirituality remained open to female themes and 

images; the Virgin Mary and earlier women saints were popular subjects in art and 

literature. What became problematic was the elevation of contemporary women to 

sainthood. These observations originate in specific studies of women saints, but the 

issues raised by the absence of women "new saints" in later Byzantium bear more 

generally on the meaning and creation of sainthood in Byzantium, the location of women

11 The situation in the West is the obverse of the Byzantine situation. The most 
thoroughgoing statistical study is Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M. Bell. Saints and Society: 
The Two Worlds o f Western Christendom 1000-1700 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1982), 220-21. Weinstein and Bell work with a cohort of 864 saints from this period. Their 
figures on gender distribution are presented here in tabular form:

Century Saints Women Saints « Wcme:
iT "  ~ 128 i  ]_ 9.4
12 153 13 1 1 . 8

2 2 159 36 2 2 . 6

14 107 25 2 2 . 6

15 83 23 27 . 7
16 116 21 13. 1
17 118 17 14.4

The authors note, "The era of the female saint began in the thirteenth century...and continued 
through the fourteenth...and fifteenth century. This increase is even more impressive when we 
consider that the total number of saints in our sample declined from 153 in the twelfth to 83 in
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and men in Byzantine society and ideology, and the changing interplay over time of these 

cultural constructions. This is only to be expected — the very scarcity o f women saints 

indicates that they were at the margins o f sanctity, the areas, in fact, where we can best 

examine cultural ideals and constructions.

While scholars such as Patlagean and Kazhdan opened up a number of new 

questions for the study o f Byzantine women saints, they largely overlooked the category 

of gender as one of the defining aspects o f sanctity. Gender is not a proxy for women. but 

here means "a constitutive element o f social relationships based on perceived differences 

between the sexes., .gender is a primary way o f signifying relationships o f power."12 or. 

more simply, the social meaning given to sexual difference. Some authors write as if 

only women possess gender,13 but as will become clear, the category of sanctity for both 

men and women in Byzantine Christianity is intimately bound up with gendered 

understandings of holiness and the body.

the fifteenth. In short the proportion of women in the ranks of new saints continued to increase 
even during a time of overall downturn."

12 See Joan W. Scott. "Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis," American 
Historical Review 91:5(1986), 1053-75, repr. in Joan W. Scott, Gender and the Politics o f 
History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), 42: Galatariotou. ["Holy Women and 
Witches: Aspects of Byzantine Conceptions of Gender." BMGS 9 (1984-85). 54-55,] defends the 
use of the category in Byzantine historiography.

13 There are exceptions. Patlagean, ["La femme deguisee,"] suggests that the issue of 
gender needs to be addressed, but does not look beyond the eleventh century: Susan Ashbrook 
Harvey ["Women in Early Byzantine Hagiography: Reversing the Story," in That Gentle 
Strength: Historical Perspectives on Women in Christianity, ed. Lynda L. Coon, Katherine L. 
Haldane, and Elizabeth W. Summer (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1990). 36-59] 
discusses gender as an issue for early Byzantine women saints; Catia Galatariotou [The Making 
o f a Saint: The Life, Times and Sanctification o f Neophytos the Recluse (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 1991)] uses the category of gender to discuss the writings of a male saint, but 
not Byzantine saints in general.
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Gender disparity in the number and type o f saints' Lives alone prompts 

investigation, but the connection of gender and sanctity transcends casual overlapping. 

Both categories arise from the way a culture understands the body. Gender is the social 

meaning given to the sexual body, while sanctity, in Christian tradition, is as much a 

physical as a spiritual quality. Gender marks a man’s from a woman’s body: sanctity 

marks saints’ bodies from non-saints’ bodies — through martyrdom, askesis. use as relics, 

and separation from the world. Description of the body is central to hagiography, and 

contact with the body, at the tomb or through relics, is central to saints' cults. It is these 

phenomena — hagiography and cult — that are the loci of the Byzantine cult o f saints, and 

which demand that the gender of saints be interrogated.

In addition to bringing out the centrality of gender, recent scholarly interest in the 

women saints of the ninth to eleventh centuries focuses attention on a time o f significant 

contestation in narratives o f sanctity. Few Byzantine women were ever recognized as 

saints, perhaps twenty-five or so. but most of them lived during this period.14 Equally 

significant is that hagiographers wrote more Lives of contemporary holy women in these 

centuries than in all other periods of post-600 AD Byzantine history. It is not only with 

female saints, whether the stress is on new "models of sanctity" or on their disappearance, 

that mid-ninth- to eleventh-century developments were crucial. For male "new saints," 

who in contrast to women were continually added to the Byzantine calendar, the period 

also saw a narrowing of masculine saintly types, notably towards a restrictive monastic 

model. Although scholars have not so far analyzed the correlation with constructions of

14 Exact figures are misleading due to lack of fixed criteria for sainthood, but from Table 
1:1, we can place three-quarters of Byzantine female "new saints" in these centuries.
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sanctity, the wider Byzantine civil and ecclesiastical society of this period also saw shifts 

in understandings of gender roles. For the elite this meant the emergence of the 

aristocratic family as the primary repository o f economic and political power, with all the 

consequences that involved for the position o f women within wealthy families. More 

germane to a broader segment of society was the removal of marriage from civil to 

ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the eventual growth of specifically legal and theological 

discourses around marriage.

B Aims of This Study

The theses presented in this study address both the specific issue of the paucity of 

female saints and the subsequent absence of new female saints in late Byzantine history, 

along with the more general issue of the interconnections between sanctity, gender, and 

power in Byzantine culture.

Chapter II. "Measuring the Cult of Saints in Byzantium," takes a close look at the 

data on the cult of saints, drawn from a wide variety of sources. Using standard statistical 

methods. I argue that the data are a reliable guide to the relative size and importance of 

individual saints' cults in Byzantium. After the seventh century, a strikingly consistent 

pattern emerged in which a small roster of leading male saints came to dominate the cult 

of saints, and to dominate it, moreover, in an exaggerated fashion. While there were 

some new medium-sized cults, the cults of "new saints" all remained localized or almost 

invisible. This conclusion, perhaps known intuitively to many scholars, is of critical 

importance in establishing the parameters o f discussion about sanctity in Byzantine 

culture. It rules out discussions of change in "ideals o f sanctity" that focus exclusively, as
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has been the norm, on variations in types of "new saints." Any analysis of individual 

"new saints" must be set against an overall cult of saints in which figures such as George. 

Michael, and Nicholas eclipsed all others.

Turning from the shape of the overall cult of saints. Chapter III. "Models of 

Sanctity in Byzantium," probes both the standard "stages of sanctity" narrative of the 

history of sainthood and the typology of saints found in Byzantine liturgical sources. 

Although the latter has to be taken into consideration. I argue that neither provides a 

satisfactory account of sainthood's place in Byzantine culture. Instead. I propose a new 

model of sainthood, one that takes much greater account of the nature of the saints' cults. 

Rather than the saint's human characteristics, the saint's posthumous activities as a saint — 

wonderworking, healing, interceding, and protecting -- seem to have dominated and 

shaped the popular cults of the major saints and constituted their "sanctity." With "new 

saints." who competed in the same cultural arena as the major figures, the way in which 

their cult was promoted, rather than their personal characteristics, determined the reasons 

for their public veneration. In this respect, there was little difference between the cult of a 

"new saint," and a new cult o f an old and hitherto ignored saint. The creation and control 

of new cults allows us to see contestation between various social groups and a reflection 

of different sorts of power.

Only when issues around cult and the general formulation of sainthood have been 

determined, can we unpack the interdependence of sanctity and gender. Chapter IV, 

"Sanctity and Gender: An Overview," presents the data on gender difference in three 

aspects of early Christian and Byzantine sanctity. Statistical data allow us to trace 

successive "waves" in the creation of new saints, and to document the impact o f gender in
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each wave. Hagiographic and patristic materials document the way in which both gender 

and sanctity built on understandings of the body. Finally, using more tentative sources. I 

propose some assessment of the function of gender in saints' cults.

There is no doubt that early Christians came to understand sanctity primarily in 

masculine terms.15 Because scholars have rarely put this Christian masculinity into 

question. Chapter V. "Sanctity and Masculinity." examines the maleness of male saints. 

Although distinct from the early Christian world, the Byzantine cult of saints at first 

glance maintained the strict masculinity of sanctity. Language used about the major 

figures, as well as in the Lives of new saints, repeatedly asserted the power of the saints in 

male terms. At times, this language becomes almost humorous, as monk after monk is 

compared to Herakles. By focusing on a diversity of texts that use nuptial imagery about 

male saints, however. I am able to show that the situation was not quite so 

straightforward. Some hagiographers were willing to feminize their subjects as "brides of 

Christ." while some mystical writers feminized themselves in relation to God. In this 

light, gender emerges as a central theme of Byzantine religious discourse.

The final substantive chapter. Chapter VI, "Sanctity and Women." addresses 

directly the "rise and fall" of married women saints in the middle Byzantine period. An 

assessment of selected male and female saints o f the period demonstrates a series of 

contestations in the construction o f both gender and sanctity, for instance in the 

monasticization and mystification of sainthood. For women, and for men thinking about 

women, I argue that the most important development to affect the social position of

15 Harvey, "Women in Early Byzantine Hagiography," 40.
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women was the rise and theorization o f Christian marriage. Marriage came to provide a 

new role for the "ideal" women in religious discourse, but one that also came to exclude 

sainthood.

Three appendices conclude the study. The first is an extended discussion o f the 

methodological issues this dissertation brought up. accompanied by a series of tables 

presenting more fully the statistical data used in the main part of the text. Appendix II is 

a side-by-side translation o f the Life o f one of the married Iaywoman saints, ThomaTs of 

Lesbos. Appendix III makes some suggestion about the usage of the two Greek words for 

saint, aytoq and ocioq.

C Sources and Methodology

A study of sanctity and gender in Byzantium rests on a foundation built on the 

efforts of earlier historians to collect data and on the much more recent openness of 

students of both hagiography and women's history to new theoretical perspectives.

The Lives of women saints have rarely been used to explore the cultural 

coordinates of Byzantine society. There is reason for this. While saints' Lives are among 

the most abundant sources available to Byzantine research, and the erudition of scholars 

such as the BoIIandists Hippolyte Delehaye and Francois Halkin produced printed 

editions of many vitae and an invaluable guide to editions and manuscripts in the 

Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, 16 the sheer magnitude of this hagiographical material

16 Cited as BHG throughout this study. See the List of Abbreviations for full citation.
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resists simple analysis.17 Byzantinists. for instance, have scarcely touched on the entire 

matter of becoming a saint, or canonization.18 Previous approaches have included 

analyses of single vitae,19 discussions of particular religious controversies.20 and positivist 

analyses of groups of vitae in order to extract sociological information.21 Especially 

interesting for this study have been the attempts, notably by Patlagean. to explore the

17 The situation is worse with Albert Ehrhard. Uberlieferung und Bestand der 
Hagiographischen und Homiletischen Literatur der griechischen Kirche, Texte und 
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur Bd. 50-52 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs. 
1937 [i. e. 1936]-1952). Ehrhard lists the contents of hundreds of hagiographical manuscripts, 
but ordered in such a complex and unhelpful fashion that his work was virtually unusable until 
the recent publication of an index. See Lidia Perria, I manoscritti citati da Albert Ehrhard: indice 
di A. Ehrhard, Uberlieferung und Bestand der hagiographischen und homiletischen Literatur der 
griechischen Kirche, l-III, Leipzig-Berlin 1937-1952 (Rome: Istituto di studi bizantini e 
neoellenici. Universita di Roma, 1979). Perria indexes the manuscripts Ehrhard covered, and 
where in his text they occur. There is still no index of which saints appear in which manuscript, 
although the BHG is useful for this purpose.

18 See the discussion in Alice-Mary Talbot. Faith Healing in Late Byzantium: The 
Posthumous Miracles o f the Patriarch Athanasios I o f Constantinople by Theoktistos the Stoudite 
(Brookline, MA: Hellenic College Press. 1983), 21-24.

19 See Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille le Phileote, moine byzantin 
(+1110), introduction, critical text and French translation by Etienne Sargologos, Subsidia 
hagiographica 39 (Brussels: Societe de Bollandistes, 1964); Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, 
"Hagiographical Notes," BZ 78 (1985), 49-55: Jan Olof Rosenqvist. The Life o f Saint Irene 
Abbess o f Chrysobalanton: A Critical Edition with Introduction, Notes and Indices, Acta 
Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksall. 
Stockholm, 1986): Alice-Mary Talbot. "Family Cults in Byzantium: The Case of St. Theodora of 
Thessalonike," in AEIMI2N: Studies Presented to Lennart Ryden on his Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. 
Jan Olof Rosenqvist, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia 6 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 
1996). 49-69.

20 See Ihor Sevcenko, "Hagiography of the Iconoclast World," in Iconoclasm, ed.
Anthony Btyer & Judith Herrin (Birmingham: 1977); Aristeides Papadakis, "Iconoclasm: A 
Study of the Hagiographical Evidence." (Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham University, 1968).

21 Angeliki E. Laiou, "Saints and Society in the Late Byzantine Empire," in Charanis 
Studies, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou (New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University Press. 1980), 84-114; 
Aleksandr P. Kazhdan. "Byzantine Hagiography and Sex in the Fifth to Twelfth Centuries," DOP 
44 (1990), 131-44: The current Hagiography Project at Dumbarton Oaks is committed to reading 
all middle Byzantine saints Lives in order to record available factual and prosopographic 
information in a database.
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changing meaning o f sanctity in the early Byzantine period through the examination of 

the vitae of male ascetic and female transvestite saints.22

The wider topic of this study, the structures of the lives o f Byzantine women, has 

only very recently received any satisfying attention. Evidence for their lives is sparse. In 

any male-dominated society where women's activities have not been consciously 

recorded, an indirect approach to the material available must be taken, but for Byzantium 

there is little o f the evidence used to reconstruct women's history in the West; parish 

records, court records, records o f land transactions and so on are all fragmentary or 

entirely lacking.23 The impressive series of narrative histories, which lasted for the 

duration o f the Empire, and the largely political, religious or economic interests of 

Byzantinists. combined until very recently to set an agenda in Byzantine historiography 

which focused on the public life of Byzantine society, an arena in which women were 

absent. Scholars have studied individual women, but overwhelmingly these have been 

empresses or princesses.24 A few studies attuned to developments in women's history 

appeared after 1975, but only since 1985 has a series of more sophisticated articles on 

Byzantine women been published. The hagiography of female saints, a primary source

22 Patlagean, "La femme deguisee": eadem, "Saintete et Pouvoir." in Hackel, Saint, 88- 
105; and Ryden, "New Forms of Hagiography," 540.

23 Judith Herrin, "In Search of Byzantine Women: Three Avenues of Approach," in 
Images o f Women in Antiquity. ed. Averil Cameron and Amelie Kuhrt (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1983), 168.

24 This is not only a problem with representation of women. Kazhdan and Constable,
[.People and Power, 20], tabulate the persons who appear in what has long been the standard 
work on Byzantium -  Ostrogorsky, ByzState. There is not a single commoner, peasant or 
merchant. The index to Ostrogorsky’s text revealed seventy-nine women, all of them members of 
the imperial, or some other royal, family.
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for this study, turns out to be perhaps the major non-Iegal resource for Byzantine women's 

history.25

Recent women's history, inspired by the feminist movement and arising in fields 

of history where there is no shortage of data, has provoked a new awareness and 

interrogation of gender in Byzantine society. Angeliki Laiou and Lynda Garland have 

both attempted to analyze the ideology and conventions of Byzantine womanhood by 

reevaluating the usual historical sources.26 Catia Galatariotou recently carried out a 

sustained effort to understand twelfth-century Byzantine conceptions of gender using 

spiritual, if not hagiographical. literature.27 By examining the Cypriot saint. Neophytos 

the Recluse, she revealed the misogynist image o f women that emerges from his writings. 

While the intellectual tools o f feminist historiography, drawn from a structuralist

25 See for example Evelyne Patlagean's work cited above: Angeliki E. Laiou, ”'H 
taxopia evoq yapou: o pio<; riy; aytaq 0<op.at8o<; xf|q Aeapiaq" [The Story of a Marriage:
The Life of St. Thomais of Lesbos], in H KaOiyiepi vt) Zcoi) Zrd Bv^ctvno [Everyday Life in 
Byzantium], ed. Ch. Maltezou (Athens: 1989), 237-51: Eva Catafygiotu Topping, Holy Mothers 
of Orthodoxy (Minneapolis: Light and Life, 1987). Most recently a collection of ten translations 
has appeared, Alice-Mary Talbot, ed.. Holy Women o f Byzantium: Ten Saints' Lives in English 
Translation (Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 1996). [Abbreviated here as HWB.\

26 Lynda Garland, "The Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women: A Further note on the 
Conventions of Behaviour and Social Reality as Reflected in Eleventh and Twelfth Century 
Historical Sources." B 58:2 (1988), 361-393: Angeliki E. Laiou, "The Role of Women in 
Byzantine Society," in XVI. Intemationaler Byzantinistenkongress, Akten I/l (Vienna: 1981 )[= 
JOB 31:1 (1981), 233-60]; eadem, "Addendum to the Report on the Role of Women in Byzantine 
Society," JOB 32:1 (1982), 98-103; eadem, "Observations on the Life and Ideology of Byzantine 
Women," BF9 (1985), 59-102.

27 Catia Galatariou, "Holy Women and Witches," 54-94: eadem, "Eros and Thanatos: A 
Byzantine Hermit’s conception of sexuality," BMGS 13 (1989), 95-137; eadem, The Making o f a 
Saint: The Life, Times and Sanctification o f Neophytos the Recluse (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991). According to Galatariotou, Neophytos tried to "canonize" himself in his 
writings. It would be going far to call this "hagiography."
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anthropology and the whole nexus of ideas known as post-structuralism, need to be used 

with care, they are clearly opening up areas of fruitful research.28

In one important respect Byzantine hagiographical sources are particularly open 

to investigation o f  sanctity as a cultural construction. In the West, from 993. the Roman 

Curia increasingly controlled sainthood through bureaucratic procedures.29 One result 

was that sainthood became a function of organizational strength and activity as much as 

of local religious cultures.30 Byzantine hagiographers were cultural producers relatively 

unsullied by any official purpose or ideology.31 There were no canonization 

(ctvaicfip-uqtq) procedures until the thirteenth century and they did not become normative 

before the fourteenth.32 Before then, individual sanctity was typically "recognized" 

(avayvojpiciK;) by popular tomb cult, perhaps supported by the local bishop, or promoted 

by a Life. These procedural laxities mean that the saint's Life. in part, made the saint, and 

so reflected a cultural rather than official construction o f sanctity.

28 Galatariotou. Neophytos. 3-6.
29 In the first recorded papal canonization. Pope John XV elevated St. Ulric of Augsburg 

(d. 973) at a council in Rome in 993. Full papal control of canonization was not established for 
many centuries after.

30 See Pierre Delooz. Sociologie et canonisations (Liege: Faculte de droit, 1969). summarized in 
his "Towards a Sociological Study of Canonized Sainthood in the Catholic Church," in Saints and Their 
Cults, ed. Stephen Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1983), 189-216.

31 See Kathryn Ringrose. "Monks and Society in Iconoclastic Byzantium," Byzantine 
Studies/Etudes Byzantines 6 (1979), 135nl2, "Apparently in Byzantium in this period 
canonization grew out of popular acclamation with little formal supervision. I have no evidence 
that the church exercised any control over the writing of vitae or the veneration of new saints.
When a saint became the object of a local cult his name and feast day were recorded on the 
calendar of the local church with which he was identified. If his following became extended, his 
name might be entered on the patriarchal calendar." Quoted in Talbot, Faith Healing, 22.

32 The "heralding," (avaicfipu^t^) of Gregory Palamas in 1368 is sometimes seen as the 
first official canonization, but there were clearly instances earlier in the century. Talbot, Faith 
Healing, 22-23.
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In order to address the questions raised in this study. I approached the available 

material through a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods. I generated 

wide-ranging and longitudinal statistical information about the place o f saints in 

Byzantine culture, the production of the cult of saints, and the characteristics of the saints 

themselves. Conclusions about the cult of saints established by statistical data then 

permitted a new and broader contextual analysis of a number of texts, especially but not 

exclusively the Lives of female saints. In addition to these approaches, which involve 

original translation, research, and database construction. I also addressed issues of 

sanctity and gender using the fruits of modem scholarship on the development of 

marriage, the position of women in Byzantine society, and the rise of monasticism.

Statistical surveys provide much of the raw data for chapters 2-4. I looked at data 

of three principal sorts: at the saints and the statistical information about them; at the 

hagiographers and their social background; and. in an effort to place saints more widely 

in Byzantine culture, at saints in standard Byzantine historiography.

Saints themselves were the focus of information compiled in the Saints' 

Prosopographical Database. A large number of scattered sources — Lives, synaxarion 

entries, relics lists -- yielded data on personal characteristics as well on individual cults. 

The database includes any person Byzantine sources considered a saint,33 whether as 

individuals or as named members of groups, about whom any document survives from 

Byzantine or post-Byzantine Greek sources. For statistical purposes, however, I limited

33 Since in a very real sense early Christian saints were, or became, "Byzantine Saints," 
the database includes them where Greek sources survive. Syriac and Coptic saints also entered 
Byzantine liturgical calendars and hagiographical literature. This was not the case for Russian 
saints, who were excluded.
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the sample to saints who appear in BHG or any of its succeeding volumes.34 In practical 

terms, data in BHG and the Synaxarion o f Constantinople proved to be the most useful.35 

Significant data fields included: the approximate century of the saint's lifetime, feast 

day(s). gender, use o f title "hagios/a" or "hosios/a." martyr status, marital status, children, 

sexual abstinence, monastic status, hierarchical status, social class, location, number of 

surviving documents, author o f saint's life, later Byzantine references, location of cult 

site, family relationship of saint with other saints, connection of saint with imperial court, 

special functions o f the saint location and type of relics of saint. In all, there were fifty- 

three distinct fields, and I collected data on 1675 saints in 1608 records. For many saints, 

data was unavailable for many o f  the fields, but even marginal references to otherwise 

unknown saints proved useful for particular questions. For questions on die public cults 

o f saints, individual saints were also the focus for a distinct supplementary database on 

church dedications across the medieval Greek world.

Hagiographers, who figure among the chief creators of saints' cults, were the 

subjects of a second database.36 I collected data on all authors in BHG (and BHGNA) 

who wrote two or more saint's Lives. This meant exclusion of some hagiographers. often 

those who wrote one life of a person they knew. The "two Lives" criterion was intended 

both to keep the figures manageable and, more positively, to restrict discussion to those

34 See Appendix I for further discussion of database construction choices.
35 Cited as SynaxCP throughout this study. See the List of Abbreviations for full

citation.
36 Alice-Mary Talbot suggested this approach in a paper given at Princeton in May 1989. 

See Alice-Mary Talbot, "Old Wine in New Bottles: the Rewriting of Saints' Lives in the 
Palaiologan Period," in The Twilight o f Byzantium, ed. Slobodan Curdic and Doula Mouriki 
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991), 15-26.
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authors who had a more than passing interest in writing hagiography. Data fields 

concentrated on both prosopographic details of the writer and on the saints about whom 

he wrote.17

Non-hagiographical histories permitted an effort to assess the place of saints in 

wider Byzantine society. Gathering material about saints exclusively from religious 

sources — the common approach — may lead to a misapprehension of the importance of 

the cult o f saints. To investigate this possibility, and to inquire into the extent to which 

secular and spiritual spheres interconnected in Byzantium, I collected data on which 

saints appear in Byzantine secular histories.38 Anyone the authors called a "saint" was 

recorded: this included saints who were not incorporated in later synaxaria or given 

official cults, along with saints who were named in connection with a church or 

monastery dedication. Since the amount of Byzantine historiographic material is vast. I 

selected authors according to the availability and quality of modem editions. Editor- 

provided indices were crucial in yielding the names o f saints and their whereabouts in the 

texts.39

The Lives of the middle Byzantine female saints proved exceptionally rich sources 

with which to study constructions of gender and sanctity. The BHG documents a burst o f 

productivity that yielded eight Lives o f the ninth-century women saints, and six of tenth-

37 See Appendix I for a detailed list of data fields.
38 There was a virtually unbroken tradition of history writing in Byzantium. For this 

survey, I analyzed nineteen authors from the sixth to sixteenth centuries.
39 Some editions do not index names which are connected with buildings, and were not, 

therefore, very useful for the purpose of this survey.
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century women.40 These comprise the bulk of hagiography o f contemporary Byzantine 

women. Saint's Lives have long been plundered by Byzantine scholars, raided for 

positive information on battles, military campaigns, and so forth.41 They have also been a 

prime source for Byzantine social history 42 With the exceptions noted earlier, they have 

rarely been analyzed as texts about gender, the approach taken here. As well as the 

middle Byzantine women's Lives. this study made use of the vitae of contemporary holy 

men. re-writings of older saints' Lives. and other legal and historiographical texts bearing 

on gender and sanctity, such as monastic typika.

Even with the comparatively limited sources available, there were too many Lives 

to analyze in depth. Textual inquiry then, centered on the vitae of non-imperial lay 

married women who became saints, in particular Mary the Younger and Thomai's of 

Lesbos. The rationale for attending to these texts is that they represent the most liminal

40 Based on standard dating. As will be discussed, some of the Lives may have been 
written in the eleventh century.

41 The pinnacle of this positivist approach is Dumbarton Oaks Hagiography Database o f 
the 8th-l0th Century, ed. Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Alice-Mary Talbot (Washington DC: 
Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies. 1998).

42 Louis Brehier, "Les populations rurales au lXesiccle d'aprcs I'hagiographie byzantine." 
5 1(1925), 177-90; Harry S. Magoulias, "The Lives of Byzantine Saints as Sources of Data for 
the History of Magic in the Sixth and Seventh Centuries A.D.. Sorcery, Relics and Icons." B 37 
(1967), 228-69; idem, "The Lives of the Saints as Sources for Byzantine Agrarian Life in the 
Sixth and Seventh Centuries," GOTR 35:1 (1990). 59-70; Dorothy deF. Abrahamse, "Magic and 
Sorcery in the Hagiography of the Middle Byzantine Period," BF 8 (1982), 3-17; eadem. 
"Byzantine Views of the West in the Early Crusade Period: The Evidence of Hagiography," in 
The Meeting o f Two Worlds: Cultural Exchange Between East and West During the Period o f the 
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aspects o f sanctity. Mary had. as far as we know, a short-lived cult, and Thomais only a 

very localized one: both have vitae which survive through only one or two manuscripts; 

neither were imperial women, where the politics of sainthood seem to have operated 

differently; and both were married, although only Mary had children. In all these 

respects, they were at the edge of what defined sanctity and. as such, they establish its 

limits. Other women saints of the period, such as the nuns Irene of Chrysobalanton and 

Theodora o f Thessalonica had Lives that reproduced older narratives of sanctity. For 

comparative analysis o f male sanctity, I used the very different Lives of Cyril of Philea, 

Symeon the New Theologian. Luke of Steiris. and Nikon the Metanoeite.43 Together 

they represent a cross section of masculine types of saints: a lower class holy man with 

imperial connections, a mystic intellectual, a monastery founder, and a regional miracle- 

worker.

***

In beginning this study, it was tempting to try to explain the disappearance of new 

Byzantine women saints by an exegesis of the Lives of the last few examples and an 

examination of the immediate social and religious context. It soon became clear that such 

an approach would yield unsatisfactory results, and so, while keeping a firm eye on the 

issue of female sanctity, this study has cast its net much wider. Women’s sanctity shared 

in the wider social milieu of Byzantine sainthood. To understand the later decline in 

women "new saints" we need to look anew at this world. Many activities and beliefs 

relating to Byzantine sainthood remain closed to us — for instance, we have no way of

43 Recent translations into French (for Cyril and Symeon) and English (Luke and Nikon) 
have made these lives accessible to a wider range of readers.
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ascertaining the thoughts of average pilgrims — but sufficient data does remain to suggest 

a reasonable model. In the chapters that follow, I propose that a deeper understanding of 

the nature o f sainthood in Byzantium cannot emerge from looking at individual texts 

alone. Nor can one comprehend the shifting interaction of Byzantine sanctity and social 

forms by using ahistorical definitions of "sanctity." We must go beyond the religiously- 

sanctioned essentials — devotion to God, prayer, and rejection o f evil — and focus on the 

liminal aspects o f sanctity. This study, then, refuses to privilege the aspects of sanctity 

educated believers would identify as central, nor does it accept an unproblematic use of 

the label "saint." Rather it stresses the ways in which Byzantine audiences constructed 

saints in the narratives of their Lives, the stories o f how a saint's cult was developed and 

practiced, and the competition between saintly narratives we see in both Lives and cults.
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CHAPTER II

MEASURING THE CULT OF SAINTS IN BYZANTIUM

A Studying the Cult of Saints in Byzantium

To assess the question of gender in the domain of Byzantine sanctity requires 

some overall idea o f the place and function o f sainthood in Byzantine culture. Without 

such a model, comments on women saints or "stages" in Byzantine understandings of 

sainthood remain little more than musings. This and the following chapter argue that 

sufficient data survive to establish an overall model, that the cult o f saints in Byzantium 

exhibits distinctive features, and that our understanding of the nature o f sanctity at any 

period of Byzantine history must pay attention to the practices of the cult. The crucial 

analytic distinction here is between "cult." the phenomena associated with a saint's public 

veneration, and "sanctity." the personal characteristics, real or presumed, o f a saint which 

make him or her holy. We can only understand the sanctity of a saint, or sub-group of 

saints, against the background of the wider cult of saints.

This conclusion derives not only from the data analyzed here but also from a 

consideration o f earlier scholarship. Studies focused on individual saints usually look at 

both the sanctity and the cult of their subject, and gain real insights in doing so, but the 

cost is a certain myopia with regard to the wider cultural meanings of sainthood. Neither 

Symeon the Fool nor Irene of Chrysobalanton,22 for instance, the subjects o f  recent books,

22 For example, Jan Olof Rosenqvist, The Life o f Saint Irene Abbess o f Chrysobalanton: 
A Critical Edition with Introduction, Notes and Indices, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia 
Byzantina Upsaliensia (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksall, Stockholm, 1986); or Derek Krueger. 
Symeon the Holy Fool: Leontius’ Life and the Late Antique City ^Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1996).

23
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had any significant cult in Byzantium and only a severely limited understanding o f  the 

role o f saints and sainthood in Byzantine society can be derived from studying them. To 

gain an overall view we need to attempt broader, statistically supported, studies. There 

have been efforts to do just this. Two widely influential articles by Evelyne Patlagean 

were based on diachronic tabulations of saints, the first designed to show evolving stages 

in the types of sanctity available to Byzantine women.23 the second an examination of 

sainthood during the ninth to eleventh centuries.24 More recently. Alice-Mary Talbot and 

Aleksandr Kazhdan successfully used survey methods, including hagiographical sources 

on sixty-five saints, to reassess the role of women during the Iconoclastic period.25 These 

studies sought to make general statements about the place of sainthood or saints in 

Byzantine culture and society by looking exclusively at the "new saints." The problem 

here is that the cult o f saints in Byzantium never focused on these newer figures.26 It is 

natural for scholars whose main interest is Byzantium to focus on figures who lived 

during the Byzantine era. As a result, they have tended to see sainthood in terms o f the 

posthumous exaltation and veneration of individual holy people, but this is a 

fundamentally unbalanced approach. There were Byzantine era saints, and they are worth

23 Patlagean. "La femme deguisee." Patlagean considered the dossiers of twelve female 
saints for this study.

24 Evelyne Patlagean, "Saintete et pouvoir," in Hackel. Saint, 88-105. Her study was 
based on consideration of thirty-four saints.

25 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Women and Iconoclasm," BZ 84/85:2 
(1991/1992), 391-408.

26 The same critique could be made of studies of sainthood in the West. Although there 
are studies of the cults of particular ancient or legendary saints [e.g., Charles W. Jones, Saint 
Nicholas o f Myra, Bari and Manhattan: Biography o f a Legend (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1978,)] there has been no wider consideration of the role of such saints within the overall 
cult of saints.
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studying (as is done later in this study), but only after we grasp that Byzantine people 

comprehended the sanctity of these figures against a remarkably stable and coherent 

"field" of sanctity established by the widespread cults of earlier, and largely legendary, 

saintly figures. Only then can we really begin to analyze the cultural significance of the 

"new saints."

Establishing the boundaries o f  the field of sanctity is not straightforward. Both 

statistical and qualitative considerations are germane, or otherwise important aspects 

become submerged in a totalizing analysis. This was the problem with the most 

important English-language attempt to quantity sainthood. Saints and Society by 

Weinstein and Bell.27 Weinstein and Bell compiled extensive data on key variables for 

864 Western saints who lived between 1000 and 1700. They explored the significance of 

issues such as gender, ethnicity, and marital status, using not particularly advanced 

statistical techniques, but techniques rarely seen in the study of sainthood. In doing so. 

they presented a complex model of sanctity in Western culture. The problem is this: what 

exactly were Weinstein and Bell quantifying? It would seem that they were measuring 

the aggregate of all saints and weighing each saint equally -- that is. they based their 

model of sanctity on data derived from statistical analysis of the multiple individual 

saints. They entirely ignored, however, the size of a saint's cult. This is a fine procedure 

for establishing census information, but not all saints are equal when it comes to 

understanding sainthood and sanctity. A saint with a massive cult, whose life and 

example affected both other potential saints' behavior and popular perceptions of sanctity

27 Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M. Bell, Saints and Society: The Two Worlds o f 
Western Christendom, 1000-1700 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1982).
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(St. Francis is the paradigm example) is more important when considering the field o f 

sanctity as a whole than some local village saint with only local fame.28 To be fair. 

Weinstein and Bell were aware o f  this as an issue but deliberately chose to treat all saints 

equally since part o f their project was to show the utility of statistical approaches.29 The 

probity of this decision is open to question, since even in Western Europe it was ancient 

saints who dominated the cult.30 but with a cohort of 864. there is some justification. In 

the Byzantine context, where the total number of saints was far lower, equalizing data for 

all saints in the manner of Saints and Sanctity would be an insupportable way to establish 

a model of sanctity. What we need in order to grasp the historical reality of sainthood in 

Byzantine culture is a statistically supported model that is sensitive to the weighting of 

particular saints. In short. I want to know which saints were most important, and have 

some idea of the relative degree o f importance.

In collecting data for this study, I kept in mind two sets of coordinates — those of 

cult and those o f sanctity. My basic conclusion can be stated up front. When Byzantine 

people wrote about saints — and when they visited saints' relics, when they went on 

pilgrimages, when they looked at icons of saints, when they celebrated name days, and 

when they referred to monuments named after saints — it was a very small group of

28 If, however, all villages tended to have such a local figure, then that information would 
itself be important.

29 Weinstein and Bell, 279-80. It should be noted that they did check each table to avoid 
absurdities.

30 For instance, in the Golden Legend, the most widely circulated later medieval 
collection of saints stones, of the 168 named saints, only eight (Thomas Becket, Peter Martyr, 
Dominic, Bernard, Francis, Gregory I, John the Almsgiver and Elizabeth of Hungary) lived after 
600. See Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, trans. William G. 
Ryan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).
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largely early Christian and late antique figures, often legendary, who dominated the ideas 

they had about the saints, and to which other saints had to conform. This conclusion 

about the nature of the cult of saints is fundamental to understanding Byzantine sanctity.

B Evidence for the Size of the Cult of Saints in Byzantium

Estimates about the relative sizes of saints' cults in Byzantium derive from two 

main sources: surviving documents and material remains. There are aspects of public 

veneration that can be measured in modem saints' cults, but which are not measurable 

from Byzantine sources; for instance, we have no way of assessing the number of visitors 

to shrines, or the degree of popular devotion exhibited by purchase of ex voti or ampoules 

o f holy oil. The sources we do have, however, are extensive, and when we consider them 

synchronously, they yield secure conclusions.

Scholarly compilations and guides to the sources on the cult of saints appeared 

over the past century. Although there may be mistakes or omissions in the data, this 

would be a real problem only if there were some persistent bias, rather than random 

errors. In fact, there is no reason to suppose any non-random distortion of the data, and 

the conclusions we can draw about the cult of saints arise from rather large numerical 

variances.31 What is especially noteworthy is that, while the various data sets examined 

(documents, church dedications, seals) are largely independent of each other, they 

produce similar conclusions about the size and relative importance of cults.32

31 See Appendix I for a list of the compilations and the problems with using them.
32 See Appendix I, Table A1 for a statistical test to demonstrate the independence of two 

of the data sources used in this chapter.
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Documentary Evidence I: Vitae. Enkomia. Menologia. Synaxaria

There are a variety of documents particular to an individual saint. The most 

important of these, when it exists, is the saint's Life or vita. Lives usually yield data on 

the life, merits and characteristics o f the saint in question and as such are important for 

assessing sanctity. Any texts written about a specific saint, including enkomia. entries in 

synaxaria. menaia and menologia. as well as the collections known as paterika and 

meterika,33 are also useful. The assumption here is that the amount of this documentary 

evidence surviving is related to the extent of a saint's cult.

It is not clear how best to quantify the documents which survive, and the 

recording methods of Delehaye and Halkin in BHG preclude some options. One obvious 

method would be simply to count surviving manuscripts of a saint’s Life’, for instance 

Theoktiste of Lesbos’ Life survives in twenty-seven manuscripts while the three distinct 

texts about Thomais of Lesbos each survive in one manuscript.34 But with many popular 

saints, the situation is less straightforward. Let us take as an example the textual 

evidence for the popular military saint. Prokopios of Caesarea. For Prokopios, we have 

both early factual accounts about his life and well-documented data on the original nature 

of his cult. The surviving passions and enkomia, however, transform the story so greatly

33 An enkomion was a text, often a homily, written for a saint’s feast day. which lauded 
the saint in general terms without necessarily recounting details of the saint’s life or miracles. A 
synaxarion could be a church calendar of saints' days with appropriate lections, but here is meant 
the various manuscripts that contain a short reading for each saint — the SynaxCP is the most 
significant [ODB 1991 ]. A menaion was a type of liturgical text that contained hymns and 
readings for each feast day [ODB 1338]. Much longer texts about saints, although still shorter 
than full saint’s lives, were contained in a menologion [ODB 1341]. Texts about saints might 
also be found in collections made for a variety of reasons, called "paterika" and "meterika." See 
J. Noret, "Menologes, synaxaires. menees," AnalBoll 86 (1968), 21-24.

34 HWB, 98 n!2 and 294.
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that they are of no use whatsoever to investigators o f the historical figure, although they 

may be of use in exploring later conceptions o f sanctity.35 As well as the largely 

historical account contained in Eusebios of Caesarea's De Martyribus Palestinae?b a text 

available in a number of manuscripts, the BHG records nine other legendary accounts of 

his passion.37 as well as a Metaphrastic version.38 and six enkomia by later Byzantine 

authors, such as Niketas Paphlagon, Constantine Akropolites. and the deacon Prokopios. 

The problems in analyzing these data as recorded in the BHG are manifold. First, 

different BHG entries record different types of data. BHG 1577d. for instance, is a 

reference to Cod. Paris 1447. fol. 269-298. a tenth- or eleventh-century manuscript which 

contains a passion of Prokopios. BHG 1579. by contrast, refers to the tenth-century 

version of the passion by Symeon Metaphrastes as published in 1721 in AASS Iul II. 556- 

576.39 As with Eusebios, there are many copies of various parts of the Metaphrastic 

collection in existence.40 These texts say a great deal about the cult of Prokopios while

35 See Hippolyte Delehaye. The Legends o f the Saints, trans. V.M. Crawford (London: 
Longmans. Green. 1907). Chapter 5 is devoted to unraveling the texts on Prokopios.

36 BHG 1576.
37 BHG 1577. 1577m. 1577a. 1577c, 1577d. 1577e. 1577f. 1578. I579e.
38 BHG 1579.
39 Symeon Metaphrastes, d.c.1000. rewrote the lives of older saints to fit in with the 

literary conventions of his day. See ODB 1983-84, and Hippolyte Delehaye, "Synopsis 
Metaphrastica," in Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, editio altera emendatior (Brussels:
Societe des Bollandistes, 1909), 267-92.

40 For a complete list see Albert Ehrhard, Uberlieferung und Bestand der 
Hagiographischen und Homiletischen Literatur der griechischen Kirche, Texte und 
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur Bd. 50-52 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 
1937 [i. e., 1936]-1952). See also review by Franfois Halkin in AnalBoll 70 (1952). 345-49. 
Nancy SevCenko informed me that for her book, Illustrated Manuscripts o f the Metaphrastian 
Menologion (Chicago: 1990), she did "a rough calculation, based on Ehrhard...and came up with 
a figure of around 850." Nancy Sevcenko. [Nsevcenko@aol.com], " Re: RE: [hagiomail] MSS of 
Metaphrastes." In Hagiomail [hagiomail@belnet.be]. 16 September 1996.
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indicating the problems in assessing such evidence. In evaluating how many texts survive 

about Prokopios. we thus face a dilemma. Would it be correct to count every manuscript 

of Eusebios and the Metaphrastic collections, a procedure which would give an accurate 

raw figure, but would also give elevated figures for any saint whom Metaphrastes 

included? Counting mentions of a saint in synaxaria manuscripts is even more 

problematic since we know that the principle of inclusion was sometimes based on 

completing a neat calendar arrangement rather than any considerations of importance of 

the saint's cu lt or even whether there was an active cult.41 It might be added that since 

the Metaphrastic corpus excluded saints later than the tenth century — a crucial period for 

the present study — to include a count o f all Metaphrastic manuscripts seriously 

compromises analysis 42 Merely counting vita manuscripts is not an option since the 

different types of document which survive about a saint such as Prokopios — laudations, 

homilies and so forth — surely relate to the extent and duration of the cult.43

The solution adopted here is far from perfect but is directed at the specific goal of 

quantifying in some way the size o f a saint's cult in comparison with other saints. In 

detailing the nature o f the specific cult of an individual saint, it is necessary to untangle, 

as Delehaye did with Prokopios, the entire manuscript, Metaphrastic, and calendar

41 Hippolyte Delehaye, "Le Synaxaire de Sirmond," AnalBoli 14 (1895), 420-21. Each 
synaxarion also has its own, usually complex, documentary and manuscript history. How to 
assess and quantify these manuscript and written traditions about saints is an even more confused 
problem.

42 Pre-tenth century saints in the Metaphrastic documents, for instance, would always 
have a large numerical edge over later saints.

43 There are also saints for whom we possess only short synaxaria entries, which may or 
may not derive from now lost lives, who would be recorded as leaving no documentary evidence 
if we only counted full Lives as important.
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traditions. It is unnecessary to do this for comparative data on saints where the system of 

records adopted by Halkin and Delehaye in the various editions of the BHG have similar 

and. for the purpose of this study, desirable effects o f suppressing the same sort of 

information in each case — for instance the multiple manuscript survivals of Metaphrastic 

compilations — and o f emphasizing other desirable data, in particular the representation 

of a particular saint in different types o f manuscript. For Prokopios this BHG-derived 

figure is sixteen, the number of different references Halkin cites. Table 2 .1 then records a 

very wide index of the extent of a saint's cult: the number of documents about that saint 

recorded in the BHG. As will be seen, these data correlate well with entirely distinct data 

sets drawn from information on church dedications, relics, seals, and art.

Based on the number of BHG documents, the saints' cults have been divided into 

four broad ranges. Saints with more than eighty documents may be considered the 

dominant figures within the surviving literature. This is a very small group. Excluding 

the Virgin Mary, who is in a category by herself, five saints fall into this category: John 

the Baptist. Demetrios. Nicholas, John the Theologian, and George. Of these, two are 

New Testament figures and three are legendary. Nearly as important (with 40-79 

documents) are Kosmas and Damian, the Theodores.44 the apostles Peter and Paul.45 the 

apostle Thomas, Stephen the first martyr, and the sole "Byzantine" figure, John

44 SS. Theodore Teron (41 docs.) and Theodore Stratelates (14 docs.) were the product 
of different iconographic representations of the same saint. Their (his?) numbers need to be 
added together (total 55) to assess the size of the cult.

45 Whose documentary totals should include the large number of texts which treat them 
as a pair. This would give Paul 77 docs. (vs. 49 atone) and Peter 58 docs. (vs. 28 alone).
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Table 2.1
Documentary Indications of the Size o f Greek Saints’ Cults:

Mo. cf Saint Century Mo. of
Documentary Saint Docs in

Refs Lived 9HGa

>ao Mary, Mother of Godc 1 35-
John the Baptist, forerunner 1 121
Demetrios of Thessalonica, Myrobiytos 4 1C9
Michcias of Myra, wonderworker 4 95
Cohn the Theologian/Evangelist 1 9C
George the Martyr, megaicmartyr 4

40-7 9 Kosmas & Damian, Anargyroi 4 79
John Chryscstcm 5 ^4
Thomas, Apostle 1 69
Paul, Apostle 1 4 9
Theodore Teron (foocsoidier; 4 41

20-3 9 Stephen Protomartyr 1 39
Clement of Rome 1 37
Andrew, Apostle 1 33
Menas of Egypt, wonderworker 4 32
Michael the Archangel 31
Aiexios, Man of God, Homo Dei 5 3C
Peter, Apostle 1 29
Peter s Paul Together, Apostles 1 29
Constantine the Great 4 27
Gregory of Nazianzos 4 26
Pacnomics 4 26
Gurias Samcnas and Abibus 4 24
Angels 23
Philip, Apostle I 23
Symeon Styiites the Elder 'of Manarai 5 22
Group: XL Martyrs of Sebasteia 4 21
Luke the Evangelist 1 2C
Onupnrios 5 2C

10-19 Barbara 4 19
Par.teleemon (Pantaleon) 4 19
Paraskeve 2 19
Justina 4 19
Cyprian the Great 4 19
Silvester of Rome 4 19
Thekla of Iconium 1 19
Artemios, wonderworker 4 17
Lazaros of Bethany NT 1 17
Ephrem the Syrian 4 16
Euphemia of Chalcedon 4 16
Group: Three Hierarchs (Basil, Gregory i 16

of Nazianzus, John Chrysostom)
Kyros & John, anargyroi 4 16
Marina of Antioch 4 16
Prokopios of Caesarea 4 16
Dionysios (Denis) the Areopagite 1 IS
John Klimakcs 7 15
Mary the Egyptian 15
Andrew, Salos "Fool for Christ" 5 14
Andronikos, 6 14
Makarios of Egypt 3 14
Matthew, Apostle Evangelist 1 14
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(Table 2.1 — Continued)

Mo . of Saint Century M e .  3 £

Documentary Saint D ocs ir.
Refs Lived 3 KGa

Theodore, Strateiates (Generali 4 14
Group: Monks cf Sina and Raithu 5 1 2
Mamas, 3 i ~
Theodore of Stouaics g 1 J
Trypnon, wonderworker 3 13
James, 3rother of the herd 1. 12
N'iketas, 4 Iz.
Poiykarp of Smyrna 2 12
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus 3 12
Abraham and Hazy of Edessa 4 11
Christopher 3 11
Kor.cn 11
Makarios Romanos 11
Mark the Evangelist 7̂ 11
Phokas, hortuianus 11
Anastasia the Pharmaholytria 4 1C
Bartholemew, Apostie I 1C
Holy Innocents, 1 c
Laurentios 3 1 c
Martinianos 1C
Theodota 4 1C

Source'. BHG: Saints’ Hagiographical Database..

a Number in BHG: The number o f documents about each saint in the BHG. (Does not include BHGNA 
documents)
°  Names of female saints are highlighted.
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Chrysostom.46 St. Michael.47 and perhaps Andrew round out the list. O f these saints, 

eight are biblical, seven are post biblical martyrs whose stories were legendary , and only 

one was a non-biblical historical figure. Saints with a lower number of documents do not 

seem to have had large cults.

Although this analysis excludes the data collected by Ehrhard concerning absolute 

numbers of manuscripts referring to a saint in favor o f the count of types of different 

documents, there is reason to suppose that absolute figures would support the general 

picture here. For example. Ehrhard records around 300 non-menologic manuscripts.48 

popular collections designed as spiritual reading for the literate faithful and monks. 

Ehrhard notes that the number of saints discussed in the manuscripts continually declined 

over the centuries and it was always the same restricted number of legends and marvels 

that were included.49 As with counting different types of document, the conclusion is the

46 His presence is probably explained by the impact of his own writings on later writers. 
Other evidence does not indicate a large cult.

47 His totals need to be increased as he was often written about with Gabriel (together 
they were known as the "Taxiarchs.")

48 "Non-menologic" refers to manuscripts that contain homilies and panegyrics of the 
saints, as in menologia, but not in calendar order. Such collections existed before and after the 
great work of Symeon Metaphrastes. Collections made after Metaphrastes might include texts all 
taken from Metaphrastes, mixtures of Metaphrastic and other texts, and entirely independent 
collections. See the useful review by Halkin in AnalBoll 70 (1952), 345-46, and Ehrhard, 
Uberlieferung III. 2. 725-893. Ehrhard records the manuscript, the date if known, and the saints 
in the manuscript in the order in which they appear.

49 Ehrhard, Uberlieferung III. 2, 776, noted by Halkin in Anal Boll 70 (1952), 346.
There is an apt modem analogy. Since opera was invented in 1599, there have been thousands of 
such music dramas written and performed. The real repertoire of any modem opera house is 
restricted, however, to fewer than a hundred works. The social meaning and significance of 
opera is now determined by these few survivals — Don Giovanni, Tosca, Aida, The Ring — rather 
than by the mass of operas that have been written.
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same: the cult of saints in Byzantium was restricted in practice to a dramatically small 

number of saints.

Documentary Evidence II: Hymns

Considerable support is given to the above conclusion by a distinct set o f saint- 

related documents, the surviving hymnography of the Byzantine Church. Here I rely 

entirely on the data compilation of Enrica Follieri. who in 1966 published a five volume 

Initia Hymnorum — a tabulation of the initial lines of Greek hymns.50 Her entire work is 

composed on the first few words of a hymn, with an indication of where a printed edition 

is located. Most usefully, there is an Index Hagiographico-Liturgicus. which lists each 

saint, and the printed location of hymns to that saint.

Follieri's data allow an analysis of the comparative size of saint's cult in terms of 

the number of hymns dedicated to that saint.51 Table 2.2 compares the extent o f saints’ 

cults as measured by the number of hymns with the extent as measured by the BHG 

documents. The concurrence of the two sets o f documents is striking. Not only is the 

overlap between the named saints evident,52 but the relative ranking of saints is also

50 Henrica Follieri [Enrica Follieri], Initia Hymnorum Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. (Rome: 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. 1966). See Appendix I, Table A3: Total Documents about Each 
Saint in Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca and Follieri Initia Hymnorum.

51 There are some limitations on the conclusions that can be based on Follieri's data. 
From her work, there is no way to assess when the various hymns were composed, nor in how 
many manuscripts a hymn survives. Moreover, the same hymn might appear more than once in 
her index, which is an index to editions, if it was edited more than once. The value of the data 
remains in establishing an index of the comparative size of cults.

52 Seventy-three percent (29/40) of the saints with the highest number of hymns appear 
in the list of saints ranked by number of BHG documents. In fact, the concurrence is even more 
impressive since most of those saints who do not overlap in the top forty lists appear shortly 
below the cut off established for Table 2.3.
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Table 2.2
Comparison of Size of Saints Cults in BHG Documents with Number of Hymns

Size of Cult Based or. No. of Hymns Based on No. of Oocs

Five Mary, Mother of God Mary, Mother of God
largest John the Baptist John the Baptist
Cults John Chrysostom Demetrios of Thessalcnica

Anna, Mother of Mary Nicholas of Myra
Demetrios of Thessalcnica John the Theologian

Next Fi'/o John the Theologian George the Martyr
largest George the Martyr Kcsmas i Damian
Cults rosruQs Si jdmian John Chrysostom

Stephen, Protomartyr Thomas, Apostie
Peter 4 Paul Together Paul, Apostie

Next Thirty Basil of Caesarea Theodore Teron
Theodore Teron Stephen Protomartyr
Peter, Apostle Clement of Rome
Nicholas of Myra Andrew, Apostie
Thomas, Apostle Menas of Egypt
Mary of Egypt Michael the Archangel
Euphemia of Chalcedon Alexios, Man of God
Theodore Stratelates Peter, Apostie
Athanasios of Alexandria Peter & Paul Together
Maximos the Confessor Constantine the Great

Michael & Gabriel Gregory of Nazianzcs
XL Martyrs of Sebasteia Pacnomios
Thekia of Iconium Gurias Samonas and Abibus
Barthoiemew, Apostle Philip, Apostie
Gregory Nazianzcs Symeon Stylites the Elder
Fhokas of Sinope XL Martyrs of Sebasteia
Proxopios of Caesarea Luke the Evangelist
Kyros & John Onupnrios
Barbara Barbara
James Panteieemon (Pantaieon)
Lazaros Paraskeve

Ephrem the Syrian Justina
Euthymios Kyprian the Great
Andrew Silvester of Rome
Philip, Apostie Thekla of Ikonium
Constantine the Great Artemios
Symeon Stylites the eider Lazaros
Par.teleemon (Pantaleon) Ephrem the Syrian
Luke the Evangelist Euphemia
Marina Group: Three Hierarchs
Anthony Kyros & John
Group: Three Hierarchs Marina

Source: BHG: Saints' Hagiographical Database; Henrica Follieri [Enrica Follieri], Initia Hymnorum 
Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. (Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1966).
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similar. Finally, with both sets o f documents, there is a steep decline in the number of 

documents for lesser saints compared to the dominant figures (Figure 2.1).

The Material Cult I: Church Dedications

Information about dedications of churches, monasteries, and other religious 

sanctuaries provide an independent measure of the extent o f a saint's cult. Dedications 

signify the cult o f a saint in several ways. A church or monastery dedicated to a local 

martyr or saint indicated that the saint had a living cult, at least at the time o f the 

dedication.53 because some founder or patron had enough devotion to name a sanctuary.54 

A dedicated church or monastery also actively propagated the fame of the saint. Areas 

and localities, even entire villages, took their names from such churches. While in some 

cases a church dedication preserved a saint's name long after the cult had subsided.55 

textual and archeological information often survive affirming that a cult was maintaining 

its strength long after the date of a church's construction.

By collating records of church dedications in diverse parts of the Empire, we can 

establish a data set on the Byzantine cult o f saints strikingly different to that derived from

53 Sometimes the original name of the sanctuary changed from its original dedication to 
that of the saint whose relics it contains.

54 See the comments of Janin, EglisesCP, xv, [my translation]. "The names are a 
reflection of popular devotion which little occupies itself with the glories of the Church in order 
to satisfy its special tastes...It does not seem that there was any regulation of the choice of names. 
It was without doubt left to the will of the founders."

55 The names of London and Paris areas and streets, which often reflect medieval church 
dedications are a case in point: it would, for instance., be difficult to show any cult of St. Giles or 
St. Clement in modem London
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Figure 2.1
Gradation in Sizes of Saints’ Cults Using Documentary Evidence
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documentary evidence. For instance, the magnitude of a saint’s cult, based on the number 

of dedicated churches, can be given a geographic dimension (Table 2.3).56

While literally hundreds of saints had one dedicated church.57 often their 

martyrion,58 the leading figures -- ordered according to the number of churches a saint 

possessed in Constantinople — are roughly the same as those indicated by documentary 

evidence: John the Baptist Nicholas. Michael. George, and the Theodores (Table 2.3). 

Church dedications, however, yield a much better picture of the extent and dominance o f 

these cults than do documents, since these saints had sanctuaries named for them century 

after century and throughout the Byzantine world. Although there are several saints who 

were important in local areas (for instance Eugenios of Trebizond). no saint who had a 

cult in more than one region failed to have some sanctuary in Constantinople, a 

phenomenon which points to the central role of the city in Byzantine religious life.

Some insight into degree of dominance of the leading saints is also possible. Just 

under a quarter of the 611 sanctuaries in Constantinople (22.3 percent) belonged to the 

Theotokos; another quarter (24.7 percent) belonged to just ten saints, although there were 

190 saints with a sanctuary of some sort. Once again, relatively few saints — the same 

ones we see with multiple Lives, hymnographical and iconographic survivals — have 

multiple sanctuaries in the capital and across the Greek-speaking world. This is a key 

finding in examining Byzantine sainthood, and a contrast with sainthood in the West,

56 Appendix I, Tables A6 and A7, give a more complete picture of all the church 
dedications in the sources used.

57 Appendix I, Tables A6 and A7, list churches dedicated to some 230 saints (or pairs of 
saints.) The actual total may have been higher.

58 Christopher Walter. "The Origins of the Cult of Saint George," REB 53 (1995), 301-3.
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Table 2.3
Sanctuaries Dedicated to Saints in Selected Locations (ordered by no. in Constantinople)

Location of Sanctuaries
Name Cent Feast N c . of 

BHG 
Docs

O
•J5
r ril3

- i  > >^  r*  r r
•D ZT ZT 
a  C  . s  
’Jl J l 13 i! Jl 2i
O

■< 3 ^ •< (D -r cr3 *-
o

22i
No
■21

Mary 1 many 355 136 26 6 15 23 7 10 a
John the 3aotist 1 08/29 121 36 2 I 3 2 3 4
Christ 1 many 31 6 5 3 * * 3 9 3
Nicholas of Myra 4 12/06 9 5 28 6 1 5 5 1 2 1
Michael, Angel 09/06 3 3 24 1 1
Theodore 15 2 2 2 2
(unspecified)
Stephen 1 12/26 39 12 i
Demetrios .1 10/26 108 10 4. 6 1 1
Constantine the 4 05/21 27 Q I 2 2 2
Great
George of Lydda 4 04/23 87 9 1  i 1 9 10 4 3
Panteieemcn 4 07/27 19 9 1 1 1 2
Forty Martyrs of 4 03/09 21 8 2 1 1
Sebasteia
John Evangelist 1 05/08 90 3 i. 4. 1 1 1
Holy Trinity 7 1 3 • n

Andrew, Apostie 1 1 1 / 2 0 33 7 1 i 4. 1 2
Anna, mother of 1 09/09 9 ”7 1 1 1

Mary
Tryphon 3 0 2 / 0 1 33 7 1
Kosmas & Damian 3 07/01 79 6 2 4 3 1 1
Anastasia 4 1 2 / 2 2 10 5 I

Pharmakoiytria
Apostles 1 56 5 3 3 1
Elijah the -5 0"7/2C 1 22 5 2 1 2 1 1
ProDhet
Gabriel 0 10/16 4. 5
Peter i  Paul 1 06/29 28 5 1 I
Barbara A 12/04 19 4 1 I  i 1
Christophoros 4 05/09 11 4 1 i
ProkoDios of 4 07/08 16 4
Caesarea
Thyrsos 3 h0 1 / 2 0 3 4
Paul, Apostle i 06/29 49 3 1
Peter, Apostle ! 06/29 29 3 1
Thekia i. 09/24 18 3
Thomas, Apostle 1 10/06 69 3 i
Basil the Great 4 01/01 8 2 1 I 1
Gregory of 4 0 1 / 0 1 26 ?2
Nazianzos
Paraskeve 2 07/26 19 2 1 1 1
Taxiarchoi 0 11/08 9 C. 1 1 3 1 2
(Michael &
Gabriel)
Andrew Salos 5 05/28 14 1
Anthony Abbot 4 01/17 9 ?1 3
Charalampos 3 09/17 6 1 3
Diomedes 4 08/16 5 1
Eleutherios of 3 12/15 7 1 1
Illyricum
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(Table 2.3 — Continued)

Location of Sanctuaries
Name Cent Feast No. of 

3HG 
Docs

Constant .

—3
rr
U>
rJ3
23
2 t

O
3

Athos

>
rr

•D
3

7Z*<

23

Smyrna
H  2
1  23 

rr3* N
0N 3 

0 X-3 a*
a

John Chrysostom c iV / 1 3 7"4 ------- ----- -------
John of Damascus 3 14/04 9 1
Luke, Evangelist i 10/13 20 1 I

Philip, Apostle I 1 0 / 1 1 23 1 i

Poiykarp 2 02/23 12 *5 7 1
Theodosia 3 01/19 5 I

Three Hierarchs 01/30 16 1 2
Timothy, Apostle 1 0 1 / 2 2 Q 1
Athanasios of 10 05/05 9 1
Athos
Eugenics of 4 0 1 / 2 0 a 2 2
Trebizond
Euthymios the 5 0 1 / 2 0 9 2
Great
Gregory of Nyssa 4 0 1 / 1 0 -3 1 S

Katherine of 4 11/25 2
Alexandria
Spyridor. 4 1 2 / 12 9 i
Theodora of 9 08/29 Q. 2
Thessaionica

Source'. Appendix I. Tables A6 and A7.
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Russia, and post-Byzantine Greece, where, while the great biblical and legendary saints 

continued to dominate church dedications, other more recent saints succeeded in breaking 

out from local cult status and became widely popular.59

The sheer numbers of local and rare names, and the popularity of certain saints in 

local areas, make it clear that the cult of saints cannot be restricted to the leading figures. 

To a resident of Thessalonica. St. Theodora would have seemed a great saint, and St. 

Eugenios to a resident of Trebizond. but records of church dedications indicate that no 

Byzantine era saint, however successful on the local level, achieved universal reception.

The dominance of the leading saints in setting the contours o f the cult of saints 

may have increased over time. The evidence is too fragmentary to be conclusive on this 

point, but it is worth noting that of the roughly 230 saints with dedicated churches only 28 

lived later than the sixth century.60 With many saints, particularly the ones with just one 

sanctuary, their dedications tended to be made in the early centuries. The leading figures, 

by contrast, accrued churches as the centuries passed, with the result that to a 

Constantinopolitan of the twelfth century, the sacred geography of the city would be 

defined to a greater degree by the ten or so leading saints than would have seemed the 

case to a citizen of the sixth century.

59 The following post-Byzantine saints have become widely popular among modem 
Greek Christians: Gerasimos of Kephalonia, Markella of Chios, Matrona of Chios, Constantine 
Hydra. See Otto Meinardus, "A Study of the Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church," 
Oriens Christicmns 54 (1971), 130-178. For the West: modem saints who have broken out 
include John Vianney and Bernadette Soubirous. Medieval saints with widespread cults 
include: Thomas Becket, Francis, Anthony of Padua, Clare, Elizabeth of Hungary, Margaret of 
Scotland, Bernard of Clairvaux, Thomas Aquinas. Catherine of Siena, and Rose of Viterbo. The 
basic situation was, of course, different in the West where the various religious orders sedulously 
promoted their own saints.

60 See Appendix I, Tables A6 and A7.
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The Material Cult II: Relics

The cult of relics was central to the cult of saints from its earliest origins. The 

followers of Polykarp of Smyrna carefully collected his ashes to preserve contact with his 

body, a body that had become sacred through martyrdom.61 Without a relic, it was 

difficult, if not impossible to establish a cult, although a saint's cult might continue once 

the relics were lost, or once an icon was made. An incident in the Life o f Athanasia of 

Aigina provides a good example of the need for relics. The author acknowledged 

Athanasia's spiritual guide, the monk Matthias, as a saintly person, but noted that he 

could not be o f benefit like a saint because he drowned at sea and so his body had been 

lost.62 Like church dedications, relics provide real evidence of a popular cult. It seems 

fair to assume that some relationship existed between the wide dispersal o f a saint's relics 

and the size and extent of the saint's popular cult.63 Unlike saints' Lives, where we 

usually have at the most fragmentary evidence and little confirmation about who was 

reading them, we have a great deal of information about particular relics and can 

sometimes trace the history o f a relic, its location, its movements, and its cultic 

significance. What we lack is a survey of all the relics o f the Greek Christian world in the 

Byzantine period.

61 Marcion, The Martyrdom of Polykarp 17, trans. Maxwell Stanforth. Early Christian 
Writings (New York: Penguin, 1968), 161-162; and "Relics," ODB 1779-81. See the cautionary 
words of Walter, "Saint George," 301-2, who argues that relics became the central focus only in 
the fourth and fifth centuries.

62 Life of Athanasia 9, in HWB, 148-149.
63 The converse is not true. Saints whom we know to be popular from other sources — 

such as Demetrios of Thessalonika or Spyridon — might have one important localized relic, 
usually an entire body.
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Two sources do allow us to give an account o f relics’ function within the overall 

cult o f saints. Constantinople was a treasure house o f relics and attracted pious visitors 

(and pious thieves) throughout the middle ages. A number of Russian visitors wrote 

guides to the wonders o f the city for consumption back home by future pilgrims.

Although there were earlier authors of the genre, it is George Majeska's edition, 

translation, and commentary on five of these accounts from the period 1349-1422 that 

enables us to get a snapshot of the cult of relics in Constantinople.64 A quite different 

perspective on relics is available due to the work o f Otto Meinardus in locating and 

enumerating the continuing cult o f relics in the modem Greek world.65

The Russian pilgrims were interested in the same things we are. albeit for very 

different reasons. They visited Constantinople for its relics and its saints. Repositories of 

relics sustained the city's sacred geography and enabled pilgrims and citizens to locate 

themselves in sacred and real space. The great limitation of Majeska’s information is that 

it dates from after 1204. when the crusaders looted many relics, and that it gives no 

insight into the spread of the relics o f a given saint throughout the culture.

The cult of relics in Constantinople did not reproduce the relative importance of 

various saints we find in written sources or in church dedications. Majeska documents 

some forty-nine sanctuaries with relics of eighty saints (Table A8). A few of the saints

64 Majeska. Russian Travelers. Majeska [6-7] notes that such accounts date back to the 
"Pilgrimage of Prior Daniel" in the early twelfth century, and the description of Anthony of 
Novgorod from circa 1200. See also Appendix I, Table A8: Relics in Constantinople (I4th and
15th Centuries).

65 Otto Meinardus, " Study of the Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church,"; 
"Relics in the Churches of Cyprus." Ostkirchliche Studien 19 (1970), 19-43; "An Inventory of the 
Relics of Saints in the Coptic Churches of Egypt," Ostkirchliche Studien 17 (1968), 134-73.
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did have multiple relics.66 but we are not able to assess the relative strength of their cults 

from this data since it is a question of a single city in which a major cult might center 

around one shrine. It is clear, however, that the function of Constantinople as the mother 

city of Greek Christianity meant that relics in many shrines reflected the importance o f 

official conceptions o f the nature o f the religion. As might be expected, relics of Christ 

and the Theotokos were prominent in the major churches, but we also find that saints who 

made less impact in the popular cult o f saints figured prominently in major 

Constantinopolitan churches — New Testament saints, theological writers, and patriarchs. 

Conversely, there were comparatively few relics of major saints such as George and 

Nicholas, although documents and iconography demonstrate that these saints had 

important and growing cults by the Palaiologan period. Clearly some saints did not need 

relics for their cults to prosper.67

In other respects. Majeska's account confirms what we find elsewhere. Male 

saints outnumbered female saints three to one. in a ratio that echoes the general gender 

distribution. Relics o f martyr saints predominated just as martyrs dominated the wider 

cult of saints.68 Finally. Byzantine era saints were well-represented.69 but not in the major 

sanctuaries, although some did have healing cults at their tombs.

66 For instance, John the Baptist had relics in four shrines, and Panteleemon in three.
67 Meinardus' figures, for instance, show that while George's relics acquired wide 

diffusion in later centuries, the same cannot be said for Nicholas of Myra, whose cult grew 
nevertheless (Table A9). In these cases, icons may have supplemented the cult of relics as a 
focus for devotion.

68 At least 35 of the saints named were martyrs, but this figure does not include 9 New 
Testament figures who were also martyrs. In many cases also, the bodies of martyrs seem to 
have been centers of especially prominent cults.

69 Depending on the dates one uses, there were relics of 17 Byzantine era saints.
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Much more difficult to assess is the dispersal of relics throughout the modem 

Greek Orthodox world. Otto Meinardus obtained this information by personally visiting 

many locations, and by sending out questionnaires to 378 monasteries in Greece. Cyprus, 

and Egypt, along with 79 letters to Greek Orthodox dioceses.70 There are. however, 

limitations in applying his results to Byzantine sainthood. The first problem is that the 

distribution reflects present-day locations of relics and the developments in the cult of 

saints since the Byzantine period. We cannot determine, for instance, where relics were 

located in 850 and compare the situation with 1150. In some cases we know that the 

relics must either be relatively new (when they are from neomartyrs), or must have been 

moved in modem times (when they are in new churches or institutions). Secondly, 

although Meinardus collected data from Orthodox institutions in Turkey as well as 

Greece and Cyprus, he has much less information about relics in Constantinople or Asia 

Minor, the heartlands of Byzantine culture.

But Meinardus’ data cannot be dismissed. It would be better -- much better — to 

have access to enumerations of relics in Byzantine era churches, and better still to have a 

time based sequencing of such data. It is possible to obtain more information about 

Constantinople in particular than Meinardus' survey provides,71 but these data lack the 

sheer range of Meinardus’ information. The vast majority of the saints for whom 

Meinardus collected information were early Christian and Byzantine-era saints. Despite

70 Meinardus, " Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church," had a good response 
rate (347 replies, of which 218 provided useful data and 129 that indicated that the location had 
no relic collection).

71 Janin, EglisesCP, and Majeska, Russian Travelers, both detail the histories of relics 
in the various churches and sanctuaries they investigate.
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the long tradition o f relic-theft, we can suppose that churches would have been keen to 

hold onto relics. Excluding modem saints (neomartyrs and the like), there is a striking 

correlation between the saints found by Meinardus to have the most relics and the saints 

who have the most extensive Byzantine era records (in texts, iconography, seals, and 

church dedications).72 Differences, for instance with the massive cults o f Charalampos 

and Modestos in modem Greece, indicate post-Byzantine development. It seems 

reasonable to assume some continuity between Byzantine and modem cults.

Meinardus’ own analysis o f the data is a startling confirmation that the cult of 

saints was dominated by a small group o f leading figures. Taking the 'Ayiokoyiov rrjg 

OpdoSogov 'EKKXrjmag as an indication of the number of Greek saints known — 

approximately 3.800 — Meinardus notes that he can find relics for only 475.73 Although 

other saints with relics might turn up.74 it is probable that the proportion of relics to 

names would not change massively. This means that of all named saints, only about 13 

percent had specific cultic functions.75 The concentration in the cult of relics on a few 

figures was even more intense than these broad numbers suggest. Of the relics recorded, 

almost a quarter were of just five saints: Charalampos. Panteleemon, Tryphon, Paraskeve, 

and George of Lydda. All five were pre-Nicene martyrs (all are called hagios) whose

72 See Appendix I. Tables A9, A10. and All.
73 Sophronios Eustratiades, Ayiokoyiov rrjg OpdoSogov EicKXqcriag (Athens: n.d.): 

Meinardus, "Relics of the Greek Orthodox Church," 132.

74 From accounts in Byzantine saint's Lives, or from Majeska, Russian Travelers, we 
know of many saints whose relics were once centers of cults but which are not recorded by 
Meinardus. Meinardus records, for instance, no relics for Athanasia of Aigina, Thomais of 
Lesbos, or Mary the Younger.

75 The other 87 percent are "saints" only through mentions in synaxaria and minor 
liturgical commemoration.
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Lives were composed o f later mythological material.76 At the other end o f the scale, even 

among those saints with relics. 86 percent had fewer than ten relics, and just over a third 

had only one registered relic.77 This can be a misleading guide to importance — for 

instance Spyridon. a major Greek saint, had his entire body preserved in one location (on 

Corfu), a consideration that applies to twenty-seven other saints.

The data on cult of relics gives a more nuanced view of the cult o f saints than 

other information. In their cults, it is clear that saints functioned as intercessors, not 

models for behavior. People sought out relics and access to relics because of their power 

in overcoming illness or misfortune. A local saint, whose relics were seen as powerful, 

such as St. Theodosia in Palaiologan Constantinople or St. Theodora in Thessalonica. 

could acquire a significantly large cult. But since saintly power provided the main 

attraction, the leading saints' relics were especially valuable, and widespread. What the 

Meinardus data seems to suggest is that after the Byzantine period, the intercession of a 

number o f hitherto minor saints became more important than previously, although the 

older saints held their own.78

Material Cult III: Seals (sphragistic evidence)

Byzantine seals, or bullae, survive in large numbers.79 Unlike the perishable wax 

seals of northern Europe, those in Byzantium were made upon metal, usually lead. Many

76 Meinardus, "Greek Orthodox," 132.
77 Of 475 Saints with, 406 (85%) had fewer than ten relics, and 177 (37%) had only one.
78 See the discussion of changes in the post-Byzantine cult of saints in Chapter III.
79 A large number of surviving specimens were recovered during the rebuilding of the 

Seraskierat area of Istanbul earlier in this century, perhaps the site of a an imperial archive. See 
Ormande M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archeology (London: Oxford University Press, 1911), 
632.
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displayed both the name and title o f their owners and an iconographic image and so 

provide a unique correlation between individuals and objects of devotion. Although not 

integrated into any wider study o f sainthood, the significance of seals for examining 

patterns of popular piety has long been realized.80 The number and distribution of images 

on the obverse of a seal provide the basis for such examination. About half the cases 

show the Virgin Mary, alone or with the Christ child. Next come images of the saints in 

the following, by now familiar, order: Michael the archangel. Nicholas of Myra. George. 

Demetrios. the two Theodores, Basil the Great, John Chrysostom. John Prodromos (the 

Baptist), John the Theologian (the Evangelist). Peter, and Prokopios.81 These images of 

single saints survive in greater numbers than images o f the Cross, Christ, two or more 

saints or emperors. With the exception of Basil the Great, these names have become 

familiar in this chapter.

Recent research has confirmed and amplified this picture. John Cotsonis notes 

that the majority o f seals he knew about (a total of 5077) were men's seals of army and 

ecclesiastical bureaucrats;82 only 146 seals (3 percent) were owned by women, a sample

80 See Alphonse J. Delattre, Culte de la Sainte Vierge en Afrique (Paris: Societe St- 
Augustin; Lille: Desclee, De Brouwer, [1907?]), 88 ff. [ref. Dalton, 632] where seals are used to 
discuss the development of Marian veneration.

81 Order of frequency given, without exact numbers or other reference, in Dalton, 633n2.
82 John Cotsonis, "Women and Sphragistic Iconography: A Means of Investigating 

Gender-Related Piety," Byzantine Studies Conference, Abstracts o f Papers 19 (Madison WI: 
Byzantine Studies Conference, 1993), 59. The paper was based on Cotsonis' dissertation work, 
and provided additional figures that I recorded at the time. Cotsonis' Pennsylvania State 
University dissertation has since been completed but is not available for consultation.
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that, as Cotsonis says, "provided the largest number o f surviving objects with religious 

figures produced for a female clientele."83

Although Cotsonis' paper concentrates on women's religiosity, he also collects 

information on the iconography of male-owned seals. Of 5126 seals. 45 percent contain 

images of the Virgin Mary. Among female-owned seals. 80 percent contain images of the 

Virgin, a difference that would seem to indicate a strong correlation between gender and 

devotion to the Theotokos. Of the remaining female-owned seals, only one depicts a 

female saint, with Christ (eleven examples). George, and Thomas being the other 

subjects. A few men did own seals displaying female saints, but virtually no post 600 AD 

saints appear in sphragistic iconography.

When more time-sequenced data are published, sphragistic evidence may yield 

more complex information. As yet. it provides some data about the cult of saints among 

the upper class. Once again, we find the position of the Virgin Mary to be exceptional. 

The early and legendary saints who dominated the cult of saints throughout the Empire's 

history, and who with few exceptions are the leading figures in the documentary evidence 

and Church dedications, dominate here also, to the exclusion of all other saints.

Iconography

Given the fragmentary survival of images of saints in Byzantine art and the 

preservation o f such images in non-random locations, the statistical breakdown of

83 Cotsonis, 59.
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survivals o f saint-related images may only be marginally compelling.84 Despite 

limitations on using artistic data, iconography cannot be overlooked. Byzantine churches 

at all levels from Hagia Sophia to small field chapels contained art: the walls were 

decorated with mosaics or painted, and panel icons of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and the 

saints were displayed for devotion and later on the ikonostasis. The painting of an icon 

was an important part of the process by which a saint became recognized as such.85 and it 

is probable that when a church was dedicated to a particular saint it possessed an image of 

that saint. Unlike seals and church dedications, where a patron had to choose a saint of 

special significance to him or her. iconography could be more inclusive. Given the large 

wall area of churches, many saints could be depicted.86 Scholars are thus in a position, 

even without quantification, to give examples o f images of many more saints than just the 

leading figures such as Nicholas and George.

It would be misleading to suppose that iconography contradicts the general shape 

o f the cult of saints seen from other sources. Although "new saints" did possess icons, 

this was more a reflection of the ideal of what a saint's cult must be like, an ideal 

dominated by the leading figures, than a challenge to their ascendancy. Iconography of

84 For example, iconography survived in a much better state in monasteries rather than 
secular churches; and in Greece. Athos, Crete. Cyprus, and Sinai, as opposed to Constantinople 
and Asia Minor.

85 Life of Mary the Younger 18. HWB 272, presents the story of the miraculous creation 
of Mary’s icon after she appeared in a dream to a painter who had not known her while alive.

86 The eleventh-centuiv church of Hosios Loukas in Phokis, Greece, for instance — 
probably the best preserved decorative schema from the Byzantine era — contains about one 
hundred and fifty mosaics. Along with images of Christ, Mary, and early saints, it also contains 
mosaics of the eponymous Hosios Loukas as well as recent saints such as Nikon the Metanoeite. 
See Carolyn L. Connor, Art and Miracles in Medieval Byzantium: The Crypt at Hosios Loukas 
and its Frescoes (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991).
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new or minor saints tended to be quite restricted in extent. St. Athanasios of Athos (d. c. 

999-1000). for instance, was a major figure in tenth-century monasticism and the founder 

o f the most prestigious of the monasteries on Mount Athos. In later centuries. Athos 

came to be central to Orthodox religious practice. Nevertheless the iconography of 

Athanasios is "rare...and not popular in areas outside Mount Athos."87

The post-Byzantine writer Dionysius of Fouma wrote a Painter's Manual giving 

instructions on the proper iconography for the scenes and saints a religious painter might 

be expected to paint.88 His total o f427 saints might seem to cast a wide net, but the vast 

majority of these saints are mere figures used to fill out iconographic categories such as 

"saints of poverty." or "holy deacons." No inference o f an active cult can be made. When 

it comes to major saints, the ones whose cults justified whole miracle narratives.

Dionysius lists: the Archangel Michael. John the Baptist. Peter. Paul, Nicholas o f Myra. 

Spyridon. George. Demetrios. Anthony of Egypt, and Katharine o f Alexandria.89 With 

the exception o f Spyridon and Katharine, whose popularity seems to have grown in the 

post-Byzantine period, the leading figures are as we would now expect.

A more comprehensive account of the relationship between Byzantine icons and 

the relative size o f saints' cults would require another dissertation, so all I do here is point 

to some suggestive data from one scholar.90 Thalia Gouma-Peterson's work in this area

87 George Galavaris. "The Portraits of St. Athanasius of Athos," Byzantine 
Studies/Etudes byzantines 5:1-2 (1978), 98.

88 Dionysius of Fouma, The "Painter's Manual” o f Dionysius o f Fouma, translated by 
Paul Hetherington (London: Sagittarius Press, 1974).

89 Dionysius of Fouma, 68-69.
90 Art is an aspect that deserves more discussion, but so far, the emphasis of art 

historians has been on hagiography as a source for art rather than art as source of information on
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concentrates on one aspect of iconography — the representation o f a saint's life and 

miracles in a cycle o f paintings. In a 1985 article, she investigates the surviving 

iconographic cycles o f saints' lives in the latter half of Byzantine history.1,1 Her 

assumption was that the continuing importance o f living saints in Byzantine society

Her data, based on a survey of all surviving cycles, ran contrary to her expectations: 

George. Nicholas. John the Baptist, and ancient martyrs dominated the paintings (Table

significance in assessing the cult of saints. The first is that martyrs remained far more 

important as iconographic models than writers or ascetics. Gouma-Peterson. citing the 

ninth-century Life o f Patriarch Tarasios, suggests this was because martyrs could only be 

admired from a temporal and geographical distance by later Byzantines, while it was 

possible to "vie" with ascetics. The struggles of the martyrs were heroic, while the 

ascetics' struggles "were human as opposed to heroic" and thus less worthy of

the cult of saints — see Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Henry Maguire. "Byzantine Hagiographical 
Texts as Sources on Art." DOP 45 (1991). 1-22. Other scholars have investigated the 
iconography of individual saints, or art in certain monuments, but there is not yet an overall 
account that, for instance, establishes which saints appear most frequently in wall paintings or on 
pane! icons. See Temily Mark-Wiener, Narrative Cycles of the Life o f St. George in Byzantine 
Art (Ph.D. Dissertation: New York University, 1977); Nancy Patterson Sevcenko, The Life o f St. 
Nicholas in Byzantine Art (Turin: Bottega D'Erasmo, 1983); and Connor, Art and Miracles in 
Medieval Byzantium. The most general modem account is Henry Maguire, Icons o f Their 
Bodies: Saints and Their Images in Byzantium (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996).

91 Thalia Gouma-Peterson. "Narratives of Saint's Lives in Byzantine Churches from the 
Tenth to Mid-fourteenth Century," GOTR 30 (1985), 31-41.

92 Gouma-Peterson, 31.

would cause cycles o f such saints' lives to be "an especially popular [artistic] genre."92

2.4).

From this iconographic data. Gouma-Peterson derives two observations o f
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Table 2.4
Cycles of Saints' Lives in Byzantine Iconography. 10th to mid-14th-century

Saint!s ) Number of Cycles or 
Saints' Lives

George 36
Nicholas 31
John the Baptist 14
XL Martyrs of Sebasteia 6
Peter, Paul, Oemetrios, 4

Stephen
Symeon Nemanja 3
Basil, Sabbas of Jerusalem, 2

Kosmas and Damian,
Symeon Stylites, Cyril of 1

Alexandria, Panteleemon,
Euphemia, Gerasimos
lordanites, Euthymios,
Stefan Nemanjic and
Archbishop Arsenije

Total 108

Source'. Thalia Gouma-Peterson. "Narratives o f  Saints’ Lives in Byzantine Churches from the Tenth to 
Mid-fourteenth Century." GOTR 30 (1985), 32-33.

Note: Gouma-Peterson’s figures include data from Georgia. Russia, and especially Serbia as well as Greek
speaking areas. Her analysis did not include cycles o f the life of the Theotokos, which were widespread.
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contemplation.93 Secondly. Gouma-Peterson. without being able to explain why. notes 

that the iconography o f George and Nicholas became ever more popular, especially after 

the twelfth century.94 Special circumstances explain some contrary observations: for 

instance, the cycles on the new Serbian saints were all connected to the ruling dynasty, 

and are a unique exception to the rule in post-iconoclast Byzantium that recently- 

deceased saints never merit an extended cycle of paintings, although they might merit 

single images.95

The iconography of the saints affords yet another technique to assess the nature of 

the cult. Yet. by this point it is hardly necessary. The patterns are similar to other 

sources. What it does add to the overall model is some sense of change over time. This 

change, if anything, indicates an ever-greater concentration of the cult of saints on the 

small number of leading figures.

Secular Awareness o f the Saints I: Historiography

The data analyzed so far derive from material specifically connected with the cult 

o f saints. To test whether some common distortion affected all this hagiological data. I 

surveyed twenty secular non-hagiographical historical works by Byzantine writers. Each 

text was examined for all mentions made of any saint. Given that some texts have been 

lost, and that one o f the criteria for the sample of twenty was availability in modem 

editions with onomastic and toponymic indices, it would be unwise to claim too much for

93 Gouma-Peterson, 37-39.
94 Gouma-Peterson, 33, 36-37. suggests that the legendary nature of their stories may 

have allowed for artistic creativity.
95 Gouma-Peterson, 34.
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the results of this survey without the correlative data already presented. But. since the 

data are both independent and mutually supportive, the results have some validity.96

The goal of the survey was to grasp the place of the cult of saints in general 

Byzantine society, with the supposition that a widespread cult must have marked secular 

as well as hagiological sources. It is worth noting at the outset that Byzantine writers 

incorporated the cult of saints into their view of events in quite different ways. Some 

were determinedly secular: these included early authors such as Menander and Agathias. 

but also much later writers, for example Psellos and Kinnamos. In some cases, the writer 

may simply have adopted plain style, for example Kinnamos refers to few saints, but to 

few classical exempla either. Although other writers engage in frequent classical 

allusions along with their hagiological material, a writer like Psellos was a far from plain 

stylist who simply seems to avoid the saints.97 Writers later than the twelfth century', 

however, mentioned the cults o f saints on many occasions.98 Some authors also provide 

useful information on the phenomena of the cult of saints.

The chief advantage o f this historiographical data over the hagiological material 

used earlier is that it is clearly time-sequenced: we can see quite clearly if a saint was 

repeatedly popular. Furthermore, we can also compare observations of the importance of 

a saint by authors without a vested interest in the saint’s cult with other evidence o f the 

cult’s extent.

96 For full results of the survey, see Appendix I, Table A12.
97 See Appendix I, Table A12. Herakles was one common classical referent, whom we 

shall also see in Chapter 5 used in hagiography as a type of masculinity. Homer was, as would 
be expected, probably the most cited author.
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The secular sources largely confirm the pattern indicated by hagiological material 

(Table 2.5). The most noticeable differences are that Demetrios figures in historiography 

rather late in comparison to the known strength of his cult at Thessalonica; and that 

Nicholas of Myra is much less discussed than his place in iconography would lead one to 

expect. On the other hand, the emperor Constantine, who seems to have had a genuine 

cult unlike some other memorialized emperors, is much more prominent than in 

hagiological sources. Demetrios' late arrival is perhaps due to his localization in 

Thessalonica. and Constantine's prominence due to the political concerns of the 

historians. The comparative absence of Nicholas reflects the late expansion o f his cult." 

Despite these variances, the survey of historiographical data supports the argument that a 

small number of leading figures dominated the cult of saints, and confirms that the cult 

was stable over the centuries. No new saints came to prominence in the writings of 

historians, and the leading figures remained the same. After the seventh century, all 

authors except Kinnamos mention the cult of the Theotokos in some way. most on 

numerous occasions. Her quite exceptional status was never challenged, even by Psellos.

Secular Awareness o f the Saints 11: Naming Patterns

Another measure o f the extent of the cults of saints in society at large derives from 

naming patterns. In the fifth century, John Chrysostom had urged parents to name

98 Measured both by the total number of saints referred to and the total number of 
mentions of saints.

"  Sevcenko. Life o f St. Nicholas in Byzantine Art, 20.
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Table 2:5
Saints in Secular Historiography

Saints Mentioned Saint

By most authors, over 
whole period

Andrew Ap, Constantine emp, George, John the 
Baptist, John the Theologian, Kosmas and Damian, 
Archangel Michael, Paul Ap, Stephen prctonartyr.

Mostly after 3th 
Century

Demetrios, Forty Martyrs, John Chrysostom, 
Theodore Tiro

Occasionally over 
whole period 
it h e o l o g i c a l  writers 
in italics]

Anastasia, Anthony abbot, Ambrose, B a s i l  o f  
C a e s a r e a , David OT, D i o n y s i u s  the A r e c p a g i  c e ,  
Elias OT, Helena emp, Jeremias OT, Konon, K v r i l  
o f  A l e x a n d r i a ,  Luke the Evangelist, M a x i m c s the 
C o n f e s s o r , Nicholas of Myra, Peter Ap, Theodore 
Graptus, T h e o d o r e  o f  S c o u d i o n

As important at one 
time, but with few or 
no later mentions.

Euphemia, Glykeria, Symeon Stylites, Thekla

Due to political 
concerns of 
historiographers

Basil I emp, Basil II emp, Ignatios PatCP, Irene 
emp, Justinian emp, Nikephoros Phokas,

[Constantine and David OT might also be included 
here ]

Frequently because of 
places named after 
them

Diomedes, Forty Martyrs, Mamas, Mokias, 
Nicholas, Phokas, Romanos, Sergios and Bacchos
[aiso connected with some mentions of George, 
Kosmas and Damian, Michael!

Source: Appendix I, Table A12.

Note: Emperors, empresses, and patriarchs of Constantinople were all commemorated in Church calendars 
and so were included as "saints" in the survey o f historiography. Some of them may have had genuine cults, 
but their prominence in the historiographical sources was due to the writers' narration of largely political 
events.
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children after saints.100 and by the middle Byzantine period, such names were almost 

universal among all social groups.101

We have repeated statements in hagiography that specific saints were invoked 

when naming children. In the Life of Luke o f Steiris. for instance, Luke’s father was 

called "Stephen" and so honored "with the name of the first o f the martyrs."102 Elisabeth 

of Herakleia's parents were told by St. Glykeria to name their child after Elisabeth, the 

mother of John the Baptist.103 and Theodora o f Thessalonica performed a miracle for a 

child "honored by" her name.104 Secular sources confirm the pattern: the later Byzantine 

historian George Sphrantzes discussed his personal feelings of a relationship with St.

100 John Chrysostom, Sur la vaine gloire et {'education des enfants. ed. and trans. Anne- 
Marie Malingrey, Sources chretiennes 188 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1972), 146.648-53. See also 
Aleksandr P. Kazhdan. "Names, Personal." ODB 1435-36; and Herbert Thurston, "Christian 
Names," Catholic Enyclopedia, Vol. 10 (New York: Encyclopedia Press, 1913), 673. 
[http://www.knight.org/advent/cathen/10673c.htm].

101 Chrysostom comments critically on people who refuse to name children after saints in 
his Homily on I Corinthians XII, [http://ccel.wheaton.edu/fathers2/NPNFl-12/npnfl-12-17.htm ], 
13 "For when the time is come for giving the infant a name, caring not to call it after the saints as 
the ancients at first did, they light lamps and give them names, and name the child after that one 
which continues burning the longest; from thence conjecturing that he will live a long time." 
Compare with Pachymeres' fourteenth-century account of the naming of a daughter of 
Andronikos II, where, "A group of experienced and pious women were delegated to choose the 
most appropriate and protective name. They set out the icons of the twelve apostles and lit 
candles of equal size in front of each. Since the candle of the apostle Simon burned longer than 
the others, the girl was christened Simonis." [Summary in ODB 1436].

102 The Life and Miracles o f Saint Luke o f Steiris: Text, Translation and Commentary, by 
Carolyn L. Connor and W. Robert Connor (Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1994), 4 (= 
c2,1 26).

103 HWB, 125.
104 HWB, 226. For a late antique example see Gregory of Nyssa, The Life o f Macrina, 

translated by W.K. Lowther Clarke (London: SPCK, 1916), where Makrina was given the 
"secret" name of St. Thekla by her mother.
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George.105 In later Orthodox cultures the celebration of the "name-day" — the feast-day of 

one's patron saint — was more important than birthdays.

The relationship of personal names to the cult of saints is complex. What can be 

ruled out to begin with is any suggestion that popularity o f a name and extent of a cult 

had any one-to-one relationship; for instance, the male and female names most common 

for many centuries (John and Mary) were connected with several popular saints.

Moreover, the most extensive prosopographic and onomastic indices o f Byzantine 

sources are heavily tilted towards elite and monastic groups.106 Despite this, a number of 

sources do suggest that saintly popularity affected wider naming practices.

In the prosopographical appendix to his dissertation. Peter Hatlie documents the 

names o f associates of Theodore of Stoudion. With a sample of 644, heavily tilted 

towards male and monastic individuals, we get an idea of common names in 

Constantinople in the early ninth century (Table 2.6).107 Theodore wrote just at the time 

when a shift in major figures in the cult o f saints was taking place.108 and while all the 

names used were saints' names, there are some peculiarities that reflect this. Mary, Irene, 

and Anna were the only repeated female names, while John. Basil, and Stephen

105 George Sphrantzes. Chronicon Minus. Translated as The Fall o f the Byzantine 
Empire, translated by Marios Philippides (Amherst MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 
1980).

106 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "Names, Personal" ODB 1435-46, for instance, depends on 
surveys of names in elite historians and Athonite records.

107 Peter Hatlie, Abbot Theodore and the Stoudites: A Case Study in Monastic Social 
Groupings and Religious Conflict in Constantinople (Ph.D Dissertation. Fordham University. 
May 1993), 539-620. Hatlie compiled three prosopographies, for each of the various conflicts he 
studied. The 644 examples are derived from adding his samples of 68, 210. and 366. These 
figures include anonymous examples.

108 See Chaoter III.
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Table 2.6 Names o f Associates o f Theodore of Stoudion: Frequency in 9th Century

No. Name
17 John
12 Basil
8 Stephen
7 Leo, Niketas, Theodore
6 Antonios, Gregory, Maria, Nicholas
5 Irene, Sergios, Symeon, Zacharias
4 Arsenios. Epiphanios, Hilarion, Peter, 

Zosimos
3 Anna, Arkadios, Athanasios, Constantine, 

Eustratios, Euthymios, Joseph, Letoios?, 
Loukianos, Makarios, Methodios, Michael

2 Abraamios, Akakios, Eudokimos, Eustathios, 
Euphemios, Gaianus?, George, Isidoros, 
Kosmas, Mark, Meletios, Paul, Philip, 
Pionios, Plato, Sabbas, Serapis/ion, 
Silounas, Sophronios, Theodosios, 
Theophanes, Theophylakt

Source: Peter Hatlie, Abbot Theodore and the Stoudites: A Case Study in Monastic Social Groupings and 
Religious Conflict in Constantinople fPh.D. Dissertation, Fordham University, May 1993), 539-620.
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predominated among men. reflecting the continued fame of older saints.109 George and 

Demetrios. however, had not yet begun their ascent.

Although it is not possible to establish naming patterns used by peasants in all 

eras o f Byzantine history, evidence from some periods does exist. Angeliki Laiou has 

done the most work here, concentrating on fourteenth-century Macedonian peasants."0 

Using primarily fiscal documents, she uncovered extensive information on peasant 

naming patterns."1

Laiou notes that names were given to children for a variety o f reasons. As in 

modem Greek practice, for instance, it was common to give first bom boys the names of 

their paternal grandfathers; or a village patron saint may lead to children in that village 

being named after the saint. 112 Laiou is unable to demonstrate a precise naming pattern 

in the societies she studies since her documents were not close enough together in time to

109 The popularity of "Basil” at this time, even if only in monastic circles, and surely 
because of the importance in that milieu of Basil the Great, seems to challenge Kazhdan's 
assertion [ODB 1435] that this was among the names that grew in popularity because of an 
imperial connection.

110 Angeliki E. Laiou(-Thomadakis), Peasant Society in the Late Byzantine Empire: A 
Social and Demographic Study (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press. 1977), esp. ch. IV on 
"Names." See also her earlier "Peasant Names in Fourteenth-Century Macedonia,” BMGS I 
(1975), 71-95. Comparative material used by Laiou comes from Jean Longnon and P. Topping, 
Documents sur le regime des terres dans la principaute de Moree au XIVe siecle (Paris: Mouton, 
1969).

111 In the early fourteenth century Byzantine society was in the process of
”feudalization," (meaning the decentralization of society and the build up of large estates by 
monasteries and noble families). Emperors and private individuals were granting land to 
increasingly powerful landlords. Each grant was accompanied by an apographe, an inquiry into 
the possessions of the peasants in the granted villages, and these resulted in praktika, documents 
that describe house by house the physical and social conditions of the peasantry. In Peasant 
Society, Laiou was able to create a database of 1547 cases and sixty-three variables, and so 
construct a convincing portrayal of the late Byzantine peasantry.

112 Laiou. Peasant Society. 113.
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apply family reconstitution techniques. Because only the names of surviving children 

were recorded, there is no way of knowing if a particular son, for instance, was the eldest 

or merely the oldest surviving. In a large number of households, even those with a time- 

series o f records, no pattern at all can be demonstrated.113 In a few cases Laiou is able to 

show that baptismal names of both lateral and ascending relatives were preserved in 

particular families through both male and female lines. There also seems to have been 

some local variation: certain names known to have been common among Moreote 

peasants of this period were rare in Macedonia.114 Since family and regional criteria 

played a role in both Byzantine and modem Greek naming patterns, the danger of tying 

such patterns too easily to saint's cults is clear.

When we examine the actual names used, however, it becomes clear that the cult 

of saints did have some importance. Laiou addresses this matter and adopts a typology of 

name derivations: (1) those referring to God. the Virgin and Christ: (2) saints' names; and 

(3) those deriving from names of feasts. Unfortunately, the matter is not quite this clear. 

Names which Laiou places in categories (1) and (3) — for instance Theodora/os [gift of 

God], Anastasia/os ["resurrection"], Photeine/os. Theophano/es [both refer to the 

Epiphany]. Kyriake/os [Sunday] — are also the names of saints we know to have had 

significant cults. Saints' names, for instance Alexios. may have also been more familiar 

to the peasants as names of emperors. Finally, if children were named "Michael" or 

"John," "Mary" or "Theodora," which saints were they named after? We are still left with

113 Laiou. Peasant Society. 114.
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the fact that all common names used by Macedonian peasants were names embedded in a 

Christian world view, and most o f them were attached to various saints (Table 2.7).115

The names most used among Macedonian peasants were precisely those of the 

few saints that other evidence here has shown dominated the field of sanctity; Theodore. 

Demetrios. George. Nicholas. Michael and Basil for men; Mary and Anna for women. 

The conclusion seems inevitable; naming patterns reflect the repute of a saint and the 

extent of his/her cult.

C The Cult of Saints in Byzantium

When sanctity and sainthood are discussed, the amount of detail can seem 

overwhelming in variety and volume. As we have seen, there is a great deal of data about 

the Byzantine cult of saints, but it can be comprehended. While not all the information is 

equally secure, and there is real margin of error in the results, by using multiple, and as it 

turns out reinforcing sets of data, much of this insecurity in data is overcome.

Many scholars (Patlagean. Ryden. Kazhdan) have recently argued for "changes" 

and "transformations" in Byzantine concepts of sanctity based on their discussion of 

individual Lives or on surveys of Lives of new' saints. But in all cases, these are saints 

whose demonstrable impact on the field of sanctity is minimal, if real at all. Lives of such

! 14 For example Paul, Andrew, lakovos (James), Mark, Kosmas, Damian, Paraskevi. See 
Laiou, Peasant Society, 110, who cites for comparison Longnon and Topping, Documents, 
Appendix I.

115 It should be noted that personal names were not required to be saints' names: some 
children were given family names as personal names and other names based on toponymic 
considerations. Some women were even called after flowers. See Laiou, Peasant Society, 110- 
112.
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Table 2.7
Macedonian Peasant Names: Frequency in 14th Century

Occurrence Men Women

Frequent; Theodore Mary
Demetrics Anna
George Zoe
Nicholas Arete
Constant Lne Cnryse
John Argyre
Basil Kale
Michael Theodora
Mar.ouei I rene
S tantates Xene

Eudokia
Helen
Georgia

Occasional Gabriel Basil ike
Modestos loannousa [Joanna!
Nikephoros Kyriakia
Theiotokios Rossana/Rossa
Kyriakos Siligno
Foteinos Sophia
Athanasics Photeine
Peter Theophano
Alexios Stammatike
Stephen Marina
Xenos
Andror.icos

ihama r

Rare Balsamon
31asios
Evangelos
Eleutherios
Elias

Aikaterine

Mcreote Paul Paraskevi
Names Andrew
F r e q u e n  c i n Xakovcs/James
M or ea  bur: Mark
n o r Kosmas
M a c e d o n i a Damiancs

Source: Angeliki E. Laiou(-Thomadakis), Peasant Society in the Late Byzantine Empire: A Social and 
Demographic Study (Princeton. NJ.: Princeton University Press. 1977), 108-109.

Note: Laiou does not give exact figures for the frequency o f the names but divides them into three levels of 
occurrence. She notes that the names Xenos. Alexios, Modestos, and Photeinos (for men), are no longer 
common in Greek usage, while the very common Modem Greek names o f Eleutherios, Evangelos and 
Aikaterine (Katharine) were rarely found in her sample.
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saints are valuable and worthy o f analysis -  indeed I intend to analyze some of them in 

later chapters o f this study, but they are analyzable only against a background o f notions 

o f sanctity that was rather stable between the seventh and fifteenth centuries. Our 

assessment of the cult of saints in this chapter will enable us to outline the types of 

sanctity important in Byzantium. The overwhelming conclusion o f this chapter is that 

such a model must be weighted to take account o f  the strength of the cults of the leading 

biblical and legendary saints. That all of these, with the exception o f the Virgin Mary, 

were male is o f special significance.
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CHAPTER III 

MODELS OF SANCTITY IN BYZANTIUM

The shape of the public cult of saints must affect our understanding o f sanctity in 

Byzantium. Examination of data on the public cult in the last chapter led to the 

conclusion that traditional scholarly accounts of Byzantine sanctity and its development, 

while not "wrong" as such, fail to take sufficient account of the essential quality' of 

Byzantine sainthood, its dominance by a small group of leading figures. This chapter 

introduces a new model o f the content of sanctity in medieval By zantium, one that 

attempts to take account o f the cult of the leading saints while maintaining that the cults 

of new saints are still o f significance to the historian. First, we shall examine whether 

there w as a "Byzantine period" in the history o f Christian sainthood, for discussion of 

"Byzantine" sanctity usually assumes this presupposition without addressing it as a 

problem. Then a critique will be made of the common "stages of sanctity'" in modem 

narratives of Byzantine sainthood and of the official ecclesiastical typology' o f sainthood 

in Byzantine documents. These critiques make possible die delineation o f a new modei 

of Byzantine sanctity. both in. structure and in content. One conclusion drawn from this 

model is that new — Byzantine era -- saints always formed a minor part o f the overall 

field of sanctity, but that the sanctity of these new saints was formed in relation to the 

wider field. As such, the cults and sanctity of these new saints allow' us to understand the 

types o f contestation that took place in By zantine society and religion. They also allow 

insight into the issue o f gender and sanctity, which will be explored more thoroughly in 

the next chapter.
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One of the implications o f the data on the cult of saints in Chapter II is that there 

is, in fact, a distinct "Byzantine" period in the cult o f saints, a distinct time between the 

sixth and fifteenth centuries when certain common features were prevalent. Before and 

after this, the structure of sainthood differed somewhat, for instance, in the identity o f the 

leading figures.

Although the intercession o f the saints penetrated Christian practice by the third 

century, the cult o f saints does not seem to have depended on either tombs or relics 

outside a few special areas, such as Rome with its catacombs.1 In the fourth century, as 

Christianity took over the Roman world, the cult of saints shifted and adopted its late 

antique form. With the legalization of Christianity it became possible to build shrines 

and undertake public veneration o f the saints and the cult began to center on shrines and 

relics; indeed, there was a veritable rush to "invent" the relics of Biblical saints.2 

Important early cult figures included Thekla. the fictitious companion of St. Paul, the first 

martyr Stephen,3 and the soldier saints Sergios and Bacchos. Often the focus of these

1 Christopher Walter, "The Origins of the Cult of Saint George," REB 53 (1995), 299- 
300. Walter challenges the notion that the early cult of saints was dependent on tombs or relics. 
He also argues against Andre Grabar*s position that it was the supposed theophany at the moment 
of death which marked out the martyr. Rather it was the grace evident in the martyr’s 
perseverance that entitled him or her to special honor and distinguished the martyr from other 
"saints."

2 Robert Wilken, The Lund Called Holy: Palestine in Christian History and Thought 
(New Haven: Yale University Press. 1992), 113-22.

3 Stephen’s cult became important from the early fourth-century. He was one of the 
saints whose relics were "found" at that time. See Lucian, Epistola ad omnem ecclesiam, de 
revelatione corporis Stephani martyris. translated into Latin by Avitus in PL 41:807-18, edited 
by S. Vaanderlinden, "Revelatio Sancti Stephani." REB A (1946). 178-217; and discussion in 
Elizabeth A. Clark, "Claims on the Bones of Saint Stephen: The partisans of Melania and 
Eudokia," Church History 51 (1982), 141-56, repr. in Elizabeth A. Clark, Ascetic Piety and 
Women's Faith: essays in Late Ancient Christianity (Lewiston: Edwin Meilen, 1986), 95-123.
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cults was a particular shrine: Thekla at Seleuceia. Sergios and Bacchos at Rusafa, Menas 

at Abu Minas.4

From the fifth- to mid-seventh centuries, the Byzantine cult o f  saints underwent a 

further shift as a series of new figures emerged and came to dominate. Theodore Tiron 

(the recruit), whose cult emerged in the late fourth century, began his rise in popularity;5 

George became much more popular in the sixth century;6 Kosmas and Damian achieved a 

stable cult in the sixth century;7 Demetrios in the early seventh century.8 Nicholas of 

Myra was known in the sixth century, although the extraordinary growth of his cult took

4 Walter. "Saint George.” 302-308.
5 Walter. "Saint George," 308. Theodore Tiron’s sanctuary in EuchaTta is first attested in 

a homily of Gregory of Nyssa [d.394] (BHG 1760, PG 46:736-748). The cult seems to have 
grown, adding stories about dragon killing by the ninth century, for instance. Also in the ninth 
century the figure of Theodore split into two figures — Theodore Tiron ("the recruit"), with a 
shrine at EuchaTta. and Theodore Stratelates ("the General") with a cult at nearby Euchaneia. See 
Nicolas Oikonomides, "Le dedoublement de Saint Theodore et les villes d'EuchaTta et 
d'Euchaneia," AnulBoll 104 (1986), 327-35.

6 Walter, "Saint George." 314-19, summarizes as follows, "There was in fact, whatever 
had gone into the making of it, a distinct and unique metahistoricai saint in the early seventh (or 
even sixth) century, who exists to this day." See also David Howell. "St. George as Intercessor." 
B 39 (1969), 121-36.

7 Michel van Esbroeck, "La diffusion orientale de la legende des saints Cesme et 
Damien," in Hagiographie, cultures ei societes iV  X Jf siecles. ed. Evelyne Patiagean and Pierre 
Riche (Paris: 1981). 73. The history of the cult is rather complex, with a number of pairs of 
Kosmases and Damians, or at least irreconcilable stories about them, in circulation. By the sixth 
century the cult and the stories become coherent.

8 Walter, "Saint George," 310. Demetrios' cult was very localized at first like other late 
antique saints. However, after the collection of miracula by John of Thessalonica in the seventh 
century, his fame began to spread. Several emperors (Maurice, 582-502, and Leo VI. 886-912), 
took special interest in the saint but never succeeded in bringing his relics to Constantinople. 
Perhaps it was because this most local of saints was localized in a city which remained within the 
Empire, that his cult remained important. See also Paul Magdalino, "St. Demetrios and Leo VI." 
Byzantinoslavica 51:2(1990), 198-201; Ruth Macrides, "Subversion and Loyalty in the Cult of 
St. Demetrios," Byzantinoslavica 51:2 (1990), 189-197; and Paul Lemerle, ed., Les plus anciens 
recueils des miracles de saint Demetrius (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1979).
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place from the ninth century.9 The Virgin's cult was ever growing from the mid-sixth 

century.10 As the statistical data in Chapter II show, it was many o f these late-arriving 

figures who dominated the Byzantine cult o f saints in all major aspects — church 

dedications, works written about them, iconography, and even naming patterns. To these 

must be added, o f course, saints such as John the Baptist and John the Theologian, but the 

strength of their cult was at least in part a result o f their participation in narratives of 

Jesus' life and passion.11

The cult of saints in the Greek-speaking world underwent another shift after the 

fall of Constantinople. Although the by then "old" saints such as George, Nicholas and 

Demetrios remained popular, measures of cult extent such as early modem church 

dedications.12 popularity o f published akolouthias,13 and. especially, prevalence of

9 Ihor Sevcenko and Nancy Patterson Sevcenko, The Life o f St. Nicholas o f Sion 
(Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1984), 11. 14; see also Nancy Patterson Sevcenko, The 
Life o f St. Nicholas in Byzantine Art (Turin: Bottega D'Erasmo, 1983), 19-22. The cult figure of 
St. Nicholas is connected with a fourth-century St. Nicholas of Myra, but developed by absorbing 
many of the motifs of the Life of Nicholas of Sion.

10 See Averil Cameron, "The Theotokos in Sixth-Century Constantinople: A City Finds 
its Symbol." Journal o f Theological Studies. NS. 29 (1978), 79-108. repr. in Avenl Cameron, 
Continuity and Change in Sixth-Century Byzantium (London: Variorum. 1981). XVI. Ioli 
Kalevrezou, "Images of the Mother: When the Virgin Mary Became Meter Theou,” DOP 44 
(1990), 165-72, and now Vasiliki Limberis, Divine Heiress: The Virgin Mary and the Creation of 
Christian Constantinople (New York: Routledge, 1994). Cameron suggests that the growth of 
the cult of the Virgin was one reason for a relative decline of Thekla’s cult.

11 Thalia Couma-Peterson, "Narratives of Saints' Lives in Byzantine Churches from the 
Tenth to Mid-fourteenth Century," GOTR 30:1 (1985), 33 n4. on John the Baptist.

12 See Appendix I, Table A6: Dedications of Churches, Chapels and Monasteries, 
especially the data from Kythira.

13 Petit, BibAc. compiled date on the number of published akolouthias — short 
publications related to a saint. By this measure the most popular saints were Spyridon, Dionysios 
of Aigina. Gerasimos of Kephalonia. Charalampos, Modestos, George, Phanourios, Nicholas, 
Paraskeve, and Nicholas. This is a dramatically different set of figures than revealed by 
Byzantine era sources.
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relics,14 indicate that a series o f newer saints' cults became important. Perhaps related to 

increased epidemic diseases, healing saints such as Panteleemon. Modestos of Jerusalem, 

and. above all. Charalampos. began to play a major role in popular religion.15 And along 

with new saints, some new shrines achieved prominence — Gerasimos at Kephalonia, 

Spyridon at Corfu (Table 3.1). Although it would be possible to discuss some cults in 

terms of individual saints' personal characteristics.16 such an analysis would miss the 

point. These new figures were important because of the powers their cults attributed to 

them.17 Throughout the entire Byzantine period, no new cult cracked the domination of 

the leading figures; afterwards, an obscure figure like Charalampos was able to become 

the most popular saint in terms of number of relics. In addition to these new major saints, 

the renewed possibility of martyrdom under Turkish domination after 1453 initiated a 

flood of new martyr saints, mostly men but including a few women.18 As in the

14 Otto Meinardus. "A Study of the Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church," 
Oriens Christianus 54 (1971). 130-178. See figures in Appendix I. Tables A9. A10, A11.

15 This suggestion requires further work, but it is stimulated by the concurrence of a rise 
in the cults of prominent healing saints and the onslaught of epidemic diseases in the eastern 
Mediterranean after the mid-fourteenth century. See Paul Halsall, "The Black Death in 
Byzantium," Fordham University History Lecture Series, April 1991 (unpublished paper), and 
Michaei Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East fPrinceton NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1976).

16 Spyridon was a fourth-century bishop, Modestos a seventh-century bishop. Gerasimos 
a sixteenth-century monk. Panteleemon — the only one with any significantly large earlier cult — 
and Charalampos were both martyred Roman soldiers. None of the saints mentioned was "new," 
but the size of their modem cults was not prefigured in Byzantine sources.

17 Spyridon's body, taken to Corfu became the guardian of the island; Gerasimos became 
patron of Kephalonia: Panteleemon and Charalampos defended against disease, Modestos against 
sheep illness.

18 Delehaye, Hippolyte. "Greek Neomartyrs," in Melanges d'hagiographie grecque et 
latine. Subsidia hagiographica 42 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1966); S. Salaville. "Pour 
un repertoire des neo-saints de I’eglise orientale," B 20 (1950), 223-37; loannis Theocharides and 
Dimitris Louies, "The Neomartyrs in Greek History (1453-1821)," Etudes Balkaniques 3 (1989),
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Table 3.1
Popularity of Greek Saints' Akolouthias in the Era of Printing (17-20th Centuries)

Cent. Names No. of 
Akolouthias

Mary Mother of God 99
4 Spyridon of Trimithuntis 36
1 Dionysios of Aegina, wonderworker 20
M. Gerasimos Notaras, Junior 19n4. Charalampos Wonderworker 13
7 Modestos of Jerusalem, wonderworker 16
4 George the Martyr, megalomartyr 14
0 Phanurios the neophanous 13
4 Nicholas of Myra, wonderworker 11
2 Paraskeve 11
8 Nicholas Junior, of Buna 1C

13 ECosmas Aetolos hieromartyr 10
4 Stylianos of Paphlagon 9

16 Bessarion of Larissa, wonderworker C*
18 Constantine of Hydra (Hydraeus) g
3 Tryphon Wonderworker 9
4 Barbara 8

17 Seraphim of Phanarios, wonderworker 8
15 Mark Eugenikos 8
14 Matrona of Chios (date u n c e r t a i n ) 8
5 Alexios Man of God 7
4 Demetrios of Thessalonica 7
2 Eleutherios 7
1 John the Baptist 7

10 Peter of Argos, wonderworker 6
16 Nikanor Wonderworker 6
16 Dionysios of Olympos 6
12 Meietios of Mycpolis, wonderworker €
4 Kynake 6
13 Theodora of Arta, or of Epiros 6
0 Michael/Gabriel ArchangeIs/Taxiarchs 6
19 George Neomartyr, of loannina 6
16 Phxlothex the Athenian 6
17 Apostoios 6
4 Menas of Egypt, wonderworker 5

19 Nicholas of P.ethymon 5
19 Manuel 5
3 Timothy * Maura 5

18 Demetrios the Peloponnesian 5
19 George of Rethymon 5
4 Blasios of Sebaste, wonderworker 5

19 Angel is of Crete 5
11 Christodulos of Patmos 5

Source: Petit Bib Ac.
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Byzantine period, the later additions indicate that it was cultic role, not attributes during 

life, that made a saint important and a cult widespread.

The argument here is that any given ethno-cultural community has a rather limited 

"roster" of saints, and that the figures in this roster determine periods in the history of the 

cult of saints more precisely than the "types" o f new saints. While there may be 

thousands of saints in church calendars, the vast majority remain just names,1* and it is 

probable that there is a limit on the number of saints for which a community can maintain 

active cults.20 In Byzantium, there was a select group of major saints that had widespread 

cults for centuries. The period after the fall of Constantinople seems to see a significant 

shift in this group, with a new prominence given to some "old" saints such as 

Charalampos. Modestos. Therapon. Tryphon (who had a significant cult in Byzantium, 

but nothing like afterwards), Markella of Chios as well as major cults o f "new saints"

78-86; Efthalia Makris Walsh, "The Women Martyrs of Nikodemus Hagiorites' Neon 
Martyro/ogion." GOTR 36:1 (1991). 71 -91. In addition to new cults of old saints, new martyr 
and ascetic saints, new local saints, there was also the appearance of the folkloric cult of 
Phanourios the Newly Found (feast Aug 27), whose relics were found in Rhodes in the late 
fifteenth century, and who accordingly finds lost things, see "Phanurius" Orthodox Life 
(Jordanville, NY: Holy Trinity Monastery) 4 (1982). 11-12, 20). A local Greek informant in 
Queens, New York, tells me that one procedure is to make Phcmouropita ("Phanourios bread"), 
and give it to the local priest. By the time he has eaten it. the lost object will be found.

19 In modem British Catholicism, for instance, saints such as Bemardette Soubirous. the 
Cure d’Ars (John Viannev). Theresa of Lisieux. the Apostle Jude, and even Philomena. are 
subjects of lively devotions, whereas saints important in Church history, such as Poiykarp, John 
Chrysostom or even George barely register. Within Orthodoxy, there are some saints with 
universal appeal — such as George and Nicholas, but many major Russian saints — Boris and 
Gleb, Vladimir, Olga, Seraphim — are scarcely discussed in modem Greek Orthodox 
hagiographic literature.

20 See the comments of Hippolyte Delehaye. The Legends o f the Saints, trans. by V.M. 
Craw ford (London: Longmans. Green, 1907). 1 7. "The artless nature of popular genius betrays 
itself clearly in the legends it creates. Thus the number of personages and of events of which it 
preserves remembrance is few indeed; its heroes never exist side by side, but succeed each other, 
and the latest inherits all the greatness of his predecessors."
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such as Matrona o f Chios. Dionysios. Gerasimos. and Constantine o f Hydra. The way in 

which such cultural rosters are established is worthy of further study.

Between the seventh and fifteenth centuries, then, we have a specific, although not 

unchanging, period in the cult of saints (Figure 3.1). For Byzantium, in other words, we 

are able to examine a discrete period during which the cult of saints exhibited some 

internal cohesion and clear distinctions from the preceding and following periods.

A Modern Stages o f Sanctity * Byzantine Typologies of Sanctity

There is what amounts to a standard account of the development of the Christian 

understanding of sanctity (that is, who was "holy" and what characteristics marked off 

holiness), an understanding which many authors assume is reflected in the cult o f saints 

(that is, the actual pattern o f practices celebrating saints). This account asserts that, to 

begin with, all Christians were "saints," a term commonly used by St. Paul for all 

Christians.21 Later Christians, when presented with people who died as witnesses 

("martyrs" in Greek), ascribed sanctity to martyrs in particular and. in some places, 

developed cults around their tombs. Later still, after the legalization o f Christianity in 

313, non-martyred holy people, especially those who underwent the living martyrdom of 

asceticism, were added to the common understanding of sanctity as "confessors." In 

addition bishops, missionaries, and monastic founders also came to be recognized for

21 Paul uses the term hagioi ["saints"] at least thirty nine times in his letters, for instance, 
Rom. 8:27, 1 Cor. 6.2, Eph. 3:8.
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Figure 3.1
Major Saints' Cults over Time

Saint From
Cent

10 11 12 13 14 1 5 Attributes

Theotokos 6
John Baptist 1
Stephen proto 1
Thekla 1
Kosmas/Damian 4-6
Theodore Tiro 5
Theodore Strat 9
Demetrios 7
Menas 3,
Elijah 9
Nicholas 4/6
George 4
Katharine 9
Panteleemon 4
Tryphon 4
Charalampos 4
Modestos 4

Travelers r

Thessa1 on.

Rainmaker 
Children r 
Poor
Younq women 
Healer 
Healer 
Healer 
Sheep cure
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Events

Iconoclasm Black
Death

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database 
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their holiness.— Evelyne Patlagean's now popular proposal that the ninth and tenth 

centuries represented another transitional period in the development o f sanctity fits into 

this general model.23

This entire approach confuses the history of holy people with the history of the 

cult o f saints. The persistent belief by scholars that the cult of saints had a primary 

connection to individual holy people, a fusion of distinct phenomena, has governed 

discussions of its later development in Byzantium. Most scholars would accept that the 

cult of a saint such as George depends on the popularity of his legends and his role as 

protector of the poor, not on any personal attributes of a particular early Christian martyr. 

A smooth assumption, however, is made that the cult of lesser saints, for instance Luke of 

Steiris or Thomais o f Lesbos in the middle Byzantine period, is fundamentally connected 

to their lives as holy people. But if, as I argue in Chapter II, the Byzantine cult o f  saints 

was fixed by the cults of the leading saints, whose personal holiness was not central to 

their cults, the assumption that personal holiness was central for the cults of later saints is 

hard to sustain. It ignores the dominant impact of the major cults, or implies that there 

was a basic division in Byzantine concepts of sanctity between that of major saints and 

that of the new saints. The Bvzantines made no such distinction, and so, before

22 For this common account see Camillus Beccari, "Beatification and Canonization," 
Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: 1913); Donald Attwater, The Penguin Dictionary o f Saints, 
2nd ed. (New York: Penguin. 1965, 1983). 7-9: Kenneth Woodward, Making Saints: How the 
Catholic Church Determines Who Becomes a Saint. Who Doesn't, and Why (New York: Simon & 
Schuster. 1990). 55-64.

23 Patiagean, "La femme deguisee," 621. For acceptance of her proposal see 
Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Giles Constable, People and Power in Byzantium. An Introduction to 
Modem Byzantine Studies (Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 1982), 73-75: Ryden, "New 
Forms of Hagiography." 540.
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unpacking this conundrum, it is worthwhile investigating Byzantine categories of 

sanctity.

If the typology o f sanctity developed by modem authors is unsatisfactory, what 

about the Byzantines’ own view of their saints? Here we need to explore a distinction 

between official theory and popular practice. The vast majority o f Christians in 

Byzantium had little involvement with Church government or monastic prayer cycles, but 

it would be misleading to propose a  simple two-tier model o f the Byzantine church based 

on class or clerical status. Illiterate parents after all sometimes raised boys who became 

bishops, and members o f court elites might adopt religious practices that struck educated 

observers as superstitious.24 The evidence is clear, nonetheless, that popular cultic 

practice surrounding the saints was at some variance from official theory. Byzantine 

authors are perfectly aware that popular cults existed, but often wrote about the saints as 

if the official position was dominant. There are a number of issues worth considering 

here: the role of the official church in the cult o f saints, the terminology used about the 

saints in liturgical sources, and the notion of a hierarchy of saints.

Vauchez and Delooz have made clear that when considering the sociological 

aspects of sainthood in the West, attention to the official Church is important.25 But what

24 Michael Psellos. Chronographia 3:5. trans. by E.R.A. Sewter as Fourteen Byzantine 
Riders, rev. ed. (New York: Penguin, 1966). 65.

25 Andre Vauchez. La Saintete en Occident aux demiers siecles du moyen age d'apres 
les proces de canonisation et les documents hagiographiques. Bibliothcque des etudes frangaises 
d’Athcnes et de Rome 241 (Rome: Eccle Fran?aise de Rome, 1981): Pierre Delooz, "Towards a 
Sociological Study of Canonized Sainthood in the Catholic Church," in Saints and Their Cults: 
Studies in Religious Sociology. Folklore and History, ed. Stephen Wilson (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), 189-216; and idem, Sociologie et canonisations (Liege: 
Facuite de droit 1969). In this willingness to see the political aspects of sainthood, they went 
beyond earlier promoters of a sociological approach.
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constitutes the official Church? Even in the West, this is not absolutely clear: do we 

insist on Rome alone, or are we to include local bishops or even monasteries? With 

sainthood, the story o f Western practice was the increasing importance of the papacy, as 

Rome assumed to itself the full and exclusive control over saint making. Within the 

Roman system, a clear typology o f saints developed, whatever the variations in practice.26 

For Byzantium, the issue is much less clear. Although there was an ecclesiastical 

administrative structure equal to Rome's, it did not develop the same control over local 

churches’ customs and practices as Rome.27 What we may consider an "official" 

Byzantine typology was expressed more through the practices of the important and 

prestigious religious centers. Of particular significance were the practices of the Great 

Church (Hagia Sophia) in Constantinople and the great monasteries such as those o f 

Athos.

26 Official Roman typology is manifested in the Roman Martyrology of 1584. updated 
occasionally and printed in many liturgical books. Here reference is made to the version in The 
Roman Martyrology (London: Bums, Oates & Wasboume, 1937). Every saint is listed with his 
or her type:

martyr (for men and women),
confessor (men only, who are not martyrs),
virgin (women only, can be combined with "martyr").
widow (women only, who are not martyrs),
apostle (men only in Roman usage, although a number of women are called "apostles" in 

Greek sources: Thekla, the most famous, becomes a "virgin martyr," although 
she was not a martyr, in Roman typology — feast 23 September), 

bishop/pope/abbot (men only),
doctor (a specifically Roman title, now given to men and women).
This Roman typology is applied consistently, but is sometimes stretched to the limit; for 

instance Margaret of Scotland (June 10) is listed as a "widow," although her husband, Malcolm 
Canmore, predeceased her by only four days The absence of happily married saints has now 
become an issue for Roman authorities, see the discussion in Woodward, Making Saints, 336- 
352.

27 Even at Rome, full control over the cult of saints was a post-medieval achievement.
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Although Chapter II emphasized the phenomenological aspects o f the cult of

saints. Fr. Delehaye's clear definition here suggests that the cult of saints is intimately

related to issues of ecclesiology, to what constitutes the "Church":

It is necessary to begin with to understand the word "cult." It is in general the 
honor given to a venerable memory. More especially here, it is the honor that is 
given by the Christian community, which might be a particular church, an 
important ecclesiastical group, or the great family o f the faithful throughout the 
world. A son can devote a cult to memory of his parents, a mother to a child who 
has preceded her in somno p a d s : these well-loved saints do not enter the order of 
saints. The title is only owed to them at the moment when the Church associates 
itself with these homages.28

As long as Christianity was organized into a series of local churches, and the 

saints were the heroes o f  particular local communities, distinctions between an "official 

church" view of saints and popular practice remained unimportant. As the Church grew, 

supra-local hierarchies became more important and elite ideological positions emerged. 

After Christianity became the official religion of the Roman Empire and virtually the 

entire population was placed under its banner, the beginning of a real distinction between 

theory and practice became inevitable. Although controlling elites in Byzantine 

Christianity changed at all stages of Byzantine religious history,29 there was a set of 

institutions and phenomena that constituted the "official Church" from the perspective of 

the government. Such institutions included the episcopate, the various patriarchates.

28 Hippolyie Delehaye, Sanctus: essai sur le culte des saints dans Vantiquiti. Brussels: 
Societedes Bollandistes. 1927), 123 [my translation].

29 The direction of the official Church was determined at different penods by the 
emperor, by non-monastic Church officials, by Constantinopolitan monks, and in later centuries 
by Athonite monks.
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particularly that of Constantinople, along with the more important monasteries.30 In 

Constantinople, in particular, the clergy' o f the Great Church and those associated with 

church government such as the standing synod.31 must also be included. There was often 

an ad hoc air about these institutions, especially in comparison with the legal formality o f 

Latin Christianity.32 but this does not detract from the observation that an "official 

Church" position on sainthood existed. The task at hand then, is to bring out what this 

view was, at least in the middle Byzantine period that is central to this study.

There are many lists of Byzantine saints that permit us to determine the 

terminology of sanctity: some were created by Byzantine compilers,33 some by modem 

Orthodox editors.34 as well as lists created by modem scholars.35 None o f  these lists of 

saints is complete and the criteria for inclusion vary from compiler to compiler. But in 

the ad hoc manner typical o f Orthodoxy, the compilation of liturgical books for use in

30 There was a variety of monastic institutions in Byzantium: the vast majority of 
religious houses were very small, often private, monasteries. Such houses might have little 
influence on, or contact with, church hierarchies. On the other hand the major large monasteries 
of Constantinople, such as the Stoudion, or the large monastic centers outside Constantinople, 
such as Mt. Olympos and later Mt. Athos, must be considered an aspect of the elite power 
structures in the Church.

31 The synod endemousa was a permanent council that sat under the patriarch of 
Constantinople. See Joseph N. Hajjar, Le synode permanent dans I'Eglise byzantine des origines 
anXIe siecle, Oriental ia Christiana Analecta 164 (Rome: Pont. Institutum Orientalium 
Studiorum, 1962).

32 Joan M. Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1986), 318.

33 See Rene Aigrain. L'hagiographie• ses sources, ses methodes. son histoire (Paris: 
Bloud & Gay. 1953). esp. ch. 4., for a description of the various martyrologies, menaia, 
menologia and synaxaria found in Greek manuscript sources.

34 The most ambitious is K. Chr. Dukakis, ed., Meyaq ZvvaqapuTTqg, 12 vols. (Athens:
1889-1896); see also Sophronios Eustratiades, 'AyioXoytov rrjg ’OpQoSo^ov ’EtacXqaiag 
(Athens: n.d.). There are many other lists put out by various publishers.

35 The most important of which is the BHG (1957). and its supplement, BHGNA (1984).
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monasteries and the Great Church, along with the tendency o f each compiler to copy 

earlier compilations, resulted in what can legitimately be considered a typology of 

sainthood.

Delehaye's magnificent edition of the Synaxarion o f Constantinople is probably 

the best source to elucidate this "official typology."36 As an immense compilation of over 

1100 folio pages, it is impractical to present data from the entire text, but the saints o f the 

month o f September can be taken as a paradigm for the array o f types (Appendix I. Table 

A4).

The overwhelming majority of saints in September are deemed martyrs, all of 

whom are called hagia/os ("holy" or "sacred"), although a few are given pleonastic or 

especially exalted titles — hagios hosiomartyr or even megalomartyr (great martyr). 

Martyred bishops have the special title of hieromartyr. Most non-martyrs are called 

hosia/os, an appellation applied to diverse groups — bishops, abbots and ascetics. The 

distinction between martyrs and non-martvrs is not absolute, at least with regard to title, 

and, unlike modem Roman calendars, titulature is not always consistent: some non

martyrs. such as the Emperor Constantine acquire a hagios, and some martyrs are called 

just hagios without specifically having martyr added.

A couple of non-martvrs of special repute -  John Chrysostom and Gregory of 

Armenia — are listed using the roundabout formula "our holy father among the saints 

(hagioi)” It is worth noting that even a very important saint, such as Nicholas o f Myra

36 SynaxCP.
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(Dec. 6). can be called a hosios in the SynaxCP.37 A number of figures are titled by their 

activity: Moses is "lawgiver." the archangel Michael is "arch-general." Two 

subcategories cause special problems. Old Testament, or pre-incarnation figures, are 

commemorated but under inconsistent labels: nothing but their names for Joshua. Eleazar 

and Phineas. dikaioi ("righteous”) for Joachim and Anna (the traditional names of the 

parents of the Virgin Mary), "prophet" for Moses, but hagios prophetes (holy prophet) for 

Jonah (along with Zachariah and John the Baptist). Deceased Orthodox rulers were also 

commemorated in the synaxaria, but we see some variety of terminology: one is 

eusebestaios ("most pious"), another is timios ("honored").

Does the terminology in the Synaxarion of Constantinople amount to an official 

typology? With due regard for the compilers’ willingness to concede special titles to 

especially important saints, it is clear that a certain set of distinctions is in operation: 

between holy figures before Christ and those afterwards, between commemorated rulers 

and people celebrated for heroic sanctity, and most dramatically between those martyred 

for the faith and those honored for other reasons. This does not exhaust the categories 

used in the SynaxCP. The term "apostle" has the distinct meaning of "missionary" and 

was applied to the "Twelve." to all members of an apocryphal list of seventy apostles, and 

to later missionaries such as Gregory of Armenia.38 It was specifically applied to a

37 Although he also is "Our holy father among the saints (hagioi)," in the Typikon of the 
Great Church. See Juan Mateos, ed., La Typicon de La Grande Eglise, Ms. Sainte-Croix no. 40, 
X? siecle, Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction et Notes, Oriental ia Christiana Analecta 165 
(Rome: Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1962), 124.

38 Information here is drawn from the Saints' Hagiographical Database, not just 
SynaxCP saints of September.
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number o f women, such as Thekla (September 24).39 all of whom were active in the first 

century.40 Individual saints were also given titles such as homologetes (confessor), and 

thaumatourgos (wonderworker). It is less clear that these can be understood as formal 

categories. Saints who are known to have worked miracles (for instance Peter the 

Apostle, the Archangel Michael) were listed as wonderworkers, and the term may be 

more descriptive than categorical. Similarly, although homologetes is often translated as 

"confessor." it was not. as in the W est applied to all male saints who were not martyrs; it 

referred apparently to those who specifically "confessed" Christ with words, but was not 

used about all such figures. Again, the term seemed to be more a description than a 

category. There were no specific categories for "virgins" or ascetics, although virginity 

and asceticism were certainly important points o f discussion in saints' lives. Many non

39 Thekla was not alone. Women apostles in Orthodox calendars include the following: 
Priscilla. (Feb 13. 1st Cent., martyr, Rom 16:3 , "apostle")
Mariamne, (Feb 17. 1st Cent., martyr, "isapostolos")
Photine, (Feb 26, 1st Cent., martyr. John 4:15, "isapostolos")
Nympha. (Feb 28, Col 4:15, "isapostolos")
Junia, (Jun 17, 1st Cent., Rom 16. "apostolos" [also Feb 22?])
Mary Magdalene, (Jul 22, 1st Cent, martyr, "isapostolos")
Oraiozele, (Ju! 26, 1st Cent., "isapostolos")
Hermione, Xanthippe, and Polyxene (Sep 4, I st Cent., "isapostolos")
Thekla (Sep 24, 1st Cent., "isapostolos")
Apphia. (Nov 22, 1st Cent., martyr, Philem 1:2, "isapostolos" [also Feb 19?])
40 A few later women saints continued to be associated with office in the church. There 

were six women deacon saints:-
Tatiane, (Jan 12. 3rd Cent, martyr)
Xene. (Jan 14, ? Cent.)
Olympia. (Jul 25, 4th Cent.)
Irene of Chrysobalanton, (Jul 28,9th Cent.)
Phoebe, (Sep 3, 1st Cent.)
Justina, (Oct 2, 3rd Cent, martyr)
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martyrs were subsumed, for the most part under the heading of hosia/os and this deserves 

special analysis.41

The Byzantine liturgy of John Chrysostom supplies a typology of saints in 

addition to that derived from hagiographic material. Immediately after the epiklesis 

comes this prayer:

Again we offer unto thee this reasonable worship for those who have fallen asleep 
in the faith: Ancestors (propatores), Fathers. Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles. 
Preachers. Evangelists. Martyrs. Confessors (homologetai). Ascetics (or 
Virgins)(enkrateuteis),42 and every righteous spirit made perfect in faith 43

And a little later, this prayer, said quietly by the priest:

For the Holy Prophet, Forerunner and Baptist John; the Holy, Glorious and all-
laudable Apostles; Saint , whom we commemorate today; and all thy
saints...44

Commenting on these texts, the fourteenth-century saint and writer Nicholas Kabasilas

notes in regard to the saints:

[33] They are the cause for which the Church gives thanks to God. It is for them 
that she offers to him a spiritual thanksgiving; above all it is for the blessed 
Mother o f God. who surpasses all others in holiness. That is why the priest asks 
for nothing on behalf of the saints: rather he asks that he may be assisted by them 
in his prayers.45

41 See Appendix HI: Suggestions on "Ooioq and "Ayioq.
42 Modem liturgical texts translate en/crateuteis as "ascetics" or "virgins." but the word 

means "those who abstain from sex, whether married or not.”
43 Modem translation from The Divine Liturgy o f Saints John Chrysostom and Basil the 

Great (Minneapolis MN: Cathedral of the Protection of the Virgin Mary, 1991), 24. The list 
from the canon is the Liturgy o f St. Basil [p.33] is almost the same: "Ancestors, Fathers, 
Patriarchs, Prophets. Apostles, Preachers, Evangelists, Martyrs, Confessors, Teachers."

44 Divine Liturgy o f Saints John Chrysostom and Basil, 24.
45 Nicholas Cabasilas [Kabasilas], A Commentary on the Divine Liturgy, trans. Joan. M. 

Hussey and P.A. McNulty (London: SPCK, 1960), 84.
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Kabasilas specifically notes that the list given as used by Basil is the same as 

Chrysostom's, and himself reiterates the list.46 The liturgy clearly suggests a loose 

typology and hierarchy of saints, comparable perhaps to its hierarchy of angels.47 The 

Theotokos, who alone is invoked throughout the liturgy, and after her John the Baptist, 

take precedence. Next come the biblical categories from Old and New Testaments 

("Ancestors...Evangelists"), and after them the saints of the post-New Testament Church, 

martyrs first, then confessors and ascetics/virgins.48 This arrangement reflects a

46 Kabasilas. 85 and 109.
47 Divine Liturgy o f Saints John Chrysostom and Basil, 27, "Angels, Archangels. 

Thrones. Dominions. Principalities, Authorities. Powers and many-eyed Cherubim ...Seraphim." 
The typology is "loose" because, as we can see above, it was not applied consistently to saints as 
they were listed in the liturgical books of saints' days.

48 Similar lists of saintly types existed in canonical documents, although the constant 
repetition of the liturgy must have made the liturgical formulas better known. The Acts of the 
fourth session of the Second Council of Nicaea (787) addressed the subject of icon veneration, 
and twice iterated a list of saints:

We accept the word of the Lord and his Apostles through which we have been taught to 
honor and magnify in the first place Her who is properly and truly the Mother of God 
(Theotokos) and exalted above all the heavenly Powers: also the holy and angelic 
Powers; the blessed and all-lauded Apostles; and the glorious Prophets and the 
triumphant Martyrs who fought for Christ; holy and God fearing Doctors, and all 
holy men; to seek their intercession, to make us at home with the all-royal God of all. so 
long as we keep his commandments and strive to live virtuously. Moreover we accept 
the image of the honorable and life-giving Cross, and the holy relics of the saints: and we 
receive the holy and venerable images; we accept them and we embrace them, according 
to the ancient traditions of the Holy Catholic Church of God, that is to say our holy 
Fathers, who also received these things and established them in all the most holy 
Churches of God and in every place of His dominion. These honorable and venerable 
images, as has been said, we honor, accept and reverently venerate: the image of the 
incarnation of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ, and that of our immaculate Lady, 
the all-holy Mother of God, from whom he pleased to take flesh and to save and deliver 
us from all impious idolatry; also the images of the holy and incorporeal Angels, who 
appeared to the just as men. Likewise we also venerate the figures and the effigies of the 
divine and all-lauded Apostles, the God-speaking Prophets, and the suffering 
martyrs and holy men, so that through their representations we may be able to be led 
back in memory and recollections to the prototype, and participate in their holiness, 

in NPNFII, Vol. 14,541
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chronology of saintly types as well as the Theo- and Christocentric character of the 

liturgy. Kabasilas’ long discussion of the role of the saints makes the point that "the 

greatest longing of the saints is that God should be glorified because o f them."49 For this 

representative of the official church, theology dictated that saints were an adornment of 

prayer to God. not autonomous centers of devotion.

Both liturgy and canonical tradition then indicate that a Byzantine typology of 

saints existed, with some indication o f a hierarchy. However, when we compare the cults 

of saints with this typology we find only a limited correlation. The Theotokos and John 

the Baptist are foremost in both liturgy and cult, but saints who should rank highly given 

their liturgical position, for example most o f the apostles, had negligible cults. Among 

the martyrs, it is not possible to determine from any objective factor why some became 

famous and others fell into obscurity. Although most o f the leading saints were either 

important New Testament figures or martyrs, one of the most popular Byzantine cults, 

that of Nicholas of Myra,50 belonged to a saint who was neither a martyr nor an apostle. 

Official typology is. then, of limited use for understanding the function and nature of the 

cult of saints in Byzantium. We need to focus on which saints in practice had cults, and 

on how important particular cults were.

49 Kabasilas, 107. Sections 48-49 of Kabasilas' Commentary form one of the longest 
Byzantine discussions of the purpose and function of the cult of saints.

50 The cult of Nicholas became increasingly important overtime. See Gouma-Peterson, 
"Narratives." 33, who notes his increased preeminence in iconography from the twelfth centuiy; 
and Nancy Patterson Sevcenko, The Life o f St. Nicholas in Byzantine Art fTurin: Bottega 
D’Erasmo. 1983).
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B Byzantine Sanctity: A New Model

If neither "stages of sanctity" theory nor the official typology of the Church is 

satisfactory, we need a new model of sanctity that takes account of the extent of the 

actualities of the Byzantine cult of saints.51 Rather than personal qualities o f the saint, or 

even the original reason for becoming a saint, it was the posthumous activities as a saint - 

-wonder-working, healing, interceding, protecting — that dominated and shaped the 

popular cult of the major saints and in effect constituted their "sanctity." With new saints, 

who competed on the same cultural field o f sanctity as the great figures, personal qualities 

were an issue to some extent, but it was the way their cults were promoted that 

determined the reasons for public veneration.52 In this respect, there was little difference 

between the cult of a new saint, and a new cult of an old and hitherto ignored saint. It is 

in the creation and control of new cults that we see contestation between various social 

groups. In a sense the cults o f new saints both create and reflect different sorts of power. 

With these points in mind, two alternative typologies of the saints may be helpful in 

conceptualizing the Byzantine cult for modem scholars and in understanding the cult 

from the viewpoint of the Byzantine Christian. One is based on the extent o f the saint's 

cult, the second on the function of the saint as a cult figure rather than the reason the saint 

became a saint in the first place.

51 See Henry Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies: Saints and Their Images in Byzantium 
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 66-87, for another effort to draw up a new 
typology of saints, this time based on iconography. Maguire argues that Byzantine artists made 
formal distinctions between the following categories: monks and ascetics, soldiers, bishops, and 
apostles and evangelists.
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Extent o f Cult: The Theotokos

In the array of Christian saints, the Theotokos holds a quite distinct position, one

that makes it impossible to treat her with other saints.53 On the one hand her cult

surpassed in some respects that of her son. in church dedications for instance,54 and on

the other the sheer amount o f information about her cult would drown out the much more

limited data on any other saint.

For Byzantine Christianity also, Mary was not comparable to other saints. The

liturgy repeatedly invokes her. and calls her the "Holy, Most Pure, Most Blessed and

Glorious Lady Theotokos and ever-virgin Mary ."55 Writers such as Gregory Palamas

explicitly developed this understanding:

If, then, "death o f the righteous man is honorable" (cf. Ps. 115:6) and the "memory 
of the just man is celebrated with songs o f praise," (Prov. 10:7) how much more 
ought we to honor with great praises the memory o f the holiest of the saints, she

52 The reason a person became saint, however, sometimes determined how the future cult 
was able to develop: for instance, patriarchs, theologians, and hymnographers would rarely 
achieve renown as "local saints" or as popular wonderworkers.

53 Averil Cameron, "The Theotokos in Sixth-Century Constantinople: A City Finds its 
Symbol," Journal o f Theological Studies, NS. 29 (1978), 79-108, repr. in Averil Cameron, 
Continuity and Change in Sixth-Century Byzantium (London: Variorum, 1981), XVI; Martin 
Jugie, "Homelies mariales byzantines, textes grecs, edites et tiaduits en latin," Patrologia 
Orientalis 16:3 and 19:3. (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1922-1926); idem, La mort et Vassomption de la 
Sainte Vierge. etude historico-doctrinale. Studi e testi 114 Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica 
vaticana. 1944); Ioli Kalavrezou, "Images of the Mother: When the Virgin Mary Became Meter 
Theou," DOP 44 (1990), 165-72; Vasiliki Limberis, Divine Heiress: The Virgin Mary and the 
Creation o f Christian Constantinople (New York: Routledge, 1994).

54 In Constantinople there were 136 churches dedicated to the Theotokos, and 31 to 
Christ. See Janin. EglisesCP.

55 The Divine Liturgy o f Saints John Chrysostom and Basil the Great, 24.
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by whom all holiness is afforded to the saints, I mean the Ever-Virgin Mother of 
God.56

One of the prime texts under consideration here states forthrightly the exceptional

position o f Mary in discourse about women saints:

I exclude from discussion the Mother of God, she who has been lifted above the 
cherubim, since she is beyond all created beings.57

Despite her exceptional position, we cannot ignore Byzantine Marianism entirely. With

the Theotokos we have a case of a female divine figure whose femininity might seem

central to her power, a power that derives from her motherhood of God. Furthermore, the

cult of Mary does fit into a wider pattern.

Let us take this second point first. As we have seen, the most important figures

among Byzantine era saints were a group whose cults came to prominence in the sixth

and seventh centuries. Mary also fit into this pattern. Although her cult arose much

earlier, there was a new intensity in the sixth and seventh centuries connected with Mary's

new position as protector of Constantinople, and with the growing cult of icons.58 Mary's

cult overwhelmed to some extent earlier and prominent cults of female saints such as

Thekla.59

56 Gregory Palamas. A Homily on the Dormition o f Our Supremely Pure Lady Theotokos 
and Ever-Virgin Mary, trans. Holy Transfiguration Monastery, n.d. 
[http://www.ocf.org/OrthodoxPage/reading/donnition.html].

57 Appendix II, Life ofThomafs 1.

58 Cameron. "Theotokos," 98.
59 Cf. fn. 10 above: and Walter, "Saint George," 303. Walter notes that in the third 

century Thekla enjoyed more renown than the Theotokos. Later [p. 305], he claims that Thekla’s 
"popularity by no means declined even when that of the Mother of God increased." but this 
statement does not seem supported by his own observation [p. 304] that evidence for her cult at 
Seleucia is extant only for the fourth to sixth centuries. The modest if still significant number
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What is less apparent is that the new cult of Mary in the sixth and seventh 

centuries was not based on her femininity. As Averil Cameron has argued. Mary's power 

and success derived from her position as intercessor and protector. Indeed some of the 

words used about her were quite masculine, and iconography also emphasized her agency 

as intercessor and protector rather than dwelling on her position as the mother of Christ.

It was only in the late eighth century that there was a shift in the cult and 

iconography. From emphasis on the hieratic power connected with her position as 

Theotokos.60 the iconography and literature puts increasing stress on Mary's motherhood. 

As loli Kalavrezou has noted, we see the Theotokos ("God-Bearer") becoming the Meter 

Theou ("Mother of God").61 This phenomenon is taking place we must note at exactly 

the time we see the small group of married women saints.62

Extent o f Cult : Biblical major saints

Certain Biblical saints were important members of the most popular group of 

saints. The most widely celebrated was John the Baptist, but the group also included John 

the Theologian and Thomas the Apostle. There is every indication that such saints 

received major cults in Byzantium. This renown did not extend to all Biblical saints, but 

to those who played a role in the drama of Christ’s passion.

of documents that survive about her. and the small number of churches named for her, suggest 
instead a continuing, but mid-level, cult.

60 Cameron, "Theotokos." 104.
61 Kalavrezou. 168.
62 I am not convinced by the suggestion of Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Alice-Mary Talbot 

in "Women and Iconoclasm," BZ 84/85:2 (1991/92). 401-2, that the omission on seals of the 
formula "slave of the Theotokos" represents a change in the cult of the Virgin in the later ninth 
century.
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Extent o f Cult: Legendary major saints

After the Theotokos and John the Baptist, it is striking that legendary saints 

dominate the Byzantine cult of saints by so many measures. These figures' cults and 

hagiography focused on accounts of magical and heroic deeds with no historical basis. 

Some, for example. George, may have existed, but no reliable information survived about 

them; others may have existed, but reliable information was put aside in favor of 

legendary material;63 some, for instance Nicholas, had cults which mixed historical data 

with considerable additional material; and some legendary saints probably never 

existed.64 No saint o f the Byzantine era ascended to the ranks o f these "mega" saints.

The cults of legendary saints, which neither Byzantine official typology nor 

"stages of sanctity" theory address, deserve special attention from scholars of sainthood as 

a cultural phenomenon. With such cults. Fr. Delehaye’s claim that cults precede legends 

is misleading.65 In some instances, these saints' cults may have begun at some local 

shrine — for instance, of George or Nicholas, or Kosmas and Damian — but veneration of 

these major figures spread into new regions entirely because o f the legend. In the new 

regions, it was the legend that nourished the cult. The historical George of Lydda was a 

minor aspect of the role George played for later Christians. While there were many saints

63 Delehaye. The Legends o f the Saints, 8-10.
64 Some are very suspect, for example, Katharine of Alexandria. One saint’s life was a 

Christianization of the life of the Buddha. See John Damascene [John of Damascus], Barlaam 
and loasaph, trans. G.R. Woodward and H. Mattingly (Cambridge MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1914).

65 Delehaye, The Legends o f the Saints, 8-10.
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who were v enerated dead holy people, a significant proportion of the roster of dominant 

saints was made up of saints who are popular exclusively because of their legends.

Focusing on the extent to which Byzantine sainthood was constructed by these 

legendary cults casts off the flawed tendency to see sanctity as a constructed set of 

features of the new saints o f a period. Something quite different was at play. Michael the 

Archangel is especially interesting in this regard. He was not a dead holy person, but he 

quite clearly functioned as a saint rather than a character in a Biblical story. In his case, 

the legend is all that there was. When "St. Michael" appeared in different cultures there 

was no "real" figure behind the cult, merely the cultic construction. Apart from the name, 

it is hard to argue that eleventh-century Norman knights, who saw him as a military aide, 

and the thirteenth-century Byzantine historian who saw him as protector of his home 

town.66 were really concerned with a single figure. I suggest rather that with Michael, as 

with the other legendary saints, we can see the saint as a cultural projection in which the 

saint exists as a saint to meet specific social needs.

Extent o f Cult: Local major saints

In any given city or region the great saints would be represented in church 

dedications, icons, and in naming patterns.67 But just as significant on a local level, in a 

village or a city, might be a major local saint. Examples include saints such as the

66 Niketas Choniates, Historia. ed. Jan-Louis Van Dieten, Corpus Fontium Historiae 
Byzantinae 11:1 and 1 l/l , Series Berolinensis. 2 vols. (Berlin: De Gruyter. 1975), 219, 422.

67 Appendix I, Tables A5 and A6. show the way church dedications varied across the 
Greek world.
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enormously popular Eugenios in Trebizond.68 or Spyridon in Cyprus (and later in Corfu). 

Within the region of their cult, such saints must have seemed just as significant to the 

faithful as any of the empire-wide major saints.69 There were also other local saints 

whose cults remained small, perhaps based at one local church. Some Byzantine era 

saints did succeed in establishing important local cults, including a woman saint o f the 

period. Theodora of Thessalonica.70

Extent o f Cult: Intellectual and imperial saints

The official Church not only sponsored commemoration of its martyrs and 

ascetics, but also of its intellectual founders and its political supporters. Although later 

theological writers continued to cite the fathers, and historians continued to discuss the 

emperors, for the most part these types of saint did not achieve renown as saints. Major 

exceptions were John Chrysostom, the Cappodocian fathers, and the Emperor 

Constantine I. all of whom had some cultic popularity. With other figures -- such as 

Maximos the Confessor or John of Damascus — we have a situation analogous to that of 

many of the apostles, where the official ideology suggested that they should be major 

saints, but the actual cult o f saints neglected them.

68 Jan Olof Rosenqvist. ed. and trans. The Hagiographic Dossier o f St. Eugenios o f 
Trebizond in Codex Athous Dionysiou 154. A Critical Edition with Introduction. Translation. 
Commentary and Indexes. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia 5 
(Uppsala: Almqvist& Wiksell, 1996).

69 Speros Vryonis Jr., "The Panegyris of the Byzantine Saint: A Study of the Nature of a 
Medieval Institution, its Origin and Fate," in Hackel, Saint, 196-226.

70 Life of Theodora of Thessalonica, trans. Alice-Mary Talbot, in HWB. 159-237; 
Evelyne Patlagean. "Theodora de Thessalonique. Une sainte moniale et un culte citadin (IXe- 
XXe siccles)," in Culto dei santi, istituzioni e classi sociali in etapreindustriale, ed. Sofia 
Boesch Gajano and Lucia Sebastini (Rome: L.U. Japadre Editore, 1984), 39-67. Talbot [p. 162]
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Extent o f Cult: Mid- and low-level cults

In addition to the major saints who manifested a widespread cult for centuries, 

there were also purely local shrine-centered cults, which waxed and waned over the 

centuries. For the most part, where we can trace any evidence of a cult at all. those saints 

who lived during the Byzantine period tended to fall into this category — examples 

include Mary the Younger and Thomals of Lesbos.71 Some of these cults left no 

documentary evidence in Greek, and we know o f them only due to chance reports.72 

Between these two extremes, there was a varying group o f other Byzantine saints with 

fairly large cults, some of which might have been widespread at times.73 

The Function o f Saints

For the official Church, saints functioned as exemplars of Christian life and as 

glorifiers of God. In his Commentary on the Divine Liturgy, Nicholas Kabasilas was 

quite explicit:

[481 ...the saints receive the holy gifts because we offer them to God in their 
honour. Just as we give alms for love o f Christ, so the sacrifice is offered for love 
of the saints; because we love them dearly, we consider their good as our own, 
and congratulate them on their happiness as if we were sharers in their honour. 
Thus, rejoicing in the good things bestowed upon them by God. we give thanks to 
him who gave, and offer our gifts in thanksgiving.

notes that even in this case the cult was not continuous: the evidence suggests that Theodora's 
cult revived in the thirteenth century after three centuries of obscurity.

71 Cyril Mango, "The Byzantine Church at Vize (Bizye) in Thrace and St. Mary the 
Younger." Zbomik Radova Vizantoloskog Instituta 11 (1968), 9-13: Majeska, Russian Travelers, 
323-25.

72 Majeska. Russian Travelers, 283, 286-87.
73 For example Euphemia of Chalcedon, see Majeska, Russian Travelers, 258-260.
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Kabasilas here focuses on the celebration of what the saints have achieved, a celebration

manifested in the liturgy by giving thanks to God. He goes on to expound on the content

of the saints' sanctity, which amounts to nothing more than glorifying God:

It is not only because the offerings are made for love o f them that the saints 
receive their gifts: another reason is this: that nothing is more delightful and 
pleasing to them than that we should give thanks and praise to God because of 
them. If the greatest evil wrought by wicked men is this — that because of them 
God's name is blasphemed, the greatest longing and desire of the saints is that 
God should he glorified because of them. This is what they strove for perpetually 
while still in the flesh; now that they are in heaven, it is their unending task, their 
delight and the source o f all their joy. When they possessed these joys only in 
hope, they gave all their time to giving thanks to God and doing all things for his 
glory: what must they feel now. when their gratitude and thanksgiving are so 
much greater, and they are perfect in every virtue, when they no longer need hope 
for happiness, but know by experience the Ioving-kindness of the Lord; when they 
see what they were, and what they have become — the children o f the dust are 
become as the sun. the despised slaves are now honoured sons and heirs of the 
kingdom of heaven; they who were formerly guilty now have the power to absolve 
others from their faults, owing to their power of intercession with the judge. 
Because of this they can never praise God enough: they do not consider their own 
thanksgiving sufficient. That is why they desire that men and angels should unite 
with them in praising God. so that their debt of gratitude to him may be a little 
more w orthily paid, owing to an increase in the number of those who praise him.74

Kabasilas’ view of the cult o f  saints is thus resolutely Christocentric. and his depiction of

what they do in heaven parallels the activities ascribed to them on earth by

hagiographers.75

Our overview of the cult of saints does not support such a position. The lived life 

of the future saint had little relation to the later function of the saints within their cults. 

One of the greatest saints — George — entered Western history with a papal warning

74 Kabasilas, A Commentary on the Divine Liturgy, 106-107.
75 Kabasilas was not alone. Cf. Symeon of Thessalonica (d. 1429), Peri ton hieron 

teleton kai thieon mysterion tes Ekklesias, trans. H.L.N. Simmons as Treatise on Prayer
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against forged stories about him.76 In the case o f Prokopios. there was reliable evidence 

about his life and death, but the much more exciting legendary material soon swamped 

the facts.77 While Byzantines were certain their saints were real people.78 examination of 

the cults suggest they were much more real in their function as cult figures than as 

historical actors. In effect, the sanctity o f the saints was produced by the kind of activities 

they manifested rather than any intrinsic qualities.

The Function o f Saints: Biblical role

As noted earlier, liturgical documents stress the importance of certain Biblical 

saints — apostles, evangelists, and other figures in the New Testament. When we look at 

which of these figures had very active cults, however, it is clear that some of these saints 

were much more celebrated than other Biblical figures. John the Baptist stands out as the 

most celebrated of all saints: John the Theologian and Luke were more celebrated that the 

other evangelists: Thomas. Peter. Paul. Andrew. James the Lord's Brother, and Philip 

were prominent among the apostles: and Stephen might be added to these.79 These saints 

are distinguished from other Biblical figures in that, rather than merely being on a list,

(Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press. 1984). Chapters 8 and 42 emphasize the motif of the 
"saints around God."

76 Cornelia Steketee Hults. St. George o f Cappodocia in Legend and History (London: 
David Nutt, 1909). I; cf. ODB 834-35.

77 Delehaye. Legends o f the Saints, 129-46. Prokopios was not unique: Eupsychios was 
another historical saint whose cult was overwhelmed by legendary additions. See L.G.
Westerink. "The Two Faces of St. Eupsychius." in Okeanos: Harvard Ukrainian Studies VII [= 
Essays Presented to Ihor Sevienko], ed. Cyril Mango and Omeljan Pritsak (Cambridge MA: 
Ukrainian Research Institute. Harvard University, 1983), 666-75.

78 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 100-101, on the need to label saints and the belief that 
icons were realistic likenesses.

■K) Appendix I, Table A3.
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they played a role in a series of dramatic set pieces. John the Baptist is the main 

subsidiary player in the story of Christ's birth and early ministry:80 Peter. John the 

Theologian, and Thomas were all central figures in the drama of the passion;81 Stephen 

was the center of the account o f the first martyrdom in the Book of Acts:82 and. apart 

from Peter. Philip was the sole disciple with an interesting role after the establishment of 

the Church.83 Iconography amplified the position of these saints in Biblical narrative. 

John the Baptist. Peter, and Paul all sustained icon cycles o f  their miracles;84 John the 

Theologian appeared in the iconography o f evangelists, in the cycle of the Revelation, and 

in passion scenes:85 and Thomas and Peter also appear in passion icons.86 Thalia Gouma- 

Peterson's note that the iconography of John the Baptist is impossible to disentangle from 

that o f Christ hints at what is going on here.87 The prominence of the cults o f these saints 

derived from their role in the Biblical drama.

The Function o f Saints: Wonderworking

Sticking with iconographic evidence for the moment, we find that the other major 

cycles of saints' miracles belonged mainly to legendary saints — Michael. Nicholas. 

George. Demetrios. and Katharine — and emphasized their intercession and response to

80 Lk. 1:5-25: Mt.3:l-17.
81 Mt. 26:33-75; Jn. 19:26-27: J. 20:24-30.
82 Acts 6:5-8:2.
83 Acts 8:5-39.
84 Dionysius of Fouma, The "Painter's Manual" o f Dionysius of Fouma, trans. Paul 

Hetherington (London: Sagittarius Press. 1974), 65-67.
85 Dionysius of Fouma, 46-50, 38-39, 53.
86 Dionysius of Fouma. 38-40.
87 Gouma-Peterson, "Narratives," 33.
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prayers.88 With several major saints, the main surviving hagiographic materials are 

accounts o f their miracles,89 and even where passion accounts or biographical Lives exist, 

in almost all cases the focus is on the miracles the saint performed while alive, and on the 

posthumous miracles performed for clients.90 One o f the commonest designations of 

saints, in synaxaria and in the incipits o f Lives, is "wonderworker" (thaumatourgos). 

Apart from certain Biblical figures, it is these miracle-working saints who dominated the 

cult of saints, however measured, throughout the Byzantine period and after 91 Even 

minor saints could acquire the title of wonderworker, and it was perhaps the main way in 

which new saints could be assimilated to the sanctity o f established saints.

For most of Byzantine history, it is inescapable that the main cultic function o f 

saints was as intercessors and miracle workers, not as exemplars. Many saints acquired a 

reputation for doing specific miracles: Kosmas and Damian belonged to the group of 

saints who "healed without money"; Nicholas (whose name means "the people’s victor") 

helped children, unmarried women and sailors; Paraskeve healed eye diseases, and so 

forth (Table 3.2).92 Saints whose Lives avoided the miraculous do not seem to have

88 Dionysius of Fouma, 65-70. Dionysius also lists Spyridon, and Antony of Egypt 
among his "principal saints." The prominence of Spyridon and Katharine reflects the late and 
post- Byzantine growth in their cults.

89 For example Demetrios. See Paul Lemerle, ed., Les plus anciens recueils des miracles 
de saint Demetrius (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1979).

90 The Life of ThomaTs, Appendix II, is quite typical in this respect.
91 Cf. Rowan Greer, The Fear o f Freedom: A Study o f Miracles in the Roman Imperial 

Church (University Park PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1989), 97-115, on the 
importance of miracle working in the stories of martyrs and early ascetics.

92 Dimitri Obolenksy, The Byzantine Commonwealth (London: Weidenfield and 
Nicholson, 1971), 462, notes that the iconography of Novgorod carried such saintly 
specialization to an extreme, but specialization was known throughout the Orthodox world.
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Table 3.2
Saints’ Roles as Wonderworkers

Saint

Anastasia
Barbara
Bias ios
Charaiampos
Christopher
Davici and Euphrosyne
Eieutherios
Elijah
Fioros and Laurcs
George
Hermolaos
John the Merciful the Younger
Katharine
Kosmas and Damian
Kyros and John
Menas
Modestos of Jerusalem
Nicholas of Myra
Panteleemon
Paraskeve
Parthenics
P'nanurios
Phokas of Sinope
Spyridon
Stylianos
Symeon of Serbia
Thailelaios
Theodore Strateiates
Theodore Tricnanas
Thomais of Lesbos
Timothy of Euripos
Tryphon
Zotikcs
Xene the Fooless

__________Special Concern_______

Childbirth
Lightning, miners
Cattle, sore throats
Plague
Travelers
Newlyweds
Mcthers in childbirth
Rain
Horses
Protects crops
Healer
Eye disease
Unmarried women, philosophers
Healers
Healers
Pilgrims, Merchants
Protects flocks from disease
Children, sailors, bachelors
Invalids and cripples
Eye disease
Sheep
Finds lost things
Sailors, Black Sea, Aegean
Sheep
Mothers in Childbirth
Barrenness
Healer
Travelers, Healer, anti-demons
Healer
Lust
Plague
Rats and insects
Leprosy
Drunks

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database

Note: The table includes saints with significant cults in the Byzantine era and after. Such special concerns 
were not always consistent between different groups o f believers.
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acquired significant cults.93 The importance o f wonderworking in the overall cult of 

saints may be seen in the shift in major saintly figures that occurred in the post-Byzantine 

era. The saints whose cults acquired major renown were precisely those whose promoters 

promised specific miraculous aid with the concerns o f the rural Greek population — 

Tryphon. Charalampos. and Modestos.

The Function o f Saints: Patrons

Another major function of saints was as patrons. Any type of saint in the official 

typology might function as a patron, of a town, a church, a monastery, or even a guild 

(Table 3.3). Multiple types of document show that the patronal functions of saints were a 

major aspect o f the public performance of sanctity.

Byzantine popular festivals usually centered around the feast of some patron. The 

saint could be the patron of a town or region, a patronage that was celebrated in a regular 

festival or p an eg yrist These were raucous events and much condemned by official 

authorities, but were so popular that the Church had to assimilate them.95 Inhabitants of 

particular towns came to regard "their" saint in the most possessive terms. The 

importance of patron saints extended beyond localities: saints could be patrons of civic

93 See for example Niketas Stethatos. Un grand mystique byzantin: Vie de Symeon le 
Nouveau Theologien (949-1022), ed. and trans. Irenee Hausherr & P. Gabriel Horn, Orientalia 
Christiana Analecta Vol. 12. No. 48 (Rome: Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1928). 
Symeon was a major theological writer, and is much admired by modem scholars, but his Life 
avoids the miraculous, and there is scant evidence that he ever received a significant cult. Many 
saints, however, whose Lives did focus on the miraculous, also remained obscure. One cannot 
overcome the suspicion that chance, as well as deliberate promotion, played a role in which 
saints acquired significant cults.

94 Vryonis, "Panegyris," 195-200, notes such events in Corfu (Spyridon), Thessalonika 
(Demetrios), Alexandria (Peter), Chonai (Michael), Seleucia (Thekla), Sinope (Phokas), Euchaita 
(Theodore). Ephesus (John the Theologian), Myra (Nicholas), Trimunthis (Spyridon).
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Table 3.3
Patron Saints

Saint Patronai Responsibility

Achilieios Larissa
Andrew Patras
Apostoios Voio
3arnabas Cyprus
Chrysogcncs Zadar
Demetrios Thessalonica
Dionysios of Aegina Zante
Gerasimos Kephalonia
Gregory the Illuminator Armenia
Lawrence Salamis
Mamas Shepherds
Markella Chios
Markion and Martyrios Notaries
Matrona Chios
Michael Chonai
Nicholas Myra
Nicholas of Buna Seafaring
Plato Ancyra
Porphyry Comedians
Spyridon Cyprus, Corfu
Theodosia Chios
Theoktiste Paros
Theotokos Constantinople

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database

Note: The table includes saints with significant cults in the Byzantine era and after.
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groups such as guilds, where they also provided the excuse for public celebrations by 

workers.46

Religious foundations such as churches and monasteries were usually dedicated to

a specific saint. With churches, we do not often have documentation about the

motivations o f the founders, but surviving monastic foundation documents make clear the

intense expectation that the patron saint will offer special protection:

It is my wish that, after God. [these institutions] have as their protector and helper 
and patron our immaculate Lady, the Mother of God. and [St.] Michael, the great 
commander of the heavenly armies, and [St. John] the honorable Forerunner.97

This protection was often felt personally by the founders:

Therefore. I. the worthless and most lowly monk Neophytos, having come many 
years ago by God's mercy to tend and govern the most noble monastery of 
Docheiariou. which from the beginning was founded and has been honored out of 
faith in the all-venerable and divine name of the archangel MichaeI...But still, 
what I have accomplished by the help o f God and the approval and collaboration 
of his commander of the heavenly armies [Michael] prevails in full and manifest 
public view.98

95 Viyonis. "Panegyris," 210-24.
96 Angel iki E. Laiou. "The Festival of the 'Agathe': Comments on the Life of 

Constantinopolitan Women,” in Byzantium: Tribute to Andreas N. Stratos (Athens: 1986), Vol I. 
121, repr. in Angeliki E. Laiou. Gender. Society and Economic Life in Byzantium (Brookfield 
VT: Variorum. 1992). Ill, 121. on festival held by the notaries guild around SS. Markianos and 
Marty rios.

97 Michael Attaleiates. Rule o f Michael Attaleiates for his Almshouse in Rhaidestos and 
for the Monastery o f Christ Panoiktirmon in Constantinople. in Typika, 341.

98 Rule o f Neophytos for the Monastery o f St. Michael the Archangel o f Docheiariou on 
Mount Athos. in Typika, 1306-07. Compare, "I, Gregory, the above signed humble sinner, 
renounced the world and all things worldly from my earliest childhood and dedicated myself to 
the monastery of St. Philip, which was completely deserted and unknown, not then packed with 
crowds of monks as it is today. With the help of God, who provides for our salvation and 
foreknows what is to come, and through the intercession of the most holy Philip, I persevered in 
this place and fought hard to bring this obscure place to prominence." From Testaments o f 
Gregory for the Monastery o f St. Philip o f Fragala in Sicily, in Typika, 628.
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Even when a foundation document was largely copied from another monastery, founders

took care to call on the patron. In the case of the Monastery of St. Mamas, for instance.

the name of "our fervent patron and helper, the holy great martyr Mamas" was inserted

throughout the text.w

In the personal statements preceding some of the foundation documents, there are

indications that founders often saw the patronage of saints in personal as well as

institutional terms. The Emperor Michael VIII claimed two patrons:

He rescued me a number o f  times through the ministry of the leader of the 
immaterial beings. Michael, whom, from God and after God. I have been 
fortunate to have as the vigilant guardian of my life in the midst o f many dangers, 
many precarious and fearsome situations, some originating within [the empire] 
while others were due to external forces.100

And:

There are so many proofs o f the great mercy of God to me, and I owe them to the 
supplications o f all my holy patrons, but especially to those of my great defender, 
I mean Demetrios [whose body] exudes scented oil. As an ambassador he is 
always. I am certain, presenting my case to God. I know too that from long ago 
and up to the present God has sent him as a shield to protect my life and the 
empire, and I have no doubt that he bestows his own favor on me.101

Such personal relations with a patron saint seem to have been widespread. Among

Byzantine era saints, for instance. Theodore of Sykeon adopted George of Lydda as his

personal patron, and Cyril of Philea looked to St. Michael.102

w Typikon o f Athanasios Philanthropenos for the Monastery of St. Mamas in 
Constantinople, in Typika. 991-1032.

100 Typikon o f Michael VIII Palaiologos for the Monastery o f the Archangel Michael on 
Mount Awcentios near Chalcedon. in Typika, 1215-16.

101 Typikon o f Michael VIII Palaiologos for the Monastery of St. Demetrios o f the 
Palaiologoi-Kellibara in Constantinople, in Typika, 1246.

102 George, ho Eleusios, Life of Theodore of Sykeon, ed. and trans. Andre-Jean 
Festugicre as Vie de Theodore de Sykeon, Subsidia hagiographica 48 (Brussels: Societe des
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Reputation as a saint

In short, to the Byzantine believer, the sanctity of a saint was not a matter of the 

official type o f saint, and certainly not a matter of historicity. The saints he or she would 

have thought of. if sanctity were ever considered in general terms, were the major saints 

that impacted on his or her religious life — those biblical saints who played a role in the 

New Testament drama, and the legendary saints after whom churches were named and 

about whom tales were told. It is probable that on the street level the major local saints 

would simply have assumed their place alongside saints with widespread cults. The main 

activities of the saints involved first their roles as intercessors and miracle workers, and 

secondly their roles as institutional and personal patrons. Such a pattern is far from the 

theocentric conception of sainthood promoted by the official Church, but accords well 

with the sources we have on actual cults.

We cannot, and should not. dispense with official typologies in studying the cult 

of saints, but our understanding o f how sanctity functioned in Byzantine society is 

enhanced by also considering typologies based on modem scholarship (Table 3.4). The 

cults of a relatively few major saints established this pattern of sanctity. To understand 

how sainthood functioned in Byzantium, it is to these figures that we need to refer, and 

not to obscure figures with one surviving Life.

Bollandistes. 1970). and trans. Elizabeth A.S. Dawes and Norman H. Baynes, in Three Byzantine 
Saints (Oxford: 1948), 87-192; Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille le Phileote. 
moine byzantin (+1110). Introduction, critical text and French translation by Etienne 
Sargologos, Subsidia hagiographica 39 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1964), ch. 18:1.
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Table 3.4
Typologies of Sanctity Compared

Liturgical Hagiographic Cult Extent Saintly Iconographic
Texts Sources Activity to rms

Ancestors Martyr Theotokos Biblical Role Monks
(p r o p a cores) { m e g a l o m a r t y r ) Biblical Major Wonde rwo r ke r Ascetics
Fathers (h i e r o m a r z y r ) Saints Intercessor Soldiers
Patriarchs, Apost ie Legendary Major Patron Bishops
Frophets Confessor Saints Local Patron Apostles
Apostles !h o m o l o g e t e s ) Lccai Major Evangelists
Preachers Wonde rwo r ker Saints
Evangelists ( znaoma c o u r g o s ) Intellectual
Martyrs Old Testament Saints
Confessors Lawgiver Imperial Saints
(h o m o i o g e c a i) Arch-general Mid-Level
Ascetics Righteous Saints
(e n k c a c e u c e i s) i d l k a i o s )  

Prophet 
Orthodox Rulers

Most pious 
(e u s e b e s c a c o s )  
Honored 
:Cimios)

Low-Level
Saints

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database: The Divine Liturgy o f Saints John Chrysostom and Basil the 
Great (Minneapolis MN: Cathedral of the Protection of the Virgin Mary, 1991); Henry Maguire, Icons o f 
Their Bodies: Saints and Their Images in Byzantium (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press. 1996), 66- 
87.

Note: "Liturgical Texts" and "Hagiographic Sources" indicate the typologies of sanctity found in Byzantine 
official Church documents. "Cult Extent" and "Saintly Activity" indicate the typologies suggested here, 
based on considerations of how the social function of the cult of saints. "Iconographic Forms” indicates the 
types of saintly images discussed in Henry Maguire. Icons o f  Their Bodies: Saints and Their Images in 
Byzantium (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press. 1996). 66-87.
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C New Saints and the Establishment of Cults

So far. we have seen that the cults o f major saints established the parameters of 

the public cult o f saints in Byzantium. The defining feature o f the public cult was the 

saint's exercise o f thaumaturgical power rather the personal characteristics o f the 

historical figure, who was often occluded by legend. For much of the Byzantine era. the 

roster of major saints was stable. New cults, however, did establish themselves during 

the period. There were both cults of new saints and new cults of old saints (Table 3.5),103 

another hint that the major issue was the public sanctity rather than the personal holiness 

of a new cult’s focal figure. The process by which a new cult grew is significant within 

the overall theme o f this study — the effort to understand why women almost ceased to 

become saints. In examining how new cults arise, the aim here is not to be 

comprehensive, but to bring out the workings of social contentions and expectations of 

sanctity.

With some variation, the process of recognition of a new cult followed standard 

patterns in the middle and later Byzantine periods. There were great similarities between 

new cults of old saints and the cults of new saints. First, there was the initial 

manifestation of the saint's power. This could be the report o f miracles at a tomb,104 or

103 Although the history of sainthood is also usually addressed in terms of the types of 
cults of new saints in the West, the actual cult of saints has often been transformed more greatly 
by the onset, or massive expansion, of a cult centered on a old saint. Two of the most popular 
new Catholic cults of the nineteenth century were of this nature, those centered on Jude the 
Apostle as "patron of lost causes," and on Philomena, who later turned out to be an archeological 
mistake combined with romantic nineteenth-century fiction. On Philomena, see J.P. Kirsch, "St. 
Philomena," Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: 1913), Vol. 12, 25. 
[http://www.knight.org/advent/cathen/12025b.htm].

104 Life of Luke of Steiris, ed. and trans. Carolyn L. Connor and W. Robert Connor as 
The Life and Miracles o f Saint Luke o f Steiris: Text, Translation and Commentary (Brookline
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Table 3.5
New Cults of Old Saints

Century
Saint
Lived

Saint Date of New or Greatly 
Expanded Cult

Source

4 Menas Mid 9 C Waiter, 306
4 Demetrios Mid 9 C Walter, 313

BCE Elijah 9 C Magdalino, 199
3 Agatha late 10C Janin, E g i l s e s C P , 3, 6-7

4-5 Three Hierarchs 1087
4 Eupnemia c. 1190 Majeska, Travelers, 320
I Photeine 11-12 C. Taibot, Photeine, 86
3 Theodosia 14 C. Majeska, Travelers, 347-51

Source: Janin, EglisesCP: Majeska. Travelers' Paul Magdalino, "St. Demetrios and Leo VI," 
Byzantinoslavica 51:2 (1990): 198-201: Alice Mary Talbot, "The Posthumous Miracles of St. Photeine," 
AnalBoll 112(1994), 85-104; Christopher Walter, "The Origins of the Cult of Saint George,” REB 53 
(1995): 295-326.
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the miraculous "discovery" of new relics.105 The saint then attracted some popular 

attention, and devotions and cures began at the physical focus o f the cult. When the cult 

of a major saint spread, an icon might be a sufficient focus, but this was not an option for 

cults of new figures.106 If a cult remained at this stage, which at least some did.107 it 

would not prosper. In the cases that we have reports on. local clergy would at some point 

express an opinion and either try to suppress or promote the cult.108 An icon o f the saint

MA: Hellenic College Press. 1994), ch. 66; Nicholas Kataskepenos. Life of Cyril of Philea. ch. 
55; Life of Mary the Younger, AASS Novembris IV:692-705. trans. Angeliki Laiou, in HWB, 
ch. 12; Life of Theodora of Thessalonica. trans. Alice-Mary Talbot in HWB. ch. 47; Life of 
Thomais of Lesbos, [in Appendix II,] ch. 16; Life of Romylos, trans. Mark Bartusis, Khalifa Ben 
Nasser, and Angeliki E. Laiou, "Days and Deeds of a Hesychast Saint: A Translation of the 
Greek Life of St. Romylos," Byzantine Studies/Etudes byzantines 9:1 (1982), ch. 24. Sometimes 
the manifestation would be through non-corruption of the saint's body and/or the odor of sanctity, 
but these phenomena are not uniformly reported, cf. Life of Cyril of Philea. 56:4; Theoktistos the 
Stoudite, Oration on the Translation o f the Relics o f Our Holy Father Athanasios, Patriarch o f 
Constantinople, ed. and trans. Alice-Mary Talbot as Faith Healing in Late Byzantium: The 
Posthumous Miracles o f the Patriarch Athanasios I o f Constantinople by Theoktistos the Stoudite 
(Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1983), ch. 9: Niphon. Life of Maximos Kausokalybites. 
ed. Francois Halkin, "Deux vies de S. Maxime le Kausokalybe. ermite au Mont Athos (XlVe 
s.)," AnalBoll 54 (1936): 42-65. repr. in Francis Halkin. Saints moines d'Orient (London: 
Variorum. 1973), XI, ch. 13.

105 Discovery o f the Relics o f The Holy Great Martyr Photeine and a Partial Account o f 
Her Miracles, trans. Alice-Mary Talbot, "The Posthumous Miracles of St. Photeine," AnalBoll
112 (1994), ch. 3: for Menas, see Walter. "Saint George," 306: for Euphemia of Chalcedon. 
Theodosia and Andrew in Crisi. see Majeska, Russian Travelers. 320.

106 Life of Athanasia. ed. Francois Halkin, "Vie de sainte Athanasie d'Egine," in Six 
inedits d'hagiologie byzantine, Subsidia hagiographica 74 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 
1987), and trans. Lee Francis Sherry in HWB. ch. 6-9, contains within it an account of the saintly 
monk, Matthias, an early guide of Athanasia. Matthias was lost at sea, which leads the 
hagiographer to comment, "Thus we were deprived of his holy body and do not have in 
reliquaries his sacred and blessed remains, which would benefit us very much.." [HWB. 148.] 
Without the relics as a focus. Matthias could not acquire a cult.

107 Majeska, Russian Travelers, notes Russian travelers' reports on cults at the tombs of 
"Kalia the Laywoman," [283] an otherwise unknown lay woman saint and the equally obscure 
"Sabas the Cook" [286-87]. There must have been other cults that were not reported by any 
documentary source.

108 Life of Theodora of Thessalonica 59; Life of Mary the Younger 12, 17; Niketas 
Stethatos, Life of Symeon the New Theologian 72-73.
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would be made, often in miraculous circumstances.109 At this point, the new cult 

acquired a textual life in a number of ways. Some saints merited a full-blown saint’s Life, 

which in most cases guaranteed the cult would survive. A Life was not essential, as even 

without one a saint might enter local church calendars, or the calendar of the Great 

Church in Constantinople. Occasionally, however, as with Irene of Chrysobalanton and 

Andrew Salos. both of whom were probably fictional, the Life functioned as the main 

support of the cult.110 The general pattern of the recognition o f a cult is clear, but there 

was no uniformity and. for the vast majority of Byzantine saints, no defined 

"canonization" procedures.111

Official canonization procedures did develop in the thirteenth century, in the case 

o f Patriarch Arsenios. and more convincingly in the fourteenth century in the case of 

Gregory Palamas.112 Even today, each church within Orthodoxy canonizes whomever it 

chooses. Alice-Mary Talbot provides the best recent discussion of Byzantine

109 Life of Theodora of Thessalonica 54; Life of Mary the Younger 18; Niketas Stethatos, 
Life of Symeon the New Theologian 72.

110 Jan Olof Rosenqvist. The Life of Saint Irene Abbess o f Chrysobalanton: A Critical 
Edition with Introduction, Notes and Indices, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina 
Upsaliensia (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksall, Stockholm, 1986), xix; Nikephoros. The Life o f St. 
Andrew the Fool, ed. and trans. Lennart Ryden. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis (Uppsala: 
Almqvist & Wiksall, 1995), Vol. 1, 38-40.

111 The pattern was understood as such by the Byzantines. The Discovery o f the Relics 
o f The Holy Great Martyr Photeine 3, describes in very brief order, the finding of the relics, the 
building of a church, and the promotion of a feast day. When Symeon the New Theologian 
sought to promote a cult of his spiritual father, discussed below, he knew exactly what actions he 
needed to do.

112 The body of Patriarch Arsenios (d. 1273) was transferred (in 1284) to Hagia Sophia 
by imperial and patriarchal action, in what amounts to an early case of official canonization. His 
relics were venerated for a number of centuries but there is now no cult or commemoration of 
Arsenios in the Orthodox Church. See Ruth Macrides, "Saints and Sainthood in the Early 
Palaiologan Period," in Hackel, Saint. 73-79.
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canonization.113 She suggests that the centralized bureaucracy of the Church made little 

attempt to control local cults or the production o f hagiography, and that even when 

official procedures were established popular veneration could still create a saint.114 This 

was very different from the West, where the loose local system o f promoting and 

approving saints soon gave way to centralized papal control.115 Saint-promoting activity 

for a variety o f motives by both lay and clerical individuals, families, and monasteries 

continued throughout Byzantine history. Unlike the later medieval West.116 these

113 Alice-Mary Talbot, "Introduction." in Theoktistos the Stoudite, Faith Healing in Late 
Byzantium: The Posthumous Miracles o f the Patriarch Athanasios I o f Constantinople, 21 -23.
Cf. Macrides, "Saints and Sainthood": and Amilkas S. Alivizatos. ”'H avayvojpunq Ttbv ayitov 
ev rfi ’Op0o5oqq> ’EiocXTioiQt," Theologia 19 (1941-48), 18-52. I was unable to consult Caren 
Ferree Calendine, The Recognition o f Saints in the Middle Byzantine Church (Ph.D. Dissertation: 
University of Wisconsin, Madison. 1998).

114 Talbot. Faith-Healing, 23. The appreciation of a saint by people and clergy was 
called anagnorisis (literally "recognition"), whilst the later official procedure was called 
anakeruxis (literally "heralding"). Macrides, "Saints and Sainthood." 84-85, cites Patriarch 
Philotheos’ Tomos of 1368 to make it clear that although by his time a synodal decree was 
required for a saint to be celebrated in the Great Church, central authorities still permitted and 
accepted local recognition and celebration of new cults.

115 Local cults around martyrs and ascetics were not regulated centrally in early 
Christianity, and the majority of acknowledged saints have never been formally "canonized." In 
the Latin Church, the first recorded papal canonization was in 993 (St. Ulrich of Augsburg). 
Canonization was reserved to Rome in 1170, although this was probably not made effective until 
the Decretals of Gregory IX in 1234. It was not until the fourteenth century that regular 
procedures were adopted. The classical system (with Devil's Advocates etc.) was set up in 1588 
and later reformed by Benedict XIV, who was personally interested in the issue. The system has 
recently been modernized. Only about 400 people have been canonized by the popes (the figures 
change as John Paul II has canonized more saints than any other pope in history). See Hippolyte 
Delehaye, Sanctus: essai sur le culte des saints dans Vantiquite (Brussels: Societe des 
Bollandistes, 1927), chap. IV, "Le controle de I'Eglise”; Camillus Beccari, "Beatification and 
Canonization," in Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: 1913), Vol. 2, 364ff; and Pierre Delooz, 
"Towards a Sociological Study of Canonized Sainthood in the Catholic Church," in Saints and 
Their Cult, ed. Stephen Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 199-201.

116 The restriction of saint creation in the West to those with great political, ecclesiastical 
and financial resources has been analyzed in Andre Vauchez, La Saintete en Occident aux 
demiers siecles du moyen age d'apres les proces de canonisation et les documents 
hagiographiques, Bibliotheque des etudes franchises d'Athenes et de Rome 241 (Rome: Ecole
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activities continued to reflect general cultural norms and expectations, precisely because 

the creation o f saints was so loosely controlled.

The intersection between society and sainthood was not only a matter o f how a 

new saint manifested holiness as a living person, but also a matter of who promoted the 

new cult, and what sort of social power the promoters accessed. This power determined 

why some cults succeeded and some failed; why some types of people ascended to 

sainthood and others did not.117

Who then could promote a cult? To begin, Byzantine emperors had the power to 

promote cults through their control of funds to build churches and monasteries. Most 

frequently, they exercised their power in favor of saints with existing cults,118 above all 

the Theotokos, but emperors also acted to promote new cults. Basil I (867-886) began the 

expansion of the cult of the Prophet Elijah by building two churches.119 and Leo VI (886- 

91) continued imperial promotion of the cult by extending Elijah's feast and preaching a 

homily about him.120 The same emperor sought to create a new cult for his deceased wife

Francaise de Rome, 1981), translated by Jean Birrell as Sainthood in the later Middle Ages 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).

117 See Evelyne Patlagean, "Saintete et pouvoir," in Hackel, Saint, 88-105.
118 Cf. Psellos’ report of Constantine IX Monomachos’ huge expenditure on a new church 

for St. George, Chronographia, 6: 185-87; and the efforts of various emperors on behalf of St. 
Demetrios, see Janin, EglisesGC, 367. and Magdalino, "St. Demetrios and Leo VI," 198-201.

119 Janin, EglisesCP, 136-38.
120 Magdalino, "St. Demetrios and Leo VI," 199. Leo VI was unusual among emperors 

in that he wrote and preached homilies, see Theodora Antonopoulou, "Homiletic Activity In 
Constantinople around 900," in Preacher and Audience: Studies in Early Christian and 
Byzantine Homiletics, ed. Mary B. Cunningham and Pauline Allen (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 317-23. 
Leo’s homilies on saints' feasts all concerned older saints.
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Theophano by building a church in her name.121 Later John II Komnenos secured a place

in the calendar, if little else, for his wife Irene by placing her body in his foundation, the

Pantokrator monastery.1— In a less direct way. emperors facilitated the cults o f the

founders of the monasteries they supported, for instance on Patmos and Athos.

Individuals with a particular devotion could also promote new cults. A few saints

tried to promote themselves.123 The commonest situation, however, was when a spiritual

son advanced the cult o f his spiritual father.124 One of the best descriptions we have of an

individual's motivations and methods in making a Byzantine saint comes in the Life o f St.

Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022). Symeon's spiritual father, also called Svmeon.

died after a lifetime of ascetic virtue:

Our blessed [Symeon], in his role as disciple, knew well [the deceased Symeon] 
his virtues and his wholly apostolic life. Now he was not a man to bury and forget 
the works of God and divine graces, but rather one to proclaim and celebrate 
them. Therefore, after a divine revelation, he composed in honor [of the deceased] 
some hymns and enkomia as well as a complete Life. Moreover, in order to 
arouse zealous imitators o f the hero of these hymns for all years, conforming to 
the apostolic tradition, he celebrated his memory magnificently like those o f all

121 Glanville Downey. "The Church of all Saints (Church of St. Theophano) Near the 
Church of the Holy Apostles at Constantinople." DOP 9/10 (1955/65), 301-5; George P.
Majeska. "The Body of St. Theophano the Empress and the Convent of St. Constantine." 
Byzantinoslavica 38 (1977). 14-21: and Majeska. Russian Travelers. 295-98.

122 Majeska, Russian Travelers, 295-98, cf. 3 11. Irene was listed as a saint, but the 
connection between John II Komnenos' actions and her sanctification is complicated by the fact 
that it would have been normal for him to bury his wife in the Komnenian imperial mausoleum.

123 Joseph Munitz. "Self-Canonisation: the 'Partial Account' of Nikephoros Blemmydes," 
in Hackel, Saint, 164-68; Catia Galatariou, The Making o f a Saint: The Life. Times and 
Sanctification ofNeophytos the Recluse (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).

124 Byzantine monks often sought spiritual guidance from an older monk who became 
their "spiritual father." See Tomas Spidlik, The Spirituality o f the Christian East: A Handbook. 
(Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 1980).
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the other saints, and displayed, as a monument where one could read about his 
virtue, his image which he had had painted.125

Here we have a subject, the deceased Symeon. and an agent with a precise agenda, the

living Symeon. with an inventory o f known methods to achieve his goal. Despite his

efforts to "canonize" his teacher, and his status as an abbot and prestigious figure in the

Constantinople o f his time. Symeon ultimately failed to do so in the face of opposition

from a senior church official who managed to procure a condemnation of the cult by

patriarchal authorities. Such intervention to prevent a cult seems to have been rare.

Symeon's own pupil. Niketas Stethatos. was successful in advancing Symeon’s memory.

A century later. Nicholas Kataskepenos was responsible for the cult o f Cyril of Philea.

Describing his desire to see the body of Cyril. Kataskepenos opened the saint's tomb.

found the body intact, and moved the coffin into a prominent place in the sanctuary of his

monastery. Later, o f course, he wrote an extended Life of the Saint.126 This pattern o f

spiritual sons promoting their teachers persisted until the end of the empire.127

Some families also made efforts to establish a family member as a saint. The

imperial promotion o f relatives fits this pattern, but aristocrats such as the family of St.

Philaretos (d. 792) could also try .128 Jan Olof Rosenqvist has shown that the even more

l2- Niketas Stethatos, Life of Symeon the New Theologian, ch. 72, pp. 98-99 [My 
translation].

126 Life of Cyril of Philea 55:4.
127 Cf. The Life of Maximos Kausokalybites by his student Niphon. This was a pattern, 

of course, that also served to reduce the number of female saints.
128 Marie-France Auzepy. "De Philarete, de sa famille et de certains monasteres de 

Constantinople," in Les saints et leur sanctuaire a Byzance: textes, images et monuments, ed. 
Catherine Jolivet-Levy, Michel Kaplan and Jean-Pierre Sodini, Byzantina Sorbonensia 11 (Paris: 
Publications de la Sorbonne. 1993), 117-49.
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modest Gouber family used the Life of Irene of Chrysobalanton in an attempt to promote 

themselves.129 The effort was somewhat successful: although not a major saint. Irene was 

mentioned in ecclesiastical calendars as early as 1071. had her Life copied in a fifteenth- 

century manuscript and. curiously, in the-twentieth century became the center o f a cult in 

Athens and Queens. New York.130 As with Symeon the New Theologian, families knew 

what they had to do. Alice-Mary Talbot has analyzed the methods used to support the 

cult of Theodora of Thessalonica: her tomb cult, the icon, and the L ife .131 Talbot also 

highlighted the special importance of family promotion in other cults of female saints in 

the period.132

The monastery was the most widespread vehicle of the prestige attached to 

holiness in Byzantium. In the cases above, emperors, individuals, and families all used 

monasticism as the most important non-literary method to promote a saint. When later 

medieval Russian pilgrims sought out the relics of saints in Constantinople, those cults 

functioned most visibly at monasteries in the vast majority of cases.133 Our documentary 

indications of saints' cults also usually derive from monastic manuscripts. There is little

129 Rosenqvist, Irene, xxviii-xxix, and xxix-xliii.
130 Rosenqvist, Irene, lxxiv-lxxvi; Donatella Lorch, "Queens Church Robbed of 

'Weeping' Icon." New York Times. December24, 1991. Al: Joseph P. Fried. "Faithful Pray For 
New Miracle To Aid Stolen 'Weeping' Icon." New York Times, December 25, 1991. A 1.

131 Alice-Mary Talbot, "Family Cults in Byzantium: The Case of St. Theodora of 
Thessalonike." in AEIMQN: Studies Presented to Lennart Ryden on his Sixty-fifth Birthday, ed. 
Jan Olof Rosenqvist, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia 6 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 
1996), 49-69.

132 Talbot. "Family Cults," 63-68, on Theophano, Irene of Chrysobalanton, Mary the 
Younger, Theokleto, and ThomaTs of Lesbos. I am not, however, convinced that ThomaTs' cult 
was promoted by her family. Although her family is discussed, it is not named in the text.

133 See Appendix I, Table A8: Relics in Constantinople (14th and 15th Centuries), based 
on Majeska, Russian Travelers.
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surprise then in finding that monasteries promoted the cults o f saints, especially the cults 

of founders.134 Founders often contributed to their own later cults by their presence in the 

basic rule of the monastery, and they were presented to later generations of monks in texts 

and images. They alone earned the title "our holy Father."135 Although there was nothing 

new about the practice in the Byzantine period.'36 monasteries often deliberately 

promoted a cult in order to attract pilgrims. Carolyn Connor, for instance, associated the 

promotion of the cult of Luke of Steiris with the prominence o f tomb-based healing 

miracles in his Life.l37

We may note in passing, that throughout the Byzantine period, compilers of 

calendars of saints, usually monks, were able to introduce tens, if not hundreds, of new 

"old saints" into liturgical commemoration by the simple expedient of taking a list of 

hitherto uncelebrated Palestinian holy men and women and adding one of them every few 

days.138

As we have seen, several power axes in Byzantium could generate a new cult, but 

if it were to last, it was important for the saint to enter ecclesiastical records. In this 

process, the work of the hagiographer was crucial. No fiction was written in Greek

134 Cf. Table 4.3. 44 of 118 (37%) monastic saints from the 9-15th centuries were 
monastic leaders of some sort.

135 George Galavaris, "The Portraits of St. Athanasius of Athos," Byzantine 
Studies/Etudes byzantines 5:1-2 (1978), 104; cf. Doula Mouriki, "The Portrait of Theodore 
Studites in Byzantine Art," JOB 20 (1971), 249-280.

136 Cf. David Olster, "George of Choziba," Byzantine Studies Conference Abstracts of 
Papers 15 (Amherst MA: Byzantine Studies Conference, 1989).

137 Carolyn L. Connor, Art and Miracles in Medieval Byzantium: The Crypt at Hosios 
Loukas and its Frescoes (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991), 93-95.

138 Hippolyte Delehaye, "Le synaxaire de Sirmond," AnalBoll 14 (1895), 420-21.
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between the fourth and eleventh centuries.139 and hagiography filled the gap. as witnessed 

by the immense number of surviving manuscripts. Unless Church authorities took 

immediate action to suppress a cult, as in the case of Symeon the New Theologian's 

spiritual father, simply being the subject of saint’s Life, along with the authority of such a 

text, seems to have been enough for some new saints. In many cases, a saint’s Life was 

the main factor in "canonization."140 The character of the writers of such Lives has 

implications for understanding the ecclesiastical-secular division of Byzantine society, as 

well as for the gendered analysis of hagiography.

My prosopographical survey o f hagiographers shows a high correlation between 

their social location and their subject matter.141 Their most striking characteristics were 

along lines of gender and ecclesiastical status. Men overwhelmingly produced 

hagiographic literature o f all types. The exceptions are minor: only two women are 

known for certain to have written saint’s Lives: Sergia, who wrote an account o f the 

translation of a female saint. Olympias (BHG 1376); and Theodora Raoulaina who 

composed a Life of the Grapti (BHG 1793).142 We might add to these, four female

139 Roderick Beaton. The Medieval Greek Romance (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989), 1.

140 Cf. Pierre Joannou, "Vie de S. Germain l'Hagiorite par son contemporain le patriarche 
Philothee de Constantinople," AnalBoll 70 (1952), 41, who notes the effective "canonization" of 
a number of Athonite saints by Patriarch Philotheos "by writing their Life."

141 See Appendix I, Table A5: Prosopography of Byzantine Hagiographers
142 Alice-Mary' Talbot. "Introduction," in HWB, xiv; eadem. "Old Wine in New Bottles: 

the Rewriting of Saints’ Lives in the Palaiologan Period," in The Twilight o f Byzantium, ed. 
Slobodan Cureic and Douia Mouriki (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991), 20-21.
The authorship of the very large number of anonymous Lives, however, remains open to dispute. 
Rosenqvist. Irene, xliii, put forward the possibility that the Life of Irene of Chrysobalanton was 
written by a woman, but this suggestion has not been widely accepted. Marie-France Auzepy, La 
vie d'Etienne leJeune par Etienne le Diacre, Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs,
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hymnographers. although the crowd of male poets overshadowed them also.143 It is not 

surprising then, that hagiographic literature reflects a perspective that privileges males 

and masculinity. When we look later at female sanctity in Byzantium, it will become 

clear that male attitudes to women are as much under inspection here as the reality of 

women’s religious practice.

Only slightly less impressive than the gender imbalance was the dominance o f 

hagiography by ecclesiastical writers (Table 3.6). Byzantium was, after all, a society with 

a considerable tradition o f secular literature. It was only in the tenth century that lay 

hagiographers appeared.144 and only in the fourteenth century that there was a significant

3 (Brookfield VT: Variorum, 1997), 15, suggested another possible female author. Eva 
Catafygiotu Topping, "St. Matrona and Her Friends; Sisterhood in Byzantium," in Kathegetria, 
ed. J. Chrysostomides (Camberley: Porphyrogenitus, 1988), 223-24, argued that the Life of 
Matrona of Perge was written by a nun in Matrona's monastery on the basis of the author's 
attitude to women, which she considered quite different from the usual misogyny. There are so 
few Byzantine women authors, that it is difficult to defend Topping's assumption that a positive 
attitude to women implies a woman author. Cyril Mango's curt dismissal of Topping's argument 
[in "Introduction" to the Life of Matrona of Perge, HWB, 14 n7], because the author uses 
masculine participles about himself on three occasions strikes me, however, as a reductionist 
philological positivism. The Life survives in one eleventh-century manuscript at an 
indeterminate remove from the original, and copyist error is quite possible. Andrew Dyck ["On 
Cassia Kurie he en pollais," B 56 (1986), 63-76,] has shown that the female hymnographer, 
(Cassia, took a different position on the "sinful woman" than male writers. Despite Anna 
[Comnena’s use of the modesty topos. it is clear that she also was considerably more interested in 
her female family members and their motives than male historians. Given Mango's positivism on 
the use of male participles, it is notable that he questions [HWB, 15] the quite clear internal 
evidence [Life of Matrona. 50, HWB, 62] that the Life as we have it was based on earlier written 
records by the nun Eulogia, whether or not the final author was female. In short, Topping has 
real grounds for hearing a woman's voice in the Life, and her article stands as a stimulating 
introduction.

143 Eva Catafygiotu Topping, "Women Hymnographers of Byzantium." in Holy Mothers 
of Orthodoxy (Minneapolis: Light and Life, 1987), 83-94.

144 In addition to those listed in Appendix I, Table A5, lay hagiographers include Niketas 
Magistros. author of the Life of Theoktiste of Lesbos, the author of the Life of Basil the Younger, 
and the author of the Life of Theophano. Cf. Stephanos Efthymiadis, "The Byzantine 
Hagiographer and His Audience in the Ninth and Tenth centuries," in Metaphrasis: Redactions
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Table 3.6
Ecclesiastical Status of Hagiographers

Cent. Hagiographers Bishops Monks Total Clergy Lay

4 5 7 5 9 0
C. 5 3 -> 9 0
6 4 0 3 4 0
7 5 3 7 5 C
8 c 2 3 0
9 1 1 4 8 0

1C 10 4 3 6 2
11 - z. £ 6 1 (2 )
12 7 3 3 6 1 (2 )
t_3 7 3 4 6 1
14 19 8 15 15 4 ! 6 )
15 9 5 5 8 1 (2 )

Source: Table A5: BHG: Hagiographers’ Prosopographical Database

Note: Figures are not exclusive — a hagiographer might be both a bishop and a monk. The second, higher, 
"lay” figure includes lay writers (such as Psellos) who were monks for a time.
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number. Lay writers seem to have had different concerns than monks and bishops. 

Michael Psellos in the eleventh century avoided the modesty topos. for example, and 

clearly wrote with an eye on rhetoric.145 The group of Palaiologan lay hagiographers 

tended to rewrite the Lives o f earlier saints rather than compose texts about new saints, a 

task and preference of ecclesiastical writers.146 Monks, however, wrote most saints' 

Lives, and of these, a very high proportion were either abbots or other monastic leaders. 

Bishops, many of them monastic, also figured prominently among the writers. 

Hagiographers often wrote Lives because of some personal interest.147 It is probable that 

the high percentage of monks among the new saints in any period reflected the monastic 

affiliation of most hagiographers.

Hagiographers then, played an important but not exclusive role in promoting new 

cults. The examples of cult-promotion examined here throw light on the nature o f 

sainthood and sanctity in Byzantium. We have seen examples of failed attempts to create 

new saints, as well as many successful efforts to establish both new saints and new cults. 

Although official action did not succeed in giving Patriarch Arsenios a permanent place

and Audiences in Middle Byzantine Hagiography, ed. Christian Hogel (Oslo: The Research 
Council of Norway, 1996), 59-80.

145 Elizabeth A. Fisher, "Michael Psellos on the Rhetoric of Hagiography and the Life o f 
St. Auxentius," BMGS 17 (1993), 43-55. Psellos was a monk for a period, but he must surely be 
counted as a secular writer.

146 Talbot, "Old Wine," 17. For literary reasons, authors were much keener on writing 
about early martyrs and ascetics than recent saints. The fantastic accounts of the struggles and 
mortifications of early Christians seem to have proved more attractive to authors and readers than 
the more mundane lives of recent saints. This preference for older and mythical saints can also 
be seen in Byzantine art, where subjects tended to be the same figures — George, Demetrios, etc. 
— as in the literature. See Gouma-Peterson, "Narratives," 33.
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among the celebrated saints, and the efforts o f a prestigious holy man such as Symeon the 

New Theologian did not obtain a cult for his spiritual father, the Gouber family was able 

to secure a cult for its candidate. Irene.

The interests of families, the emperor, monastic houses, and local clergy might all 

figure in the struggle to establish a new cult. Sometimes there were open conflicts 

between central and local power, official and charismatic conceptions o f sanctity, and 

between cultic and documentary saint-making activities. The majority o f new cults, 

however, point to the social location of most cult-promoting authority — that of monastic 

hagiographers, synaxarion compilers, and poets, to press their preferences. Here there 

might be hints of a conflict between lay and monastic ideals. Few o f the new saints 

promoted by monks acquired large cults among a lay population that was less impressed 

with feats of asceticism, and more swayed by the thaumaturgy o f the major legendary 

saints.

For new women saints, the effect of the reliance of sainthood on hagiography had 

a number of consequences. Most new hagiography focused on the rewriting of the Lives 

of early Christian martyrs and ascetics, which, even when minor ancient saints were the 

subject, reinforced the norms established by the dominant cults o f major saints. Again, 

we see that the paradigms of sanctity established in late antiquity took on a permanent 

cultural and religious significance. Literature on new saints, meanwhile, reflected the 

interests of monks who wrote the Lives, synaxarion entries, and homilies. Women, with

147 See Appendix I, Table A5, for those who wrote about saints with whom they had 
some local connection, or about saints they knew personally. Cf. Talbot, "Old Wine," 23-25, on 
personal motivations.
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minor exceptions, lacked power over this documentary aspect of saint promotion. While 

not a major reason for the decline in numbers o f women new saints, the absence of 

women writers may have played a role.

In promoting and accepting new saints' cults, the Byzantines showed openness to 

new manifestations of sanctity, at least at the local level. This acceptance was often a 

reflection o f new needs, although such needs might be nothing more than the welcoming 

o f a new local cult center. For the most however, their roster of saints was full.148 The 

cults of new saints were formulaic and fitted in with the overall pattern set by the major 

saints.

***

There was a "Byzantine period" in the history of sanctity from the seventh to the 

fifteenth centuries during which a small group of ten or so saints dominated the public 

cult of saints. It was the attributes o f these saints — intercessory power, giving of 

protection, healing of diseases — that determined what was meant by a saint in Byzantine 

society. Saints with less widespread cults, who could be ancient saints whose cults had 

been maintained at a local shrine, newly promoted ancient figures, or new Byzantine era 

saints, likewise fitted into this dominant model o f sanctity. For all saints it was their 

cultic and miraculous powers that constituted their sanctity, although one cannot discount 

personal holiness as a reason for the beginning o f new cults. Saints who did not have this 

cultic role simply did not develop any cult at all. Thousands o f names of saints are listed

148 Other Orthodox societies such as Serbia, Bulgaria, and Rus, which emerged during 
the middle and later Byzantine periods, saw in the same period the recognition of some of their 
most important saints.
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in collations, but only a few hundred show up in surveys of church dedications, seals, 

relics, historiography and in documents that actually discuss the saints rather than merely 

add them to lists. Notably, leaving aside the Theotokos, the dominant Byzantine era 

saints were all male (a change from late antiquity), although there were women saints 

with less extensive cults. In the next two chapters we consider this masculinity of 

sainthood for, although new women saints virtually ceased to be recognized after the 

eleventh century, the erasure of femininity in Byzantine models of sanctity was long

standing affair.
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CHAPTER IV 

SANCTITY AND GENDER: AN OVERVIEW

Discussion in the previous chapter focused on the ways in which sanctity 

functioned in Byzantine society. Both in terms of the dominant cults and in terms of the 

creation of new saints, male figures predominated. It is the central contention of this 

chapter that the male dominance in the cult o f saints was not accidental, but reflected 

essential aspects o f Byzantine constructions o f sanctity. In other words gender. 

understood here as the social meaning given to sexual difference, and sanctity, 

understood as the individual expression o f a society's conception of holiness, are not 

discrete phenomena with an incidental association, but are both based on social 

understandings of the body. Recognizing that sanctity and gender are intertwined is 

crucial when we assess the attempt to promote female married saints in the ninth to 

eleventh centuries, and to understanding the subsequent demise of female neo-saints, the 

focus o f Chapter VI.

One way to interpret the data on gender and sanctity is to propose that sainthood 

itself was masculine and that female saints were simply masculinized.1 This would be

1 A comparison might be the office of "Emperor." Although there were many powerful 
Byzantine imperial women, the emperor was always a man. The most important exception was 
the reign of Irene (797-802). Coins issued and legal documents in her reign, however, named her 
as Basileus, not Basilissa. See Ostrogorsky, ByzState 181. Compare the Empress Wu Chao in 
China, the sole woman to rule there in her own right, who reigned as Emperor Tse-Tien (r. 683- 
705), and claimed to be an incarnation of the (male) bodhisattva Maitreya (Mi-lo-fo). See 
Jacques Gemet, A History o f Chinese Civilization, trans. J.R. Foster (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982), 256-58. Compare also the Egyptian queen, Hatshepsut, who ruled as 
pharaoh and was portrayed in art with male attributes of power and with breasts. See Cyril 
Aldred, The Egyptians, rev. ed. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1987), 183 and fig. 110; and Gay
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too simple an explanation. Gender issues are as important in understanding male as 

female sanctity: as we shall see. male saints might be "feminized," or at least removed 

from secular masculine roles, and gendered discourse is as prominent in the sources on 

male saints as it is on female. What is clear is that the aspect of gender in male saints’ 

sanctity unrolls quite differently than for women saints.

The issues require careful handling, and in this chapter I approach them from a 

number o f angles. To ground the discussion, I attempt to establish a gender-oriented 

statistical picture o f the overall numbers of saints and types of saints over time. I then 

examine the function o f the saint's body as the foundation upon which narratives o f male 

and female sanctity were built. Finally I address the question o f whether the gender of the 

saint, or the saint's clients, played any role in the practices o f the cult.

Quite apart from considerations of the body — the emphasis here -  the interplay of 

gender and sanctity, or even of gender and divinity, is complicated in a number o f 

religions by conflicting notions that God, or the saint, is both powerful and 

compassionate.2 In most, if not all, societies, men wield public power and hence images

Robins, "The God's Wife of Amun in 18th Dynasty Egypt," in Images o f Women in Antiquity, ed. 
Averil Cameron and Amelie Kuhrt (London: Croom Heim, 1983). 74-75.

2 This is not to say that the saints are gods, merely that on a phenomenological basis, a 
God, gods, and saints all may share attributes of power and compassion. It is rare for specialists 
in Byzantine history to take cross-cultural and anthropological data into account in explaining 
events within the culture, but conflicts over gender in the area of sanctity and holiness are not 
limited to Orthodox Christianity. Sharing Judaic roots, Islam is perhaps the closest religion to 
Christianity. Although some women close to Muhammad seem to have exercised real power, 
women in traditional Islam rapidly became even more marginalized than in Christianity. The 
exception was within Sufism, the most religiously open aspect of Islam. One of the most 
renowned Sufi saints ( walU) was Rab' ia al-‘ Adawiyya of Basra (d.801). In the accounts of her 
life it is striking that she was said to have a "man’s soul in a woman's body." [Widad El 
Sakkakini. First among Sufis: The Life and Thought o f Rabia al-Adawiyya, the Woman Saint o f 
Basra (London: Octagon Press, 1982); Margaret Smith, Rabi'a the Mystic & Her Fellow-saints in
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of powerful divinity are frequently masculine. This was certainly the case in the Jewish. 

Roman, and Hellenic societies that form the background to Byzantium. On the other 

hand, in personal and family life, mothers commonly wield actual power. The private 

power of females is mediated in personal contact and can be seen as loving and open to 

appeal, while rules and law sustain the public power o f males.3 Even in the Jewish 

Scriptures, where God is presented exclusively in male metaphors, a number of maternal 

similes are used with reference to God.4 a mode also used in some o f the sayings 

attributed to Jesus.5 This model o f powerful male (father) and compassionate female 

(mother) is only one of many human dichotomies that may be ordered around gender, 

dichotomies that vary from society to society. Other tropes about divine figures that may 

be gendered included distinctions between the lover and the beloved, and between

Islam : Being the Life and Teachings o f Rabi’a al-'Adawiyya Al-Qavsiyya o f Basra together with 
Some Account o f the Place of the Women Saints in Islam, with a new introduction by Annemarie 
Schimmel (New York : Cambridge University Press, 1984, first, ed. 1928.)] Within Shi’ism, 
Muhammad's daughter Fatima elicits special devotion as a mother, but is also referred to "virgin" 
{batOI) [Moojan Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1985), 236]. In Mahayana Buddhism, analogous to Christianity as a religion in which divine aid 
is sought, a conflict over gender is evident when the vows take by some bodhisattvas include 
helping women be reborn as men as a necessary step to enlightenment [Raoul Bimbaum. The 
Healing Buddha (Boulder: Shambaia. 1979), 62. 179], and yet the Bodhisattva of Compassion 
(Avalokitesvara/Kuan yin), the most popular bodhisattva of all, is most commonly portrayed as a 
female divinity [Rita M. Gross, Buddhism after Patriarchy: A Feminist History, Analysis, and 
Reconstruction o f Buddhism (Albany; State University of New York Press, 1993), 75-76; Diana 
Paul, Women in Buddhism: Images o f the Feminine in Mahayana Tradition (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1979), 165-211].

3 Sherry B. Ortner, "Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?," in Women, Culture and 
Society, ed. Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1974), esp. 84-85.

4 Is. 42:14 compares God to woman in labor Is. 49:15 compares God's compassion to a 
mother's: Ps 22:1,9-10 compares God to a midwife. Not all maternal images are compassionate; 
Hos. 13:8 compares God’s fury to a mother bear’s. See Elizabeth Johnson, She Who Is: The 
Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse (New York: Crossroad, 1993), esp. 100-103.

5 Jesus refers to himself as a mother hen in Mt 23:37, Lk 13:34.
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creation as power and creation as fruitfulness. For a believer, a relationship with a divine 

figure necessarily involves journeys near the limits o f gender. Indeed this may be part of 

the power o f religion.

To illustrate the ways in which gender and sanctity intersect, it is worth noting 

that the figure o f Christ was not immune to the gender conflicts raised when his role as 

mediator clashed with his role as judge and lawgiver. It is now well-known that for a 

period in the western middle ages Christ was often typified by female metaphors and even 

pictured in feminine form.6 This was also the case in early Byzantine art. In an important 

chapter in his recent reinterpretation o f the origins o f Christian art. Thomas Mathews 

explores the distinctly feminine figures o f  Christ found over a wide area from the fourth 

to sixth centuries.7 In some cases. Christ is represented with long hair, pronounced 

breasts, and a soft naked body even as other male figures are presented in conventional 

masculine terms. Mathews argues that there are multiple reasons for this imagery: use of 

imagery of male pagan gods, which often had feminine aspects; the attribution of 

fruitfulness to Christ; and the discussion in both Gnostic and orthodox writers of the 

polymorphous nature of Christ, who appeared to a spectator "as it was requisite for him to 

behold."8 Later images of Christ in Byzantine art emphasized more masculine aspects of

6 Caroline Walker Bynum, "Jesus as Mother and the Abbot as Mother: Some Themes in 
Twelfth-Century Cistercian Writing," in Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality o f the High 
Middle Ages (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1982), 110-69; eadem, 
’"...And Woman in his Humanity': Female Imagery in Writing of the Later Middle Ages," in 
Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion 
(New York: Zone, 1991), 151-79.

7 Thomas F. Mathews, The Clash o f Gods: A Reinterpretation o f Early Christian Art 
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993), Chapter 5, "Christ Chameleon."

8 Mathews, 135-8. The quotation is from Origen, Contra Celsum, VI: 77.
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Christ's image; for instance, his image as ruler of the Universe (Pantokrator) usually 

presented him as unambiguously male by portraying him with a beard. Even with the 

central cult figure o f Christian worship, holiness was a concept that played at the edge of 

the culture's gender boundaries.

A Male and Female Saints: Statistical Overview

Two distinct methods allow investigation o f the interrelationship of gender and 

sanctity among Byzantine saints. One is statistical and looks at the overall types of 

people recognized in the Byzantine sources as saints. The second concentrates on the 

gendering o f central figures of the major cults. The data analyzed below allow a time 

sequencing of the gender and types o f new saints in Byzantine Christianity. But. in light 

of the insistence in Chapter II that the "field of sanctity" in Byzantium was defined by the 

cults o f a relatively few major saints, it is worth asking what is the point o f an analysis, in 

the Weinstein and Bell manner,9 o f the community o f Byzantine saints as a whole? There 

are a number of reasons for doing so. The first is that while the cults o f the major saints 

may be seen as producing the social norms of sanctity, the mass of smaller cults, 

maintained via local churches, small numbers of Lives, enkomia and hymns, may be seen 

as evidence of the replication and maintenance of that culture. The aggregate evidence 

from many cults shows how gender and sanctity meshed in practice: the evidence from 

particular large cults is about the producers of sanctity as a cultural phenomenon.

Second, both the aggregate evidence and the evidence from the major cults lead to similar

9 Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M. Bell, Saints and Society: The Two Worlds o f 
Western Christendom 1000-1700 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982). See Chapter II 
for discussion of their approach.
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conclusions about sanctity and gender. Finally, since the cults o f the major saints were 

for the most part cults of male saints, in order to understand how ideas of gender and 

sanctity apply to women, we need to look at cults which were quite small in order to 

make significant comparisons. In sum, both avenues are worth pursuing to understand 

the interplay o f sanctity and gender.

Comparison of total figures for those saints who can be assigned to a specific 

century reveals compelling insights into the effects o f gendered patterns of sanctity on the 

creation o f  new saints, apparently for the entire duration o f Greek Christianity.

The most obvious impact of the figures (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1) is to locate a 

distinct series o f waves in the creation of new saints. It is true that the data on many early 

saints derive from much later manuscripts, and also true that, as discussed in Chapter III, 

"new" cults o f much older saints often arose. Nevertheless, the very large figures o f 

"new" saints in the first four centuries, and the much lower figures from later centuries 

seem reliable.10 Greek Christianity produced its greatest number of saints, as might be 

expected, during periods o f religious creativity and conflict. The first four centuries saw 

the creation o f the Christian Church both in its geographical extension and the evolution 

of its theology and institutions. Even apart from martyrdoms, such a period produced 

figures who called for memorial. Another burst of saints occurred during the high days of

10 The later the saint, the more likely it is that manuscripts which mention the saint are 
contemporary. In other words, the figures in the first part of Table 4.1 are so extreme that 
relatively minor adjustments would not affect their import, while figures for later centuries, when 
margins are narrower, are based on better preservation of manuscript material. Thus the weaker 
manuscript base for the earlier centuries does not affect the reliability of the conclusions of this 
study, since these are also the centuries where the statistical gender differences were most 
pronounced.
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Table 4.1
Proportions o f Males and Females among Byzantine Saints

Cent. Total 
M e .

Males
Mo. (%!

Females 
Nc . < *)

« of all 
All

i-15th cent. 
Males

Saints
Femaies

1 87 71 81.6 16 13.4 8.4 3.4 8 .2
2 79 59 74 .7 20 25.3 7.6 7.0 10.3
3 118 90 76.3 28 23.7 11.4 10.7 14.4
4 393 309 78.6 84 21 .5 37.8 36.6 43.1

(1-4) 677 529 78.1 148 21.9 65.2 62.7 75.9

5 77 64 83.1 13 16.9 7.4 7.6 6.7
6 47 37 73.7 10 21.3 4.5 4.4 5.1
7 19 18 94.7 L. 5.3 1 . 8 2 . 1 0.5
8 37 32 96.5 5 13.5 3.6 3.8 2 . 6
9 61 53 8 6 . 9 8 13.1 5.9 6.3 4.1

10 43 37 8 6 . 1 6 14 .0 4 . 1 4 . 4
11 17 16 94 . 1 1 5.5 1 . 6 1.5 0.5
12 15 14 93.3 i. 6.7 1.4 1.7 0.5
13 10 9 90.0 1 1 0 . 0 1 . 0 1 .1 0.5
14 28 27 96.4 1 3.6 2.7 3.2 0.5
15 8 6 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 8 1 . 0 0 . 0

1039 844 81.2 195 18.8 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0

Source: Saint's Prosopographical Database'. BHG

Note: The last three columns calculate the proportion of each category o f saints for a particular century as a 
percentage named and datable saints between the first and fifteenth century.
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Figure 4.1
Numbers of Male and Female Saints (1st-15th Centuries)
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Byzantine imperialism, from the eighth to early eleventh centuries, a group associated 

with the debates over Iconoclasm and the upsurge in cenobitic monasticism. A final 

spike in the fourteenth century reflected the period of Hesychast spiritual creativity.

This survey also reveals that saints were always overwhelmingly male. Women 

accounted for about 22 percent of new saints dating from the first four centuries. This 

proportion declined to an average of 17 percent between the fifth and tenth centuries, with 

percentages in later centuries deriving from single female examples.11 The population of 

saints was not thus merely masculine, but became more so as time progressed. Women 

saints echoed, although in an increasingly shallow fashion, the rhythms of new saint 

creation o f male saints for the first thousand years, but by the fourteenth century that echo 

was gone.

Towards the end o f the Byzantine period, and until the nineteenth century, 

martyrdom again provided a significant number of new saints for Greek Christians (Table 

4.2). These post-Byzantine martyrdoms represent an entirely new period in the history of 

sainthood, and the accounts o f the martyrs' passions even created new lopoi.12 Some 

long-standing trends in saint creation were reversed by the neo-martyr phenomenon,

11 Proportions are not much changed if data on the saints for whom dates cannot be 
assigned are included. Of 120 such figures, only 16 (13.3%) were women.

12 The context of the neo-martyrdoms was the Turkish domination of the Christian 
world. This lead to new topoi such as the "accidental profession of Islam." Repeatedly a saint 
would engage in conversation with a Muslim and utter the Muslim creed, "There is one God and 
Muhammad is his Prophet," to make a point, whereupon the saint would be forced to become a 
Muslim. Some were martyred at this point when they refused Islam. The other major topos 
concerns Christian-born individuals who have long converted to Islam, but revert to Christianity 
and accept death for doing so. Although, in comparison with many Western countries, the 
Ottoman Turks were remarkably tolerant of other religions, these topoi reflect the circumstances 
of post-Byzantine Greek Christians and a genuinely new application of the ancient idea of 
martyrdom.
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Table 4.2
Proportions o f Men and Women among Post-Byzantine Greek Saints

Cent. Total Mai es Maie Monks Bishops Females Female
Martyrs Martyrs

No. No. (%) No. N o. ' !) N o . ( %) No. (*) No.

lo 43 43 96 43 28 62 9 20 2 c. O£.
7 7 52 51 98 51 14 27 9 17 T 2 1
13 72 69 96 69 27 24 6 9 7 4 •:
13 64 61 95 61 18 2 8 i 2 7 5 2

Total 233 2 24 96 224 77 3 3 25 11 9 4 9

Source: Saints’ Prosopographical Database

Mote: The data summarized in this table are drawn from disparate lists of post-Byzantine Greek saints. 
There is not one "neutral” cohort, such as that provided for other tables by BHG. The figures here are 
necessarily provisional, although the heavy emphasis on both male saints and on neo-martyrs is certain.
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especially the monasticization of sainthood. Whereas 70 percent or more o f later 

Byzantine saints were monks or bishops (Table 4.3), a substantial majority o f  neo-martyrs 

were Greek laymen. This reversal of trends did not apply to gender, however. While 

martyrs in early Christianity had been mostly male, up to 25 percent had been female.

But in the post-Byzantine era of neo-martyrs, women did not regain their former place. A 

few Greek women were celebrated as martyrs or neo-saints.13 but this did not top 5 

percent in any century. The long-standing masculinization of sainthood was 

unchallenged.

Examination o f patterns of types of saint gives some indication of how and why 

this masculinization was happening, and to these we now turn. Although there are a 

number o f liturgical categories of male saint, two types predominate numerically. On the 

one hand there are martyrs, and on the other ascetic or monastic saints. There was a clear 

transition in the fourth century from martyrs as the most common type o f new saint to 

ascetics.

Martyrdom was by far the easiest way for Christian communities to locate 

extraordinary holiness, but it is contingent on some oppressive authority. Once the 

Church triumphed under Constantine I. martyrdom virtually ceased to be a way to sanctity 

for any Greek Christian. The only major exception was under the Iconoclast emperors.14

13 Efthalia Makris Walsh, "The Women Martyrs of Nikodemus Hagiorites' Neon 
Martyrologion," GOTR 36:1 (1991), 71 -91.

14 A few martyrs in foreign lands crept into the calendar in other centuries. The seven 
martyrs noted in the fourteenth century include three Russians who happened to have a Greek 
text written about them (BHG NA 2035) and hence the figures are slightly inflated. There were 
also a large number of other Russian martyrs in the middle ages, celebrated still in Russian 
Orthodoxy, and including numerous women, but none of these were apparently commemorated
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Table 4.3
Types of Male Saints by Century

Cent. Total Martyrs Monastic Monastic Leader Bishop Other
No No. ( M No. !M No. (M No. ! t) No.

1 71 51 72 2 3 0 0 19 27 9
2 59 53 38 0 0 0 0 7 12 1
3 90 35 94 2 2 0 0 12 13 2
A~1 309 236 76 45 t C, i 2.3 17 18 4
5 64 3 13 43 67 9 2 1 11 17 5
6 37 3 8 23 62 6 26 11 30 3
7 18 - 17 10 56 3 30 8 44 •T

3 32 11 34 11 34 I 8 11 34 4
9 53 1 2 34 64 * -> 50 17 32 7

10 37 G 0 28 76 7 25 8 2 2 4
11 16 13 14 88 6 43 0 0 0
12 14 i 7 9 57 5 63 6 43 0
13 9 1 11 6 67 3 50 0 0 1
14 27 7 26 16 59 4 25 6 2 2 0
15 __3 2 25 __6 75 _2 33 __1 13 0

344 4 69 56 248 29 70 174 2 1

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database 

Notes:
Columns are not exclusive. An individual saint may be a martyr, a monk and a bishop. Percentages derive 
from total number o f male saints for each century, except that "Monastic Leader" percentages indicate the 
percentage of monastic saints who were leaders.
Monastic Leader indicates those saints who either founded a monastery or were abbots of a monastery.
This is a subgroup o f "Monastic."
Bishop includes apostles in the first century.
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Figure 4.2
Types of Male Saints: Martyrs and Monks
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Whether because of the extremity or the clarity o f their sainthood, martyrs retained a 

distinct normative status as "saints."

During the Byzantine period, ascetics dominated the roster of new male saints 

(Table 4.3). There were various ways of leading an ascetic life, and perhaps a shift over 

time from individual feats o f asceticism such as stylitism. to more communal styles. 

Examination of the Lives o f later monastic saints, however, shows that just being a monk 

was never enough to merit enrollment as a saint. New monastic saints were always 

notable for special feats o f asceticism and wonderworking in ways not unlike the earlier 

examples.

Intellectual or literary effort used for religious reasons was also a significant path 

to sainthood.15 Although the majority of such figures were monks or bishops at one time 

or another, their reputation and fame rested on their writing.

It was sainted bishops, however, who followed the most sustained alternate route 

to sainthood. Many of these bishops were also martyrs, which always accounted for their 

sainthood, and some were also monks (Table 4.4).16 Most bishops were not recognized

among Greek Christians. The almost hermetic seal between the roster of Slavic saints and Greek 
saints, despite communion between the churches, is a yet unexplained phenomenon.

15 The following eighteen saints seem to have acquired a saintly reputation primarily 
because of their writings: 4th Century'. Ambrose, Epiphanios, Basil, Athanasios of Alexandria, 
Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzos, Ephrem of Syria; 5th Century. John Chrysostom; 6th 
Century: Romanos Melodos; 7th Century: Maximos the Confessor; 8th Century: John of 
Damascus, Kosmas Hymnographos; 9th Century: Theodore of Stoudion, Joseph Hymnographos; 
10th Century. Symeon Metaphrastes; 11th Century: Symeon the New Theologian; 14th Century 
Gregory Palamas; 15th Century: Mark Eugenikos.

16 Entering a monastery, however, might merely be the capstone of an illustrious 
episcopal career, and was less likely than martyrdom to account for saintly status.
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Table 4.4
Bishops as Saints

Cent. Bishops Bishops Bishops
(Totali (Martyrs) (Monks)

19 15 0
2 7 6 03 1C 0
4 57 24 2c 11 0 3
6 T 1 nu "2
7 H 1 3
8 1 1 n•j 2
9 17 i 6

10 8 0 4
11 0 0 n
12 6 0 2
13 0 0 0
14 6 0 2T C
i. 1 0 L

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database

Note: Bishops in particular were often also martyrs or monastics. Episcopal status alone was rarely enough 
to secure sainthood. Bishops who did become saints were also, overwhelmingly, from major sees.
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as saints, of course, but as leaders of the Christian community, so special holiness on the 

part o f a bishop was more likely to be noticed than that of less public figures.17

Visibility may also be a factor in one notable aspect of monastic sainthood — the 

relatively high number of monastic leaders among monastic saints. In the fourth century, 

when owing to the efforts of writers such as Palladios and Theodoret a number o f 

otherwise unknown individual monks acquired some minor fam e.18 monastic leaders 

amount to only 13 percent of monastic saints. In all later centuries, however, with the 

exception of the eighth,19 at least a quarter (and much more in some periods) of monastic 

saints were either abbots or founders of monasteries, or both.

The relative proportions of monks/non-monks, bishops, and monastic leaders 

varied over the centuries. In general, monastic saints very slightly increase their 

predominance from 65 percent o f fifth- to ninth-century saints to 75 percent o f tenth- to 

fifteenth-century saints. Among monastic saints, and over the same periods, the 

percentage of leaders rose from 29 to 34 percent. These figures become more significant 

when we note the decline in the percentage of episcopal saints from 31 to 19 percent

17 Within the domain of sainted bishops, the major sees predominate: of the 81 names in 
the BHG cohort from the fifth to fifteenth century, 20 are of patriarchs of one of the major sees.

18 Cyril, of Scythopolis, Lives o f the Monks o f Palestine, edited as Kyrillos von 
Skythopolis, by Eduard Schwartz (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1939), trans. by R.M. Price 
(Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 1991); Palladios, Bishop of Aspuna. Lausiac History, 
ed. Cuthbert Butler, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1898-1904, reprinted, 
Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1967). translated by Robert T. Meyer (Westminster, MD: Newman 
Press, 1965); Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrrhus, Religious History, edited and translated into French 
as Histoire des moines de Syrie: Histoire Philothee by Pierre Canivet and Alice Leroy- 
Molinghen, Sources chretiennes 234, 257 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1977-1979), trans. into 
English as A History o f the Monks o f Syria, by R.M. Price (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian 
Publications, 1985).

19 The eighth century was not an optimal time for monastic founders, perhaps because of 
the anti-monastic activities of the emperors of the first phase of Iconoclasm.
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during the same period. The trend over the Byzantine period was to emphasize the 

monastic saint. When qualitative factors are also taken into account, for instance, the 

general repute o f individual saints as shown by documentary survivals,20 the trend 

towards monasticism among new saints increases.

Analysis of variations in the relative number o f monastic leader or episcopal 

saints should not hide another important trend — the tendency for saints not only to be 

monks, but for them to have some place in the church hierarchy. The addition, in the 

centuries after the periods o f persecutions, of leaders in monasticism to episcopal leaders 

among the new saints of each century meant that approximately half of all male new 

saints had some position in the church hierarchy.21 As the total number o f new saints 

declined.22 not only were new saints likely to be monastic, but they also tended to be 

figures with official hierarchical status. Thus, not only did sainthood in Byzantium come 

to exclude women, but lay people as well.

Whereas the saints o f the New Testament and first four centuries, including most 

of those with major cults, were male or female lay martyrs, a new saint o f the early 

Byzantine period was probably an ascetic or monk but might very well be a pious bishop. 

In later Byzantium, the image of a new saint was more and more restricted to that of a 

monk in either the episcopal or monastic hierarchy. At first glance types o f female saints

20 Few, if any, of the saints in question made any impression on the markers tagged in 
Chapter II as indicating the size of a saint’s cult. The cults in question, if they existed beyond a 
local monastery, or beyond the saint’s Life rarely attained any prominence.

21 This can be seen approximately in Table 4.3, but it should be noted that figures there 
are not exact since some individual saints were both monastic leaders and bishops.

22 This decline was a persistent trend from the 9th to 15th century, with the exception of 
the surge in monastic saints in the 14th.
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echo that of male saints (Table 4.5). with the same fourth-century shift from martyrs to 

ascetics. On closer inspection, however, there are major differences, and these 

differences relate directly to gender.

Most striking is women’s lack of position in informal and formal hierarchies. 

Sainthood through intellectual prominence represented only a fraction of male new saints, 

but when BHG documents only thirty-four women saints between the fifth and fifteenth 

century, the eighteen male "intellectual" saints look more impressive.23 Similarly, the 

seventy-nine bishops listed as saints between the same dates account for more than twice 

the total number of women. Women's exclusion from the centers o f intellectual life and 

episcopal power effectively closed off two of the most significant routes to sainthood, and 

reflected rather accurately the distribution of power in the Byzantine church.

Women were not excluded, of course, from monastic life 24 Indeed, in many 

centuries all women later elevated to sainthood led monastic lives at some point. By

23 Modem Orthodox works on women saints do include one Byzantine woman as a saint 
because of her writings, the ninth-century nun (Cassia, who wrote a number of important hymns, 
but she does not seem to have been accounted as a saint during the Byzantine era. See The Lives 
o f the Spiritual Mothers: An Orthodox Materikon o f Woman Monastics and Ascetics (Buena 
Vista CO: Buena Vista Convent, 1991), 371 -81. Eva Catafygiotu Topping, Holy Mothers o f 
Orthodoxy. (Minneapolis MN: Light and Life, 1987), 33, is clear that Kassia was not 
"canonized."

24 There has been substantial research into female monasticism over the past fifteen 
years. See Dorothy deF. Abrahamse, "Byzantine Asceticism and Women's Monasteries in Early 
Medieval Italy," in Medieval Religious Women I: Distant Echoes, ed. Lilian Thomas Shank and 
John A. Nichols (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 1984), 31-50; eadem, "Women’s 
Monasticism in the Middle Byzantine Period: Problems and Perspectives," BF9 (1985), 35-58; 
Jenny Albani, "Female Burials of the Late Byzantine Period in Monasteries," in Les femmes et le 
monachisme byzantin/Women and Byzantine Monasticism. ed. Jacques Y. Perreault. Actes du 
symposium d'Athenes/Acts of the Athens symposium, 1988 (Athens: Publications de l'lnstitut 
Canadien d'ArcheoIogie a Athenes/Publications of the Canadian Archeological Institute at 
Athens, 1988), 111-17; Agnes Basilikopoulou, "Monachisme: l'egaiite totale des sexes," in Les 
femmes et le monachisme, 99-110; Elizabeth Clark, "Authority and Humility: A Conflict of
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Table 4.5
Types of Female Saints by Century

Cent. Total
:jc .

Martyrs
No.  ; a

Monastic 
N o . {*)

Monastic
No.

Leader
: i  ;

Other

1 16 3 50 6 0 0 4
2 2 0 19 95 0 0 rv

y j 0 0

3 28 27 9 6 3 11 0 0 x

4 84 76 90 3 10 0 0 6

5 13 1 8 12 92 4 33 1

6 10 1 1 0 7 70 0 0 2
7 1 ■J 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

9 5 2 40 3 60 1 33 0

5 8 1 13 6 75 3 50
10 6 j 0 4 67 3 75 1

11 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

12 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

13 X 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

14 1 1 1 0 0 !_ 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
15 __ 0 __0 __0 _0 __0 _0 __0 _0

1 9 5 136 70 49 25 14 29 17

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database 

Note: As for Table 4.3.
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contrast, among male saints monasticism dominated, but not to the exclusion o f all other 

types. In another intensified echo of male saints, it was the monastic leaders among 

women who achieved sainthood. Thus, apart from occasional martyrs and the smaller 

group o f lay women saints, women recognized as saints tended to achieve such 

recognition through the same model of prominence in church hierarchies as men, a 

tendency which became absolute in later centuries when all women saints (in the BHG 

cohort) were monastic leaders.25

Values in Fourth Century Female Monasticism," BF9 (1985), 17-33; Catia Galatariotou, 
"Byzantine Women's Monastic Communities: The Evidence of the TYFIIKA," JOB 38 (1988), 
263-90; Angela C. Hero, "Irene-Eulogia Choumaina Palaiologina, Abbess of the Convent of 
Philanthropos Soter in Constantinople," BF9 (1985), 119-47; Elizabeth Koubena, "A Survey of 
Aristocratic Women Founders of Monasteries in Constantinople between the Eleventh and 
Fifteenth Centuries," in Les femmes et le monachisme, 25-32: Maria Loukaki, "Monasteres de 
femmes a Byzance du XHe siecle jusqu'a 1453," in Les femmes et le monachisme, 33-42; Helene 
Saradi-Mendelovici, "'L'infirmitas sexus' presumee de la moniale byzantine: doctrine ascetique et 
pratique juridique," in Les femmes et le monachisme, 87-97; Alice-Mary Talbot, "Bluestocking 
Nuns: Intellectual Life in the Convents of Late Byzantium," in Okeanos: Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies VII [= Essays Presented to Ihor Sevcenko], ed. Cyril Mango and Omeljan Pritsak 
(Cambridge MA: Ukrainian Research Institute, Harvard University, 1983), 604-18; eadem, "Late 
Byzantine Nuns: By Choice or Necessity?," BF 9 (1985), 103-17; eadem, "A Comparison of the 
Monastic Experience of Byzantine Men and Women," GOTR 30 (1985), 1-20; eadem, "The 
Byzantine Family and the Monastery," DOP 44 (1990), 119-30; Annemarie Weyl Carr, "Women 
and Monasticism in Byzantium: Introduction from an Art Historian," BF 9 (1985), 1-15.

25 A notable subset of female monastic saints presents special problems since they lived 
their lives as men, usually disguised as monks. The tradition of women disguised in men's 
clothes goes back to the early church. Most, but not all, dressed as monks. The BHG cohort 
includes the following figures: 1st Century. Thekla; 3rd Century: Eugenia; 4th Century: Susanna, 
Marina, Synkletike; 5th Century: Theodora, Apollinaria, Pelagia, Euphrosyne; 6th Century, 
Matrona, Marina, Athanasia, Anastasia; 8-9th Century: Anna; 10th Century Euphrosyne; 11th 
Century: Marina. For discussion, see Patlagean, "La femme deguisee," 621; John Anson, "The 
Female Transvestite in Early Monasticism: the Origin and Development of a Motif," Viator 5 
(1974), 1-32; Vem L. Bullough, "Transvestitism in the Middle Ages," in Sexual Practices and 
the Medieval Church, ed. Vem L. Bullough and James Brundage (Buffalo NY: Prometheus, 
1982), 43-54; Marie Delcourt, "Female Saints in Masculine Clothes," in Hermaphrodite: Myths 
and Rites o f the Bisexual Figure in Classical Antiquity, trans. Jennifer Nicolson (London: Studio, 
1961), 84-102; Kari Vogt, "The Woman Monk': A Theme in Byzantine Hagiography," in Greece 
& Gender, ed. Brit Berggreen and Nanno Marinatos (Bergen: Norwegian Institute at Athens, 
1995), 141-48. See also the discussion in Chapter VI.
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Even without access to episcopal power or intellectual renown, the position of 

women in monasticism. which after all provided the majority of male saints, might have 

been expected to have provided a steady stream of new women saints. But the condition 

of nuns was starkly inferior to that of monks. Elizabeth Clark notes that even in early 

women's monasticism, male writers on some very formidable female monastic leaders 

(Olympias. Melania the Elder, and Paula) refused to consider them as leaders, preferring 

instead to stress personal aspects of their holiness, especially humility.26 For the middle 

Byzantine period. Dorothy DeF. Abrahamse argues that female monasticism was 

marginal, so much so that quantitative analysis is impossible. In the extant sources, 

however, there is a notable stress on the special weakness o f nuns.27 Unlike the various 

monastic saints, who spent considerable time outside formal monastic walls, and thus 

acquired reputations for holiness, nuns were expected to spend their entire lives within 

the monastery.28 Furthermore, most of the nuns in middle Byzantine sources were not 

dedicated virgins, but widows who retreated to a convent as a normal life stage rather 

than as an exercise of extraordinary piety.29 The survival o f more plentiful source 

material permits more complex comparative and quantitative analysis of the situation of 

Byzantine nuns in the Palaiologan period. Alice-Mary Talbot compares male and female

26 Clark, "Authority and Humility," 25. Clark goes on to draw a Weberian distinction 
between the legal/rational authority ascribed to male leaders and the personal authority, derived 
from "family wealth and status," ascribed to these women.

27 Abrahamse, "Women’s Monasticism," 35,44.

28 Abrahamse, "Women's Monasticism," 47. Abrahamse notes that this was specifically 
the case for two of the female saints of the period, Irene of Chrysobalanton and Theodora of 
Thessalonica.

29 Abrahamse, "Women's Monasticism," 50.
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monastics, and her findings inform our understanding of what was happening to female 

sainthood. There were fewer convents in Byzantium than male monasteries, and 

convents tended to be smaller than monasteries.30 Convents were heavily concentrated 

within cities, especially Constantinople, and women were excluded from the most 

prestigious late Byzantine monastic centers such as Athos and Meteora.31 The location o f 

the convents in cities tended to tie the internal workings o f the convents to patterns of 

urban family power. Unlike the greater separation from the worldly power attempted and 

admired in the great male monasteries, a  nun’s position in a monastery seems to have 

depended directly on her wealth outside.32 Although late Byzantine nuns did leave the 

convent on works of mercy, it was evident that monks had more freedom o f movement.33 

Late Byzantine women were also forbidden to adopt the most prestigious monastic 

lifestyle — that of a hermit.34 Talbot concludes her survey by suggesting that the lack of 

female saints in the later centuries, especially the fourteenth with its spurt o f male 

monastic heroes, is connected to the lack of access by women monastics to the types of 

holiness — public charity or miracles and intense asceticism — which called attention to 

the male saints.35

30 Talbot. "A Comparison," 18-20. In Table I, a count of monasteries recorded in 
surveys by Raymond Janin, Talbot finds 469 male monasteries to 93 convents for the entire 
Byzantine period.

31 Talbot, "A Comparison," 2.
32 Galatariotou, "Byzantine Women’s Monastic Communities," 274.

33 Talbot, "A Comparison,” 14.

34 Talbot, "A Comparison," 16.
35 Talbot, "A Comparison," 17-18.
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Within this overall picture of women neo-saints, the very small group o f lay 

women in the ninth and tenth centuries, about whom so much has been written, emerges 

as an oddity. This does not mean that their Lives are unimportant, but that they were not 

a witness to any turning point in the history of sainthood for women.

The conclusion here is clear, and depressing. Sainthood became an increasingly 

restricted arena for both men and women over the course of Byzantine history. With 

women, the difference was that it was restricted until it was a set without members.

This statistical breakdown of saints in Byzantine sources has revealed the 

dominance o f male saints, a dominance that increases over time. Saints were always 

likely to be male, but after the age o f martyrdoms this ascendancy increases. Secondly 

there was a real shift in types of new saints from martyrs to monastic and episcopal saints 

after the fifth century. Episcopal saints were especially important from the fifth to ninth 

century, but afterwards their occurrence was more sporadic. The significance o f 

monasticism among male saints continued to increase throughout the period, with a 

significant proportion o f monastic male saints being leaders -- abbots and founders. By 

contrast, there were always fewer female saints and. although monasticism was important 

in later centuries, only one or two female figures appeared in each later century. These 

findings suggest, on statistical grounds alone, that sanctity in Byzantium was indeed 

connected to male gender. This reflects in part the greater prominence o f men in all 

public spheres, so that even among martyrs more men were martyred. But in later 

centuries it reflects also a typology of saints. As a higher percentage o f saints were 

bishops, women were excluded. And as higher percentages were monastic, women were 

squeezed out as their monasteries were both smaller in number and less glamorous.
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B Sanctity and Bodies

Christianity, through its doctrine o f the incarnation, emphasized the body as an 

element in salvation.36 Central to Christian faith was the belief that God condescended to 

become a human being and underwent bodily suffering. Salvation focused on the 

crucified body of Christ. Christians achieved contact with the divine not only through 

immaterial and mental means, but though the mediation of physical objects and other 

people. Bodily mediation o f grace involved the cult of the saints, but also the ritual 

system based around water baptism and the Eucharistic meal. A whole string of dogmatic 

disputes ended by reemphasizing the significance of the incarnation in Orthodox 

Christianity.37 This is not to deny the continued significance of ideas which restrained 

approbation o f the body, for instance (Neo-)Platonic thought with its exaltation o f the 

soul over the body, and Stoic ethics which opposed emotion and sensuality. But for 

Orthodox Christians, these strains did not overwhelm the idea that the body mediated 

divinity, and that holiness was to be achieved through material means.

Ways to achieve holiness through the body became formalized rather early: 

surrendering one's body as witness to the faith, through physical martyrdom, became the 

principal means for early Christians, subject to intermittent Roman persecution; and 

training (askesis in Greek) the body through deprivation or outright self-torture became

36 By the Byzantine period, the disputes over the theological formulation of the doctrine 
of the incarnation were, apart from the dispute over images, essentially resolved.

37 Over the nature of God and the Divinity of Christ (Arianism — fourth century); over 
the relationship of human and divine in Jesus (Nestorianism, Monophysitism, Monothelitism — 
fourth to seventh centuries); over the place, function and meaning of images (Iconoclasm — 
eighth to ninth century). There are many overviews, for example John Meyendorff, Byzantine
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dominant after the period of persecutions. In both cases, the body was the fundamental 

means to holiness. These bodily activities remained central to what later Christians 

thought o f as holy.

It is this inscription of sanctity on the body that underlies the core argument of this 

chapter, because it is the body which is the nexus of the relationship between sanctity and 

gender: just as gender is the widely varying social understanding of male and female 

bodies inscribed on the relatively stable data o f biological sex.38 so sanctity is a 

diachronically varying understanding of what actions constitute extraordinary holiness.

In what follows. I attempt not to account for the development o f martyrdom or asceticism, 

but rather to underline the body as the place o f interaction between gender and sanctity.

It might be thought that in its most direct connection with holiness in Christianity 

-- the witness o f martyrdom — the body was not particularly gendered. There was nothing 

specific about martyrdom that excluded men or women, and indeed, although the 

proportions were never equal, significant numbers of both sexes did achieve holiness in 

this way. But men and women in any given society are gendered, an attribute 

essentialized on their bodies. While women who died for the faith became saints for 

precisely the same reason as their brethren, their struggles were conceived of, and their 

bodies written about, in explicitly gendered terms.

Theology: Historical Trends and Doctrinal Themes (New York: Fordham University Press,
1974).

38 Cf. Patlagean, "La femme deguisee," 623, "Nous savons bien que 1'ordonnance des 
sexes, elaboree sur une base limitee et monotone de quelques donnees naturelles, est une des 
constructions les plus sophistiquees et les plus significatives a la fois de toute culture." [We 
understand well that the disposition of the sexes, elaborated on a limited and monotonous base of 
some natural facts, is one of the most sophisticated and, at the same time, most significant 
constructions of all culture."]
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First the struggle itself: the conflict with the Roman state was repeatedly cast as

an agon, an athletic struggle. Indeed it is a topos o f saints' Lives to refer to the saint's

struggles as an agon, to God as the agonothetes,39 to the saint as an "athlete of God."40

and to the saint's prize in heaven as a Stephanos, a victor's crown. The metaphors, drawn

from ancient Greek games, are fundamentally male. To engage in an agon is to undertake

a male struggle, and women who became martyrs showed themselves to have "manly

courage."41 The impact of this masculine model on women martyrs themselves is perhaps

most vividly seen in the story o f Vibia Perpetua. Her passion (early third century), which

survives in Latin and Greek, includes a document written by Perpetua herself. In it, she

describes a vision she had of herself in the arena:

The day before we fought. I saw in a vision that...we came to the amphitheatre, 
and he [Pomponius] led me into the midst of the arena. And he said to me: Be not 
afraid; I am here with you and labor together with you. And he went away. And I 
saw much people watching closely. And because I knew that I was condemned to 
the beasts I marvelled that beasts were not sent out against me. And there came 
out against me a certain ill-favored Egyptian with his helpers, to fight with me. 
Also there came to me comely young men. my helpers and aiders. And I was 
stripped naked, and I became a man (et facta sum masculus / eyevfi0Tiv 
appt|v). And my helpers began to rub me with oil as their custom is for a contest; 
and over against me I saw that Egyptian wallowing in the dust. And there came 
forth a man of very great stature, so that he overpassed the very top o f the 
amphitheatre, wearing a robe ungirdled, and beneath it between the two stripes 
over the breast a robe o f purple; having also shoes curiously wrought in gold and 
silver; bearing a rod like a master of gladiators, and a green branch whereon were 
golden apples. And he besought silence and said: The Egyptian, if he shall 
conquer this woman, shall slay her with the sword; and if she shall conquer him,

39 The "judge of the game." or the "umpire."
40 See the calendar of saints published as the SynaxCP for the routine naming of saints as 

"athletes of god."
41 Elizabeth A. Clark, "Devil’s Gateway and Bride of Christ: Women in the Early 

Christian World," in Ascetic Piety and Women's Faith: Essays in Late Ancient Christianity 
(Lewiston NY: Edwin Mellen, 1986), 45. The Greek word for courage is andreia, manliness.
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she shall receive this branch. And he went away. And we came nigh to each 
other, and began to buffet one another. He tried to trip up my feet, but I with my 
heels smote upon his face. And I rose up into the air and began so to smite him as 
though I trod not the earth. But when I saw that there was yet delay. I joined my 
hands, setting linger against finger o f them. And I caught his head, and he fell 
upon his face; and I trod upon his head. And the people began to shout, and my 
helpers began to sing. And I went up to the master o f  gladiators and receiv ed the 
branch. And he kissed me and said to me: Daughter, peace be with you. And I 
began to go with glory to the gate called the Gate o f Life. And I awoke: and I 
understood that I should fight, not with beasts but against the devil; but I knew 
that mine was the victory.42

The language of the agon then, in addition to the metaphors of the arena, posited a battle.

a place for male soldiers. Perpetua understood this, and proclaimed that as she took up the

struggle she had "become a man."43 But even though her struggle made her a "man," the

text also dwelled on the femaleness of her and Felicity's bodies in the arena:

But for the women the devil had made ready a most savage cow. prepared for this 
purpose against all custom; for even in this beast he would mock their sex. They 
were stripped therefore and made to put on nets; and so they were brought forth. 
The people shuddered, seeing one a tender girl, the other her breasts yet dripping 
milk from her late childbearing. So they were called back and clothed in loose 
robes. Perpetua was first thrown, and fell upon her loins. And when she had sat 
upright, her robe being rent at the side, she drew it over to cover her thigh, 
mindful rather of modesty than of pain. Next, looking for a pin. she likewise 
pinned up her dishevelled hair; for it was not meet that a martyr should suffer with 
hair dishevelled. lest she should seem to grieve in her glory.44

There seems to be no similar discussion of a male martyr's sex in this way, with its focus

on milk and breasts, bodily modesty and concerns about hairstyle. The Passion is

42 Passion de Perpetue et de Felicite suivi des Actes, Latin and Greek text edited with 
French translation by Jacqueline Amat, Sources chretiennes 417 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1996) 
10:1-14. The translations here are modernized from The Passion o f Perpetua and Felicity, 
translated by W.H. Shewring (London: 1931). Cf. Clark, "Devil’s Gateway," 45.

43 See Chapter VI for extended discussion of this trope. Cf. Anne Jensen, God's Self- 
Confident Daughters: Early Christianity and the Liberation o f Women, trans. O.C. Dean, Jr. 
(Louisville K.Y: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 107-8.

44 Passion de Perpetue et de Felicite 20.
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concerned both with the bodily struggle as the ground of sanctity, and with the physical

body’s gendered identity. There is. however, a certain conflict involved here: the agon

makes the martyr male, but the body o f the martyr remains female.

One o f the most influential o f the early passion accounts, the Martyrdom of

Polykarp. presents God as seeing the martyr’s role as male:

As Polykarp stepped into the arena, there came a voice from heaven; "Be strong. 
Polycarp, and play the man." No one caught sight of the speaker, those of our 
friends who were there heard the voice.45

Nevertheless, when Polykarp was executed, he offered up a prayer in which he

consecrated himself as a martyr, and then:

As [his] amen soared up and the prayer ended, the men at the fire set their lights to 
it. and great sheet of flame blazed out. And then those who were privileged to 
witness it saw a wondrous sight...The fire took on the shape of a hollow chamber, 
like a ship's sail when the wind fills it and formed a wall round about the martyr’s 
[body]; and there was he in the centre of it, not like a human being in flames, but 
like a loaf baking in the oven, or like a gold or silver ingot being refined in the 
furnace.46

In effect, Polykarp was baked like bread as spiritual food. Polykarp thereby established 

an affinity between his body and Christ's self-giving in the Eucharist, a characteristic 

Carolyn Walker Bynum has identified as a distinctively feminine symbol.47 There was no 

challenge to Polykarp’s masculinity, but the availability of the martyr’s body to others is a 

point of intersections with norms of gender.

45 Marcion. The Martyrdom o f Polykarp 9, trans. Maxwell Stanforth, Early Christian 
Writings (New York: Penguin, 1968).

46 Marcion, The Martyrdom o f Polykarp 15.
47 Carolyn Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of 

Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1987), 73- 
75; and eadem. Fragmentation and Redemption, 102-6.
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With George, a legendary saint, we find a more explicit disordering of the martyr’s 

masculinity. George was "Christ's Champion.” and as such, texts celebrate George's

And when he [Dadianus] saw the virility of his [George’s] body, and the beauty of 
his face, which was like unto the light of the moon, and that he was handsome in 
his whole form, and was like unto a pure and perfect pearl, he knew straightaway 
who he was. and marvelling he was struck dumb by the beauty of his early 
manhood, and his pleasant speech.48

The outstanding trait of the stories of George, however, concerns his repeated deaths. At

least four times he was killed by his persecutors, only to be restored to life to witness yet

again to the faith 49 George was whipped, flayed, boiled, decapitated, and impaled on a

stake. The texts and the iconography of the saint dwell at length on these repeated

penetrations of the martyr's body (Figure 4.3), and in doing so, manifested a body that

was open to the world, bloody, and yet one which offered hope and salvation to

It is vital to realize that the martyrs' gendering, both in role and in body, derived 

from what they were seen to be accomplishing by their martyrdom. The martyr's body

48 Theodotos of Ancyra, Enkomion on St. George, trans. from Coptic by E. A. Wallis 
Budge, George o f Lydda: The Patron Saint o f England: A Study o f the Cultus o f St. George in 
Ethiopia (London: Luzac, 1930), 178. Although Theodotos' text, one of the earliest on the saint, 
survives in Coptic, he was a fifth-century Greek bishop. On Theodotos, see David Howell, "St. 
George as Intercessor," B 39 (1969), 125. For the cult in general, see Christopher Walter, "The 
Origins of the Cult of Saint George," REB 53 (1995): 295-326; and Hippolyte Delehaye, Les 
legendes grecques des saints militaires (Paris: Alphonse Picard, 1909), 43-74. The most 
extensive collection of sources is Karl Krumbacher, ed., Der heiliger Georg in der griechischen 
Uberliefenmg (Munich: Verlag der Koniglich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
1911). Alice-Mary Talbot, personal communication, 03.17.1999, suggests that, despite the 
explicit naming of George's virility, the quoted passage makes use of feminine similes such as 
"moon" and "pearl."

virility:

witnesses.
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Figure 4.3
The Impalement o f St. George

Source: Brit. Mus. M.S. Orient. No. 715. Fol. 113a. in E. A. Wallis Budge, George o f  Lydda: The Patron 
Saint o f  England: .4 Study o f  the Cultus o f  St. George in Ethiopia ^London: Luzac. 1930), facing p. 40.
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made present again the body o f  Christ, a body that had been male. A martyr did this 

whether male or female. The second-century letter from the Churches of Vienne and 

Lyons, ascribed to Irenaeus. describes an early persecution of Christians. One o f the 

victims was the virgin Blandina:

Blandina was hung up fastened to a stake, and exposed as food to the wild beasts 
that were let loose against her; and through her presenting the spectacle o f one 
suspended on something like a cross, and through her earnest prayers, she inspired 
the combatants with great eagerness; for in the combat they saw, by means of 
their sister, with their bodily eyes, Him who was crucified for them, that He 
might persuade those who trust in Him that every one that has suffered for 
the glory of Christ has eternal communion with the living God. When none of 
the wild beasts at that time touched her, she was taken down from the stake and 
conveyed back to prison. She was thus reserved for another contest, in order that, 
gaining the victory in many preparative conflicts, she might make the 
condemnation of the Crooked Serpent unquestionable, and that she might 
encourage the brethren. For though she was an insignificant, weak, and 
despised woman, yet she was clothed with the great and invincible athlete 
Christ. On many occasions she had overpowered the adversary, and in the course 
of the contest had woven for herself the crown of incorruption.50

The martyr's body -- male or female — was Christ's body, and this was the source

of the body's holiness. Even while recognizing that a martyr might be "an insignificant,

weak, and despised woman," sanctity was inscribed on the martyr's body by its clothing in

Christ's body.51

49 Budge, St. George, 57-67. It is this dwelling on the methods of his death, along with 
the popularity of his later cult, which makes George a good case study for the cultural 
understanding of martyrs' gender.

50 Letter from the Churches o f Vienne and Lyons, ANF 8, 780. See discussion in 
Margaret R. Miles, Carnal Knowing: Female Nakedness and Religious Meaning in the Christian 
West (Boston: Beacon Press, 1989), 57.

51 Cf. Jensen. God's Self-Confident Daughters, 111-24, on the martyr as the 
representation of Christ. Initially it was possible for a "martyr," i.e., a "witness to the faith," to 
survive their ordeal. The Church accorded special privileges to such figures, including the right 
to hear confessions and reconcile sinners to the Church. Jensen shows that women martyrs were 
also able to do this.
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It would be inaccurate then to see martyrs as wholly masculinized. Just as the 

figure of Christ discloses paradoxical gender identities, so do martyrs.52 In a number of 

ways they reversed classical tropes of masculinity: they were soldiers who fought by 

refusing to fight: their bodies were repeatedly penetrated by any number of objects; and 

they claimed to exemplify God’s power, not their own. As the figures earlier in this 

chapter demonstrate, martyrs were by far the greatest number of saints and their 

commemorations dominated later liturgical calendars. In this way. the tension between 

masculinity and femininity that the narratives of martyrdom inscribed on their bodies 

became normative for later cultural conceptions of sanctity.

Before the end of the period of persecutions, ascetics took an alternative road to 

sanctity. They bore witness to their faith by their way o f life rather than by the death of 

their bodies. But the concept of an agon remained potent and the disregard for the body 

shown by the martyrs continued as an ideal.53

Just as the Martyrdom o f Polykarp was a paradigmatic work in the literature of 

martyrdom. Athanasios of Alexandria's Life o f Anthony (c. 356-362)54 helped create the 

ideal of the sainted ascetic in iater Greek Christianity.55 Persecutions were continuing

52 See discussion above; and Mathews, Chapter 5, "Christ Chameleon."
53 Tomas Spidlik, The Spirituality o f the Christian East: A Handbook (Kalamazoo MI: 

Cistercian Publications. 1980), 111-12.
54 Athanasios of Alexandria, Life of Anthony, PG 26: 835-976, trans. H. Ellershaw in 

Athanasius of Alexandria. Select Works and Letters, Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Series II, 
Vol 4, ed. Philip Schaff and Henry Wace (New York: 1892), 195-221.

55 The Life by Athanasios was kept intact by Symeon Metaphrastes, who rewrote most of 
the Lives of the saints in his collection. This witnesses both to the Life of Anthony’s enormous 
prestige by the tenth century, and the way in which its influence was later maintained, since the 
Metaphrastic collection of rewritten saints' lives, in its over 850 surviving manuscripts, 
dominated all later Byzantine thinking on the saints. [See discussion in Chapter II].
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during Anthony’s lifetime, and Athanasios uses this point to make a direct link between

the martyr and the ascetic:

...the Church was seized by the persecution which then took place under 
Maximinus, and when the holy martyrs were led to Alexandria, Antony also 
followed, leaving his cell, and saying, Let us go too. that if called, we may 
contend or behold them that are contending. And he longed to suffer martyrdom, 
but not being willing to give himself up. he ministered to the confessors [i.e. the 
martyrs] in the mines and in the prisons. And he was very zealous in the 
judgment hall to stir up to readiness those who were summoned when in their 
contest, while those who were being martyred he received and brought on their 
way until they were perfected.... [Antony] stood fearlessly, shewing the readiness 
of us Christians. For, as I said before, he prayed himself to be a martyr, wherefore 
he seemed as one grieved that he had not borne his witness. But the Lord was 
keeping him for our profit and that of others, that he should become a teacher to 
many o f the discipline which he had learned from the Scriptures. For many only 
beholding his manner of life were eager to be imitators of his ways. So he again 
ministered as usual to the confessors, and as though he were their fellow captive 
he laboured in his ministry. And when at last the persecution ceased, and the 
blessed Bishop Peter [15] had bome his testimony, Antony departed, and again 
withdrew to his cell, and was there daily a martyr to his conscience, and 
contending in the conflicts of faith.56

For Athanasios. the martyrs bore witness by their willingness to confess Christ, and

Anthony was kept by the Lord to "become a teacher" through the "manner o f his life."

Athanasios smoothly moves the metaphors of the agon from the arena to the monk's cell,

and presents both contests as divinely sanctioned.

For Anthony, as with all later ascetic saints, this "contending" involved

considerable ill-treatment o f  his body:

[Anthony] used to eat and sleep, and go about all other bodily necessities with 
shame when he thought of the spiritual faculties of the soul. So often, when about 
to eat with any other hermits, recollecting the spiritual food, he begged to be 
excused, and departed far off from them, deeming it a matter for shame if  he 
should be seen eating by others. He used, however, when by himself, to eat 
through bodily necessity, but often also with the brethren; covered with shame on

56 Life of Anthony, 45-46.
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these occasions, yet speaking boldly words of help. And he used to say that it 
behooved a man to give all his time to his soul rather than his body, yet to grant a 
short space to the body through its necessities; but all the more earnestly to give 
up the whole remainder to the soul and seek its profit, that it might not be dragged 
down by the pleasures of the body, but, on the contrary, the body might be in 
subjection to the soul.. .he was ever fasting, and he had a garment of hair on the 
inside, while the outside was skin, which he kept until his end. And he neither 
bathed his body with water to free himself from filth, nor did he ever wash his feet 
nor even endure so much as to put them into water, unless compelled by necessity. 
Nor did any one even see him unclothed, nor his body naked at all. except after his 
death, when he was buried.57

What we see here is the erasure of the conventionally gendered male body, or rather a

radically different definition o f masculinity than that of contemporary paganism. Just as

martyrdom represented the physical triumph of Christ in the martyr's body, so the victory

of the ascetic over his body represented the same triumph. Athanasios pushes the point:

. ..the faith and teaching of Christ, though mocked by you and often persecuted by 
kings, has filled the world. For when has the knowledge of God so shone forth?
Or when has self-control and the excellence of virginity appeared as now? Or 
when has death been so despised except when the Cross of Christ has appeared? 
And this no one doubts when he sees the martyr despising death for the sake of 
Christ, when he sees for Christ's sake the virgins o f  the Church keeping 
themselves pure and undefiled.58

What is not involved here is any denial of male social power: Anthony remained 

active, when he wanted, in the public sphere. He, and later monastic saints, in some 

respects seem more conventionally masculine than some o f  the major legendary saints.

All ascetics, at least as depicted in art, had beards and maintained roles within 

acknowledged male power structures. Their masculinity was desexualized less in the way 

in which they are represented, than in their adaptation of a  specifically asexual social role.

57 Life of Anthony, 45, 47.
58 Life of Anthony, 79.
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For ascetics and martyrs, bodily sanctity was not only attained through activity

while alive, but in the cult o f  relics. Christian communities focused on contact with the

dead saint's body as the way to maintain a connection to the saint's power. Accounts o f

the perceived power of relics are common. The Martyrdom of Polykarp is one o f the

earliest descriptions of efforts made to secure the saint's relics:

[17:1 ] But the jealous and envious Evil One, the adversary of the family o f the 
righteous, having seen the greatness o f  his martyrdom and his blameless life from 
the beginning, and how he was crowned with the crown of immortality and had 
won a reward which none could gainsay, managed that not even his poor body 
should be taken away by us, although many desired to do this and to touch his 
holy flesh... [18:1 ] The centurion therefore, seeing the opposition raised on the 
part o f  the Jews, set him in the midst and burnt him after their custom. [2] And so 
we afterwards took up his bones, which are more valuable than precious stones 
and finer than refined gold, and laid them in a suitable place; [18:3] where the 
Lord will permit us to gather ourselves together, as we are able, in gladness and 
joy, and to celebrate the birth-day o f his martyrdom for the commemoration of 
those that have already fought in the contest, and for the training and preparation 
of those that shall do so hereafter.59

The later (fourth century) Martyrdom of Sergios and Bacchos links the suffering o f the

martyr’s body to its holiness:

After a  great while some religious men...tried to steal the body from the spot, as if 
it were some precious treasure. The saint [Sergios] would not suffer his body, 
which had been dragged around, whipped, and paraded so publicly for the 
sake o f his faith in Christ, to be moved in secret, so he asked o f God that a fire 
be set in the spot, not to seek revenge on those attempting the theft or to bum

59 Marcion, Martyrdom o f Polykarp 17-18. This is not an isolated incident. Compare 
Justin's account of the efforts of Christians to preserve the bodies of martyrs in the Martyrdom o f 
the Holy Martyrs Justin, Chariton, Charites, Paeon, and Liberianus, Who Suffered at Rome 5, 
"Rusticus the prefect pronounced sentence, saying, "Let those who have refused to sacrifice to the 
gods and to yield to the command of the emperor be scourged, and led away to suffer the 
punishment of decapitation, according to the laws.’ The holy martyrs having glorified God, and 
having gone forth to the accustomed place, were beheaded, and perfected their testimony in the 
confession of the Saviour. And some of the faithful having secretly removed their bodies, laid 
them in a suitable place, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ having wrought along with them, to 
whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen." Trans, by the M. Dods, ANF, 1, 
[http://ccel.wheaton.edu/fathers2/ANF-01/anfD 1 -54.htm].
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them, but so that by lightening the gloom o f night he would reveal the robbery to 
those in the castle of Rosafae, which is just what happened. Once the fire was 
burning in the place where the saint lay. some of the soldiers living there saw the 
flames reaching to the sky. and thought that the great blaze had been set by some 
enemy, so they came out armed and pursued those attempting to steal the saint's 
body. They prevailed on them to remain there a few days and to build from stones 
and clay a  tomb where he lay. Once they had honorably covered the body of the 
saint, they went away.60

The story here not only shows the postmortem concern of a saint with his body, but an

explanation of why the cult center o f Sergios and Bacchos was at Rusafa.

A similar rhetoric of a body made holy through suffering, and the saint's concern

for her tomb persists in the Life o f ThomaTs o f Lesbos, although her suffering was beating

at the hands of her husband, and her tomb was in Constantinople, not remote Syria:

Thus after the saint had endured her many afflictions for a considerable time (for 
she had already bome for thirteen years that violent abuse, painful wounds, 
<those> immoderate bruises, <and> blows), she received her blessed end and 
was transported to the ageless life without end.... While still living she had 
commanded those she lived with not to place her inside the holy church, but 
outside in the forecourts until the all-compassionate God might desire to work 
miracles through his grace and to show where she should be laid.... And this is 
what happened: by the time forty days had passed after her departure to the Lord, 
many miracles had occurred, since her holy remains provided cures readily to 
those coming to them, and wrought extraordinary wonders.61

Such cases abound in the sources, and confirm that the bond between sanctity and the

saint's body continued in all cults centered on a saint’s relics. It is interesting to note that

the concept of sanctity "inscribed on the body," which may appear a trope of postmodern

literary theory, was not unfamiliar to Byzantine authors. In the Posthumous Miracles of

St. Photeine, the author exalts his saint's power by commenting "For in one female body

60 Passion of Sergios and Bacchos 29, trans. John Boswell, Same Sex Unions in 
Premodem Europe (New York: Villard, 1994). 389 (with emendations).

61 Appendix II. Life of ThomaTs, ch. 16
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were imprinted the deeds and accomplishments o f the prophets, apostles, martyrs, saints 

and all just people. Thus she knows especially how to award the gift of light more 

lavishly that the others."62 Here sanctity is explicitly inscribed on the body, and that 

inscription is what makes the saint powerful as a miracle-worker.

C Sanctity and Gender in Cults

Once holy people become saints, especially saints with cults, the nature o f their 

relationship to society changes. Saints became saints because of what they did, but as 

saints they are defined by what they do, in particular what they do for supplicants. One 

saint looks after pregnant women,63 another brings rain,64 another aids gunners.65 This 

combination o f power and definition by power is a cross-cultural attribute of 

masculinity.66 Byzantium was not an exception to this common anthropological 

observation: it was at all times a society in which men were defined by social status and 

function, and women by their relationship with men.67 To the extent that they wield

62 Alice-Mary Talbot, trans.. "The Posthumous Miracles of St. Photeine," AnalBoll 112 
(1994), 103-4. St. Photeine, the Byzantine name for the Samaritan woman at the well (Jn. 4:8- 
26), became the patron saint of eye diseases.

63 St. Eleutherios in Greece, although St. Anastasia the Roman looks after childbirth. St. 
Gerard is patron of expectant mothers in the West.

64 The prophet Elias (Elijah) in Greece.
65 St. Barbara in the East.
66 Sherry B. Ortner and Harriet Whitehead, eds., "Introduction: Accounting for Sexual 

Meanings," in Sexual Meaning: The Cultural Construction o f Gender and Sexuality (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981), 1-27, esp. 8-9.

67 Again, we can see this most clearly at the imperial level. During the course of 
Byzantine history, many women wielded significant power over the imperial office. In almost 
every case, they did this through males they married or dominated. As previously noted, one of 
the women who ruled in her own right, Irene the Athenian (797-802), did so as "Emperor," not 
"Empress." Cf. Kenneth G. Holum, Theodosian Empresses (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
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public power, all saints are masculine figures. The final question I address here then, is 

whether cults were gendered. Did male and female saints act differently in their cults: 

and did Byzantine men and women choose saints to supplicate or celebrate because of 

gender?

It is tempting to argue that female saints had different clients and repertoires of 

miracles from male saints, that they dealt with "women's issues." Such activity would 

show some real gender differentiation in roles. For instance, it is possible to point to the 

miracles for women performed by Thomals o f Lesbos and maintain this was because she 

was a female saint.68 There is some suggestion that gendered miracle working was 

occasionally an issue: in the fifth-century Life o f Melania the Younger, the short 

conspectus o f miracles has her cure only women.69 Examination of a range o f saints' 

Lives, however, does not support such a claim for the Byzantine era. Lives of male saints 

show them also frequently aiding women supplicants: Daniel Stylites (fifth century) 

reformed a harlot (ch. 39), and cured a woman's daughter o f some unknown disease (ch. 

79);70 Theodore of Sykeon (seventh century) cured a woman's malady of the womb (ch.

University of California Press, 1982); and Donald M. Nicol, The Byzantine Lady (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994).

68 See Appendix II, Life of ThomaTs. ThomaTs cures women with female complaints in 
four cases, see ch. 13 (issue of blood), ch. 4 (breast cancer), ch. 17 (demonic possession), and 
ch. 22 (abdominal pain). She also aids women supplicants on two other occasions (ch. 12 and 
ch. 22). ThomaTs’ help, however, is not restricted to women — she aids male supplicants on eight 
occasions.

69 Gerontius, Vita of Melania the Younger 60-61, ed. and trans. into French by Denys 
Gorce, Vie de sainte Melanie, Sources chretiennes 90 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1962), trans. into 
English by Elizabeth A. Clark, The Life o f Melania the Younger (New York: Edwin Mellen, 
1984).

70 Vita of Daniel the Stylite, translated by Elizabeth Dawes and Norman H. Baynes, 
Three Byzantine Saints (Oxford: 1948), 1-84.
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26). women possessed by demons (ch. 35, 71, 84), a woman with dysmenorrhea (ch. 96) 

as well as performing other miracles for women;71 Nikon the Metanoeite (tenth century) 

cured a women of unspecified cancer (ch. 54), and another of paralysis (ch. 53);72 and 

Athanasios of Constantinople (fourteenth century) cured a number of women's maladies 

(ch. 37-38. 39,40 etc.).73 In all these cases, the complaints were more explicitly "female" 

than those cured by ThomaTs or for that matter Mary the Younger. Even in a Life such as 

that o f the ninth-century saint Athanasia of Aigina. where there is a surplus of female 

over male clients, examination of the individual incidents shows no particular gender 

inflection.74 Most o f the cures were for non-sex related illnesses. Based on their 

activities as miracle workers, it seems that male and female saints performed the same 

cultic and thaumaturgical roles. Once men and women achieved the status o f saint, 

gender differentiation was scarcely a major aspect of their saintly activity.75

Might gender have figured in the "consumer" aspect of the cult o f saints? 

Evidence is very sparse, but little suggests that the gender of saints' clients played a major

71 Vita of Theodore of Sykeon, translated by Elizabeth Dawes and Norman H. Baynes, 
Three Byzantine Saints (Oxford: 1948), 87-192.

12 Life of Nikon, ed. and trans. Denis F. Sullivan. The Life o f St. Nikon (Brookline MA: 
Hellenic College Press, 1987).

73 Theoktistos the Stoudite, Faith Healing in Late Byzantium: The Posthumous Miracles 
of the Patriarch Athansios I  o f Constantinople by Theoktistos the Stoudite, Alice-Mary Talbot, 
ed. and trans. (Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1983).

74 Life of Athanasia of Aigina, HWB, 154-57. She heals one adult man, two boys, four 
adult women and one girl.

75 Following a discussion on this topic, Alice-Mary Talbot ran a statistical check on the 
issue using the Dumbarton Oaks Hagiographical Database, which contains data from the lives 
of all eighth-, ninth- and tenth-century saints. The check confirmed that no correlation between 
the gender of saints and the gender of their supplicants can be established, [Personal email 
communication, 07/23/1997].
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role. In pilgrimages, the important factors were the fame of the saint, the cures for which 

the shrine was famed, the social class o f the pilgrims, and locality.76 In Constantinople, 

we know that various groups held festivals in which patron saints were celebrated, and 

that at least one of these festivals, the Agathe. was specifically a women's festival.77 

Unfortunately, Michael Psellos. the only source for this event, does not name the church 

with which the festival was connected, nor the icons used in ceremonies.78 This might 

not matter if Angeliki Laiou’s contention, that the Agathe was a women wool-workers’ 

guild festival, is correct: several guilds had such celebrations, and the basis for 

participation was clearly not gender, but economic activity.79

Claudia Rapp's recent article, in which she examines the six surviving 

manuscripts that collect the lives of women saints (so-called meterika), suggests even 

more strongly that gender and activity around a cult were not strongly correlated.80 Her 

expectations were that these manuscripts would show some relationship between the 

women end users, usually nuns, and the women saints in manuscripts. Her investigations 

show that only one of these manuscripts was addressed exclusively to nuns.81 Instead,

76 Elisabeth Malamut, Sur la route des saints byzantins (Paris: CNRS, 1993), Chap. 6, 
"Visites des pelerins et des fideles."

77 Angeliki E. Laiou. "The Festival of the ’Agathe': Comments on the Life of 
Constantinopolitan Women," in Byzantium: Tribute to Andreas N. Stratos, Vol I. (Athens: 1986), 
111-22, repr. in Angeliki E. Laiou, Gender, Society and Economic Life in Byzantium (Brookfield 
VT: Variorum, 1992). No. III.

78 Psellos is true to form here. The survey of Byzantine historians in Appendix I,.Table 
A12, shows that he seems to have deliberately avoided naming saints.

79 Laiou, "Agathe," 118-121.
80 Claudia Rapp, "Figures of Female Sanctity: Byzantine Edifying Manuscripts and their 

Audience," DOP 50 (1996), 313-44.
81 Another was addressed " monks and ... nuns," Rapp, "Figures," 320.
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she argues that both men and women collected and read lives o f women saints, and that 

women saints were presented as models for both sexes. Even the libraries o f Athonite 

monasteries, which excluded all females, including animals, maintained "a surprising 

number of texts relating to holy women.’’82 Rapp finds that male authors o f saints' lives 

usually ignored the gender of the intended audience, although occasionally they did 

promote a woman saint as a model if they knew there was a female audience. There are 

not sufficient female hagiographers to make any general statements,83 but we can 

document a few more cases where women patrons selected hagiographic material. In 

such cases, and leaving aside materials about the Theotokos, they choose nearly all 

material about male saints.84 Rapp is able to show that when male patrons were involved 

in providing material for women, there was a "tendency of male authors to establish 

female models for the saintly conduct of women," with Thekla being a particular 

favorite.85 She suggests however, that this may simply have been a convenient way of

82 Rapp, "Figures," 321, citing Alice-Mary Talbot's conference paper "Women on Mount 
Athos," now published in Mount Athos and Byzantine Monasticism: Papers from the Twenty- 
eighth Spring Symposium o f Byzantine Studies, Birmingham, March 1994, ed. Anthony Bryer 
and Mary Cunningham (Aldershot, England; Brookfield VT: Variorum, 1996), 67-79.

83 Of those women we know who wrote on saints, Theodosia (9th century) wrote a hymn 
on St. loannikios; Theodora Raoulaina (13th century) wrote a Life of Theodore and Theophanes 
Graptoi. Palaiologina of Thessalonica (c. 1400) wrote canons on Demetrios of Thessalonica and 
Theodora of Thessalonica, but since she was a nun in the convent of St. Theodora, there are no 
gender implications. See Rapp, "Figures," 327-28.

84 In the case of a manuscript commissioned by Anna Komnena Raoulaina (14th 
century), twelve of the saints were male, and two female. See Rapp, "Figures," 327.

85 Rapp, "Figures," 329. Many of the female models presented by male authors were Old 
Testament figures. From the Christian era Thekla provided a model in the Lives of Synkletika (a 
hermit), Olympias (a widow, deaconess, and founder), Golinduch (a Persian martyr), and 
Theodosia (an Iconodule martyr).•
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grouping figures from the vast corpus of hagiography.86 In short, we have no evidence

that women looked to female saints more than to male saints, and only slight evidence

that men may have acted with the gender o f the saints in mind.

***

Our survey of the numbers of male and female saints over time shows that 

sainthood was always a predominantly male achievement and became more so over time. 

This conclusion intersects with the argument made in Chapters II and III that a small 

number o f saints with major cults largely occupied the "field of sanctity." While not 

denying that some women saints had strong localized cults, the major saints were also 

overwhelmingly male.87 Males thus dominated the roster o f saints in Byzantium in depth 

as well as breadth. It does seems likely that the two phenomena were linked; that 

sainthood was largely known through the major male saints must surely have made it 

more likely that males would be considered as new saints.

On the issue of numbers then, the story seems simple, but the situation is much 

less clear when we look at sanctity and gender from the perspective of saintly individuals. 

Leaving aside saintly activities such as pious works, martyrdom, charity, and so forth, 

which were gender neutral even when constrained differently by society for men and 

women, we find that sanctity was intimately tied to the saint's body. It was the control 

and surrender of the body to God that signaled a saint, and the saint's bodily presence in 

relics that was central to the cult. If sanctity was as masculine as the numbers suggest,

86 Rapp. "Figures,” 331.
87 Especially so, perhaps, in the period after the decline of the cult of Thekla and before 

the rise of the cult of Katharine of Alexandria.
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one might imagine that the cult o f saints would exclude women altogether, as their human 

bodies were not male. But this was not the case at all. A saint like Perpetua might 

envision herself as male, but the texts made much of the femaleness o f her body.

Blandina was a "weak despised women," but also an image of Christ on the Cross. Male 

saints, on the other hand, had their gendered bodies disempowered. George, performing 

as Christ’s champion, is nevertheless presented as being penetrated repeatedly, while 

Anthony and later ascetics flaunted the heroic strength o f the classical hero’s body.

The evidence about cult and gender presents yet another conundrum. Here we 

find that as cult figures, there is not much evidence to suggest that female saints acted in 

any specifically feminine way (nor male saints in a masculine way). And there are only 

the slightest hints that the gender o f the saint influenced the religious practice of clients of 

either sex.

Sources make clear that gender was an organizing category in Byzantine society, 

in law. and in family arrangements.88 The cult of saints was not organized around gender 

as such, rather it fitted an overwhelmingly male pattern where cultural conceptions of 

sanctity pushed gender limits. Social and thaumaturgical power masculinized saints of 

both gender, but at the same time they were feminized in relation to God. As the 

numerical survey makes clear, however, the interplay o f gender and sanctity did not 

impact equally on men and women. The coming chapters delve deeper into this 

inequality: the next examines the ways gender functioned in the Lives of male saints

88 Angeliki E. Laiou, "The Role of Women in Byzantine Society," XVI. Intemationaler 
Byzantinistenkongress. Akten I/I (Vienna: 1981 )[=JOB 31:1 (1981)], 233-4. repr. in Angeliki E. 
Laiou, Gender. Society and Economic Life in Byzantium (Brookfield VT: Variorum, 1992), I.
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before the last takes up the question of why in later Byzantium sainthood was ascribed to 

so few women.
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CHAPTER V

SANCTITY AND MASCULINITY

Previous chapters argued that, both statistically and by definition, Byzantine 

sanctity was an essentially masculine quality, and that masculinization was normative for 

female saints. What then was the nature of saintly masculinity? Since the focus here 

remains on the virtual disappearance of women neo-saints in later Byzantine history, it 

might seem natural to look at the male saints of the crucial ninth to eleventh centuries in 

order to evaluate the role o f masculinity in their Lives and cults. Such an approach is only 

part o f the answer: Chapter II made clear that when one looks at the cult o f saints overall, 

in any Byzantine period, it was the major biblical and legendary saints who dominated.1 

Since it was their cults that effectively produced and reproduced the tropes o f sanctity and 

gender in Byzantine society, the major saints are fundamental to our understanding of 

later saints. Here then. I want to examine both the masculinity of the subjects o f the 

major cults, and how the male contemporaries of the few new Byzantine women saints 

refracted that masculinity.2 The male saints of the tenth century and later were less

1 By "major saints" I mean the small number of saints whose cults were so large that they 
dominated the cult of saints. See the discussion in Chapter II.

2 The Herrenfrage, the problem of masculinity, has only become a scholarly concern in 
recent years. See Allen J. Franzten, "When Women Aren't Enough," Speculum 68:2 (1993), 445- 
72; Clare A. Lees, ed.. Medieval Masculinities: Regarding Men in the Middle Ages (Minneapolis 
MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), especially the article by Jo Ann McNamara, "The 
Herrenfrage'. The Restructuring of Gender System, 1050-1150)," 3-29. Aleksandr P. Kazhdan 
and Giles Constable, People and Power in Byzantium: An Introduction to Modem Byzantine 
Studies (Washington DC.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1982), began an extended discussion of "Homo 
byzantinus," but, while they did interrogate the "image of women" [112-14], they did not put 
masculinity as such into question. Charles Barber, "Homo Byzantinus," in Women, Men and 
Eunuchs: Gender in Byzantium, ed. Liz James (London: Routledge, 1997), 185-99, has begun 
investigation of the issue within Byzantine studies.
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important in terms of cult, but their Lives are essential to understanding what 

hagiographers of the period were thinking. I conclude the chapter with a particular study 

o f nuptial imagery in saints' Lives. Since marriage is an intrinsically gender-related social 

institution, its invocation in saints' Lives. and by male mystics, enables a close 

examination o f how one aspect o f gender operated within the discourse of sanctity. We 

shall discover that gender is a basic trope of religious language in Byzantium.

A Sanctity and Masculinity: The Cult of Major Saints

The gendering of the major saints was complicated: most saints were male, but 

male sanctity, or rather saintly masculinity, was distinctly odd. Although Byzantine 

hagiographers repeatedly invoked the masculine heroes of the ancient world, we find 

among major male saints rather many beardless virgins and celibate ascetics. In one 

important respect, however, the middle Byzantine period saw the consolidation of a major 

new motif o f saintly masculinity, that of the military saint. Let us begin with one of the 

beardless virgins who became a great warrior, St. George of Lydda.

George's cult is among the most prominent in surviving documents, in church 

dedications, and in iconography. Unlike the saints of the middle Byzantine period, with 

their usually modest dossiers o f documents, there is a vast Greek literature on George that 

would require another dissertation to analyze.3 His Life was edited in the Metaphrastic

3 Hippolyte Delehaye, Les legendes grecques des saints militaires (Paris: Alphonse 
Picard, 1909), 45-76; Karl Krumbacher, Der heiliger Georg in der griechischen Uberliefenmg 
(Munich: Verlag der Koniglich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1911). See also 
Earnest Wallis Budge, The Martyrdom and Miracles o f St. George o f Cappodocia: The Coptic 
Texts (London: D. Nutt, 1888); and idem, George o f Lydda: The Patron Saint o f England: A
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corpus in what became the normative text.4 and he was one of the saints whose feast day 

was so major that most manuscripts of the SynaxCP list no other saints for the day.5 I use 

George as a paradigm case with which to explore the masculinity o f the major saints 

because his cult was among the very largest, and yet overlaps in its main features with 

that of the other leading saints.

At first glance, it might appear that no saint was more masculine than George.

His most renowned later images portray him as a military saint, usually in armor and 

sometimes on a horse. Although his most famous story, the killing of the dragon and 

aiding the princess, is a late addition, George was just as heroic in his other stories.

Oddly, for one of the most popular of all saints, nothing whatsoever can be established 

about him as a historical figure. Among the earliest references to his cult in the West are 

papal condemnations by Pope Gelasius I of the myths surrounding him.6 George’s 

masculinity derives then, not from any historical figure, but purely from the features of 

his cult; the texts, the expectations his clients held of him, and perhaps most importantly, 

the iconography.

As discussed at length below, elements o f George's legend blur gender lines; he 

was feminized in relation to Christ, who kept George as "a pure virginal bridegroom for

Study ofthe Cultus o f St. George in Ethiopia: Translations o f the Ethiopic Texts as found in the 
Manuscripts from the Makdala ( London: Luzac, 1930).

4 Krumbacher, Der heiliger Georg, 162-63.
5 SynaxCP, 623-26.
6 In 496, Pope Gelasius issued a warning to the Roman church about certain "forged acts 

of St. George." See Cornelia Steketee Hults, St. George o f Cappodocia in Legend and History 
(London: David Nutt, 1909), I; Cf. ODB 834-35.
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himself."7 In his activities within the world, however, from the earliest days George 

manifested several strands of masculinity: those o f the classical hero, the Biblical 

prophet, and the philosophic sage. His legend focused on his multiple sufferings and 

death: in facing these George showed andreia. that is "courage" or more literally 

"manliness," a standard trope of classical masculinity. Part o f the reason for George's 

suffering is that he was a foremost exponent o fparrhesia. This "free speech" was the 

common attribute of saints that enabled them to speak the truth o f the faith to the 

powerful. There are Biblical antecedents to this motif — the prophets of the Jewish Bible 

spoke out against the sins o f Israel.8 Greek Christian sources, however, also based 

parrhesia on the saint's apatheia, a passionless attitude towards the things of this world, 

and an ideal that recalls the Cynic and Stoic ideals o f the sage. In addition to his passion 

legends, George was a saint honored in many miracle collections.9 These celebrated 

above all the power of the saint to intercede with God and produce results in this world.10 

In one much-discussed story, a Muslim soldier throws an object at a mosaic o f George. 

George showed his power and ability to act by turning the missile around and striking the 

attacker in the heart.11

The masculine themes o f the texts echo in what we know o f his clients' 

expectations. For most saints, it is difficult to know exactly what part they played in their

7 Budge, George: The Coptic Texts, 282.
8 For instance, Amos.
9 Joannes B. Aufhauser, ed., MiraculaS. Georgii (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1913).
10 See Chapter IV for discussion of "power in the world" as a masculine attribute.

11 Henry Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies: Saints and Their Images in Byzantium 
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 75.
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clients' lives. With George, we have some possibility of understanding his appeal, since

the seventh-century Life o f  Theodore of Sykeon presents Theodore as a devotee of

George.12 George is Theodore's guide and defender. When Theodore is ill-treated,

God's holy martyr. George, appeared to Theodore's mother and the other women, 
girt with a sword, which he drew as he came towards them saying threateningly, 
TMow I shall cut o ff your heads because you ill-treat and punish the boy and 
prevent his coming to me.' On their swearing solemnly that they would never do 
it again, he took back his threat and disappeared.13

Repeatedly the Life of Theodore raises the theme o f George as both strong defender and

counselor.14 When Theodore gives advice to another, the role he ascribes to George is

clear, "The Lord Jesus Christ, Who knoweth secrets, will give effect to the mediation of

the holy martyr George according to your faith and He will fulfil your request."15 George

always presents himself to Theodore as a young man, but he is a young man who is

powerful to act as defender and intercessor in this world because of his relationship to

God. Theodore was not alone in putting his trust in George, whose appeal grew

throughout the span of Byzantine culture.16 The strength of George's cult must have

12 Life of Theodore of Sykeon, trans. Elizabeth Dawes and Norman H. Baynes, Three 
Byzantine Saints (Oxford: 1948), 87-192. The author of the Life is also called George (ch. 22). 
Cf. Christopher Walter, "The Origins of the Cult of Saint George," REB 53 (1995), 296, on 
Theodore's devotion to George.

13 Life of Theodore of Sykeon 9.
14 Cf. Life of Theodore of Sykeon 23, "He founded his dwelling on the hallowed spot 

which was literally and figuratively made of rock [Mt. 7:24-25], where there stood the revered 
oratory of the holy and glorious martyr George, in order easily to repel the attacks of alien winds 
and to ward off the uprising of the flood, that came like waters in their wake."; Ch 78. " He 
therefore laid the matter of his resignation before St. George in prayer and besought God that he 
might without condemnation deliver up his bishopric. He received assurance that his request was 
granted."

15 Life of Theodore of Sykeon 96.
16 Appendix I, Table A12. Among the historians surveyed, George was mentioned more 

frequently and by more writers than any other saint (always excepting the Theotokos).
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derived from what he offered his clients — the protection of a powerful intercessor in 

heaven and the world.

George’s reputation as an efficacious saint received a powerful boost when his 

iconographic type stabilized as that of a young warrior.17 The image o f the mounted 

soldier symbolizes one of the most powerful marks of masculine physical power, yet it 

was not one of George's earliest characteristics. Indeed, the motif of the military saint 

seems only to have crystallized in Constantinople during the tenth century when a list of 

"soldier saints," to support the imperial armies, formalized the older metaphor of a 

"soldier o f Christ."18 Some early martyrs, including George, were soldiers in their Lives. 

The creation of the military saint category, however, led to the rewriting o f other saints’ 

Lives to remake them as soldiers when they were alive. Demetrios. for example, a deacon 

in ninth-century texts, became a military officer by the time of his tenth-century 

Metaphrastic Life.19 George’s miracula began to present him as a mounted knight, and by 

the eleventh-century as dragon-killer.20 George was among the most common subjects o f 

religious art.21 and the militarization of his iconography occurred during the same

17 David Howell, "St. George as Intercessor," B 39 (1969), 135-36, notes the 
transformation from earlier portrayals of him as an orant (a person at prayer).

18 Christopher Walter. "The Thracian Horseman: Ancestor of the Warrior Saints." BF 
14:1 (1989), 663. The list of military saints became quite extensive, but there were defined 
echelons. The leading military saints were George, Demetrios, the two Theodores, Prokopios 
and Merkurios.

19 Walter, "Thracian Horseman," 663; idem, "St. Demetrios: The Myroblytos of 
Thessalonika," Eastern Churches Review 5 (1973), 162-65.

20 Walter, "Saint George," REB 53 (1995), 320-21
21 ODB 835; Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 186; cf. Temily Mark-Wiener, Narrative 

Cycles ofthe Life o f St. George in Byzantine Art (Ph.D. Dissertation: New York University, 
1977).
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period.— In the twelfth century. John II Komnenos made sure everyone knew George as a 

soldier when he placed an image o f the saint in military garb on coins.23

The promotion ofthe military saints may have been an imperial project, but their 

reception and popularity among the faithful went far beyond the military. Christopher 

Walter comments that, "Without acquiring a monopoly of <protective> functions, the 

military saints exercised them with an efficacy which encouraged their invocation."24 

Henry Maguire also notes that, "in order to encourage confidence in the beholder," 

Byzantine artists represented the military saints as "strong, solid and physically active."25 

Scholars have not previously noted that the creation and success of the cult of military 

saints represented a significant intensification in the cultural representation of saintly 

masculinity.

While icons depict most male saints with beards, a clear indicator of masculinity, 

a puzzling aspect of the cult of military saints is that beardless young men are 

disproportionately prominent.26 Some commentators suggest that the image of George as

22 The transformation of George’s image was not restricted to the Greek-speaking world. 
Cf. Nikolai Ovcarov, "Sur l’iconographie de St. Georges aux Xle-XIIe siccles,” Byzantinoslavica 
52 (1992), 121-29. who uses Bulgarian evidence to trace the development in iconography.

23 ODB 835.
24 Walter, "Thracian Horseman." 663; cf. Delehaye. Saints militaires, 113.
25 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 78.

26 The importance of the beard for Byzantine men in the tenth century may be seen in a 
story from the Life of Nikon 68, ed. and trans. Denis F. Sullivan, The Life o f St. Nikon (Brookline 
MA: Hellenic College Press, 1987), 232-35. The miracle story focuses on a young child whose 
"vital parts received serious damage" in an accident that "threatened the loss of his genitals." His 
parents "were sorely struck by arrows of grief and a sword pierced the middle of their heart. For 
they saw their child a monster instead of child and that he would be practically beardless." The 
boy's father takes him to Nikon's tomb, and smears moisture from the saint’s coffin and lamp-oil 
all over the "suffering area." The cure works, and the danger passes. The point to note here is 
that in the most fundamental way the beard is the marker of adult masculinity.
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a young beardless man appealed because of a certain androgyny.27 If androgyny was 

present it was not unique to George. Other military saints also appeared as beardless 

youths.28 Their beardless state, however, was not a reflection o f their age; according to 

their passio, the beardless Sergios and Bacchos were both officers of some rank. The 

depiction o f warrior saints without beards may have been an effort at historical accuracy 

by iconographers,29 but if so, they were not consistent.30 The crux here is that the very 

saints whose power to act in the world was guaranteed by the unmistakable masculine

27 Walter, "Saint George," 320:
"There can be not doubt that [George] had an exceptional affective appeal, difficult 
perhaps for us to grasp, since the Byzantines have not bequeathed us many empirical 
descriptions of their feelings. Some reconstruction can be tentatively undertaken.... 
Thomas Mathews has studied the affective attitude of the Byzantines towards their icons 
and the saints represented on the icons. 'One was supposed to fall in love with these 
saints.' Or elsewhere: The involvement of the Orthodox beholder with his painted 
images was complete... The believer entered a world of images in a war the modem 
view of paintings cannot accomplish.’ However, empathy as a characteristic of human 
psychology, must keep pace with development and changes in artistic media. It may not 
be amiss therefore to quote James Baldwin's description of a budding actor in a film. It 
seems to me to give some insight into the way that a Byzantine saw an icon of St. 
George: '...The face of a man, of a tormented man. Yet, in precisely the way that great 
music depends, ultimately, on a great silence, this masculinity was defined and made 
powerful by something which was not masculine. It was not feminine either and 
something...resisted the word androgynous. It was a quality to which numbers of 
persons would respond without knowing what it was that they were responding. There 
was a great force in face and a great gentleness...It was a face which suggested, 
resonantly in the depths the truth about our natures."’
28 Beardless saints: Prokopios, Sergios and Bacchos, Floras and Lauros, Mamas, 

Panteleemon, Tryphon. Some icons of Menas have him beardless, although this is not his later 
type. Demetrios sometimes has a moustache. Merkurios has an "incipient beard." Cf. Dionysios 
of Fouma, The "Painter's Manual" o f Dionysius o f Fouma, trans. Paul Hetherington (London: 
Sagittarius Press. 1974). Dionysios was an eighteenth-century author who set down the 
iconographic norms of Byzantine painting. In contrast to the beardlessness of many military 
saints, Dionysios' Manual states that most martyrs, all apostles, except Philip and Thomas, are 
represented with beards, as are virtually all episcopal and monastic saints. Excluded are saints 
usually seen as eunuchs, such as Stephen the Protomartyr or Patriarch Germanos.

29 Byzantine adult males wore beards, but that was not the style of Roman soldiers.
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image o f knighthood, jettisoned or reversed other marks o f male social power such as 

beards and family attachment. We see a similar pattern in the cult of the archangels. 

Angels were sexless by definition, and were beardless in art, but they still manifested 

masculinity. The Archangel Michael for instance typically appeared as a warrior and 

general o f the armies o f heaven.31 Christine Havice proposed that "the choice to 

emphasize George's or Demetrios' youth, beyond corresponding to textual details, 

underlines innocence, perhaps even sexual immaturity, <and was> perhaps an analogue to 

the virginity topos for so many female saints."32 There may be something to this, since 

women were the other major category o f saints who were usually shown young.33 But 

before trying to resolve this ambiguity in saintly masculinity, it may help to consider the 

cult of a very different saint.

Nicholas of Myra was the only major saint whose cult in the Byzantine era grew 

as greatly as George's. He competes with George also in the number o f surviving 

images.34 Like George, Nicholas was attractive to clients because of his power to do 

miracles.35 Unlike George and the other military saints. Nicholas was not a martyr. His

30 Some military saints were usually represented with beards, for instance Niketas, and 
both Theodores. This last is especially interesting since one of the Theodores is described as 
"the recruit" (Tiron), and yet was bearded. Again, age seems not to be the determinative factor.

31 Dionysios of Fouma. Painter's Manual, 65; cf. Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 70.
32 Christine Havice, Art History University of Kentucky, <honorsch@ukcc.uky.edu>, 

Personal email communication, 01/07/1997.

33 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 31.
34 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 169; Nancy Patterson Sevcenko, The Life o f St. 

Nicholas in Byzantine Art (Turin: Bottega D'Erasmo, 1983).

35 Cf. Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 169,who cites Manuel Philes' poem describing a 
church dedicated to Nicholas as "a common remedy of safety" and "a sea of miracles flowing 
without envy."
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icons show him as a bishop, and conventionally masculine in dress, beard, and baldness. 

His dossier was not composed of exciting accounts of tortures, but almost entirely of 

accounts o f his miracles.36 As Henry Maguire notes, iconography reflects this difference; 

George’s sufferings are depicted in imitation of the sufferings o f Christ, while Nicholas’ 

images usually concern more mundane miracles.37 There is an interesting consequence: 

whereas George's power derives from his relationship with Christ, as Christ's victor, and 

as Christ’s beloved. Nicholas stands as a much more autonomous worker o f wonders.

One consequence, perhaps, is that there is never any impetus to compromise Nicholas’ 

masculinity, since his cult treats him more as a substitute divinity to deal with the 

everyday problems of life than as a mediator with Christ.38

Here then may be a clue to the iconography of many military saints. Their 

military status and the exploits they undertook secured their masculinity, and the power it 

gave them to intervene for their clients. Their youth, beardlessness, and innocence, 

however, separated them from the worldly cares of adult males, and put them in a more 

intimate relationship with Christ.39 Icons portrayed bishops and monks, by contrast, as 

adult men. with their separation from the world witnessed by their ascetic appearance.

Henry Maguire notes that Byzantine artists adopted schematic registers of 

corporeality for different types of saints: they stressed the immateriality of ascetics and

36 Cf. Charles W. Jones, Saint Nicholas o f Myra, Bari and Manhattan: Biography o f a 
Legend ̂ Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978). Jones' approach is somewhat odd in 
presenting the texts about Nicholas as "verbal relics."

37 Cf. Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 186.
38 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 169, argues that Nicholas' popularity derived from his 

being a "generalist" in mundane matters.
39 This point is developed further below.
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bishops, while allowing Biblical figures and the military saints to exist in a more fully 

articulated space.40 In this context, we may note that Nicholas, although a bishop, was 

represented as active and moving in space.41 While both incorporeality and youthful 

innocence were iconographic modes that separated the saint from secular society, the 

saints with a relatively more dynamic representation were the ones with the largest cults. 

In effect, the Byzantine cult o f saints evolved a model o f saintly masculinity connected to 

the themes of secular masculinity, but distinct in that it found a variety o f ways to 

desexualize the bodies of the saints.

B Sanctity and Masculinity: Byzantine Era Saints

No new Byzantine male saint achieved the renown of the major legendary and 

Biblical saints 42 The types o f figures, moreover, who became saints in the Byzantine 

period were strikingly dissimilar to the saints who had major cults in that period. George 

and Demetrios, subjects of major cults, seem very distant from the various monastic 

founders and ascetic hermits; and the legends of the warrior saints trampling dragons are 

quite incongruent with the ascetic and political struggles of Athanasios in the fourteenth 

century. The opportunity to achieve martyrdom, and the supply of new martyrs, was 

much less in the Byzantine period. There had to be some shift in the types o f men who

40 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 48-99.
41 Maguire, Icons o f Their Bodies, 183, fig. 160.
42 The "big story” in sainthood in the ninth century and after was not the new cults of 

contemporary saints. Rather it was expansion of the cult of Nicholas of Myra, a non-martyred 
bishop, who seems to have much more in common with Byzantine era saints than the legendary 
martyrs. When we consider that even among new cults, the most successful were new cults of
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became saints. The sanctity o f new saints, however, reflected the motifs o f the major 

cults, both in accounts o f the saints' activities while alive and in their cults.

There were far more male than female saints in the Byzantine era, and they were 

of more diverse types.43 Some new cults reiterated distinctively male motifs, such as the 

sainted bishop, others reprised the role of Christian intellectual. The majority focused on 

monks. The goal here is not to examine the sanctity and masculinity of all these saints, 

but to demonstrate that the male saints were always able to reproduce the themes we see 

in the cults o f the major saints.

The Byzantine era saints were not able to approach the glory of the martyrs, but 

their cults easily assimilated them to ancient ascetics. As we saw in the last chapter, the 

early ascetics themselves stood in comparison to the martyrs.44 There was almost a 

Platonic descent: the martyrs imitated Christ, the ascetics imitated the martyrs, and the 

later ascetics imitated the earlier ones.

Saints engaged in the agon. and the Byzantine hagiographers maintained the 

language of athletic contest in full force. In his "struggles," Luke of Steiris (tenth 

century) "afflicted his body with heavy labor,"45 while Nikon the Metanoeite (tenth 

century) was "like an Olympian in a contest, a wrestling match."46 for whom "God

old saints, for instance Elijah or Menas, we need to consider the possibility that the Byzantines 
simply preferred their saints to be legendary and powerful.

43 See tables in Chapter IV.
44 See the discussion of Anthony of Egypt in Chapter IV.
45 Life of Luke of Steiris, ed. and trans. Carolyn L. Connor and W. Robert Connor, The 

Life and Miracles o f Saint Luke o f Steiris: Text, Translation and Commentary ^Brookline MA: 
Hellenic College Press. 1994), 32.

46 Life of Nikon 80.
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strengthened his body even more than gymnasts are by food."47 For the most part, the 

men celebrated as saints conducted their agon through extreme asceticism. Cyril of 

Philea (eleventh century) lived three years in silent contemplation,48 and spent his entire

his askesis which had become for him because of his long custom and manner of living a 

second nature."49 Cyril also bound himself in horrendous fetters, which caused fetid 

wounds, because he argued "to acquire virtue one must pay blood."50 Paul Magdalino 

suggests that extreme asceticism became unfashionable in the twelfth century,51 but if so, 

an important route to sainthood was closed, since that was the period when we see a real

dip in the numbers o f new male saints. When numbers rise in the Palaiologan era, we

again find accounts of extreme mortification, for example when Romylos (fourteenth 

century) emulated the Forty Martyrs by spending a night in the open air covered in 

snow.52 Romylos' Life shows the undiminished persistence of agonistic language. He 

was a "spiritual athlete" and "champion of virtue," the contemplation of whom was "good 

to see with the eyes of the soul."53

47 Life of Nikon 82.
48 Nicholas Kataskepenos. La vie de Saint Cyrille le Phileote, moine byzantin (+1110), 

Introduction, critical text and French translation by Etienne Sargologos, Subsidia hagiographica 
39 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1964), ch. 23.

49 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 51.

50 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 7.
51 Paul Magdalino, "The Byzantine Holy Man in the Twelfth Century," in Hackel, Saint,

59-60.
52 Bartusis. Mark, Khalifa Ben Nasser, and Angeliki E. Laiou, "Days and Deeds of a 

Hesychast Saint: A Translation of the Greek Life of St. Romylos," Byzantine Studies/Etudes

life on a regimen of uncooked vegetables. Even in his nineties when ill "he did not relax

Byzantines 9:1 (1982), 32.
53 Bartusis, "Romylos," 25.
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Frequently the saint's agon involved some separation from the world, either

through pilgrimage or long retreats in isolated places.54 Holiness was something almost

tangible and by going to holy places, some of their holiness seems to have attached itself

to the saint in the eyes of contemporaries. Again, this pattern persisted. Maximos the

Kausokalybites (fourteenth century):

...went up to Constantinople in order to venerate <the instruments of> the passion 
and the holy relics. And again he returned to the Holy Mountain and he took up 
abode in the wild places of Athos, without shelter, without a home, like others 
<such as> Onouphrios and Peter the Athonite...for the most part he lived in the 
wild places content with plants and acorns and sweet chestnuts and some other 
things for provisions. And this wild place held him for a period of ten complete 
years.55

The goal of the saint in all these struggles was the apatheia, or carelessness 

towards the world, described earlier. Cyril of Philea. for instance, remained calm when a 

tragic accident befell his daughter.56 He even scolded his wife for being upset. Weeping 

for God. however, was acceptable for male saints.57 even when it made them "wail like a 

mother who is burying her son."58 Tears o f compunction, a repeated theme o f both male

54 Travel and pilgrimage to holy places was common. Nikon, "traveled through many 
places in Eastern regions" [Life of Nikon. 82]; Cyril of Philea went to Chonai and Rome, 
[Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 18 & 19].

55 Niphon. Life of Maximos 2, in Francois Halkin, "Deux vies de S. Maxime le 
Kausokalybe. ermite au Mont Athos (XlVe s.)," AnalBoll 54 (1936), 43, repr. in Francois. 
Halkin, Saints moines d'Orient (London: Variorum, 1973), XI.

56 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 13. Cf. the calmness of Mary the 
Younger when her son died, discussed in Chapter VI.

57 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 8.
58 Bartusis, "Romylos," 35.
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and female saints' Lives.59 were only for the saint’s relationship to God. not about then- 

worldly or family life.

As with the major saints, one result of apatheia was the right to parrhesia. ftee 

speech. With early martyrs, this was often a matter o f speaking against the state. In the 

Byzantine context, free speech helped the saints act within the political structures o f the 

empire. When an official visited Luke o f Steiris, Luke "spoke in his customary fashion" 

and was "not overawed by the man’s office."60 The important Komnenian general 

Philokales was told by Cyril of Philea. "You govern with tyranny," and "He who wishes 

to command men but who is a slave to anger and money, to pleasures and love o f power, 

will become an object of derision."61

After the saints' period of testing by askesis. and often because of their freedom of 

speech, the texts present many of the saints as powerful actors in the world. The saint's 

position in society was sometimes just a matter of public miracles: Cyril expelled 

demons, cured an epileptic, and blessed curative water.62 More direct political power was 

also available to the saint.

The Life of Nikon the Metanoeite shows the power a saint could wield, and is 

worth looking at in detail, as he was contemporary with the women saints under 

consideration. Nikon was one of the most important saints of the tenth century in the

59 Cf. The long description in the Life of Nikephoros of Miletus 28, "Vita Sancti 
Nicephori Episcopi Milesii, Saeculo X," AnalBoll 14 (1895), 158-59; and Jan Olof Rosenqvist, 
The Life o f Saint Irene Abbess o f Chrysobalanton: A Critical Edition with Introduction, Notes 
and Indices, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia (Uppsala: Almqvist & 
Wiksall, Stockholm, 1986), ch. 8, p. 30.

60 Life of Luke of Steiris 92.
61 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 35.
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Peloponnesus. He was a traditional sort of saint, and his Life demonstrated his holiness

by relating multiple physical miracles. During his lifetime, he was widely revered as a

holy man. His public power was immense. In one episode, Nikon, who had been

wandering for some time, arrived in Sparta, where he was to spend the rest o f his life.

Sparta was suffering from a pestilence, and the Spartans, knowing of Nikon’s holiness.

begged him to help. Nikon:

...promised relief from the danger if they drove outside their city the Jewish race 
which lived amongst them, lest it might be contaminating them by its abominable 
customs and the pollution of its worship. "For if you obey me in this,” he said, 
"the pestilence will leave and I will spend the rest o f my life with you"...And at his 
presence the disease departed and the Jews were banished from the city.63

Nikon moved to the city and built a church, but his public power faced opposition. One

man. John Aratos, refused to help him:

Nor did this nobleman (John) cease defying the holy man... For he was not at all 
in agreement with the other Spartans, but was in opposition to their wishes.
Hence he asserted that the removal of the Jews outside the city was not just or 
reasonable, and the rash man. swelling with passion, did not blush to censure the 
Spartans for this with every word.64

John brought back into the city one o f the Jews who had been ejected. This drove Nikon

to action:

The gentle man (Nikon) thence became a warrior... He seized a club which was 
lying nearby and inflicting many blows on the Jew drove him out of the city and 
seemed more fearful to his enemies than Herakles with his club, as they say. For 
the Jewish people were for the just man (Nikon) so to be shunned that he wished 
to give their name neither to his ear nor his tongue. The words of David agree 
with him quite literally which say: "Lord, I have hated those who hate you, and 
wasted away because of your enemies. I hated them with a perfect hate."65

62 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 51.3, 53.3, 56.2

63 Life of Nikon 33.
64 Life of Nikon 35.
65 Life of Nikon 35.
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When John Aratos heard of this attack on the Jew:

He considered the act a provocation to anger.... For evil is always contentious and 
rash enough to undertake even irrational acts. John came forth in anger at the 
saint and indulging in his bold and undisciplined tongue this bold man was not at 
all ashamed to violently attack, to abuse, to shove, to frighten (as if he could) with 
threats.66

Nikon said, "Depart poor wretch, weep for your sins; for in a short time you will know

what the fruit o f your presumption is and the wages of evil."67 There was no delay for

the divine retribution called down by the saint. John had dreams in which he was

whipped and suffered a burning fever. He ended by begging for Nikon, who came to his

bedside and said. "The things which you have done to me, brother, must be forgiven you,

in so far as is in my power. But when departure from this life has been ordained from

above there will be no one thereafter who will be able to disperse God's plan." 68 John

then died after three days and Nikon's victory was complete:

Fear then from this crept upon the inhabitants of Sparta — no ordinary fear. And 
one could see them all, from the highest to the lowest with reverence and fear 
coming to the saint and eagerly fulfilling all the things commanded by him. For 
the example convinced all who were scornful to the servants o f Christ that reward 
comes to the just man and that God judges those here on earth.69

The text is both disturbing and interesting. The author clearly meant Christians to

read this text and see in it a manifestation o f Nikon's power and holiness. As a saint, he

has both the social standing and the sacred power to engage in an agon over virtue. But

what we also have here is a presentation of Nikon's holiness as sacred masculinity. He is

66 Life of Nikon 35.
67 Life of Nikon 35.
68 Life of Nikon 35.
69 Life of Nikon 35.
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a politically dominant figure who is able to make people do things. When he needs to act. 

the author depicts him as using violence (clubs), and makes a direct comparison to the 

story o f Herakles. the paradigm of the classical male hero, who is often depicted wielding 

a club.

Nikon was not alone in his ability to act in the world. Luke of Steiris gave advice 

to generals.70 Much closer to the center of power in Constantinople was Cyril o f  Philea. 

whose Life depicts him as a major figure in the circle of the new Komnenian dynasty. 

When the matriarch Anna Dalassena, in disgrace after the fall o f Romanos IV Diogenes, 

met Cyril in 1071. Kataskepenos has him predict, "May your sons reign in the cities and 

amongst the nations and may their name become celebrated, and dreadful to all their 

enemies."71 Alexios I Komnenos himself twice came sixty miles to Philea to visit the 

saint, as did many other dignitaries. The theme of the saint’s power in the secular world 

persisted. Niphon, author of the Life of Maximos the Kausokaly bites, insists at the outset 

that the saint was "a support and guide towards succor, not only to monks but indeed to 

emperors and high officials."72

The Lives o f course describe the new saints' activities while they were living holy 

men rather than dead cult figures, but there was congruity also in the nature o f the saints' 

cults.73 Although minor in comparison to the major saints, Lives often describe the initial 

stages of a new saint's cult. Just as with George and company, the new saint remained

70 Life of Luke of Steiris 92.
71 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 77.
72 Niphon. Life o f Maximos I.

73 See discussion in Chapter III.
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present in the community through his relics and icons, he acted in the world through 

miracles, and functioned as a distinct powerful personality within local communities.

In sum, the Lives o f Byzantine era male saints took the motifs o f saintly 

masculinity upheld by the cults of major saints — the agon, apatheia. separation from the 

world o f the family, and power to act in the world — and made the new saints reenact the 

paradigms o f the old. Taking into account the difference in types o f saint, we see a 

continuity o f themes that intermingle sanctity and masculinity. In contrast to the women 

saints considered in the next chapter, Byzantine society was able to continue to produce 

and recognize male saints precisely because men could always reproduce the sanctity 

manifest in the major cults.

C Nuptiality in the Lives of Male Saints74

So far. we have probed the ways in which gender inflected the sanctity of male 

saints. The motifs of sanctity were also motifs o f a sacred masculinity. This is perhaps 

enough to explain the decline of new women saints in Byzantium. But the conjunction of 

gender and sanctity was more intricate. As already noted, saints were male towards the 

world, but not towards God. With God, the themes of power, endurance, and free speech 

did not apply. In that relationship, there was an element o f passivity. A study of the 

theme of nuptiality in male saints' Lives suggests that Byzantine writers were prepared to

74 The following discussion was presented in a substantially different form at the 
Byzantine Studies Conference, Madison, Wisconsin, September 26, 1997. In this context, 
"nuptiality" means "images and metaphors of marriage."
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compromise the masculinity o f their subject when doing so enhanced the saint's intimacy

with God.

In recent years, scholars have explored the gendering of Byzantine female saints.75

Byzantine period: the continued use of the trope o f the "virile woman": and the 

appearance o f married women saints in the ninth to eleventh centuries, are ail phenomena 

that have provoked questions about the role of gender in female sanctity. With men, the 

situation is very different. While it has long been recognized that as Christian heroes, 

male saints reversed standard classical tropes o f masculinity,76 the essential masculinity 

o f male saints has been largely unquestioned.77 This is a commonplace of modem 

historiography -- women figures have "gender," while maleness is unproblematic.

It is important to place the masculinity o f male saints in Byzantium under the sign 

o f gender. I propose that, just as female saints were often masculinized in the 

hagiographical literature, male saints could be feminized. Such feminization, or gender 

reversal, might be interrogated in a number of ways — the themes of penetration in 

martyrs' bodies, the abandonment of familial social roles by monks — but here I focus on 

a hitherto unexamined, and perhaps minor, theme in male saints' Lives: the nuptial

75 See Patlagean, "La femme deguisee": Alice-Mary Talbot, "General Introduction," in 
HWB, esp. x-xv; and. most recently, see Lynda Coon, Sacred Fictions: Women and Hagiography 
in Late Antiquity (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997).

76 Unlike the classical hero's body, which is a source of power and independence, the 
saint’s body is penetrated and destroyed in the case of martyrs, or deliberately weakened by 
ascetics. Cf. Peter Brown, The Body and Society: Men, Women and Sexual Renunciation in Early 
Christianity (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), 19,434.

77 For a recent discussions of male gendering in some Late Antique philosophers and 
fathers, see Nonna Verna Harrison, "The Feminine Man in Late Antique Ascetic Piety," Union 
Seminary Quarterly Review 48: 3-4 (1994)[http://www.coIumbia.edu/~usqr/harrison.htmI].

The notable disparity between numbers of new male and female saints during the
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relationship of male saints and Christ. In this task two types of texts have proved to be of 

interest: the use of nuptial and "near nuptial" imagery in hagiography, and texts by 

mystical writers which envision a marriage of their souls to Jesus.

As participants in a culture permeated with Christian imagery, we may not always 

be aware of the startling nature of some Christian themes and images. My students at 

Fordham are often bemused, for instance, when I seek to convey the embarrassment o f 

the crucifixion by asking them if they would wear an image of an electric chair, or a 

syringe, around their necks if Jesus had been executed in modem America.78 They 

simply "forget" that the cross represents a violent form o f capital punishment. In the 

same way. bridal imagery — in first communion ceremonies for Roman Catholic girls and 

in relation to women religious — is extremely familiar. But the very familiarity o f the 

image should not obscure the fact that we have a universal human institution, defined by 

erotic and sexual interaction between the parties, being taken as a model for a Christian's 

relationship to Christ.

The use o f nuptial imagery to describe relationships with Christ goes back to the 

Song o f Songs, allegorized by Christian authors as a series of metaphors for the 

relationship between the soul and God, and to the New Testament, where marriage, and 

the figure of Christ as the Bridegroom, is used in both the gospels and epistles to refer to 

Christ's relationship with the Church.79 The comments of St. Paul were also important, "I

78 For the embarrassment of the cross, see Athanasios of Alexandria, The Life o f 
Anthony, trans. Robert C. Gregg (New York: Paulist, 1980), ch. 74-75.

79 Jesus is referred to as a "bridegroom" directly or indirectly numerous times in the New 
Testament. The gospels all use the term: see, Mt. 9:15,25:1-10; Mk. 2:19-20; Lk. 5:34-35; Jn. 
3:29. Although the Pauline epistles do not use the term bridegroom, they do invoke nuptial 
imagery: in 2 Cor. 11:2, Paul refers to Christ as a husband (avrip) with whom he has joined
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am jealous over you with godly jealousy: for I have espoused you to one husband, that I 

may present you as a chaste virgin to Christ."80

Although such nuptial images were also commonly used to describe the 

relationship o f the Church and Christ. I am here concerned only about their use in 

reference to individual people. It seems to have been Origen, in his discussion o f the 

Song o f  Songs, w ho first made prominent the idea that the relationship between Christ 

and the individual soul was as between a bridegroom and bride.81 Tertullian was the first 

to employ the term "sponsa Christi" for consecrated virgins;82 and the idea was rapidly 

taken up by Greek writers, so much so that Peter Brown argues that by the fourth century 

Origen's use o f the term " bride" for the souls o f males and females had given way to its 

almost exclusive use for virgin women.83 The term was rapidly applied to female saints 

such as Thekla.84 and "bride of Christ" remained very common, although not ubiquitous, 

in reference to female religious figures — both nuns and female saints — throughout the 

Byzantine period.85

Christians as "pure virgin brides": In Eph. 5:23-25 Paul describes Christ's relationship to the 
Church as that of husband and wife. Rev. 21:2 presents the union of the bride and husband as the 
consummation of all things.

80 2 Cor. 11:2
81 Pierre Adncs. "Mariage Spirituel." Dictionnaire de spiritualite (Paris: Beauchesne, 

1980), Vol. 10. col. 391; Brown, Body and Society', 274. There were, however, Gnostic roots to 
the idea, see Marvin W. Meyer. "'Male' and 'Female' in the Gospel of Thomas," New Testament 
Studies 31 (1985), 557-58.

82 Adncs. "Mariage Spirituel." 393.
83 Brown. Body and Society, 259-274.
84 E.g. Life of Thekla, in Vie et miracles de sainte Thecle, ed. and French trans. Gilbert 

Dagron, Subsidia hagiographica 62 (Brussels: Societe des Boilandistes, 1978), #26 (p.274).
85 E.g.. Elisabeth of Herakleia, [HWB, 127]; Theodora of Thessalonika, [HWB, 200]; 

Irene of Chrysobalanton [Rosenqvist, Irene, ch. 3]. For repeated use about a living woman, see
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What is less well known is that images of nuptiality pervade some texts 

representing male saints' relationships — with Christ and with each other. This imagery is 

not present in all. or even most, male saints' Lives but is present in enough that it cannot 

be dismissed as one writer’s eccentricity. In all the texts I examined, Christ is the 

bridegroom but the role of the saint varies: in most cases, he assumes a female role, but a 

few are "bridegrooms of Christ." The texts, which present male saints or religious figures 

as "brides of Christ." perform a gender reversal familiar in western medieval sources.86

Let me give some examples:

Methodios of Olympos. in the late third century, is the earliest person I can find 

who describes a man as a "bride o f Christ." The saint in question is Paul of Tarsus, 

whom Methodios sees as both a bride of Christ and a spiritual mother.87 In the 

Symposium 3:9. Methodios writes of Paul that "When he had grown to manhood and was 

remade and fully developed in spiritual perfection, he had been made into a helpmate 

(PoqSoq) and bride (vb|j.<pr|) o f the Word (too  Xoyoo)."88 The context here is Methodios'

Gregory Palamas. "To the Most Reverend Nun Xenia," trans. in The Philokalia, ed. G.E.H. 
Palmer, Philip Sherrard and Kailistos Ware (London: Faber and Faber, 1995), Vol. 4, 293-322.

86 The Western sources are usually of a later date than the Byzantine texts I am 
discussing here. See Caroline Walker Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality o f the 
High Middle Ages (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1982), esp. Chap. 
IV, "Jesus as Mother and Abbot as Mother: Some Themes in Twelfth-Century Cistercian 
Writing." Cf. John Kitchen, Saints' Lives and the Rhetoric o f Gender: Male and Female in 
Merovingian Hagiography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 108-11, where the use of 
nuptial themes did not result in male saints being called "brides."

87 Methodius of Olympos, Symposium, ed. and French trans. by Herbert Musurillo, as 
Methode d'Olympe, Le Banquet, Sources chretiennes 95 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1963). English 
trans. Herbert Musurillo, as St. Methodius, The Symposium, a Treatise on Charity, Ancient 
Christian Writers 27 (Westminister MD: 1958). See Harrison, "Feminine Man," for a discussion 
of the text.

88 Methodios of Olympus, Symposium, 3.9.
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discussion o f how a Christian helps the Church grow through teaching. Keeping to his

theme, Methodios adds that Paul ."receiving the seed of life and conceiving, he who had

before been called a child, now became Church and mother."

The ancient passion of the martyrs Sergios and Bacchos, dated uncertainly to the

fourth century, describes their forced humiliation when they were dressed in women's

clothes and paraded through the streets.89 The pair chant acceptance of their feminization

for God: "You... have covered us with the robe of righteousness; as brides you have

decked us with women's gowns, and joined us to you."90

In the fifth-century Philotheos Historia (or History o f the Monks o f Syria),91

Theodoret of Cyrrhus does not hesitate to present his Syrian monks as related to Christ in

a string of explicitly nuptial allusions. Drawing on the Song o f Songs, Theodoret has this

to say about Peter the Galatian's love for Christ:

As an apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved (o aSetapiScx; 
pou) among the sons; in his shadow I yearned and sat, and his fruit was sweet in 
my mouth" [Song 2:3]. So this divine man [Peter] did nothing unreasonable when 
he fell in love (epox;) with the same bridegroom and used the words of the bride,
"I am wounded with love (aycHcnq)" [Song 5:8].92

89 "Passio Antiquior SS. Sergii et Bacchi." Anal Boll 14 (1895), 373-95, trans. John 
Boswell. Same Sex Unions in Pre Modern Europe (New York: Villard, 1994), 375-90. See 
Boswell's discussion of the date, p. 147 nl 72. The Bollandist editors did not assign a date, while 
Enrico Lodi in Enchiridion Euchologicum Fontium Liturgicorum, (Bibliotheca Ephemerides 
Liturgicae, Subsidia 15 [Rome: 1979]) dated it to the early fourth century.

90 "Passio Antiquior SS. Sergii et Bacchi," 381. "ox, vuprpaq icatEicoapiToaq fipaq 
yuvaucEiaiq atoA.au;." Although the story of the saints being paraded through the streets in 
women's clothes was preserved in the Metaphrastic version of the life, the use of the term 
"brides" was not. See PG 115:1009D.

91 Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Philotheos Historia, ed. with French trans. by Pierre Canivet 
and Alice Leroy Molinghen, as Histoire des Moines de Syrie (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1977), 2 
vols.; English trans. by R. M. Price as A History o f the Monks o f Syria (Kalamazoo MI: 
Cistercian, 1985). References are to standard text divisions. Translations are Price’s.

92 Theodoret, Historia, 9.2.
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And, commenting on his monks as a whole. Theodoret says:

...they did not grasp honor from men. Instead they transferred all their love (to 
(piXxpov) to the Bridegroom, like modest women who are eager to be loved 
(cptXetaGat) and praised by their spouses but despise adulation from others.93

Theodoret clearly found this language congenial. Long passages in his Epilogue on

Divine Love. written later, are devoted to exploring the theme of nuptial imagery.94

The case of Theodoret is particularly interesting for Byzantinists because we know

his work was widely read and copied throughout Byzantine history. At least forty-two

manuscripts which contain the full text o f the Philotheos Historia are known (dating from

the tenth-seventeenth centuries), not to mention multiple manuscripts with excerpts, as

well as translations in Syriac. Georgian, and Arabic. We do not have here some obscure

patristic reference, but a text that we know fired the religious imagination o f later

Byzantine readers.95

Although he does not specifically call any monks or saints "brides," in his Life o f

John the Almsgiver. Leontios of Neapolis does have St. John invoke the Pauline text [2

Cor 11:2] in an address to monks, and effectively turn them into brides in relation to God.

For if. having legally married a wife in this world o f the flesh, we are forbidden by 
God and by the laws to desert her and be united to another woman, even though 
we have to spend a long time separated from her in a distant country, and shall 
incur punishment if we violate our vows, how then shall we, who have been 
joined to God through the Orthodox faith and the Catholic Church - as the apostle 
says: "I espoused you to one husband that I might present you as a pure virgin to 
Christ" [2 Cor. 11:2] -- how shall we escape from sharing in that punishment

93 Theodoret Historia, 15.6.
94 Theodoret Historia, 31. See esp. 31:5-6, 19, 21. Theodoret uses a variety of words to 

refer to this love — agape, eros, pothos, philtron, philia — but, as pointed out by R. M. Price, 
"there is no difference in meaning between them." [History o f the Monks o f Syria, 206 n 1 ].

95 Canivet and Leroy Molinghen, His to ire, Vol 1, 57-63.
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which in the world to come awaits heretics, if  we defile the orthodox and holy 
faith by adulterous communion with heretics?96

In this text, not only is the monk's relationship with Christ nuptial, but a break in the bond

is cast as "adulterous."

Other texts denote male saints as the bridegrooms [vojpcpioi] of Christ. Although

not common, this usage occurs in widely varied hagiographic contexts, but is not seen in

western sources.97

A fifth-century enkomion o f St. George by Theodotos of Ankyra is replete with 

nuptial imagery.98 I have only been able to locate surviving Coptic and Ethiopic [Geez] 

translations of the text, but it does seem to have been widespread in a variety of forms, 

and to have been translated into a number of languages. Theodotos presents George in 

conventional masculine terms as an "athlete" and "warrior." But from the outset George, 

surely the most celebrated of all martyr saints, is feminized in some ways. He is

96 Leontius of Neapolis. Life o f John the Almsgiver. trans. Elizabeth Dawes, in Three 
Byzantine Saints: Contemporary Biographies o f St. Daniel the Stylite. St. Theodore ofSykeon 
and St. John the Almsgiver (London: 1948), 251.

97 I have not been able to locate any instance in which a male saint was called a "sponsus 
Christi." The entire Patrologia Latina Database had not one instance. Even after Theresa of 
Avila and John of the Cross popularized the notion of "spiritual marriage," Western writers 
preserved an exclusively feminine identity in relation to the Bridegroom: examples include 
Bemard-Fran9ois de Hoyos (d. 1735), Paul of the Cross (d. 1775) and Nicholas Factor (d. 1583) 
who were all "brides." To preserve heterosexual roles, some Western male religious figures 
contracted marriages with a female person — divine Wisdom: examples include Henry Suso (d. 
1366) and Laurent Justinien (d.1456). For discussion see Adncs, "Mariage Spirituel," col. 388- 
408.

98 Ernest A. Wallis Budge, ed. and trans., The Martyrdom and Miracles of St. George o f 
Cappodokia. The Coptic Texts (London: D. Nutt, 1888). See also Ernest A. Wallis Budge, 
George o f Lydda: The Patron Saint o f England. A Study o f the Cultus o f St. George in Ethiopia 
Translations o f the Ethiopic Texts as found in the Manuscripts from the Makdala (London: 
Luzac, 1930).
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repeatedly described as "beautiful" and his physical presentation emphasized." George is

resurrected and killed a number of times in the text, and in both texts and in illustrations

his body is repeatedly penetrated and violated. In a very real sense, he is made a subject

of rape. None of this is especially unusual with male martyrs.

Theodotos' presentation of George's relationship with Christ is striking. George is

awarded the crown o f martyrdom by Christ, not as the judge of the athletic contest, but as

"the true and Holy Bridegroom, Our Lord Jesus Christ.",0° George had been promised in

marriage to a woman, a marriage that was never accomplished: Theodotos comments that

"he did not know that Christ was keeping him a pure virgin bridegroom for himself."101

When George actually dies, his reception in heaven is quite extraordinary. Christ himself,

not an angel, retrieves his soul, and utters a long salutation:102

Hail My George! Hail Beloved of myself and my angels! Hail, champion of the 
kingdom of Heaven! Blessed art thou this day. O George My Beloved.103

And later.

I swear by my right hand, O my beloved one. that I will establish a covenant with 
thee...all the saints shall know thee by reason of the honor which I will show thee, 
O my beloved and they shall know that thou art George the beloved of God.104

Theodotos presents the relationship between Jesus and George in unambiguously erotic

terms. Christ wins George’s love from a potential wife and refers to him repeatedly as his

"  Cf. Walter's comments ["Saint George," 320] on George's "androgyny," discussed
above.

100 Wallis Budge, Martyrdom and Miracles, 276.
101 Wallis Budge. Martyrdom and Miracles, 282.
102 Wallis Budge, Martyrdom and Miracles, 323.
103 Wallis Budge, Martyrdom and Miracles. 320.
104 Wallis Budge, Martyrdom and Miracles. 321.
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"beloved." George is given special prominence among all other saints. When George 

dies he is welcomed into heaven by Christ and awarded a special covenantal closeness to 

Christ.

This text could be dismissed, especially given its translation history, so let me turn 

to a more mainstream writer. Leontios of Neapolis. Writing in the seventh century, 

Leontios of Neapolis seeks to use nuptial and fraternal imagery in his portrayal of the 

sixth-century Syrian "holy fool." Symeon of Emesa.105

After Symeon and John deserted their families to pursue an ascetic life, they spent 

some time in a monastery where they were tonsured together and underwent some sort of 

brotherhood rite.106 They desired to leave for the desert and as they depart Leontios 

names them as "the pure bridegrooms of Christ" (ot vbptptot ot icaOapoi too  

Xpiatob).107

We again find "bridegroom" imagery used about St. Athanasios of Constantinople 

in the fourteenth century, who is called a "truly spiritual bridegroom." "Bridegroom" here 

might simply be a reference to Athanasios’ role as bishop.108 but, on closer examination, it

105 Leontios of Neapolis, Life o f Symeon the Fool; ed. Lennart Ryden in Das Leben des 
heiligen Narren Symeon (Uppsala: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1963); Ryden’s ed. repr. in Leontios de 
Neapolis: Vie de Symeon le Fou et Vie de Jean de Chypre, ed. A.J. Festugicre (Paris: Guethner. 
1974). with a French translation by A.J. Festugicre. For English translation, see Derek Krueger, 
Symeon the Holy Fool: Leontios' Life and the Late Antique City (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1996), 131-71.

106 Earlier in the text Leontios had mixed discourses. After recounting how Symeon was 
deemed worthy of adoption as a son, he has Christ apply to the soul the verses of the Song of 
Songs [4:7] "you are all fair, my love; there is no flaw in you." [Leontios of Neapolis, Life o f 
Symeon the Fool, ed. Lennart Ryden, 123].

107 Leontios of Neapolis. Life o f Symeon the Fool, ed. Lennart Ryden, 133.
108 Alice-Mary Talbot, who edited and translated the text, suggested this interpretation, 

Personal email communication, 07/23/1997.
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appears that the author is using the term independently of the episcopal office. 

Theoktistos the Stoudite. the author in question, begins his Oration on the Translation o f  

The Relics o f Our Holy Father Athanasios. 109 by weaving together a variety of nuptial 

and "shining" metaphors — he casts his own text as the "ill-clad guest" at the wedding 

banquet and Athanasios as a disperser of "sunny rays."110 When Theoktistos eventually 

says o f the Patriarch that "the truly spiritual bridegroom, like a great sun after its plunge 

to earth...lights up the whole earth sending forth miracles like sunbeams,"111 there is no 

doubt that this is another instance of a saint being presented as the bridegroom of Christ.

As readers may have noted, there is a large gap in the examples cited above 

between the late antique and pre-iconoclastic texts and Athanasios in the fourteenth 

century. And I admit that the Dumbarton Oaks Hagiography Database did not pull up 

any "male bridegrooms" of Christ for the centuries it covers. I propose, however, that 

some writers remained interested in presenting their saintly subjects as more closely 

related to Christ than merely as servants. Although, for perhaps the majority of saints, 

"servant" is the highest level of intimacy their biographer assigns to them, we have a 

number of cases o f what I suggest is "near-nuptial" imagery.

109 Theoktistos the Stoudite, Oration on the Translation o f The Relics o f Our Holy 
Father Athanasios. Patriarch of Constantinople, ed. and trans. Alice-Mary Talbot, Faith Healing 
in Late Byzantium: The Posthumous Miracles o f the Patriarch Athanasios I  o f Constantinople by 
Theoktistos the Stoudite (Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1983).

110 Theoktistos the Stoudite, Oration, 1.
111 Theoktistos the Stoudite, Oration, 4.
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Peter of Atroa was a wonder-worker who died in 837. His dossier includes a Life* 

a reedited Life, and a compilation of posthumous miracles.112 In seeking to express 

Peter’s power and closeness to God, the author of the posthumous miracles notes that 

after he had left his body he "was established with his desired one (itoQobpevoq) the Lord 

Jesus Christ, conversing with him as a friend (quXiKcix;) face to face."113 In this case, the 

imagery is perhaps more directly erotic than nuptial.

Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022) is probably the best known Byzantine 

saint in the modem world. His biographer, Niketas Stethatos, does not use any variant of 

"vugqjT]" about him. but he does have Symeon take on the procreative (with the Holy 

Spirit) role Methodios of Olympus had earlier assigned to Paul. At one point Symeon 

says, "Come then, my children, my brothers and my fathers whom I have assembled with 

Christ my God, and to whom I have given birth through the Holy Spirit in my teaching of 

the divine word."114

Finally Nicholas Kataskepenos, the twelfth-century author o f the Life o f Cyril of

Philea has Cyril teach about intimacy and prayer in this interesting passage:

There are seven manners and seven kinds of prayers, as says the Abbot 
Anastasios. Three of them exist under the rule o f fear and chastisement; the four 
others are used by those who are assured of their salvation and have a share in the 
kingdom of God. When a man is plunged into voluptuousness he holds to a prayer 
as a man condemned and without confidence, as man touched by the pain of

112 See La vie merveilleuse de Saint Pierre d'Atroa, ed. and trans. Vitalien Laurent, 
Subsidia Hagiographica 29 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1956), and La vita retracta et les 
miracles posthumes de Saint Pierre d'Atroa, ed. and French trans. Vitalien Laurent, Subsidia 
hagiographica 31 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1958).

113 Laurent, Vita retracta, 89, p. 135.
114 Niketas Stethatos, Vie de Symeon le Nouveau Theologien (949-1022) par Nicetas 

Stethatos, ed. Irenee Hausherr. and French trans. P. Gabriel Horn, Orientalia Christiana 12 
(Rome: Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1928), #64 (p. 86).
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death; in the second manner, a man takes himself before God and speaks to him as 
a debtor; the third manner differs from the two preceding, for one presents oneself 
to the Master as a slave, but a slave remains under the rule of fear and the fear of 
blows; in the fourth, the man carries himself in regard to God as a freed [?] 
servant, freed from servitude and waiting to receive a recompense because o f the 
mercy of God; in the fifth manner [of prayer], better than the first four, one holds 
oneself before God and speaks to him as a friend; in the sixth manner, superior to 
that, the man speaks to God in all confidence as a son "for I have said that you are 
of the gods, you are o f the son o f the Most High." you all who want it; in the 
seventh manner, which marks a progress and which is the best of all, one prays 
among those who have undergone adelphopoiia with Christ [or "among the 
adopted brothers o f Christ"] 115

Later, in the course o f a long sermon, Kataskepenos has Cyril take up a specifically nuptial

theme, without naming himself as "bride":

The Lord has need o f such servants who abstain from passions and dress in the 
nuptial robe (evbop.cc to o  yapoo). Believe that the nuptial robe, indicated by the 
divine words of Christ, is the grace of the Holy Spirit: he who is not fit to be so 
dressed may not be a participant in the celestial marriage (too  eitoupavioo 
ydpoo) and the spiritual feast.116

These three examples from later Byzantine texts are not exactly "marriage" with 

Christ, but they do approach nuptiality in different ways: Peter now lives face to face with 

his "desired one," and Symeon "gives birth" to his followers with — if not Christ — the 

Holy Spirit. Finally Cyril of Philea argues that the highest state of intimacy with Christ is 

to have undergone adelphopoiia with him, here distinct from both friendship and 

adoption.117

115 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, 9:2. The English here is dependent 
on Sargologos’ French.

116 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, 51, 47:6.
117 See John Boswell, Same Sex Unions, for an extended discussion of the adelphopoiia 

ceremony. Boswell’s views have been severely criticized. In this case, I am merely suggesting a 
connection with nuptiality. On this issue see the careful review articles by Philip Lyndon 
Reynolds, "Same-sex Unions: What Boswell Didn't Find — Same-Sex Unions in Premodem 
Europe by John Boswell," Christian Century 112:2 (Jan 18, 1995), 49-54; and Claudia Rapp,
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Council in Trullo, canon 44. and related commentaries by Byzantine canonists, 

such as Theodore Balsamon and Matthew Blastares yield additional examples o f male 

religious figures who were presented in nuptial relationship with Christ.118 The lawyers 

repeatedly assert that such a monk is subject to the penalties for adultery. Blastares, for 

example, writes, "Concerning the monks and nuns who lapse: For if one who has been 

joined to the Heavenly Bridegroom divorces him and joins himself to a woman, this affair 

is adultery, even if you call it marriage ten thousand times." 119 In this context at least, 

monks as well as nuns were married to Christ.

So what is going on here? What do these texts mean? Although one could argue 

that references to "bridegrooms o f Christ" are mere grammatical curiosities, nuptial 

imagery is so common that it represents a persistent effort by authors to find a way to 

represent both intimacy and saintly power. The point about saintly power should be clear. 

A major function o f a hagiographer is to propose his subject as a powerful intercessor.

The claim that a saint has a special relationship with Christ is specifically connected with 

claims for the saint’s power to intercede.120

"Ritual Brotherhood in Byzantium," Traditio 52 (1997), 285-326. Neither reviewer thinks that 
Boswell was correct in suggesting that adelphopoiia was a sort of same-sex marriage. Rapp, 
however, suggests that the ceremony was quite common, was an instance of "fictive kinship," 
and created familial bonds recognized in society. Reynolds believes that same-sex couples may 
have used the ceremony, without such use being the intent of the Church.

118 Council in Trullo, canon 44 and related commentaries, in Theodore Balsamon, 
Opera, in PG vols.137-138, and in Rhalles-Potles.

119 Matthew Blastares, Syntagma M.15, trans. Patrick Viscuso, A Byzantine Theology of 
Marriage: The "Syntagma kata stoicheion"of Matthew Blastares (Ph.D. Dissertation: Catholic 
University of America, 1989, UMI 8905346), 194 n58.

120 See, for example, the cases of Peter of Atroa and George discussed above.
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These goals o f presenting intimacy and power are related, and both call for 

emphasizing the closeness o f the saint to Christ. But why not do this in some other way? 

I suggest that the desire to represent intimacy with Christ in saint's lives can be seen as 

part o f a wider problem with how to represent intimacy and closeness.

As has been noted by David Konstan. friendship was a problematic social 

construct for Christian writers, and it remained so in Byzantium.121 But without 

friendship how does one discuss intimacy and equality between two men? I propose that 

some authors seized on the image of Christ the Bridegroom to do so. Marriage to Christ, 

even at the cost o f making the saint "female," was a rhetorically powerful way to achieve 

the authors' goals.

Before coming to any more conclusions, let me point to two other areas where 

nuptial or near nuptial language was also used — the writings of male mystics and 

hagiographers' attempts to represent intimacy between saints.

Contrary to Peter Brown's suggestion that Origen's use of nuptial language about 

the soul was displaced onto the body of the consecrated virgin women,122 and well before 

the use of the image in the West, Byzantine mystical writers were willing to turn 

themselves female in order to be a bride to Christ the Bridegroom. In their writings, a 

heterosexual model o f human relationships required that the saint or mystic assume a 

female role in relationship to the male Christ. In the mystical writers, this becomes

121 David Konstan, "Problems in the History of Christian Friendship," Journal o f Early 
Christian Studies 4:1 (1996), 87-113; Margaret Mullett, "Byzantium: A Friendly Society?" Past 
and Present 118 (1988), 3-23.

122 Brown, Body and Society, 274.
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overtly erotic with the male Christ being said to penetrate the "female" soul of the mystic.

Let me give just two examples. Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022). writes:

76. The grace of the Holy Spirit is given as a pledge to souls that are betrothed to 
Christ: and just as without a pledge a woman cannot be sure that her union with a 
man will take place, so the soul will have no firm assurance that it will be joined 
for all eternity with its Lord and God, or be united with him mystically and 
inexpressibly, or enjoy his unapproachable beauty, unless it receives the pledge o f 
his grace and consciously possess Him within itself.

78. It is as if the contract were written through the practice o f  the commandments 
and then signed and sealed by the virtues. Only then does Christ the bridegroom 
give his ring — the pledge o f the Spirit — to the soul that is His bride to be.

79 Before the marriage the bride-to-be receives nothing but the pledge given by 
her future husband; she waits until after the marriage to receive the dowry that has 
been agreed upon and the gifts promised with it. So the Church — the bride-to-be 
composed of all the faithful — and the soul of each of us first receive from Christ 
the bridegroom-to-be, only the pledge of the Spirit....

81 Should the bride-to-be transfer her love from the man to whom she is affianced 
to another, sharing his bed. whether publicly or not, not only does she not receive 
anything of what her betrothed had promised her, she might rightly expect the 
censure and punishment o f the law. The same is true in our case. If someone 
shifts the love he has for Christ, his betrothed, to the desire for some other 
thing...he will become hateful and abhorrent to Christ and unworthy of being 
united with Him. for it is written "I love (agapao) them that love me (phileo)" 
(Prov 8:17).123

Niketas Stethatos (d. post 1076), a disciple of Symeon. is much more explicit in

On the Inner Nature o f Things'.

48 There is nothing so kindred to the divine Logos as the soul's purity and 
chastity. Their mother is a devout all-embracing self control; and the father o f  this 
is fear. For once fear has changed to longings and is imbued with desire for things 
divine, it makes the soul not only fearless and full of love for God, but also the 
very mother of the divine Logos.

123 Symeon the New Theologian, One Hmdred and Fifty-three Practical and 
Theological Texts, 76-82, trans. in The Philokalia, ed. Palmer et al., Vol. 4., 40-41.
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49 Once impregnated by fear, the soul becomes through repentance pregnant with 
the Logos o f divine judgment: the birth-pangs of hell encompass it, heartfelt 
anguish and travail afflict it as it reflects on the retribution due for the evil it has 
done. Then, having through copious tears and labours gestated in the mind's 
womb the Spirit of salvation it has conceived, it brings it forth into the world of 
the heart. Thus liberated from the pangs of hell and the anguish of judgment, the 
soul is joyously filled with longing for the blessings in store for it; purity and 
chasteness attend on it and, spurred by intense desire, unite it with God. Through 
this union it experiences an ineffable delight and sheds the sweet pleasureful tears 
of compunction. Exempt from the ordinary forms o f perceptions and as though in 
ecstasy following the bridegroom, it cries voicelessly, I pursue Thee in the 
fragrance of thy myrrh; tell me, O Thou whom my soul loves. Where Thou feedest 
Thy flock.... Once the bridegroom has led the soul into the sanctuary o f His 
hidden mysteries. He will initiate it with wisdom into the contemplation o f the 
inner essences of created things.124

Let me emphasize that these are by no means isolated examples: Gregory of 

Nazianzos.125 Theoleptos of Philadelphia (c. 1250-1322),126 Gregory of Sinai (1265- 

1346),127 and Gregory Palamas (1296-1359),128 all make use of this nuptial imagery.

Saints' Lives not only discuss the saints' intimate relationship with Christ, a 

number also discuss intimacy between the saints, texts that I can only signal here. The 

Passio o f Sergios and Bacchos presents their relationship in nuptial terms.129 Eusebonas

124 Niketas Stethatos, On the Inner Nature o f Things, 48-49, trans. in The Philokalia, ed. 
Palmer et al.. Vol. 4., 120.

125 Gregory ofNazianzos, Homily 37:10-12, PG 36:359-428, cited in Viscuso, Byzantine 
Theology o f Marriage, 194.

126 Theoleptos of Philadelphia. On the Inner Work in Christ, trans. in The Philokalia, ed. 
Palmer et al.. Vol. 4.. 183.

127 Gregory of Sinai, On Commandments and Doctrines, trans. in The Philokalia, ed. 
Palmer et al., Vol. 4., 233.

128 Gregory Palamas, Topics o f Natural and Theological Sciences, trans. in The 
Philokalia, ed. Palmer et al., Vol. 4., 367.

129 See the "Passio Antiquior SS. Sergii et Bacchi," cc. 19-20, trans. Boswell, Same Sex 
Unions, 385 [with slight emendations]:

Meanwhile the blessed Serge, deeply depressed and heartsick over the loss of Bacchus, 
wept and cried out, 'No longer, brother and fellow soldier, will we chant together, 
"Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity!" You
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and Abibion were joint founders o f a "retreat o f philosophy," joined by Symeon Stylites 

after their death. To describe their intimacy, Theodoret says that: "Having shared 

throughout life the same convictions and the same habits, and displayed as it were, one 

soul in two bodies, they made many love the world as they did."130 The theme is 

common: Cyril of Scythopolis, in Lives o f the Monks o f Palestine. cites Euthymios and 

Theoktistos as having one soul in two bodies.131 Symeon of Emesa and John in Leontios' 

Life of Symeon the Fool were discussed above.132 For the middle Byzantine period, the 

Life of Mary the Younger twice focuses on intimacy between males in erotic and/or

have been unyoked [aKÊ E'ux&ng] from me and gone up to heaven, leaving me alone on 
earth, bereft [literally, "made single"], without comfort.’ After he uttered these things, 
the same night the blessed Bacchus suddenly appeared to him with a face as radiant as an 
angel’s, wearing an officer's uniform, and spoke to him. ’Why do you grieve and mourn, 
brother? If I have been taken from you in body, I am still with you in the bond of 
confession [tcp rfjq 6|i.oA.oYiaq auv8eap.a>], chanting and reciting, "I will run the way of 
thy commandments, when thou hast enlarged my heart.” Hurry then, yourself, brother, 
through beautiful and perfect confession to pursue and obtain me, when finishing the 
course. For the crown of justice for me is with you." At daybreak when he rose he 
related to those who were with him how he had seen the blessed Bacchus in the night and 
in what sort of garb."

Boswell’s translation of this passage has been criticized, but the nuptial and erotic language is 
clearly present, a theme maintained in the Metaphrastic version of the life, where Bacchos calls 
Sergios "o Y^uicix; exatpoq icai epaornq," his "sweet companion and lover," [PG 115: 1024B]. 
Although in Same Sex Unions, Boswell takes eleventh-century and later liturgical manuscripts as 
his main evidence for the rite of adelphopoiia, the ritual is well represented in hagiography. See, 
for instance for the sixth century, the Life o f Symeon o f Emesa, and the Life o f Theodore o f 
Sykeon, 134: and for the seventh century the Life o f John the Almsgiver, 4. Cf. Rapp, "Ritual 
Brotherhood."

130 Theodoret, Historia, 26: 4.

131 "He [Euthymios] had as neighbor an inspired man called Theoktistos. He came to 
love him and grew so united to him in spiritual affection that the two became indistinguishable in 
both conduct and thought and displayed, as it were one soul in two bodies." See Cyril of 
Scythopolis. Lives, ed. E. Schwartz, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, Texte und Untersuchungen zur 
Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur, 49:2 (Leipzig: 1939). Trans, by R. M. Price, as Lives of 
the Monks o f Palestine (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian 1991): Euthymios 7.

132 Leontios of Neapolis, Life o f Symeon the Fool, ed. Lennart Ryden, 134-137.
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nuptial terms.133 In chapter 1. Mary’s brother-in-law. Vardas Vratzes forms a relationship 

with one Nikephoros.134 Later the focus shifts to Vaanes, Mary's son. and also a saint in 

modem calendars.135 This theme o f male intimacy is often expressed in a particular way: 

the saints — two men — are said to have "two souls in one body." The Life of Cyril o f 

Philea. for example, states that Alexios I Komnenos and Cyril are, "through the love of 

God... like two souls in one body."136 The phrase seems to originate as a Greek 

description of ''philia,'' and was taken up by Aristotle in that light.137 But it can also be

133 Life of Mary the Younger. AASS Novembris IV:692-705. English trans. by Angeliki 
Laiou, in HWB. 239-289. Laiou specifically notes the nuptial connotations of the language used, 
see p. 246, p. 256 n52, and p. 284 nl42.

134 "As with time their friendship grew even stronger, Vardas was eager to make it even 
closer: so he devised a firm and unbreakable bond. Once, as he was talking with Nikephoros, he 
said 'Since. O dearest of men, we have been connected and bound together so intimately, I think 
it proper to make this bond of love more forceful and perfect by adding to it the ties of a marriage 
alliance' [with Mary the Younger]." Life of Mary the Younger 2. HWB, 256.

135 Vaanes’ relationship with another man is described in terms that invoke both 
nuptiality and procreation:

"As his associate and helper in all his excellent exploits he had a certain Theodore, who 
succeeded his father as tourmarches, a man brave and robust in military matters, but 
braver still in the ways of God. Vaanes was yoked (ou^euxBei?) to him like a pedigreed 
young bull, and together they plowed in themselves as though in a fertile land, and they 
sowed the seeds of virtue like the best of farmers." Life of Mary the Younger 30, HWB, 
284.
136 Nicholas Kataskepenos, La vie de Saint Cyrille, ch. 46.1.
137 The phrase has a long histoiy in Greek literature and philosophy. Euripides, Orestes, 

1. 1046, has the phrase "one soul" used by Elektra to Orestes to describe their [brother-sister] 
relationship. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. H. Rackham (London: Heinemann, 1926),
1168b, cites "mia psuche" as a saying. The Loeb renders this -  the context is the nature of philia 
— as "friends have one soul between them." Diogenes Laertius, Lives o f Eminent Philosophers, 
trans. Robert Drew Hicks (London: Heinemann, 1925), 5.19.12,1.20, says that in answer to the 
question "what is a friend," Aristotle replied, "a single soul dwelling in two bodies." Anna 
Komnena, The Alexiad, ed. B. Leib, 2 vols. (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1937-1943), and trans. 
E.R.A. Sewter (New York: Penguin, 1969), 3:6, relates a document of Alexios I Komnenos in 
which he states, in describing his relationship with his mother, that they have "one soul in 
separate bodies." Michael of Ephesus [12th cent], in a commentary on the Nicomachean Ethics 
notes that in an epitaph for Basil the Great, Gregory the Theologian [i.e., of Nazianzos] had
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used for a number o f other relationships: brother-sister, the ecclesial community, mother- 

son. What is of interest here is that it also had a history of being used about especially 

close marriages.138

How could Byzantine writers cast male saints and. in the case o f mystics, even 

themselves, in a bridal relationship to Christ? Let us review the evidence here. We have 

male saints who are depicted as brides and bridegrooms, or in some other nuptial 

relationship to Christ, and mystical writers who present their souls as female, so that they 

can describe their relationship with Christ in nuptial terms. On the other hand we also 

have myriad cases o f female saints being said to have a "man’s soul in a woman's body," 

for instance Gregory of Nyssa’s sister Makrina and Mary the Younger. 139 Let us not 

forget the innumerable "brides of Christ" who are also female.

In sum. we now have a situation in which female saints are often said to have 

"male souls." while some male writers who become saints are willing to say that their 

souls are female; and both males and females may be married to Jesus. I do not think it is

noted "one soul in two bodies." Cassian uses the same phrase for himself and his friend with 
whom he visits the eastern monasteries.

138 The canonist Theodore Balsamon, Rhalles-Potles 4:561, describes marital union as 
"one humanity having more or less the same soul which is perceived in two hypostases." See the 
discussion in Viscuso, Byzantine Theology o f Marriage. 229. The theme of marital soul-union 
was not a late one. cf. Praetextus, Inscription on his Wife Paulina [4th Cent.] "To you I could 
entrust the fast-closed depths of my own mind/And so as friends we have been joined in trusty 
By long acquaintance, by shared initiations of the gods./AIl in one bond of faith, one single heart, 
united in one mind." See H. Dessau. Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae, cited in Brown, Body and 
Society, 15.

139 Gregory of Nyssa, Life o f St. Macrina, trans. Kevin Corrigan (Toronto: Peregrina, 
1987), 26, 32; Life of Mary the Younger 3, HWB, 257. See the discussion of this theme in 
Chapter VI.
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going too far to assert that gendered imagery was a major category through which 

Byzantine authors discussed relationships with Christ and God.

One could argue that nuptial images simply feminize the male saint, just as female 

saints are masculinized as "athletes" and "warriors," and that what we see are the 

workings of some Gnostic desire for an original state o f  androgyny.140 The imagery o f 

male saints, however, does not mirror that of females: the masculinity o f male saints, 

unlike the femininity o f females, is well maintained by other metaphors (fatherhood, 

athletics, soldier status, public power).

I propose that, in addition to considering the efforts of Byzantine writers to 

express types of human-divine and human-human relationships which approached 

equality, another approach to understanding the nuptial imagery in male saints’ Lives may 

be fruitful: examination of the working of erotic and gendered imagery in religious texts.

Consider first, for example, the image of "bride of Christ" in reference to women. 

It is the very familiarity of the term which makes it work: familiarity with an image 

normalizes it even as the image retains its power because of the (hetero-)sexual role 

proposed. Christians can gaze upon the image and completely ignore the sexual aspect in 

a swirl of rhetoric about virginity and "angelic" lifestyles. The topos, though, derives its 

power from bringing to the user a direct image of an erotic relationship between Christ

140 Patlagean, "La femme deguisee," refers to heterodox forms of urban asceticism in 
fourth-century Constantinople described by Evagrios in Historia eccl. I, 21, [ed. Bidez- 
Parmentier (London: 1898), 31 -32.] He describes ascetics who haunted the cabarets and 
especially the baths, mingling there with the women without any emotion, for "they want to be 
men with men and women with women, and to participate in one and the other sex, without being 
of either themselves."
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and the saint, an image which maintains its power but can be coped with only by a gaze 

which sees but does not acknowledge.

The nuptial language about male saints and used by male mystics is not that 

different from the bridal imagery of female saints. Let us be frank: what they propose is a 

conjugal relationship with Christ, but. as with female "brides o f Christ," a commonplace 

no-one finds shocking, it is possible for a culture to use an image that is powerful because 

of its shock value, but nevertheless to normalize the image. What is proposed directly, 

since there is no feminization of Christ in these texts,141 is some sort of same-sex nuptial 

connection, a proposal which I think is powerful, but "occluded" — that is, obscured or 

psychologically put out o f view — for both the writer and his reader by its very 

impossibility.

So here is the paradox: I simply did not believe that Byzantine authors would 

willingly propose a male-male conjugal union as an image o f a man's relationship to 

Christ. But then why did I believe that they would willingly propose an erotic 

relationship o f female saints [or nuns] and Christ? In both cases, they were prepared to 

use images that did precisely this.

* * *

141 Christ is always the Bridegroom, and this is consistent in ail the texts I have 
examined. Although arguments have been made that Christ is feminized in Christian art, I have 
not come across texts for this study in which Christ is feminized in metaphor as bride, although 
he is sometimes made into a passive "beloved" cf. Theodoret, Historia, Prol. 5, in which the 
monks are described as the lovers (erastai) of the beauty of God, and God, or Jesus, is described 
as the "beloved" (eromenos). For Christian art, see Thomas F. Mathews, The Clash o f Gods: A 
Reinterpretation o f Early Christian Art (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993), 119- 
41.
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Masculinity, at least as presented in saints’ Lives. was quite different from the 

classical ideal: instead o f philosophic wisdom. Christ’s foolishness was sought: instead of 

physical strength, the body was weakened, and this weakness was described in loving 

detail by hagiographers; instead of actual competition with other men, the "spiritual 

athlete" competed with demons and himself: and instead of a statue that portrayed his 

earthly beauty, the holy man was depicted by an icon which, although beautiful in form 

and color, was concerned with the metaphysical beauty of the saint. Classical ideals o f 

masculinity were thus inverted, but to create an alternate vision of masculinity, not to 

feminize the male saint. In a formal sense, male saints lived up to a certain standard o f 

manhood, and behaved in stereotypical gender-defined ways in their Lives and in the 

cults. Hagiographers recognized this stereotype when they compared male saints to 

heroes o f antiquity such as Herakles. With the advent of the military saint category, we 

see an important, if ambivalent, intensification o f saintly masculinity in the tenth century 

and later. Male saints' gender was not erased in sanctity, rather sanctity was conceived of 

as almost entirely a male characteristic.

Male saints were not assimilated to women or androgyny, but there is an 

important disruption of gender in some saints' stories. A Christian saint was not an 

independent divinity, but defined by a  relationship with an all-powerful God, a 

relationship rarely, if  ever, conceived o f as a relationship between equals. The saint was a 

figure who had surrendered to and been penetrated by the power of God. If we accept 

that this definition by a subordinate relationship was implicitly feminizing, we can see 

saints as feminized figures. We have seen that nuptiality afforded one common set o f
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images for the relationship between male saints and God. Even where nuptial imagery 

was not used. Christian sainthood sat at the cultural intersection o f gender and sanctity.
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CHAPTER VI

SANCTITY AND WOMEN

A Women Saints in Byzantium

Chapter I documented the remarkable decline in the numbers of new women 

saints in later Byzantine history. After the nineteen women "new saints" who lived 

between the eighth and tenth centuries, in the last five centuries of the Byzantine state 

only two royal convent founders achieved saintly recognition.1 As I argued in chapter III. 

the cultural location of sainthood in Byzantine religious life is not described by reference 

to the cults of new, and usually minor, saints of a given period. Nevertheless, the virtual 

disappearance of women from the ranks of new saints calls for explanation.

Scholars, following Evelyne Patlagean, have stressed the significance of the 

married women saints of the ninth and tenth centuries. The stress on the Lives o f these 

women saints is justified, but the thesis put forward by Patlagean and adopted by most 

subsequent writers is inaccurate.2 She claimed that married women saints of the ninth 

and tenth centuries represented a transition from masculinized women saints of earlier 

eras to a model that promoted a "new ideal" of domestic sanctity. This thesis must be put 

aside. We cannot claim that one ideal of sanctity was succeeded by another when 

believers continued to consume in much greater quantity the older narratives of sanctity. 

And the greater problem, that the married saints Patlagean discusses had no successors.

1 See Table 1:1

2 Patlagean, "La femme deguisee"; Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Giles Constable, People 
and Power in Byzantium: An Introduction to Modem Byzantine Studies (Washington DC: 
Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies. Trustees for Harvard University, 1982), 73-75; 
Ryden, "New Forms of Hagiography," 540.
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precludes any assertion of a ’’new ideal." This does not mean we should dismiss the 

women saints examined by Patlagean as unimportant. Many o f them were indeed 

married. In some cases, they were married before entering a monastery;3 and in others, 

the saints in question were empresses, so factors other than gender may have been 

involved in their sainthood. But in a couple o f cases — Mary the Younger and ThomaTs 

of Lesbos — we indeed have very rare examples o f married women, of the middle class or 

lower nobility, who were hailed as saints after short lifetimes o f pious good works. The 

authors o f  their Lives, especially that of Mary, made impassioned pleas for the eligibility 

of married people for sainthood. Examination o f their Lives within the context o f sanctity 

and gender already discussed will give us part of the answer as to why these pleas were so 

ineffective.

The masculinization o f women saints

By far the largest contingent o f women honored as saints in Byzantine 

hagiography, amounting to 70 percent of the total,4 were female martyrs. Martyrs have 

the distinction of achieving sainthood by their deaths, not their lives. Once the Empire 

became Christian, opportunities for martyrdom diminished,5 but the truly impressive 

courage o f martyrs had set the basic parameters for sanctity. It might seem that the 

gender o f martyrs had little impact on what made them saints. In one sense this was true:

3 E.g., Athanasia of Aigina and Theodora of Thessalonica.
4 See Chapter IV, Table 4.5.
5 This route to sanctity always remained open in Orthodoxy. During the iconoclastic 

period several women achieved martyrdom by defending icons, as did the Russian royal women 
who died at the hands of the Tartars in the thirteenth century, and the Greek women who became 
"neo-martyrs" under Turkish rule. See Agnes B. C. Dunbar, A Dictionary o f Saintly Women, 2 
vols. (London: George Bell and Sons, 1904-05), for listings under the appropriate categories.
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women who died for the faith became saints for precisely the same reason as their 

brethren, but what did have a gendered impact was the way these struggles were 

conceived. The conflict with the Roman state was repeatedly cast as an agon, an athletic 

struggle. Indeed it is a topos of saint's Lives to refer to the saint's struggles as an agon, to 

God as the agonothetes.6 to the saint as an "athlete of God." and to the saint's prize in 

heaven as a stephanos. a victor’s crown.7 The metaphors, drawn from ancient Greek 

games, are fundamentally male.8 To engage in an agon is to undertake a male struggle, 

and women who became martyrs showed themselves to have "manly courage."9

Women also took part in the ascetic movement,10 which, as Clark has argued, 

allowed more freedom of action than any alternative roles available to them.11 The cost 

of that freedom was their gender. Ascetic practice, very often starvation, removed signs 

of femininity, such as menstruation, from a woman's body, and this seems to have been a 

goal. Amma Sarah, who lived thirty years in the desert, is quoted as saying "I am a

6 The "judge of the game," or the "umpire."
7 See Appendix II for their use in the Life of ThomaTs of Lesbos. In the SynaxCP the 

routine name for saints is "athlete of god."
8 Jennifer Larson, Greek Heroine Cults (Madison WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 

1995), 129, notes two examples of ancient Greek women celebrated as heros after athletic 
contests.

9 Elizabeth A. Clark, "Devil's Gateway and Bride of Christ: Women in the Early 
Christian World," in Ascetic Piety and Women's Faith: Essays in Late Ancient Christianity 
(Lewiston NY: Edwin Mellen, 1986), 45. The Greek word for courage is andreia, "manliness."

10 See Apophthegmata Patrum, trans. Benedicta Ward as The Desert Christian: The 
Sayings o f the Desert Fathers: The Alphabetical Collection (New York: Macmillan, 1975), 82, 
230, for desert mothers.

11 Elizabeth A. Clark, Women in the Early Church (Collegeville MN: Liturgical Press, 
1983), 17.
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man."12 Similar statements by saints and their biographers can be multiplied many times. 

As with women martyrs, it was high praise to be able to report o f a woman ascetic, as for 

example with Mastrida, that she "struggled no less than a man."13

The culmination of the association of female sanctity with masculinity was in the 

literary tradition of women disguised as monks.14 It is not crucial that these women 

existed for their Lives to represent a distinct cultural phenomenon.15 Transvestite saints, 

some of whom were married to begin with, went through a process of breaking with their 

former feminine identity and symbolically destroyed their female flesh.16 Since 

Byzantine monks wore beards, the abbots of the monasteries they entered usually took the 

women in the stories to be eunuchs. Symbolically then transvestitism was the female

12 Ward, The Desert Christian. 230.
13 Leo Papadopulos et al.. The Lives o f the Saints o f the Holy Land and the Sinai Desert 

throughout the year, according to the Church Calendar from The Great Synaxaristes o f the 
Orthodox Church in Greek and other sources (Buena Vista. Col.: Holy Apostles Convent. 1988), 
1 0 1 .

14 See Chapter IV, fh. 25. For discussion, see Patlagean, "La femme deguisee," 621; 
John Anson, "The Female Transvestite in Early Monasticism: the Origin and Development of a 
Motif," Viator 5 (1974), 1-32; Vem L. Bullough, 'Transvestitism in the Middle Ages," in Sexual 
Practices and the Medieval Church, ed. Vem L. Bullough and James Brundage (Buffalo NY: 
Prometheus, 1982), 43-54; Marie Delcourt. "Female Saints in Masculine Clothes," in 
Hermaphrodite: Myths and Rites o f the Bisexual Figure in Classical Antiquity, trans. Jennifer 
Nicolson (London: Studio, 1961), 84-102; Kari Vogt, "The Woman Monk': A Theme in 
Byzantine Hagiography," in Greece & Gender, ed. Brit Berggreen and Nanno Marinatos 
(Bergen: Norwegian Institute at Athens, 1995), 141-48.

15 There is considerable doubt as to the actuality of some of these women. See 
Delehaye, Legends, 199-206, and Anson, 5.

16 Delcourt, 90; Patlagean,"La femme deguisee," 605.
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equivalent o f castration,17 and, as Patlagean puts it, "proposed a model of feminine 

sanctity which transgressed hierarchies o f nature, family, and monasticism."18

In the previous chapter, I argue that the discourse of sanctity challenged the 

gender norms o f male saints, but the male saints were not feminized in the way that 

female saints were masculinized. Women martyrs' bodies were made holy through 

identification with the male body o f Jesus; ascetic women starved themselves, and even 

went naked, in a way that defeminized their bodies as menstruation stopped and breasts 

withered. That some women saints lived as men was only an extreme case of what was 

already expected.

Is Mary a woman? The relation o f Mary to other women saints

One woman apparently exempt from the implicit incompatibility of femininity 

and sanctity was the most important saint of all, Mary the mother of Jesus. More was 

written about her than about any other woman,19 and a full understanding of Byzantine 

male conceptions of womanhood requires that this material be analyzed. But the 

relevance of Mary to models o f sanctity for other women is complex since she was not 

simply a woman. She was the mother of God. intermediate between divinity and 

humanity, not entitled to the worship (latreia) due only to God, but to a "higher 

veneration" (hyperdoulia) peculiar to her alone. Unlike other saints, her position derived

17 Delcourt, 101.
18 Patlagean, "La femme deguisee," 615. Some authors express a concern that this was a 

model of sanctity almost impossible to achieve. Such a concern seems, however, to reflect 
modem ideas about saints as models rather than Byzantine religion’s stress on saints as effective 
intercessors.
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from her role in salvation history, not her pious activity. As an object of veneration, she 

was mother, bride, and virgin.20 All are feminine roles, but the tension between the 

various categories makes it impossible to place Mary in any accepted social category.21 

For an anthropologist it is the very ambiguities of Mary's position which make her such a 

powerful symbol,22 but the uniqueness of her position abrogated any model she might 

have presented for the sanctity o f other women.

Female spirituality?

Given the masculinization o f women saints, it would be interesting to undertake 

the exploration o f female spiritual writing that scholars have attempted for the West.23 

This is only rarely an option for Byzantium, where the voice o f saintly women remains 

silent and their religious beliefs, practice, and spirituality remain nearly impossible to 

ascertain.24 There are only six or seven women writers whose work survives from the

19 BHG t.3 Supplement, 123-174, lists fifty pages of writings on the life and feasts of 
Mary. No other saint, male or female, had anywhere near this amount of material devoted to 
them.

20 Catia Galatariotou, "Holy Women and Witches: Aspects of Byzantine Conceptions of 
Gender," Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies 9 (1984/85), 86.

21 Galatariotou, "Holy Women," 91.
22 Galatariotou, "Holy Women," 88-90.

23 See, for example, Elizabeth Alvida Petroff, "Introduction," in Medieval Women's 
Visionary Literature (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 3-61. Caroline Walker 
Bynum, "’...And Woman in his Humanity’: Female Imagery in Writing of the Later Middle 
Ages," in Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval 
Religion (New York: Zone, 1991), 153, uses women's writings to argue that many medieval 
images of female sanctity "were not...created by or especially attractive to women."

24 Jan Olof Rosenqvist, The Life o f Saint Irene Abbess o f Chrysobalanton: A Critical 
Edition with Introduction, Notes and Indices, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina 
Upsaliensia (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksall, Stockholm, 1986), xxxv, argues for a female author 
for the Life of Irene, a view that has not been widely accepted, but he does not explore any 
distinctive female sensitivity in the Life.
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entire history of the Empire.25 and these, notably Anna Komnena. often echo male views 

of women,26 as do the typika of foundations for women's convents. The religious 

writings of only one female hymnographer. Kassia in the ninth century, survive in 

quantity, and, while these do hint at a distinctly female appreciation of the Christian story, 

her work is not extensive enough to argue more widely about Byzantine women's 

spirituality.27 The spiritual letters o f the fourteenth-century princess Irene-Eulogia 

Choumnaina Paleologina survive, but give little insight into earlier periods.28 Feminine 

sensibility may be indicated by the occasional references to convents decorated with icons 

of female saints,29 and to collections of the lives of female saints made for nunneries,30 

but this information is also sparse.

While Byzantine female spirituality is a closed book, female sanctity is open to 

investigation only through the prism of male hagiographers. I argue here that despite the

25 Angeliki E. Laiou(-Thomadakis), "The Role of Women in Byzantine Society," XVI. 
Intemationaler Byzantinistenkongress. Akten I/I (Vienna: 1981 )[=JOB 31:1 (1981)], 253; 
eadem. "Observations on the Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women,” BF 9 (1985), 61.

26 Georgina Buckler. Anna Comnena: A Study (Oxford: Clarendon. 1929), 120-121.
27 Eva Catafygiotou Topping, "Kassiane the Nun and the Sinful Woman," GOTR 26

(1981), 203-4. Cf. Andrew R. Dyck, "On Cassia Kurie he en pollais," B 56 ( 1986), 67. Dyck 
contrasts the treatment of the "sinful woman" of Lk. 7:36 by the important sixth-centuty male 
hymnographer Romanos to that of the ninth-century nun, Kassia. He finds that while Romanos 
treated the woman as a stereotype. Kassia treated her as "a human being wrestling, like all others, 
with the universal problem of sin and redemption."

28 See Angela C. Hero, "Irene-Eulogia Choumaina Palaiologina Abbess of the Convent 
of Philanthropos Soter in Constantinople," BF 9 (1985), 119-147.

29 Alice-Mary Talbot, "A Comparison of the Monastic Experience of Byzantine Men and 
Women," GOTR 30 (1985), 8.

30 Rosenqvist, Irene, li. See also Henrik Bimbaum, "A Calendar of Women Saints 
(review article),” Byzantine Studies/Etudes byzantines 2.1 (1975), 63-67. The suggestion that 
calendars of women saints can throw light on women's spirituality is challenged, however, by 
Claudia Rapp in "Figures of Female Sanctity: Byzantine Edifying Manuscripts and their 
Audience," DOP 50 (1996): 313-44.
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efforts of such writers to assert the possibility o f a feminine sanctity, they were unable to 

do so in any convincing way. The older masculinizing ideals, reinforced by the 

continuing vitality of the cults o f the major saints, could not be broken. The rest of this 

chapter examines the persistence of the trope o f a "man's soul in a woman’s body." and 

shows how developments in the ideology of Christian marriage, as well as in the social 

power of monasticism, combined to bring about a cultural impasse that precluded later 

Byzantine women from joining the ranks of the saints.

B The History of a Trope: Female Bodies and Male Souls

In an often-quoted opening passage, the writer of the Life of St. Mary the Younger

argued:

Only men are called to compete in secular contests and prove their bodily 
strength. The arena of virtue, however, is open to women no less than to men, and 
God the prize-giver generously grants the rewards and victory crowns to both 
sexes equally. Neither sex, nor fortune, nor weakness o f  the body, nor differences 
in station, nor anything else is an obstacle for entering the contests, to those who 
desire to do so. Here [i.e., in the arena o f virtue] women are not sent away while 
men are accepted, nor are the slaves and the poor deemed unworthy and rejected 
while the masters and the wealthy are considered worthy o f the contest; those who 
are young and minors are not disqualified, while the one who is fully of age and 
already a man is admitted; nor does the master of the games accept those who 
have chosen celibacy over those who bear the yoke o f marriage. On the contrary, 
all sexes, offices, ages, and walks of life are called to this good fight: kings o f the 
earth, and all peoples; princes and all judges o f the earth; young men and virgins, 
old men with youths. So also with the blessed Mary, the wonder o f our 
generation, who is the subject of our discourse. Although she was a woman, 
although she was married and bore children, nothing hindered her in any way 
from finding favor with God: neither the weakness o f female nature, nor the 
annoyances of wedlock, nor the needs and cares of child-rearing. To the contrary, 
it was these things which gave her the occasion to find favor with God, and thus 
proved that those who believe and claim that such things form an obstacle to 
virtue are foolish and create pretexts fo r  sins.31

31 Life of Mary the Younger 1, HWB. 254.
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Opening passages on the equality of men and women in the arena of sanctity are quite 

common in hagiography.32 That in the Life o f Mary the Younger, for instance. largely 

reproduces the tropes o f a sermon by John Chrysostom on the martyr Ignatius.33 The 

author's concern to build on earlier models of sanctity is shown by his striking addition of 

the binarisms o f marriage and childbirth to those that are deconstructed by sanctity.

32 Cf. Theodoret of Cyrrhus on the moral and spiritual equality of men and women:
"God applies the same laws to men and women, since the difference lies in the shape of 
the body and not in the soul. The woman like the man is rational...and knows like him 
what to shun and what to pursue: sometimes she discovers what will be of benefit better 
than the man does...Moreover, the prizes of virtue are offered to women as to men. since 
the contests of virtue are shared."
Cure o f Hellenic Maladies, cited in Theodoret of Cyrrhus, A History o f the Monks o f 

Syria, trans. R. M. Price (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 1985), 189. Cf. also, Palladios 
of Aspuna, Lausiac History 5. trans. W.K. Lowther Clarke (London: SPCK; New York: 
Macmillan, 1918). "I have recorded to the best of my feeble powers the famous name of each of 
the athletes of Christ, male and female, describing a few short contests out of the many mighty 
ones engaged in by each..."

33 John Chrysostom. Homily on S. Ignatius and S. Babylas, trans. W.R.W. Stephens, 
NPNFI, Vol. 9, [http://www.ccel.wheaton.edu/fathers/NPNFl-09/igandbab.html]:

"Lately, for instance, a maiden quite young, and unmarried, the blessed martyr Pelagia, 
entertained us, with much joy. Today again, this blessed and noble martyr Ignatius has 
succeeded to her feast. The persons are different: the table is one. The wrestlings are 
varied: the crown is one. The contests are manifold: the prize is the same. For in the 
case of the heathen contests, since the tasks are bodily, men alone are, with reason, 
admitted. But here, since the contest is wholly concerning the soul, the lists are open to 
each sex. for each kind the theatre is arranged. Neither do men alone disrobe, in order 
that the women may not take refuge in the weakness of their nature, and seem to have a 
plausible excuse, nor have women only quitted themselves like men, lest the race of men 
be put to shame: but on this side and on that many are proclaimed conquerors, and are 
crowned, in order that thou mayest learn by means of the exploits themselves that in 
Christ Jesus neither male nor female, neither sex, nor weakness of body, nor age, nor any 
such thing could be a hindrance to those who run in the course of religion: if there be a 
noble readiness, and an eager mind, and a fear of God, fervent and kindling, be 
established in our souls. On this account both maidens and women, and men, both young 
and old, and slaves, and freemen, and every rank, and every age, and each sex, disrobe 
for those contests, and in no respect suffer harm, since they have brought a noble purpose 
to these wrestlings."
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Despite his opening paean to female sanctity, however, he could not resist lauding Mary

by commenting, after describing her fortitude in facing the death of a child, that:

..by none of these things indeed was she, who bore a male soul in her female 
body, once made effeminate.34

Here we have a case where the prologue, in which Byzantine writers often display their

most concentrated literary skills and guiding ideological contentions, is vitiated by the

assumptions o f the internal text.

Patlagean, and later Kazhdan. saw the first passage as significant, but overlooked

the second. In neither case was the author especially innovative, but both passages

reproduce literary traditions essential to our understanding of female sanctity. The second

passage in particular bears on the two intertwined themes of male religious writing: the

evil o f  a woman's body and the virility, or masculinity, o f the virtuous soul. While a

recent flurry of monographs has focused on the subject o f the "virile woman" in late

antique and western medieval Christianity,35 the trope did not prevent late ancient or

western women from being recognized as saints.

The root of the problem was a patristic disgust with, and fear of, women's bodies

that is impossible to deny.36 John Chrysostom (c.347-407), Archbishop of

34 Life of Mary the Younger 3, "’En' o-65evi youv xouxcov drcdvxcov r| tt|v vuxf|v 
dvSpeiav ev yovauceicp xcp acbpaxi cpepouaa tcaxepaXaicicrOii jcoxe." Cf. HWB, 257.

35 Kerstin Bjerre-Aspegren, The Male Woman: A Feminine Ideal in the Early Church 
(Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1990); Gillian Cloke, This Female Man of God: 
Women and Spiritual Power in the Patristic Age, AD 350-450 (New York: Routledge, 1995); 
Lynda Coon, Sacred Fictions: Women and Hagiography in Late Antiquity (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997); Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg, Forgetful o f Their Sex: 
Female Sanctity and Society Ca. 500-1100. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998).

36 There is an extensive literature on patristic misogyny that traces its roots in classical 
anti-women rhetoric, but this interpretation does not explain the intensity and long duration of 
the attacks. See Clark, Women in the Early Church.; and Graham Gould, "Women in the
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Constantinople and the greatest o f Greek preachers, argued that, "Among all the savage 

beasts, none is so harmful as women."37 On another occasion, he wrote about one woman 

that:

The whole o f her bodily beauty is nothing more than phlegm, blood, bile, rheum, 
and the fluid o f digested food!... If you consider what is stored up behind those 
lovely eyes, the angle o f  the nose, the mouth and cheeks you will agree that her 
well-proportioned body is nothing but a whitened sepulcher.38

John o f Damascus (c.700-754), a theologian from Damascus, opined:

Woman is a sick she-ass...a hideous tapeworm... the advance post of hell.39

When Athanasios o f Alexandria explained the appearance of the Devil to Anthony of

Egypt, the devil took the form o f a woman.40 The Fathers univocally interpreted the

Writings of the Fathers: Language, Belief, and Reality," in Women in the Church. ed. W. J.
Shiels and Diana Woods. Studies in Church History 27 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990), 1-13.

37 John Chrysostom, cited in John of Damascus, Sacra Parallela. PG 1325A.
38 John Chrysostom, To Theodore. 14, ed. and trans. Jean Dumortier as A Theodore. 

Sources chretiennes 117 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1966), 167. The whole chapter is a 
misogynistic attack on women who try to "enslave" a man through marriage. For a modem 
Orthodox defense of Chrysostom, whose comments on women and Jews have proved 
embarrassing, see David C. Ford, Women and Men in the Early Church: The Full Views o f St. 
John Chrysostom (South Canaan PA: St. Tikhon's Seminary Press, 1995). Ford presents texts 
that show some nuances in Chiysostom's views. Elizabeth Clark discusses the apparent paradox 
that Chrysostom, along with some other Church fathers, maintained deep relationships with 
women even as he defamed them. She proposes that the fathers were able to conceptualize their 
female friends in a liminal, or transitional, state between the sexes by separating them from 
marriage. See Elizabeth A. Clark. "Friendship between the Sexes: Classical Theory and 
Christian Practice," in Jerome. Chrysostom, and Friends: Essays and Translations (New York: 
Edwin Mellen. 1979), 48-49.

39 John of Damascus, Sacra Parallela, quoted by Lavinia Byrne, Women before God 
(Mystic CT: Twenty-third Publications. 1988), 11. Sacra Parallela, Book G, Tit. VIH-XII, in PG 
95: 1311-32, comprises a compendium of Biblical and patristic misogynistic texts.

40 Athanasios of Alexandria, Life of Anthony the Great 5, trans. Robert C. Gregg (New 
York: Paulist, 1980), 34. The theme of a woman's body as a danger was not restricted to Greek 
writers; Jerome, in the Life of Hilarion 7, NPNFIL, Vol. 6, notes the sexual temptations of 
Hilarion manifested as visions of naked women, "How often when he lay down did naked women 
appear to him."
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creation stories to mean that men were superior to women, and the Eden myth to blame 

sin and death on women's weakness. As Topping puts it. they developed "a durable 

theology of women" but "no comparable theology of men."41 They reinforced an 

ingrained intellectual misogyny that never disappeared.42 Passages displaying such 

attitudes can be multiplied.43 and clearly presented a real problem to male writers who 

were also committed to the equality of men and women in Christ.44 Backed up by the 

overt misogyny of the Church fathers, it is hardly surprising that hagiographers developed 

a tradition of female sanctity in which a woman's sanctity originated in how closely she 

approached masculinity.

Quite apart from the problem of women's bodies, longstanding Greek prejudice 

saw virtue (arete) as essentially male, a view that was maintained by both Hellenistic 

Jewish writers.45 and by later Christian secular opinion.46 There was a real fear that men's

41 Eva Catafygiotu Topping, "Patriarchal Prejudice and Pride in Greek Christianity:
Some Notes on Origins." Journal o f Modem Greek Studies 1 (1983), 14.

42 Catia Galatariotou has described the continuing purchase of these ideas in later 
centuries. For Neophytos of Cyprus in the twelfth century, images of sex, linked to women, are 
intertwined with images of death. See Catia Galatariotou, "Eros and Thanatos: A Byzantine 
Hermit’s Conception of Sexuality." BMGS 13 (1989), 95-137. The Eastern fathers, however, 
never went as far as Augustine did in identifying original sin with sex.

43 Cf. texts in Clark. Women in the Early Church', and Alcuin Blamires, Women Defamed 
and Women Defended: An Anthology o f Medieval Texts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). 
Blamires points out [2-3] that such attitudes hardly originated among the Church fathers, but 
have a long genealogy in Greek medical thought.

44 Graham Gould. "Women in the Writings of the Fathers," 3.
45 Cf. Philo, Questiones etSolutiones in Exodum 1:8: "For progress is indeed nothing 

else than the giving up of the female gender by changing into the male, since the female gender is 
material, passive corporeal and sense-perceptible, while the male is active, rational, incorporeal 
and more akin to mind and thought," cited in Elizabeth Castelli, "1 Will Make Mary Male':
Pieties of Body and Gender Transformation of Christian Women in Late Antiquity," in Body 
Guards: The Cultural Politics o f Gender Ambiguity, ed. Julia Epstein and Kristina Straub (New 
York: Routiedge, 1991), 32. Elsewhere Philo wrote "...it is fitting and proper for it [the soul] to 
bring together those (elements) which have been divided and separated, not that the masculine
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virtue would be damaged by any tendency to act like women. Chry sostom, again, got 

right to the point:

Christ wants us to be stalwart soldiers and athletes. He has not furnished us with 
spiritual weapons so that we take upon ourselves the service of girls worth only 
three obols. that we turn our attention to matters which concern wool and weaving 
and other such tasks, that we sit alongside women as they spin and weave, that we 
spend all day having our souls stamped with women's habits and speech. We 
have rather been so armed in order that we might cast down the invisible powers 
which assault us. wound their leader, the devil, drive out the fierce phalanx of 
demons, raze their fortifications to the ground, bind in chains the powers of the 
world ruler o f darkness, rout evil spirits, breathe fire, and prepare and equip 
ourselves to brave daily.47

In this light, it was possible to praise a man for having a "manly" soul48 Mary the

Younger's son Vaanes. for example, is described as

...courageous (manly) in body, but much more courageous (manly) in his soul and 
predisposition.49

thoughts may be made womanish, and relaxed by softness, but that the female element, the 
senses, may be made manly by following masculine thoughts and by receiving from them the 
seed for procreation, that it may perceive (things) with wisdom, prudence, justice and outrage, in 
sum. with virtue." From Questiones et Solutiones in Genesin 11:49, quoted in Elizabeth Castelli. 
’"I Will Make Mary Male.’" 32.

46 Theophylakt Simocatta. His toria. 11:14:1-14, trans. Michael Whitby and Mary 
Whitby, The History o f Theophylact o f Simocatta: An English Translation with Introduction and 
Notes (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 62-63, presents a speech by a veteran:

"Men of Rome unless you would belie the name by your actions: men, that is, if your 
hearts are masculine like your body".... [to a tribune who had just made a speech] "In all 
honesty, O tribune, to whom were you directing this harangue? Rustics you would have 
deceived with this talk, men who use the winnowing fan rather than the sword.... Why 
did you assume you were addressing an assembly of women, insulting our natures as 
well as our race? With word you misrepresent deed, bringing shame on the council. Did 
you not realize that you were pouring forth disgraceful words in the presence of men?"

47 John Chrysostom, Adversus eos qui apud se habent subintroductas virgines 
("Introduction and Refutation Directed Against Those Men Cohabiting with Virgins"), 10 [Clark 
translation 221-22], cited in Castelli, '"I Will Make Mary Male," 45.

48 "Andreia" means both manliness and a special sort of heroic courage. For its use in 
Byzantine epic, see Sarah Ekdawi, Patricia Fann, Elii Philokyprou, "Bold Men, Fair Maids and 
Affronts to their Sex: The Characterization and Structural Roles of Men and Women in the 
Escorial Aiyevt|<; ’AtcpLrnq," BMGS 17 (1993), 26-27.

49 Life of Mary the Younger 30, HWB, 284.
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Even when writing about a virtuous woman, the gendering of virtue was not forgotten. 

The woman’s virtue was exalted specifically to spur men on to compete.50 It was the 

conjunction of the two prejudices — women's bodies as bad. and virtue as male -  that led 

to an entire tradition o f conceptualizing female sanctity.

We might ask why the effort was made at all? The problem for the male writers 

was twofold. The Biblical texts clearly asserted that men and women were equal in some 

sense.51 and from the outset, the Church recognized the sanctity of significant numbers of 

Biblical and early Christian women. Writers from all parts of Christendom affirmed that 

even if  Christian virtue was understood in masculine terms such as "arena" and "combat." 

women could compete.52 Despite these claims of equality, women saints were often

50 Symeon Metaphrastes. Life of Matrona of Perge 1. trans. in Khalifa Abubakr 
Bennasser. Gender and Sanctity in Early Byzantine Monasticism: A Study o f the Phenomenon o f 
Female Ascetics in Male Monastic Habit with a Translation o f the Life o f St. Matrona (Ph.D. 
Dissertation: Rutgers University. 1984).

"It is most beneficial, and at the same time a holy work, to praise as much as we can 
those who lead a temperate life and who love virtue. For they are worthy of it [praise], 
and also, speaking about them will make other men desire to do similar things. If the 
object of praise is a woman who is the weaker part of humanity and too delicate for hard 
work, this praise is beneficial to men at the same time as it is to women. It is able to 
kindle the enthusiasm of both [men and women] toward good work(s). Women would be 
moved to take up the same pains [hard work] and rewards, since they belong to the same 
sex, while men would not want to seem second to women and less noble in their labors. 
Matrona's life was one of those of praiseworthy and virtue-loving ones. She competed 
with men in virtue, and surpassed all in marvelous accomplishment, as will be made 
clear as the story continues."
51 Gal. 3:28 is the most important passage, "There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no 

longer slave or free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus." 
[NRSV]

52 Cf. Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Cure o f Hellenic Maladies, cited above; and John of 
Ephesus, "Not only is the mighty strength of Christ God apt to show its activity in men who are 
powerful in appearance and mighty and forceful, but also in weak, feeble, and frail women," in 
Lives o f the Eastern Saints 27 [PO 18:541], cited in Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Asceticism and 
Society in Crisis: John o f Ephesus and the Lives of the Eastern Saints (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1990), 121.
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added as an afterthought to group biographies. In his most important hagiographic work.

for instance. Theodoret o f Cyrrhus notes:

After recording the way of life o f the heroic men. I think it useftd to treat also of 
women who have contended no less if not more; for they are worthy of still 
greater praise, when, despite having a weaker nature, they display the same zeal as 
men and free their sex from its ancestral disgrace.53

The most straightforward method of resolving the inherent tension was simply to 

argue that a woman could become a man through her behavior, and then simply be named 

as a man. One of the "desert mothers" said to the brothers:

"It is I who am a man. you who are women."54 

Gregory of Nyssa worried if he could praise his saintly sister Makrina and still call her a 

woman:

It was a woman who prompted our narrative, if, that is, we may call her a woman, 
for I do not know if it is appropriate to apply a name drawn from nature to one 
who has risen above nature.55

Palladios of Aspuna lauded Melania as "the man (avGpoajrcx;) of God,"56 and he was

queried by his deacon about the woman deacon Olympias, he responded:

53 Theodoret of Cyrrhus. "Marana and Cyra." in Philotheos Historia, ed. with French 
trans. by Pierre Canivet and Alice Leroy Molinghen. as Histoire des Moines de Syrie (Paris: 
Editions du Cerf. 1977), 2 vols.; trans. R. M. Price as A History o f the Monks o f Syria 
(Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian. 1985), 29:1. References are to standard text divisions. English 
translations are Price's.

54 Amma Sara. Apophthegmata Patrum, Sigma: Sarah 9, trans. by Benedicta Ward as 
The Desert Christian: The Sayings o f the Desert Fathers: The Alphabetical Collection ( New 
York: Macmillan, 1975), 230. In Sigma: Sarah 4. there is an instructive scene: "Another time, 
two old men, great anchorites, came to the district of Pelusia to visit her. When they arrived one 
said to the other, ’Let us humiliate this old woman.’ So they said to her, ’Be careful not to become 
conceited thinking to yourself: 'Look how anchorites are coming to see me, a mere woman.' But 
Amma Sarah said to them, 'According to nature I am a woman, but not according to my 
thoughts.'"

55 Gregory of Nyssa, Life of Makrina I, trans. Kevin Corrigan (Toronto: Peregrina,
1987).
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Deacon: What sort of woman is she?
Bishop: Do not say "woman" (yovfi) but rather "manly creature" (otoq av0pewco<;) 
She is a man in everything but body...in her life, and in her work, and in her 
knowledge and her patience under afflictions.57

And later:

It is to the shame of men that a manly woman (av8pei.cx yuvfi) received them, and 
to the condemnation o f bishops that a woman deacon extended hospitality.58

This "nominative" solution found some support in the West,59 but a more sophisticated

way of writing women’s sanctity was available, one which took advantage of the Greek

Christian distinction between body and soul.60

56 Palladios. Lausiac History, IX. I (s.v. "Or"), ed. Cuthbert Butler. 2 vols. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1898-1904), and trans. W.K. Lowther Clarke (London: SPCK, 
1918). Palladios remarked in his introduction that his book "contains also memoirs of aged 
women and illustrious God-inspired matrons, who with masculine and perfect mind have 
successfully accomplished the struggles of virtuous asceticism, (which may serve) as a model 
and object of desire for those women who long to wear the crown of continence and chastity."

57 Palladios. Palladii dialogus de vita S. Joannis Chrysostomi 56, ed. Paul Robinson 
Coleman-Norton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1928), trans. Herbert Moore as 
Dialogue on the Life o f St. John Chrysostom ^London: SPCK, 1921), 140. See discussion in 
Elaine Gounaris Hanna, "Women Saints and the Need for Appropriate Role Models for Girls 
Today," Paper given at Antiochian Orthodox Archdiocese, Midwest Region, Delegates Meeting, 
Indianapolis. Indiana. 25 September 1998, 
[httpV/stgindy.org'Ministries/Ladies/RoleModelsWrapper.htm]

58 Palladios. Dialogus 60, trans. Moore, 150.
59 Cf. Jerome, Commentarius in Epistolam adEphesios III.5, PL 26:567a: "As long as a 

woman is for birth and children, she is different from man as body is from soul. But when she 
wishes to serve Christ more than the world, then she will cease to be a woman, and will be called 
man." Cited in Barbara Newman. From Virile Woman to WomanChrist: Studies in Medieval 
Religion and Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), 4; and Paulinus 
of Nola. Epistle 29.6, to Sulpicius Severus, CSEL 29. 251 "What a woman she is, if it is 
permissible to call such a manly Christian a woman." Cited in Margaret R. Miles, Carnal 
Knowing: Female Nakedness and Religious meaning in the Christian West (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1989; pb New York: Vintage, 1991), 53.

60 Cf. Theodoret of Cyrrhus, "Domnina" in Historia 30:5:
"From the time when Christ the Master honored virginity by being born of a Virgin, 
nature has sprouted meadows of virginity and offered these fragrant and unfading 
flowers to the Creator, not separating virtue into male and female nor dividing 
philosophy into two categories. For the difference is one of bodies not of souls: "in
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It was possible to praise a woman for denying the femaleness of her body. The

anonymous fifth-century Life o f Olympias praised its subject in precisely this way.

literally dematerializing her:

She had life without vanity, an appearance without pretense, character without 
affectation, a face without adornment; she kept watch without sleeping, she had an 
immaterial body, a mind without vainglory, intelligence without conceit, an 
untroubled heart, an artless spirit, charity without limits, unbounded generosity, 
contemptible clothing, rectitude o f thought, undying hope in God, [and] ineffable 
almsgiving.61

And, although we have no women authors confirming this, it seems certain that some

women took bodily denial to heart. Matrona of Perge was a  Byzantine example:

She continued praying and making vigils and humbling her body by fasting, so it 
would be submissive to the pious designs o f the soul. For she did not regard the 
body as the most hated enemy like the ill-reputed and abominable Manicheans. 
but she handled its irrational impulses with great intelligence, bringing it to a right 
order, and believing in what the blessed Paul says, "make not provisions for the 
flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof." [Rom. 13:14.]62

If a woman's body could be denied, what more could be done? Here, well-known 

Biblical texts suggested the answer: that virtuous women could have "male souls" or 

show "male spirit." The Mother of the Maccabees, celebrated as St. Solomonis in 

Byzantium, was the model of the saintly woman with a masculine soul:

The mother was especially admirable and worthy of honorable memory.
Although she saw her seven sons perish within a single day, she bore it with good 
courage because of her hope in the Lord. She encouraged each of them in the

Christ Jesus." according to the divine Apostle, "there is neither male nor female" [Gal 
3:28]. And a single faith has been given to men and women: 'there is one Lord, one faith 
one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all and through all and in us all' 
[Eph. 4:5-6] And it is one kingdom of heaven which the Umpire has set before the 
victors, fixing this common prize for the contests."
61 Life o f Olympias 13. trans. Clark, Women in the Early Church, 129.
62 Life of Matrona of Perge 2, trans. in Bennasser, Gender and Sanctity, 158 [emended];

cf. HWB, 19-21.
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language of their ancestors. Filled with a noble spirit she reinforced her woman’s 
reasoning with a man’s courage, and said to them, "I do not know how you came 
into being in my womb. It was not I who gave you breath...”63

The Coptic Gospel o f Thomas, a much contested document but one that does reveal

aspects of early Christian thought at one point suggests androgyny as a Christian goal,64

but ends by reiterating the theme that women can become spiritually like males:

Simon Peter said to them, "Let Mary leave us, because women are not worthy of 
life.” Jesus said. " I myself shall lead her in order to make her male, so that she 
too may become a living spirit resembling you males. For every woman who will 
make herself male will enter the kingdom o f heaven."65

63 2 Maccabees 7:20-22 [NRSV]:
"'YrcEpayovTtoq 8e tj primp Oaupaatf) icai pvqpiiq ayaOfjq a £ ta  q n g  cucoXXupEvotx; 

uioix; ejtxa cruvopakra piaq  vno icaipdv fjpepaq. eun/'uxox; e<pepe 8ia tag  Em 
Kupiov eXiuSaq. "Ekcuttov 8e oumov napeicdXei tfi naxpicp (pcovfj, yevvaiq) 
jtETiXTipcopEVTi <ppovr|paTt, icai tov OqXuv Xoyiapov apaevi SiepEipaoa, Xeyouaa  
npoq auTouq."

From The Sepluagint Version: Greek and English, ed. and trans. Lancelot C.L.Brenton (London, 
S. Bagster. 1844: repr. Grand Rapids MI: Zondervan, 1970.) Thanks to Martha Vinson for this 
reference. Cf. Theodore of Stoudion, "Funeral Oration for His Mother," PG 99: 889D.

64 Cf Gospel o f Thomas 22. trans. Thomas O. Lambdin, in The Nag Hammadi Library in 
English. ed. James Robinson. 3d. ed. (Leiden: E.J. Brill. 1988): "Jesus said ’When you make two 
into one, and when you make the inside like the outside, and the outside like the inside, and the 
above like the below, and when you make the male and female one and the same, so that the male 
will not be male and nor the female female....then you will enter [the kingdom.]’" The Gospel of 
Thomas was not unique in seeing the advantages of androgyny. Clement of Alexandria, in 
Stromateis. 6.12.100. ANF 2. 503. wrote, "[To the true Gnostic] his wife is...as a sister...as being 
destined to become a sister in reality after putting off the flesh, which separates and limits the 
knowledge of those who are spiritual by the peculiar characteristics of the sexes. For souls 
themselves by themselves are equal. Souls are neither male nor female when they no longer 
marry or are given in marriage. And is not the woman translated into a man when she is become 
equally unfeminine, and manly and perfect?" Cited in Miles, Carnal Knowing. 66. Cf. Wayne 
A. Meeks. "The Image of the Androgyne: Some Uses of a Symbol in Earliest Christianity," 
History o f Religions 12(1973/1974), 165-208.

65 Gospel o f Thomas 114. Cf. Marvin W. Meyer. ’"Male’ and ’Female’ in the Gospel of 
Thomas," New Testament Studies 31 (1985), 554-70.
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This motif o f  women saints with male souls became a trope o f Byzantine

hagiography.66 John o f Ephesus wrote about a Syriac woman saint that she was:

A woman who by nature only bore the form o f females but in herself also bore the 
character and soul and will not only of ordinary men, but o f  mighty and valiant 
men.67

The sixth-century Life o f Elisabeth o f Heracleia stated that "not men alone, but women

also are called to virtue by the Holy Spirit," and that Elisabeth "transformed female

weakness into male resolve." Elisabeth was an abbess, but has the distinction of

trampling to death a dragon.68 Unlike Mary the Younger, these saints attained sanctity by

being degendered to varying degrees; Elisabeth was a celibate abbess and killed dragons,

Euphrosyne became a monk. The various Lives o f Matrona of Perge repeatedly made the

same point about several holy women. The Vita prima stated:

In the good and God-serving exercise, she had as a teacher the blessed Eugenia 
who, having virginity in body and manliness at heart, showed the nobility o f her 
soul not only by her name but in fact too.69

The theme was maintained in the later Metaphrastic version of the Life:

66 It also appealed to some in the West. Cf. Augustine, Sermon 282, "For what thing 
might there be more glorious than these women, whom men may wonder at sooner than they may 
imitate? But chiefly the glory of him in whom they do believe and that they with holy zeal in his 
name contend with one another are indeed, according to the inward man neither male nor female; 
so that even in them that are women in body the manliness of their souls hides the sex of their 
flesh and we may scarce think of that in their bodily condition which they suffered not to appear 
in their deeds." Cited in Miles, Carnal Knowing, 53.

67 John of Ephesus, Lives o f the Eastern Saints, "Mary," [PO 18:559] in Harvey, 
Asceticism and Society, 121.

68 HWB, 122, 129-30; cf. Francois Halkin, "Saint Elisabeth d'HeracIee, Abbesse a 
Constantinople," AnalBoll 91 (1973), 251.

69 Life of Matrona of Perge, Vita Prima, 2, trans. Khalifa Bennasser, Gender and 
Sanctity, 158. C f HWB, 20.
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As she [Matrona] led a moderate and modest social life, after marriage and 
cohabitation [wifehood], she did not care for vain beauty, but she trained the inner 
man. thus trying zealously to go through life with dignity and sobriety.70

It is vital to understand that such images permeate Lives o f married Byzantine Iaywomen

of the ninth and tenth centuries. Far from rejecting the traditions that masculinized earlier

women saints, they reproduce it. This is especially striking in the case o f Mary the

Younger where the hagiographer had tried so hard at the outset to find a place for a

married female saint. Mary the Younger, like many before her. "bore a male soul in her

female body," and was not "once made effeminate" when life events such as the death of

a child occurred.71 Thomals o f Lesbos' first appearance might as well have been as a little

boy:

The name "ThomaTs" <was given> to her, a child who was bom in accord with a 
promise, who by nature was female, but by virtue and ascetic discipline much 
more male than men.72

And later, once Thomals was married:

But as for her daughter, who was of a tender age at which it was more customary 
to occupy herself with childish playthings, who discerned the tumult of life, and 
who was married to a man, was she unmindful of virtue, or did she neglect the 
zealous and God-pleasing life, or have a lazy disposition? By no means! She 
continued to hold more readily to her aforementioned virtues. And one could see 
in this situation an unusual married couple; for the wife was manly and masculine 
in virtue, and strove to surpass her own nature [i.e., sex] by works o f zeal done for 
virtue's sake.73

70 Symeon Metaphrastes, Life of Matrona of Perge, 3, trans. Khalifa Bennasser, Gender 
and Sanctity, 120.

71 Life of Mary the Younger 3; cf. HWB, 257.
72 Appendix II, Life of ThomaTs 3. Cf. Life of ThomaTs 9, "He <Stephen> did not cease 

restraining the blessed <woman> from her blessed and customary purpose and activity, while 
she, on the other hand, increased her charitable purpose and disposition, showing manly courage 
for the superior and better <course>."

73 Life of ThomaTs 7.
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Byzantine authors were sensitive to bodily beauty, which, despite their dismay about

women's bodies in general, they expected from both male and female saints in particular.

The author o f Thomals’ Life enjoyed playing with the inherent ambivalence:

She disclosed her hidden beauty by its external manifestation and revealed the 
grace of her soul by her bodily features; revealing her invisible virtues by the 
visible, her internal virtues by her external beauty. One could see in her a perfect 
bodily harmony, which suggested her spiritual beauty of her soul.74

The author of the Life o f  Paraskeve the Younger, written not much later than those o f

Mary and ThomaTs, generalized the notion of the man's soul in woman's body.

"Beautiful are the top performances of god-loving men against the common 
enemy, and they are very much worthy of speeches of praise. But by far better 
and most illustrious, are the genuine deeds o f youth performed by women o f 
masculine spirit and much justified to receive praise. For they have the lot o f a 
weaker nature and yet they were not hindered by this at all to climb up to the 
summit of virtue, but they made the female <element> male through a virile mind 
and accomplished the same and even more than the men."75

Even in cases where a woman was not a saint, but her holiness was being proclaimed, we

find the same trope. In the late eleventh century, Michael Psellos, in an enkomion on his

own mother, claimed that, "there was nothing feminine about her. apart from her sex. For

the rest her soul gained in strength and became more like a man’s."76 Long after women

had ceased to become new saints, the fourteenth-century author of many saints' Lives,

Constantine Akropolites. wrote an enkomion on the tenth-century transvestite saint,

74 Life of ThomaTs 6.
75 Life of Paraskeve, ed. Francois Halkin in "Saint Parasceve la Jeune et sa vie inedite 

BHG 1420z," Studia Slavico-Byzantina et Mediaevalia Europensia 1 (Sofia: 1980), 281-292. 
The passage is translated in Claudia Rapp, "Figures of Female Sanctity: Byzantine Edifying 
Manuscripts and their Audience," DOP 50 (1996): 324. ODB 1585 "Paraskeve of Epibatai," 
does not mention the 14th century MS edited by Halkin.
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Euphrosyne the Younger. He began, in the only way he could, by discussing how women 

might take up masculine virtue.77 We thus have a pattern of thought here that has never 

ceased, and against which we must understand the specific cases of the married female 

saints.78

76 Michael Psellos, Funeral Oration on his Mother, cited in Michael Angold. Church 
and Society in Byzantium under the Comneni, 1081-1261 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 436.

77 Constantine Akropolites, "Eloge sur Ste. Euphrosyne la Jeune par Constantin 
Acropolite." ed. Francois Halkin, B 57 (1987), 56.

78 The masculinization of saintly women continues in Orthodoxy and elsewhere. 
Constantine Cavamos, St. Methodia o f Kimolos (1865-1908), Modem Orthodox Saints 9 
(Belmont MA: Institute for Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies, 1987), 17, applied directly to 
her the words of Palladios, Lausiac History, "There are certain women of manly spirit, to whom 
God apportioned labours equal to those of men, lest any should pretend that women are too 
feeble to practice virtue perfectly."

More startling is this recent exchange about Sister Helen Prejean, a modem US Catholic 
nun admired for her work against the death penalty. It is a transcript of a "Charlie Rose Show" 
of 1996. Charlie Rose is interviewing the film director, Tim Robbins:

CHARLIE ROSE: How did you get inside of her head — not Susan, but Sister Helen, to 
understand the story that she had told?

TIM ROBBINS: Well, I, of course, was going in with prejudices becau- because of my 
own experiences with nuns. So-

CHARLIE ROSE: Those nuns you’ve told us about.
TIM ROBBINS: My first draft- my first draft was a little bit-
CHARLIE ROSE: Young Tim.
TIM ROBBINS: Yeah. And I, you know, and I still had the voice in my head-
CHARLIE ROSE: Yeah.
TIM ROBBINS: -so I wrote some lines that really weren't, you know, that good, and I got 

notes back from Sister Helen, saying, you know- with the little circles and lines 
to the margin thing. 'A little too nunnish.' So- and I guess that- you know, you 
didn't want- I didn't want to write a, a sanctimonious kind of holier than thou 
character, and so the first- when I- on my second draft, I just said, 'Okay, here's, 
here's the ideal. She's a man. I'm writing as a man and a human being who makes 
mistakes, you know.’ It was a tip I got from a screenwriter, Ron Shelton-

CHARLIE ROSE: Who made Bull Durham.
TIM ROBBINS: -who made Bull Durham. And he said, 'Write a woman's character as a 

man, you know, and then change any, any specifics, and you’ll find, you know, 
there's very few things you have to change. And so I- basically, that was, that 
was the thing. And you know, also understanding — and Susan kept reminding 
me of this, as well, is that she did make mistakes. She's, she's in over her head, 
you know. She’s a human being: She's not a saint.
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C The Impact of the Rise of Christian M arriage

The cognitive conflicts that led to women saints being ascribed "male souls” did 

not preclude women from becoming saints — clearly in the early and middle Byzantine 

centuries a number did. I suggest that changes in the social and religious position of 

women in the ninth and tenth centuries, above all concerning marriage, entailed a new 

ideal for pious women, but one that came to exclude sainthood. Much o f the scholarship 

in this area is familiar but has not been brought to bear on the decline in new women 

saints.

As in all agricultural societies, marriage was the norm for the vast majority of 

Byzantines o f all classes in all periods. Marriage was not, however, the norm for saints. 

The Lives o f  earlier saints, who lived after the period o f persecution, yield manifold 

examples o f upper middle class and noble women able to pursue other modes of life 

through travel and monasticism. A number of late antique female saints who were 

married, such as Melania the Younger, acquired their fame by ending their marriage and 

taking up asceticism. Byzantine era women saints, other than the small group of married 

lay women, and those few who were martyrs or empresses.79 all reached sainthood by 

stepping outside the norms o f marriage. It is then significant that by the eleventh century, 

these options had narrowed drastically. Female monasticism, although an option for a 

few, provided the only two women saints of the later period, but both were royal women

Transcript, Charlie Rose (PBS 11:00 pm ET), February 8. 1996,
[http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/angel/walking/timrobbins.html]
79 Appendix I, Table A2.
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and there is a "strong dynastic element" to their sainthood.80 And while stories of the 

journeys of male saints continued to feature in hagiographic accounts, opportunities for 

women’s travel and long-distance pilgrimage declined as the Byzantine world became 

progressively smaller and unstable.81

There was. as far as women’s sanctity was concerned, a progressive diminution of 

possibilities in the later Byzantine world. Byzantine women of later periods could not 

even potentially lead the "masculine" lives of earlier holy women. This lends critical 

weight to two contemporaneous developments, one ecclesiastical, the other secular, in the 

ideology and social signification o f marriage. There is always "change" in any social 

institution, but a number of scholars have identified the middle Byzantine period (from 

the tenth to twelfth century) as a time when multiple shifts in the Church's relationship to 

marriage heightened its prominence in society.82 I suggest that we cannot overlook the 

correlation of such developments in marriage, the preeminent matrix o f women's lives, 

with the decline in new women saints.

80 Irene, the wife of John II Komnenos, and Theodora of Arta, the wife of Michael II 
Angelos of Epiros. Cf. Angold, Church and Society, 435.

81 Elisabeth Malamut, Sur la route des saints byzanlins (Paris: CNRS, 1993), 40-43, 
points to the importance of pilgrimage in the Lives of male middle Byzantine saints. Such motifs 
could not be deployed in the Lives of female saints of the period. Cf. Alice-Mary Talbot "A 
Comparison of the Monastic Experience of Byzantine Men and Women," GOTR 30 (1985), 15.

82 Angold, Church and Society, 405,424-25, suggests increasing patriarchal concern 
with marriage from the time of Patriarch Sisinnios in 997, and documents ever greater attention 
thereafter; John Meyendorff, Marriage: An Orthodox Perspective (Crestwood NY: St. Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 1975), 26, sees a "decisive" change at the beginning of the tenth century;
Angel iki E. Laiou, Mariage. amour et parente a Byzance aux Xle-XIIIe siecles (Paris: de 
Boccard, 1992), 91-95, focuses on the growing secular approbation of marriage, which she 
suggests became clear in the Komnenian era.
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From its beginnings, the Church had been concerned about marriage,83 but 

marriage was an institution of the secular world rather than a religious rite.84 Civil courts 

retained most jurisdiction until the tenth century, although some legal control of marriage 

was incrementally passed to the Church from the time of Justinian.85 From the end o f the 

tenth century, we see a concerted effort by the Church, building on the support of the 

emperors, to bring marriage under its legal control.86 In Novel 89, Leo VI (886-912) 

required that all marriages of free people take place in a liturgical ceremony.87 Alexios I 

Komnenos (1081 -1118) extended the requirement to marriages o f slaves in his Novel 24 

(1084). The religious significance of marriage law was accentuated during the tenth 

century by a major religious dispute, which lasted more than a decade and concerned the 

impermissible fourth marriage, or tetragamy. of Leo VI.88 Imperial decrees transferring 

control of marriage to the church were inserted in the collections o f nomocanons,89 which

83 Paul discussed marital issues frequently, e.g. 1 Cor. 7. Eph. 5:22-33. 6:1-4. Charles 
Munier, Manage et virginite dans I'Eglise ancienne (Ier-lIIe siecles) (Berne: Peter Lang, 1987), 
provides original texts and French translations of the most important early writers.

84 Cf. John Chrysostom, On Marriage and Family Life, trans. Catherine P. Roth and 
David Anderson (Crestwood NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press. 1986), 76, 89. His texts make 
clear that marriage was not connected with the church by many in his audience, and that the 
ceremonies were occasions for very secular parties.

85 Angold. Church and Society, 404; Meyendorff. Marriage, 25-26.
86 Angold. Church and Society, 405-25.
87 Leo VI the Wise. Les novelles de Leon VI le Sage: texte et traduction, by Pierre 

Noailles and Alphonse Dain (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1944), 294-97.
88 Ostrogorsky, ByzState, 259-60; Romiliy Jenkins, Byzantium: The Imperial Centuries 

(London: Weidenfield and Nicholson, 1966), 212-26. Leo VI needed to marry for a fourth time 
to ensure an heir. Unfortunately, he ran into conflicts with his own earlier marriage legislation.

89 Systematic compilations of secular and ecclesiastical law.
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in this way attracted the extended attention o f  canon law commentators.90 Michael 

Angold has shown that ecclesiastical concern with marriage law was not purely academic. 

Patriarchs of Constantinople from the time o f  Sisinnios in 997 developed and expanded 

the moral and legal claims o f the Church over marriage, even in the face of imperial 

resistance.91

Just as marriage moved under the control of ecclesiastical courts, the liturgy of the 

marriage blessing also became more central. From the fourth century some sort of 

blessing in church, after the civil ceremony and during the Eucharist, had gradually 

became a norm, but there was no separate service, and it was not required.92 The legal 

obligation of a church blessing, imposed by Leo VI. required that a separate marriage rite 

develop, since the church had to marry people to whom it would not give communion. 

Marriage in church, originally a simple rite o f blessing, came to be surrounded by distinct 

ceremonies and customs such as the normal use of marriage crowns and wedding rings. 

Moreover, betrothal, a previously distinct rite that took place in the family, also became a 

church rite.93 The central claim of the Church by the twelfth century, after a certain 

amount of confusion, came to be that its liturgical blessing was required for the validity 

of any marriage.94 By any measure, this amounted to a dramatic change.

90 Jean Dauviilier and Carlo de Clerq, Le mariage en droit canonique oriental (Paris: 
Sirey, 1936), 4.

91 Angold. Church and Society, 415.

92 Meyendorff, Marriage, 26.
93 K. Ritzer. Le mariage dans les Eglises chretiennes du Ier auXIe siecle (Paris: Editions 

duCerf, 1970), 191-209.
94 Angold. Church and Society, 416.
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What were the results of these developments in law and liturgy on the Christian 

theology and ideology of marriage? Typically, the Church fathers had accepted marriage, 

but with severe reservations. Angold cites Basil of Caesarea as the greatest influence on 

church teaching,95 but Basil’s influence was on efforts to regulate and limit marital life. 

John Chrysostom (d.407) composed a whole series o f sermons on marriage in which he 

outlined a somewhat more optimistic theology on the subject, but even he ends up 

arguing that the main reason for marriage is to prevent fornication.96 While Byzantine 

churchmen at no time placed marriage on an equal footing with monastic life, there is 

some evidence that as marriage became central to its courts and required in its liturgy, 

there were some efforts to present a loftier assessment. The major canon lawyer 

Theodore Balsamon (d. after 1204) elevated marriage to a "mystery" [i.e. a sacrament] by 

linking it to the grace imparted by Christ at Cana.97 A century later, the canonist Matthew 

Blastares (c. 1335) wrote extensively on marriage, and took pains to expand on earlier 

Church statements that marriage was honorable and blessed.98 Finally, in the early 

fifteenth century. Symeon of Thessalonica (d. 1420) wrote a commentary on church 

services that suggest such elevated notions had become widespread. He had this to say 

after describing the rite o f crowning:

...the Lord alone is the sanctification, the peace and the union o f His servants who
are being married. The priest then gives Communion to the bridal pair, if they are

95 Angold, Church and Society, 424.
96 John Chrysostom, On Marriage and Family Life. p. 99, "We should seek a wife for 

this reason only, in order to avoid sin, to be freed from all immorality." Cf. p. 86.
97 Patrick Viscuso, A Byzantine Theology o f Marriage: The "Syntagma kata stoicheion"

o f Matthew Blastares (Ph.D. Dissertation: Catholic University of America, 1989), 249.
98 Viscuso. 179-80, 251.
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worthy. Indeed, they must be ready to receive Communion, so that their crowning 
is a worthy one and their marriage valid. For Holy Communion is the perfection 
of every sacrament and the seal of every mystery. And the Church is right in 
preparing the Divine Gifts for the redemption and blessing of the bridal pair; for 
Christ Himself, who gave us these gifts and who is the gifts, came to the marriage 
(in Cana) to bring it peaceful union and control. So that those who get married 
must be worthy of Holy Communion they must be united before God in a church, 
which is the house o f  God, because they are children of God in a church where 
God is sacramentally present in the Gifts, where He is being offered to us. and 
where He is seen in the midst of us."

Although marriage rites in Orthodoxy eventually became separated from Holy

Communion.100 Symeon clearly sees a bridal pair as worthy of Communion, and that their

marriage is a place where God operates to bring about peace and union.

For the Church, then, from the tenth century on, marriage came to occupy a much

more central place in its law, its liturgy, and its sacramental theology. Marriage was

defined as good in itself, and marital relationships as blessed and honorable. This might

suggest that the Church would be more amenable to married women saints, but it was not.

The problem was the view held by churchmen of the nature of marriage. They

continued to be disturbed by the bodily aspect o f marriage, which they considered

defiling. Married clergy, for instance, could not engage in sex before celebrating the

Eucharist, and the chasteness and honor of marriage remained lower than the chasteness

o f monastic life.101 Part o f the reason for this was that the elevation of marriage did not

result in a higher opinion o f women.102 For Blastares, women were weak, liable to

"  Symeon of Thessalonica, Against the Heresies and on the Divine Temple, 282, PG 
155:512-13, trans. in Meyendorff, Marriage, 111-12. Cf. discussion of same passage in Ritzer, 
Mariage, 204-6.

10° Meyendorff, Marriage, 20-24.

101 viscuso, 188-91.

102 Angold, Church and Society, 430-31.
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temptation, and vulnerable to sexual passion.103 Marriage was clearly placed "in the 

world,” and the woman in the union was an unequal partner, a vessel over whom the 

husband held authority — indeed "ownership.”104 In this light, the dubiety o f  women 

saints for the later Byzantine church becomes clearer. Marriage became more central to 

the Church's life and internal discourse, but the location of women within marriage was 

not compatible with a notion o f sainthood that called for a primary relationship with God 

and the power to perform miracles.

Just as marriage was undergoing a radical shift in Church life, it took on a new 

role for the landed nobility in the secular world. Profound changes began to take place in 

the political and social profile o f the governing classes of the Empire in the late ninth 

century.105 After the seventh century, Byzantium became an agrarian society in which the 

militarized and bureaucratic central government in Constantinople governed and directly 

taxed a large free peasantry. With the advent o f the Macedonian dynasty in 867, 

international social and international power relations were refashioned. As Muslim unity 

and power waned. Byzantium began a period of military expansion. The military 

necessities o f attack were quite different from those of defense and, in particular, mobile 

professional troops were required for distant campaigns. Despite imperial legislation to 

protect the Empire's free peasantry, in which the emperors posed as defenders o f the poor,

103 Viscuso, 209.
104 Viscuso, 207,210.

105 The developments described here have been recounted many times. The best 
overview is still Ostrogorsky, ByzState, 255-308. See also Rosemary Morris, "The Powerful and 
the Poor in Tenth-Century Byzantium: Law and Reality," Past and Present 73 (1976), 3-27; 
Helene Saradi, "On the 'Archontike' and 'Ekklesiastike Dynasteia' in Byzantium with Particular
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the military needs of the Macedonian emperors led to increased taxes and to dependence 

by the state on the support o f the private military retinues of its generals, particularly in 

Anatolia. These regional commanders and their families, called in the sources the 

"powerful” (dunatoi, ) began to use their local power to establish large personal estates 

and distinct lineages.106 The long period in Byzantine history when family names fell out 

of use came to an end as greater emphasis was placed on the family.107 Marriage was 

never simply a relationship between two people, but as aristocratic families rose to 

prominence in Byzantine society, it became a matter of family inheritance and political 

strategy.108 While, in religious culture, marriage would remain an inferior way of life to 

monasticism. to the new upper classes of the Empire it became paramount.

This process intensified with the advent of the Komnenian dynasty (1081). The 

eleventh century was a time of extraordinary social and economic fluidity. If one wants 

an economic explanation, it would seem that the tremendous release o f capital occasioned 

by Basil II's successors led to increased trade and wealth, above all amongst the people of

Attention to the Legal Sources: A Study in Social History of Byzantium." B 64 (1994), 69-117, 
316-51 ;Charalambos S. Sifonas, "Basile II et I'aristocratie byzantine," B 64 (1994), 118-33.

106 It was the imperial taxes, necessary for the military expansion, that seem to have so 
impoverished the peasantry that the dunatoi were able to usurp their lands.

107 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Ann Wharton Epstein. Change in Byzantine Culture in the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1985), 3-4, 99-104. Cf. Paul Stephenson, "A Development in Nomenclature on the Seals of the 
Byzantine Provincial Aristocracy in the Late Tenth Century," REB 52 (1994), 187-211, for a 
recent discussion of the rise in importance of family names.

108 Evelyn Patiagean, "Byzantium in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries," in A History o f 
Private Life: I: From Rome to Byzantium, ed. Paul Veyne, trans. Arthur Goidhammer 
(Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1987), 597-8. Dynastic marriage had 
always been an issue at the imperial level, but what became more significant was its spread to 
lower levels of society. The misfortune of St. Mary the Younger, a member of the minor 
nobility, began with just such a match; cf. Life of Mary the Younger 2, HWB, 256.
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Constantinople. Mid-century emperors responded to the increased economic and political 

power of the Constantinopolitan populace by showering favors.109 They also downgraded 

the military infrastructure of the empire. One result was that the great rural families, such 

as the Komnenoi and Doukai. moved their operations to the capital and disputed control 

o f the throne. With the gradual fading of the Macedonian Dynasty's political power, 

competition between the great families became wide open. The sense of insecurity is 

evident in the works of Kekaumenos. where the author recommends that only one's own 

family should be trusted.110

In this political maelstrom, Alexios I Komnenos was able to take control by use of 

money, mercenaries, and the imposition of a harsh military regime, but he maintained 

control by elevating his family in a way no previous emperor had done. Under the 

direction of Alexios' mother, the matriarch Anna Dalassena, the Komnenoi mastered the 

social network by using the dynastic methods o f the Anatolian families from which they 

came.111 Ultimately, Alexios was related by marriage to all other major families,112

109 Cf. Michael Psellos, Chronographia, trans. E.R.A Sewter as Fourteen Byzantine 
Rulers, rev. ed. (New York: Penguin. 1966), 170. Psellos attacked his favorite emperor, 
Constantine IX Monomachos, precisely because he had given away so much to the lower, but 
now much richer, classes.

110 Michael Angold, The Byzantine Empire 1025-1204: A Political History (London: 
Longman, 1984), 74-75.

111 Angold, Byzantine Empire, 105.
112 It is worthwhile emphasizing just how central marriage was to this policy. Alexios 

was related to the Doukai by his marriage to Irene Doukaina and by his brother Adrian's marriage 
to Zoe Doukaina; to the Melissenoi by his sister Eudokia's marriage: to the Taronites clan by his 
sister Maria's marriage; to the Dalassenoi by his mother, to the Diogenes family through his 
sister Theodora, although this seems to have been one of Anna Dalassena's mistakes given the 
fall of Romanos IV Diogenes and the later revolts of various members of the Diogenes family 
against Alexios. In addition, Alexios acquired a relationship to the Paleologoi through the 
marriage of his wife Irene's sister, Anna, to George Paleologos. The pattern continued in the
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which enabled him to weather decades of political and military setbacks by counting on 

the support o f his family network. Alexios built up the authority of his family through a 

complex title system and by giving his relatives actual power. He was fortunate in having 

a large number of relatives who were good soldiers — his brothers, his Doukas relations, 

and various Paleologoi and Melissenoi, led armies against the Normans and supervised 

the building o f a new fleet.

The centrality of family, and hence marriage, to the Byzantine elite became a 

permanent aspect of the social structure. Later Byzantine aristocrats proudly strung 

together all the great names they inherited from both parents. Thus, in a period when the 

Church's legal, liturgical and theological encouragement of a specifically Christian ideal 

marriage intensified, there was a real conjunction with the dynastic concerns of the elite.

Marriage, of course, had a central place in women’s lives and social location, but 

the scattered nature of our sources makes it difficult to show how changing views of 

marriage in the ecclesiastical and public arenas impacted on individuals. There are. 

however, several suggestive accounts of married women in the tenth to twelfth centuries - 

- the core period that saw the precipitous decline o f new women saints.113

Sources repeat that mothers loved their children, and wept over them in times of 

trouble. The Life of Luke o f Steiris contains an entire sequence on Luke's widowed 

mother, and her love, care and need for her son, noting that "as mothers do, [she] was

next generation, when Alexios became related to the Bryennioi by his daughter Anna’s marriage. 
See Angold, Byzantine Empire, 105-106.

113 Recent summaries are Angold, Church and Society, 426-40; and Lynda Garland, "The 
Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women: A Further note on the Conventions of Behaviour and 
Social Reality as Reflected in Eleventh and Twelfth Century Historical Sources," B 58:2 (1988), 
361-393.
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deeply grieving and eager to help her beloved." 114 Michael Psellos wrote an enkomion o f 

his mother Theodote, one in which he suggested that she was saintly (although there is no 

evidence that she was ever celebrated as a saint). Psellos. whose family was distinctly 

middle class, celebrates his mother for her piety, and her calmness, but also for her 

independence and education. Theodore of Stoudion had written in the same tradition as 

Psellos two centuries earlier.115 but. as Lynda Garland notes, there is a significant change: 

Theodore said little about his mother's relationship with her husband, but Psellos presents 

his mother as an ideal wife and mother.116 Despite her piety she took care to make herself 

look attractive to her husband, and Psellos comments that she "was not only the coworker 

and help to my father, according to divine order, but that he also found her first among 

those who are most beautiful."117 More than this, however, Psellos dwells on his mother’s 

love and care for him and his education. Mother love was not a new invention of the 

eleventh century, but it is clear that it was expected from mothers.118 Thinking about this, 

we might compare two Marys. The cult of the mother o f Jesus dwelt on her love and care 

for her son. a love that was celebrated in some of the most important iconic portrayals of

114 Life of Luke of Steiris. ed. and trans. Carolyn L. Connor and W. Robert Connor. The 
Life and Miracles of Saint Luke o f Steiris: Text, Translation and Commentary (Brookline MA: 
Hellenic College Press. 1994), 18-24, 114

115 Theodore of Stoudion, "Funeral Oration for His Mother," PG 99: 883-902. There is a 
useful summation of this speech in Charles Diehl, Byzantine Portraits, trans. H. Bell (New York: 
1927).

116 Garland, "Life and Ideology," 375.
117 Cited in Garland, "Life and Ideology," 375.
118 Theodore's mother, however, showed no emotion even when her young son was 

pleading to stay with her as she entered a convent. See Diehl's comments in Byzantine Portraits, 
115.
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her. Compare this with the life o f Mary the Younger, who loved her children but did not 

weep when they died.

The Straiegikon o f  Kekaumenos. a member of the rural military elite, slightly 

higher up the social scale than Psellos. had a lot to say about women and family in the 

late eleventh century.119 Kekaumenos. writing a series of counsels for his son, had a 

different goal than Psellos. Still, his is a much darker picture of a family under siege. 

Family was central to his thought, and he assumes the centrality of women and marriage, 

but he also displayed an extreme suspicion of women, whom he saw as subject to 

advances from all men, and as sexually untrustworthy. Kekaumenos' ideal was that a 

woman in marriage should subject herself to her husband's will, look after his house, and 

provide him with children.120 A good wife was certainly not one that refused sex, tried to 

escape to a convent, or gave away the family wealth. Thomals of Lesbos would have 

been Kekaumenos' worst nightmare.

Psellos wrote more conventional enkomia on a number of imperial women. In his 

funeral oration on Irene Pegonotissa. he gave another portrait of an ideal marriage. Here 

Psellos emphasized less the mutual love of couples for each other, than the duty and 

obedience women owed to their husbands. He supposed that the perfect couple would 

both come from a good family, that the husband would be ideal, and the marriage

119 Kekaumenos. Cecaumeni strategicon el incerti scriptoris de qfficiis regiis libellus, 
ed. B. Wassiliewsky and V. Jemstedt (St. Petersburg: 1896; repr. Amsterdam: 1965). The most 
discussed sections are translated in Deno J. Geanakoplos, Byzantium: Church, Society, and 
Civilization Seen through Contemporary Eyes (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 
236-37. See discussion by Garland, "Life and Ideology," 369-70, and Angold, Church and 
Society, 392-96.

120 "Whoever buries his wife has lost half his livelihood, more if she was a good 
woman." Cited in Angold, Church and Society, 393.
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predestined. Once married, however, the ideal wife was depicted as retiring, shy, reticent 

and quiet in speech. But she was also to be a good mother, and to have sexual relations 

with her husband.121 Psellos was specific on this point, claiming that she was "wiser than 

virgins, since they abstain from bodily relations, but their souls are not always purified 

from desire, while she. having contracted a legal marriage arranged by her parents was 

quite virginal in other relationships, as much in her soul as her body."122 These themes, 

put forward by a most secular writer, accord well with the views of churchmen on the 

functions and nature of married life.123 We know from Psellos, as well as Anna 

Komnena. that such shrinking violets were far from the reality o f imperial women's 

lives.124 Still, ideology and actuality came together on one point: although the 

hagiographic theme of resistance to marriage recurs in some secular texts, Laiou is surely 

right in claiming that "the example o f the elegy of the Kaisarissa Irene, where one meets 

no ambivalence on the subject of marriage, is a tendency throughout the twelfth 

century."125

121 A number of authors have addressed a new stress on the purely erotic aspects of 
marriage in the twelfth century. Laiou, Manage, 103, thinks that the stress on the sexual aspect 
on marriage was new in the Komnenian era, and detects a frank concern not just with physical 
beauty, always a concern to the Byzantines, but with pleasure also. Cf. Lynda Garland, '"Be 
Amorous, But be Chaste...': Sexual Morality in Byzantine Learned and Vernacular Romance, " 
BMGS 14 (1990). 62-120.

122 See discussion in Laiou, Mariage, 91-93.
123 Laiou, Mariage. 105. notes that even canon lawyers in the twelfth century were 

uneasy with sexual abstinence between spouses.
124 See Georgina Buckler, Anna Comnena: A Study (Oxford: Clarendon, 1929), 114-21, 

and Garland, "Life and Ideology," 390-93, for discussions of the radical contrast between the 
frequently reiterated ideology and the reality of women's agency.

125 Laiou, Mariage. 93.
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Saints' Lives also might present an ideal o f a normal married woman. There is no

reason to suppose that authors presented a battered wife as any kind of model for

Byzantine women.126 But if  we look at the margins of saints' lives, we see a better

representation of developing social ideals. In the Life o f Thomals. for example, the

exemplary married woman in the life is not Thomals. but her mother Kale:

His wife and life companion was Kale, who was most beautiful in character, and 
more beautiful in soul. She was quite temperate, and, to speak truly, was of one 
mind with her husband. She was praiseworthy in conduct, intelligent in her mind, 
and good in her disposition... Kale was given <in marriage> to be a companion 
for the aforementioned man. and they were revealed to be a golden team, a team 
thrice happy and blessed, vigorously bearing the evangelical yoke and observing 
the divine precepts... Kale, who was God-pleasing in her lifestyle, was lawfully 
united with a man of the same habits. And one could often see both o f <these> 
wise <individuals> holding in contempt the fine things of life, since they were of 
one mind. They had enough wealth and money that they were neither enslaved by 
poverty, nor were they swollen by the weight of money, but they proceeded along 
in a middle path which is a clear sign, I think, of their virtue.127

This was the ideal, a modest wife of one mind with her husband, not the conflict of

ThomaTs’ marriage. Moreover, what the couple desire is not at first, monastic life, but to 

be loosed from the "fetter of sterility." which "tore apart their soul." Eventually God 

intervened and "removed from them their disgrace... the heavy collar of childlessness." It 

was only after the death of her husband that Kale entered a convent. Thomals' mother is a 

veritable model of good wifeliness. She was modest, pious, and loyal to her husband.

But she was not a saint.

126 Cf. Angold, Church and Society, 434, who argues just this point. There is no 
evidence that the Lives in question circulated widely, nor that exemplarity in marriage was a 
major concern of the writers.

127 Life of ThomaTs 3.
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The contemporary epic Aiyevriq ’Axptrnq sets forth similar views on ideals of 

marriage and womanhood.128 but also provides more insight into the problems the 

masculinizing language of female sainthood faced. In the text, just as andreia underlines 

masculinity, modesty and "protection of herself from male society" underlines 

femininity.129 The poem does portray a masculinized women — Maximou — but she is a 

villainess. Maximou goes out in the world, acts without fear, speaks freely to men, and 

blasphemously claims that her own andreia comes from God.130 Fearlessness, activity in 

the world, free-speech (parrhesia) and andreia. it bears repeating, were exactly the 

qualities ascribed to both male and female saints.

We can now see the impact o f marriage changes on women's sainthood. The trope 

of the "man's soul in a woman's body." and the stress on the use of gendered language that 

masculinized women both continued to be important in hagiography. As we saw in 

Chapter IV this amounted to a one-gendered model of sainthood in which gender 

inflected language might be used about both men and women, but in rather different 

ways. But this conflicted with the role of women in relation to marriage. A married 

woman, by all social expectations, was irretrievably female -- she was beautiful, she was 

a mother who loved her children, she was a partisan of her family, and she was 

subordinate to her husband.

None of this was especially new. What was new was the Church's promotion and 

acceptance of marriage. A new ideal of life for the good Christian woman was available,

128 Angold, Church and Society, 399-400, discusses the centrality of marriage and family 
in the poem, and relates this to Kekaumenos' views.

129 Ekdawi et al, 34.
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but such women could not fit into the masculine paradigm of sanctity. While marriage 

may possess its own virtues, such as being a "good wife." the virtue of marriage placed 

women in an irretrievably feminine role and was not commensurable with the heroic and 

masculine sanctity of saints. For women, these transformations in the social significance 

of marriage closed off previous forms of sanctity; martyrdom was unnecessary and it was 

now much less conceivable for a woman to lead an independent ascetic life.131 None of 

this applied to men. who at all times could leave family, and adopt the extreme ascetic 

practices that impressed the Byzantines. A married male saint who remained in his 

marriage was not acceptable to the Byzantines either, but for men the monastic option 

remained open.

D Women and the Monasticization of Sainthood

Byzantine monasticism passed through distinct and varying phases o f power and 

prestige. Its history in the post-iconoclastic period has been traced in recent years. In 

general, scholars have seen a period of monastic triumph following the defeat o f 

Iconoclasm, and periods o f great public and state support for monasticism in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries.132 These centuries see a major change in the contours of Byzantine 

monasticism. the establishment of a new series of monastic powerhouses — on Mount

130 Ekdawi et al, 35.
131 Cf. Laiou, Mariage, 93, "The matrimonial strategy of the Byzantine aristocracy, 

based upon a highly elevated assessment of nuptiality for men as well as for women, eliminated 
the image of the virgin approaching marriage unwillingly. The ideal is now that of a young 
woman who celebrates her wedding and to whom one wishes good offspring.... The new 
model-suppressed the choice which had formerly confronted the Byzantine woman between 
divine marriage and human marriage."
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Athos, Patmos, Chios — to replace the increasingly endangered monasteries of Anatolia. 

These new foundations were to become active producers of hagiographic literature, as 

well as the major centers of monastic prestige. The Komnenian period, in contrast, was 

perhaps a period of retrenchment, in which literate society and court culture rejected 

monks.133 It was, however, also the period in which the great independent monasteries 

consolidated their status and prestige.134 After the recapture of Constantinople in 1261. 

and especially following the Hesychast victory in the mid-l300s.135 monasticism again 

triumphed and monks established another major center at Meteora. One aspect of the 

success o f monasticism, especially Athonite monasticism, in the Palaiologan era was the 

virtually complete domination of the episcopate.136

Although the cultural contradictions outlined so far in this chapter were most 

important, the decline in numbers o f new women saints in Byzantine culture must also be 

understood within the history of monasticism. Undulations in the prestige and power of 

monasticism are smoothed considerably when one considers changes in the types o f new

132 Rosemary' Morris. Monks and Laymen in Byzantium. 843-1118 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1995); Angold, Church and Society, 265-382.

133 Paul Magdalino, "The Byzantine Holy Man in the Twelfth Century," in Hackel, Saint, 
51 -66. In the sweep of Byzantine history, the period of disapproval was a temporary 
phenomenon, not a trend.

134 John Philip Thomas, Private Religious Foundations in the Byzantine Empire 
(Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1987), 223-24.

135 John Meyendorff, Byzantium and the Rise o f Russia (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1981), 100-3.

136 Cf. Aristeides Papadakis, The Christian East and the Rise o f Papacy (Crestwood NY: 
SVS Press, 1994), 306. After Athanasios I, all patriarchs of Constantinople but two were 
monastics. The trend to monasticism became even more intense under Isidores (1347-50). He 
consecrated thirty-two new bishops, for the most part members of the same monastic circle. For 
a complete list of patriarchs, and which ones were monks, see Paul Halsall, Bishops/Patriarchs 
o f Constantinople, [http://www.fordham.edu/haIsall/byzantium/texts/byzpatcp.html].
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saints. Chapter IV demonstrated that despite variations in the total number of new saints, 

there was a distinct trend towards monastic saints (Table 4:3). especially among women 

where the few later saints were all nuns. The statistics, based on the BHG cohort, do not 

tell the entire story for male saints, since they include a number of martyrs from outside 

the Byzantine world. Angeliki Laiou's study of Palaiologan-era saints gives a more 

accurate impression — all the saints she studies were monks, and most had an association 

with Mount Athos.137

Monasticism was important in the history of sainthood because o f public 

awareness o f monks. Calculation of the absolute number of monks is of course 

impossible, but Charanis, working on a population estimate for the Empire at its height o f 

about twenty million, argued that up to one percent of the population were monks.138 

The sheer number of monks meant that their influence would have been felt everywhere. 

Many families would have had relatives in orders. Monks also effectively publicized 

their own culture. At least some saints’ Lives were written for popular consumption, and 

monks were constantly on the road, both the itinerant holy men and monks from one 

monastery visiting another. The bigger monasteries had subsidiary metochia in 

Constantinople that their monks visited. Monasticism reached and affected equally the 

low. the middle, and the upper reaches of Byzantine society.

137 Angeliki E. Laiou, "Saints and Society in the Late Byzantine Empire," in Charanis 
Studies, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1980), 84-114.

138 Peter Charanis, "The Monk as an Element in Byzantine Society," DOP 25 (1971), 73. 
He suggests 50,000 monks in up to 7000 monasteries. One need not take the figures literally to 
accept his point, but the figures seem less extreme when one considers that in Crete in 1632 
much better records show up to 2% of the population under monastic vows.
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The monks and nuns who feature so prominently in early hagiography tended to 

be hermits, anchorites and others who renounced society, and it was as hermits that 

female ascetics had been so impressive to hagiographers. But it was cenobites who had 

led the defense of the icons,139 and the post-iconoclastic period saw the beginning o f the 

permanent ascendancy of cenobitism. Indeed, excessive asceticism, while still 

impressive, came to be considered slightly boorish: as Kazhdan indicates "the struggle 

against the iconoclasts required resistance, not escapism."140 Eremitism became an 

adjunct rather than an alternative to communal life, and the most prestigious form of 

monasticism. For a time, this meant that both monasteries in the countryside and the 

major Constantinopolitan monasteries, such as the Stoudion. were equally celebrated. 

Women's monasteries also benefited at first; they were able to maintain the cults of 

monastic saints such as Irene of Chrysobalanton.141 After the tenth century, greater 

prestige was associated with the new Aegean and Athonite monasteries, and monastic 

saints of the period included the founders of these monasteries, for instance. 

Christodoulos of Patmos.

The history of women's monasticism does not parallel that of men's. A great deal 

of work on women's monasticism has made it clear that while male monastic power 

increased in the later centuries of the empire, there were always factors that made

139 Alexandr P. Kazhdan, "Hermetic, Cenobitic, and Secular Ideals in Byzantine 
Hagiography of the Ninth Centuries (sic)," GOTR 30:4 (1985), 478.

140 Kazhdan, "Hermetic, Cenobitic, and Secular Ideals," 480-81
141 Women's monasteries also seem to have supported the initial cults of women saints 

outside Constantinople, such as Theodora of Thessalonica, and Athanasia of Aigina.
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women's monasticism weaker and less prestigious.142 Not only were there far fewer 

monasteries for women than for men, but their locations had an important correlation 

with the history o f  sainthood. Women’s monasteries tended to be smaller urban 

institutions, and heavily concentrated in the capital — they also tended to be poorer.143 

Although convents had only a small foothold in the major monastic centers of earlier 

centuries, they were altogether excluded from the most prestigious monastic centers of 

the later Byzantine period, those in Athos and Meteora.

Within male monasticism, the spiritual exercises and spirituality associated with 

hesychasm took on an ever-greater predominance, leading to the complex religious 

disputes of the fourteenth century. Hesychasm emphasized the intellectual

142 Dorothy de F. Abrahamse, "Byzantine Asceticism and Women’s Monasteries in Early 
Medieval Italy," in Medieval Religious Women I: Distant Echoes, ed. Lilian Thomas Shank and 
John A. Nichols (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian Publications, 1984), 31-50; eadem, "Women’s 
Monasticism in the Middle Byzantine Period: Problems and Perspectives," BF9 (1985): 35-58; 
Catia Galatariotou, "Byzantine Women's Monastic Communities: The Evidence of the 
TYTHKA," JOB 38 (1988): 263-90; Elizabeth Koubena, "A Survey of Aristocratic Women 
Founders of Monasteries in Constantinople between the Eleventh and Fifteenth Centuries," in 
Les femmes et le monachisme, ed. Perreault, 25-32; Maria Loukaki, "Monasteres de femmes a 
Byzance du XHe siecle jusqu'a 1453," in Les femmes et le monachisme, ed. Perreault 33-42.; 
Jacques Y. Perreault, ed., Les femmes et le monachisme byzantin/Women and Byzantine 
Monasticism, Actes du symposium d'Athenes/Acts o f the Athens symposium, 1988, Publications 
de 1’Institut Canadien d'Archeologie a Athenes/Publications of the Canadian Archeological 
Institute at Athens No. 1 (Athens: 1988); Helene Saradi-Mendelovici, "L"infirmitas sexus' 
presumee de la moniale byzantine: doctrine ascetique et pratique juridique," in Les femmes et le 
monachisme, ed. Perreault, 87-97.; Alice-Mary Talbot, "Bluestocking Nuns: Intellectual Life in 
the Convents of Late Byzantium," Okeanos: Harvard Ukrainian Studies VII [= Essays Presented 
to Ihor Sevcenko] (Cambridge MA: 1984), 604-618; eadem, "Late Byzantine Nuns: By Choice or 
Necessity," BF 9 (1985), 103-117; eadem, "Monastic Experience"; eadem, "The Byzantine 
Family and the Monastery," DOP 44 (1990), 119-30.

143 Talbot, "Monastic Experience," 4-5 and Tables I and II. The concentration in urban 
areas was a function of who founded convents, mostly aristocratic and imperial women, who 
often retired to them. Male monastery founders seem to have been able to act more 
independently.
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accomplishment and spiritual feats o f saints such as Gregory Palamas. which women, 

deprived o f education and literacy.144 could not hope to emulate.

One also detects in documents about nuns a certain uneasiness about how to 

conceive them. As with women saints, male writers long expected nuns to acquire 

masculinity, or at least "masculine spirit" through monastic life, a pattern that continued 

in the last centuries o f the Empire.145 Convent founders, however, were unhappy about 

leaving administration in women's hands. Commonly, male administrators received 

control o f the nuns' property, and abbesses had to submit to the community's priest.146 In 

addition to the real limits a nun might face in conducting worldly business, it is clear that, 

male spirit or not, the founders o f convents (often female) subscribed to cultural norms 

that saw women as weak and lacking common sense.147

In short, a resurgent monasticism produced the majority o f the later Byzantine 

saints after the trough in saint-production of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Mount 

Athos' complete exclusion of women symbolized the prominence thereafter of a type of 

monasticism that precluded the type of sanctity women had exercised in the early church. 

Women could still become nuns,148 but it is notable that one of the few later women to

144 Laiou, ” Role of Women," 255-57. Laiou found literacy rates amongst aristocratic 
women in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of between 7 and 16 percent. The sample was, 
it should be noted, miniscule. Talbot, "Bluestocking Nuns," 605, notes the scanty evidence on 
the intellectual life of late Byzantine nuns, and it does seem not possible to assess their literacy 
rates.

145 Talbot. "Monastic Experience," 10-11.
146 Galatariotou, "Byzantine Women's Monastic Communities," 284-87.
147 Judicial and notarial texts did not treat nuns any differently than lay women. Cf. 

Saradi-Mendelovici, "L"infirmitas sexus' presumee de la moniale byzantine." 95.
•48 Talbot. "Monastic Experience," 2. Female monasteries were perhaps 35% of the total 

in Palaiologan Constantinople, but these institutions produced no saints.
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achieve sanctity, the Empress Irene, had a cult supported by the male monastery of the 

Pantokrator.149

E Married Women Saints

It is now time to bring together the various themes I have examined in relationship 

to the lives of the last generations of Byzantine women saints. We have seen that there 

was a decline and virtual disappearance of new women saints in the tenth and eleventh 

centuries, that the literature of female sanctity persistently masculinized women saints, 

and that marriage became socially and religiously more prominent during the same period 

in which new women saints cease to be recognized. I have argued strongly that an ideal 

o f women centered on marriage contradicts an ideal of sanctity that degendered women. I 

do not suggest that this was the only issue in the decline o f new women saints: the 

monasticization of sainthood must also play a part. All this rests on the conviction that 

the small number of married lay women saints in the ninth and tenth centuries and the 

absence of new women saints in later Byzantium, are phenomena that demand an 

explanation, and that ultimately result in new ways of understanding Byzantine saints 

both male and female. Who then were these women, and how do their Lives inform our 

understanding of what happened?

Among even the small number of women celebrated as new saints after the end of 

Iconoclasm,150 many simply reiterated older themes of women's sanctity. The Iconoclast

149 SynaxCP 888-90; John Thomas and Angela Constantinides Hero, eds., Byzantine 
Monastic Foundation Documents: A Complete Translation o f the Surviving Founder’s Typika 
and Testaments /Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies, 1999), 725-81.

150 See Table A2; cf. Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Women and 
Iconoclasm," BZ 84/85:2 (1991 /1992), 392-96, for a discussion of Iconoclast era women saints.
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period itself saw the last two women martyrs of the Byzantine era.151 Others were the last 

echoes of the theme o f women dressed as monks and need detain us no longer.152 Two 

appear only as followers of male saints, and cannot be said to have had any significant 

cult of their own.153 The Life of Theoktiste of Lesbos, the only vita of a middle- 

Byzantine female saint with a substantial manuscript tradition, was a retelling of the 

legendary life of Mary o f Egypt.154 A number o f other women who appear as "saints" in 

modem lists seem to have done so purely on the basis of synaxarion entries or private 

documents with no other indication of a cult.155 Despite her Greek Life, it is hard to 

consider Paraskeve o f Thrace as a "Byzantine" saint since her origins and cult were

There is an overlap of these saints with the saints discussed here since Kazhdan and Talbot focus 
on the period in which the women lived, whereas I focus on the period in which the women were 
recognized as saints. Among the saints listed, but not considered here are: Theodora of Kaisaris, 
a woman who fled to a convent to avoid marrying Leo Ill's son (BHGNA 2424m), Anthousa of 
Mantineon. [d. 808-809] BHG(NA 2029h). tortured under Constantine V. and Anthousa the 
daughter of Constantine V.

151 Mary the Patrician. (BHG 1195) and Theodosia, (BHG I773y-1774e). Kazhdan and 
Talbot, "Women and Iconoclasm." 392. stress the lack of reliable data on these two saints, who 
are probably a doublet, i.e.. a case in which one story was split into two "saints." Anna in the 
Life of Stephen the Younger might also be considered a martyr for refusing to denounce him.
The synaxarion notices for Theodosia and Stephen the Younger are translated in BDI.

152 AnnaTuphemianos the Younger [8-9 Cent.](BHG 2027), Euphrosyne the Younger 
[c.921-23](BHG 627) and Marina of Sicily [d. 1062](BHG 1170).

153 Anna, in Life of Stephen the Younger (BHG1667)[10C], and Theodora, a disciple of 
Basil the Younger [10C](BHG NA 264d-f, cf. p.202)

154 The Life (BHG 1723-1726) is attributed to the 10th century; cf. HWB, 95-116. The 
Lives of both Mary of Egypt and Theoktiste were only two examples of a much more widespread 
theme of the naked woman hermit. See discussion in John Wortley, ed. and trans., The Spiritual 
Beneficial Tales o f Paul Bishop ofMonembasia (Kalamazoo MI: Cistercian, 1996), 187-90.

155 The Empress Irene's [d. 803] "vita" (BHG 2205) is simply a compendium of related 
excerpts, some unflattering, from Theophanes' Chronographia. [Cf. Warren Treadgold, "The 
Unpublished Saint's Life of the Empress Irene," BF 8 (1982), 237-51]. Theoktiste [d. sub Irene], 
mother of Theodore of Stoudion, gained an entry in the BHG (BHG 2420) purely on the basis of 
her son's enkomion. [Cf. Theodore of Stoudion, "Funeral Oration for His Mother," PG 99: 883- 
902.]
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Slavic.156 Matrona of Chios is given a very doubtful fourteenth-century date in BHG. and 

is better considered as a post-Byzantine saint.157

That leaves just ten Byzantine women saints for whom we have significant 

amounts of information.158 None were martyrs, and eight of them were married,159 a fact 

that accounts for the repeated claims that there was a new ideal o f female sanctity. 

Leaving aside the very low absolute numbers for any "ideal." given that we are 

considering a period o f four centuries, we must recognize that the Lives of many of these 

women are based not on their marital status but on much older motifs of sanctity.

Echoes o f Older Motifs o f  Sanctity

Monasticism is the central element of both the sanctity and cult of many of the 

women. Of the ten. six were either founders or abbesses of convents, one was a simple

156 BHG 1420z-I421. Cf. ODB 1585.
157 BHG 1220 gives Matrona’s date of death as 1306-10. apparently accepted by Alice- 

Mary Talbot, HWB, 321. Petit, Bib Ac. 186, dates her death in 1462. Matrona’s story refers to her 
dealing with barbarian marauders from the West at a time when Chios was under Genoese 
control, but this does not clearly date her life since the Genoese held the island for extended 
intervals between 1261 and the sixteenth century. The later date derives from published Greek 
lists of new saints, especially Nikodemos the Hagiorite's Neon Martyrologion. Both BHG and 
the Neon Martyrologion refer to Metropolitan Nilos of Rhodes as the source of her story. The 
early date is thus far from certain, and the development of the cult seems to have been post- 
Byzantine. See the not-entirely-satisfactory discussion (since she does not mention that Matrona 
was not a martyr) in Efthalia Makris Walsh, "The Women Martyrs of Nikodemus Hagiorites' 
Neon Martyrologion." GOTR 36:1 (1991): 71 -91.

158 Most of their lives have now been made available in annotated and commented 
English translations. Athanasia of Aigina [9 Cent.](BHG 180) [HWB, 137-158]; Theokleto [9 
Cent] [no translation of SynaxCP entry]; Theodora [empress, d. 867](BHG 1731-1735) [BDI, 
353-382]; Theodora of Thessalonica [d. 892] (BHG 1737-1741) [HWB, 159-237]; Theophano 
[empress, d. 893](BHG 1794-1795e)[in prep, by Jan Olof Rosenqvist]; Mary the Younger [d. 
902](BHG 1164) [HWB, 239-289]; Irene of Chrysobalanton [9-10 Cent.](BHG 952) [Rosenqvist, 
Irene]; Martha of Monembasia [9-10 Cent.](BHG 1175) [Wortley, Spiritually Beneficial Tales,
112-14]; ThomaTs of Lesbos [10 Cent.](BHG 2454-2451)[HWB, 291-322, and Appendix II 
below]; Irene [empress, d. 1134](BHG 2206)[no translation of SynaxCP entry]; Theodora of Arta 
[queen, d.c.!270](BHG 1736) [HWB. 323-33].
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nun, and another spent time in a convent.160 It was convents also that maintained the 

memory of these women, and provided a focus for their usually small-scale cults.161 In 

most cases the marriage of a woman saint ended early in her career and was not the focus 

of the hagiographer's attention. Rather than surveying all the monastic women, I will try 

to unwrap more closely the continuation o f older monastic themes in two.

In the case of Theodora of Thessalonica, her marriage can hardly be ignored, since 

she did not resist marriage and bore three children.162 Moreover, her once-married status 

was understood to be a problem.163 and the Life does focus on her relationship with her 

daughter Theopiste. Theodora’s sanctity, however, did not derive from her married life. 

She lived a life of sufficient monastic rigor for her biographer to use it to argue her 

sanctity, but her asceticism was far from extraordinary.164 It was in another area of 

traditional sanctity that she excelled. Only soon after her death did her sanctity become

159 The exceptions were Irene of Chrysobaianton and Martha of Monembasia.
160 Athanasia of Aigina, founder and abbess: Irene of Chrysobaianton, abbess; Martha of 

Monembasia, abbess: Theophano the Empress, founder: Irene the Empress, was founder of the 
Pantokrator Monastery (or. more accurately the major influence on her husband's foundation), 
and was tonsured before her death: Theodora of Arta, founder of the Convent of St. George, 
where she was later a nun. Theodora of Thessalonica, was a nun not an abbess, although her 
daughter was. Theodora the Empress spent some of her life in the convent of Gastria. Although 
she was not tonsured, she was buried there. [ODB 2038]

161 Monasteries were important in maintaining the cults of Theodora of Thessalonica (by 
far the most important of the cults): Theophano the Empress; Irene of Chrysobaianton; Irene the 
Empress; Theodora of Arta, as well as the cult of ThomaTs of Lesbos. It is not clear that Martha 
of Monembasia or Athanasia of Aigina had any significant local cult.

162 Life of Theodora of Thessalonica 8. HWB, 169.
163 Life of Theodora of Thessalonica 59, HWB, 2 14. Monks discussing her "all marveled 

at how a woman who lived in a city and had once been married could be elevated by God to such 
a height of glory, so as to surpass all women known to us with regard to the miracles she 
accomplished."

164 HWB, 159.
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apparent: oil from a lamp burning near her tomb did not run out. and the lamp then began 

to gush oil. The oil was used to cure cases of a smallpox epidemic sweeping through the 

city. At this point Theodora began her career as one o f the most important local saints of 

Thessalonica. a myrrh-giving saint whose methods may have been adopted by the greatest 

of Thessalonian saints. Demetrios.165 An icon was painted, under miraculous 

circumstances, her body was transferred, and both a Life and an Account o f posthumous 

miracles were composed.

The Life of Athanasia of Aigina presents another case where there may be less 

than meets the eye.166 Although Athanasia is a married woman saint, her two marriages 

are not part of the story in the central way that they are for Mary the Younger and 

Thomals of Lesbos. Athanasia resists her marriages in a quite conventional, and not 

distinctively female, way. From the viewpoint of gender analysis, the Life remains 

significant for a number of reasons. It contains a "Life within a Life" in which the "inner 

saint" is male. The text provides its own model of an acceptable narrative of sanctity 

where we can examine how Athanasia's sanctity is coordinated with that o f the monk 

Matthias.

165 It is not certain which saint has priority as a myrrh-giver. The cult is described by
Evelyne Patlagean, "Theodora de Thessalonique. Une sainte moniale et un culte citadin (IXe- 
XXe siecles)," in Culto del santi, istiiuzioni e classi sociali in etapreindustriale, ed. Sofia 
Boesch Gajano and Lucia Sebastini (Rome: L.U. Japadre Editore, 1984), 39-67. See also Alice- 
Mary Talbot, "Family Cults in Byzantium: The Case of St. Theodora ofThessalonike," in 
AEIMQN: Studies Presented to Lennart Ryden on his Sixty-fifth Birthday, ed. Jan Olof 
Rosenqvist, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia 6 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1996), 49-
69. Talbot notes a major three-century gap in the evidence for the cult between the late ninth 
century texts and a series of texts from the thirteenth-fifteenth centuries that show that the cult 
was flourishing then. This may simply reflect documentary lacunae. At any event, by the 
thirteenth century, Theodora was no longer a "new saint" to those who celebrated or wrote about 
her. She was a wonderworker of a quite conventional type.
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The basic details o f Athanasia’s life and vita are quite clear. The Life survives in

one dated manuscript o f 916. and the circumstances described date her to the early ninth

century, a time of Arab raids on the Aegean islands. Although this was the period of the

second iconoclasm. the topic o f Iconoclasm simply does not arise. Athanasia as a child

received a mystical experience of God:

One day while sitting and weaving at the loom by herself, she saw a shining star 
descend as far as her chest. It shed abundant light on her. and then disappeared 
from sight. By this light therefore, she was abundantly enlightened in her soul and 
came into an absolute hatred for the vanity o f life.167

Consequently, Athanasia desired to become a nun. but her parents forced her to marry.

The first husband died within sixteen days of the marriage in an Arab raid. Later,

following an otherwise unknown imperial edict that all women and widows should marry

foreign men. her parents made Athanasia marry again. She lived with the second husband

for a number of years, engaging in works of piety, but succeeded in persuading him to

enter a monastery. He died soon after. Taking advantage of her "freedom," Athanasia

assembled a group of other women, gave away all her possessions, and began a monastic

life. Her austerities were manifold, and included, after four years, retreating with her

sisters on to an isolated mountain. As well as performing various miracles, Athanasia

also had mystical experiences of both light and visions.168 Later in life she visited

Constantinople and lived there for six or seven years. Just before her death she left

Constantinople and died, after foretelling her own death in a place called Timia. The Life

goes on to describe her posthumous miracles.

166 HWB. 137-58.
167 Life of Athanasia of Aigina 1 .HWB, 142.
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Since Athanasia was married twice, her Life superficially supports the claim that 

the ninth century sees a new acceptability o f married women saints. As with Theodora, it 

is worth examining this claim in more detail. The question is whether Athanasia is a new 

model of saint or merely an old model adopted for a new period: a practice we know 

happened with the recycling of the story o f Mary of Egypt in the Life of Theoktiste.

Again. Athanasia’s marriages are not central to her story. She does not seem to have had 

children, and her husbands were mere obstacles to her monastic career. Neither is 

presented as being evil in any way or even personally an obstacle to sanctity. They are 

merely removed. In this respect, the Life resembles not the Lives of Mary the Younger 

and ThomaTs. but older stories of women saints who leave husbands, travel and found 

monasteries. The fifth-century saint Melania the Younger.169 for instance, was forced by 

family pressures into marriage; she persuaded her husband to give up sexual relations, 

and then pursued a glorious career of travel, asceticism, and monastery foundation. 

Athanasia's story essentially transferred these tropes to the smaller Byzantine world o f the 

ninth and tenth centuries. Athanasia was able to pursue an active career of asceticism and 

monastic foundation. She founded monastic institutions, although they are somewhat less 

impressive than those of Melania. She traveled, not around the Mediterranean, but to 

Constantinople. Rather than representing a "new model" of married sanctity then, or even 

a married woman saint, the Life of Athanasia represents a recurrence of the old motif of a

168 Life of Athanasia of Aigina 10, HWB, 149.
169 Gerontios (d. 485), The Life o f Melania the Younger, trans. Elizabeth A. Clark (New 

York: Edwin Mellen, 1984).
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Christian noble woman who. upon gaining "freedom" from marriage, engages upon an 

idiosyncratic religious career.

It is not her marriage that marks Athanasia's Life of interest in terms of gender, so 

much as her mysticism. She received intense mystical experiences in childhood and after, 

and the Life connects these to her ability to perform miracles.170 The author does not 

suggest that mystical experience is necessary to sanctity, for the monk Matthias also had 

the ability to heal without the same degree of mysticism. Possibly here, the author is 

experimenting with mysticism as a way to describe saintly women. If so, the experiment 

was not taken up. since no women were seen as leaders in the Hesychast movement, 

which later provided so many of the male saints o f the last Byzantine centuries.

Monasticism is not the only older motif we find in the lives of the ten middle 

Byzantine women saints. Four of them were queens and recalled the long tradition of 

sainted monarchs.171 It is hard to escape the impression that there was a strong dynastic 

element in all but one case. Theodora the Empress, as restorer o f icon veneration in 843, 

was clearly the special case because she played a unique role in the sacred history of 

Orthodoxy.172 Leo VI effectively canonized his wife when he built a church as a 

memorial soon after her death and named it the "Church of St. Theophano." Although 

some bishops objected to this name, which was changed, and her body was moved 

eventually to the Convent o f St. Constantine, which she had founded, Leo was successful

170 Life of Athanasia of Aigina 11, HWB, 149.
171 Theodora [empress, d. 867]; Theophano [empress, d. 893]; Irene [empress, d. 1134]; 

Theodora of Arta [Despoina of Epiros. d.c. 1270],
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in his efforts.173 Theophano acquired a small, but long-lasting cult, one that was always 

connected to her imperial rank.174 Irene, the wife of John II Komnenos, was also the 

benefactor o f her widowed husband's efforts to promote her sanctity. Although it was 

never strong, her cult — such as it was — depended on Irene's burial and the 

commemoration of her death in the Pantokrator monastery.175 The monastery functioned 

as a mausoleum for the Komnenoi, and the imperial connection was clear. It was so well 

endowed with other saints' relics, though, that the Russian pilgrims in later centuries do 

not even mention Irene.176 The despoina. Theodora of Arta and her husband Michael II, 

after her reconciliation with him. built a series of churches around Arta, which set a 

pattern for later members of the family.177 Her own foundation of St. George, where she 

was buried, was located in the center o f Arta. and eventually acquired Theodora's name, 

as her tomb became the center of a cult.178 In her case, as with the other sainted queens, 

older themes of sanctity remained powerful.

172 Cf. ODB 2037-38. Her Life dwells on her Orthodoxy, her fidelity to images, and her 
desire that her iconoclast husband be forgiven, see Francois Halkin. ed.. "Deux Imperatrices de 
Byzance," Anal Boll 106 (1988). 28-34.

173 See Glanville Downey. "The Church of all Saints (Church of St. Theophano) Near the 
Church of the Holy Apostles at Constantinople." DOP 9/10 (1955/65). 301-5; and Majeska, 
Russian Travelers. 295-98. Cf. Evelyne Patlagean. "Saintete et pouvoir," in Hackel, Saint, 104, 
who calls the cult an "imperial cause."

174 Paolo Cesaretti. "Some Remarks on the Vita of the Empress Theophano (BHG 
1794)," Svenska Kommitten for byzantinska Studier, Bulletin 6 (1988), 25 notes the emphasis in 
her Life on her character as "queen."

175 SynaxCP 888-890.
176 Majeska. Russian Travelers, 295-98, cf. 311.
177 Donald M. Nicol. The Despotate o f Epiros, 1267-1479: A Contribution to the History 

o f Greece in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 237-39.

178 HWB. 324.
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Married Lay Women Saints: Thomais o f Lesbos and Mary the Younger 

For ail the scholarly discussion o f a new ideal of women’s sanctity, we are 

essentially left with Thomais of Lesbos and Mary the Younger as lay women who were 

married at the time o f their deaths, achieved sanctity in their daily lives, died in acts o f 

domestic violence, and who were later hailed as saints.179 This is not a very large sample 

on which to base "stages” talk.180 Aspects of the Life of the Empress Theophano, also 

married at her death, overlap in some respects, but her imperial position and Leo's 

promotion of her cult were perhaps more important.181 Theodora of Arta’s Life does 

reiterate the theme o f an abused wife, but the document is as much as chronicle as a 

vita.182 and it is going too far to claim that it "revived the theme of a wife mistreated by 

her husband."183 It is also worth nothing that neither Mary nor Thomais achieved much 

popularity in the Byzantine period. Nevertheless, a close reading of these lives provides a 

key to understanding the cultural conflicts that I outlined in general.

179 Cf. Majeska. Travelers. 283. The fourteenth-century Russian pilgrim, Zosima, 
reported on another saint. Kalia the Laywoman who fits into the pattern. He reports about the 
Povasil'jas convent: "St. Calia the laywoman reposes here. Her husband was a rich merchant 
and spent three years at sea. She was wise. God-fearing, and charitable, and gave away all their 
possessions without her husband's knowledge, all of them. Her husband returned and drove her 
to her death, assuming she had spent their means uselessly. God granted her curative powers: 
cripples and sick prostrate to her and are healed." Unfortunately, neither the saint nor the 
monastery is known from a Greek source, and there is no way to date the saint.

180 In her translation of the Life of Mary the Younger, Angeliki Laiou raised the 
possibility that the Lives of Mary and Thomais were essentially the same story [HWB, 251-52]. 
If they were the same saint, then we would "have only one example of a married female who 
becomes a saint without becoming a nun." See my discussion, and rejection, of Laiou’s 
comments in Appendix II.

181 She also counts as founder of a monastery, another common way to sainthood.

182 HWB. 323-33. The document is short and the first half is in the form of a chronicle 
rather than a conventional saint's Life. The second part does promote standard themes.
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We must be clear in discussing these texts that we cannot access through them the 

historical women called Mary and Thomais, although there is no reason to deny that they 

existed. The real value o f the Lives to a cultural historian lies in the texts themselves, and 

what we can determine about the social values and paradoxes the authors evince. It 

would be preferable to be able to probe the thought world of Byzantine women, but 

hagiography cannot legitimately be used for this purpose.184 What we can do is to 

evaluate cultural attitudes towards women in the middle Byzantine period, and perhaps 

gamer some details of their daily life in a time of social change.185

The Life of Mary the Younger [LMY] is a much more complex story and 

addresses the issues of becoming a saint and the gender problem more directly than does

183 Cf. Angold, Church and Society, 435. Theodora is abused, but unlike Mary and 
ThomaTs, she is reconciled with her husband before she dies.

184 Alice-Mary Talbot, "Old Wine in New Bottles: the Rewriting of Saints’ Lives in the 
Palaiologan Period." in The Twilight o f Byzantium, ed. Slobodan Curcic and Doula Mouriki 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 15-26, indicates one way around this impasse.
She analyzed the hagiographers as historical subjects rather than their saints. In the fourteenth 
century one hagiographer (Theodora Raoulaina) was a woman, but there were no indisputable 
women writers of saints' Lives for the earlier period under discussion here — cf. discussion in 
Chapter III, fh. 142.

185 This is a very different theoretical approach from the intense and erudite study of 
hagiography practiced by the BoIIandists. They were motivated by a desire not to profane the 
cult of saints by giving honor to apocryphal persons. Their editions of texts are invaluable, as are 
their philological notes and source criticism, but BoIIandists did not really explore the cultural 
context and import of the vitae. In the Bollandist-edited Lives of women saints listed in the 
bibliography, for instance, there is no attempt in the prefaces to assess the Lives' contribution to 
the history of Byzantine women. Cf. Evelyne Patlagean, "Ancienne hagiographie byzantine et 
histoire sociale," Annales E.S.C 1 (1968), 106-126, repr. in Structures societies, famille, 
chretiente a Byzance TV"-XT siecle (London: Variorum, 1981), V, 106. See Hippolyte Delehaye, 
The Legends o f the Saints: An Introduction to Hagiography, trans. V.M. Crawford (London: 
Longmans, Green, 1907), for a Bollandist's robust criticism of miracles, hagiographers and 
popular credulity. As Delehaye points out there are a number of ways to be misled: accurate 
topographical information means no more than that an author knew a particular city or shrine 
(224-25); a lack of outrageous miracles can merely mean that the life is an abbreviation of a more 
suspect text (223).
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the Life o f Thomais of Lesbos [LTL]. The LTL. however, presents a much more active 

female saint. There is a possibility that the LMY. with its limited acquaintance with 

biblical texts, had a lay author.186 while the heavier use o f psalmody in LTL might 

indicate a monastic author. Taken together these Lives shed light on women's social 

location in Constantinople, a town and a village, on marriage: and on the two male 

authors' efforts to make sense of what constitutes holiness for a Byzantine woman.

Apart from these Lives. there is little other documentation of the existence of 

Mary or Thomais. Since we are dealing with ninth- and tenth-century women whom we 

know through later texts, which survive in manuscripts copied many centuries later, it is 

appropriate to ask how legitimate it is to extract tactual information about their lives and 

culture. We are able to do so because information on background and circumstances 

given by the hagiographers can be judged against the information available from the 

histories and other saints' Lives o f the period, and from sources such as Theodore of 

Stoudion's eulogy on the death of his mother. Theoktiste.187 Such comparisons provide 

confirmation that the picture of the saints given by their biographers was grounded in 

contemporary social ideology if not always in actual experience.

Scholars' discussion of these Lives, as a turning point in Byzantine hagiography 

and conceptions of female sanctity, derives from a 1976 article by Evelyne Patlagean.188

186 A suggestion supported by the LMY's concern with details of military office and 
campaigns, as well as the familiarity with secular classical texts. Cf. HWB, 245

187 Theodore of Stoudion, "Funeral Oration for His Mother," PG 99: 883-902.
188 patlagean. "La femme deguisee," 621. The suggestion was rapidly adopted by other 

scholars: Kazhdan and Constable, People and Power, 73-75; Ryden, "New Forms of 
Hagiography," (1986). 540. It is still going strong, see, for instance, Angold, Church and
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The prima facie  case for this argument is that until the ninth century hagiography of 

female saints had taken as its subjects either early martyrs and ascetics or, less frequently, 

the tradition o f women disguised as monks. In each of these hagiographical traditions 

female sanctity arises from a denial or disregard of femininity.189 In contrast, Mary the 

Younger was a married woman with children, whose sanctity flowed from her family 

experience, and Thomais. although childless, was sanctified through her unhappy marital 

life. This, according to Patlagean. was a new characterization of sanctity or at least a new 

place to look for it — Mary's hagiographer was especially keen to emphasize the point.190

Patlagean unquestionably uncovered important texts for understanding Byzantine 

views of women’s sanctity, but I suggest that she and others have misread their 

significance. Scholars have uniformly presented these texts positively, as demonstrating 

that women were able to exercise virtue as women rather than by denying or destroying 

their femininity.191 In reading these modem accounts, one would think that the Lives 

were the work of some Byzantine feminist and that a flowering o f vitae of married female 

saints took place in the centuries following, as hagiographers mined a new source of 

saintliness for their readers' edification. Instead, the opposite occurred: the always-

Society, 434-35. who says it shows a concept found on the assumption of "spiritual equality 
between men and women"; and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Introduction," in HWB, xii-xiii.

189 By "femininity," 1 mean "that which society at the time considered to be appropriate 
or natural to women." No stand is taken on whether there are, or are not, 'essential' 
characteristics of womanhood.

190 Life of Mary the Younger 2, HWB, 254, "Even though she was a women, united to a 
man, and had children, absolutely nothing prevented her from attaining the glory of God — not 
the weakness of her nature, not the torments of her marriage, not the necessities and the cares of 
feeding of her children. Rather all these things served as the basis of her glory. To those who 
say and think that these circumstances and the rest create an obstacle to valor, she is the proof to 
free them from their vain debates."
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meager tradition of female saints came to a rapid close. Rather than leading to new 

possibilities o f sanctity for women, the shift in women’s roles signaled by the Lives 

proved to be incompatible with fundamental Byzantine ideals of holiness.

The discussion above of the traditions of female sanctity in Byzantium and the 

changing social context of women's lives after the tenth century helps explain why. In the 

ninth and tenth centuries, earlier forms of female religious practice and sanctity became 

either unnecessary (martyrdom) or unfeasible (heroic asceticism). During the same 

period, the institution of marriage began to take on greater social and religious 

significance as new noble lineages were established and marriage came under the 

juridical control of the Church. If women were to continue to become saints without the 

special circumstance of imperial promotion, it was necessary that hagiographers take 

account of these new circumstances. The LTL does so obliquely, the author of Mary's 

Life more directly, but as both texts reveal, it was difficult to overcome the strong cultural 

contradictions involved in the idea of a married woman as a saint.

The LTL was probably the earlier text.192 The LMY is a later and anonymous 

account o f the life and posthumous miracles of a ninth-century noblewoman of Armenian 

origin. Mary he .Yea.193 who died in 902. In its present form the Life cannot have been set 

down before 976. as it refers to Basil II (976-1025). and it was possibly written after

191 Kazhdan and Constable, People and Power, 72.
192 See Appendix II tor discussion.

193 This could be translated, "the New," "the Junior," or "the Younger." St. Mary Major 
would, of course, be the mother of Jesus. Many women named "Mary" have been regarded as 
saints and it is curious that this particular "St. Mary," who had no great cult or public awareness, 
was awarded an epithet that compares her directly to the greatest female saint. Maryanne 
Kowaleski suggested that the epithet may stress the motherhood of both women.
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1025.194 The author of the LTL probably lived not long after his saint, while a century or 

more separates the LMY author and the historical Mary the Younger. In each case, both 

saints and authors lived at a time when Byzantium was at the height o f its medieval 

power, militarily aggressive, and not undergoing any great religious controversy. The 

texts then reflect internal Byzantine developments in conceptions of women and female 

sanctity uncomplicated by polemical intent or western influence. As such, they are prime 

sources with which to explore the social and religious transformations that left Byzantine 

Christianity bereft of new female heroes for centuries to come.

The major job o f a saint's Life is to show why the subject is worthy to be called 

"holy." For Thomais and Mary this required the defense of a married woman as a saint. 

As we have seen, one o f the often distinct trends in the construction o f female sanctity 

was the attempt to see women's holiness in masculine terms, whether as a martyr, 

identified with the male body of Christ, as an ascetic, whose body lost its female 

biological characteristics, or as a transvestite living a monk's life. At the very least, the 

sexual abstinence of a convent was usually required. Neither Mary' nor Thomais could fit 

into these categories, and the hagiographers had to struggle.

194 See Commentarius Praevius. .AASS Novembris IV. 691. There are some internal 
suggestions that some version of the life might have been composed earlier. St. Mary is called 
on three occasions "the wonder of our generation." and her son who became a monk is mentioned 
as still living. Evelyne Patlagean. "Saintete et pouvoir." in Hackel, Saint, 91, nevertheless gives 
the date of composition as "after 1025" without comment. Laiou, HWB, 243-44, argues for a 
later eleventh-century date, since the mention of Basil II (ch.2) indicates he was a past emperor, 
does not commemorate him as recently dead. Two manuscripts survive from the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries and were used in 1925 by the Bollandist editors to establish the text, see 
Commentarius Praevius, 688: Codex Vaticanus graecus 800, fols. 230-249, and Codex Laurae 
Sancti Athanasii Athonensis, K. 81, fols. 89-105.
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For the LTL. it was not enough for Thomais to be a pious married woman. Her 

mother. Kale, was also a pious woman, and eventually a nun. but not a saint. What then 

made Thomais deserve recognition as a saint? The hagiographer tries to assimilate her to 

other models o f sanctity. He spends one chapter comparing her to an apostle,195 and 

another comparing her to a martyr.196 Above all. Thomais' character, her willpower, 

determination, perseverance, and zeal impressed him.197 For the author, marriage and 

marital life is not the reason for her sanctity, but a place where her character enables her 

to achieve sanctity in spite o f marriage.

An additional hint that the author remains uncomfortable with Thomais' marriage 

is the one major oddity in her life pattern. She postpones marriage until she is twenty- 

four, far beyond the usual age for a Byzantine girl.198 The author puts this down to 

Thomais' desire to avoid marriage, a commonplace of hagiography.199 But later the now 

married Thomais is said to be "of a tender age at which it was more customary to occupy 

herself with childish playthings."200 It may be that the author used the age of twenty-four 

to maintain the marriage-resistance topos. Although the LTL does not claim that

195 Life of Thomais 9.
196 Life of Thomai's 8.
197 Life of Thomais 9. "And indeed. <though> suffering, she did not relax her zeal, rather 

she enlarged her purpose. And one could see a new struggle over this. He [Stephen] did not 
cease restraining the blessed <woman> from her blessed and customary purpose and activity, 
while she, on the other hand, increased her charitable purpose and disposition, showing manly 
courage for the superior and better <course>."

198 Life of Thomais 6. Upper class girls married usually married soon after twelve years 
of age; see Angeliki E. Laiou, "Role of Women," 16.

199 Thomais’ parents forced her to marry. Objection to marriage until parental pressure 
made it unavoidable was a frequent topos of hagiography, cf. Lynda Garland. " Life and 
Ideology," 367.
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Thomais abstained from marital intimacy.201 it does claim that she lived an "angelic life." 

which is often a reference to sexual abstinence.202 Abstinent or not. Thomais had no 

children, unlike the fertile Mary the Younger, and we may see here another conflict 

between ideals o f domesticity and ideals of sanctity . Marriage was not Thomais' way to 

sanctity, instead it was the place of her martyrdom.203

According to the LMY. others recognized Mary's sanctity because o f her pious 

acts in her lifetime.204 the incorruption of her body.205 and miracles performed after her 

death. The local clergy then established a cult.206 If the account of her cult in the LMY is 

accurate, it seems that her cult began spontaneously, and that her married status presented 

little problem to her early admirers. The hagiographer. who had to take account not only 

o f Mary’s reputation for miracles, but of how her sanctity conformed to tradition, directly 

addresses the issue, and far more positively than in the LTL. The prologue concerns itself 

entirely with an exposition of the possibility of female sanctity and the insistence that the 

grace of sanctity is available to all -- regardless o f gender, wealth, or class.207 In

200 Life of Thomais 6.
201 Life of Thomais 16. does claim that "she was given in marriage to Christ as a most 

beautiful bride and fair virgin who preferred the adornment of virtues to the vanity of silken 
clothes." I am unwilling to read this as indicating sexual abstinence when the author does not 
specifically claim it. The trope was too common for him not to use it more aggressively in 
making the claim for sanctity-. If. however, there is a claim that Thomais was a virgin, my 
argument is strengthened.

202 Life of Thomais 2. Thomais' father, however, who certainly engaged in sex to 
produce his daughter, is also (ch. 3) praised for his "angelic lifestyle.”

203 Life of Thomais 15 and 16.
204 Life of Mary the Younger 3 and 5.
205 Life of Mary the Younger 12.
206 Life of Mary the Younger 11.
207 Life of Mary the Younger 1. Quoted in full above.
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particular, this grace is not restricted to celibates:208 marriage and its cares "served as the 

basis [for Mary's] glory."209 The author assails those who would deny this. The rest of 

the LMY validates this theory of sanctity by an exposition of the married woman's virtues 

to prove Mary's holiness.

Simply because hagiographers wrote within a tradition does not mean that they 

indiscriminately employed topoi or that they did not reflect some real aspect o f the saint's 

life. They commingled the topoi with individual characteristics of the saint so that the 

universally recognized traits of sanctity reinforced whatever may be unusual or strange.210 

In Mary’s case, this was her married state. In accord with standard hagiographic 

expectations, Mary was of noble birth,211 as well as physically beautiful.212 As a model 

of a virtuous woman she was charitable to the secular church and to monks,213 and she

208 Life of Mary the Younger 1: "God who oversees our trials does not receive celibates 
while rejecting married people."

209 Life of Mary the Younger 1.
2,0 The conventional structure of the Life may also be a means to allow the author to 

introduce new themes. It begins with a prologue (ch .1) in which the author makes the main 
point, the moral of the story , in this case the availability of grace to both sexes. In accordance 
with hagiographical traditions there is then presentation of background information on the saint 
(ch. 2). Mary’s life occupies just eight paragraphs (ch. 3-10). and her posthumous vindication 
two (ch. 11-12). A variety of miracles take up almost the half the narrative (ch. 13-24). The 
future of Mary's children is also discussed, with both eventually becoming monks (ch. 25-31). A 
conventional prayer to the saint and to God ends the Life.

211 Life of Mary the Younger 2. Cf. Rosenqvist, Irene, 1.
212 Life of Mary the Younger 2. "A maiden who is exceeding beautiful, not only to the 

eyes, but also in her soul." Cf. Irene of Chrysobalanton who was "renowned for moral and 
corporal beauty alike," Rosenqvist, Irene, 9; Theodora of Thessalonica, HWB, 167; Thomais 2, 
HWB. 297; Theodora of Arta, HWB. 330.

213 This was perhaps a particularly important topos in establishing virtue to monastic 
readers. See Life of Mary the Younger 3, "She looked to the monks as fathers," and ch. 5. "She 
aided widows, orphans and monks." Cf. Laiou, HWB, 251, who thinks the text is hostile to 
monks.
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extended mercy to the lower classes in "time honored acts o f benevolence."214 Mary's 

crossing o f class boundaries, by helping the poor in her village, and by refusing to regard 

her servants as slaves.215 was also typical of many saints. In many of these topoi. Mary 

was virtuous for the same reasons as male saints.216

The novelty was that, in addition to all the conventional themes, the hagiographer 

rests Mary's virtue on her household activities. The other married women saints, such as 

Thomais and Athanasia of Aigina. often resisted marriage. Mary alone, so far as I can 

determine, is presented as content with married life and praiseworthy because o f her care 

for her house:

I shall not even mention her scrupulous housekeeping, her love of industry, her 
plainness in dress and her simplicity, her self-control at the table, or all the other 
guileless aspects of her life.217

Even more characteristic of an ideal married w omen than housework was her relationship

to her children, and the Life uses this also to signify Mary's holiness. In doing so the

hagiographer tries to have it both ways; Mary loves her son Orestes so much that she is

"rent in pieces" when he dies, but the child's death also shows Mary's fortitude.2,8 Other

women might have "conquered nature" by destroying their femininity, Mary does it by

214 Life of Mary the Younger 3. Charity is also a much emphasized virtue in the Lives of 
other lay women. Cf. Life of Thomais 8.

215 Life of Mary the Younger 5. It is this that gets her into trouble with false accusations 
of adultery.

216 Demetrios J. Constantelos, "Lives of the Saints, Ethical Teachings, and Social 
Realities in Tenth-Century Byzantine Peioponnesos," GOTR 30 (1985), 299.

217 Life of Mary the Younger 3. Some of this is cliche. Theodore of Stoudion praised 
his mother (also married) in much the same way. See "Funeral Oration for His Mother," PG 99: 
885C. Theodore's mother was not, however, a saint, and her household duties paled before her 
later monastic asceticism.

218 Life of Mary the Younger 4.
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taking her woes as a bereaved mother and assimilating herself to the equanimity o f the 

mind o f Job.219

From this discussion of how the Lives justified their subjects' sanctity, it seems 

that the LMY takes a more positive view of marriage than the LTL. but the situation is 

rather more complex. Both were written against the background of growing ecclesiastical 

concern with marriage spurred by the marriage laws o f Leo VI (d. 912) and the 

subsequent crisis over his fourth, and illegal, marriage. Although the secular ideology of 

marriage had not reached the stage we see in the Komnenian period and later, marriage 

was certainly o f increasing significance to the upper levels of society.

The Lives reflect the changes in marriage. The references in LTL to the crowning 

ceremony of marriage and the play o f this with the name "Stephen" (i.e. "crown") may be 

an allusion to the increased prominence of marriage ritual in religious discourse.220 Mary 

the Younger's family background is o f special interest in establishing the extent to which 

these Lives reflect the social change o f the ninth century. Her family was of noble origin 

and Armenian,221 the specific groups to whom family and lineage were becoming 

increasingly important. Armenians came in great numbers into the more central area of 

the Empire on many occasions throughout the middle centuries o f the Byzantine era.222

2,9 Life of Mary the Younger 4.
220 Life of ThomaTs 6.
221 Kazhdan and Constable, People and Power. 72, describe Mary as middie-class. She 

certainly was not from the highest levels of the aristocracy, but the description of her father’s 
origin, that fact that her family owned land outside Constantinople, and her marriage to a high 
level officer all suggest that "middle-class" is an inaccurate description of her social rank.

222 While Armenians spoke a different language, and perhaps more importantly practiced 
a different form of Christianity than Byzantine Greeks, their accommodation is presented here as 
unproblematic. The text does not seem to address Mary’s ethnicity in any religious dimension.
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For the upper classes, integration was often accomplished through intermarriage with 

Greek families.223 The LMY clearly presents marriage in the upper class, and between 

ethnicities, as a strategy to create kinship bonds that strengthen both families: friendship 

was not enough.224 Mary's marriage is proposed by Vardas Vratzes to his friend 

Nikephoros so that "the bonds of kinship shall be added to this bond of love, so that we 

shall be bound together twice over by our joining in intimacy and by a kin 

relationship."225 As with the Bardas family, the mixed ethnic background of the couple is

Dogmatic theology is not perhaps appropriate to a saint's life, but for Mary to be an Orthodox 
saint her family must have converted. Possibly the hagiographer was also of Armenian heritage 
and did not want to raise what may have been an awkward aspect of their ethnicity for Hellenized 
Armenians. Cf. Peter Charanis. "The Armenians in the Byzantine Empire." Byzcmtinoslavica 22 
(1961): 196-240; reprint in Peter Charanis. Social. Economic and Political Life in the Byzantine 
Empire: Collected Studies (London: Variorum. 1973). V. Cf. Paul Peeters, "Une sainte 
armenienne oubliee." Handes Amsorya 4 (1927). 728: reprint in Paul Peeters. Recherches 
d'histoire et philologie orientates. Subsidia hagiographica 27 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes 
1951).

223 Many of the great families that originated in Anatolia in this period were of mixed 
origin, as is manifest through both their Armenian surnames and the variation of forenames in 
family trees. The Bardas family, for instance, which provided at least one emperor, gave the 
Greek name "Nikephoros" to every second generation. Cf. Charanis, "Armenians," 221.

224 There has been some discussion recently concerning the weakness of friendship in 
Byzantium, on which the Life of Mary the Younger has some bearing. Mary has friends who 
show up as people from whom to borrow money {Life of Mary the Younger 3), but apart from 
that one incident they have no presence in the account, and little more can be said about female 
friendship. Cf. Margaret Mullett. "Byzantium: A Friendly Society?" Past and Present 118 
(1988), 3-23.

225 Life of Mary the Younger 2. There is. however, an intriguing report of the 
relationship between Mary’s brother-in-law, Vardas Vratzes, and her future husband, Nikephoros. 
Vardas meets Nikephoros and becomes friendly with him. so friendly that he suggests a marriage 
between Nikephoros and Mary to create a kin relationship between himself and Nikephoros. 
There are a number of ways of looking at this episode: it might suggest some sort of homosexual 
relationship (cf. Laiou, HWB, 246), or merely that Vratzes wanted to strengthen his family by 
creating kinship with Nikephoros' family. Nikephoros background is not given, but drungarius 
was a high office to hold, and his name is Greek, and so he might very well have been an 
advantageous ally for Armenian immigrants. Both John Boswell and Evelyne Patlagean have 
written in recent years of a liturgical bonding ceremony between men. [Patlagean, "Byzantium in 
the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries." 596. where she notes that discussion of the ceremony does 
not occur often in hagiography because of the link with homosexuality; John Boswell, Same Sex
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expressed by the mix of Greek and Armenian names given to Mary’s children: Stephen 

and Orestes; Vardanes and Vaanes. The details of the marriage, including its end, are 

perhaps particular to Mary and Nikephoros, but the model of marriage — arrangement by 

family, a significant spousal age gap. sex for procreation, and female authority within the 

house — reflects some social reality of the ninth and tenth centuries.

The marriages in the Lives refract social ideology in different ways. Both saints 

suffer from domestic violence at the hands of their husbands, but while both women were 

saints, only Man would have measured up as good wife.

The Life of Thomais of Lesbos, although its story echoes that of Mary the 

Younger -  a pious married woman is driven to death by her husband ~  presents, within 

hagiographic constraints, a distinct structure and story about Christian marriage and 

holiness. As noted earlier, unlike the LMY. great care is taken to present and discuss the 

marriage and lives of the saint's parents. Michael and Kale, who are as much characters as 

Thomais. and who dominate the first quarter o f the life. Their marriage is carefully 

presented as happy and God-pleasing — indeed they are referred to as a "golden couple" 

and compared to Anna and Joachim, the parents of the Virgin Mary, in their desire for 

children.226 Against this background, the disastrous marriage of Thomais and Stephen 

unfolds as something aberrant, and Thomais’ persistence in what are rather conventional 

good works becomes heroic. Unlike her mother, who was of one mind with her father,

Unions in Premodem Europe fNew York: Villard, 1994).] If the relationship here was 
homosexual, the hagiographer does not allow for the possibility of any kinship being established 
by church liturgy-. More concretely, the story illustrates the importance of formal bonds of 
kinship to the upper classes of the period. Friendship was not enough: alliances between families 
had to be by marriage.

226 Life of Thomais 3.
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Thomais contravenes St. Paul's instructions that women should be obedient to their 

husbands;—7 at one point she calls her husband "Satan." and disperses his wealth to the 

poor. There is a problem here. then, for those who think that the LTL was attempting to 

promote an ideal of domestic sanctity. The author may have found a way to make a 

married woman a saint, and a way to describe piety in marriage, but was unable to find in 

marriage a locus of sanctity.

The LMY gives some insight into Man's very different marriage. We only 

glimpse St. Mary ’s home life obliquely and her childhood is passed over without 

mention.—8 Her father plays no role in the Life after moving the family to 

Constantinople. Since Mary's father was dead by the time she reached marriageable age. 

her mother had full parental rights over her and Vardas Vratzes had to deal with the 

mother to procure Mary for Nikephoros. Neither Mary's upbringing nor her relationship 

with her mother is discussed at all. other than to say that she was there to keep her 

company after the other daughters had left. 229 Marv is presented as a good wife, the 

contours of that goodness relate to her housekeeping skills and her faithfulness rather than 

to any personal rapport between the couple. Mary's age at marriage is not clear from the

227 Eph. 5:22-25. Hagiographers seem not to have considered St. Paul's comment in 1 
Tim. 2:15. that women could be saved "through childbearing," as a source for a model of female 
sanctity.

228 This might indicate that the hagiographer. despite referring to Mary as "the wonder of 
our generation." was writing at a later rather than earlier date, and that he had no personal 
knowledge of her background. It was usual to write about a saint's childhood, but not necessary. 
Irene of Chrysobalanton's youth was ignored in her Life (Rosenqvist. Irene , xxii).

229 Grosdidier de Matons. Jose. "La femme dans I’empire byzantin," in Pierre Grimal, 
ed., Histoire mondiale de la femme (Paris: Novelle Librairie de France, 1967), Vol. Ill, 29, notes 
that Byzantine women writers in general do not describe their upbringing.
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text. She is described as a "chaste...maiden who is exceedingly beautiful.”230 yet she must 

have been much younger than Nikephoros, who held a senior military office. Difference 

in age and experience, as well as the arranged nature of the union, make it unsurprising 

that the relationship is presented in terms of children and fidelity. Love is not a factor 

and the couple are not presented as sharing any activities or intimacies. They have sex. 

but we know it only because o f their four sons. It is significant, though, since other 

accounts of pious married women so often have them persuade their husbands to take 

vows o f abstinence, that sex presents no problem to Mary's hagiographer — confirmation 

that he intended to portray a woman in a realistic marriage as a saint. Unlike Thomais’ 

wicked husband Stephen. Mary's Nikephoros is not demonized.231 The marriage 

collapses only when Nikephoros believes Mary to have been unfaithful with a slave, a 

crime against marriage.232 His physical ill treatment of her is extreme, causing her 

death.233 Whether this indicates socially acceptable violence against women, or drama by 

the hagiographer is unclear, but it certainly reinforces codes of marital behavior.234 I 

suggest that, in accordance with its prologue, the LMY does try to present marriage as a 

place where sanctity can be achieved.235 As might be expected, the Life's ideal of

230 Life of Mary the Younger 2.
231 Life of Mary the Younger 5. states that her "husband Nikephoros was the bravest of 

those fighting against the Bulgarians."

232 Life of Mary the Younger 7 and 8.

233 Life of Maiy the Younger 9.
234 Patlagean suggests this marital violence in hagiography may reflect the monastic 

authors' hyperbole about the vexations of marriage, although cases in eleventh-century law also 
refer to many assaults on wives. It is not certain, however, that the Life of Mary the Younger 
was written by a monk. Cf. Patlagean, "Byzantium in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries," 601- 
602.
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marriage is not that of twelfth-century literature, but it does accord well with 

Kekaumenos' views, as well as later churchmen's theology o f marriage. Unfortunately, 

her marital role leaves Mary as a very implausible saint.

Thomais was an altogether more convincing saint, at least according to the 

standards established by the cults of the major Byzantine saints. She lived up to the 

masculine power and authority expected of such figures. Although she was bom in 

Lesbos. Thomais' life and activities unroll entirely in Constantinople. Unsurprisingly for 

a saint's life, the text presents a sacred topography of the city — most sites are specified in 

relation to some church or monastery. Within this space, Thomais is able to move freely, 

by day and by night, as she attends various shrines and religious processions. She is also 

able to frequent marketplaces and other crowded areas.236 On one occasion, she stripped 

naked in the street to help a poor man.237 She exercised her saintly right to parrhesia 

(free speech) in telling her husband what she thought. Although her world is smaller, in 

many respects she measures up well against another tenth-century saint, discussed in the 

previous chapter. Nikon the Metanoeite.

There could not be a greater contrast with Mary the Younger. What is striking is 

the total lack o f agency on Mary's part; early women saints often resisted marriage, as had 

Mary's near contemporaries Athanasia of Aigina and Thomais. but for an aristocratic girl

235 Cf. the different view of Laiou, HWB. 251.

236 Life of Thomais 6, 8.

237 Life of Thomais 8. There may be some exaggeration in the account. Public 
nakedness was a trope of some male saints' Lives: see Derek Krueger, Symeon the Holy Fool: 
Leontios’ Life and the Late Antique City (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1996), for an account of Symeon of Emesa, who not only stripped naked, but publicly 
defecated in the street.
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of Mary's class, no expression of will or life apart from her family is envisaged. She has 

no general freedom of movement. It was only in relation to her marriage that Mary was 

active in society and piety. For Mary, as wife of a senior military official in the 

countryside, her place in village life was considerable. Once married she was mistress of 

her house. She attended the village church and was able to form social contacts with the 

peasantry. The most interesting episode was her intervention to preserve her villagers 

from high taxes.238 The point o f the story is to establish Mary's benevolence, since we 

know that high taxes enabled others of Mary's class to buy up peasant lands, but it also 

reveals that in rural areas it was conceivable for noblewomen to exercise influence and 

power over lower class inhabitants. The degree of agency available to Mary was related 

to her location. An interesting aspect of the LMY is the distinction it makes between the 

permissible activities of a woman in the countryside and in a town. Byzantine women 

until the eleventh century are usually presented as largely restricted to their homes.239 

While she was living in the village with her husband after their marriage, it was 

acceptable for Mary to journey alone to church each day. but once she moved to the larger 

town of Bizye, Mary, unlike Thomais, had to curtail her extra-domestic activities and 

worship at home.240 She could no longer be seen in the streets. The "women’s quarters" 

are a topos o f Byzantine historical literature.241 but as Mary's Life discloses, there may

238 Life of Mary the Younger 3.
239 Laiou, "Role of Women," 24.
240 Life of Mary the Younger 5. It may be that Thomais' slightly lower social status gave 

her more freedom, but there is also some indication perhaps of the security and stability of urban 
life in Constantinople in the tenth-century.

241 Both Anna Komnena (Comnena), The Alexiad, trans. E.R.A. Sewter 
(Harmandsworth: Penguin, 1969), and Michael Psellos (Psellus), Chronographia, trans. as
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have been a urban/rural aspect to Byzantine women’s confinement. Any power outside 

the home she had in society, however, emanated from her position as a married woman.

The common motifs o f sanctity neglected by the LMY bring to light the problem 

of harmonizing them with Mary's married status. Abstinence, or rather disgust with sex. 

is not a theme at all. for obvious reasons. But neither is parrhesia. or free speech, a 

traditional perquisite o f both male and female saints.242 A possible explanation is that it 

made no sense to propose Mary as a model married woman and then have her breaking 

codes o f decorum by freely speaking her mind. Similarly. Mary's prayer life is intense, 

but it is oriented to church services rather than ecstatic or mystic prayer. Apart from 

some devotional exercises in church.243 she also does not engage in any extremes of 

asceticism,244 even to a degree acceptable for a married woman.245 The lacunae in the 

LMY. especially in comparison to other Lives of women saints, make clear that many of 

the themes of traditional sanctity were not compatible with married life. It may have been 

true that only marriage gave Mary, as with other women, a significant social role,246 but

Fourteen Byzantine Rulers by E.R.A. Sewter. rev. ed. (Harmandsworth: Penguin, 1966), 
repeatedly situate the activities of imperial women in the "women's quarters." even though the 
women are active politically and receive male visitors there.

242 Cf. Thomais above; and Irene. Rosenqvist. Irene. 89. Mary is only called on to speak 
and be powerful once she is in heaven, Life of Mary the Younger 33.

243 Life of Mary the Younger 3. "taking some place secretly in the body of the church, 
she would at first ceaselessly throw herself on her knees, in order that she might be proved by 
wearing herself out with sweaty toil of her actions against the ground."

244 Rosenqvist, Irene, xlv, points out that extreme asceticism was unfashionable by the 
tenth century. His subject Irene of Chrysobalanton. however, is portrayed as undertaking 
peculiar devotions such as standing all night with her arms in the air. and starving herself until it 
appeared the "skin was clinging to her bones" (p.77).

245 Theodote, the mother of Theodore of Stoudion. slept on the ground as a mortification, 
and starved her body until it became "diaphanous." Cf. Diehl, 281 and 296.

246 Grosdidier de Matons, 3 1.
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his adherence to social expectations of marriage severely hampered the author’s ability to 

present Mary as a powerful saint.247 While the LTL failed to display a conjugality in 

Thomais life that accorded with social norms of marriage, the more serious failure of the 

LMY was to put forward a saint unable to measure up to the cultural expectations of 

sainthood established by the cults of major, and usually male, saints.

Both Lives were keenly aware of gender, and sought to praise the femininity of the 

saints. Thomais is described as an "adornment to the female sex."248 She was "a woman 

who exceedingly surpassed all Lesbian women in her beauty and greatness.... adorned 

with bodily graces, whom all the virtues bedecked."249 In claiming she was martyred 

through her beatings, her biographer uses specifically female metaphors: "She adorned 

herself with wounds as with pearls, with hurts as with most precious stones, she was 

embellished by thrashings as with golden <coins>. and henceforth presented herself as a 

queen clothed and arrayed in diverse colors before the Ruler of all."250 In addition to her 

beauty, chastity, and virtue, Mary is "the embellishment of all women living in the 

Universe."251 And from the outset the author acknowledges that "she was a woman, 

united to a man. and had children." and that "absolutely nothing prevented her from 

attaining the glory of God — not the weakness of her nature, not the torments of her

247 The problem of a making a pious married woman an active saint was also an issue for 
the Empress Theophano. Cf. Cesaretti, "Some Remarks on the Vita of the Empress Theophano," 
24, "Theophano does not count among the strong women of Byzantium: pious and weak... She is 
not a real character in the vita either where instead of proceeding like a hostess she moves like an 
embarrassed guest."

248 Life of Thomais 1.

249 Life of Thomai's 3.
250 Life of ThomaTs 9.
251 Life of Mary the Younger 33.
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marriage, not the necessities and the cares of feeding of her children. Rather all these 

things served as the basis of her glory."252

A very different story lies below the affirmative surface o f the texts. The 

hagiographers cannot escape the masculinist assumptions of traditional hagiography, and 

the need to justify the possibility o f female sanctity' in the first place betrays some 

uneasiness, even more so when marriage is concerned.253 Mary's struggle in life is still 

an agon. played out in the stadion aretes. the arena of virtue, and presided over by the 

divine agonothetes.254 In her struggle with her husband. Thomais "increased her 

charitable purpose and disposition, showing manly courage for the superior and better 

<course>."255 In short, the basic scenario remained masculine. It could be argued that, 

unlike in late antiquity, this agon no longer referred to any current social reality, since 

Hellenistic gymnasia were long vanished. But metaphors of masculinity pervade too 

many aspects of the Lives to be rejected merely as linguistic conventions. When the 

hagiographer asks rhetorically what challenges Mary overcame, his question is "whether 

she would basely collapse and be feminized, or on the contrary, bear herself nobly and be 

made manly?"256 The words are significant: emalakizeto. "to be feminized," literally

2?2 Life of Mary the Younger 1.
253 See discussion above on the frequent occurrence of prologues arguing for the 

possibility of feminine sanctity. In addition to the defense of marriage in the prologue of the Life 
of Mary the Younger, the Life of ThomaTs 6. notes that virginity and marriage are "appreciated 
and revered by all."

25-1 Life of Mary the Younger I: "The arena of virtue is not only open to men but to 
women also. The God who presides over the struggle bestows generously to each of the sexes 
common prizes and crowns."

255 Life of ThomaTs 9.
256 Life of Mary the Younger 3.
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means to be softened and implicitly to respond like a woman: the root of endrizeto is 

aner. man. The author equates becoming a man with becoming a saint. Although she is a 

mother. Mary's aim. as far as the author is concerned, is to "conquer nature," the nature in 

question being her feminine urges to cry out at the death of her child. 257 We find that 

Thomais of Lesbos, "by nature was female, but by v irtue and ascetic discipline much 

more male than men."258 She and her husband presented "an unusual married couple; for 

the wife was manly and masculine in virtue, and strove to surpass her own nature (i.e., 

her sex) by works of zeal done for virtue's sake."259 The female saint’s struggles can 

either effeminize or masculinize her. Mary succeeds, for instance, when she overcomes 

the challenge presented in getting to church regularly; the hagiographer insists that, "By 

none of any of these things indeed was she. who bore a male soul in her female body, 

once made effeminate."260 Thus, after all the declarations of the spiritual equality of men 

and women, the hagiographer can still only suppose that female sanctity implies a "male 

soul in a female body."

Saints’ Lives were not alone in finding what was praiseworthy in women to be 

masculine. The liturgy for Irene of Chrysobalanton's feast day praises her "manly mind 

set."261 Secular women received the same treatment. The Empress Irene, the only

257 Life of Mary the Younger 4. Cf. Theodore of Stoudion's mother.
258 Life of ThomaTs 5.

259 Life of ThomaTs 7.

260 Life of Mary the Younger 3.
261 "cmdreio phronemati" Rosenqvist. Irene. 117.

•
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woman ever to use the masculine title Basileus.2bl was celebrated for her "masculine 

spirit."263 Psellos’ mother. Theodote. was called "the man o f the family."264 and Anna 

Komnena repeatedly commends her grandmother by comparing her to men.265 Whatever 

changes the ninth century had brought about in the social and religious status of married 

women could not efface the profound belief in Byzantium that in so far as a woman was 

admirable, she approached masculinity.

In the case of Mary the Younger's Life, which makes the most determined effort to 

argue for married women's sanctity, the conflict becomes acute. Despite high infant 

mortality.266 it was expected that mothers love their children. The hagiographer himself 

speculates that she was "rending herself in pieces inside."267 but goes on to praise her 

composure following the death of her firstborn. She almost "conquers nature" to achieve 

it.268 It is hard to see the appeal of such a saint, especially when the Theotokos was 

available as both a powerful intercessor and a loving mother.

262 Elisabeth Bensammar. "La titulature de l'imperatrice et sa signification. Recherches 
sur les sources byzantines de la fin du VUIe siecle a la fin du Xlle siecle," B 46 (1976), 271.

263 "To arrenopon p h ro n e m a ” See Diehl. 81.
264 Diehl. 279.
265 Anna Komnena. The AlexiacL III: 7-8. Anna claims that her grandmother, Anna 

Dalassena, a most active woman who ruled the Empire for a time, was saintly in her behavior and 
piety. Nevertheless, of the Komnenian women, it was Irene, the subservient wife of John II 
Komnenos, who alone became a saint.

266 Mortality rates are not determinable for much of Byzantine history. Cf. Evelyne 
Patlagean, "Birth Control in the Early Byzantine Empire." trans. Patricia M. Ranum, in Biology 
o f Man in History, ed. R. Forster and O. Ranum (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1975), 1-2. Isolated indications from sources such as the Life of Mary the Younger suggest they 
were as high as in the West. The early death of tw o of Mary’s four sons does not surprise the 
hagiographer.

267 Life of Mary the Younger 3.
268 Life of Mary the Younger 4.
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Despite the repeated assertions of scholars that Mary the Younger and ThomaTs 

presented role models to Byzantine married women, their notable failure to acquire 

widespread cults challenges that claim. Although no Byzantine era saint reached the 

ranks of the major saints, several became well-known, and more conventional female 

saints such as Theoktiste of Lesbos and Theodora of Thessalonica achieved some renown. 

Mary, according to the LMY. did generate a local tomb-based miracle cult, for which 

there is archeological support.269 Her cult, however, spread no further, and she is not 

mentioned in the SynaxCP. 2"’° It is true that her Life was copied in two later manuscripts, 

but. given the encyclopedic tendency of compilers, that is minor support for her fame. 

Eventually, she was entirely forgotten by both Greeks and Armenians.271 Thomais. the 

more active if less successfully married of the two. fared better, although she won only a 

minor cult. She appeared in one manuscript of the SynaxCP. and it cannot have helped 

that her feast day. January 1. coincided with the major feast o f Basil the Great. She also 

continued to be known to religious writers.272 and there is some evidence of a popular 

cult in later Byzantium. Russian pilgrims to Constantinople in the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries describe visiting the tomb of the saint at the Convent of the Virgin "td

269 Cyril Mango. "The Byzantine Church at Vize (Bizye) in Thrace and St. Mary the 
Younger," Zbomik Radova Vizantoioskog Institute 11 (1968). 9-13.

270 The SynaxCP has no entry for her on February 16. Other women saints of the period 
are mentioned: Theodora of Thessalonica. April 5: Athanasia of Aigina. April 18; Irene of 
Chrysobalanton, July 28: Theoktiste of Lesbos. Nov. 9.

271 Peeters. "Une sainte armenienne oubliee.” 713.
272 The Life translated in Appendix II and another vita, more a panegyric than a life, were 

both preserved, although only in single copies. Unlike Mary the Younger, ThomaTs also attracted 
later authors. Constantine Akropolites' later enkomion was based on the first Life, but it included 
slight additional information such as ThomaTs' parents’ residence in Chalcedon, and it is a further
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piicpa 'Pcopaio-o."273 But here, as frequently happened with Byzantine saints, the story of

ThomaTs o f Lesbos was conflated with that of another ThomaTs. a sixth-century

Alexandrian saint (feast day April 14). who had been beaten to death by her father-in-

law. It is not clear if this mistake was particular to Russian travelers or to the local

population as well. In either case, it is startling to note that prayers at the tomb of

ThomaTs were considered effective in quieting "camal passion."

* * *

In conclusion, in the ninth and tenth centuries, when faced with the piety of a 

married woman such as Mary the Younger or ThomaTs. it was clearly possible for popular 

cults to grow. Once writers attempted to fit the new saints into the literary tradition of 

sainthood, the discord between the new social ideal of a married woman and the fixed 

model of sainthood became apparent. While the Life o f ThomaTs is a significant text in 

our consideration of the life and activities open to a married middle class women in 

Constantinople in the Middle Byzantine period. ThomaTs contravenes expectations of 

married women by controlling her own actions and following her own will, and this 

model of female sanctity failed to develop. The Life of Mary the Younger represented a 

perhaps more earnest attempt to develop traditional ideas on feminine sanctity, to go 

beyond the now unachievable paradigms set in late antiquity. The author tackled head-on 

the challenge presented by a married woman of his time to traditional notions of sanctity, 

but despite his resolve to recognize sanctity in marriage, the tension between the roles of

witness to a persistence of awareness of the saint among writers. Constantine Akropolites, 
Laudatio S. Thomaidis (BHG 2457), in .-L4SSNov IV: 242-46. Cf. Talbot, "Old Wine," 19.

273 Majeska, Russian Travelers. 321-25.
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saint and matron was insupportable. The authors of these Lives made impassioned pleas 

for the eligibility of married women for sainthood, a great change from the masculinized 

women saints o f earlier periods, but their pleas failed miserably because it proved 

impossible to match categories of sanctity with expectations o f femininity.

Marriage and family loyalty acquired an ever higher status in Byzantium from the 

ninth century on. but satisfactory models of female sanctity were not developed and new 

women saints virtually disappeared from the Byzantine scene after the eleventh century. 

That women no longer became saints probably had little bearing on women's religious 

practice. Sainthood was always a prerogative of the few and Byzantine male saints of all 

periods were no more like their fellow men than female saints were like other women. In 

later centuries, however, the real distinction in Byzantine life was that men might aspire 

to sanctity, but women only to piety.
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION

My presentation of research in this dissertation has tried to do three things: (1) 

refocus the concern of scholars when we talk about the social and religious phenomenon 

of sainthood away from the sanctity of individual saints towards a consideration of the 

actualities o f cult: (2) explore sanctity and gender as interrelated social phenomena built 

on understandings of the body; (3) understand why the development o f Byzantine society 

and religion led to a virtual halt in the production and reception of new women saints in 

Byzantium after the eleventh century. In each of these areas. I have reached specific new 

conclusions.

By surveying the cult of saints as a whole, using statistical methods and an 

extensive database. I have argued that successive types o f new saints do not determine the 

history of sainthood in Byzantium. These new saints tended to have small, local, and/or 

short-lived cults. The pattern was set rather by the massive cults of a few major saints, 

and future research agendas must include an examination o f the growth o f the cults of 

George and Nicholas in middle and late Byzantine society. Equally important will be a 

study of the Metaphrastic movement in Byzantine hagiography, a literary effort so 

successful that its products overwhelm all other manuscript survivals o f saints' Lives.

The interrelation o f sanctity and gender has been much discussed for western 

medieval society, but hardly at all for Byzantium. The overall approach in this study has 

been to combine a reading of the texts informed by modem theories o f gender with a 

more traditional reconstruction of the roles o f sainthood and women in Byzantine society.

261
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I have sought to expand such analysis for Byzantine women and, just as importantly, to 

begin the exploration of masculinity in the Lives o f Byzantine male saints, a topic not 

hitherto broached by scholars. I concluded that for both male and female saints, gender 

and the religious inflection of gender was an important element of Byzantine religious 

discourse.

With respect to women saints. I have striven to emphasize the intensity o f the 

decline seen in the numbers of new women saints and to challenge the topos of recent 

historiography that there w as some new' ideal of domestic sanctity for women in the ninth 

and tenth century. There is no evidence that the texts upon which this argument has been 

based were widely read or influential. While Metaphrastic manuscripts survive in the 

hundreds, these Lives have one or two manuscript witnesses. Rather than seeing them as 

indicators or creators of a new ideology , they are better read in terms o f their internal 

contradictions. The Lives do attempt to defend the possibility of married women saints, 

but in doing so they are unable to extricate themselves from the masculinizing discourse 

of earlier women saints' Lives. Nor do the Lives succeed in presenting an example of 

marital relations in accord with the ideologies of marriage then developing in both secular 

society and the Church.

Byzantine Christianity insisted on the moral equality of the sexes, but this moral 

equality had to operate in a complex matrix of the social possibilities open to women and 

male perceptions of femininity. Male hostility to women, who were seen as either 

irrational and/or responsible for bringing sin into the world, was a constant, supported in 

part by patristic misogyny. Earlier centuries produced many female saints, but, apart
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from martyrs, whose death alone sufficed for sainthood, this had been, for their 

hagiographers at least, at the cost of their femininity .

This masculine model of female sanctity was becoming irrelevant to the situation 

of Byzantine w omen by the ninth century , if not earlier. By the same period, the 

Byzantine cult o f saints became fixed in durable patterns by the preponderance within it 

o f the cults o f a relatively small number of major saints. With the exception o f the 

Theotokos, the major saints were all male. When faced with the piety of a married 

woman such as Mary the Younger, it was possible for popular cults to emerge, but 

hagiographic texts show a discord between the social ideal of a married woman and the 

standard motifs of sainthood. Conflict of cultural symbols is normal and can have 

divergent consequences. The Theotokos is an extreme case — the mother of her Son. and 

the bride of the Father, w ho are both one God — and yet she is the most powerful of 

Christian saints. The paradox of female sanctity of less exalted and more typical women 

proved more intractable for Byzantine hagiographers and. perhaps, for the monastic 

culture they inhabited.

Sanctity' for the Byzantines remained an essentially masculine quality. Men 

produced hagiography almost exclusively, and local cults tended to be attached to 

churches, again usually' controlled by men. It may have been the case that Byzantine 

women looked for other qualities in religion, but those few women whose written 

evidence has survived adopted, for the most part, the attitudes of the dominant culture. 

The feminine divine was certainly present in By zantium in the form of the cult of the 

Theotokos, but for lesser saints the models were overwhelmingly masculine. The "soul 

equality" o f men and w omen is one of the most distinctive features o f Jesus’ teaching, as
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represented in the New Testament. It was a teaching echoed also in the letters of Paul. In 

the discourse o f early Christian writers, however, this soul equality was understood not in 

terms of gender equality, nor even of an underlying androgyny, but in terms of the 

primacy of the "male soul." which could be possessed by some women. From the time of 

the Lives of early female saints, there w as a tendency to remove any sexual attributes and 

to assimilate holy women to the model of holy men; hagiographers praised androgyny and 

"manliness" in women, and there was the much discussed phenomenon of female 

transvestite saints.

The attempt in the middle Byzantine period, by a rather small number of 

hagiographers. to argue that women could manifest holiness within marriage is significant 

because in marriage, especially with children, the role o f "wife" would seem to be 

unambiguously feminine. But. in recounting their subjects' lives even these 

hagiographers were unable to escape the ancient models o f female sanctity. An impasse 

was reached between the hagiographers' explicit defense of women's holiness, a 

sometimes passionate discussion o f the relationship between gender and sanctity, and the 

implicit preconceptions of the masculine nature o f sanctity that their writings reveal.

When the saints' proponents, the hagiographers, laud even married woman with accolades 

such as "a man's soul in a woman's body." an acute level o f cultural contradiction is 

apparent. It was this assumption that sanctity was basically masculine which placed a 

limit at all times on women saints, and, since by the eleventh century criteria for female 

sanctity embodied contradictions which were ultimately irreconcilable, made women 

saints such as Mary the Younger and Thomals among the last exemplars of Byzantine 

female sanctity.
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The clash of cultural symbols evident in the women saints’ Lives and other 

contemporary texts sustains a profound analysis: the more Byzantine women's social roles 

were restricted to those of wife and mother, even when these received social approval, the 

less conceivable it became that a contemporary woman could approach the sanctity o f the 

masculine heroines of the early church. With isolated exceptions. Byzantine women 

ceased to become saints.
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APPENDIX I: METHODOLOGY AND TABLES

A Problems in Analyzing Data on Byzantine Saints

A goal o f this study is to lend prosopographical insight to the Byzantine cult of 

saints.1 Rather than building up a dossier o f information on a single saint, a

prosopographical approach to sanctity seeks to use biographical details about large 

numbers o f saints in order to evaluate the cultural function o f the cult o f saints. Much of 

the data on individual saints is dispersed and incomplete; we may know for instance only 

a given saint’s name, gender, and status as a martyr. Prosopographical compilation is a 

method that permits such data to furnish a more general account of a social phenomeon, 

an account that stands alongside the studies of individual cases.2 If the data yielded only

1 "Prosopography," in this context is a subset of "cliometricsn — the use of statistical 
and/or quantitative data to evaluate the past. For an introduction and bibliography, albeit one 
which insists too much that prospography is a method of studying elites, see George Beech, 
"Medieval Prosopography," in Medieval Studies: An Introduction, ed. James M. Pov/eli. 2d cd. 
(Syracuse NY: Syracuse University Press, 1992), 185-226.

2 Prosopography has been used extensively in Byzantine studies, for instance to study 
peasants and monastic networks. See Angeliki E. by Laiou, Peasant Society in the Late 
Byzantine Empire: A Social and Demographic Study (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1977); and Peter Hatlie, Abbot Theodore and the Stoudites - A Case Study in Monastic Social 
Groupings and Religious Conflict in Constantinople (Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham University, 
May 1993). The method has been very influential in large scale studies of sanctity in the West, 
especially after Donald Weinstein, and Rudolph M. Bell, Saints and Society: The Two Worlds o f 
Western Christendom 1000-1700 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), and Andre 
Vauchez. La Saintete en Occident aux demiers siecles du moyen age d'apres les proces de 
canonisation et les documents hagiographiques, Bibliotheque des etudes franchises d'Athenes et 
de Rome 241 (Rome: Ecole Fran?aise de Rome, 1981), trans Jean Birrell as Sainthood in the 
later Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). More recently, following 
her long series of articles on the subject, the relationship of gender and sanctity among western 
saints has been analysed in Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg, Forgetful o f Their Sex: Female Sanctity 
and Society Ca. 500-1100 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998). Prosopographical 
methods have been used to examine sainthood in Byzantium, although on a much smaller scale 
than for the West. See Patlagean, "La femme deguisee"; eadem. "Saintete et pouvoir." in Hackel. 
Saint, 88-105; and Aleksandr P. Kazhdan and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Women and Iconoclasm," BZ 
84/85:2 (1991/1992), 391-408.
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marginally significant statistical information or the quality of the data were poor, any 

inferences would be worthless. For Byzantine sainthood, however, the statistical 

variations are significant and dramatic, and different but independent sets o f data can be 

correlated. This puts us in a strong position to suggest some cogent conclusions about 

how sanctity functioned in Byzantine culture.

Since the data on sainthood were available but scattered, collection and analysis 

required that I make choices about how to quantify the data, and about which 

methodologies to employ. Some of these involved the construction of large scale tabular 

presentations of data. Such technical discussions and multi-paged tables had no place in 

the preceding chapters, but here I will take the opportunity to lay bare the foundations 

upon which this study rests.

Methodological assumptions and available sources 

The study makes a basic distinction between two aspects of sainthood: the 

individual characteristics of saint’s life (or more exactly, the publicly credited 

characteristics), generally known as sanctity; and the public phenomena surrounding a 

saint, that is the saint's cult. Byzantine sources produce details on both aspects

The first issue — who was a saint — is relatively unproblematic. In the absence of 

official canonization procedures, this study accepted as saint any person Byzantine 

sources name as a saint.3 With individual saintly figures, the situation is not always clear. 

The Synaxarion of the Great Church commemorated many deceased emperors and

3 Official canonization, as in the West, does not always clarify who was a saint in a given 
society. Political considerations meant that there were few new English saints in the later 
middle ages, but this did not prevent the devlopment of a lively cult, complete with a tomb,
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empresses but only a few of them had any cult.4 In their cases, we have figures who were 

in an official calendar but often for "political" reasons. Some imperial figures, however, 

were the subjects of living cults. The same Synaxarion also contained names o f many 

early martyrs and pious monks who left no evidence of an actual cult and who were 

probably added by enthusiastic compilers. If we were to winnow the saints in the 

Synaxarion because of external data, it would be difficult to justify excluding some 

emperors without also excluding some o f the monks. Conversely, for some saints who 

were not recorded in any surviving calendar we do have evidence of a cult; Mary the 

Younger, for instance, is known only through her Life and her tomb-cult in a provincial 

church. BHG includes "saints" such as Theodore of Studion's mother Theoktiste. 

apparently based on his enkomion of her, although she probably had no cult. There were 

other cases, however, where such enkomia about relatives — for instance, those by 

Gregory o f Nyssa — do seem to have established cults. In a prosopographical analysis of 

sanctity, rather than excluding certain individuals at the outset, the most secure route was 

to take into account all such saintly figures.

For individual saints we need to know the coordinates of their sanctity: these 

include the reason for sainthood (martyrdom, asceticism, missionary activity, theological 

writing, monastic or hierarchical position), geographical location, gender, types of holy

pilgrimmages, and cures around King Edward II. See Caroline Bingham, The Life and Times o f 
Edward //(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973).

4 Synaxaria were calendarically organized collections of short readings about saints 
made for use in the liturgy. The Synaxarion of the "Great Church" (i.e., Hagia Sophia, the 
cathedral of Constantinople) was especially influential and much imitated. The 1902 edition by 
Hippolyte Delehaye — cited as SynaxCP throughout this study — is about 600 pages long and 
remains the touchstone of studies in Byzantine sanctity.
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activity while alive, miracles after death, and ethnicity. These are ascertainable, to some 

degree, for virtually all saints. Gender and reason for sainthood are usually known. We 

can often identify the monastic or hierarchical position of saint, and on occasion 

geographical data as well. Specific details o f holy activity and miracles are less easy to 

secure.

Scholars have always concentrated on hagiography as the primary source of 

information about saints. Hagiographical literature is composed of saints' Lives {vitae), 

collections o f miracle stories (miracula), calendrical documents of various sorts, and 

more general homilies and laudations (ertkomia) about a given saint.5 For some saints 

this type of literature establishes a veritable dossier,6 but extensive material is available 

only for a minority of saints. Most of those whose names survive in church calendars, for 

instance, do not have surviving Lives, nor any other evidence of a living cult. Lives, 

however, are not the only source o f information about the coordinates o f sanctity for 

individual saints. The calendars themselves, along with syrtaxaria and menaia 

(collections of calendar-arranged information about saints that were created for liturgical 

use and contain short notices about each saint), give a great deal o f information, 

especially when analyzed statistically. The vast amount o f surviving hymnography 

cannot be overlooked either; hymns often lack concrete detail, but do yield data about

5 Rene Aigrain, L ’hagiographie. Ses sources, ses methodes, son histoire (Paris: Bloud & 
Gay, 1953), 69-83; and Jacques Dubois and Jean-Loup Lemaitre, Sources et methodes de 
I'hagiographie medievale (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1993).

6 See, for example, Jan Olof Rosenqvist, The Hagiographie Dossier o f St. Eugenios o f 
Trebizond in Codex Athous Dionysiou 154. A Critical Edition with Introduction, Translation, 
Commentary and Indexes, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia 5 
(Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1996).
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saints' cults. The sources of information all have problems: surviving vitae record much 

data, but in many cases o f a contradictory or legendary nature; calendar and synaxaria 

entries also often present legendary information, or conflate a number of saints of the 

same name into one.7 In some cases, there is a conflict between historical facts about a 

saint, known from independent sources, and stories about the saint that were propagated 

as part of the cult. Although this disparity is upsetting to inquirers, especially pious 

inquirers, into the biography of an individual saint, for cultural historians it is less a 

problem, since it is the recorded and popular view o f a saint's life that is of interest in 

understanding the cultural norms o f sanctity.

There is a substantial body o f non-documentary evidence about the material 

components of saint's cults. Extensive, although fragmentary, data does exist about the 

dedications of churches, monasteries and other sanctuaries of individual saints. We know 

that relics and their veneration were an important aspect of many cults and, although no 

Byzantine list o f relics survives, descriptions by foreign pilgrims and data from church
o

calendars permit an account of the cult of relics, at least in Constantinople.

Scholars have scrutinized iconographic and sphragistic data associated with the 

cult o f saints,9 although they were not subject to special investigation for this study. 

Iconographic data is probably too fragmentary to allow any but the most general

7 On occasion, one saint might be "split" into two distinct saints by calendar compilers — 
the most famous case is that of St. Theodore. See Nicolas Oikonomides, "Le dedoublement de 
Saint Theodore et les villes d'EuchaTta et d'Euchaneia," AnalBoll 104 (1986), 327-35.

8 The modem distribution of relics in the Greek Church has been studied and may be 
relevant See Otto Meinardus, "A Study of the Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church," 
Oriens Christianus 54 (1971): 130-178.
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comments, but the huge number of surviving seals provides important statistical 

information.10

The cult o f saints itself generated all o f the above sources. This study also 

assesses evidence about the public awareness of sainthood from non-cult related 

literature. For the entire duration of the empire, Byzantine secular authors maintained a 

virtually unbroken tradition of secular histories. Since sainthood was such a feature of 

the Byzantine world, saints appear in these histories. For the first time, this study 

evaluates the cult of saints in this historiographical literature by identifying the frequency 

with which saints appear.

Previous collection ofhagiographical sources

Because information about Byzantine sainthood is so widely dispersed, I was 

dependent on earlier scholars’ work in collecting and organizing the data. Chief among 

these efforts was the work of some of the great Francophone scholars of hagiology. The 

Bollandist scholar Hippolyte Delehaye began, and Francois Halkin continued, the vital 

work of collecting and organizing the manuscript and literary information about every 

Greek saint they could locate. The result was the core reference work, the Bibliotheca 

Hagiographica Graeca and its supplement, the Novum Auctarium BHG.11 In all, they 

assembled a bibliography o f texts on over a thousand saints. Delehaye also constructed

9 See most recently Henry Maguire. Icons o f Their Bodies: Saints and Their Images in 
Byzantium (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996).

10 See John Cotsonis, "Women and Sphragistic Iconography: A Means of Investigating 
Gender-Related Piety," Byzantine Studies Conference: Abstracts o f Papers 19 (Madison WI: 
Byzantine Studies Conference, 1993), 59.

11 Cited as BHG and BHGNA throughout this study. See the List of Abbreviations for 
full citation. Delehaye began publication in 1895 and Francois Halkin continued its elaboration
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from a complex manuscript tradition an edition of the Synaxarion of Constantinople.12 

For the realia o f the Byzantine cult, the Herculean efforts of Raymond Janin to assemble 

the data on every Byzantine sanctuary are the precondition of any general assessment of 

the cult o f saints.13 The work of other scholars such as George Majeska is important,14 

but the publications o f Delehaye. Halkin, and Janin are central.1'

The problem with using the BHG, the SynaxCP. and Janin is that they were not 

particularly directed to statistical analysis. Delehaye and Halkin did not conceive of 

computerized use o f their data, although both were willing to use simple statistics. They 

organized huge amounts of data in printed form, and in doing so simplified much more 

complex manuscript traditions.16 Janin repeatedly drew the wrong conclusions about 

particular sanctuaries.17 The only way to be absolutely sure that the data these scholars 

collated are clean enough for accurate analysis would be to go back and check each of 

their entries, as well as subsequent literature on each saint, a project not feasible for this

as late as 1984. In all this represents nearly a century of scholarly effort.
12 SynaxCP.
13 Cited as Janin, EglisesCP. and Janin, EglisesGC. Janin's work on the provinces was 

incomplete at his death.
14 Cited as Majeska, Russian Travelers.
15 Post-Byzantine printed sources on saints are also of some use. See in particular, 

Meinardus, "Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church"; and Petit, BibAc. Both compiled 
data about aspects of the cult of saints in the modem Greek speaking world that in some cases 
confirms information from Byzantine sources, but also indicates changes that have taken place 
since the fifteenth century.

16 Ugo Zanetti. [zanetti@ori.ucl.ac.be], private email communication, May 1996. Fr. 
Zanetti's comments were important in this discussion of the problems of using the work of 
Delehaye, Halkin and others. He was concerned that faults in the original data would lead to 
statistical results "built on sand."

17 See for example Majeska's comments in Russian Travellers, 439 that Janin is "not 
always exact and sometimes simply wrong." Majeska acknowledges that Janin remains 
fundamental.
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study, and possibly not for one lifetime.18 Even if we could obtain a perfectly secure set 

of data from surviving Greek texts, matters would improve only slightly: although vast 

amounts o f data survive, the documentary and physical records are by no means 

complete. For many saints only incidental data survive.19 And while prosopographical 

methods effectively uncover otherwise obscured patterns in the cult of saints, there will 

always be a problem in any reduction to quantification of sainthood, which is necessarily 

subject to the instability of human life and society.

The situation is not quite as dire as these observations might suggest. Statistical 

methodology affords a defense of this study's use of data. Faced with the mass of 

information on Greek saints, one has to start somewhere and the works o f Delehaye, 

Halkin, and Janin are the only practical place. Random mistakes or omissions in data 

collection do not necessarily invalidate data analysis unless statistical variances are small, 

or a persistent bias in data collection crops up. With these scholars' work, there is no 

persistent bias, and the conclusions one can draw about the cult of saints are based on 

large variances that render small mistakes and omissions harmless.

While tables throughout this study display the magnitude of statistical variances, 

the lack o f bias in the sources is less evident. The chi square test — a statistical test of

18 The task is huge. There are no exact figures of the numbers of Byzantine saints: 5000- 
plus saints are named in the index of Delehaye's edition of the SynaxCP; about 3,800 are listed in 
Sophronios Eustratiades, 'AyioXoyiov rrjg 'OpOoSo^ov EKK?.rimaq(Athens: n.d.); Enrica 
Follieri lists 2622 saints in connection with her compilation of hymnographical data in Initia 
Hymnorum Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. (Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1966); there are 
approximately 1039 saints (excluding groups) in the BHG.

19 Similarly, when collecting data on church dedications or artistic evidence, problems 
arise because of limited and chance survivals, concentration of evidence in certain geographical 
areas (Constantinople and Mt. Athos for example) and the sheer insecurity of much of the data 
we have about, for instance, the dating of churches.
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independence — makes it possible to establish this.20 Table A1 compares the relative 

sizes o f the cults of two subsets o f saints — major legendary saints and New Testament 

leaders. In this case, I am interested not in drawing conclusions about the cult o f saints, 

but in the validity or representativeness of the numerical figures themselves. Row 1 bases 

a comparison o f two sets of saints on figures derived from Janin (the number of dedicated 

churches in Constantinople), and Row 2 on figures derived from BHG (the number of 

documents about each saint). The second set of figures shows the expected frequencies of 

churches and documents predicted by the chi-square test. If Janin had been influenced by 

BHG or vice-versa, the first set of figures (actual cases) should diverge from the expected 

frequencies. In this case the divergences are insignificant, showing that the variables 

recorded in the BHG (that is, number of documents) are independent of the variables 

(number o f dedicated churches) recorded by Janin. This is crucial. The fact that the data 

sets are independent, and yet produce similar conclusions about the size of cults, 

establishes that omissions and mistakes by Halkin, Delehaye, and Janin were random, and 

do not invalidate conclusions about the cult of saints based on their data when the 

variances are great.

Since inferences drawn from Byzantine sources are reasonably secure, we are also 

able to deepen our insight into the cult of saints by using post-Byzantine data. Otto 

Meinardus' survey of saints' relics in modem Greek churches,21 and Louis Petit’s survey

20 See Joseph F. Healey, Statistics: A Tool for Social Science Research, 3d ed. (Belmont, 
C.A.: Wadsworth, 1993), 254-63. On the issue of data independence, Healey notes that, "Two 
variables are independent if, for ail cases, the classification of a case into one variable has no 
effect on the probability that the case will fall into any particular category of the second 
variable." (p.254).

21 Meinardus, "Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church," 130-178.
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o f seventeenth- to early twentieth-century Greek akolouthias,~ provide information about 

the size of Post-Byzantine saints' cults.23 When one correlates the saints who possess the 

most modem relics, or whose akolouthias were most popular with early modem printers, 

with the saints who have the most extensive Byzantine documentary record, the 

correspondences are noteworthy, as are the differences.24

~ Petit. Bib Ac. An akolouthia is a liturgical rite. When a service is for a saint, it is 
sometimes accompanied by a reading about the saint's life, Cf. ODB 46-47.

23 Janin, EglisesCP, and Majeska, Russian Travelers, both detail the histories of relics in 
the various churches and sanctuaries they investigate in Constantinople, but lack the geographic 
range of Meinardus' survey. While it would be better to have access to enumerations of relics in 
Byzantine era churches, not to mention time-based sequencing of such data, Meinardus’ data 
should not be dismissed out of hand.

24 For the correlation, see Tables A9, A10, and All .
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Table A1
Relative Size o f Cults o f Legendary Saints and New Testament Saints

Legendary 
3 o  i n L a  *

New Testament 
3aintsc

Totals

No. of church dedications 
m  Constantinople 
No. of relevant docs. \n 
BUG

92

4 5 4

5 4 6

44 9 
52 6

169

1 0 / 2

E x p e c t e d  f r e q u e n c i e s '
Churches
Coes

86  
4 6 0  

54  6

9 3

4 4 5
1 9 3

1 6 9

9 0 3
1 0 7 2

Source: Table A3: Total Documents about each Saint in Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca; Table A5: 
Dedications o f Churches, Chapels and Monasteries.

Notes■
a "Legendary saints” refers to summed data from SS. Demetrios, George, Kosmas and Damian. Theodore 
Tiron and Theodore Stratelates, Michael the Archangel, Nicholas o f Myra.
b "New Testament Saints" refers to summed data from SS. John the Baptist, John the Theologian. Thomas, 
Paul, Peter, Andrew, and churches and documents dedicated to apostles as a group. 
c The second set o f figures in gives the expected frequency using the standard chi square test for 
relationship between variables.
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B The Saints' Prosopographical Database'.
Establishing a Cohort o f Saints for Analysis

The prosopographical analysis of sanctity in this study derives from a Saints’ 

Prosopographical Database. In constructing the database, I had to make many decisions 

about which sources of information to use, which coordinates of sanctity to accumulate 

data on, and on how to establish a neutral cohort for analysis.

There is no defined list o f Byzantine saints, and so the Database uses an array of 

information sources.23 Although consulted, saint's Lives — which, in contrast to 

synaxaria and calendar entries, exist for a distinct minority of named saints — could not 

be the main source in most cases. Instead, the basis o f the data discussed here was the 

Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca.26 It includes basic information on the personal 

characteristics o f Byzantine saints: for instance, their dates, feast days, gender, and 

usually the reason for sainthood.27 Data in the Saints’ Prosopographical Database was 

not restricted to that in the BHG. Other available sources filled in much o f the detail. 

When, for example, the BHG did not give a saint’s dates, but other sources did, I could 

then count that saint in statistical totals for a given century. Several other scholars' efforts 

to collect global data about saints proved to be especially valuable -  notably that in the

25 See "Sources of Data in the Saints' Prosopographical Database" at the end of this
section.

26 See Section A above, for a discussion of the BHG.
27 Information is often lacking in BHG on one factor or another, but is most complete for 

martyrs, who are, however, by far the largest category of saint. Whenever possible, the Saints' 
Prosopographical Database supplied the basic data from the other sources used.
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Married Saints o f  the Church?* The BHG, however, provided the chief guideposts and 

the basis for the correlation of data from all other sources.29

Since one focus of this study is Byzantine female saints, it was important to avoid 

a possible research bias that might lead to the over-representation of women saints in 

statistical tables.30 A neutral cohort of subjects is essential in a study where the statistical 

tabulation of gender and sanctity plays such a large role. The BHG allows for exactly this 

type of cohort. While not an exhaustive list o f Byzantine saints, the BHG's 

overwhelming advantage is that its compilers assembled its information randomly.31 

Even when other saints are known, the cohort used here for statistical purposes includes 

only those saints who appear in the BHG/ BHGNA. For instance, I know of more women 

saints in the ninth and tenth century than reported in the BHG,32 and it is certain that at 

least one of the BHG’s female saints — Theoktiste (BHG 2420), mother of Theodore of

28 Agioreitou Monachou Moyseos, Oi “Eyya/ioi "A yioi rfjg ’E/oclrjaiag /card to  
fiijvoAoyio (The Married Saints of the Church According to the Menologion] (New Smyrna: 
Ekdosis "Akritas," 1988), trans. with additions by Melania Reed and Maria Simonsson as 
Married Saints o f the Church According to the Menaion (Wildwood CA: St. Xenia Skete, 1991).

29 The Saints' Prosopographical Database is not exhaustive. More available data 
remains: for instance, time and resources constraints prevented full entry of data from the 
SynaxCP. More data could also be generated from reading and data analyzing every saint's life. 
The Dumbarton Oaks Hagiography Database o f the 8th-l0th Century, ed. Aleksandr P. Kazhdan 
and Alice-Mary Talbot (Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies, 1998), 
has done precisely this for eighth- to tenth-century saints, but it will not address lives of the 
earlier saints whose cults remained so important during that period.

30 Female saints unlisted in standard compilations were sought out, for instance, but not 
male saints.

31 If Delehaye and Halkin had a goal, it was bibliographic completeness. T hey seem to 
have had no other specific purpose or question in mind. Figures for the post-Byzantine period, 
given for comparison in some tables, derive from a variety of lists of modem Greek saints. Since 
there has been no work comparable to the BHG for the post-Byzantine period, 1 was unable to 
establish a neutral cohort for such saints. The figures, then, are less stable and, even with the low 
numbers, probably over represent female saints.

32 Compare Table 1:1 and Table A2.
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Stoudion — was not a saint with any cult.33 Nevertheless, the extra saints I know about 

are excluded from analyses and Theoktiste is included, because to alter the cohort would 

distort it.34 Future research, based on surviving synaxaria. may expand the cohort, but 

no t I think, change the general outlines or conclusions drawn from the data in the BHG- 

based sample.

Quite apart from the issue of a neutral cohort, the creation o f a prosopographical 

database of saints invites innumerable choices. How to count saints, and when calendars 

list saints in groups, how should they be considered? How to classify a saint? Which 

century to place a saint in? Does a single document about an individual's sanctity mean 

that the figure ever was a "saint" beyond that evidence? In compiling this database, I 

attempted to make rational choices, to make the choices consistently during data 

collection, and to maintain randomness (that is, to collect and organize data without 

distorting it in one way or another).

33 She was included in the BHG on bibliographical grounds alone. Her son, a well- 
known saint, wrote a funeral oration for her that survives. The BHG compilers apparently took 
this as sufficient basis to list her. No other evidence of her "sainthood" survives.

34 Because of the same need to preserve the neutral cohort, statistical analyses proceeded 
in the face of other known problems. It is not clear that some female saints were distinct figures 
(for instance the iconodule martyrs Maria the patrician and Theodosia were probably a doublet), 
or that some saints ever had any cult (Theodore of Stoudios's mother, or Theodora, the disciple 
of Basil), or represent anything other than later fiction (Irene of Chrysobalanton, Theoktiste of 
Lesbos). The predicament here is that these data problems with female saints became clear 
because of this study’s concentration on gender. There are, without doubt, similar problems with 
data on male saints that did not come to light. To alter the cohort for the problematic female 
figures but not for male ones would introduce precisely the research bias the study tried to avoid. 
The overall figures are so clear, however, that conclusions would not change significantly even if 
all adjustments were made with respect only to the female figures. Whether, for instance, there 
were eight or eleven women saints in the ninth century', they remain a small proportion of the 
total number of "new saints."
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First, which saints to include? I collected data on any and all saints who left a 

documentary record, or were recorded as saints, in hagiographical manuscripts, synaxaria, 

and were recorded as such in the BHG. Saints were entered and counted in the statistical

There were real problems in quantifying the number of saints. The main issue 

revolves around groups o f saints; for instance, all the fathers o f the early councils could 

be counted as saints, and on many occasions we have calendar entries for a saint "and

database accepts only named individual saints. With smaller groups, however, if three or 

four names were indicated, those saints were counted individually. In the large number of 

cases, a group was recorded as "xxx and companions," only the named saints as recorded 

in the BHG were counted, again to maintain neutrality. Large collective groups of

Allocation of saints by century was important for time-sequenced tables. 

Presumed century of existence determined a saint's placement. This meant that I 

excluded from totals the 233 saints, who are recorded in the BHG, who fulfilled the

35 The database includes early Latin, Syriac, Coptic, and other oriental saints, who had 
Greek cults, but excludes a few medieval western saints with Greek Lives (for example, Benedict 
and Dominic).

36 For example, all the fathers of ecumenical councils, saints of mass martyrdoms.
37 In some cases, the names of all group members are known — for instance, the Forty

Martyrs of Sebasteia, and the fathers of particular ecumenical councils. These groups were also 
excluded. To have included groups would have massively increased, and distorted, numbers. In 
many cases, there were group martyrdoms of ten or more saints, and in some cases thousands are 
said to have been martyred.

cohort if the BHG names them and attributes Greek documentary records to them.35

his/her fellow martyrs." Since such "fellow martyrs" had no individual cult, and it is

impossible to decide which groups to exclude and which to include, in general the

saints36 and groups o f anonymous saints were all excluded.37
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above criteria, but for whom the BHG gave no dates and for whom I was unable to find

the sixth year o f the next century in the previous century's totals. I placed a saint who 

died in 905, for instance, in the ninth, not the tenth, century. It would have been 

interesting to have allocated the dates of compositions of Lives, but since very few Greek 

hagiographical manuscripts survive from before the tenth century, and the dating o f Lives,

Persecution" lasted from 297 to 312. In some cases, it is not clear in exactly which year

an unavoidable distortion in figures for that century'.

When it came to to categorizing types of saints, the raw data indicated that four 

categories of saint stood out: martyrs, ascetics/monastics, monastic leaders, and bishops. 

Other liturgical categories of saint had so few members (for instance apostles or 

evangelists) as to be statistically, if  not cultically, insignificant. By martyr, I mean any 

saint who was killed for the faith. In ancient and modem times, this has been by far the

38 This exclusion only applied to diachronic tables. In some cases, no date is given 
because the saint is legendary and known to be so, in other cases even quite well-known saints 
simply have no assignable date, for instance St. Mary of Egypt (who was probably legendary).

39 Aleksander P. Kazhdan attempted to date the Lives of saints who lived between the 1st 
and 10th centuries, but his study remains unpublished.

40 Data on these saints are particularly plentiful. Since the "Great Persecution" 
immediately preceded the legalization and eventual triumph of Christianity it may not have been 
that more Christians were martyred at this time, but that the newly liberated Christians were able 
to preserve more information about them than about earlier martyrs.

dates elsewhere.38 When I knew a saint’s date of death. I included those who died up until

especially those o f early saints, is somewhat speculative, I was unable to do this.39 A 

special problem with assigning saints to particular centuries concerned the large number

■40o f martyrs during the "Great Persecution" initiated under Diocletian. The "Great

the martyr(s) died. I allocated all saints from this persecution to the fourth century, with
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most common way o f achieving sainthood in Greek Christianity, although it was less 

dominant in the medieval period. By ascetic I mean any saint whose sanctity depended 

on a reputation for holiness achieved through religious life. This excludes private

Monastic leader is a category because after the sixth century leadership positions in 

monasticism. either as an abbot/abbess or as a monastery founder, became a significant 

marker of sanctity. Finally bishops, including patriarchs and popes, form a substantial

All these choices leave possible challenges to the statistics drawn from the Saints’ 

Prosopographical Database and to their interpretation. However, the statistical margins, 

both in terms o f gender and in terms of types of saints, are so great that even quite major

very visible form of ascetic discipline — were a small group and, like "evangelists" they are not 
statistically relevant. The saints in question were:

Isidora Stylites (BHG 959-959b), prob. 4th Century, feast on May 1
Theodoulos Stylites (BHG 1785-1785e), 4th Century, feast Dec 4, May 28
Symeon Stylites of Mandra (BHG 1678-1688), 5th Century, feast on Sept. 1
Symeon Stylites the Younger (BHG 1689-1691), 6th Century, feast on May 24
Daniel Stylites (BHG 489490e), 5th Century, feast on Dec 11
Mark Stylites or "Salos" (BHG 2254-2255), 6th Century, feast day unknown
Alypios Stylites [known as "St. Stylianos"] (BHG 64-66d), 7th Century, feast on Nov 26
Luke Stylites (BHG 2239), 10th Century, feast on Dec 11
John Stylites, of Calabria (BHG 894-894a), 11th Century, feast on Feb 23
Lazaros of Mt. Galesios (BHG 979-980e), 11th Century, feast on Nov 7
Clement Stylites (BHG 2074), 12th Century, feast on Jan 26
Paul Stylites or "Salos" (BHG 2362), unknown date, feast on Feb 27

42 "Anchorites" were religious living solitary lives in urban locations; "hermits" 
followed their calling in remote and isolated areas.

43 One category — that of "wonderworker" — is of interest. A substantial number of 
saints had this as a title, and yet "wonderworking saints" might belong to one of several 
categories — martyr, bishop, monastic holy man. Unfortunately, data collection was too far 
advanced when this became apparent and I shall not be analyzing this category here. In a later 
study, however, I intend to address this issue.

4 1 42asceticism carried out at home but includes stylites. anchorites, hermits, and monks.

segment of the saintly population and received their own category.43

41 Although they are famous, stylite saints — who stood on pillars for years at a time in a
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problems with the original data leave the interpretative results intact.

Within the criteria given. BHG and BHGNA record 1159 names of individual 

saints from the first to the fifteenth centuries and of these 1039 (89.6 percent) can be 

assigned to particular centuries. It is the cohort of 1039 that provided the basis for the 

time sequenced tables in the study.

Sources of Data in the Saints' Prosopographical Database

Anson. John. "The Female Transvestite in Early Monasticism: The Origin and 
Development o f a Motif." Viator 1 (1974): 1-32.

Bousquet. R. "Neo-Martyres Orthodoxes." Echos d'Orient 10 (1907): 151-54.

Bullough, Vem. "Tranvestitism in the Middle Ages." In Sexual Practices and the
Medieval Church, ed. Vem Bullough and James Brundage. 43-54. Buffalo NY: 
Prometheus, 1982

Cavamos, Constantine. St. Nikephoros o f Chios. Modem Orthodox Saints 4. Belmont 
MA: Institute for Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies, 1976.

Costa-Louillet. G. da. "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, K e  et Xe siecles (1-7.)" B 
24(1954): 179-263.

 . "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles (8-11.)" B 24 (1954): 453-
511.

 . "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles (12-18.)" B 25-27 (1955-
57): 783-852.

  . "Saints de Grece aux Vllle, EXe et Xe siecles." B 31 (1961): 309-69.

Delcourt, Marie. Hermaphrodite: Myth and Ritual o f the Bisexual Figure in Antiquity. 
Translated by Jennifer Nicholson. London: Studio, 1961.

Delehaye, Hippolyte, ed. Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae. Propylaeum ad 
Acta Sanctorum Novembris. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1902.

 . The Legends o f the Saints. Translated by V.M. Crawford. London: Longmans,
Green, 1907.

 . "Greek Neomartyrs." In Melanges d'hagiographie grecque et latine. Subsidia
hagiographica 42, 246-55. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1966.

Follieri, Henrica [Enrica Follieri]. Initia Hymnorum Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. Rome: 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1966.

Halkin, Francis. "Le Menologe grec de Gothenbourg." AnalBoll 60 (1942): 216-20.
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 , ed. Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, 3rd ed., Subsidia Hagiographica 8a. 3
vols. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1957.

 , ed. Novum Auctarum BUG. Subsidia Hagiographica 65. Brussels: Societe des
Bollandistes, 1984.

Kazhdan. Aleksandr P., Alice-Mary Talbot, Anthony Cutler, Timothy E. Gregory, eds.
The Oxford Dictionary o f Byzantium. New York: Oxford University Press, 1991.

Kazhdan, Aleksander P., and Alice-Mary Talbot. "Women and Iconoclasm." BZ  84/85:2 
(1991/92): 391-408.

Kazhdan, Aleksandr P., and Henry Maguire. "Byzantine Hagiographical Texts as Sources 
on Art." DOP AS (1991): 1-22.

Laiou. Angeliki E. "Saints and Society in the Late Byzantine Empire." In Charanis
Studies. ed. Angeliki E. Laiou, 84-114. New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 1980.

Macrides, Ruth. "Saints and Sainthood in the Early Palaiologan Period." In Hackel,
Saint, 67-87.

Meinardus, Otto. "A Study o f the Relics o f Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church."
Oriens Christiamts 54 (1971): 130-178.

Agioreites Monachos Moyses. Oi 'Eyyapoi "Ayioi trfg 'EtacXTjcnag Kara to
pqvoXdyio [The Married Saints o f the Church According to the Menologion].
New Smyrna: Ekdosis "Akritas." 1988. Translated with additions by Melania 
Reed and Maria Simonsson as Married Saints o f the Church According to the 
Menaion. Wildwood CA: St. Xenia Skete, 1991.

Patlagean, Evelyne. "L'histoire de la femme deguisee en moine et revolution de la
saintete feminine a Byzance." Studi Medievali ser. 3, 17 (1976): 597-625; reprint 
in Evelyne Patlagean. Structures sociales, famille, chretiente a Byzance TV*-XT 
siecle. XI. London: Variorum. 1981.

 . "Saintete et pouvoir." In Hackel, Saint, 88-105.

Petit, Louis. Bibliographie des acolouthies grecques. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 
1926.

Salaville, Severien. "Pour un repertoire des neo-saints de l’eglise orientale." B 20 (1950): 
223-37

Theocharides, Ioannis, and Dimitris Louies. "The Neomartyrs in Greek History (1453- 
1821)." Etudes Balkaniques 3 (1989): 78-86

Walsh, Efthalia Makris. "The Women Martyrs of Nikodemus Hagiorites' Neon 
Martyrologion." GOTR 36:1 (1991): 71-91.
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Table A2
Byzantine Female Saints, 6-15th Centuries (with BHG number)

Century

10

11

12

13
14 
lb

Anastasia’ [under Justinian]!BKG 79-80e)a
Acnanasia’ [and Andromkos] [5 or 6 Cent.)] iBHG 120-123u
Golinduch [martyr under Chosroes] (BHG 700-?02b)
Marina’ [date?]*(3HG 1163-11630
Martha, mother Symeon Stylites [d. 551](BHG 1174)
Matrons* of Perge [5-6 Cent.](BHG 1221-1223)
Thoma'is of Alexandria (BHG 2453-2453b)
Maria [and Xenophon] [€C?](BHG I877u-1879)
Anna, nun in Jerusalem [d. 614](BHG 2023)
Irene [empress, d. 803](BHG 2205)
Mary the Patrician, [mart, under Lee Isaurus] (BHG 1195)
Theodora of Kaisaris [mon. under Leo Isaurus](BHGNA 2424m) 
Theodosia, martyr sub Leo Isaurc (BHG 1773y-1774e)
Theoktiste, mother Theodore of Studium [d. under Irene](BHG 2420)
A nna ,  in vita o f  S t e p h e n  t h e  Y o u n g e r  (BHGlSSl)*3 [SynaxCP 264.54]
Anna/Euphemianos the Younger’ [8-9 Cent.](BHG 2027)
Anthousa of Mantxneo [d. 808-809] (NA 2029h)
Athanasia of Aigina [9 Cent.](BHG 180)
Mary the Younger [d. 902](BHG 1164!
Theodora [empress, d. 36"’] (BHG 1731-1735;
Theodora of Thessalonica [d. 392] : BHG 1737-1741)
Theoktiste of Lesbos [9 Cent.](BHG 1723-1726)
Theophano [empress, d. 993](BHG 1794-1795ei 
A n t h o u s a ,  d a u g h t e r  o f  C o n s t a n t i n e  V [SynaxCP 914.3-34]
K a s s i a ,  t h e  p o e t  [a saint only in modern Orthodox lists]
T h e o k l e t o  [SynaxCP 914.3-34]
T h e o p i s t e ,  d a u g h t e r  o f  Theodora  c f  T h e s s . [cf. Petit, B i b . A c ]

Euphrosyne’ the Younger [ C . S 2 1 - 2 3 ]  (BHG 627)
Irene of Chrysobalanton [9-iO Cent.](BHG 952)
Martha of Monembasia [9-10 Cent.] (BHG 1175)
Faraskeve of Thrace [10C]iBHG 1420z-142i)
Theodora [disc. Basil Jun.] [ICC] (BHG NA 264d-f, cf. p.202)
Thomals cf Lesbos [10 Cent.:iBHG 2454-2457)
Anna o f  L e u c a t e [SynaxCP. 337-40]
Marina’ cf Sicily [d. 1062] (BHG 117C) ["Byzantine" status doubtful! 
Irene [empress, a. 1134](BHG 22C6)
Theodora of Arta [queen, d.c.1270](EHG i~36!
Matrona of Chios [BHG date c. 1406-10] (BHG 1220)[date doubtful] 
Th oma is [In Fhrantzes]

Source: BHG/BHGNA, Saints' Prosopographical Database 

Notes'.
Table A2 supplements Table 1.1. 
a * indicates a transvestite saint
b Saints named here in italics are known to have existed from sources other than those recorded in BHG and 
so were excluded from the cohort subject to statistical analysis. They are included here to complete the 
picture.
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Table A3
Total Documents about Each Saint in Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca and Follieri 
Initia Hymnorum

Cent Saint Epithet Feast Day BHG Nos Total in 
BHG

Hymns

1 Mary Mother cf God C9/C8, 11/21 1046-1161d 355 999
1 John the Baptist 

Forerunner
C6/24 *- 831-367n 121 335

4 Demetrios of Thessaiomca, 
Kyrobiytos

10/26 496-547z 108 87

4 Nicho Las of Myra, 
wonderworker

12/06. 05/9, 
1 0, 20

1347-1364n 95 72

i John the Theologian/ 
Evangelist

11/26, G5/C8 899-932t 50 rf 7

4 Gecrge the Martyr 
megalomartyr

04/22, 11/03. 
01/30

669y-69iy 87 87

4 Kosmas & 
Damian

Anargyroi 
(without pay)

11/01, 25, 
07/01, 10/17

372-392 79 86

5 John Chrysostom 11/13, 01/27 
(Trans.)

870-881z 74 157

1 Thomas Apostle 10/06 1800-1844b 69 68
1 Apostles & 

Disciples
06/30, 01/03, 
04

150-160p 56 172

1 Paul Apostle 06/29, 09/01 14 51-14 65x 49 ‘"J
4 Theodore Tiron

(footsoldier!
02/17, 22, 
1 1 / 2 0

1760-1773 41 74

1 Stephan Protomartyr 12/26, 27, 
08/02

1648x-
1665h

39 86

1 Klement of Rome 11/25, 24 319-351e 37 28
1 Andrew Apostle 11/30 93-liOc 33 46
4 Menas of Egypt, 

wonderworker
11/11, 3Rd Sun 
After East

125G-1269m 32 39

0 Michael Archangel 09/06, 11/03 
(09/29 West)

1282-1290g 31 38

5 Aiexros Man of God, Homo 
Dei

03/17, 06/17, 
18

51-56h 30 18
1 Peter Apostle 06/29, 01/15, 

16, 09/05
1482-1489 
/last inc. 
Andr

29 73

0 All Saints Sunday After 
Pentecost

1616-1617y 28 136

0 Eusebios of Alexandria 635-635Z 28
1 Peter & Paul Apostles 1490-1502 28 83

Together 444 Constantine the Great, 05/21 361x-369k 27
isapostolos

564 Gregory the Theologian, 
of Nazianzos

01/25 723-730v 26

4 Pachomios 05/15, 14, 07 1396-1401v 26 23
4 Gurias Samonas 

Abibus
11/15, 12/02 731-74Cm 24 36

0 Angels 11/08, 09/06 123z-129q 23 61
1 Philip Apostle 11/14, 07/21 1516-1530C 23 45
5 Symeon Stylites, of 

Mandra
09/01 1678-1688 22 44

4 Group: XL of Sebasteia 03/09 1201-1208m 21 59
Martyrs 431 Luke the Evangelist 10/18 990y-993t 20

5 Onuphrios 02/12, 07/05 1378-1382c 20 27
4 Barbara +1 12/04 213-218q 19 51
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(Table A3 — Continued)

Cent Saint Epithet Feast Day BHG Nos Total in Hymns
BHG

4 Panteleemon 
(Pantaleon)

iamatikos,
anargyros

07/27 1412z-
1418c

19 44
2 Paraskeve 07/26, 11/08, 1419z- 19 20

09, 10/14 1420x
4 Justina 1 0 / 0 2 452-461C 18 34
4 Kyprian the Great 1 0 / 0 2 452-461C 18 34
4 Silvester of Rome 0 1 / 0 2 1628-1634g 13 ~ i -■»
1 Thekia 09/24 1710-1722 18 59
4 Artemios wonderworker 1 0 / 2 0 169y-174e 17 30
1 Lazaros 03/17,

05/04,
18, 
05 *-

2213g 2231 17 50
4 Ephrem the Syrian 01/28 583-592k 16 50
4 Euphemia of Chalcedon 12/16, 07/11 619-624n 16 66
4 3 Hierarchs 01/30 746x-748w 16 40
4 Kyros & John "anargyroi" 01/30, 31 469-4971 16 52
4 Marina 07/17 1165-1169d 16 42
4 Prokopios of Caesarea 07/08 1576-1582C 16 53
1 Dionysios 

(Denis! -*-2
the Areopagite 10/03 554-558m 15 36

7 John Klimakos 03/30 882-88 3a 15 35
0 Mary the Egyptian 04/01 1041z-

1044e
15 67

5 Andrew Saios, "Fool for 
Christ"

05/28 115z-l17k 14 4
6 Andronikos 02/27,

10/06,
03/02,
09

120-1231 14 15
3 Makarios of Egypt 01/19, 20 999g-999t 14 29
i Matthew Apostle,

Evangelist
11/16 1224-1228d 14 35

4 Theodore Strateiates tthe 
General;

02/07,
06/08

03, 1750-1753m 14 66

3 Mamas 09/02 1017-1022 13 U
9 Theodore of Studium ll/'ll 17S4-17S9m 13 21
3 Tryphon wonderworker 0 2 / 0 1 1956-1853x ! 3 32
1 James Brother of the 

Lord
10/23, 09 763y-766i 12 51

4 Niketas 09/15 1342y- 
1346e

12 24
2 Polykarp of Smyrna 02/23 1556-1564 12 26
3 Seven Sleepers of Ephesus 1 0/2 2 ,

08/02
23, 1593-1599d 12 33

4 Abraham 10/29, 19 5-8e 11 8
3 Christopher 05/09 308w-3Ilk 11 28
1 Konon 11/04, 

06, 08
03/05, 2077-79 

t . 3
11 21

0 Makarios Romanos 10/23,
01/19

24. 05, 1004-1005p 11 10

1 Mark the Evangelist 04/25 1035-1038t 11 35
4 Mary (Maria) 10/29, 19 5-8e 11 5
0 Phocas hortulanus 09/22, 07/22 1538-1540b 11
4 Anastasia +3 the

Pharmakolytria
1 2 / 2 2 81-83b 10 35

1 Bartholomew Apostle 06/11, 08/25 227-232f 10 59
1 Holy Innocents 12/29 823z-827e iO 39
3 Laurentios +2 08/10 976-978D 10 26
0 Martinianos 02/13, 03/18 1177-1180 10 28
4 Theodota +3 1 2 / 2 2 81-83b 10 5
7 Anastasios 0 1 / 2 2 84-90 9 29
1 Anna Mother of the 

Virgin Mary
09/09,
07/25

12/09, 130x-134d 9 114
4 Anthony Abbot 01/17 140-14Ih 9 42
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(Table A3 — Continued)

Cent Saint Epithet Feast Day BHG Nos Total in 
BHG

Hymns

10

6

4

Athanasios
Daniel
Epiphamos

of Lavra, the
Athonite
Sketiota

05/05

05/12

187-191f
2099z-
2 1 0 2d
596-601m

9
9
9

20

33
4
5
O

6

Euplus 
Euthymios 
Eloros & 
Lauros 
Gregentios

08/11,
0 1 / 2 0
08/18
12/19

12 629-630p
647-650d
66Q-664m
705-706i

9
9
9
9

26
48
23
4

9 Group: XLII 
Martyrs

of Amorion 03/06 1209-1214 9 30
5 John Kalybites 01/15, 03/17 868-869h 9 27
8 John of Damascus, 

Damascene
12/04, 11/29 884-885m 9 25

7 John Almsgiver,
eieemosynarios

1 1 /1 2 886-839 9 37

4 Julitta of Iconium 07/15,
06/15)

(Or 313y-318e 9 34
4 Kirykos of Iconium 07/15,

06/15)
(Or 313y-3ISe 9 34

7 Maximos the Confessor 0 1/2 1 , 08/13 1231-1236d 9 61
0 Michael & 

Gabriel
Archangels 11/08 1290y-

1294c
9 60

4 Paul 0i/i5
04

16, 05, 1466-1470 9 23
4 Spyridon of Trimithu, 

Wonderworker
1 2 / 1 2 , 08/11 1647-1648p 9 39

9 Theodora Empress 0 2 / 1 1 1731-1735 9 5
9 Theophanes Chronograpnos, 

Confessor
03/12, 17 1787c-

1792e
Zt 24

1

3
Zacharias &
Elizabeth
Agatha

parents of John 
the Baptist

09/05,
02/05

12/30 1881-1881x
36-38b

9
8

36
40

6 Arkadios f» 
John

01/26, 30 1877u-1879 8 26
4 Athanasios the Great, of 

Alexandria
01/18, 05/02 183-186fc 8 64

4 Basil of Caesarea 'the 
great'

0 1 / 0 1 244-246a 
247-262p 
(works >

a 73

4 Eugenios -*-3 0 1 / 2 0 , 21 608y-613 8 13
7 Gregory of Agrigentum 11/23, 24 707-70S f 3 24
6 Gregory the Great 03/12 

11. 14
Or 08, 720- 721f 8 19

4 Gregory the Illuminator 09/30 712-713e 8 37
4
4

Group: Patres 
Nicea I 
Hilarion

Sunday After 
Ascension 
1 0 /2 1

1431-1431p 
751z-756r.

9
£

32
32

4
0

1 rene
Nikephoros

Isoapostolos 05/05,
02/C9

04 . 23 952y-954c
1331-1334g

8
8

30
29

2 Phokas of Sinope 09/22,
07/22,

2 1 ,
23

1535y-
1537d

8 56

3
6

Polyeuktos
Sabas

of Melitine 01/08,
12/05

09 1566-1568k 
1608-1610

3
3

28
35

1 Thaddeos Apcstle 06/19,
21
01/26,

08/20, 1-02-1705 8 17

6 Xenophon & 
Maria +2

Coniuaes 30 1877u-1879 8 27
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(Table A3 — Continued)

Source- BHG; Saints' Prosopographical Database; Henrica Follieri [Enrica Follieri], Initia Hymnorum 
Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. (Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. 1966).

Notes:
Table A2 supplements Table 2.2.
Century: century of saint's activity. "0" indicates that the date is unknown or. as with the angels, not 
relevant.
Saint: saint's name, a plus sign (+) indicates that the saint is usually celebrated with companions. 
Epithet: common title or epithet
Feast Day: Feast day or days, an important identifier of saints.
BHG Nos.: reference number o f the items in the BHG 
Total in BHG: number o f documents about the saint in the BHG
Hymns: number o f hymns for the saint in the Follieri. Initia Hymnorum Ecclesiae Graecae
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Table A4
Titulature of Saints o f September in Synaxaria

Day Saincs Title (Delehaye/Watecs) Other Info

i Symeon hosios pater/ h o s i o s styiite
Martha 
4 0 Women 
Agathokieia + 3

hosia meter
hagiax martyres/ h a g i a i  
hagia martyr/ h a g i a

Symeon’s mother

Paul hagios apostolos NT
Joshua plain OT
Mary hyperagia/ h a g i a NT

2 Mamas hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Theopriyiact - 1
John Nesteutes hosios pater/ en h a g i o i s  p a t e r I- hagioi patriarchal
Paul the New 
Aeithala + 3

- / en h a g i o i s  p a c e r  
martyr/ h a g i o s

t

OTEleazar & 
Phineas plain

3 Anthimcs
Theoktistos
Basiilissa

hagios hieromartyr/ en h a g i o i s  p a c e r  
hosios pater/ h a g i o s  
hagia martyr/ h a g i a

bishop cf M^comedia

Ariston hosios & hieromartyr/ h a g i o s bishop of Alexandria
Stephen of 

TrigLeia hosios pater & homologetes/ - aDbot

Constantine hagios basiieus/ en h a g i o i s  b a s i l e u s "^rnong the apostles”
4 Babuias 

Babulas II
hagios hieromartyr/ h a g i o s  
h i e r o m a r t y r ■' -

patriarch of Antioch
Moses nomothetes £ prophet ' r , omocheces QT
Hermiune 
Petronius 2 
Okeanos 4

hagia martyr/ h a g i a  
- / h a g i o s  m a r t y r  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

sob NT - dao. of Phi I

5 Zachariah hagios endcxcs prophet/ h a g i o s NT - father of Bapt.
Kyril hosios pater £ hieromartyr bishop of Gortyn
Abda & Benjamin 
Thouthael 5, 

Bebias 
Herais

- / h a g i o s
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  

hagia martyr

martyrs in Persia

Peter hagios apostoios/ h a g i o s NT

6 Michael 
Romylos + 3 
Urbanus + 2 + 
Faustos +■ 12 
/ Anne

archistrategos/ a r c h i s t r a c e g o s  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagios martyr 
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
/ h a g ia

angel

7 Sozon
Eupsychios

hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

Stephen hagios hieromartyr pope
Peter hosios pater abbot
Luke
Evodos &

Onesiphoros
hosios
hagioi apostoloi

abbot

8 Mary hyperagia despoina/ h a g i a  d e s p o i n a NT - birthday
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(Table A4 - Continued)

Saints Title (Delehaye/Mateosi Other Info

Joachim 4 Anna "dikaioi"/ h a g i o i sub NT
Severianos hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Fathers of hagioi theophoroi pateres/ h a g i o i re: 3rd ecumenical

Ephesus p a teres council
Chariton hagios martyr/' h a g i o s

Menodoros +2 hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Baripsabba hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Pulcheria "timia" empress
Paul hosios s homologetes bishop of Nicea
Theodora hosia/ h a g i a  m a r t y r TV, of Alexandria
las hagia meter martyr in Persia
Diodoros 4 hagios martyr

Didymos
Peter hosios pater 4 homologetes/ d i t t o metropolitan of Nicea
Demetrios +2 /hagios hieromartyr man, wife and son
Autonomos hagios hieromartyr/ en h a g i o i s  

m a r t y r
bishop of Prenaistos

Makedonias +2 hagios martyr
Daniel hosios
Theodore hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
/ K o r n o u t o s / h a g i o s  m a r t y r

Kornelios f hagios NT
family

Makrobios +5 hagios martyr
Julianos hagios a martyr
Peter cf Atroa hosios pater
Kronidos +1 hagios
Olympiodoros hagios martyr
Papas hagios martyr
John Chrysostom "tou en hagiois patet humon" bisnop
Plakilla eusebestate empress
Niketas hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Maximos -2 hagios martyr
Fhilotheos hosios pater 4 thaumaturges
Porphyry hagios martyr

invention of relics/ S t e p h e n / h a g i o s  p r o t o m a r t v r
!  f a t h e r s  t t h / h a g i o i  k a i  m a k a r i o i pa teres
c o u n c i l
/ A k a k i o s / en h a g i o i s  p a t e r bishop of Meiitene

Euphemia hagia martyr/ h a g i a  k a i  k a l l i r . i k o s
Martin hagios hieromartyr/ h a g i n t a t o s  k a i  

m a k a r i o t a t o s
pope of Rome

Sebastiane hagia/ h a g i a  m a r t y rMelitine hagia martyr/ h a g i aStephen hagios <apostolos> 4 protomartyr
Piste +3 hagia martyrs
Agathokieia hagia martyr/ h a g i a
Lucy & hagia/os martyr/ h a g i a / o s

Geminianos
Charaiambcs tl hagios martyr/ h a g i o s
Herakleides hagios martyr/ h a g i o s bishop of TamasosMyron hagios/ h a g i o sSophia 4 Eirene hagiai gunaikes/ h a g i a i  g u n a i k e s
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(Table A4 — Continued)

Day Saints Title tDelehaye/Mateos) Other Info
IS Symeon

Fathers 6th 
council

hagios hieromartyr/ h a g i o s
h i e r o m a r t y r
hagici pateres

Sub NT Dishop J'lem

Eumenios 
Kastor & 

Theodora 
Ariadne

hosios pater & thaumaturgos/ d i t t o  
hagios/ia martyr/ h a g i o s / i a  
hagia/ h a g i a  m a r t y r

bishop of Gort'/n

19 Trophimos +2 
Susanna

hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagia hosiomartyr

Januarios hagios hieromartyr/ h a g i o s bishop of Benevento
Peleus + 2 
Timothy 
Agapios & 

Thekia 
Joshua of Naum

h i e r o m a r t y r
hagioi
hagios martyr 
hagioi martyres

martyrs

OT T2d time in month]
Thomas
/ 150 m a r t y r s

plain/ p l a i n
hagios apostolos/ h a g i o s  a p o s t o l o s  
/ h a g i o i  m a r t y r e s

NT ded.of a church

20 Eustathios +3 
Thalelios & 

Artemidoros
hagios megalomartyr/ h a g i o s  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

John of Egypt 
Hypatios & 

Andreas
megistos en homologetais 
hosioi pateres & homologetai

a martyr

21 Jonah hagios prophetes OT
Jonah the 

Sabbaite 
Theodore 
Eusebius 4

hosios pater
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagios martyr

monk

Isaac
Bassa

hosios pater/ h a g i o s  h i e r o m a r t y r  
hagia martyr

bishop of Sites
Menas
/ K o d r a c o s

hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
/ h a g i o s  a p o s t o l o s  k a i  h i e r a r c h

church foundation

22 Kodratos
Phokas

hagios nieromartyr & apostolos 
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

Dishop?
Pnokas 
Priskos +■ 2

hagios hieromartyr 
[MS Mr - thaumaturgos] 
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

bishop?

Drousilla hagia martyr daugnter of Trajan
Mary hyperagia/' h a g i a NT
/ Jo nah / h a g i o s  k a i  e n d o x o s  p r o p h e t e s OT
/ Jo na h  t h e  

S a b b a i t a
/ h o s i o s father of Thaophanes

23 John the Bapt. hagios prophet prodromos & baptist NT
Elisabeth hagia/ h a g i a NT
Eusebius 
Andrew <■ 3

hagios, homologetes 
hagios martyr

status?
Xanthippe & 

Polyxene 
Herais
Persisse

hosiai gunaikes/ h a g i a i  g u r . a ik e s

hagia martyr parthenos/ h a g i a ,
p a r t h e n o s
hagia martyr

sub NT. not martyrs

24 Thekia hagia protomartyr & apostolos/ d i t t o "theonymphe"
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Day Saints Title (Delehaye/Watecs; Other Info

25

26

Sabinianos -*-2 
Theophilos 
Euphrcsyne 
Paphnutios 
/' la

John
5 virgins S 
nuns

hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hosios, homologetes/ h o s io s  
hagia s aeimneste/ h c s i a  
hagios s nosiomartyr/ hagios ,  
nonachos  
! hagia
hagios, apostolos s evangeios/ d i t t o

archbishop of Ephesus 
TV, not a martyr

NT

27 Kai iistratos 
Epichar:s *■!> 
Nektarios 
Flavian 
Ignat ios

hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagia martyr/ hagia  
hosios pater 
hosios pater 
hosios pater

archbishop of C'ople 
archbishop ot Antioch 
abbot

28 Chariton
Alpneios -*-5 
Eustathios +

hosios pater, homologetes/ 
the ophoros pater, homologetes  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s  
hagios martyr/ h a g i o s

also called "hagics" 
m  OvnaxCP

29 Kyriakos 
Dada +2 
Anastasia + 1 
50 Martyrs 
Tryphon + 2

hosios pater/ h o s i o s  
hagios martyr
hagia hosiomartyr/ hagia, asicetria 
- / h a g i o i  m a r t y r e s  
hagios martyr

founder of a mon. 
bishop
martyrs and ascetics

30 Gregory + 2
Mardonios <-8 

-r women

"en hagiois pater hemon"/ d i t t o  and  
h i e r o m a r t y r
hagios martyr, hagiai gunaikes/' 
h a g i o s ,  h a g i a i  guna ike s

bishop of Great 
Armenia, martyr

Source: SynaxCP; Juan Mateos, ed.. La Typicon de La Grande Eglise, Ms. Sainte-Croix no. 40. A* siecle. 
Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction et Notes, Orientalia Christiana Analecta 165 (Rome: Pont. 
Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1962).

Notes:
Table A4 supplements the discussion of the titulature o f saints in Chapter III and Appendix III. It is 
arranged by day, with the saints for each day in the order given in Delehaye’s composite edition o f the 
Synaxarion o f Constantinople. In column 3 the saint's title as given in Delehaye comes first, followed in 
italics by that of the Mateos’ edition o f the Typikon of the Great Church (Ms. Sainte-Croix no. 40). A 
control is necessary since Delehaye was not specifically looking at titulature and so does not reflect any 
variances in his notes.

Coding
Column 2
Kname>  = saint is in Mateos but not Delehaye
"ditto" = used when Mateos duplicates Delehaye, but space is limited

Column 3
no type or title = no adjective, presumed deliberate 
- = info not given, presumed merely missing

Column 4

sub NT = not in NT, but story connects immediately with NT figures.
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C The Hagiographers' Prosopographical Database

In addition to studying the characteristics of saints, I undertook a more limited 

prosopography of hagiographers and their choices o f subject. Since the Life was so often 

a major support of the saint's cult, the role of the hagiographer was central. The subjects 

of the study here were all authors listed as having written two or more saint's Lives, or 

other hagiographical documents, in BHG. In some cases, I could find no clear data on the 

authors; I examined those for whom basic data was available on factors related to their 

work as hagiographers. Although the "two document" limitation excluded some 

hagiographers, often those who wrote one Life of a person they knew, it was intended 

both to keep the figures manageable, and more positively, to restrict discussion to those 

authors who had a more than passing interest in writing hagiography.

Data fields were based on: century' of activity, religious or lay status, monastic 

status, number of saints the hagiographer wrote about, number of post-600 AD saints the 

hagiographer wrote about, number of female saints -  other than the Theotokos — of any 

period the hagiographer wrote about, whether the hagiographer wrote about someone 

known to him, whether the hagiographer had a local connection with the saints, and 

whether the hagiographer was also recognized as a saint.
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Table A5:
Prosopography o f Byzantine Hagiographers

Cent Hagiographer Status No.of
vitae

Byzant. 
sub j .

Female 
sub?.

Knew 
sub3 .

Loc S t

4 Atnphilochius ep Iconium bp 3 na 0 Y Y
4 Athanasios ep Alexandria bp 7 na 1 Y
4 Basil ep Caesarea bp/m 10 na 1 Y
4 Ephrem Syrus cle/m 10 na I y
4 Epiphanios ep Salamis bp/m 3 na 0 N Y
4 Eusebios ep Caesarea bp a na 0 Y Y
4 Gregory Nazianzus ep CF bp/m n na T_ Y V y

4 Gregory ep Nyssa bp 12 na 2 Y y
5 Arkadios ep Cyprus bp 2 1 0

5 Asterios ep Amaseia bp 6 1

5 Basil ep Seleucia bp 9 na
5 Hesychios presb J'lem cle/m 12 na 0 N Y y

5 John I Chrysostom ep CP bp/m 29 na 2 Y V Y
5 Cyril pat Alexandria pat 3 na 0 N y Y
5 Palladios ep Aspuna bp 13 na -) Y Y
5 Proklos ep CP bp 9 na 0 N Y
5 Theodoret ep Cyrrhus bp/m 37 na 3 Y V

5 / 6 Leontios presb CP cle 3 0 0 N
6 Eustratios presb CP cle 2 1 1 Y N
6 Cyril of Scythopolis mon 7 na 0 V Y
6 ? Leontios mon mon 2 0 0 N N
7 John ep Thess bp 3 0 0 N Y Y
7 John Moschos pat/m 4 3? o Y Y
7 Leontios ep Neapolis bp 4 2 0 V

7 Maximos confessor mon n 0 0 N Y
7 Sophronios pat J'lem pat/m 10 0 1 Y Y
8 Andrew ep Crete bp/m 16 0 0 N Y Y
8 Germanos I pat CP pat 2 0 0 N N Y
8 John of Damascus mon 9 0 2 N Y
8 John presb Euboea cle/m 5 0 2 N
8 ? Kosmas Vestitor 7 4 0 1 N
9 George ep Nicomedia bp 5 0 0 N
9 Ignatios diac CP cle/m 3 3 0 Y V

9? John Hagioelita 3 1 ? 0

9 Metnodios pat CP pat/m 6 1 2 -> Y
9 Metrophanes ep Smyrna bp n

0 0 N Y
9 Michael Stuaites mon mon 4 3 0 3 Y
9 Michael Synkeilos mon mon a 0 0 N Y
9? Nikephoros mon Blachernai mon 2 1 c 2

9? Niketas Philoscphos 
(Akominatos)

-"I 0 0 N
9 Photios pat CP pat 10 0 2 N Y
9 Sabas mon mon 3 3 Q 7
9 Theodore of Studion mon 19 6 i Y Y V

10 Arethas ep Caesarea bp 3 1 0 Y N
10 Constantine VII imp lay 3 0 0 N N
10 Euthymios pat CP pat/m 3 0 1 N N Y
1 0? John ep Sardis bp 2 0 1 N
10 John Geometra mon 3 0 0 N N
10 Leo VI imp imp 10 0 0 N
10 Niketas David Paphlagon lay? 36 2 ? 2 7 7

10 Peter ep Argos bp 5 1 2 7 7 Y
10 Theodore Dapbnopates lay 4 i 5 > 1 (2 ) 0 Y ?
10 Symeon Metaphrastes lay? 150 9? 19 ■5 •3 Y
1 1 ? Gregory mon mon 2 i 0
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(Table A5 — Continued)

Cent Hagiographer Status No.cf Byzant. Female Knew Loc St
vi tae siibj. sub] . sub j .

11 John Hauropoas ep bp/m 3 0 N Y
Euchaita

11 John VIII Xiphilinos pat pat/m 4 0 0 N 2
CP

11 Michael Psellos lay/m 10 2 •n
11 Nikephoros Ouranos lay 2 I (J N 2
1 1? Nilos mon Italogrec mon 2 2 0 •s 't
11 Paul Evergetinus mon 4 r, 0 M
x x Theophanes mon mon 2 2 V ->
12 Eustathios ep Thess bp 5 1 ° c. Y
1 ■> Jonn Eonaras mon 4 Q i N ■>
12 Michael Giykas lay 3 C 0 N T
12 Niketas ep Thess bp 3 o 0 N V
12 Theodore Prodromes lay/m 7 1 1 N o
1 2? Philip Keramios (same as cle n 1 0 o

next?)
12 Theophanes Phiiagathos cle/m 17 0 0 N 2

Keramios, pred.
cathedral of Rossano

12 Theophylact ep Ocnnda bp 6 1 0 N Y
13 George Acropolites lay 2 x 0 Y
13 George/Gregory II patCP pat 6 2? 1
13 Germanos II pat CP pat/m 3 0 0 N N'
13 John Staurakios 3 o 2 O
13 Maximos Planudes mon 2 0 0 N
13 Michael Choniates ep bp 2 0 3 N 2

Athens
13 Neophytos the Recluse mon 28 3? I 7 Y Y
13? Theodosios mon CP mon 2 0 N
14 Constantine Acropolites lay 29 5? 6
14 Demetrios Kydones lay 2 0 0 N
14 Gregory Palamas ep Thess bp/m 7 x x Y Y
14 Isidore Glabas ep Thess bp/m 3 0 0 N Y
14 John XIII Glykys pat CP pat/m 4 0 0 N N
14 Joseph Kalothetos mon 4 3 0 N
14 Kallistos I pat CP pat/m 4 2 0 Y
14 Makarios Chrysokephalos bp/m 4 X 0 N Y

ep Philadelphia
14 Makarios Choumnos mon 4 1 0 N Y
14 Manuel Philes lay e 0 0 N 2
14 Nicholas Kabasilas mon? 5 1 N Y Y
14 Nikephoras Gregoras lay/'m 11 i -> Y 2
14 Nikephoros Kallistos cle/m 8 1 4 N 2

Xanthopouios
14 Nilos Kerameus pat CP pat/m 2 1 0 N
14 Philotheos Kokkinos pat pat/m 18 5 2 Y Y Y

CP
14 Philotheos ep Selymbria bp/m 4 1 0 7 Y
14 Theodore Hyrtakenus lay 3 0 N r
14 Theodore Metochites lay/m 7 1 2 *1 2
14 Theodulos Magister, mon mon 2 0 0 N N
15 Bessarion ep Nicea bp/m 2 0 0 N H
15 Demetrios Chrysoloras lay n 0 0 N
15 Gabriel ep Thess bp 3 0 0 N Y ?
15 Gennadios Scholarios pat pat/m 8 2 ? 0 Y

CP
15 John Eugenikos cle 3 x 0 Y N
15 Makarios Makres ab mon 4 1 1 7 Y Y

Pantokrator
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(Table A5 — Continued)

Ce nr Hagiographer Status No .of 
vitae

Byzant. 
subj .

Female 
subj .

Knew 
subj .

LOC St

15 Manuel II Paiaioiogos 
imp

lay/m 5 0 N Y
15 Mark Eugenikos ep 

Ephesus
bp/m 3 1 0 N N Y

15 Nilus ep Rhodes bp 3 1 1 N •

Source: BHG; ODB; Alice-Mary Talbot, "Old Wine in New Bottles: the Rewriting o f Saints’ Lives in the 
Palaiologan Period.” in The Twilight o f Byzantium, ed. Slobodan CurCic and Doula Mouriki (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1991), 15-26.

Notes:
Table A5 supplements the discussion of hagiographers in Chapter III and Table 3.6.

"Status" Codes
bp - bishop 
pat - patriarch 
mon - monastic 
cle - other clergy 
lay - lay person
”/m" following any status indicates that at some stage the hagiographer was a monk.
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D Physical Remains of the Cult of Saints: Sanctuaries

Records of dedications of churches and monasteries survive, both for those that 

are archeological survivals, and in greater number for buildings that are now no longer 

standing. Table A6 Dedications of Churches, Chapels and Monasteries (with Table A7 as 

a supplement), uses one of the best sources of information we have about the cult of 

saints in Byzantium, a source with some indication of how a cult developed over time. A 

number o f  major efforts have been undertaken to record and sort this information. 

Raymond Janin has done the most important work in his two volumes of La geographie 

ecclesiastique de VEmpire byzantin.44 George Majeska also made heroic efforts, often 

cross-referenced with Janin. to identify and date the Constantinopolitan sanctuaries 

visited by the Russian pilgrims of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Anthony Bryer 

and David Winfield have compiled comparative data from the Pontic region. Good lists 

of church dedications are also available for a number of other cities, specifically 

Thessalonica. the second largest city of the empire for much of its later history, and 

Mistra, the center of an artistic and cultural revival in the Palaiologan period.45

The significance of the data in assessing the popularity of individual saints derives 

from the lack of centralized control over the naming of churches. Janin comments:

We have been able to retrieve the names of about 500 churches. In 
contrast, it is impossible to give those o f numerous monasteries that are only

44 Majeska, Russian Travelers, 439, points out that while Janin’s work is the most 
ambitious and most extensive effort to document sanctuaries in Constantinople and is thus 
essential, he is often inexact and sometimes simply wrong in details. For the purposes of 
examining locations of saint-dedicated sanctuaries, it is clearly unfeasible to reexamine the 
details of each of Janin’s entries. His inaccuracies — usually to do with location, sometimes to do 
with dating and occasionally to do with misidentification of monuments — are not such as to 
distort seriously the general inferences that can be made from a table such as this.

45 See list of sources at end of Table A6.
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known by the name o f their founder or by that o f the quarter in which they are 
found.

The names are a reflection of popular devotion which little occupies itself 
with the glories of the Church in order to satisfy its special tastes. One finds only 
one church in honor o f  St. Gregory o f Nazianzos who restored Orthodoxy in the 
Capital in 379, one in honor of St. John Chrysostom, the greatest bishop of 
Constantinople, one oratory (ninth century) and a monastery (tenth century) under 
the invocation of St. Basil, and that is all for the great doctors of the Church. By 
contrast, the saints are honored for whom their lives are more or less legendary, 
above all the martyrs. The Theotokos is particularly cherished in the piety of the 
Byzantines who made her their protector; she possessed more than 120 churches, 
chapels and monasteries, while Christ had only thirty, to which it is necessary to 
add Hagia Sophia. Seven are under the name of the Holy Trinity, nine under the 
name "incorporals," that is the angels; St. Michael had twenty-four, St. Gabriel 
five. The apostles together had five, but St. John the Theologian had eight, St. 
Paul six, St. Andrew seven, St. Thomas five, St. Peter three, and five in common 
with St. Paul. Among the other saints the Prodromos (St. John the Baptist) comes 
in at the top with thirty-five sanctuaries; St. Nicholas o f Myra had twenty eight, 
the deacon Stephen thirteen, the military saints (St. Theodore sixteen. Saint 
Demetrios ten, Saint George nine, the Forty Martyrs o f Sebasteia eight,) St. 
Panteleemon nine, St. Tryphon seven, St. Christopher six, SS. Kosmas and 
Damian, called the anargyroi, six, St. Anne seven, St. Anastasia eight. St. 
Euphemia five, etc. It does not seem that there was a regulation of the choice of 
names. It was without doubt left to the will of the founders.46

The table, after recording basic identification data about a saint {name, feast day, 

martyr status, gender, century o f saint's death) indicates if a church or monastery 

dedicated to the saint is recorded in each location. In some cases it is not possible to 

identify which saint, of many with a given name, is meant: this is indicated by the word 

"unspecified." In other cases, the identification is far from certain. The number of 

documents recorded as referring to the saint in question in BHG is given to provide a 

different indicator of the extent of a saint’s cult. Each sanctuary is given a letter 

indicating the order in which it is listed in the sources used to construct this table. Where 

available, the date of the construction of the church is given. Where this chronological

46 Janin, EglisesCP, 15 [my translation].
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data is considered firm (or fairly firm) by the compiler of the sources used, the century of 

construction is given in plain text, but where it is insecure (for instance based on a first 

mention in some tangential document) it is italicized. In a few cases, where the dates of 

construction and disappearance are known, this is indicated. For Constantinople, where 

there were far more sanctuaries than in any other city and more information survives, a 

separate column gives the total number of sanctuaries dedicated to each saint. For 

example, "cl3C" indicates the third church for the named saint indicated in the source, a 

church that was built in the thirteenth century: "cI3C" indicates that the first mention was 

in the thirteenth century. Often, however, no information is available for chronology, a 

situation indicated by ”?" In the case of Constantinople, the most frequently used 

documentary sources for the existence of sanctuaries are the various synaxaria: these date 

from the tenth century and later, but as composite documents themselves, they give no 

secure chronological indication about construction, and such sanctuaries have been 

designated with a "?" also. With some sources, for instance Maltezou on Kythira, no data 

as to the construction dates o f sanctuaries are given, and in such cases, only the raw 

number of sanctuaries named for a saint is noted.

No attempt has been made to sequence the times o f construction o f the myriad 

churches dedicated to Christ or the Virgin Mary, and the numbers under their names 

indicate sanctuaries built under any of their titles. No distinction is made in this table 

with respect to the relative importance or size o f a church, as not enough data are 

available. Finally, no distinctions are made here between monastic structures and secular 

churches.
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Table A6
Dedications of Churches, Chapels and Monasteries

Data on saint
Name Feast M G C BIIG Constant. CP No

Christ (name,feast,cross) m 1 10 0 + ♦ (total only =) 31 8
(pp. 503-539)

Holy Trinity ♦ (pp.487-488) 7 a?
Mary (name, feast) r 1 355 *(pp 156-244) 136 26

Abcrkios 10 /2 2 Y m 2 4 a /.V 1

Adrian & Nathalie 08/26 Y b 4 5 a4C 1

Agatha 02/05 y f 3 8  9-I3C? 1

Agathoklia o f Athens 09/17 y r 1 0

Agathonikos 08/23 y nt 4 7 a4C ,b'.\c? 3
Agnes 01 /2 1 y f 4 2 5C’ 1?
Ainvlianos 07/18 y m 4 3 a9C 1

Akakios 05/08 y m 4 1 a6 C, b4-l3C 2

Akindynos 11 /0 2 y nt 4 4 a?, b N C 2

Akylina 06/13 y r 4 0 a6 C 1
Alexander 10 /2 2 y m 0 0  a? 1

Alexios Homo Dei 03/17 n in 5 30 al 1C 1

Alypios the Stylitc 11/26 n nt 7 4 a? 1

Alphios 09/28 y m 4 1 a? 1 a?
Ali Saints a 10-ISC, b'.\ 3

c9C
Ananias the Apostle 10/01 y m 1 5 alJC 1

Anastasia Pharmakolytria 12 /22 y f 4 10 a)4C, b4C, 5 a?
c lH '.d lO C ,
e!2C

Anastasia the Roman 08/29 y 1 4 6  a? 1?
Anastasios the Persian 0 1 /2 2 y m 7 9 a7C 1

Andrew Salos 05/28 n nt 5 14 a!5C 1

Andrew the Apostle 11/30 y nt 1 33 a K \  b?, c8C, 7 a?
d6C, c?, 17, g?

Andrew Stratelates 08/19 y m 4 4 a 1?

Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Thess. Athos Athens

5 3

3
15

Kythira Ankyra Smyrna
14

10
23

Trebizond Matzouka 
8 3

a6 C Cathedral
+9

Sountela ■> 7

a 12c

aliC

alOC' al3C u'\ b?

Janin, sv. notes moderns often mistake this church for St. Thekia.
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Data on saint

( T a b le  A 6  -  Continued) 

Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Name Feast M G C BIIG Constant. CP No Thess. Athos Athens Kylhlra Ankyra Smyrna Trebizond

Anna, mother o f Mary 09/09 n r 1 9 a6 c. b9C. c!3C. 
dlOC, c'.\ P . 
g l3 C

7 1 a7-9C

Antipas or Pcrgamon 04/11 y in 1 4 a9C 1

Anthimos 09/0J y m 4 6  a6C.ft9C 2

Anthony abbot 01/17 n m 4 9 al2C 1? 3
Anthousa 08/22 y r 3 3 a? 1

Anina 08/09 y m 8 0 a9C 1

Anysia o f  Thcssalonica 12/30 y m 4 4 a?
Apostles y m 1 56 a4C. b4C. c?. 

d4C. e6C.
5 aIIC , b? 

c l3C 2
a?, b?. e?' a8C

Archippos & Philemon 0 2 /2 0 y m 1 2 a? 1

Arscnios PatC'P 09/30 n m 14 0 al4C 1
Athanasios (unspecified) m al4C. b? c? 2
Athanasios o f Athos 05/05 n m 10 9 a IOC
Athanasios PatC'P 10/24 n m 14 5 nl4-l5C' 1

Athcnogcncs 07/17 m m 4 2 a9C ?.bl2C 2

Auxentios 02/14 n m 5 7 a I4C
Babylas 09/04 y m 3 2  a? 1

Barbara 12/04 y f 4 19 al3C . b?.c?. 
dlOC

4 al4C a a/JC , ft’

Baripsabbas 09/10 y m 7 0  a l lC 1

Barlaam 11/19 y m 4 3 a? 1

Bartholomew the Apostle 06/11 m m 1 10 a9C 1 a!3C
Basil the Great 01 /0 1 n m 4 8  alOC. b l2 ( \ 2 a al4C
Basiliskos 05/22 y itt 4 2 a? 1 atSC a?
Bassianos 10 /1 0 n m 5 0 a5-l2C 1

Benjamin, Benias, Binaios 07/30 y m o 0  a? 1

Blasios o f Sebasteia 0 2 / 1 ! y m 4 7 a 7 1 a?
Boris & Gleb 07/24 y in II 0 a 13C 1?
Charalampos + 09/17 y m 3 6  a? 1 3
Chariton 09/09 y m 7 0  a? 1?

' Janin sv. argues the name is modem, and original name not known.

1 Janin sv. notes only c is certainly from Byzantine period.
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(Table A6 -  Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint In specific locations
Name Feast M G C BUG Constant. CP No Thess. Athos Athens Kythira Ankyra Smyrna Trebizond Matzouka

Chione, Agape, Irene o f 04/16 y r 4 1 u7C?
Thcssalonica
Christina o f Tyre 07/24 y r 2 4 « / ’( ’ 1

Christophoros 05/09 y m 4 11 a'?, h i SC, c?, d? 4 U? (&Chuiu>nl a N C a?
Constantine the Great 05/21 n nt 4 27 a9C, b9C, c9C, 

dl5C, e?, I9C, 
g9C, h?, i I5C

9 1 a b a/VC, b> a?, b?

Daniel the Prophet 12/17 n m -5 22 a!3C 1?
Daniel the Stylite 12 /11 n m 5 3 aS-l2C 1

David o f Thessalonica 06/26 n m 4 ahC*
Demetrios o f Thessalonica 10/26 y m 4 108 * (pp. 88-94) IO a5C ,bl6C 6  a a?
Demetrios Dan ax + 05/16 y m 7 0  a? 1

Diomedcs 08/16 y m 4 5 a6-l4C 1

Dionysios the Arcopagitc 10/05 y m 15 a/3C
Domelios 10/04 y m 4 4 a6 C 1

Dominika/Domnina 01/08 n f 4 4 a4C 1

Domninos + 10/16 y m 0  a? 1

Eleuthcrios o f Illyricum 12/15 y m 3 7 a4C? 1 a N C
Elias (Elijah) the Prophet 07/20 n m 22 a IOC?, b9C, 

c5C, d9C, 
cl4C'

5 a U C ,b? al4C 2  a u / j r ’

Elissiaios (Elisha) 06/14 n m -5 3 a?, b9C 1

Epicharis 09/27 y f 4 2  a? 1

Epiphanios o f Salamis 05/12 n m 4 9 a? 1

Eudokimos 07/31 n m 3? al0 -l5C 1

Eudoxios 09/06 y m 4 1 a U C 17
Eugenios o f Trebizond 0 1 /2 0 y m 4 8 a6-9C, b? al3-l4C , b'
Eulampios & Eulampia 1 0 /1 0 y b 4 2  a? 1

Eulogios m 7 0 aSC 1

Euphemia 09/16 y m 4 16 a6C, b4-l5C, 
c'f.JSC, c6 C, 

J9C. (g?. h?)

6 (8 )

Eusebios (unspecified) in 0  a6C 1

4
This is Hosios David, in John Moschos Spiritual Meadow BUG 493 The monastery was under the name of SS Theodore and Mcrkurios
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(Table A6 -- Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint In specific locations
Name Feast M G C BIIG Constant. C P No Thess. Athos Athens Kythira Ankyra Smyrna Trebizond Matzouka

Eustathios, Theosebios + 11/30 y m 4 1 a? 1

Eustathios, Theopiste + 09/20 y b 2 6  a? 1 a
Eustralios (unspecified) y m 9 0  a? 1 a (early)?
Euthymios the Great 0 1 /2 0 y n 5 9 a!3C?, bl-IC
Faustos & Basileios 02/06 y m 7 0  a? I
Febronia 06/25 y r 4 7 a? 1

Floras & Lauras 08/18 y m 4 9 a? 1

Forty Martyrs o f  Sebastcia 03/09 y nt 4 21 a5C, b l2 ( \  c7- 
12C, cl<JC, e'.\ 
(7C\ giK \h U C

8 al5C, b l5C  alOC a

Forty-Two Martyrs o f 03/06 y 9 9 a9C 1
Amorium
Gabriel 10/16 n 0 2 a?, b9C, c9C, 

d?, el 1C
5

Galalina f 9 0 a? 1
George o f Lydda 04/23 y nt 4 87 a?, b'?, cISC, 

d9C, el 1C, 
f6 C, g8C, It?, 
i8C

9 (a4Cs)alOC, alOC.blOC al2(">. 9 
b ! 3 ( c/VC, (ilbers9 
eN C . f l 8C, 
g?, h?

It) al4C , b?, 
c io c , d / j r hN C. c?

Gerontios6 04/12 y nt 9 0 a N C 1

Gregory (unspecified) nt al4? a?
Gregory o f  Nazianzos 01 /0 1 n m 4 26 a4C?, b9C 2 ?
Gregory o f  Neocacsarea 11/17 n nt 3 3 a?
Gregory o f  Nyssa 0 1 /1 0 n nt 4 3 al4C a fi-M '
Gregory Palamas 11/14 n m 14 3 a ! 6 C
Helen the Empress 05/21 n f 4 07 al3C , 1 a, b a?
Herais 05/30 y f 9 0 al2C I
Hermaos nt 9 0 aSC 1

Hermione 09/04 y f 1 1 a6C 1

Janin sv. says it was not called St. George in Byzantine period.

Janin sv. thinks this saint is that in the SynaxCP for 04/01 (04/12 in M. Gideon's work). But BUG NA has a fourteenth century monastic Gcrontios o f 04/13. Perhaps the Church was 
named after him?

7
BHG lists texts about Helen with those about Constantine.

U>u>



(Table A6 --

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint In
Name Feast M G C BIIG Constant. CP No Thess.

Hesperos & Zoc 05/02 y b 2 2 a6 C, b? 2

Hiiarion n nt 9 0 a9C?
Horaiozele 07/26 y f 1 2  a? 1

Hyakinthos 07/03 y m 2 4 a? 1

Hypatios (unspecified) m a? 1

la 08/04 y f 4 2  a tC , b.\ c? 3
Ignatios o f Antioch 1 2 /2 0 y m 2 5 a9C 1

Ignatios 12/07 m 7 0  a lSC 1

Ircnarchos 11/28 y m 4 1 a? 1

Irene o f Perama 05/05 y m 4 8  a5C 1

Isaiah the Prophet 05/09 n m -6 6  a5C 1

Isidores o f Chios 05/14 y m 3 6  a6C 1

James the lord 's Brother 10/23 y m 1 12 a6C, 1

James the Sawnasundcr 11/27 y n\ 5 7 a?, b?, c l3 C 3
Jerusalem 09/24 y b 1 1 al-tC '*
John (unspecified) m
John Chrysostom 11/13 n nt 5 74 a9C 1

John o f  Damascus 14/04 n nt 8 9 al-tC 1

John the Baptist, the 08/29 y nt 1 121 *(pp.410-442) 36 a9C, h!9C
Prodromos

John the Theologian 05/08 n nt 1 90 ♦ (pp.264-270) 8  a!4C
John the Kalybites, 01/15 n m 5 9 aSC 1

Jonah & Barachesios 03/31 y m 4 2  a!2C 1

Julian 11/08 y m 4 3* a8C, (b'.\ c?) K 3)
Julianna 12 /21 y m 4 2  a 1

Kallinikos 07/29 y m 7 4 a? ,h? ,c?(d?) 3 (4 )
Karpos & Papylos 10/13 y m 3 3 a9-13C 1

Katharine o f Alexandria 11/25 y f 4 7 a11’

Continued) 

specific locations
Alhns Athens Kythira Ankyra Smyrna Trebizond Matzouka

10 u
1 a?

a l6 C ,b l3 l \  2 a al4C , b?, u?/VC',
cl2C? c/VC, b 13-141

c? tl>
al2C , b!2C 1 u /iC a!3C

8  Could be another Saint Jerusalem, feast 07/26,09/04

9
Janin sv. is not sure whether these are all dedications for the same Julian.

10 Janin sv. is doubtful that the Church was known by this name in the Byzantine period
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( T a b le  A 6  -  Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Name Feast M G c: BIIG Constant. CP No Thess. Athos Athens Kythira Ankyra Sm yrna Trebizond Matzouka

Klement (unspecified) m al3C
Klement o f Ankyra 01/26 y m 4 6  a?, b9C 2 a?
Kodratos 05/09 y m 3 1 a? 1

Konon 03/05 nt nt 1 II a6 -IOC 1

Komoutos o f Iconium 09/12 y m ? 0  a? 1

Kosmas and Damian, the 07/01 y m 3 79 a6 C, b6 C, 6 al4C, a IOC a l 6C, b?, 3 a a?
Physicians cl2C , d9C, 

e l3 ( \  f i t -
e ?",< //3C

Kyprian & Justina 10 /0 2 y m 4 18 a? 1

Kyriake 07/07 y f 4 7 « /5 r '- 1 a?
Kyriakos (unspecified) y m a5C 1

Kyros and John 01/31 y m 4 16 al2C , b? 2

Lawrence the Deacon 08/10 m nt 3 10 a6 C,b5C 2 a l5 (" i
lazaros 03/07 y m 1 17 a9-15C 1

Lazaros Galesiotes 10/07 n m II 3 al4C , bl-U' 2

Leo (unspecified) nt 1

Leonides 04/16 y m 3 2 a?
Leontios 06/18 y m 1 6  a?, b? 2

Leontios Dometios Terence 10/16 y m ? 0  a? 1

Liberal nt 9 0 2
Longinos the Centurion 10/16 y m 1 7 a? 1 117
Longinus o f Arauraka y m 9 0 a 131' see above
l-oukianos 10/15 y nt 4 5 a? 1
Loukillianos + 06/03 y b 4 6  a? 1

Luke the Evangelist 10/18 n m 1 20 a9C 1 a9C u!3C
Maccabees 08/01 y nt -3 10 a l2 (',b 7 C 2

Mamas 09/02 y m 3 13 fl5C’,b?,c7C 3 a'»
Mamelchtha 10/05 y nt 9 1 a? 1

Manouel Sabel Ismael 06/17 y nt 4 4 a4C 1

Margaret (unspecified) f a/VC
Marina o f Antioch 07/17 y IV 3 16 a? a? 1 u b a'.’
Mark the Evangelist 04/25 y nt 1 II a5C 1 a6 C

11 Janin sv. notes this is a former Asklepion!

12 Assuming the church and the HUG texts refer to the same Kyriake.
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(Table A6 -  Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Athos AthensName Feast M G C BUG Constant. CP No Thess.

Martha, Mary +3 06/06 y nt 7 0 a? 17”
Martyrios & Markianos 10/25 ? nt 4 4 a4C 1

Matrona o f Thessalonica 03/27 y nt 4 0 a4C, b7C
Maura 05/03 y r 1 2  a6C 1

Menas o f Cotyaeum l l / l l y nt 4 32 a5-l2C, b'.\ 2 aVC
Menas & Mcnaios 08/01 y m 7 0 a6C, b'.’ 2
Menodora +2 09/10 y f 4 3 a/VC 1

Merkurios 11/25 y nt 3 5 a7
Melhodios PalCP 06/14 n nt 9 a9C 1
Melitene 09/16 y r 2  a? 1

Metrophanes 06/04 n nt 4 2 a 7 1

Michael Archangel 09/06 n 0 31 ♦ (pp337-350) 24 a9C
Mokios 05/11 y nt 4 6  a4-l4C 1

Nazarios 10/14 y m 1 4 a')C 1

Nestor o f Thessalonica 10/27 y nt 4 3 a7
Nicholas o f Myra 12/06 n m 4 95 * (pp 368-377) 28 a /.V . hi 7C 

t I2C, dl4C  
eISC, 17

Niketas 09/15 y nt 4 12
Niketas Gothos 09/15 y m 4 3 a? 1

Niketas the Confessor 04/03 n nt 9 4 a9C 1

Nikodcmos n m 14 1 al4C
Nilos o f  Ancyra 1 1 /1 2 n nt 5 1
Olympias the Deaconess 07/24 n f 5 3 a5-6C 1

Onesimos 02/15 in 1 5 alOC, b? 2
Pantelecmon 07/27 y m 4 19 <i/JC, h9C,

cl2C , d?, c?, f>, 
g9C7, h? ,g //< "

9 a7u

Parantonos 11/27 y nt 7 1 u!3C ‘s
Parthenios o f Lampsakos 02/07 m 4 4 a? 1

Kythira Ankyra Smyrna Trebizond Matzouka

ul4C

a !3 l \

a l iC . bl3c, 
cl3C , JI3C, 
e l 1C

a!3C a l5 C ,b ‘> a?

a/VC

aSC

ul3C a, h

13

14

13

Janin sv. thinks the group, and hence the church, is merely a result of a copyist's error.

Janin sv. notes the name is from after the Greek recovery o f Thcssalonica from the l urks

It is not certain that the St. Parantonos who may have had a church dedication in Thessalonica is the same with a text in 131IG.
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(Table A6 -- Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Name Feast M G c BIIG Constant. CP No Thrss. Athos Athens Kylhira Ankyra Sm yrna Trebizond

Paraskevc 07/26 y f 2 19 a IOC, b?, 2 a lSC a a l3 -/■/("'
Paul the Apostle 06/29 y ill 1 49 a9C, bNC, 

cISC
3 a!5C

Paul the Confessor 11/06 n m 4 6  a4-l3C 1 a9C?
Pelagia o f Tarsus 05/04 y r 4 1 a?,b? 2 a l3 (">
Peter & Paul 06/29 y f 1 28 a?, b6-l4C, 

c 5 (\  d4C, c?
5 al5C al 1C

Peter & Mark y m 1 a5C' 1

Peter the Apostle 06/29 y m 1 29 a9C, b'.\ cl 1C 3 a / / ( ’
Petronios 09/04 y m 7 0  a? 1?
Philemon o f Gaza 11 /22 y m 1 1 a4C', b? 2

Philemon & Apollonios 12/14 y m 4 4 a? 1?
Philip the Apostle 10/11 m 1 23 a6 C 1 a? til 2 K2 -
Phokas the wonderworker 07/22 y m 1 II a7, hlOC, c9C 3
Photcine 02/26 y f 1 7 a?, b!2C 2 « /•/(’
Photeinos (unspecified) m 0  iilOC 1

Photios & Aniketos 08/12 y m 4 7 a? 1

Photis y f 1 0 a N C
Pionios o f Smyrna 03/11 y m 3 2 a? 1

Plato o f Ancyra 11/18 y m 4 4 a6 C 1 a5Cl<l
Polycuktos 01/09 y m 3 8  a6-l3C, b ? 2

Polykarp o f Smyrna 02/23 y m 2 12 a l 6 C 1? a
Pompcianos, Galaklion + y h 7 0  a? 1

Priskos & Nicholas 09/22 ni 7 0  a6C 1

Probos & Tarachos & 10 /1 2 y m 4 4 a?,b? 2
Andronikos
Prokla, wife o f Pilate 10/27 n f 1 0  a? 1

Prokopios o f Caesarea 07/08 y m 4 16 a6 C, b7C, c'.\ 
d4c?

4

Prokopios o f Scythopolis 11 /2 2 y m 4 16 a I3C
Romanos o f Antioch 11/18 y m 4 0 a9-l3C 1

Sabas 12/05 n m 6 8  a? 1? a ISC
Samoucl the Prophet 08/20 n m -9 1 a5C 1

16 See Foss, 34-33. Plato's cult spread to Constantinople by the sixth century. He also had a brother, Antiochos, also a martyr with a local cult, but no recorded church Other saints are 
associated with Ankyra in literature, but without physical evidence, l-ustathios, Thcodotos and the seven virgins, and Socrates, but Foss (note 28) regards all these as legends.
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(Table A6 -  Continued)

Data on saint Sanctuaries dedicated to saint In specific locations
Name Feast M G C BUG Constant. CP No Thcss. Athos Athens

Sampson 01/27 n nt 6 4 a!5 C l? 1

Sergios 10/07 y m 4 3 a6 C, 67, c6C, 3
Simon (unspecified) in al4C
Sozon 09/07 y nt 4 2  a? 1 a9C
Spyridon 12 /12 n m 4 9
Stephen protomartyr 12/26 y m 1 39 *(pp.472-478) 12 a VC a9C
Stephen o f Constantinople 11/28 y m 8 4 a8C 1

Stratonikos (unspecified) m a l2 C 1

Susannah 09/19 y f 4 2 alOC 1

Symeon (unspecified) m a? 1

Symeon the Stylitc 09/01 n nt 5 22 a5C 1

Tarasios 02/25 n m 9 3 a9C 1

Taxiarchoi (Michael and 11/08 n 0 9 a9C, 6I4C 2 a?1* alOC a?, b?, c llc ?
Gabriel)
Tercntios Bikcntios 12/11 y m 7 0  a? 1

Aimilianos
Thalelaios 05/20 y nt 3 3 a? 1

Thalelaios & Artemidoros 09/20 y m 7 0  a? 1

Thekla 09/24 y nt 1 18 al I-20C, b6C, 
cSC

3

Theodora (unspecified) f a6 C 1

a l4 C ,gTheodora o f Thcssalonica 08/29 n f 9 5
Theodore (unspecified) in ♦ 15 a?, bl4C  al 1C, b l 8C
Theodore Stratelatcs 02/08 y nt 4 14
Theodore Tiron 02/17 y m 4 41
Theodore Gabras 10 /0 2 y in II 1

Theodosia 01/19 y f 8 5 a!4C 1

Theodosios 06/11 n m 6 4 a? 1?
Thcodota 12 /2 2 y f 4 10  a? (same st?) 1

Thcodoulos (unspecified) m al-IC 1

Kythira Ankyra Sm yrna Trebizond Matzouka

a? a !4C>, b ->

a, b, c
a?, b? 
see above 
a I2-I4C

a?, h?

17

18

Assuming (he church is dedicated to Sampson "anargyros" o f 01/27 or 06/27. 

Janin sv. notes another case in which the name may be post-Byzantine.

19
Janin sv. notes in ninth century it was under name of St. Stephen the IXaeon, and only becomes known as that of St. Theodora in the I4lh century.
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Data on saint

( T a b le  A 6  - -  Continued) 

Sanctuaries dedicated to saint in specific locations
Thcophano the Empress 12/06 n r 9 3 a 9 ( \ b9L' 2
Theophylokt o f Nikomcdia 03/08 y nt 8 2 a l0 -l4 C  1
Therapon 05/14 y nt 7 2  u? 1

lliomas the Apostle 10/06 7 m 1 69 a6 C, b?, c4C 3
Thomas & Anthusa 0 2 /2 2 7 h 7 0  a? 1

Three Hierarchs 01/30 n nt 16 a l3C  1

Thyrsos 0 1 /2 0 y nt 3 3 a4C, b6 C, c(5C, 4 
d5C

Timothy the Apostle 0 1 /2 2 y m 1 5 a 6 l' 1
Timothy ofBroussa 06/10 y nt 4 1 a? 1
Tryphon 0 2 /0 1 y nt 3 13 a6 C, b6 C ,c .\ 7 

d ? ,e .\ f6f,i>7C
Victor o f  Marseilles 07/29 y nt 3 0  a l4C  1

(Victor &) Vincent o f l l / l l y nt 4 4 u?, M C  2
Saragassa
Zacharias the prophet 05/16 n lit -5 5 a7, b? 2
Zacharias, pat John Bap 09/05 n nt 1 9 aSC, b? 2
Zcnais10 06/06 y f 1 1 a '> 1
Zenobtos 1 0 /2 0 y nt 2 4 a5C 1
Zoc (unspecified) f a?
Zoc (wife Leo VI) n r 9 0 a9C  1
Zotikos 12/31 7 nt 4 2  al-IC  1

HlIC

a!3C

aV(">

t iN c

20 Janin sv. indicates thut there may m ore than one St. /.cnais
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Ancyra: Clive Foss, "Late Antique and Byzantine Ankara.” DOP 4 1 (1987). 29-87. repr. in Clive Foss. 
History and Archeology o f Byzantine Asia Minor (Aldershot: Variorum, 1990), VI.

Athens: Raymond Janin, Lageographie ecclesiastique de L'Empire byzantin, Les eglises et les monasteres 
des grands centres byzantins (Paris: L'Institut Fran^ais d'etudes byzantines/CNRS. 1975).

Athos: There are currently twenty major monasteries on Mt. Athos. Each of these has both a dedication 
and multiple chapels, subsidiary churches, and sketes — for the most part named after saints. The pattern of 
names used for chapels is similar to the general pattern and it is the data for the main houses that are 
included above. For instance, the major monastery o f  Vatopedi, dedicated to the Annunciation o f the 
Virgin, has various appendages dedicated to: the Holy Trinity, the Virgin's Belt (Zoni), the Virgin 
Paramythia. All Saints, Nicholas, Demetrios (2), George, Andrew (2). John the Baptist (Prodromos), the 
Anargyroi (Komos and Damian), Modestos, and so on.

Constantinople: Raymond Janin, Lageographie ecclesiastique de L'Empire byzantin, premiere partie: Le 
siege de Constantinople et le patriarcat oecumenique, Tome III, Les eglises et les monasteres, 2d ed. (Paris: 
L'Institut Fran<;ais d'etudes byzantines/CNRS. 1969); George P. Majeska, P., Russian Travelers to 
Constantinople in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1984).

Kythira: Chryssa Maltezou. "A Contribution to the Historical Geography of the Island of Kithira during the 
Venetian Occupation,” in Charanis Studies, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou-Thomadakis (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1980), 151-175.

Using a wide variety of documents Maltezou tried to document population and settlement patterns 
in Kythira, a Greek island which was ruled by Venice from 1204. She compiled specific information on the 
names of churches throughout the island. Some of her data was post-Byzantine, for instance eighteenth 
century census information, and she gives no indication of the date of the churches, nevertheless the naming 
patterns fit into a recognizable pattern.

Smyrna: Helene Ahrweiler, "Lhistoire et la geographie de la region de Smyme entre les deux occupations 
turques (1081-1317) particulierement au XIHe siecle," Travaux et memoires 1 (1965): 1-104. [esp. pp. 91- 
100]

Ahrweiler compiles a list of monasteries with their dedications. These must only have accounted 
for a limited percentage of all the sanctuaries in the region, although her list extends beyond just convents, 
to include churches they possessed, and toponymic data on sanctuary dedications.

Thessalonica: Raymond Janin, Lageographie ecclesiastique de L'Empire byzantin, Les eglises et les 
monasteres des grands centres byzantins (Paris: L'Institut Fran^ais d'etudes byzantines/CNRS, 1975).

Trebizond and Matzouka: Anthony Bryer and David Winfield, The Byzantine Monuments and 
Topography o f the Pont os, 2 vols. (Washington DC:, Dumbarton Oaks, 1985).

Trebizond, a city on the Black Sea coast of Asia Minor, was an ancient port that became the center 
o f the Greek Empire of the Grand Komnenoi in the thirteenth century. Its most populous inland valley is 
known as the Matzouka. Bryer and Winfield compiled archeological data, site reports and information from 
historical documents and post-Byzantine travelers into an account of the churches and other monuments of 
the region. The area retained a largely Greek population until earlier this century. Excluded from the table 
above are churches clearly known to have been post-Byzantine, but in many cases all that remains is a name 
and a location, in which case I have recorded the name.

Notes:
Table A6 supplements Table 2.3.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table A7
Dedications of Churches, Chapels and Monasteries (Smaller Localities)

The names o f churches in several cities are known, but cannot be added into the 
previous table without it becoming unwieldy. In general the patterns do not differ from 
those apparent above — many churches dedicated to the Virgin, some dedicated to Christ, 
some to the "great saints" with widespread cults, and others to local martyrs or monastic 
founders. Here only named sanctuaries are indicated, not monasteries known by location 
or founder only.

City Names of Sanctuaries (underlined = saint not in Table A5)

Chalcedon:
city

Euphemia, B a s s a , George

Chalcedon
-Propontic
coast

Theotokos (3), Elias, John Chrysostom, Peter and Paul, Michael 
(3), Sergios and Bacchos, Hypatios, N i c h o l a s  M y s c i k o s ,  
Auxentios, Stephen, Holy Apostles, Andrew, Tryphon, Demetrios, 
G l y k e r i a , Christopher, Zacharias, Constantine

Kyzikos George (2), Theotokos !3), K o r n e l i o s , Constantine, Holy 
Martyrs, Michael, Peter, P o r p h y r o s : Proikonesos; Anne, George, 
H e r m o la o s , Theotokos, Timothy, Prokopios, Tryphon

Nikomedia Anthimos of Nikomedia, Apostles, Michael (3), A u z o n o m o s , George 
(3), Diomedes, Dionysios, Eleutherios, Elias, H e r a k l a i o s ,  
Theodore (2), Theotokos (8 ), John the Theologian, Kosmas and 
Damian, Loukianos, Menodora +2, Nicholas, Panteleemon, P h o c i o s ,  
Photios and Aniketos of Nikomedia, Christopher

Nikaia Anthony, Michael (2), George, Theotokos (2), K le m e n c ,  M i c h a e l  
M a l e i n o s , N e o p h y c o s  o f  N i c e a ,  P a s c h a s i o s , Holy Fathers, 
Tryphon, Hyakinthos

Mt.
Olympos
(Bithynia)

Aberkios, A g a p i o s , Athenogenes, Andrew, Anne, Apostles, George, 
G r e g o r y  o f  P a s c h a n a , Eustratios, Eustathios, Zacharias, Elias, 
Theotokos (8 ), Thyrsos, John evan., K e r y k o s , Kosmas, Michael, 
Nicholas, Panteleemon, John the Baptist, S e r g i o s  o f  M e d i k i o n ,  
Taxiarchs

Mistra Demetrios, Christopher, Nicholas, George, SS. Theodores, 
Theotokos (4 - Evangelistra, Peribleptos, Pantanassa, 
Hodegetria), Christ (1)

Source: Janin, EglisesGC (Chalcedon: city, Propontic coast; fCyzikos; Nikomedia: Nicea; M l Olytnpos); 
Steven Runciman, Mistra: Byzantine Capital o f the Peloponnese (London: Thames and Hudson, 1980) 
(Mistra).

Notes:
Table A7 supplements Table 2.3.
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E Physical Remains o f the Cult of Saints: Relics

Relics reflect the bodily aspect of the cult of saints. We have a great deal o f data 

about the location and veneration of relics in Byzantium but there are major gaps. The 

tables below draw from two data streams. Accounts by Russian pilgrims in the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries enabled George Majeska, in Russian Travelers. to reconstruct in 

depth the distribution and function of relics in late Byzantine Constantinople (Table A8). 

The Russian travelers' reports do not allow much insight into the cult o f relics outside 

Constantinople, but we can penetrate further by consideration of the data collected by 

Otto Meinardus on the modem distribution of relics in the Greek world. Meinardus' 

figures show continuity in the cults of major saints, but also, when compared with 

Byzantine sources, the emergence of substantial new cults (Table A9). Consideration of 

relics indicates that thaumaturgy was a major aspect o f the popular cult: relics o f saints 

with specific powers achieved the greatest distribution, whereas many saints who were 

notable in documentary terms had little impact on the cult of relics. In some cases, 

however, raw figures are misleading, as for instance with Spyridon, where the main relic 

o f the saint was a well-known and complete corpse around which there was an extensive 

cult (Table A10). Both Majeska’s and Meinardus' studies show that the cults of 

Byzantine era saints functioned within the pattern established by the larger cults — the 

cults of many newer saints also focused on relics (Table A8 and Table A ll).
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Table A8

Relics in Constantinople (14th and 15th Centuries)

Church D a t e  o f
C o n s t r u c t i o n

Relics Held in the Church

Hagia Sophia 
[=Christ1

4C,
rebuilt 537

Holy Apostles 4C, 
rebuilt 6C

New Church 
the Angels] 
ded. St. 
Michael
Euphemia

[of 870s

7C

Relics of passion [robe, sponge, spearl [on 
Thursday of Holy Week]
The True Cross
Stone on which Jesus sat at the Well [ref. St. 
Photeine?]
Table of Mamre
Icon of Mary which spoke to Mary of Egypt 
Chains of St.Paul (or Peter)
Tomb/column of Gregory the Wonderworker [of 
Neocaesarea]
-column "weeps" and people rub on it for 

cures
Tomb of John Chrysostom [at high altar] + 
staff
Tomb of P a t r i a r c h  A r s e n i o s  - incorrupt body - 
gave off holy oil
Iron pallet on which martyrs [Lawrence, or 
George and Niketas?] were roasted 
Relics of forty martyrs?
Relics of 14,000 Holy Innocents? 
tomb of Kyriakos

[Chapels: ded. to Michael, Nicholas]
Pillar at which Christ was scourged 
Column at which Peter wept
Tomb of Gregory Nazianzos [the theologian]
Tomb of John Chrysostom [from 438. after 1390s 
m  Hagia Sophia?] -[or bodies of Gregory and 
John both taken to Rome in 13C]
Body of St. Polyeuktos [from 1090s?]
Body of St. Spyridon [used to be in the 
Hodegetna, later in Pammakaristos (1565), now 
m  Corfu]
Tomb of Emperor Constantine and Empress Helen 
-[Helen’s body stolen and taken to Venice in 
13C]
Tombs of most emperors before 1028 
[Before 1204 bodies of Andrew, Luke, Timothy. 
Under altar head of St. Matthew (now in 
Chartres)]

[many relics bef. 1200, none in 14C]

Tomb of Euphemia of Chalcedon [body brought 
626]
[Body had chosen Orthodoxy at council of 451] 
[Body thrown into sea by Iconoclasts, 
restored, miraculously, in 8 th century, but by 
1200 it was out of city]. The body exuded 
blood. Head still there in 14th century.
Body of St. Michael of Chalcedon?
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(Table A8 — Continued)

Church D ace o f
C o n s t r u c t i o n

Relics Held in the Church

Sergios & 
Bacchos

Demetrios, non

Athanasios,
mon

Peribleptos
mon
[=Maryi

6C

12C

13C

11C

Povasil’jas 
mon

John the 
Baptist, 
Studium

5C

Anastasia en 
tois Domnmou
Pantokrator
mon
[=Christ]

12C

Constantine
mon

9C

Heads of Sergios and Bacchos [bef and after 
1200] [Sergios head now claimed by mon. 
Simonopetras on Athos1 
Blood of Sergios [in 1200]
Blood of Epimachos [in 1200]
Tomb of J o h n  IV  L a s k a r i s ? [13C boy emperor 
saint]
Relics of A t h a n a s i o s ' body [the patriarch of 
1289-93, 1303-09]
Right hand of John the Baptist [which baptized 
Christ]
Head and beard of John the Baptist [head also 
in West]
Head of Gregory of Nazianzos 
Head of Tatiana
Relics of Symeon the receiver of the Lord 
Body of Gregory t h e  P r i e s t ,  o f  M ic o m e d ia [d. 
1240 - not a martyr, although Ignatios of 
Smolensk says sol
Skull of S t e p h e n  t h e  Y o u n g e r [8th cent, 
iconodule martyr] -subject of a special 
procession in C'ple each year 
Relics of Nicholas [which one?]
Head of James the Apostle?
Bodies of Holy Innocents
Body of K a l i a  the Layvom an
[no other record of this saint]

Body of S a b a s  th e  Cook [no other record!
Body of Solomnis
Body of E u th y m io s  t h e  P a t r i a r c h  [9C saint or 
15C patriarch?]
Myrrh of Demetrios
[Earlier relics before Latins - head of John 
the Baptist, body of T h e o d o re  o f  S t u d i u m  [9C] 
body of J o s e p h  o f  T h e s s a l o n i c a  [9C]
Relics of Anastasia of Sirmium 12/22

Slab on which the Lord was laid [brought from 
Ephesus by Manuel I]
Vessel in which water turned to wine 
Head of Floros and Lauros, brothers 
Head of James the Persian
Hand of S t e p h e n  t h e  Y o u n g e r [8C iconodule 
martyr1
Headless body of M ic h a e l  t h e  monk [Prior of 
Zobe near Sebastopolis, died c. 780-709 as a 
martyr to Arabs]
Body of Element of Ancyra [but head was stolen 
for Cluny]
Body of Theophano [in a mon. she had founded]
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(Table A8 — Continued)

Church Date of 
Construction

Relics Held m  the Church

Kecharitomene 
mon [=Mary]

ICC - Body of John  o f  Damascus

Kyra Martha 
mon

13C Body/relics of M&ry Cleophas (one of myrrh 
bearing women)
Body of J o h n  t h e  A lm o n e r
[Supposedly stolen m  13C, but reported by 
Russian travelers]
Body of Theodosia [iconodule martyr, 
originally Hary Patricia]•

[Kyra (Lady) Martha, sister of Michael VIII 
Paliologos founded the convent, and its name 
reflects hers, but she is not a saint.]

Lips mon 
[=Mary]

IOC Body of S t e p h e n  t h e younger [but not a/c 
Byzantine sources]
Body of a S t .  I r e n e  [not sure which one]

Diomedes 6C
-

Table of last supper?
[Before 1200 had body of Diomedes]

Andrew m
Crisi
mon

8C ■ Body of A n d rew  in Crisi [Russians mixed him up 
with Andrew of Crete, buried either in Lesbos 
or Convent of Mighty Savior]

Andrew Saios 13C or • Body of Patrikios [although Synaxis at another
Mon earlier

•
mon. ]
Body or staff of Andrew S a l o s

Eudokimos
mon

IOC? • Body of Eudokimos

Euphemia ICC Body of Euphemia [Majeska suggested 
"rediscovered" after being lost by 
iconoclasts, cf. Theodosia and Andrew in 
C r i s i ]

ta mikra 
Romaiou mon

IOC? • Body of Elisabeth of Herakleia, the
wonderworker

[=Mary] Body of Thermals of Lesbos [mixed up with 
Alexandrian saint]

Pege mon 
[=MaryI

6C - Holy spring which cures [holy place rather 
than relic!

Romanos 4C - Body of prophet Daniel
[later called 
Daniel]

.

Body of Romanos [misidentified as Romanos 
Melodos]
Body of Niketas the Great

Virgin ta
Kyrou
[=Mary]

5C • Miraculous icon [earlier had body of Romanos 
Melodos, but not mentioned by Russians]

Kosmas and 
Damian mon

5C Heads of Kosmas and Damian, covered in gold
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(Table A8 — Continued)

Church D ace  o f
i n s t r u c t i o n

Relics Held in the Church

Blachernae
[=Mary]

Nicholas and 
Priskos
Nicholas in 
Pecra mon
John che 
Bapcisc m  
Pecra

5C

6 C?

impc. f rom 
reign of 
Alexios I

Virgin
Pammakariscos 
mon
[=Maryi

Theodosia 
[earlier 
Euphemia?]

12C

SC?

Scephen mon
Nicholas ac 
Basilike
Frankish
Church
[=Nicholas or 
Mark]
Irene 
[=Christ]
Virgin 
Icerapiocica 
mon [=Mary]
Virgin
HodegeCria mon 
[=Mary]

6C
13C?

4C
rebuilc 6C 

13-14C

5C

Robe and girdle of Mary
Body of Pacapios [buc perhaps ac nearby mon. 
of John Bapcisc he founded]
Body of Anastasia 
Relics of Panceleemon
Head of Gregory [unclear which one]
Head of Leoncios [unclear which one]
"Relics"

From 1390s relics of life of Christ, inc.
blood from Crucifixion
Hand of John  che  F a s t e r  [Che y o u n g e r ? !
Minor relics o f John che Bapcisc 
Head of Sc. Boniface [of Tarsus?]
Relics of Panceleemon [he had relics widely 
dispersed in Byzantine period: in Hagia 
Sophia, in Pera, in Sc. George Mangana, ac 
Cologne and on Achos.]
Head of Ignacios che God-bearer [of Antiochj 
[Bodies of Carpus, Papylus, Trophimos, 
Philemon, Onesiphoros a/c one craveler, 
despite Carpus and Papylus having own 
Marcyrion]
Body of Theodosia [at least pre 1204]
- borne in procession and laid on che sick.
Esp popular after her healing of a deaf mute 
in reign of Andronikos II. Became focus of 
large festival. Byzantines were confused as to 
which Theodosia: it was probably che body of 
an early martyr but assumed to be che body of 
che iconodule martyr/heroine of che Chalke 
gate.
Relics of Scephen protomartyr 
Relics?

Relics?

Body of Eudokia

Icon of Virgin displayed on Tuesdays [takes 
control of its bearer.]
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Church Date of 
Construction

Relics Held m  the Church

George Mangana 
mon

lie * Relics of Christ's passion [moved in 14C to 
John the Baptist at Petra]
Body of Anne [not mother of Mary]
Head of St. Andrew

Philanthropos ? Impt m * Healing pool
[=Christ] Palaiologan

period
Body of Aberkios [in 1200 in Hagia Sophia] 
body laid an the sick each Wednesday and 
Friday.
Body of Anne the martyr

Virgin Perec 13C • head of John Chrysostom
mon
[=Maryl
Virgin ces 11C - Head of Basil of Caesarea
Panachrantou or earlier - Footprints of Paul the Apostle
mon
[=Mary]
Virgin tes lie - Relics of Christ’s passion
Pantanasses * Robe, blood and hair of the Virgin
Mon • Leg of Ignatios the God-bearer [of Antioch]
[=Mary]
Lazaros mon IOC Body of Lazaros [the friend of God] in a 

Column
Body of Martha in a column
Body of Mary Magdalene in a Column
Body of Melitios [cf Antioch, or 13C a n t i
L a t i n ?]
Relics of L a z a r o s  o f  G a le s iu m  

[the monastery was once restricted to eunuchs]
Kyprian the 
sorcerer mon

* Body of Kyprian the sorcerer [of Antioch] 
[brought from outskirts of city for safe 
keeping]

Andrew Saios 
mon

~i - Andrew S a l o s  - cures possessed people [but no 
body - assumed into heaven out of humility]

o 0 • Head of Panteleemon
Mighty Savior 
mon
[=Christ]

■ Body of Andrew of Crete ["discovered" in mid 
14C: but also still at original burial site on 
Lesbos]

Stephen at 14C . Head of Stephen [had been a shrine pre 1204,
Mangana mon ~> but not mentioned in Greek sources after.]

Barbara o • Head of Barbara [body in Venice.]

Source-. George P. Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries 
(Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1984).

Notes:
Table A8 supplements the discussion o f relics in Chapter II. 
Female saints in bold; Byzantine-era saints in italics.
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Table A9 
Most Popular Saints/Relics [relics >10, arranged by number of relics]

Saint No. of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Charalambos 2 2 6 •/ m 3 plague, animal 
ills

6 18 02/10
Panteleemon 1 7 3 y m 4 patron invalids 

cripples
1 9 2 0 7 / 2 7

Tryphon 1 5 7 y m 3 protects vines 
vs rats s 
caterpillars

1 3 9 02/01

Paraskeve 1 4 8 y f n cures eye 
disease

1 9 11 0 7 / 2 6

George of 
Lydda

112 y m 4 military saint 8 7 14 0 4 / 2 3

Kosmas the 
Physician

7 6 V m 3 healer 7 9 1 0 7 / 0 1

Damian the 
Physician

71 y m 3 healer 7 9 1 0 7 / 0 1

Theodore
Stratelates

68 y m 4 military saint 14 1 0 2 / 0 8

John
Chrysostom

66 n m 5 church father 7 4 2 1 1 / 1 3

Prokopios of 
Scythopolis

62 y m 4 military saint 1 6 1 11/22

Barbara 60 y f 4 protects vs. 
lightning 
patron gunners'

1 9 8 1 2 / 0 4

Marina of 
Antioch

53 y tv 3 16 2 0 5 / 1 7

Stephen 
First Martyr

52 y m I 3 9 1 1 2 / 2 6

Andrew the 
Apostle

5 0 y m 1 3 3 0 1 1 / 3 0

Kyriakos 4 9 y m 4 child martyr 9 1 0 5 / 2 4
Basil the 
Great

4 6 n m 4 doctor of 
church

8 0 01/01

Eleutherios 
of Iliyricum

46 y m 3 protects 
mothers m  
childbirth

7 7 1 2 / 1 5

John the 
Baptist

45 y m 1 100
+

7 0 8 / 2 9

Modestos of 
Jerusalem

44 n m 7 protects flocks 
from disease

7 16 1 2 / 2 6

Theodore
Tiron

43 y m 4 military saint 4 1 1 0 2 / 1 7

Menas of 
Cotyaeum

35 y m 4 protects 
pilgrims 
merchants 
military saint

3 2 5 11/11

Merkurios 35 y m 3 military saint 5 1 1 1 / 2 5
James the 
Sawnasunder

33 y m 4 7 0 1 1 / 2 7

Demetrios of 
Thessalonica

31 y m 4 patron 
Thessalonica 
military saint

100
-t-

7 1 0 / 2 6

Artemios 30 y m 4 17 4 10/20
John the 
Almoner

28 n m 7 patron
hospitallers

9 0 11/12

Gregory of 
Nazianzos

2 7 n m 4 church father 2 6 0 01/01
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(Table A9 — Continued)

Saint No . O f  
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Mamas 26 Y nt 3 patron
shepherds

13 0 09/02

Antipas of 
Pergamon

? 7 Y m I 4 3 04/11

Dionysios
the
Areopagite 
Oismyrii 
(2 0 0 0 ) of 
Nicomedia

H O

y

y

m

b

t

4

patron Athens 15 7 10/03

12/29

Eustathius 22 y m 2 6 2 09/20
Ignatios of 
Antioch

-* •*> y m - bishop Antioch 5 0 1 2 / 2 0

Euthymios 
the Great

21 y n 5 9 0 0 1 / 2 0

Anastasia 
the Roman

20 y f 4 6 0 08/29

Hermolaus 20 y m 4 teacher
Panteleemon

1 0 07/26

James the 
Lord’s 
Brother

20 y m 1 12 3 10/23

Mary
Magdalen

20 n £
L. 1 7 4 07/22

Athanasios 
the Great

19 n m 4 doctor of 
church

8 4 01/18

Iulitta 19 y m 4 mother of 
Kyriakos

9 1 07/16

Blasios of 
Sebasteia

19 y m 4 throats 7 5 0 2 / 1 1

Michael of 
Synnada

18 n m 9 thaumaturge 2 0 05/23

Nicholas of 
Myra

17 n m 4 thaumaturge 
children Greece

95 11 12/06

Philip the 
Apostle

17 m 1 apostle 23 ~3 1 0 / 1 1

Anastasia 
Pharmako- 
lytria

15 V £ 4 10 1 2 / 2 2

Niketas the 
Confessor

15 n m 8 iconodule 4 0 04/03

Polykarp of 
Smyrna

15 y m 2 12 4 02/23

Constantine 
the Great

14 n m 4 1st Christian 
emperor

27 3 05/21

Gregory of 
Neocaesarea

14 n m 3 3 0 11/17

Luke the 
Evangelist

14 a m 1 evangelist 20 4 10/18

Kyriake 13 y f 4 7 6 05/07
Symeon the 
Stylite

13 n. m 5 22 0 09/01

Constantine 
of Hydra

12 y m 19 0 9 11/14

Parthenios 
of Lampsakos

12 n m 4 thaumaturge 4 0 02/07

Stephen of 
CP

12 y m 8 iconodule 4 0 11/28
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Saint No .of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Forty
Martyrs of 
Sebasteia

11 Y m 4 03/09

Nestor of 
Salonika

1 1 m m 4 3 0 10/27

Nicholas of 
Karpenisi

11 y m 17 0 2 09/23

Photeme 11 y C 1 T 3 02/26
Anastasius 
the Persian

1C y m -7 9 o 0 1 / 2 2

Andrew of 
Crete

10 n m a writer 5 0 07/04

Barnabas the 
apostle

10 y m i apostle Cyprus 4 - 06/11

Klement of 
Ankyra

10 y m 4 6 3 01/26

Gregory of 
Nyssa

10 n m 4 church father 3 0 0 1 / 1 0

Helen the 
Empress

10 n f 4 finder Cross 0 1 05/21

Pelagia of 
Tarsus

10 m c 4 1 0 05/04

Phokas the 
Wonderworker

10 m m 1 patron, sailors 
at sea. Black 
Aegean,
Adriatic

11 0 09/22

Xene 10 n f 19 patron of 
drunks

0 0 01/24

Kyriakos the 
Recluse

a 6c asc 
+• 5 m

m 6 0 09/29

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database: Otto Meinardus, "A Study of the Relics of Saints o f the Greek 
Orthodox Church," Oriens Christianas 54 (1971): 130-78.

Notes:
Table A9 supplements the discussion of relics in Chapter II.
Coding
Number o f relics [No. o f Relics] calculated by simple counting. AH relics recorded, even if duplicates [for 

instance two places claimed a saint's head, were counted.
Cultic role, or special significance of saint, as recorded by Meinardus or in data collected from various 

sources in Saints' Prosopographical Database.
[BHG| Number of documents in BHG calculated from number o f documents in BHG/BHGNA 
[BAG| Number of documents in BAG calculated from number of akolouthias recorded by Louis Petit, 

Bibliographie des acolouthies grecques (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1926).
Feast date [feast] as given by Meinardus, although there are known variations o f these dates.
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Table A10 
Saints with Significant Vita/Literary Traditions and Few Relics

Saint N o . of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

John the 
Theologian

3 n m 1 90 2 G5/08
Thomas the 
Apostle

6 *? m apostle 69 1 10/06

Paul the 
Apostle

y
y m L apostle 49 4 06/29

Michael
Archangel

0 n y 0 31 ~t 09/06
Alexios Homo 
Dei

6 n m 5 30 1 03/17

Peter the 
Apostle

1 V m 1 apostle 29 1 06/29
Eusebios of 
Alexandria

0 n m y 28 0 p

Pachomios 
the Great

3 a m 4 founder
cenobitism

26 0 05/15
Gurianas,
Samonas,
Abibas

0 Y m 4 24 0 11/15
1 2 / 0 2

Onuphrios 
the Egyptian

5 n m 5
->

20 0 06/12

Silvester of 
Rome

y n m 4 18 0 0 1 / 0 2

Thekla 7 Y f 1 apostle 18 0 09/24
Justina 1 y f 4 18 0 1 0 / 0 2
Kyprian 5 Y m 3 18 0 1 0 / 0 2

Lazaros 1 y m 1 17 0 03/07
Euphemia Body Y m 4 16 2 09/16
Kyros and 
John

3 Y m 4 anargyroi 16 0 01/31

John
Klimakos

5 n m 7 15 0 03/30
Mary the 
Egyptian

0 n f p 15 0 04/01
Matthew the 
Evangelist

6 Y m 1 evangelist 14 2 11/16
Andrew Salos 0 n m 5 14 1 05/28
Andronikos (3) Y m 6 14 0 multi
Makarios of 
Egypt

Body 
+ 6

n m 4
p

14 0 01/19

Element of 
Rome

0 Y m 1 12 0 11/25

Niketas 0 m m 4 12 0 09/15
Christopher 7 y m 4 travelers 11 1 05/09
Mark the 
Evangelist

5 m m 1 evangelist 11 1 04/25

Konon 2 m m 1 11 0 03/05
Makarios
Romanos

1 n m 4
p

11 0 01/19

Mary 0 n f 4 11 0 10/29
Bartholemew 
the Apostle

9 y m 1 apostle 10 3 06/11

Laurence the 
Deacon

5 Y m 3 10 0 08/10

Martinianos 1 n m p 10 0 02/13
Theodota 0 y f 4 10 0 1 2 / 2 2
Anna, Mother 
of Mary

7 n f 1 9 1 07/25
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Saint N o . of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Epiphanios 
of Salamis

•y n m 4 9 1 05/12
John of 
Damascus

3 n m 0 writer 9 -y 14/04
Maximos the 
Confessor

i n m 7 writer 9 09/20
Spyridon Body 

+ 3
n m 4 patron Corfu 9 36 1 2 / 1 2

Gregory the 
Illuminator

9 n m 4 apostle Armenia 8 0 09/30
Sabas Body n m 6 monk 3 0 12/05

Katharine of 
Alexandria

7 y f 4 7 3 11/25

Ambrose of 
Milan

7 n m 4 church father 6 1 12/07

Ephrem of 
Syria

6 n m 4 writer 6 1 01/28
Kyril of 
Alexandria

1 n m 5 "seal of 
fathers"

6 3 01/18
Kyril of 
Jerusalem

4 n m 4 6 3 03/18
Ananias the 
Apostle

•y •? m 1 apostle 5 1 1 0 / 0 1

Patapios of 
Egypt

3 n m •p thaumaturge 5 0 12/08

Paul the 
Theban

Body 
+  1

n m 4 first hermit 5 0 01/08

Timothy the 
Apostle

9 m m 1 apostle 5 0 0 1 / 2 2

Titus 4 o m 1 apostle 5 2 08/25
Daniel the 
Stylite

3 n m 5 3 0 1 2 / 1 1

Matrona of 
Perge

7 n r 6 3 0 11/09

Melania the 
Younger

3 n f 5 3 0 12/31

Sergios S m m 4 3 1 10/07
Paphnutius 2 n m 4 2 0 09/25
Romanos the 
Melodist

I n m 6 writer 2 o 1 0 / 0 1

Synkletike 1 n f 2 •y 0 02/03
Makrina 7 n f 4 1 0 07/19
Eugenia (TV) 3 y tv n 0 0 12/24
Gerasmios of 
Kephalonia

Body n m 16 patron
Kephalonia

0 19 1 0 / 2 0

Mariamne 2 n f 2 apostle 0 0 07/17
Mathias the 
Apostle

1 y m 1 apostle 0 0 08/09

Nektarios
Kepnalas

19 n m 20 0 0 11/09

Source'. Saints’ Prosopographical Database; Otto Meinardus, "A Study o f the Relics of Saints o f  the Greek 
Orthodox Church," Oriens Christianus 54 (1971): 130-78.

Notes'.
Table A10 supplements the discussion o f relics in Chapter II.
The table derives from data concerning number o f Byzantine documents about saints as recorded in Saints' 
Prosopographical Database, but where fewer than ten relics are recorded by Meinardus.
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Table A l 1 
600-1500 AD Saints with Relics [arranged by century]

Sainc No.of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

John the 4 n m 6 1 0 09/02
Faster
Anastasius 10 Y m 7 9 2 0 1 / 2 2
the Persian 
George of 1 n m 7 1 1 01/08
Choziba 
John the 28 n m 7 patron 9 0 1 1 / 1 2
Almoner
John 5 n. Z l 7

hospitalers
15 0 03/30

Klimakos 
Maximos the 1 n m 7 writer 9 2 09/20
Confessor 
Modestos of 44 n m "7 protects flocks 7 10 12/26
Jerusalem
Sophronios n m 7 from disease O 0 03/11
of Jerusalem 
Andrew of 10 n m 8 writer 5 0 07/04
Crete
Kosmas the 3 n CTl 8 hymn 4 1 10/14
Melodist 
Germanos I 2 n m 8 iconodule 2 0 05/12
John of 3 n m 8 writer 9 2 14/04
Damascus 
Niketas the 15 a m 3 iconodule 4 rv

VJ 04/03
Confessor
Philaretos n n m 3 3 0 1 2 / 0 1
the Merciful 
Stephen of 12 m m 3 iconodule 4 0 11/28
CP
Theodore i. n m 8 3 0 12/27
Graptos
Theophilos 1 m m 8 iconodule 2 0 1 0 / 1 0
the
Confessor
Kyril, 9 a m 9 0 0 07/05
Apostle to
Slavs
Euthymius 2 Y m 5 iconodule •*> 12/26
loannikios 4 n rr. 9 4 0 11/04
the Great 
Joseph the I n m 9 writer 5 1 04/03
Hymnographer 
Methodios of I n m 9 writer 1 0 06/14
CP
Methodios of 1 n m 9 apostle Slavs 0 0 07/07
the Slavs 
Michael of 18 n m 9 thaumaturge 2 0 05/23
Synnada 
Naum the 1 n m 9 thaumaturge 1 3 12/23
Wonderworker 
Nicholas the 1 n m 9 1 0 12/24
Soldier 
Nikephoros I 3 n m 9 iconodule 6 1 06/02
Nikon 6 n m 9 3 2 11/26
Metanoeite 
Paul the 
Confessor 
Peter of

2

1

n
n

m
m

9
9

iconodule
1 6

03/08
05/03

Argos 
Peter the 2 a m 9 thaumaturge 4 0 06/12
Athonite
Photios 7 n m 9 0 4 02/06
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(Table A ll — Continued)

Saint No. of 
Relics

Mart Gea Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Platon 5 a m 9 iconodule 3 0 04/04
Tarasios a m 9 iconodule 3 0 02/28
Theoktiste 
of Lesbos

4 a cL 9 5 3 11/09
Theodora the 
Empress

Body a f 9 9 4 0 2 / 1 1

Theodora of 
Thessalonica

Body a f 9 5 3 04/05
Theophano 
the Empress

n n f 9 3 1 12/16
Arsenios of 
Corfu

Body a m 10 thaumaturge 3 01/19
Athanasios 
of Athos

Body
^5

a m 10 founder Athos 9 0 07/05
Euthymius of 
□ocheiarou

-t n m 10 founder
Docheiarou

0 0 11/03
Luke of 
Stiris
Paraskeve of 
Epibates

5
Body

a
n

m
f

10

10

2

2

n

3
02/07

Paul of 
Pergamon

1 a m 10 3 0 12/15
Theodore of 
Kythera

1 a m 10 1 3 05/12
Joseph of 
Chios

-> n m 11 0 0 05/20
Niketas of 
Chios

a m 11 0 0 05/20
John of 
Chios

1 n m 11 0 0 05/20
Neophytos of 
Docheiarou

1 n m 11 0 0 11/03
Christodulos 
of Patmos

3 n m 12 founder Patmos 6 5 03/16
John
Lampadistes

3 a m 12 healer 1 0 10/04
Andrew the 
Hermit

n n m 13 thaumaturge 0 1 05/15
John III 
Vatatzes

1 a m 13 4 1 11/04
John
Koukouzelis

3 n. m 13 1 0 1 0 / 0 1

Konon of
Kantario-
tissa

4 am m 13 vs Latins 0 0 05/19

Neophytos 
the Recluse

a a m 13 2 3 01/24
Sabas of 
Serbia

1 a m 13 patron Serbia 3 0 01/14
Theodora of 
Art a

I a f 13 1 6 03/11
Athanasios 
of Meteora

1 a m 14 founder Meteora 2 3 04/20

Athanasios 
of CP

3 n m 14 5 0 10/28

Gregory
Palamas

8 a m 14 hesychast
father

3 3 11/14

Maximos
Kausokaly-
vites

2 a m 14 4 0 01/13
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(Table A ll  — Continued)

Saint No .of 
Relics

Martyr Gender Cent Cultic Role of 
Saint

BHG BAG Feast

Phanourios 3 y n 14•? finder of lost 
things

1 13 08/27

Gennadius II 1 n m 15 pat. of CP 0 0 11/17
Ioasaph of 
Meteora

1 n m 15 0 0 04/20

Nektarios of 
Athos

1 n m 15 2 0 12/05

Nikanor of 
Kailistratos

I n m ^5 0 6 08/07

Philotheos 
the monk

x n m 15 1 0 1 0 / 2 1

Joseph of 
Crete

x n m 16 0 0 08/29

Niphon II 5 a m 16 •y 0 08/11
Phiiothei of 
Athens

2 am f 16 0 6 02/19

Makarios
Notaros

5 n m 18 0 4 04/17

Source: Saints' Prosopographical Database: Otto Meinardus. "A Study o f the Relics o f Saints of the Greek 
Orthodox Church," Oriens Christianus 54 (1971): 130-78.

Notes:
Table A 11 supplements the discussion of relics in Chapter II.
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F Secular Historiography and the Cult of Saints

Tables A12 and AI3 
Saints in Historiography

Selection

These tables indicate which saints appear in Byzantine secular histories (discussed 

in Chapter II). The sources most used to discuss the Byzantine cult o f saints are, for 

obvious reasons, documents connected with the cult — saints' lives, liturgical documents 

and so forth. But in assessing the scope of the cult in the larger Byzantine culture, some 

sense o f its general prominence is needed. For this purpose, these tables examine the 

Byzantine tradition of historiography. A series of historians, as well as a parallel series of 

chronographers. covered the entire history of the Empire. "Historians" wrote, in the 

ancient Greek tradition, the history o f their own period, or of the decades immediately 

preceding them. The quite distinct tradition of "chronographers" wrote world histories, 

often incorporating earlier writers verbatim, from the earliest times to their own eras. 

Historical narratives provide a corpus of texts where the primary concern is not religious, 

but wherein the importance of the cult of saints, as well as of the cults o f individual 

saints, can be assessed.

The saints listed in the tables are those who appear in the authors selected. This is 

the only criterion for notation; for instance, holy men/women who were not listed in later 

synaxaria or given official cults are still listed here. Also included are historical figures 

who were later comemorated in Church calendars. Saints' names are noted even if  the 

mention is in reference to a church, monastery, or other physical site such a city gate. 

These "historical" and "geographical" references to saints are marked as such in the table.
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The authors and historians were selected according to availability and standard of

modem editions. In order to keep the tables printable and within reasonable size, a limit

o f twenty sources was set. The names of saints were extracted and located using the

places are reliable. In some cases, a modem translation (notably Malalas) provides the 

most complete index and so this has been used. In a number of cases, I reviewed the

there is some reason to suspect that indexing may not have been complete. In the list of 

sources following the tables, the reliability of each source is indicated.

The horizontal axis is made up of names of saints arranged alphabetically, the 

vertical by authors/works listed by century. The third column contains two numbers, the

the source discusses primarily as historical actors. The second (larger) number in 

parentheses gives a figure including the historical figures.

Codes Used in Cells

The references in each cell are to locations of the mention of the saint in the works 

cited. These are to the standard references in the edition used for data collection. This 

may be "book and chapter/paragraph," or "page number" depending on source. If a 

source gives two types of reference conventions, the most universal has been used.

editor-provided indices, but each index citation was checked in the text. The variability

of these indices provides the major limitation on the security of the data in the tables.

Where the edition available is in the modem Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae — a

re-edition o f many Byzantine historical sources — the top-notch indices of names and

entire text for the tables. But where available editions are from the older Bonn Corpus,

Data Axes

first the number of saints mentioned by the source exclusive of later sainted figures that
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Codes

"?"  after the name of a saint indicates that it is open to question whether the figure was 
considered a saint (an issue with certain Orthodox emperors who were 
remembered in the liturgy as "pious," but had no other indication of sainted 
status).

"*" in a cell indicates that the reference is to a physical site (e.g.. a  church, monastery, or 
gate] named after the saint in question.

"(hist)" after a reference indicates that the source discusses the saint primarily as a 
historical actor rather than as a saint.

"multi" in a cell indicates that the source has multiple references to the saint.

Other information may also be included in each data cell — for instance if a martyrdom or
story about relics is presented.
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Table A12: Saints in Historiography

Historian

C
entury

No of Saints Classical Exempla

T
heotokos

A
gapetos

A
itherlos

A
lexfos 

Studite 
PatC

P

A
nastasia 

vm

Andrew 
ap

i

Menander, History 6 0(1) many no

Agathias, The Histories 6 1(2) many • inc Alexander, 
Hercules. Zoroaster Plato

no

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 46 (66) a world hist, so many 78,226, 383,423,490a*. 494* 479 (hist) 484 (relics)

Theophylakt Slmocatta, History 7 6(8) yes (nol indexed) no

Constantine VII, De Admin.
ImD

e 25 (27) many B21 125, 45 7, 21 124 B50 98* B9B2* B28 276 (body ♦*) B4B 26 37

Theophanes, Chronographia 8 tew multi - 117

Joseph Genesios, Regum Llbri 
Quattor

9 33(36) many, inc Heracles 3x. Homer, 
Alexander

691*. 2844, 6070, 73 77*. 90- 
25*

35 74*

Vita Euthymii 10 28(34) lew 5919 (May) * al least 11*

John Kaminlates, De 
ExouonationeThess

10 7 very few 1219* 39 84

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohia

11 6(12) 56«, inc 9 ol Homer. 3 
Hercules. 4 Plato

B1 16 .310-11.314.612 B6 20 (hist), 
6(Theo) 17 (hisl)

John Skylltzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 52(66) yes ■ 9 ol Homer, Aristotle. 
Plutarch

H143,163*. 164* H368, 390, 401, 418, 
429

H163

Michael Attallates, History 11 13(17) many ■ inc Hercules 235 5 15361+morel

Anna Komnena, Alexlad 12 27 (30) 45*. inc 38 of Homer & 6 
Hercules

p70,118,159,186, 510,510 p434*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12 3(4) (ew - Aesop no

Nicetas Chonlates, Annals 13 21 (25) many 62.163,190, 406, 444.451, 
636

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 47 very many • inc Hercules 7x, 
Homer 17. Plato 22x

|vila) ♦ mutn - at least 10x 167.18*. 178 22*, 
2822*

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 24 y at least 14 111.282.18

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

16 16(17) lew 47*. 135*. 26*. 36*. 39 (♦more) 42-43*

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantlna

16 27 (28) lew 76*. 162*, 125*. 215 (icon) 228 (+*)

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16 6 n 58
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(TableA 12 -C o n tin u ed )

Historian

C
entury

A
nna

A
nthony 

abbot

A
nthony 

K
auleas 

PatC
P

A
m

brose 
of 

M
ilan

A
thanasios

PatA
lex

A
uxentios

Basil of C
aesarea

Basil 1 em
p*

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 347-8 thllt) 333-4 (Metkuliot 
dream)

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, De Admin. 
Imo

9 622. 29. 30 (hill)

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 125". 130"

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 74 39 11 38 multi (hist)

Vita Euthymii 10 multi (hut) 72 11.79 38

John Kaminiates, De 
Exouanatlone Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronoaraohia

11 61 21"

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 H107 H175,180 H108 H236. 244. 275 multi

Michael Attaliates, History 11 31316 94 3.101 13

Anna Komnena, Alexlad 12

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 44.19" [vita] multi (hist) 784.18" + 20x

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 1.548 1 5-16

George Sphrantzes, Chronlcon 
Minus

15

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 180 180

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16
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(TableA 12 -C o n tin u ed )

Historian

C
entury

B
asil II em

p*

C
hariton

C
onstantine 

1 em
p

D
alm

atos

D
aniel prophet O

T

David 
king 

O
T

D
em

etrios 
of 

T
hess.

D
iom

edes 
m

artyr

Menander, History 6

Agathlas, The Histories 6

John Maialas, Chronicle 7 5, 79. 316-26, 361-2. 
395. 400. 419 (hill)

16,151-52,154,156 
8 (hist)

90-1,143, 148, 160, 
357. 426

461*. 492*

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, De Admin. 
Imo

9 629 276* multi (6| 6199 6454

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 165*. 178* 97,103* 130* 177

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 25 52, 27 27.37 31, 
39 74

78 71*

Vita Euthymi! 10 multi (hilt) 913* 60 29 47 34*. 48 44* 58 30*

John Kaminiates, De 
Exouanatlone Thess.

10 566.10  52. 12 20*. 
21 30

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohla

11 multi (hist) B7 29

John Skytitzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 multi (hiit) H116, 175,281*. 
330. 418

H163. 339. 345, 408. 
413

H120.160

Michael Attallates, History 11 217 19. 222 10 2338

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 p 9 3 .174. 335. 505 
(hiit)

204. 211‘.380. 466 501 91.186. 317. 378, 
503

93.169, 380. 384*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 373 345, 444, 479 68 300*, 306, 371

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 27.10 (hist) [Vita] 164 70. 
46918.697 15.

184 23, 953.14, 
264.14 338 14

[vita] 398.22, 
611.19 (f-dav).

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 11.53.12, 29911, 
537.23.664 16.

II.252.8 127011*. 114716, 
6611*

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

16 103* (Mel.) 110* (Mel)

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantlna

15 58 (hist) 172*

Anonymous 16th Cent.,
Ehisnlds________

16
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(Table A12 -  Continued)

Historian

C
entury

D
ionysius 

T
heol

D
ionysios 

PatC
P

SO
U

U
IO

Q

Elias 
prophet

E
uphem

ia

Eutychfos 
P

at

E
uthym

ios

Euthym
ios 

PatC
P

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 251-2 143 377*. 490a- 486. 492. 1494*5. 
496 (hi>t)

TheophylaKt Simocatta, History 7 66 14

Constantine VII, De Admin. 
Imo

9 B29241 (body t ') B22 74-

Theophanes, Chronographla 9 165-

Joseph Geneslos, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 76 71

Vita Euthymll 10 multi

John Kaminiates, De 
Exounnatione Thess,

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohla

11

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Hlstoriarum

11 H59 H163-4* H4717 multi

Michael Attaliates, History 11

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 430*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 615

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 944.11, 1083 12, 
1095 4.1095.1

06812

John Kantakuzenos, History 14

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

16 49, 52 (hist) |=D ot 
SardisVl

84*. 143* (Mel.)

Doukas, Hlstoria Turco- 
Bvzantlna

16

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
SiUSQlSlS__________________

16 74,76,104 (hist)
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(TableA 12 --Continued)

Historian
1 g

o
a

O
a S

•3 S.
1
s
1

&a.
&

I
l«
f
f

1
3
I

i f
* a

1
<3

f

3
I
1

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6
John Malalas, Chronicle 7 226 G of Cappodokia] 

303 (man)
Theophytakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, Oe Admin. 
Imo

9 69 72*

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 55 150*

Joseph Geneslos, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 56 44 501(7)

Vita Euthymii 10

John Kamlniates, De 
Exouanatione Thess

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohla

11 B 6185-87*

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Historlarum

11 H300, 476 H438*

Michael Attaliatea, History 11 486. 71 20

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 83*. 176*,483* 113*. 167,182*. 
336*, 352, 337-6*.

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 332*, 352-3’ 161,442’, 499 (f- 
davl

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 48021* 304.11 (icon) multi- 20x multi - 7x multi (hist)

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 II 560.20 (Icon). 
582 14. Ill 96 10’

multi (hist)

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15 40 (+’), 82*

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 211 82’ 244* (Mangana) 180 180

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16
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(TableA 12 --Continued)

Historian

C
entury

H
elena 

E
m

press

Ignatios 
PatC

P

Irene 
em

p 
d803*

Isaiah 
prophet O

T

Isidores 
PatC

P

Jerem
iasO

T

John 
the 

B
aptist

John 
the 

T
heologian

iI

Menander, History 6

Agathlas, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 317.319. 321 (hist) 236-7 262,266-9.366

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, Oe Admin. 
ImD

9 927 14.23 (hid)

Theophanes, Chronographla 9 mulli (hid) 99. 120 (relics) 152 ((Jill lo)

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 61,70 79. 74 90 yes?(hid) 131 46 85 5 71*. 56 49* 66 70*

Vita Euthymii 10 134 34 (hist) 2914"

John Kaminlates, Oe 
Exouonatione Thess.

10 2264,61 51

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohia

11

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Hlstoriarum

11 H60,107.110-1, 
134,137,140.162

H29.44.116 H163*, 245, 254, 
271,369

Michael Attaliates, History 11 11 4

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 211 323* 91,112*. 345" 378*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 146, 236*

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 513 22,77 2 
436 8 1056 19

Multi -10x (hist) 4415* 883.4,615 15, 
1125 1. 11267.

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 II.564 17",
III.29.1S ff-dav)

11.4996 111261,29 3,
104 5.105 2 (hist)

11218 21,11116 24 13329

George Sphrantzes, Chronlcon 
Minus

16

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 56 (hist) 210 215, 223 112*, 225*

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16 58*
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(TableA 12 --Continued)

Historian

C
entury

John 
C

hrysostom

JohnT
zim

iskes*

Jonah 
O

T

Joseph 
PatC

P

Justinian 
1 etnp*

K
lem

ent 
m

artyr

K
onon

K
osm

as 
and 

D
am

ian

Menander, History 6 multi (hist)

Agathias, The Histories 6 multi (hitt)

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 mulli(hitl) 389* 431* 473* 423*

Theophytakt Simocatta, History 7 multi (hist)

Constantine VII, Oe Admin. 
Imo

8

Theophanes, Chronographla 9 100 98 77*

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 28 39

Vita Euthymli 10 31 12 28 17. 105 9. 115 35 
(ralici)

29 12*. 32 36*. 
9628*. 147 14*

John Kaminiates, De 
Exouonatione Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohia

11 6313 (hilt) B4 31-32*

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Histortarum

11 multiple (hist) H48,162, 219. 365 H164* H440 14*

Michael Attaliates, History 11 229 14 (hist) 187 1 1019*

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 261 86*.319*.325*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 252,515

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 961.12, 21618, 
1012 11 1084 10

107.15,125.20, 
180 10. 161 13.

(vita • see opera 
introl

3537*

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 II.4658 11.464 li 113410*, 
III 70 18*

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

16

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantlna

16 160 56 (hist) 210*, 214*

Anonymous 16th Cent.,
Chtgoisaa--------------------

16
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(Table A12 -  Continued)

Historian

C
entury

K
yriakos 

PatC
P

Kyril of A
lexandria

1

L
azarosN

T

Luke 
the 

E
vangelist

M
am

as 
m

artyr

M
ark 

the 
E

vangelist

M
ark 

E
ugenikos

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 27. 58.188. 359. 365 473-4* 484 (relica) 382*. 405* 252

Theophytakt Simocatta, History 7 B8 9 8 (hist)

Constantine VII, Oe Admin.
ImD

9 029 262 (body) B3618

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 1 .4 ,165 mulli*

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 72 49*

Vita Euthymii 10 6316*

John Kaminiates, Oe 
Exouonatione Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronoaraohia

11

John Skylitzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 H181* H59. 89 163* H107*. 114.131

Michael Attaliates, History 11

Anna Komnena, Alexiad d 115? 191*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 515

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 108916 (prob) 4432 11186,11134

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 III 107 11*.
107 21* 259 17*

George Sphrantzes, Chronlcon 
Minus

15

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 180 179,180 (hist)

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16 34. 76 (hist)
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(TableA 12 --Continued)

Historian

C
entury

M
ary 

M
agdalene

M
atthew 

the 
E

vangelist

M
axim

osconf

M
erkurios

M
ethodios 

PatC
P

M
ichael A

rchangel

M
ichael Synkellos

M
okios

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 333-34 79, 403-. 405*, 420*, 
427’

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, De Admin 
Imo

9

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 33,46, 50 (hist)

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 mulli (hist) 80 87*. 85 55* 52 71

Vita Euthymii 10 2914* 16 1*. 67 5*. 75 3* 
1391*

John Kaminiates, Oe 
Exouonatione Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohia

11

John Skylltzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 H181 H28,69. 84. 86,87, 
106

H58", 163*. 164*, 
165*

H83

Michael Attaliates, History 11

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 494? 176, 293? 93*. 148*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12 VI: (277)

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 178*. 219*, 238*, 
400*. 422*. 442*

400*, 590*

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 792.13,1113 5, 
1128.121116

multi - 8x [vita] 125 23*, 202.10 [vita]

John Kantakuzenos, History 14

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15

Doukas, Hlstoria Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 197* 82*

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16
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(TableA 12 --Continued)

Historian

C
entury

M
oses 

O
T

N
icholas 

of 
M

yra

N
ikephoros 

Phocas 
em

p*

N
ikephoros 

PatC
P

Panteleem
on

P
aschasios

Paul ap

Peter ap

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 311 (mart) 242.252-2,256-7, 
258

242,246.252-6 
258, 373*, 375*

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, Oe Admin. 
Imo

9 B3619 B27 85*. 831 36-42

Theophanes, Chronographla 9 34 164 (miracle) multi (hist) 144.174,177 174,155*

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 multi (hist) 978*. 70 83 59 58, 78 89

Vita Euthymi! 10 59 7 unspec? 141 29*

John Kaminiates, De 
Exouonatione Thess.

10 4 61

Michael Psellos, 
ChronoorBDhia

11 B7 62. 7(ContlX) 23 mulli (hist)

John Skylltzes, Synopsis 
Hlstoriarum

11

Michael Attaliates, History 11 928* 217 16, 223 4 (hill) 2525,251 19* 16518

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 83*. 143*. 149*. 316, 
319*

64. 3757,492*. 494* 314*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 144, 130 (hist), 
207

211.229, 352-53, 
416

88

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 1111.6, 1041.33, 
1148 1

129612 1322 18 
129913

80 12* (saint?) 276.6* ♦ multi • 
12x

508.14*

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 II231, 308 23. 
316 17.111.59 9.

11464 10

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15 42-43*. 85*

Doukas, Hlstoria Turco- 
Bvzantlna

15 122*

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16

u>
O n
O n
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Historian

C
entury

Phokas 
m

artyr

Ptiotios 
PatC

P

Prokopius

R
om

anos

S
abas

Sergios 
(and 

B
acchus)

Stephen 
protom

Taras ios 
PatC

P

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6 III 5 7*

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 382* 417*

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7 85 71 ,8513-14

Constantine VII, De Admin. 
Imo

9 822 74* 829236*

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 145*, 165* 9*. 10), 132* multi (hist)

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 71 94 59 34* 11 28.17 5 (hisl)

Vita Euthymii 10 10515* 11 17-19(hist) 2717* 143 25 ((-Car)

John Kaminiates, Oe 
Exouonatione Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
ChronooraDhia

11

John Skylitzes. Synopsis 
Historlarum

11 H182* H481*

Michael Attaliates, History 11

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 266*. 319* 321*

John Klnnamos, Deeds 12 V:(227)

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 153 ((-day) 631*

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 420 13* 788 13*

John Kantakuzenos, History 14 1291 12* III 14 5-11

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15 101* 105*, 110*, 
129*. 149* (all

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15 215*, 217*, 228* 207*

Anonymous 16th Cent., 
Chronicle

16 44* 46*. 48*. 52*
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(TableA 12 -C o n tin u ed )

Historian

C
entury

T
hekta

Theodora 
imp 

9C

Theodora 
im

p 
11C

*

Theodore 
Tiro

T
heodore

S
tratelates

Theodore 
K

rateros

Theodore 
graptos

Theodore 
of 

Studlon

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7 405* 475*

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, De Admin 
Imo

9

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 162,165,174.177 
(hut)

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 multi (hill) 52 72

Vita Euthymii 10 19 22*. 29 21*. 25 8*. 
27 21

John Kaminiates, De 
Exouonatione Thess

10

Michael Psellos, 
Chronooraohla

11 multi (hut)

John Skyiitzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 multiple esp H53. 
82.97

H308. both invoked 
a t  martyrs

H30B. 309 H69.63. 76, 78 H61, 89 H434

Michael Attaliates, History 11 16 6, 17 23.18 8. 
51 2 (hill)

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 122-123* 148*. 251, 283*

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 76 (leon+*), 191

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 multi - lOx 108916 (prob)

John Kantakuzenos, History 14

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15 38* (both), 113* 
(Mel.)

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15

Anonymous 10th Cent.,
M e --------------------

10

u»o
00
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(Table A12 -  Continued)

Historian

C
entury

T
heodosios

Theodosios 
1 em

p*

T
heophanes

graptos

Theophanes 
of 

Slgr.

Theophano 
im

p

Thom
as 

ap

T
ryphon

Zoe 
imp 

11C
*

Menander, History 6

Agathias, The Histories 6

John Malalas, Chronicle 7

Theophylakt Simocatta, History 7

Constantine VII, De Admin.
ImD

9 B22 74* B2525 B171, 21 1.221. 
22 76 25 1

B29269

Theophanes, Chronographia 9 165* 103* (statue) 125*

Joseph Genesios, Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 52 72 11 58,17 65,71 74

Vita Euthymil 10 21 12, 37 27, 41 29, 
45 14-19

11 27*. 62 22 (l-day)

John Kaminlates, De 
Exouanatione Thess.

10

Michael Psellos, 
ChronooraDhia

11 B6 1837 (hist)

John Skylltzes, Synopsis 
Historiarum

11 H61,62, 89, 26 H172,160 multi (hist)

Michael Attallates, History 11 106 (hill)

Anna Komnena, Alexiad 12 185n. 186 (hist)

John Kinnamos, Deeds 12

Nicetas Choniates, Annals 13 515*

Nikephoros Gregoras, 
Histories

14 [vita]

John Kantakuzenos, History 14

George Sphrantzes, Chronicon 
Minus

15

Doukas, Historia Turco- 
Bvzantina

15

Anonymous 10th Cent., 
Chronicle

16
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Table A13
Saints in Historiography (Supplement)

Historian Cent. Additional Saints
Menander, History 6

Agathias, The 
Histories

6

John Maialas, 
Chronicle

Ananias of Antioch 252; Babylas of Antioch 303 (mart) ; 
Deborah OT 70 (hist); Domitios 327-8 (mart); Eudokia
emp 353, 355-7, 365 (hist); Eudoxia emp 355-6, 365-368 
(hist); Euphemios PatCP 400 (hist); Eusebios of 
Caesarea, 228; Gelasinos 314-15 (mart); Hermippos 311 
(mart); Hermokrates 311 (mart); Hermclaos 311 (mart); 
Hesychios 311 (mart); Ignatios of Antioch 252, 278 
(mart); James apos 258; John (unspec) 496*; Julian 
452*, 420* (in Antioch); Kassianos 450*; Leontios 
496*; Linus pope 256 (hist?); Marinos 452 (mart);
Menas 310 (mart); Menas PatCP 479, 483-4, 486 (hist); 
Prokla 240 (hist); Pulcheria emp 353-4, 366-8 (hist); 
Samuel OT 90; Stratonikos 490*, 490a*; Sylvester pope 
317 (hist); Symeon Stylites 369 (death/relics); Symeon 
wonderworker 443; Theodora mart 492*; Timothy apos 284 
(relics)

Eleutherios 158', 160*; Floros 66*, 143*; George of 
Cyprus 117; George I PatCP 54, 58,60; Germanos PatCP 
multi/hist; Gregory I pope 95, 100 (hist); Hormisdas 
6'; Joseph of Thessalor.ica 153, 165, 174 (hist); 
Kallinke 77*; Kallinikos PatCP multi (hist); 
Kallistratos 67*, 77*, 130*; Kyrus PatCP multi (hist) ; 
Leo III* pope, multi/hist; Paul III PatCP 60, 62. 63 
(hist); Paul IV PatCP 61, 138, 140 (hist); Pelagios 
125*; Thomas PatCP 3,4,6 (hist); Theophylakt of 
Antioch* 111, 116; Theodore I PatCP 53, 59, 61 
(hist);Theodore I* pope, 33; Stepnen, neomartyr, 125, 
131; Peter stylites* 130; Plato of Sakkoudion, 
multi/hist.

Gortyn 33.38; Stephen I PatCP 80.1 (hist); Zacharias 
OT 4 6.86

mon* - multi; Arkadios 59.31; Athenogenes 44.7*; 
Constantine Bouna 88.39; Gregory Decapclites 59.26; 
Nicholas Mystikos* multi/hist; Paul of Paphlagonia 
104.14; Peter conf 59.6, 147.16; Symeon conf 59.25, 
60.30 (saint?)

Theophylakt
Simocatta,
History

7 Alexander Romanos B6.5.2*, B7.14.ll*; Autonomos
B9.9.9*, B*.13.3*; Glykeria Bl.11.7, 36.1.3; Golinduch 
B5.12; John Nesteutes PatCP Bl.1.2, 1.10.2, 1.11.14-
20, 7.6.1 (hist)

Constantine VIII 
De Admin. Imp

9 Anastasios B29.245 (body +*); Chrysogynos B22.73;
Kyriakos 322.73*; Pankratios B29.235 (body); Zacharias 
pope B27.15

Theophanes,
Chronographia

9 Agathon pope, 33: Anastasios PatCp multi/hist; 
Constantine II PatCP, multi/hist; Dios 130*;

Joseph Genesios, 
Regum Libri 
Quattor

9 Constantine Bounas* 88.39; Elias the Thesbites 76.71; 
Epiphanios conf, 59.21, 61.21; Euthymios of Sardis, 
35.76; John Hexaboulos?; Stephen I PatCP; Cyril of

Vita Euthymii 10 Abramios 32.26’; Agathangelos 104.9 (relics); Agathos
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(Table A13 - Continued)

Historian Cent. Additional Saints
John Kaminiates, 
De Expugnacione 
Thess.

Michael Psellos, 
Chronographia

John Skylitzes, 
Synopsis 
Historiarum

Michael
Attaliates,
History
Anna Komnena, 
Alexiad
John Kinnamos, 
Deeds

Nicetas
Choniates, Annals

Nikephoros
Gregoras,
Histories

John
Kantakuzenos,
History
George 
Sphrantzes, 
Chronicon Minus

Doukas, Historia 
Turco-Byzantina

Anonymous 16th 
Cent., Chronicle

11

11

11

12

12

13

14

14

15

15

16

David of Thessalonica 37.15

Solomon OT B3.14

Zoe mar - HI63; Aimilianos - H163; Akakios - H163; 
Anthony Stoudite PatCP H260, 310, 323; Elias (unspec) 
H352*; Euthymios mart K28; Eustathois PatCP 1025, 
H365, 368; Hesperos H163; John ab of Studium* H252; 
Jude apos H28; Lazaros conf h60, 61; Martinakios 
H191*; Olga of Russia H240; Severianos H160*
Job OT 63.23, 187.1

Kaliias 112* 
Ochrida 262

Kcsmas Hymnog. 5017; Theophylakt of

Demetrios of Sirmium V:(227)*; Irene/Xene emp I: (9-10)

Alexios 236-7*; Basilakios (anti-saint?) 448-50; Kyros 
190*; Markian emp 206; Stephen Nemanja* 532, 608 
(hist);
Abraham OT- 1114.13; Antonina 458.15 (ref); Arsenius 
PatCP multi-15x/hist, see 167.8, 262.1; Athanasios 
PatCP, multi/hist; John Klimakos 962.15; John of 
Damascus 976.20, 1062.9, 1071.6, 1072.6 1084.22 
1136.18; [vita][his uncle] 429.7; Joseph PatCP 107.15, 
125.20, 160.10, 161.13, 128.6, 167.11 (hist); Justin
martyr 1086.21; Makrina 1018.4; Pachasios 80.12* 
(saint?); Phiiotheos PatCP multi - 12x (hist)
Barbara 111.232.13; George Paleocastrita 11.166.18*; 
John Vatatzes 1.18.13, 83.11 (hist); Sabas jun 
II.209.22, 213.8

Jason and Sosipater 85*; John of Trullo 135*
(Mel.)(saint?); Makarios Makres 45-46 (hist); Nicholas 
Kabasilas 37 (hist); Theodora Thess 37*; Theodosia 
110* (Mel); Thomais 15C 21, 37-39.
Amos OT; Augustine 180; Isidoros of Chios 247*; Jerome 
190; Maura 45*, 89-90*, 92*, 94-95*, 139n9*; Thomas 
Aquinas 210.
Niphon PatCP 100, 102, 118 (hist)

Note: Where saints appear in only one historian, rather than extending Table A 12, they are listed separately 
here.
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Sources fo r Tables A I2 and A13:

Agathias of Myrina. The Histories. Translated by Joseph D. Frendo. Corpus Fontium 
Historiae Byzantinae 2A. Berlin: De Gruyter, 1975.
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]

Anna Komnena. The Alexiad. Edited and translated into French by B. Leib. 2 vols.
Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1937-1943. Translated into English by E.R.A. Sewter. 
New York: Penguin, 1969.
[Index reliability: The standard Leib edition is devoid o f indices. The Sewter 
translation, which was used, has a reasonably good index. The new German ed. 
and trans. by D. Reinsch was not accessible.]

Constantine VII Porphrygenitos. De Administrando Imperio. Edited by Gyula Moravcsik 
and translated by Romilly J. H. Jenkins. Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae 1. 
Washington DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 1967.
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]

Doukas. Historia Turco-Byzantina. Translated by Harry J. Magoulias as Decline and 
Fall o f  Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
1975.
[Index reliability: text read for this table.]

Ekthesis chronike syntomotera syntetheisa en haploteti lexeon. Translated by Marios 
Philippides as Emperors, Patriarchs and Sultans o f Constantinople. Brookline 
MA: Hellenic College Press, 1990.
[Index reliability: text read for this table.]

George Sphrantzes. Chronicon Minus. Translated by Marios Philippides as The Fall o f  
the Byzantine Empire. Amherst MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980. 
[This edition includes a short excerpt on the fall o f Constantinople by Michael 
Melissenos. Mentions o f saints by Melissenos have been included in the table 
with the indication (Mel).]
[Index reliability: text read for this table.]

John Kantakuzenos [Ioannes Cantacuzeni], Historiarum. Edited by Ludovicus
Schopenus [Ludwig Schopen]. Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae. 3vols. 
Bonn: Weber, 1831.
[Index reliability: the old Bonn Corpus edition has a 51 page index, but may not 
be up to modem standards.]

John Kinnamos. Deeds o f John and Manuel Comnenus. Translated by Charles M.
Brand. New York: Columbia University Press, 1976.
[Index reliability: Brand's modem translation and indices were preferred over the 
17-19th century editions.]

John Kaminiates [Ioannes Caminiates]. De Expugnatione Thessalonicae. Edited by 
Gertrude Bohlig. Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae 4, Series Berolinensis. 
Berlin: De Gruyter, 1973.
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]
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John Malalas. World Chronicle. Translated as The Chronicle o f John Malalas by
Elizabeth Jeffreys, Michael Jeffreys. Roger Scott, et al. Byzantina Australiensia 
4. Melbourne: Australian Association for Byzantine Studies, 1986.
[Index reliability: modern scholarly translation with excellent indices.]

John Skylitzes. Synopsis Historiarum. Edited by I. Thum [Johannes Thum]. Corpus 
Fontium Historiae Byzantinae 5, Series Berolinensis. Berlin: De Gruyter, 1978. 
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]

Joseph Genesios [Iosephi Genesii]. Regum Libri Quattuor. Edited by A. Lesmuller- 
Wemer and I. Thum [Johannes Thum]. Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae, 
Vol. XIV, Series Berolinensis. Berlin: De Gruyter. 1973.
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]

Menander Protector. Historia. Edited and translated by R.C. Blockley as The History o f  
Menander the Guardsman. Liverpool: Francis Caims, 1985.
[Index reliability: modem scholarly edition - reliable indices, but the text is 
fragmentary.]

Michael Attaliates. Historia. Edited by Immanuel Bekker. Corpus Scriptorum Historiae 
Byzantinae 34. Bonn: 1853.
[Index reliability: the old Bonn Corpus edition may not be up to modem 
standards.]

Michael Psellos. Chronographia. Edited and translated into French by Emile Renauld. 2 
vols. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1926-1928. Edited by Salvatore Impellizzeri and 
translated into Italian by Silvia Ronchey. 2 vols. Rome: Fondazione Lorenzo 
Valla.Amaldo Mondadori, 1984. Translated by E.R.A. Sewter into English as 
Fourteen Byzantine Rulers. Rev. ed. New York: Penguin, 1966.
[Index reliability: the Impellizzeri edition claims a complete onomastic and 
toponymic index but in fact omits items (e.g., the monastery of Basil the Great). 
The older Renauld index was used, the Italian edition was checked, and references 
are to standard book/chapter divisions.]

Nikephoras Gregoras. Byzantina Historia. Edited by Ludovicus Schopenus [Ludwig
Schopen]. Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae. 2 vols. Bonn: Weber, 1829-

[Index reliability: the old Bonn Corpus edition has a 61 page index, but may not 
be up to modem standards.]

Niketas Choniates [Nicetae Choniatae]. Historia. Edited by Jan-Louis Van Dieten.
Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae 11:1 and 1 l / l , Series Berolinensis. 2 vols. 
Berlin: De Gruyter, 1975. Translated by Harry J. Magoulias as O City o f 
Byzantium, Annals o f Niketas Choniates. Detroit: Wayne State University Press,

30.

1984.
[Index reliability: CFHB edition - reliable.]
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Theophanes the Confessor. The Chronicle o f Theophanes: An English Translation o f  
anni mundi 6095-6305 (A.D. 602-813). Translated by Harry Turtledove.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982.
[Index reliability: Turtledove’s index is conscientious for the period he translates 
and for which Theophanes is the sole source.]

Theophylakt Simocatta. Historia. Translated by Michael Whitby and Mary Whitby as The
History ofTheophylact Simocatta: An English Translation with Introduction and Notes. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986.
[Index reliability: modem scholarly translation with excellent indices.]

Vita Euthymii patriarchae CP. Translated by Patricia Karlin-Hayter. Bibliotheque de 
Byzantion 3. Brussels: Editions de Byzantion, 1970
[Despite its common title o f Vita, this is a historical account o f the reign o f Leo 
VI rather than a saint’s Life.]
[Index reliability: modem scholarly edition - reliable indices.]
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G Saints' Prosopographical Database - Coding

1. Selection Criteria

The purpose of the database is to compile information on "Byzantine saints." This 

has been taken to mean "persons regarded as saints in Byzantine culture." Accordingly, 

the following selection criteria are used for inclusion:

1. All saints, listed as individuals or as named members of groups, who have any 

document concerning them survive from Byzantine or post-Byzantine Greek 

sources. The main sources are the BHG and the SynCP.

2. Persons mentioned as saints in Byzantine historiographical writings. (This is more 

haphazard as I have not searched all such writings.)

3. Persons who have physical remains — shrines, churches, icons — which indicate 

some sort of cult.

4. Groups, labeled as such, have been included when commemorated as a group and 

listed as such in the BHG.

2. Software

Data was entered and organized with the Microsoft Access Version 2 database 

package. The Microsoft Excel 97 spreadsheet package was used for statistical analysis 

and to make charts.
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3. Database Fields

Field Length Type Description

CENTURY 2 N Approximate century of the saint's lifetime.
If death date up to 6th year o f following century is known, the 
saint is placed in previous century. Martyrs o f 
Diocletian/Maximian’s persecution are listed as 4th Century.

NAME 25 C Name of the saint.
If paired both names are given. If more than one companion 
sign is indicated, with a number if known, and names, if known 
are given in COMPANIONS field. An asterisk * after the name 
indicates that there is some reason to doubt that person was 
recognized as a saint.

EPITHET 25 C Descriptive name of saint
This can be a commonly used name, or one used by modem 
writers.

COMPANIONS 50 c Names of companions
If listed as minor companions or too many for "NAME" field.

NUMMALE 2 N Number of males
A significant number of saints are paired or in groups. This is 
an exact count o f each named male saint from before 1453.

NUMFEMALE 2 N Number of females
A significant number of saints are paired or in groups. This is an 
exact count o f each named female saint from before 1453.

FEASTDAY 25 C Feast day(s) of the saint(s)
SYNAXCP 25 c Column Ref. in SynaxCP

ed. Hippolyte Delehaye. AASS, Propylaeum Novembris (1902)
SYNH950 1 L In Synaxarion MS H

Hierosol. S.Crucis 40. Synaxarion from September to August 
written and used in the capital, circa. 950-59. A more recently 
edited version of this text alone is in Juan Mateos, ed., Le 
Typikon de la Grande Eglise: Ms. Saint-Croix No 40. Xe siecle, 
Orientalia Christiana Analecta 165 (Rome: Pont. Institutum 
Orientalium Studiorum, 1962), but the Delehaye text is used in 
the database.

SYNPJ000 1 L In Synaxarion MS P
Patmos 266. Synaxarion from September to August belonging to 
monastery o f St. Sabas, composed at end o f 9th or beginning o f 
10th cent..

SYNFa_1063 1 L In Synaxarion MS Fa
Paris 1590. Synaxarion from September to February, written in 
a monastery near Jerusalem in 1063. Other related mss are: F 
(1050, Sept. to Feb. plus some other days), Fb ( 12th cent., Sept. 
2 to Feb.), Fc (12th cent, Oct. to Jan.), Fd (12th cent., Oct. to 
Jan.) - indicated if variant in SYNINFO.

SY NSI200 1 L In Synaxarion MS S
Berolin. Phillipp. 1622. The "Synaxarion o f Sirmond," written 
in a convent in the capital in 12 -13th cent.. This forms the basic 
manuscript for Delehaye's Acta Sanctorum edition. There are 
two varient mss.: Sa (12th cent., Sept. to Feb.) and Sb (1253, 
Dec. to Jan.) - indicated if variant in SYN INFO.
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(Database Fields - Continued)

Field Length Type Description

SYNC I2C L In Synaxarion MS C
Messanensis 103. Synaxarion of whole year (with some gaps), 
written in Sicily in 12th cent Other related mss are: Ca (1 1th 
cent., Oct. 4 to Jan. 19), Cb (12-13th centuries, Sept. to Feb.), 
Cc ( 12th cent., Oct. to Jan.), Cd (12th cent.. Sept 25 to Apr. 16), 
Ce (13th cent.), C f ( 11 - 12th cent., Sept 29 to Jun 21), Cg 
(1172, Mar. to Aug.), Ch ( 12-I3th cent., Sept. to Aug.) - 
indicated if variant in SYN INFO.

Cod. Vat. gr 1613. An illustrated synaxarion, despite its title, 
written and illustrated for Basil II (d. 1025). B (11th cent., Sept. 
to Feb), Ba(l2thcent., Sept to Feb), Bb (see SynCP xxv), Be 
(Mar. to Aug), Bd1 (12th cent., Sept. to Nov.), Bd2 ( 12th cent., 
Dec. to Feb.), Be (12th cent, Mar. to Aug), Bf ( 11 -12th cent., 
Nov. 21 to Jun. 23), T (14th cent.. Sept to Dec.).

There are a number of other mss included in Delehaye's edition. 
If a saint is only in one of these, the ms is indicated here. These 
include mss denoted by Delehaye as O (13th cent., Sept. Oct. 
and Nov.), Oa (13th and 14th cent., Sept. to Feb.), D (I2th 
cent., Mar. to Aug.), Da (1307, whole year), Db (12th cent., 
whole year), Dc ( I2th cent., Sept. to Jul.), Dd (12th cent, Sept. 
to Feb.), K (1249, Sept. and Oct.), L (14th cent., Sept. to 
Feb.), G (12th cent., Sept, Oct. and Fe.), Q (13th cent, Nov. and 
Dec.), N (1071 Mar. to Aug.), R (12th cent., whole year), Ra 
( 12th cent., Mar. to Aug.), Rb (13th cent., Mar. to Aug.), Rc 
( I3-I4th cent.. Mar. to Aug.), M (I4th cent., Sept. to Feb.), Ma 
( 14th cent., Sept. to Feb.), Mb (15th cent.. Sept to Feb), Me 
( 1301, Mar. to Aug.), Md ( 13th cent., Mar. to Aug.), Me ( 14th 
cent., Mar. to May), M f(l520, May to Aug), Mg (14-15th 
centuires, Mar. to Aug.), Mh (15-16th centuries, Sept. to Feb.), 
Mi (13th cent., Sept. to Nov.), Mk (1295, Sept. to Mar.), MI 
( 14th cent., Feb. to Aug.), Mm (15-16th cent., April), Mv 
(Menea Venetiis, 1592), M r (Menea Romae, 1888-1902).
Other notes on mss also made here.

Codex Gotoburgensis graecus 4. This is a menologion o f  32 
women saints, once in the monastary o f  St. Gerasimos on 
Cephalonia, now in Gothenburg. Once dated as 12th cent., but it 
must be post 14th cent, from contents. The data given are XX- 
YYYY, where XX is the position o f the life in the manuscript, 
and YYYY the corresponding BHG number (n.b. mostly 2nd 
edition o f BHG).

In many cases derived from name o f emperor at time of 
persecution. Major dating indicators o f  persecutions listed 
below.

MEN BASH L In Menologion of Basil II

SYN INFO 25 C In other synaxaria

MENGOTH12 8 C In Menologion of Gothenburg

DATES 25 C Known dates
of saint's life

OTHERTIME 50 C O ther chronological indications
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(Database Fields - Continued)

Field Length Type Description

GENDERMFT 1 C Gender
Male. Female, Transvestite, or Both male and female for mixed 
groups or couples.

TYPE CODE 3 C Type of saint (see codes below)
A G O S I C Hagios/a o r Hosios/a

There are two distinct titles given to Greek saints, ”hagios/a” 
and ”hosios/a." This is an attempt to see if there are any 
significant correlations with other aspects o f sanctity. Sources 
are mentions in Greek texts, including modem collections.

MARTYR 1 L Sanctity through M artyr status
MARRIED 1 L M arital status

If saint was ever married this is indicated. Main source is MSC - 
anonymous marrieds excluded.

CHILDREN 2 C Number of Children
"A” indicates an "angelic" or abstinent marriage. Yes and No if 
facts about parenthood are known, but with no exact figures.

MONASTIC 1 L Monastic status
If saint lived a specialized religious life - as a monk, nun, 
anchorite, or hermit. Also if saint became a monastic at the point 
of death.

ABBOT ESS 1 L Monastic position
BISHOP PAT 1 L Hierarchical status (Bishop or Patriarch)

CLASS 3 C Social class (see codes below)
MONFOUNDER I L Monastic founder

LOC CODE 25 C Location of saint's main activities or death (see codes below)
BIRTHLOC 25 C Location of saint's birth (see codes below)

ETHN CODE 10 C Ethnicity o f saint (see codes below)
SOURCE 25 C Source of database information (see codes below) 

BHG is default
VITABHG 25 C No's o f documents, etc. in BHG

If the saint is only in the Novum Auctarium, "NA” precedes the 
ref. numbers.

NUM_IN_BHG 2 C Number of documents in BHG, 3rd edition
This is the number of separate items listed for each saint in 
BHG3, whether lives, synaxaria entries or other texts. If a saint 
is only listed in the Novum Auctarium the number there is given. 
No attempt has been made, however, to incorporate the 
corrections and additions in Novum Auctarium to the BHG3 
data.

NUM_IN_BAG 2 N Number of documents in Petit, BibAc
METAPHRASE 50 N M etaphrastic version and location

(also gives Migne, PG and AASS locations if available)
HYMNS_NUM 2 N Number of hymns to saint

Based on Henrica FoIIieri, [Enrica Follieri]. Initia Hymnorum 
Ecclesiae Graecae, 5 vols. Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica 
Valicana, 1966.
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(Database Fields - Continued)

Field Length Type Description

AUTH VITA I 25 C Author of first life (info, for 9 -10th cent, saints from PatSP)
DATE VITA1 25 C Date of first life (ditto)

DATEANCMS 10 c Date of most ancient manuscript (ditto)
NAME ANCMS 25 c Name of most ancient manuscript (ditto)

N U M M S V I T 2 N Number o f manuscripts of saint's life/lives
A much narrower index of a saint’s impact. This is based on the 
number o f mss o f saint’s life that have survived. Source is BHG. 
or later editions where indicated [see Memo field]

LATERBYZ 50 c Later Byzantine authors (see codes below)
Not a complete listing - but meant to indicate early saints who 
had some continuing cult or repute.

CULTLOC 25 c Location o f cnlt site
RELATIONS 25 c Family Relationship of saint with o ther saints 

Many saints are relations of other saints.
IMPCONNECT 25 c Connection o f saint with imperial court

From being a member to saint curing members o f imperial 
family.

SPECROLE 25 c Special function of the saint
If saint fulfills special cultic or celestial functions

DEDICATE DC 50 c Location o f churches dedicated to saint
Where more than one is known the number of dedications is 
recorded. Where just one dedication is known, the century of its 
foundation is given. indicates that the date is o f first 
recorded mention. No distinction is made between churches and 
monasteries. The data is based largely on incidental references 
and, especially, Janin, EglisesGC, Janin, EglisesCP and Janin, 
CP by-.

RELICS 50 c Location and type of relics of saint
RELICSOM 3 N Number o f relics

Based on Otto Meinardus, "A Study o f the Relics o f  Saints of 
the Greek Orthodox Church,” Oriens Christianus 54 (1971), 
130-178

MEMO 500 M Extra information
On any o f the above areas which need more explication
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4. Codes Used in Database

TYPE of Saint

Apo
Asc
Ang
Con
Int
Mar
Mat
Mon
Nwt
Trv
Vir
Vmr
Won

Apostle
Ascetic
Angel
Confessor
Intellectuals
Martyr
Matron
Monk or nun
New Testament figure
Tranvestite
Virgin
virgin martyr 
wonderworker

The following types o f saint were coded as follows

Asc - includes anchorites, hermits, penitents, stylites
Con - includes a variety o f saints not martyred, nor ascetics, inc. bishops,

patriarchs, fools, emperors, relatives of other saints, (Matrons listed 
separately)

M ar - includes martyrs and neomartyrs. (Virgin martyrs listed separately) 
Nwt - includes NT figures and NT book authors (eg. Evangelists)
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LOCATION

Afr Africa
Egy Egypt
Sin Sinai
Arab Arabia
Pal Palestine
Syr Syria
Per Persia
Mes Mesopotamia
Arm Armenia
Geo Georgia
Ana Anatolia
Con Constantinople
Thr Thrace
Ath Athos
Gre Greece
Aeg Aegean
Cyp Cyprus
Bal Balkans
Rus Rus/Russia/Ukraine
Sic Sicily
Ita Italy
Rom Rome
Wes Other West

CLASS

IMP imperial, royal
ARI aristocracy
UMC upper middle class
URB urban middle class
RUR rural lower middle class
PES peasant
UNF unfree or slave

ETHNICITY

Ara Arab
Arm Armenian
Egy Egyptian
Geo Georgian
Gre Greek
Ita Italian
Lat Latin
Rus Russian
Sic Sicilian
Ser Serbian
Syr Syrian
Wes Other Westerners
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SOURCES

AD

AKB

AKW

BAG
BHG
CL(l-4)

Janin EgCP
JaninGC
Laiou

LSM

Macrides

Majeska
MSC

NA
NGH

ODB
PatSP
PatTV
SynCP
Walsh

Dunbar, Agnes B.C., A Dictionary o f  Saintly Women (London: George Bell 
and Sons. 1904-05), 2 vols
Kazhdan, Alexandr P., and Henry Maguire, "Byzantine Hagiographicai Texts 
as Sources on Art,” DOP (1991), I -22
Kazhdan. Alexandr P., and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Women and Iconoclasm." BZ
84/85 (1991/92), 391-408
PetitB/6
BHG
Costa-Louillet, G. da, (l)"Saints de Constantinople aux VHIe, IXe et Xe 
siecles" (1-7), B 24 (1954), 179-263; (2) "Saints de Constantinople aux 
VHIe, IXe et Xe siecles" (8-11). B 24 (1954), 453-511; (3) "Saints de 
Constantinople aux VIHe. IXe et Xe siecles" (12-18), B  25-27 (1955-57), 
783-852; (4) "Saints de Grece aux VHIe. IXeet Xe siecles," B 31 (1961). 
309-69
Janin, EglisesCP 
Janin, EglisesGC
Laiou, Angeliki E. "Saints and Society in the Late Byzantine Empire," In 
Charanis Studies, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 1980), 84-114 .
Lives o f the Spiritual Mothers: An Orthodox Materikon o f  Women Monastics 
and Ascetics, translated and compiled from the Greek o f  The Great 
Synaxaristes o f the Orthodox Church and other sources (Buena Vista CO:
Holy Apostles Convent, 1991).
Macrides, Ruth, "Saints and Sainthood in the Early Palaiologan Period," in 
Hackel, Saint, 67-87.
Majeska, Russian Travelers
Agioreites Monachos Moyses, Oi ~Eyyapot "Aytot tfjg ’EiacXrjaiag Kara 
to  ppvokoyio  [The Married Saints o f the Church According to the 
Menologion] (New Smyrna: Ekdosis "Akritas." 1988), trans. with additions by 
Melania Reed and Maria Simonsson, Married Saints o f  the Church According 
to the Menaion (Wildwood CA: St. Xenia Skete, 1991).
BHGNA
Theocharides, loannis, and Dimitris Louies. "The Neomartyrs in Greek 
History ( 1453-1821)," Etudes Balkaniques 3 (1989), 78-86.
Oxford Dictionary o f Byzantium (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991). 
Patlagean, Evelyn, "Saintete et pouvoir,” Hackel, Saint, 88-105 
Patlagean, "La femme deguisee."
SynaxCP
Efthalia Makris Walsh, "The Women Martyrs o f Nikodemus Hagiorites' Neon 
Martyrologion, " GOTR 36:1 (1991). 71 -91.
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BYZANTINE AUTHORS

AncLCrete Andrew o f Crete
Bas.Mag Basil the Great
Cacro Constantine Acropoiites
Geor.Acr George Acropoiites
Gpal Gregory Palamas
Greg.Naz Gregory o f Nazianzos
Greg.Nys Gregory o f Nyssa
Jchrys John Chrysostom
Mich.Chon Michael Choniates
Mich.Syn Michael Synkellos
Mpsel Michael Psellos
Neoph.Cyp Neophytos o f Cyprus (or "the Recluse")
Nic.Greg Nicephoros Gregoras
Nic.Meth Nicholas o f Methone
Nic.Paph Nicetas Paphlagon
Pal Palladios
PhiLCP Philotheos o f Constantinople
Theo.Och Theophylact of Ochrida
Theo.Stud Theodore o f Studium
TheocLProd Theodore Prodromos
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5. Sample Data Sheet (Blank)

A T I O I  

CENTURY:

NAME: SAMPLE

OTHERS: 

tnftxmatlbretnCilenrtui

SAINT - Basic Data Form
FEAST DAY:

SYNAXCP 
SYNH 950 

MEN BASH

□  SYNP 1000: □
□  M EN G O TH 12:

' —j_->- i , .

DATES:
GENDER: MARRIED: □

H aflio g M p W c a tO a ta  ~ •'

TYPE 
MONASTIC 

ACT LOC

AG OS:
□  ABBOT ESS: □

EPITHET:

NUM MALE:

SYNFA 1067: □

OTHER IND: 
CHILDREN:

MARTYR: □  
BISHOP PAT: 

BIRTH PLC:

NUM FEM:

SYNS 1200: □  
SYN INFO:

CLASS:

SYNC 12C:

ETHNICITY:

MONFOUNDER: □  
CULT®:

Some* Data.

SOURCE:

VITABHG:
AUTH VITAL 

DATE ANCMS 
METAPHRASE:

CdtDats

RELATIONS
SPECROLE

DEDICATEDC

NUM BHG: 0
DATE VITAL 
NAME ANCMS:

LATERBYZ:

IMPCONNECT: 

HYMNS NUM: 
REUCS:

NUM BAG:
n u m  m s  v r r

R NUM:

MEMO:
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6. Sample Data Sheet (Complete)

(Record 1163: Symeon Stylites of Mandra)

A . n o i  SAINT - Basic Data Form
CENTURY: 5

NAME: Svmeon

OTHERS:

Ihfbnna86rafo Cnfanrfare

FEAST DAY: 09/01

EPITHET: Stvlites. o f  Mandra

SYNAXCP 
SYNH 950 

MEN BASH

2-3□□ SYNP 1000: □  
MENGOTH 12:

NUM MALE: I

SYNFA 1067: □

NUM FEM:

SYNS 1200: □  
SYN INFO:

P u tfr tt irf Wr,nt fr-'-,

DATES: 390-<L459 
GENDER: M MARRIED: □

Hanfoyrpf^^rTfatrif
TYPE

MONASTIC 
ACT LOC

Con□
Svr

AG OS: O 
ABBOT ESS: □

OTHER IND:
CHILDREN:

MARTYR: □  
BISHOP PAT:

BIRTH PLC: A n a-C ilic ia

CLASS: PES

SYNC I2C:

ETHNICITY:

MONFOUNDER: □  

CULT®:

Source Date

SOURCE: BHG MSC

VITABHG: 1678-1688
AUTH VITAL 

DATE ANCMS; 
METAPHRASE

CmtDate

22

RELATIONS 
SPECROLE 

DEDICATE DC

BHG 1686

mother was Sl  M artha 

5C ch m CP

NUM BHG:
DATE VTTA1: 
NAME ANCMS:

LATERBYZ:

IMPCONNECT: 

HYMNS NUM: 
RELICS:

NUM BAG:
NUM MS VIT: 

Y - various later ms. TheoohJCer

44
R NUM:

MEMO:
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Works/Indices/Books/Artlcles Entered into Database
(with indication of use o f contents)

Anson, John. "The Female Transvestite in Early Monasticism: The Origin and 
Development o f a Motif." Viator 1 (1974): 1-32.
Information and discussion o f transvestite saints.

Bousquet, R. "Neo-Martyres Orthodoxes," Echos d'Orient 10 (1907): 151-54.
Listing and discussion of female neomartyrs.

Bullough. Vem. "Tranvestitism in the Middle Ages." In Sexual Practices and the
Medieval Church, ed. Vem Bullough and James Brundage, 43-54. Buffalo NY: 
Prometheus, 1982.
Information and discussion o f transvestite saints.

Cavamos, Constantine. St. Nikephoros o f Chios. Modem Orthodox Saints 4. Belmont 
MA: Institute for Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies, 1976.
Brief biographies of saints treated in Nikephoros' works.

Costa-Louillet. G. da. "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles" (1-7), B 24 
(1954), 179-263.
Information and bibliography on - Andrew Salos, Andrew in Crisi, Tarasios, Plato 
o f Sakkoudion, John of the Cathars, Nikephoros of Constantinople, John Psichaita

 . "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles" (8-11), B 24 (1954): 453-
511
Information and bibliography on - Methodios, Ignatios, George o f Amastris, Basil 
the Younger.

 . "Saints de Constantinople aux Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles" (12-18), B 25-27 (1955-
57): 783-852
Information and bibliography on - Eudokimos, Hilarion, Nicholas the Studite, 
Joseph the Hymnographer, Theophano, Thomals of Lesbos, Luke the Stylite.

 . "Saints de Grece aux VIHe, IXe et Xe siecles," 5  31 (1961), 309-69
Information and bibliography on - Barbaras, Athanasios of Methone, Anna o f 
Lefkas, Peter o f Argos, Arsenios of Corfu, Luke the Younger, Martha of 
Monembasia, Nikon the Metanoeite.

Delcourt, Marie. Hermaphrodite: Myth and Ritual o f  the Bisexual Figure in Antiquity. 
Translated by Jennifer Nicholson. London: Studio, 1961, French orig. 1956. 
Information and discussion of transvestite saints.
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Delehaye, Hippolyte. The Legends o f the Saints. Translated by V.M. Crawford. London: 
Longmans. Green. 1907.
Information and discussion of transvestite saints.

. "Greek Neomartyrs." In Melanges d'hagiographie grecque et latine. Subsidia 
hagiographica 42,246-55. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes. 1966. 
Discussion of some neomartyrs.

 , ed. Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae. Propylaeum ad Acta Sanctorum
Novembris. Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1902.
Major edition o f the surviving manuscripts of the Synaxarion of Constantinople. 
This lists the saints for each day o f the year, along with short biographical entries.

Follieri, Henrica [Enrica Follieri]. Initia Hymnorum Ecclesiae Graecae. 5 vols. Rome: 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1966.

Halkin, Francois. "Le Menologe grec de Gothenbourg." Anal Boll 60 (1942): 216-20.
List of contents of 14th century (or later) menologion o f thirty-four women saints.

 , ed. Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca. 3d ed. 3 vols. Brussels: Societe des
Bollandistes, 1957.
Bibliography o f editions and unedited manuscriptsof Greek saints. Arranged by 
Latin form of name, plus appendices. Fundamental resource and basis o f the list 
of saints in the database.

 , ed. Novum Auctarium Bibliothecae Hagiographicae Graecae. Brussels: Societe
des Bollandistes, 1984.
An update o f the Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, with new editions, and 
corrections of the older work. New saints' names are added in the 
"Supplementum." This entirely replaces Halkin's Auctarium o f 1969.

Kazhdan, Aleksandr P., and Henry Maguire. "Byzantine Hagiographical Texts as Sources 
on Art." DOP 45 (1991): 1-22.
Some artistic references to saints. Also has a partial list of estimates of dates of 
saints' lives.

Kazhdan, Alexandr P., and Alice-Mary Talbot. "Women and Iconoclasm." BZ  84/85 
(1991/92): 391-408.

Kazhdan, Aleksandr P., Alice-Mary Talbot, Anthony Cutler, Timothy E. Gregory, eds. 
The Oxford Dictionary o f  Byzantium. New York : Oxford University Press,
1991.
Dictionary/encyclopedia o f Byzantine studies. Contains recent bibliographies and 
scholarly opinions on many Byzantine saints.
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Laiou, Angeliki E. "Saints and Society in the Late Byzantine Empire." In Charanis
Studies, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou, 84-114. New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 1980.
Saints of later Palaiologan period, with demographic details and analysis.

Macrides, Ruth. "Saints and Sainthood in the Early Palaiologan Period," In Hackel, 
Saint, 67-87.
Saints of 13th century, with demographic details and analysis. Discussion of 
process of saint recognition.

Meinardus, Otto. "A Study of the Relics of Saints of the Greek Orthodox Church." 
Oriens Christianus 54 (1971): 130-78

Moyses, Agioreites Monachos. Oi ''Eyyapoi "A yioi rfjg EKKkqoiaq Kara to
firjvokoyio [The Married Saints of the Church According to the Menologion]. 
New Smyrna: Ekdosis "Akritas," 1988. Translated with additions by Melania 
Reed and Maria Simonsson. Married Saints o f the Church According to the 
Menaion (Wildwood CA: St. Xenia Skete, 1991).
List o f married saints — Greek, early Western, Slavic and so on — based on ten 
years o f research by an Athonite monk. Arranged by date of modem Greek 
calendar. If not mentioned here, saint can be assumed to be unmarried or status 
unknown. Text also used as one source to assess whether saint is "hagios/a" or 
"hosios/a." Both Greek and English versions, which are slightly different, were 
consulted.

Patlagean, Evelyne. "Lhistoire de la femme deguisee en moine et revolution de la
saintete feminine a Byzance." Studi Medievali ser. 3, 17 (1976): 597-625; reprint 
in Evelyne Patlagean. Structures sociales, famille, chretiente a Byzance IV*-XT 
siecle, XI. London: Variorum, 1981, XI.
List of transvestite saints, with discussion.

Patlagean, Evelyn, "Saintete et pouvoir." In Hackel, Saint, 88-105.
Saints of 9th and 10th century.

Petit, Louis, ed. Bibliographie des acolouthies grecques. Brussels: Societe des 
Bollandistes, 1926.
List o f 19th and early 20th century Greek akolouthias. Gives much useful 
information on modem popularity of a saint, plus demographic indications. Also 
used to assign saints as "hosioi" or "hagioi."

Salaville, Severien. "Pour un repertoire des neo-saints de I'eglise orientale." B 20 (1950): 
223-237.
Discussion of sources of names and feasts of neo-saints, with a calendar for 
January.
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Theocharides. loannis. and Dimitris Louies. "The Neomartyrs in Greek History (1453- 
1821)." Etudes Balkaniques 3 (1989): 78-86.
List o f neomartyrs with names, dates and occupation.

Walsh, Efthalia Makris. "The Women Martyrs of Nikodemus Hagiorites’ Neon 
Martyrologion." GOTR 36:1 (1991): 71-91 
Discussion of female neomartyrs, and much on Matrona of Chios.
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APPENDIX n: THE LIFE OF THOMAIS OF LESBOS

A One Life  or Two? The Relationship o f the Lives of Mary and Thomals

Angeliki Laiou's suggestion, in her introduction to the Life o f Mary the Younger,1 

that the Lives o f ThomaTs of Lesbos and Mary the Younger may be different literary 

versions o f the same underlying story constitutes an important challenge. While this 

study uses cliometric analysis to criticize the common "stages o f development in sanctity" 

theory adopted by a number of scholars, it does not attempt to undermine the theory by 

dismissing or conflating Mary and ThomaTs as critical figures. Instead, both act as 

independent witnesses to the problems that the concept of female sanctity faced in the 

middle Byzantine period. Professor Laiou questions the "stages" theory by putting into 

doubt the issue o f whether there was more than one real example of a non-imperial 

married lay woman saint.2 Her proposal would undercut this study by reducing the Lives 

on which it focuses to a single curiosity.

In response to Prof. Laiou. I undertook a close comparison of both Lives. This 

analysis, based on an examination of structure and language, showed that, although there 

are superficial resemblances between the stories, the two texts are quite distinct literary 

creations, neither showing any dependence on the other. If there was an underlying single 

source, I find no evidence for it.

1 Angeliki E. Laiou, "Life of St. Mary the Younger," in HTVB, 251-52.
2 In making this suggestion, Laiou apparently discounts the married imperial women who 

become saints. This may be altogether justified — the mechanics of sainthood for a member of a 
royal family were quite distinct from those of saints such as ThomaTs, Cyril of Philea and so
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Supposing there were dependence, which Life came first? From the texts we 

gather that ThomaTs died ca. 930 and Mary ca. 903, but Mary’s Life is longer and more 

developed than ThomaTs’, which might suggest that, if  dependent, it was written later. 

Since both Lives are represented only in late manuscripts, there has been some uncertainly 

about the dating of the originals. Aleksandr Kazhdan, for instance, proposed a late 

eleventh-century date for the Life of ThomaTs.3 If that were the case, then there could be 

no question of Mary's Life being based on ThomaTs’. If, however, ThomaTs’ Life were 

early (tenth century), then Mary's Life could be an expansion and development of 

ThomaTs'. Laiou's preference is to reject any late dating for ThomaTs' Life and to argue for 

an eleventh-century date for Mary's Life.4 I think Laiou is correct that the reference in the 

Life o f ThomaTs to a currently reigning "Romanos porphyrogenetos" cannot easily be 

overlooked,5 and I agree that this Life should be dated to the mid-tenth century. In sum, 

what we are looking for is evidence that the author o f the Life o f Mary based his account 

on the Life of ThomaTs.6 If the reasoning here is correct, the dates o f composition alone

forth. Although several of the sainted nuns of the period were married at some stage, marriage 
does not seem to be an issue in their sainthood.

3 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "ThomaTs of Lesbos," ODB 2076.
4 Laiou, "Life of Mary," 251. Even if not as late as Laiou thinks, the Life of Mary the 

Younger is later than the mid-tenth century by any account.
5 Laiou, "Life of Mary," 251. See also Life of ThomaTs, ch. 34. The only Emperor 

Romanos who would fit this description — which means that he was bom a prince — would be 
Romanos II (959-963). Neither of the eleventh-century emperors called Romanos was bom as a 
prince (Romanos III [1028-34] and Romanos IV [1067-1071]).

6 Laiou, "Life of Mary," 252 n40, offers the suggestion that dependence might have run 
either way.
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would allow the Life o f St. Mary to have been based on the Life o f St. ThomaTs. That this 

is a possibility does not mean that we must conflate the two saints in actuality.

Laiou's discussion is about the relationship between the texts, but with neither 

saint are the texts the only basis for presuming that we are dealing with distinct figures — 

a vital distinction between these two saints and probably fictional saints such as 

Theoktiste of Lesbos and Irene of Chrysobalanton. ThomaTs' tomb and cult are evidenced 

both in Constantine Akropolites' later encomium and in the stories of the Russian 

pilgrims.7 Mary's tomb and cult are evidenced by her church and cult in Bizye.8 That 

there may or may not be some intertextual links between the two lives is much less an 

issue when we can be sure from other sources that we have two distinct saints. Since 

some sort of mimesis is apparent in much, if not all, o f Byzantine literature, and 

particularly in hagiography, all that evidence of intertextual borrowings would show 

would be that the Life o f ThomaTs was known more widely than current manuscripts 

indicate. In fact, if  direct knowledge of the Life o f ThomaTs by the author of the Life of 

Mary could be shown, we would have a very interesting basis on which to discuss the 

intentions o f the later author.

Such a discussion, however, must be suspended. Technical analysis shows that 

the two lives are quite distinct (Table A2:l). I took as an "Indication of Possible 

Relationship," factors which might show the author of the Life o f St. Mary developing

7 Constantine Akropolites, Laudatio S. Thomaidis (BHG 2457), in AASS Nov TV: 242- 
46; Majeska, Russian Travelers, 333-37.

8 Cyril Mango, "The Byzantine Church at Vize (Bizye) in Thrace and St. Mary the 
Younger," Zbomik Radova Vizantoloskog Instituta 11 (1968), 9-13.
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aspects of Thomals' Life; and as "Contraindications" aspects of the lives where one might 

expect a later version to use or develop the earlier Life, but where this did not take place. 

A later version or rewriting of a saint's Life, such as the rewriting o f the Life of Mary of 

Egypt as the story o f  Theoktiste,9 may change details such as names and locations, but the 

textual affinity is established by considerations of structure and preserved details. We 

have no such demonstrable intertextual links when we examine the Lives of Mary and 

ThomaTs. The basic structure and areas o f emphasis are different, but not in a way that 

suggests any pattern of rewriting or reconsideration o f the topics. For instance, the family 

connections of Thomals that are discussed are of her parents, for Mary her brother and her 

sons. If the hagiographical point were to show that holy parents yield holy children, why 

would the writer o f  Mary’s Life do away with the story of ThomaTs' parents? When we 

turn to the miracle stories also, we find not only difference in detail, but also a quite 

different manner o f  presentation and no correlation at all in subject matter.

Moving from structure to language, I compared the biblical and patristic citations 

in each text as located by me (in my translation o f the Life of ThomaTs), and by Prof.

Laiou (in her translation of the Life o f Mary). Not only did the authors use absolutely 

distinct biblical, patristic and classical allusions and references, but they dealt with 

psalms in a divergent way. The Life o f Thomals contains a tissue o f psalm quotations and 

references; Mary's Life is scant in its use o f them. There is no possibility of the later 

author (assuming Mary's Life was written later) sitting down with any version o f the Life

9 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "Hagiographical Notes: 9, The Hunter or the Harlot," BZ 78 
(1985), 49-50; cf. Angela Hero, "Life of St. Theoktiste of Lesbos," in HWB, 96-97.
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of Thomals. Indeed the much heavier use o f psalmody in the Life of Thomals suggests a 

monastic author. 10 while the Life of Mary with its more limited acquaintance with biblical 

texts, especially psalmody, suggests a lay author. 11

The Life of Mary the Younger is a much more complex — "novelistic" — story 

than that in the Life o f ThomaTs, and it addresses questions o f becoming a saint and 

gender much more candidly. This does suggest some deliberate meditation on the issue 

of women saints, but not, I think, in direct consideration o f the Life of Thomals. We do 

have here, it seems, two distinct witnesses to the phenomenon of married female saints.

10 Most Byzantine hagiographers for whom we have names were men and scholars have 
resisted suggestions that that some anonymous Lives were written by women. (See discussion in 
Chapter III.) There is a slight possibility that the author of ThomaTs' Life was a woman, since her 
cult was established in a women's convent, and there are references in the text to literate nuns.

11 The concern in the Life of Mary with details of military office and campaigns involves 
a very male view of the world.
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Table A2.1
Comparison o f  Lives of Thomals o f Lesbos and Mary the Younger

Life of Thomals________________________ Life of Mary the Younger

Indications of Possible Relationship
Shorter
Story of a married woman beaten by 
husband who achieves sanctity as a 
lay woman
Married but no children 
Few dialogues
Addresses gender issues obliquely

Longer
Story of a married woman beaten by 
husband who achieves sanctity as a 
lay woman
Married, has children, explicitly 
"knows a man's bed”
Novelistic
Direct discussion of gender

Contraindications
Long discussion of parents 
Mo children to discuss 
Ethnic origins not discussed, prob. 
Greek
Middle class
Activities in Constantinople 
Miracles while alive
Miracles by contact with tomb and oil 
Wanders city of CP at night 
No specific historical information

Parents marginal 
Children central to story 
Armenian origin
Minor nobility
Activities in country, then Vize
No miracles while alive
Miracles by contact with body itself
Enclosed even in Vize
Specific detail of Bulgarian
invasions

Technical Comparison
Vita Structure Vita Structure:

Prologue (1)
Praise of Thomais (2) 
Parents’ story (3-5)
Life (6-9)
Miracles while alive (10-14) 
— each with a clear story 
Beating and death (15-16) 
Posthumous miracles (17-25) 
— each with a clear story 
Invocation (26)

Prologue (1)
Brother's story (2)
Praise of Mary (3)
Children (4-5) (6)
M a r y ’s deeds in Vize (5)
Story of Adultery Accusation (7-10) 
1st indications of sanctity (11) 
Miracles and Clerical Doubts: 
description of cult's onset (12) 
Miracles (13-16)
— piling up of miracles, many with no 
real context; none the same as 
Thomais'
Removal of relics (17)
— due to appearance in a dream - cf. 
Thomais
Miraculous icon of Mary (18) 
Monkish/episcopal opposition to cult 
(19-20)
Mary punishes detractors (21)
More miracles (22)
— again many with no context 
Story cf Symeon's invasion (23-26) 
Meeting of Mary's sons (27)
More miracles (28-29)
— again short snippets 
Mary's sons' piety (30-31)
Praise of Mary (32)
Invocation (33)
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(Table A2.1 — Continued)

Life of Thomais Life of Mary the Younger

Classical/Patristic allusions: Classical/Patristic Allusions:
Hesiod WD 171
Homer Od 14:495/111 2:56
Greg Naz Or 43, 64.3
Leutsch 1:145
LeuCsch 1:284, 2:123, 549
Homer II 1:403
Plato Gorgias 507c?
Greg Naz op cit 
Leutsch 1:252

Plato Laws 933a?
Homer II 6:507
Greg Naz. Letter 6 to Basil. Par. 
Akathistos hymn?

Psalms Used: Psalms Used:
31 (32) :10 
64(65) : 5 
118(119) : 164 
6 : 6
64(65) : 5 
34(35):19 
37(38):16
115:2-3/ 78(79) : 10 
111(112):9/2 Core 9:9 
111 (112) : 5 
25(26):12 
6 : 6
118(119):164 
34(35): 9 
44(45) : 9 
83 (84) : 10 
88 (89) : 14 
114 (116) : 3 
142 (143) : 5

148:11-12 
140 (141) :4 
25 (26) : 8 
69(70):2

Biblical References: Biblical References:
Prov 10:7 
Mt 16:24 
Gal 6:14 
Mt. 7:17-18 
Mt. 11:29-30 
Is 6:6-7 
Is 31:9 
Eccl 3:3 
Ex 14:15
Jer 38:26 (KJV 31:26)
Phil 4:4
1 Cor 6:19
Heb 13:4/1 Cor 7:37
Prov 31:19
Mt 25:36
Mk 8:33
Mt 5:11
Rom 8:35
4 Macc 8:13
1 Cor 4:11
1 Cor 2:14
2 Tim 4:14 
1 Tim 1:20

Job 1:21
2 Ki [2 Sam] 16:17
Mt 18:10
1 Tim 2:9
Gen 3:16
Eccl 7:3
Gen 39:14-19
Eph 5:23
Rom 12:13
Acts 9:15
I John 4:16
Mt 12:45
Gen 9:18-27
Mt 12:45
Lk 10:42
Job 31:32
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(Table A2.1 — Continued)

Life of Thomals________________________ Life of Mary the Younger

Biblical References: Biblical References :
2 Cor L2:7-9 
1 Cor 10:24 
James 1:17 
Jn 5:5 
Jn 5:14
Mt 9:13, 12.7/Hos 6:7 
Mt 25:35-40 
Mt. 19:29 
Mt 9:6
Jer 15:8/Hos 1:10 
Prov 30:19

Contrasts with Mo Implications on 
the Relationship between the Texts

Thomais opposed to her marriage

Married at 24 years old 
Gives away husband's wealth 
Involvement with convent 
No opposition to her cult
Husband beats her
Iconoclasm ignored. Icon of virgin
discussed.

Mary's position on her marriage not 
discussed
Married at unspecified age
Gives away own wealth
Not involved with monastics
Explicit discussion of opposition to
cult
Husband and family beat her 
Iconoclasm and icons both mentioned

Source: Life of ThomaTs of Lesbos; Life o f Mary the Younger.

Note: Lists o f citations and references come from my translation of the Life o f ThomaTs, and from Angeliki 
Laiou's translation o f the Life of St. Mary the Younger.
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B The Life of St. Thomais of Lesbos

ThomaTs of Lesbos, whose Life is discussed in Chapter VI, is notable as a rare 

example o f a middle-class married laywoman who was held to have achieved sanctity in 

daily life. Her story survives in two anonymously written vitae, one perhaps to be dated 

to the mid-tenth century, the second o f unknown date. Both are preserved in fourteenth- 

century manuscript copies. The first o f these, a more detailed account edited by 

Hippolyte Delehaye from a fourteenth-century manuscript, is translated here. 12 In 

addition to the two vitae, there exists an enkomion o f ThomaTs written by the noted 

hagiographer Constantine Akropolites in the late thirteenth century. 13 Her vita is 

especially interesting for the light it sheds on life in Constantinople, where she spent most 

of her life; for its treatment of marriage; and for its presentation o f what constitutes 

holiness for a Byzantine woman. 14

12 Florence, BibI.Naz. 50 [Conventi soppr. B1.1214]
13 Edition used for this translation. Vita S. Thomaidis (BHG 2454), AASS Nov IV:234- 

42. See also the modem Greek translation by A. Lete, "0o)|xatq AeaPou," in D.S. Tsames, 
MrftepiKov (Thessalonica: 1990-), Vol. 4, 324-365. Related texts include: VitaS. Thomaidis 
(BHG 2455), in Hagiologie byzantine; textes inedits publies en grec et traduits en franqais, ed. 
Francois Halkin, Subsidia hagiographica 71 (Brussels: Societe des Bollandistes, 1986), 185-219, 
[with partial French translation]; and Constantine Akropolites, Laudatio S. Thomaidis (BHG 
2457), AASS Nov IV: 242-46. Akropolites' text is based on the vita edited by Delehaye, but 
includes some additional information such as the residence of ThomaTs’ parents in Chalcedon; cf. 
Alice-Mary Talbot, "Old Wine in New Bottles: The Rewriting of Saints’ Lives in the Paleologan 
Period," in The Twilight o f Byzantium, ed. Slobodan Curcic and Doula Mouriki (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1991), 17-19.

14 For additional discussion see: G. da Costa-Louillet, "Saints de Constantinople aux 
Vllle, IXe et Xe siecles," B 27 (1957): 836-39; Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "The List of Saints of the 
1st-10th Centuries in a Chronological Order," (Unpublished typescript, available at Dumbarton 
Oaks Library); Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "ThomaTs of Lesbos," in ODB 2076; Angeliki E. Laiou, 
”'H icjTopia kvoq yapou: o ptoq tr]q dyiotg 0copat8o<; xfjq Aeapiaq," in 'H Ka&qpepivrj Zarif 
Zxd Bv^avxio, ed. Ch. Maltezou (Athens: 1989), 237-71; Patlagean, "La femme deguisee"; 
Ryden, "New Forms of Hagiography," 540; and Alice-Mary Talbot, "Byzantine Women, Saint's
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There has been some dispute about the date of the Life.15 Internal evidence (ch. 

26) seems to indicate that it was originally written during the reign o f Romanos II (959- 

963), the only "Romanos" who could be called "bom in the purple," and another passage 

(ch. 25) might be read as implying that the composition took place twelve years after 

Thomals' death, at age thirty-eight (ch. 16), which would then have taken place sometime 

between 947-951. This conclusion would be too hasty; the passage might only refer to 

twelve years o f the hagiographer’s experience of Thomals' shrine. Fr. Delehaye 

concluded that all one could say was that ThomaTs lived during the first half o f the tenth 

century. Aleksandr Kazhdan has challenged this dating;16 he argues that the 

circumstances o f war against a "<poA.apxioc e Gv c d v " ["leaders of foreign nations"] and 

"pi^oPdpPapot" [the "semi-barbarous"](ch. 26), as well as the terminology used, better 

fits the reign o f Romanos IV (1068-71). Since he finds evidence that the Hodegon 

church, mentioned in ch. 12 as "now called the Hodegetria," was still called "xtbv 

'OSriycbv" in the 1090s and later, and that ThomaTs, although her life was intimately 

connected with Constantinople, does not appear in the twelfth-century Synaxarion of 

Constantinople, 17 Kazhdan concludes that the vita may have been written in the late

Lives, and Social Welfare." in Through the Eye o f a Needle: Judeo-Christian Roots o f Social 
Welfare, ed. Emily Albu Hanawalt and Carter Lindberg (Kirksville MO: 1994), 110, 112-113.

15 This discussion revises that in HWB at several points.
16 Aleksandr P. Kazhdan, "ThomaTs of Lesbos," in ODB 2076; and, at greater length in 

The List o f Saints o f the Jst-IOth Centuries in a Chronological order (Unpublished typescript, 
available at Dumbarton Oaks Library).

17 The Synaxarion is a month by month roster of saints' feast days, along with some 
hagiographical information. In the edition of the Synaxarion by H. Delehaye (SynaxCP) the 
archetype, or base manuscript of the edition, dates from the twelfth or thirteenth century. Cf. 
Rene Aigrain, L'hagiographie: ses sources, ses methodes, son histoire (Paris: Bloud & Gay,
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eleventh century, perhaps later, and that the address to Romanos II is either fake, or 

perhaps flattery of Romanos IV Diogenes, who was certainly not "bom in the purple."

The similarities of the Life o f ThomaTs to that of the Life o f Mary the Younger, which he 

sees as earlier, also give Kazhdan some pause.

Kazhdan's arguments are unpersuasive. ThomaTs does indeed appear in the 

SynaxCP, in a manuscript from Jerusalem dated to 1063, that is before Romanos IV came 

to the throne. 18 The military activity o f Romanos II’s reign, although he had little to do 

with it. centered on Nikephoros Phocas' dramatic recapture of Crete from Muslim rule. 

But Romanos IV's exertions were also directed at Muslims, this time the Turks in eastern 

Anatolia. Neither set o f  enemies fits the reading of "(j.i^o(3dpfkxpoi" that Kazhdan 

proposes as the population of the Danubian region. 19 It seems that no secure conclusions 

can be drawn from either the terminology used or the circumstances mentioned in ch. 26. 

The use o f an older name for the Hodegon church also proves little in a literary culture 

with continual penchant for antiquarian usage, and it is quite possible that the statement 

about the use of the name Hodegetria was a later marginal gloss. Finally, given the later 

unpopularity o f Romanos IV as the loser at Mantzikert, it is difficult to see any reason 

why a flattering dedication would have been made in a text composed any later than

1953), 72-83.
18 This is a revision to my introduction to the translation in HWB, 294, which states that 

ThomaTs is absent from the SynaxCP. This is true for January I, and for manuscripts used by 
Delehaye as the basis for his edition. ThomaTs does, however, appear on January 3 in the 
manscript Delehaye calls "Fa" (Paris 1590) a synaxarion from September to February, written in 
a monastery near Jerusalem in 1063, cf. SynaxCP, 368.41.

19 "MdjoP&ppapot" was commonly applied to Slavs, but could also be applied to 
Muslims as well; e.g. Anna Komnena,^/ex/nz/Bk.l 1, ch.2, sect.7,1.19; Bk.15, ch. 5, sect 2,1.17
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1071, or kept in later copies. Some support for a late dating o f the life may come, 

however, from the mention o f the " Ankurios" monastery in ch. 11.20 Eleventh-century 

sources document a monastery of this name, but of uncertain age, on the Asiatic side of 

the Bosporus, but Constantine Akropolites in his later recension of the story places the 

monastery in Constantinople. The only religious house o f this name known in the city 

was a metochion o f  Nea Mone of Chios established in the mid-eleventh century. 

Officially, a "metochion" was a private lodge for visitors to Constantinople from a distant 

monastery, but some o f them did function as small monasteries. The Nea Mone 

metochion might then be the institution mentioned in the text as the home of the eunuch 

who was cured. On the other hand, in the absence of any other evidence, we may be 

dealing with an entirely different monastery not mentioned in other sources, a suggestion 

o f Angeliki Laiou, who notes that there was a family called Angourios in the ninth 

century and that there was a district of Constantinople with that name in the eleventh 

century. 21

While, then, no certain dating can be given for the Life, there is no compelling 

reason to dismiss the earlier tenth-century date suggested by the text's reference to a 

Romanos "bom in the purple."

(used of Turks in both cases). Thanks to Alice-Mary Talbot for these and other references.

20 See notes for ch. 11 in the text. The name "Ankurios" means "cucumber." It was 
given to at least two monastic houses in the Constantinople area, and probably derives from a 
family name which is attested in both the ninth century (cf. PG 102:937); and, as 'AyyonfKxq 
and 'AyKonpoq, in the thirteenth century, which existed at the same time suggest that it might 
be some sort of nickname (see PLP.)

21 Laiou, "Life of Mary," HWB, 252 n39; cf. PG 102:937.
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My annotated translation o f this text was recently published in a collection of ten 

Byzantine women saints' lives.22 This translation is substantially reproduced in this 

appendix, but with the addition o f the Greek text, presented in parallel with the English 

translation. A number o f minor corrections to my published commentary have been 

made, along with some added notes pointing out specific elements related to the issue o f 

gender.

The Life o f St. ThomaTs is a significant text in any consideration of the life and 

activities open to a middle class woman in Constantinople in the Middle Byzantine 

period. The story o f an unhappy marriage and its unfolding is clear and gripping, more so 

perhaps than the largely conventional good works Thomals performs. We also have a 

woman who controls her own actions and follows her own will, a model of female 

sanctity that was not later developed. A minor saint, yes, but one who presented an 

exceptional opportunity to look at the conventions, and contraventions, of Byzantine 

middle class life.

22 Paul Halsall, trans., "Life of St. ThomaTs of Lesbos," in HWB, 291-322.
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Bioq kcu JioA.ixeia xffe oa iaq  Kai 

Ga-onaxoopyou 0 o)pai8o<;

1.

Ei 8e icai Sucaicov ii.vfip.Tiv pet’ 

eyKOjpiajv xa iepa q>r]ai yiveoOat 

Xoyia, rtcoq o u k  syKtopiaoxeov xfjv xo 

OfjXv) yevoq Koapf|aaaav; e^aipto xou 

Xoyov xtjv Geopfixopa xftv xdov 

Xepo-uPip ■unep'nppevriv ox; KXiapaxcov 

jiavxtov ejteKeiva* xoivuv upvTfxeov dx; 

ecpriv xf|v naaobv Sucalaiv Sucaioxepav, 

fjq fj Jiapo-oaa rcavfiyupiq, xtjv 

Oatjpaoxfjv QojpaiSa, xriv yevei Kai 

Pico jcacn K£pinT)axov, xfiv jtaaaiq  

apexdbv iSeaiq KeKoapripevr|v <ai 

(pooxoei8e<; amaxpdicxoDaav, aepvfjv

The Life and Conduct of the Holy and 

Miracle-Working Thomais

I. [Prologue]23

Since the holy scriptures say that 

the memory o f the righteous is to be 

praised, 24 should we not praise one who 

is an adornment to the female sex? I 

exclude from <this> discussion the 

Mother of God, she who has been lifted 

above the cherubim, since she is beyond 

all created beings. We should praise, 

therefore, as I said, one who was more 

righteous than all the righteous women, 

the admirable Thomais, for whom <we 

keep> the present festival.25 By her 

family26 and life she was well-known to

23 Chapter titles are not given in HWB version.
24 Prov. 10:7.
25 ThomaTs’ feast day is indicated here as January I. Hagiographical texts were often 

composed to be read aloud on the saint’s feast day.
26 The word is "yevoq." The word can mean "family" or "lineage," but also "sex" or 

"gender." Here and later in the prologue it has been translated as "family," (as also in 240C, 
where yevei A.ot|i.iipq> clearly means "brilliant lineage" of "family"), mainly because of the oddity 
of a Byzantine author writing of the "glory, renown, and brilliance" of the female sex. It is also 
usual for a hagiographer to praise the lineage of a saint. Other considerations, though, might lead 
to a translation of the word as "sex" or "gender." First, there is no textual evidence that either of
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TO f[0O<;, KOOJAiaV TOV TpOTCOV, 

tcoopicoTepav xov ptov, xqv acyKqcnv, 

©copaiba xqv to yevoq xotq xponoi^ 

paAAov K oapqaaaav q KoapqGetoav 

tco too yevooq icb8ei Kai xq 

repicpaveia Kai xq A.ap7tpoxqTi.
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all, she who was adorned by all forms o f 

virtue and sparkled like a light. By her 

holy habits, modest character, still more 

modest lifestyle, as well as her 

asceticism, Thomals adorned her family 

by her ways, rather than being one who 

was adorned by her family's glory, 

renown, and brilliance.

2 .

Tabrqv qveyKE Aeafkx;, vqaoq aXXq 

paxapcov (1) ayebov, rqv paKapiav 

eKcpbaaaa Kai Tabrqv eveyKapevq xcp 

ttapovTi pico jxeya xt KaXov e7taivexov 

Kai epccaptov, £,op.rcdaaq AeaPiSaq 

KaXXei Kai peyeGet Siatpepovxax; 

bjtepeXaaaaav- qv atopaTiKai

II. [The saint’s homeland]

It was Lesbos,27 virtually another 

island o f the blessed,28 that was her 

homeland, having given birth to the 

blessed one and brought her forth into the 

present life as a great good, praised and 

beloved, a <woman> who exceedingly 

surpassed all Lesbian women in her

ThomaTs' families, her natal family or her husband's family, were "glorious, brilliant, or 
renowned." Second, the phrasing of the clauses translated with "family" parallels that of the 
earlier to 0qA.u yevoq Koapqoaoav, where yevoq is unambiguously "sex." Finally, the 
reference to the Theotokos, who could be praised for her gender, might be seen as creating a 
location in which a female saint could indeed be praised for being female.

27 Lesbos is a large Aegean island close to the coast of northwestern Asia Minor.
28 Cf. Hesiod, Works and Days, 171 and Leutsch-Schneidewin, Corpus 1:78. The author 

may also be referring to Lesbos as the birthplace of saints such as Theoktiste.
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KaOcap&i'cav xaptxsq, qv apsxai 

jcspieCTToixiaav ^opitaoai, xpv Kai 

cptxnv too) atbpaxoq Kai xaTq 

aacopaxoiq e^iatoGeiaav 5'uvapecn. Kai 

dyyeA.iKdcK; picbaaaav Kai xaq apxaq 

xou okoxoix; Kaxtjaaaav vai pf|v Kai 

xaq qSovaq <bq aXXov croptpexov 

eKStoj^aaav Kai axaupov apapsvriv 

KaxoapaSov Kai xd>v SsajcoxiKtbv Kai 

Seieov ixvcov Kaxomv P aS iaaaav  Kai 

oXriv oXod yeyovtriav Xptaxoo, cbq 

ekeivov 8ia  7tavxoq evoitxpi^eaGai 

KCtKeivov xco kccXXei KaOaita^ 

aXioKeaOat, doq eauxfiv xq> Koapcp 

axaupoxraaav f| gaXXov EKxoq abxoo

beauty and greatness. She was <a 

woman> adorned with bodily graces, 

whom all the virtues bedecked. The 

nature o f her body was equal to that of the 

incorporeal powers.29 She lived an 

angelic30 life, and trampled down the 

powers o f darkness,31 indeed she drove 

away pleasure like so much refuse. She 

raised the cross upon her shoulders32 and 

walked in the divine steps o f the Lord.

She was totally devoted to Christ; so as to 

reflect him in all <ways> and be 

completely overpowered by His beauty. 

She crucified herself to the world?3 or

29 I.e., Aaci)|a.axoi, the archangels.
30 Since ThomaTs was married, and there is no specific claim in the Life that she 

abstained from marital intimacy, this is a surprising statement. "To live like the angels" is a 
common circumlocution for a monastic or abstinent life and the reference may be to her attempt 
to live an ascetic life, even though married, as if she were in a convent. We may also note that 
the Life mentions no children from her thirteen years of marriage. On the other hand in the next 
chapter her father is also described as having "maintained an angelic lifestyle," so the phrase may 
just refer to pious and God-pleasing behavior.

31 Cf. Col. 1:13.
32 Cf. Mt. 16:24.
33 Cf. Gal. 6:14.

•
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yevopevriv Kai oA.cp vot axoA.a^ouaav 

x© rcpdrccp Kai tpavoxaxco <pam Kai tp©q 

yiveoGai Sebxepov, xob xoiobxoo 

(pooxoq Sexopevov ajtopopypaxa, fH^qq 

ebyevobq Ebyeveaxepov (3A.aoxqpa- 

otov yap <pqai xo 5ev8pov, xoiobxoq

rather was outside of <the worId>. 

devoting her whole mind to the first and 

brightest light, and so became a second 

light, receiving reflections from such 

light. She was the nobler offspring o f a 

noble root for, as is said, the fruit is of the

Kai o Kapicoq. same quality as the tree.34

3.

Tabxqv o qroaaq rcaxqp, avqp 

Oeapeoxtoq £(bv Kai |3iov extov 

ayyeXiKov, MixaqA. ©vopa^exo, xov 

xponov xpTl<*tbq, xov P'tov aspvoq, xo 

(ppovqpa axaOqpoq Kai rcpo Kaipob 

TtoAaoq, xeXeia Kai PefiqKoxa (ppovdov 

evxeXei xqq fiA.ud.aq xcp Kaxaaxqpaxv 

©q 6cXq0©q yap obSev yap eaxi x©v 

ajcavxmv A.oyou Kai ebtpqpiaq etra^iov, 

ob cp-oaiKov, of)K aoKqxov, o pq eKeivcp 

rcpoaqv- xaq iepaq nro^iSaq

III. [Her most pious parents]

Her father, a man who lived in a 

way pleasing to God and maintained an 

angelic lifestyle, was named Michael.35 

He was upright in character, holy in his 

way of life, firm of purpose, prematurely 

gray-haired, possessed o f a perfect and 

advanced understanding because of his 

mature age. So that, to tell the truth, there 

is no <virtue> at all worthy of words and 

praise, neither innate nor attained by 

practice, which did not accrue to him;

34Cf.Mt. 7:17-18.
35 "Michael" was, of course, a fitting name for a man who lived "the life of angels."
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avajcnxjocov iroKvcoq, ev aiq 

avayeypatpaxat xa 0e ta  Geajriopaxa, 

xaq ev xoiq Geioiq vaoiq crovcd;et<; 

avepe-ovwv, oirr|vi.Ka to  Geiov 

5o4oA.oyetxat Oeppdaq, xfj Xe^ei 

jcpooeycov, xov voov aviyvefxov, xo 

cppovripa xf\q aapKdq xarcetvdiv, xo 

fjOoq icoopmv, xov (JLov aepvuvaiv, 

jcaXojtxcov xqv K8(paXf|v xtjv eiq 

Xptoxov aKpaupveaxaxqv rctaxiv, Kai 

xooxo itavxax; ax; crovexoq, xe0pt7ntq> 

Xpdjpevoq ayaGqj, xfj xexpaKxm Xeyai 

xcbv apexmv, 81’ fjq Gapivcbxepov djpiXet 

0ecp. Tooxcp ODve^eoKxo Kai crovepyoq 

xov pioo KaXq, xo q0oq KaXXioxTi, 

KaXXtajv 5e vt>xf|v, oaxppovooaa 

paAAov, xo 5’ aXqGeq eirceiv 

opocppovooaa xav5pi, xtjv Jto^ixeiav

frequently reading the holy books36 in 

which the divine revelations have been 

recorded; searching out the assemblies37 

in the divine churches when the Divine is 

warmly praised; paying attention to his 

manner of speech; examining his mind; 

humbling the spirit of his flesh; adorning 

his character; dignifying his life; 

covering his head in the most pure faith 

o f Christ. And he was an intelligent man 

as well, making use o f a good four-horse 

chariot, I mean the quartet o f the 

virtues,38 as a result of which he very 

often spoke with God.

His wife and life companion was 

Kale,39 who was most beautiful in 

character, and more beautiful in soul.

36 Lit. "unfolding the tablets."

37 Or "services."
38 The four cardinal virtues of antiquity were courage/manliness (avSpeia), 

righteousness (SiKauxrovq), prudence/moderation (aaxppoouvq), and prudence/good sense 
(qjpovqcnq); cf. ODB 217&.

39 ThomaTs' mother, whose name means "good" or "beautiful."
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ercaiv£TT|, xqv Yvcbpriv o d v e x t i ,  tcaA.fi 

xqv npoaipeaiv  xooxo 8q Kai xfi 

yovaiici npoax>7rfjp^E icuptov dvopa icai 

xoiauxqv 7ipocrr|Yopiav e k  KaXXiaxqq 

eopaxo Kpoaipeaeajq, o n  icai 

KaxaXXqXoq o xporcoq ajtEtpavOq xfi 

KXqoEt- icdvxenBev Kai cruvepyoq 

E8o6q <ax’ axixov q KaXq xcp EipqgEvcp 

av5pi <ai ^eiyycx; ajtstpavOq xpuaoxjv, 

Cpvyoc, xpiaenSaipov Kai paKapiov, 

xov exxxYYeXiKOv e v x o v o x ; eX k o v  tpyov  

Kai tpvXaxxov xa Qeia 0£O7ri.cpaxa. 

MaKaptoi xoivuv apcpco Kaxa xov 

iqxxpqxqv e k e iv o v ,  ox) xa xe^ q  

lEpacpiKCx; avGpaq eqscpavEv 

o jC E p K a fla p a , oxi e v  Zicbv EaxqKacn 

ansppa Kai e v  TEpouaaXqp oiKeio-oq. 

’AXX’ o7tep EXeyopev ouxco gEv f) KaXq

<She was> quite temperate, and, to speak 

truly, was of one mind with her husband. 

She <was> praiseworthy in conduct, 

intelligent in her mind, and good in her 

disposition. This then ["Good"] was the 

woman's personal name40 and it found 

such an appellation from her exceedingly 

good disposition, because her character 

was indeed revealed to be appropriate to 

her name. And so Kale was given <in 

marriage> to be a companion for the 

aforementioned man. and they were 

revealed to be a golden team, a team 

thrice happy and blessed, vigorously 

bearing the evangelical yoke41 and 

observing the divine precepts. Thus both 

were blessed like that prophet [Isaiah], on

40 "Kuptov ovopa," a relatively rare expression. There is a parallel in the vita of the 
ninth-century saint Theophanes the Confessor, where it is said that as a youth he was usually 
called by his father’s name Isaac rather than by his given name (xq> uropup x q q  SeocpavEiaq 
Eitovopfipaxi); cf. Vitas. Theophanisconfessoris, ed. V. LatySev (St. Petersburg: 1918), 5.7. Up 
to the tenth century Byzantines generally only had a baptismal name, and no surname; cf. ODB 
1435.

41 Cf. Mt. 11:29-30.
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xov ptov opoo <ai Geapeoxtx; avSpi whose lips shone a seraphic and purging

vop.ip.ox; opoxpoTto) o u v e ^ e u k x o - K a i  t | v  coal,42 because they had seed in Sion and

opdv apqxo rppovobvxaq 0apa xa xov householdfriends in Jerusalem .43 But, to

Plot) 7t£puppovot>vxa<; KaXa, return to my subject, Kale, who was God-

opovooovxaq, croprcvEovxaq- rcXooxoo pleasing in her lifestyle, was lawfully

8e Kai xprjpaxoiv fjaav exovxeq united with a man of the same habits.

tK av o o q , o n x e  J t e v t a  a u v 8 o o A .o '6 p e v o i And one could often see both o f <these>

xfi p e o n  toxxi itpoaeXaovopevot K a i
wise individuals> holding in contempt

the fine things o f life, since they were of

one mind. They had enough wealth and 

money that they were neither enslaved by 

poverty, nor were they swollen by the 

weight of money, but they proceeded 

along in a middle path which is a clear 

sign, I think, of their virtue.

xife apexfjg abxcov xpaveq ox; oipai

XEKpfiptov.

4. IV. [The sterility of Michael and

Tooxotx; etp’ ixavov o ajtaiSiaq eXimei Kale] 

Seopoq, ox; xoix; xot> Kupioo raxXai The fetter of sterility strongly

jtporcaxopaq ri xfjq dxetcviac; keSti grieved this <couple>, as o f old the

42 Cf. Is. 6:6-7.
43 Is. 31:9.
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<roveo<piyyev* e k A .6v e i  xamovq jroicvcbq, 

KatEoeie Qantvdaq, xf|v i|/D%f\v 

8t£C7tapatX£, S it iv e k o k ;  xoiq Oeioiq 

vaoiq 7cpooE5p£0)ovxaq, Jtawu%oiq 

upvcp8 i.aig 7tpoapEvovxa<;, votcxcop icai 

|i£0' fipepav -bpvo-ovxaq xov Kuptov- 

o o 8 e  yap acopaxiicfiq fiSovfjq e v e k c c  

Jtpoq opo^oylav cxpajniaav- o'upevo’ov 

aAX etpeaei jiaiSoq a y a 0oo, rnq 

Baopaoxnq <pr|p.i OoopatSoq, upoq t)v  o 

Xoyoq pdA.A.ov eJtEiyexai- aXka pitcpov 

ctvapeivaxco, ox; av xa xfjq ctitayyEXiaq 

oicoq e %o i  aaqxSx; aJcayyElXeiev. 

’'Excaoxov oi. yevvaSat x m  k60q) 

Kapvovxeq xot> rcaiSoq, dx; 7cp(bqv oi 

7tp6yovoi xoo Epoo S e c t k o x o o  Xpiaxoo- 

ot8axE 7tavxox;, o Xoyoq xivaq fjvi^axo- 

aGopia a-ovEixovxo, 0pr|vd)8 ri 

o d v e j c X e k o v  pf|paxa, o u k  e X tt/ o v

shackle of childlessness had bound the 

forefathers of the Lord.44 It agitated them 

mightily, upset them deeply, and tore 

apart their soul. They constantly went to 

the divine churches, remaining all night 

singing hymns, [235] indeed singing to 

the Lord both night and day. For they had 

not turned to marriage for the sake of 

bodily pleasure, quite the contrary, but 

out o f desire for a good child; I speak of 

the wondrous Thomals, towards whom 

this account is hastening. But let it pause 

a little, so as to tell its tale as clearly as 

possible.

This good <couple> suffered 

<then>, being troubled by their desire for 

a child, as had the ancestors of my Lord 

Christ. You surely know <who they are>;

44 This could be a reference to Abraham and Sarah, Gen. 16, or to Joachim and Anna; 
see, for example, the Protoevangelion o f James ch. 1-2, in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. Edgar 
Henneckeand Wilhelm Schneemelcher, Vol. 1 (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster Press, 1991). 
426.
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eKXtnapovvxeq ©eov* yovruitETonvreq, 

KaStKexe-oovxeq, oA.t|v  ttjv ripepav 

jtEvOoovxeq rjoav tcai mcuOpawta^ovTEq- 

o"6k  etxov o ,t i  icai SpaoEtav* e j ie ik e p  

ox)k  el^ov to  aqxov atraov 

jcapriyop-npa, xa ttv; AaoixiKfiq aj5f\q 

<roxvaia<; fjaav eitaSovxeq- «noA A ai 

ai. paaxiyeq t o o  dp.apTtoA.oo, xdv 8 e  

eXid^ovxa sjti Kopiov eA.eoq 

icoicA.dxTei.» Nai pevxot tcai 

rcepieicoicXaxjev eAeoq Kai Seopevooq 

008’ oXajq Ttapoxjaxo- « ’E7taKooaov 

fipcbv, o © e c x ;  o atorfip fipatv, tj eXjuq 

7tdvT(ov toov JtEpaxoov xf\q yfjq tcai tcov 

ev  BaXdatrp paK pav .»  ’EjtejJA.EyE 

xoivov e ^  oopavoo o Kopioq tcai t o o  

axEvaypoo xdtv rcejrr|8iTp£va)v 

EurfiKOOCE* Kai xfjq aJtaiSiaq Ssapooq 

ax; aXXooq xivaq kXoioo^ a i8ripoo<; 

EjnKEtpEvooq atpioi Kai

<my> account45 has alluded to some of 

them. They were afflicted with 

despondency, and composed words of 

lamentation. They entreated God 

unceasingly; they kept falling down on 

their knees in supplication, and were 

mourning and of sad countenance all day 

long. They did not know what they could 

do. Since they had no consolation o f their 

own, they used to sing frequently the song 

o f David: "Many are the scourges o f the 

sinner, but him that hopes in the Lord, 

mercy shall compass about.”46 And 

indeed mercy did encompass them, nor 

did it wholly reject those who were 

entreating: "Hearken to us, O God our 

savior; the hope o f all the ends o f the 

earth and o f them that are on the sea fa r  

off."47

45 Or "Scripture."
46 Ps.31 (32): 10.
47 Ps. 64 (65):5.
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rcepiatpiYYovraq eXoas Kai f j p e  t o  

oveiSoq auraiv, t o v  rq<; arcatSiaq 

(print k X o i o v  t o v  (Japuv avroiq 

eitiKeinevov- icai yivexai xoiq 

eip-npevoiq eq etcaYYeXlaq Kaprcoq 

cbpatoq rnv oijrtv Kai t t | v  t o u  fjOotx; 

KaTaaxacjiv- dupaioq f|v eiq opaatv o 

Kap7t6q, t t j v  8e vjruxfiv (bpaioxepoq. 

’AXX’ o c a  pev Kai o ta  rqq ocriaq 

emxaxov oi yoveiq oxepoupevot, 

cp0aaaq o Xoyoq rjSri TtpoSisoaqrnoev.

Thus the Lord looked down from 

heaven and hearkened to the lamentation 

of this couple which was bound48 <in 

sterility>. and he loosed the fetters of 

childlessness which were like iron collars 

laid upon them and binding them all 

around, and removed from them their 

disgrace, I mean the heavy collar of 

childlessness that was laid upon on them. 

And in accord with his promise49 the 

aforementioned <couple> obtained a fruit 

beautiful in appearance and in character. 

The fruit was beautiful to see, but even 

more beautiful in soul. But my previous 

account has already explained how much 

and in what ways the parents of the 

blessed <ThomaIs> suffered in being 

deprived <of a child>.

48 lege rcejieSiijievcov f°r JteJcqSripevtDv.
49 Or possibly "as a result of their vow," although there is no mention of any vow made 

by Michael and Kale.
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'Qc, youv xdjv TcapaKoXovvxcov 0ecx; 

7COXA.CC TCoXXctKtq EKS'OCTC07COl)p.EVCX; 

qKouoe Kai 7cpoq Kaipov icccXiv 

iaaaxo, xooxo pev 5otcip.a^cov tf|v 

Kapxepiav. ei p.f| etacaKoiev xoiq 

Tieipaapoiq, ei p.q anayopeuoiev, ei 

avaxtGeaai xo icav xcp 0ear KaGctTtep 

Sftxa Kai 7te7ioif|Kaciv, apeXei Kai 

xoiq Geioiq vaoiq aoxvaicn; xfjq rjpepaq 

axoXa^ovxeq eicxaiaq fjvouv xov 

Kiipiov Kai xaiq xd>v Geicov ypacpmv 

dvayvwoeai itpooeppevovxeq 

Tcpooeoxfi te  7iavvuxq> Kai vqaxeia 

7cpocnceipevoi xekvov SoGfjvai xooxoiq 

e^eXiTiapoov xov Kupiov- xaq xmv 

SiKaicov e^fiXoov Xixag ’IoaaKeip. Kai 

’'Avvry;, xdiv 7cpoyovcov xiy; 0eop.f|xopoq- 

eicaiov at>xvdiciq xa axepva, xa Sep.via 

xoiq SdKpomv eXooov* aXXa « x l

50 Cf. Eccl. 3:3.
51 Cf. Ps. 118(119): 164.

V. [Prayers and lamentations]

As so often when God is entreated 

greatly, He gave ear to those who call <on 

Him>. and healed <them> at the right 

season,50 testing their endurance by this, 

<to see> whether they would be 

fainthearted in the face o f temptations, 

whether they would forsake <Him>, <to 

see> if they would dedicate everything to 

God, even as surely they had been doing. 

And, indeed, frequenting the divine 

churches, they praised the Lord seven 

times a day.51 And continually reading 

the divine scriptures, and devoting 

themselves to all-night prayer and fasting, 

they entreated the Lord that a child be 

given to them. They emulated the 

supplications of the righteous Anna and 

Joachim, the parents of the mother of
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fkxxxe jcpoq p e ;»  itapa Kupiou 

ejcTpcouov aXaXf|xotq icai yap 

axevaypoiq ePocov rcpcx; Kmpiov 

« ’Ejtaico'oaov rintov, o ©edq o la m p  

fijxcbv, f| eXrciq jcavxcov xcov nepaxcov 

xfjq yfjq icai xcov ev SaXaaari paicpav 

yevou xoiq Seopevoiq a in o q  apcuyoq- 

q>av0i <;\>vepi0oq xcp pouA.rp.axv 8oq 

Kapnov KOiXiaq xotq aoiq oiKexau; 

eqaixoujievoiq ae- pfj arabon kevoxw;  

oiKxpoxx; ao t Xaxpaq 

Jcpoa7ri.7txovxa<;.» TaOxa Kai xoiavxa 

Jipoq Kbpiov (pacrK ovxeq ox>k  eveA.ucov- 

« M q  ETCixapeirioctv rp iv  oi 

dvxiJtaXoi- pri eircaxxiv jcox> eaxiv o 

0 ecx; ax)xd> v  o  8e ©eoq fp.d>v ev xcp 

oupavcp Kai ev xt\ y fj icavxa oaa 

T\0e?iriaev eicoiTiaev.». Tt yoxiv jtpoq 

xaxixa o xcbv 0au|iaxcov 0 edq

God: they frequently beat their breasts, 

and bathed their beds with tears.52 And 

from the Lord they heard " Why criest thou 

to me?”Si for indeed they were crying to 

the Lord with cries o f woe and 

lamentations. "Hearken to us, O God our 

savior; the hope o fa ll the ends o f the 

earth and o f them that are on the sea fa r  

off.54 Be the defender o f  those that call 

on you. Reveal Thyself as helpmate to 

our intention. Grant a fruit o f the womb 

to Thy servants who petition Thee. Do 

not drive away empty-handed Thy 

pitiable servants who prostrate 

themselves before Thee.” They 

continually uttered these and similar 

words to the Lord, "Let not our 

adversaries rejoice against us.55 Let them

52 Cf. Ps. 6:6 .

53 Cf. Ex. 14:15.
54 Ps. 64(65):5. This quotation, and indeed the whole chapter, repeats elements from ch.

4.
55 Cf. Ps. 34(35): 19, Ps. 37(38): 16.
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Statcpaxxexat; xfiv xouxcov 8er|oiv of) 

rcapePAeye, xohq axEvaypoix; of) 

jcapetSev- aXA.’ ev p ia  xcov v d k x c o v  xfj 

Oaupaaxa KaA.fi yovaiict, xf) xo ri0cx; 

Kai xov xpoicov ovxox; icaA.fi, Kax’ ovap 

orcxavexai fj rcavapcopoq 7tap0evoq rj 

aeiTtapOevo^ Kai amoAe^ei «jtpd<; 

x a f)x a ,»  cprial, « p f i  axoyva^e, 

yuvat, priSe 8axrxepaive xfr; axeicviaq 

Xapiv xf\q criiq- of) rcoAi) xo ev peacp, 

Kai x e k v o v  0fjA.o xe^eiq, rcaaav 

afruptav ajcoStcoKetv peAA.ov e k  aoo 

jcoppcoxaxco, yovai K aA f|.» Taoxa 

oxe8ov o7cap tiktikoei icapa xfjq 

0eopf|xopo<;- Kai SiOKviaOetaa xcp 

xaoxiy; av8pi xoiabxa kox> 8taAeyexai- 

« 0 e to q  evujtvtov f|A0ev ovetpcx; Kai 

8 ia  xooxo e^riyepOriv Kai ei8ov* Kai o 

wtvoq poo f|8fx; eyeveio .»  Kai xa 

opa0evxa 8iTiyr|caxo quprcavxa.

not say 'where is their God? But our God 

has done in heaven and in earth 

whatsoever he has pleased.'"56 What then 

did the God o f wonders bring about in 

this situation? He did not overlook their 

entreaty, nor disregard their lamentations. 

But one night, the all-immaculate and 

ever-virginal Virgin was seen in a dream 

by the wondrous woman Kale, truly 

good57 in character and manner, and said 

these very words: "Do not be o f sad 

countenance about these things, O 

woman, and do not be upset on account 

o f your childlessness. In a short while 

you shall bear a female child, who will 

chase as far as possible from you all 

despondency, O good woman."58 While 

nearly awake, she heard these things from 

the Mother o f  God, and waking from her

56 Ps. 115:2-3: cf. also Ps. 78(79): 10.
57 Another pun on KaA.fi, her name, which means "good."

58 Or "O woman Kale."
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’A^eXei Kai o-o psxa jcoA.o 

c r o A . X a P o 6 o a  x e k v o v  yevva Kaxa xftv 

tMtoaxeoiv xftq aEinapGEvo-o Kopiy; Kai 

Ssopfixopoq- xobxcp xo ovopa ©oipatt;- 

XEKVOV E7CaYYe -̂̂ a<3 OMIOXEX0EV, XT1V 

psv cpbaiv 9fjX"o, xf|v 5’ apExfjv Kai 

xfiv acncTicnv izoX X tb  xcov appEveov 

appEVXKCOXEpOV.

413

sleep she said words o f this sort to her 

husband, "While I  was asleep a divine 

dream came:59 therefore I  awaked and 

beheld and my sleep was sweet to me. "60 

And she narrated all the things that she 

had seen. Indeed shortly thereafter, 

having conceived, she brought forth a 

child in fulfillment o f the promise o f the 

ever-virgin maid and Mother of God.

The name "Thomals” <was given> to her, 

a child who was bom in accord with a 

promise, who by nature was female, but 

by virtue and ascetic discipline much 

more male than men.

6.

Mexoc xauxa xoivuv oi oaiaq 

Yevvfixopeq AeoPoGev arcdpavxeq xoiq 

BoorcopEiou; Evcbicnoav pEpEOt

VI. [Thomals' Childhood]

After these events then the parents 

of the blessed <Thomai*s> departed from 

Lesbos and settled in the area of the

59 Homer, Od. 14:495, II. 2:56.
60 Jer. 38:26 [LXX] [= Jer. 31:26 in Vulgate, KJV, and Hebrew versions].
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K&Ketae 8 tfjyov ecp’ iKavov, v^oreia 

Kai Jtavvu%tp Ssfiaei JtpooKetpevoi, xq> 

Kupi.cp xaipovxeq Kaxa xov aroaxoXov, 

ev rcavxi euxaptaxovvxeq, Geapeoxcoq 

Siayovxeq. Ho^ave yobv eKeivo Kai 

xaiq apexaiq eKpaxuvexo, Geoce^eia 

jcpoaKeipevov Kai m a a iq  ayaOcbv 

iSeaiq Koap.o'upevov Kai xo 

Kpt>7cxo(j.evov KaXXoq xcp cpaivopevcp 

Kai e^coQev -uTteSelKvoe Kai xau; 

atopaxxKaiq i5toxT]cn. xag vj/vxtKaq 

evecpaive yaptxag, xau; yvcopipoii; xaq 

acpaveu;, xaiq e k x o < ;  xaq evxoq- Kai rjv 

iSeiv appoviav aptaxT|v aoapaxiKTjv, 

xfiv Tcve'opaxiKtiv KaAAovfiv 

■bjcep.tpaivo'oaav o u 5 e  yap ayEvvax; 

rcapa xcov yevvrixopcov expetpexo, aXX  

ev icaiSeia Kai aoveoei Kai vouGeoia 

jcoAAfv xpa<peiaa 8 ’ ouxco Kai

Bosporus61 where they lived there for a 

long time. They devoted themselves to 

fasting and all-night prayer, rejoicing in 

the Lord62 in accordance with <the 

teaching of> the apostle, giving thanks in 

all things, and living their lives in a way 

pleasing to God.

As <ThomaTs> grew up, she 

continued to be strengthened in the 

virtues, devoted to the worship of God, 

and adorned by all forms of goodness.

She disclosed her hidden beauty by its 

external manifestation and revealed the 

grace o f her soul by her bodily features; 

<revealing her> invisible <virtues> by the 

visible, her internal <virtues> by her 

external <beauty>. One could see in her 

a perfect bodily harmony, which

61 The strait leading from the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara. The much later evidence 
of Constantine Akropolites' Laudatio, ch.3 (AASS, Nov IV: 242F), specifies the city of 
Chalcedon.

62 Cf. Phil. 4:4.
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JtaiSroGeiaa KaXdx; Kai rcpoq TjXiiaav 

7t£cp0aicuia t t j v  nepi xa e i k o o t  Kai 

xeaaapa Exq napa t g j v  aim fe 

YEwqxoptDv av8 pi au^E-oxftnvai 

KarrivaYKd^exo, Kav rcapGEVE'UEiv 

tiQeXe p.aA.A.ov Kai acopaxiKcxq qSovaq 

ayvoEtv Kai aapKiKaq opEqetg 

KaxanatEiv, ox; t o v  eaoxfiq vaov 

KaGapov Kai appumpov xcp KaGapcb 

0ew jcapaaxf|a£i£v aXX’ eSei zavvqv  

Kai rtapGEviav xqpqaai. Kai y^H-ov 

xi(j.i\aai, xa Jtatnv E7tatvExa Kai 

OEPaapta. IlEtGapxei xoiq x o k e - u o i ,  

Jipoq Y “ M-o v  e k k X i v e i ,  axECpavcp k A A v e i

suggested her spiritual beauty of her 

soul.63 She was not raised in an ignoble 

manner by her parents, but with 

discipline, understanding, and frequent 

admonition.

After <ThomaIs> was thus reared 

and trained and reached the age of about 

twenty four years old, she was forced by 

her parents to take a husband even though 

she preferred to remain a virgin; 64 she 

wished to remain ignorant of bodily 

pleasure and to trample on fleshly desires 

so as to present herself as a pure and

63 As Kazhdan, ODB 2076, points out, this Life takes pains to emphasize ThomaTs’ 
physical as well as spiritual beauty. This stress on the saint's youthful physical beauty reflects an 
established topos in the acts of both female and male martyrs and ascetics; cf., for example, ch. 7 
in the Life of Synkletike (PG 28:1489; translated by Elizabeth A. Castelli, in Ascetic Behavior in 
Greco-Roman Antiquity, ed. Vincent L. Wimbush, [Minneapolis: 1990], 268). The idea that 
physical form is a mirror of the soul is first found in hagiography in ch. 67 of the Life of Anthony 
the Great; cf. PG 26:940 and Eng. translation by Robert T. Meyer, St. Athanasius. The Life of 
Saint Anthony (Westminster, Maryland; 1950), 77.

64 It would be unusual for a woman to remain unmarried until this age, and so perhaps 
ThomaTs had successfully resisted marriage when she was younger. A Byzantine girl reached 
maturity at about twelve years old and normally married soon after; see Angeliki E. Laiou, "The 
Role of Women in Byzantine Society," JOB 31:1 (1981): 16. Objection to marriage until 
parental pressure made it unavoidable was a frequent topos of hagiography: cf. Lynda Garland, 
"The Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women," B 58 (1988), 367.
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xfjv jcetpaXfiv, av8pi vop.ip.cp 

cv^Evyvxrtctv o 8e, Zxecpavoq xfjv 

tcXficnv, ox) xfjv icpoaipeaiv, ox) 8i8oxai 

trovepyoq Kax’ ax>xfjv aAAa paxTprriq, 

ox) ox)vepx0oq aAAa poAa 7coA.ep.ioq- 

e8ei yap 7capa7ceirnyevax xfj apexfi xtjv 

Kaidav icai ayxx0x)peiv icox) xa\)xr|v 

Kaxa xov tpapevov. ’AAA’ a> yewaioo 

vooq, co cppevoq axafhpaq, cb yvcbpTy; 

eicaivexfjq xfiq ax)xx\q Kai 7caA.1v eixexo 

fkoxfiq- ox)k  eA.r|ye 8ia 7cavxoq 

ex)xapxaxo"oaa 0em, axoA.d^ox>aa xoiq 

0eioiq vaotq, xobq icevrycaq 

7cepie7cox>aa, xov 7cA.ouxov Kevoxiaa, xa 

eax)xx\q cucoSiSoxxja Gear

undefiled temple to the pure God.65 But 

she had both to guard her virginity and to 

respect marriage** since these things are 

appreciated and revered by all.

<And so> she obeyed her parents. 

Agreeing to marriage, she bowed her 

head to the <marriage> crown67 and took 

a lawful husband. But he. who was 

Stephen68 by name, but not by <his> life

style, did not devote himself to her as 

companion but as an opponent, not as a 

helpmate but rather as an enemy. For, as 

the saying goes, "it was necessary fo r  evil 

to be fixed  next to virtue and <for her> to 

live side by side" with it somehow . 69

65 Cf. I Cor. 6:19.
66 Cf. Heb. 13:4 and 1 Cor 7:37.
67 The most distinctive rite of the Byzantine marriage ceremony was the "crowning" of 

the couple; see "Marriage Crowns," ODB 1306.
68 There is a pun here. The Greek name "Stephen" (Execpavoq) means "crown" or 

"garland."
69 Gregory of Nazianzos, Ftmebris oratio in laudem Basilii Magni Caesareae in 

Cappodocia epsicopi (=Orat. 43): 64.3, in Gregoire de Nazianze. Discours fimebres en I'honneur 
de son Jrere Cesaire et de Basile de Cisaree, ed. Fernand Boulenger (Paris: Picard, 1908), 58- 
230, "oxi icapaicemfiyacn. xaiq apexatq ai K aicxa i."  Cf. PG 36:58IB. See also ch. 15 below 
and fh. 128, below.
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« ’E(TK6 p7naev, e S c o k e  t o i < ;  j i e v t i o i .  fj 

SiKatcxruvn avrnq j i e v e i  siq t o v  aidjva 

t o o  aidjvo<;» Kai aoQiq- «XpTiaTCx; 

avf|p o oiKTEipoov Kai Kixpdjv» Taora 

rnq Aaomicnq cb&nq wtEnraXXe 

cruvEXEOTEpov t o v  voov yap 6A.OV la tg  

t c o v  Beicov ypa<pd>v jtpocf|p£t8 £v 

avayvdooECTi* Kai T am a ipaXXEiv o o k  

e X i t y e v  aXXa Kai itpdTTEiv o o k  

EKapvEv- oXov t o v  jrrjx'ov aTpccKTcp 

icpocrripeiSEV* ooa t e  JtEpi t o v  I o t o v  

Kai o aa  rcoudXiiv exei ttiv ikpavtnv, 

KaXatq ETEXvoopyei Kai t e x v t i e v t o x ;  

E^otpaivEv a i  xe^Pe? crimy; Eicoirioav 

txpaapa Kai yaoTEpEq k e v t i t g j v  e i< ; 

Kopov KaTEtpayov- xe^Pe<5 ocnopmv 

Xapiv poyooaai, xe^Pe? XlT0)V̂-cnco'0<5 

Totq yopvriTEOoocnv e^txpaivooaai- 

noSec, rcpcx; Tauq 0 £iooq vaooq

But what a noble mind she had, 

what a staunch spirit, what praiseworthy 

judgment again of her way of life! She 

did not cease to give thanks continually to 

God, to spend her free time in the divine 

churches, to take care of the poor, to pour 

out her wealth, and to give back her own 

<property> to God. She used to sing 

constantly these <verses> of the odes of 

David, "He has scattered abroad, he has 

given to the poor; his righteousness 

endures [236] fo r evermore, "70 and again 

"The good man is he that pities and  

lends.”71 For she fixed her whole mind 

on readings from the divine scriptures, 

and did not cease to chant these psalms, 

indeed she did not weary in putting into 

practice these <injunctions>. She put her

70 Ps. I l l  (112):9; cf. also 2 Cor. 9:9.

71 Ps. I l l  (112):5.
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npofrofiGx; Pa5i£ovxeq icai xfi raxwoxqj 

axaaei Ttpoapevovxeq- no&ec, eaxtbxeq 

aei euOxmytv d> nodeq Gajnva Jtpoq 

5omv icivo"U|j.£vot, 7to5eg ev itapaSeiacn 

PaSi^eiv ae i jtpoaipoupevoi- rcoSeq xcp 

ovxi paicapioi.

whole hand to the spindle.72 She worked 

skillfully and artfully to weave on the 

loom fabrics o f various colors. Her hands 

made cloth and the bellies of the poor 

consumed it.

Her hands labored for the sake of 

the poor, and wove tunics for the naked.73 

Her feet walked eagerly to the divine 

churches and kept vigil there all the night, 

her fee t stood always in an even place.1*

O feet which frequently moved towards 

<acts of> generosity, and always 

preferred to walk in paradise, O truly 

blessed feet!

72 Cf. Prov. 31:19. Laiou, "The Role of Women," 243, notes that "Within the household, 
the model occupation for a woman was spinning, weaving, and making cloth. This was seen as 
the primary and only totally accepted economic function of women. Indeed it is probably the 
most common topos applied to females, in contexts other than moral ones."

73 These two sentences suggest that ThomaTs not only made clothes for the needy, but 
may have also sold some of the cloth which she wove and distributed the profits to the poor.

74 Cf. Ps. 25 (26): 12.
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7.

’Eicei 8e AeoPoGev ajc&pavteq oi xfjq 

ootaq yevvnxopeq kcckeiGev 

pexavdaxat yeyovoxeq xoi<; 

BoajtopEtotq qjienaav pepecnv, eSei 8e 

a p a  xov apynGev xo-uxoix; cru^eo^avxa 

Gavdxcp Siaipfjaai 7caA.1v xponoiq otq 

oiSev auxoq o tcavxa xo croptpepov 

oiKovopcov, jcpoq xfiv paKaplav Afjqiv o 

xnq paKaplaq yevvnxcop ajtoSTipei*

Kai fj prixrip dwcoKEipExai pev xfjv 

xpiya, crovarcoKEipexai 8e Kai xbppnv 

P ic o x ik t iv -  xov pova%iKOv aoTid^exai 

Piov, cpotxa 7tpoq aepveiov, 7cviynpg 

xivi keAAtj evaTcoKAeixai- xatq 

apexatq 7cpoaxiGr|Oiv apexdq, 

7cpoaopiAeiv d7cdp%£xat xcp 0em, xf|v 

kAIvtiv KaG’ £Kaoxr|v Aovei xoiq 

SdKpDoav, dyp'OTtvcp 7cpoaK£txai.

VII. [Death of Thomals’ Parents]

After departing from Lesbos 

<then>, the parents o f the blessed 

<ThomaTs> moved from there and took 

up residence on the shores of the 

Bosporus. But since it was indeed 

necessary that <God>, Who arranges 

everything for the best, Who originally 

yoked them together in marriage, should 

separate them again by death in ways 

known only to Himself, the father of the 

blessed <ThomaTs> passed on to his 

blessed end.

Her mother then had her hair cut 

off 75 and cut off along with it the 

distractions of daily life. She embraced 

the monastic life and entered a convent, 76 

<there> to be enclosed in a stifling cell. 

She added virtues to her virtues; she

75 I.e., she received the monastic tonsure.
76 Presumably the Convent of Ta Mucpa Pcopaiou, since we (earn from ch. 22 that Kale 

became mother superior of this convent. See fh. 147, below, for more information.
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ttpoaeuxTU vriaxeia 5vnv8Ket 

itpoaeppevei, xov Kqjpiov enxaiaq xfjg 

Tjpepag a iv e r  obxcog eiti GepeXup 

cixeppcp tcaXov ejtixiGTicyiv opocpov- 

aaicnxiicng 7toA.ixei.ag avxeixexo 

dekoxxxa P iax T K eiv  dyYeA.iiccog zavxa  

Kai xoiauxa Spdkra vt)KTG)p Kai peQ’ 

fjpepav oi)K eA.riYev. ’AAAa t o  

G\)YotTpi°v oc7taA.coxepag ov rjXiKiag xfjg 

dig eGog paA.A.ov eoxoA.aicoi.ag rcpog 

aGrtppaxa itaiSiKa Kai xov Tx>pfkb5r| 

piov SieyvcoKog Kai auve^euYpevov 

avSpi itoxepov fipeXei xf|g apexfjg Kai 

t o o  a7Coo5aioo Kai Geapeaxoo 

KaxeppaOopei P'roo Kai 

KaxepXaKeopevcog SieKeixo; oopevoov- 

KpoGopoxepov 8e xcav eipripevcov 

aveixexo* Kai -qv opav ev xaoxq> xo

began to communicate with God; every 

<night> she bathed her bed with tears:'11 

she dedicated herself to sleepless prayer; 

she persevered in continuous fasting; and 

praised the Lord seven times in a day. 78 

In this way she put a good roof on a 

strong foundation. Since she wanted to 

live in an angelic manner, she engaged in 

ascetic conduct and did not cease to 

undertake these and these kinds of 

activities both night and day.

But <as for> her daughter, who 

was79 o f a tender age at which it was 

more customary to occupy herself with 

childish playthings,80 <who> discerned 

the tumult of life, and <who> was 

married to a man, was she unmindful o f

77 Cf. Ps. 6:6.

78 Ps. 118(119): 164.
79 Lege ov for ov.
80 This passage is puzzling since it suggests a much younger girl than the women of 

twenty-four mentioned in the previous chapter; c f fn. 64, above. Laiou, ”'H iaxopia evog 
Y d p o u ,"  £W)-Mt zuggezlz trial iris rfagiograqrter may rfava balidmalaty oriangab rim aga si 
marrisg9 )az qrovibab cfy riia original zoino3?( lo smqriasizs rim bazira lo remain a virgin.
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Kaivoxepov crove^E'oypevo'oq- yuvfj xn; 

avSpeia icai fippevojpevri rcpoq apexfiv 

aireu8 ei Kai x t j v  qrixnv auxrjv 

v)7tepeXaaai xotq wisp apexry; 

arcou8 aap.aon.v- ouxco xo v ik c c v  yoveiq 

orcep apexri<; arcooSaapaaiv 

rjycimap£voo<; ox>k ayevvsq- npdq 

obpavov aEi xag xetpaq EKXEivooacc, 

yovurcexouaa, Saxpbouaa, 

rcpocopiA.obaa 0 eco Kai xov 9 e i o v  

Sitivekco^ avarcxooaa epcoxa Kai xa xcp 

0E(p apECTKovxa Spcoaa, 

yupvryceoovxaq ev8 i8 ucncouaa, 

rcercxtoKoxag dviaxdkra Kai 

SiEyEipooaa, ouxco rcavxa kccX cov 

e k i v e i ,  rcavxa xporcov e£f|XEi, rcaoav 

EitEvoEt Eirivoiav, 81’ d>v xa SeorcoxtKa 

rcpoq xo xfiXoq ayayot 0 £arci.apaxa,

K av  K a i  KcoA.op.riv e i x e  x o v  Z xE tpavov ,

virtue, or did she neglect the zealous and 

God-pleasing life, or have a lazy 

disposition? By no means! She 

continued to hold more readily to her 

aforementioned virtues.81 And one could 

see in this situation an unusual married 

couple; for the wife was manly and 

masculine in virtue, and strove to surpass 

her own nature [i.e.. sex] by works of zeal 

<done> for virtue's sake. (For it is not 

ignoble thus to outstrip82 parents who 

have struggled with works o f zeal on 

behalf o f virtue.) <ThomaTs was> always 

stretching her hands up to heaven, 

kneeling, weeping, conversing with God, 

and kindling the divine love without 

interruption. And in doing the things 

pleasing to God — clothing the naked,83 

raising up and encouraging those who had

81 Or "she clung <to these virtues> even more readily than her aforementioned 
<parents>."

82 Lit. "to defeat."
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ov o Xoyoc, cpGaaaq avtoQev xabxq 

crove^eo^ev- c c v x e k e ix o  y a p  KaGartac; 

xotq Gaupaaxou; xfiq QcopatScx; 

0 eXfifj.a<nv f| pev yap eanevSe 

KEvdxrai xov JtXobxov xotq 7cevt|cn.v, o 

8 e avxiKEipevcuq ecppovei icaGa xig 

laxav* TtoactKxq qKOUE jtap’ a"uxf\q 

«07 taye  o m a o )  poo, laxavcr oh 

cppoveu; xa xao 0 e o O  aXXa. xa xmv 

dvGpama)v», xobxo e k e i v o  o  Kai xcp 

riExpcp xcp KopDcpaicp xchv ctTcoox6 A.cov, 

xoh ocuxTipio'o mGotx; t jy v o t |k 6 x i  

poaxfiptov, jtpoc£Jt£cpcbvT|0 £v o Zcoxfjp, 

OTtiaco zovxov fkxSi^Etv ahxdv 

SiSaoKcov aacpsaxaxa- E7iai£ croxvdx; 

xfjv yEvvaiav, Siex^exkx^ev, 

EpT)Kxf|pi^£v aXX’ f|v dpexdxpe7txoq 

dxsKEp xtq 7a)pyo<; aiSfjpeoq p-qS’ oXoac, 

KaxaoEiopEvoq pfjXE pfiv 

a 7tapaxxop£voq, xa xob ExtayyeXiov

fallen — in this way she used every 

effort,84 she sought out every method, she 

devised every purpose through which she 

might bring to fruition the teachings o f 

the Lord, even though she might be 

hindered by Stephen, to whom she was 

married, as our account has related above. 

For he opposed completely the wondrous 

intentions of ThomaTs, and while she was 

hastening to give away her wealth to the 

poor, he was opposing her like a Satan. 

How many times he heard from her. "Get 

behind me, Satan: fo r  thou savourest not 

the things that be o f God, but the things 

that be o f  men,"85 the words which the 

Savior addressed to Peter, the chief o f the 

Apostles (who did not <yet> know the 

mystery o f the salvific passion), 

instructing him most clearly to walk 

behind him.

84 Lit. "let out every reef"; cf. Leutsch-Schneidewin, Corpus 1:145.
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Kaxa vovv A.oyi£op.evr| avxvoxepov 

pf||iaxa- «M aK apio i eaxe, oxav vpac; 

ovEiSiacom Kai Stcb^oxn Kai eucaxn 

icav Kovripdv pfjpa Ka0’ vptbv 

i|/ev66p.£voi». Tiq a p a  xojpioeie 

xavxqv xfjq dydicriq xov Xpioxov; oi) 

7rop, oi> ^icpoq, oi) iciv5vvoq, oi) prjpaxa 

cpkT|va<pa Zx£(pavov tppovovvxeq xa 

(pA.Tivacpa.

<And> he [Stephen] used to strike 

frequently the noble <ThomaTs>, 

mocking greatly and sneering <at her>. 

But she remained steadfast, like an iron 

tower which is not at all shaken even 

when being savagely attacked, meditating 

constantly on the words o f  the Gospel, 

"Blessed are ye. when <men> shall revile 

you and persecute you and say all 

manner o f evil against you falsely."*6 

Who then could separate her from the 

love of Christ? Not fire, not sword, not 

peril,87 nor the foolish chatter of the 

foolish-minded Stephen.

8.

’AXXd pot xdg aKoaq avaxeivaxe Kai 

xfi) rnq ocno|4.dpxi)po<; Geicp (Sico 

rcpoaexexe- oi)5e yap xov xopov x<bv 

papxvpcov xmpioai xavxr|v o Xoyoq

VIII. [Thomals as a rival to the martyrs] 

But lift up your ears to me and 

turn your mind to the divine life of the 

blessed martyr. For our account has no 

intention o f separating her from the

86 Mt. 5:11.
87 Cf. Rom. 8:35.
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OeXet, rrjv 7cXrjyaq o v k  oXiyaq 

XaPovoav, x t j v  paaxixOeiaav acpopTixa 

5 ia  xa 8eo7tOTiKd Kai Geta 

Georciapaxa, ov rcapa xvpavvov 

KaOv{3pia0eiaav, ov KaxajceXxau; 

KoXaaGeiaav Seivcoq, o v k  eq 

dXA.ocpvX.cov naaxi%0eiaav Seivax; (f) 

yap av  fjv ovxaxri cpopTyxov), aXXa 

rcapa xov priQevxoc; cro^vyov 

xvpavviKQjq eyKEipevov Kai Geapeaxcoq 

■̂qv oXaiq xeP°t xavxTiv arcsipyovxoq- 

ox; yap xcp 0eicp 7tpoafj8peve vaqj Kai 

arcovSriv ov piKpav ei pf| Kai xt|v 

peyiaxTiv eixe Ka0’ EKacxriv xovxo 

jcoieiv, arciovcrn xavxri rcpoq Geiov 

xepevoq yv|ivf|xr|<; rcevriq ovveicvpoe 

peylaxri nevia rcEpircEipopevoq- aXX’ 

opa pot, xt SiarcpaxxExai- xo o i k e i o v  

arcapcpievvvxai apcpiov, yvpvnxEvet 

8 ia  Xpiaxdv, apeXet Kai rcaaxet 5ta

company of martyrs, since she <also> 

received many beatings. <and> was 

scourged unbearably for the sake o f the 

divine revelations o f our Lord. She was 

not wantonly outraged by a tyrant, nor 

punished terribly by catapults,88 nor 

scourged horribly by foreigners (for truly 

such would thus be bearable), but by her 

aforementioned husband who tyrannically 

oppressed her and violently89 prevented 

her from living in a God-pleasing 

manner. She used to visit the divine 

churches <constantly> and exerted not a 

little but the greatest effort to do this each 

<day>. <Once>, as she was going to a 

holy church she encountered a poor and 

naked man who was pierced with the 

greatest poverty. But look at what she did 

about it. She stripped off her own

88 Cf. 4 Macc. 8:13.
89 Lit. "with all hands."
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Xptatov- <ai rcapa xov Ixetpavov 

Sexexai xaq rcXrjydq, iva  xov 

SearcoxiKov axetpavov xvxn rcapa 

Xpiaxov. ’'Eyvcooxo xovxo xavSpi Kai 

rcXiiyaq o v k  oXtyaq t j  Oavpaaxfj 

Ocopau; vrcopevei- paaxi^ei xavxriv 

avfjp pf] rco0d>v xov Xptaxov aA.Xa xov 

Koapov cpiXcbv Kai xoiq ev Koapcp 

axoiywv, rcavxarcaaiv avepaaxoq ©v 

xov KaXov Kai avvoXax; eirceiv pp 

Seyopevoq xa xov rcvevpaxoq ax; 

\pvxiKoq xiq dvOpwrcoq, q paXXov 

eirceiv KoapiKcx; avfip aXoyoiq 

rcapopoioq Kxf|veaa- {JSeXvxxexai 

xavxrjv o (55eXvp6q Kai pfj Spcbaav 

Kaiciav KaicioxTiv Xoyi^exai* 

arcoaxpecpexai xavxiiv arcooxpo<pfi<; 

a^ioq (Bv fj 5e Kai rcaaxovaa opax; 

rcoXXfjv ei'xev evvoiav prj

garments, and went naked for the sake of 

Christ.90 indeed she suffered for the sake 

of Christ. And <as a result> she was 

beaten by Stephen so that she might 

obtain from Christ the lordly crown.91 

<for> this <act of charity> was made 

known to her husband, and 

<consequently> the wondrous ThomaTs 

endured many blows. She was flogged by 

that wretched husband of hers, a man of 

wicked thoughts, a man who did not 

desire Christ but loved the world and held 

to the things o f the world, a man who was 

altogether unloving of the Good, and, in 

short, did not receive the things of the 

Spirit92 as a spiritual person, but he was 

rather a worldly man similar to senseless 

beasts. The abominable man loathed her

90 Cf. 1 Cor. 4:11.
91 This is another pun on the name Stephen. ThomaTs receives beatings from her 

husband Stephen, and receives a "lordly crown" (Secrcoxixov axetpavov) of martyrdom from 
Christ.
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avajceicTooKevai |xt|xe |ifiv EvSauvai 

Kai Kaxappa&ugTjoai xffc e to x i v e x t V ;  

epyaaiaq, rqg xpriaxftq icpoaipeaeox;, 

aXX" Enxapioxax; ecpeps xag TtXTiya? ax; 

pdpxt^ x a ip o w a  xcp Xptcxcp Kai xdav 

ai)xd>v pei^ovax; avxeixexo- eitXrixxe 

xov avSpa miopEVTi 8 ia  Xpiaxov 

e^oXXe PaXXopivTi 8 ia  xoix; nEvrytaq- 

t̂ YoiXXev, ExaipEv « ’AYaXA.iaaExai f| 

VUXfi poo xaipouaa e7ti xm Kopico, 

e v e S d o e  y«P M-E ijiaxiov aajXTipioi) Kai 

Xixcbva £i)cppoai)vr|<;» xaq yap Ttapa 

xoo pri0Evxo<; ZiEtpavoo 7tA.riYdq a>q 

ipaxiov aajxripioi) 7t£piripitiax£xo.

and considered her most wicked even 

though she did no evil. He who was 

worthy of aversion rejected her, while 

she, although suffering, had much 

concern not to lose heart nor indeed to 

give up and neglect her praiseworthy 

works, her good intentions, but she bore 

the blows with good grace, like a martyr 

rejoicing in Christ, and clung to them to 

an <even> greater degree.93 She struck 

her husband <spiritually> when she was 

struck for the sake o f Christ. When she 

was hit for the sake of the poor, she hit 

<him> .94 She exulted and she rejoiced, 

"My soul rejoicing shall exult in the 

Lord*5 for he has clothed me in the

93 An anonymous reviewer of this translation commented that married women were not 
the only saintly personages to endure beatings patiently; similar behavior can be observed in the 
"holy fools," such as the nun who feigned madness in the Lausiac History of Palladios (The 
Lausiac History o f Palladius, ed. Cuthbert Butler, Vol I. [Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1898-1904], 98-100; and Palladius: The Lausiac History, trans. Robert T. Meyer, 
[Westminster, MD: Newman Press, 1965], ch. 34, 96-98).

94 Perhaps an allusion here to the New Testament injunction to "turn the other cheek” 
(Mt. 5:39); i.e. she struck a blow for Christ when she did not retaliate.

95 Cf. Ps. 34(35):9.
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garment o f salvation and the tunic of 

gladness." For [237] she clothed herself 

all over with the blows from the aforesaid 

Stephen as with a garment of salvation.

9.

'Oppa xt jcavxcoq o Xoyoq 

veaviebaaaGat, xov pev aoveovov 

xabxriq ZCP  PSeXvpcp x < ^ X k e i ,  x t j v  

paKapiav Se xqj paKapicp na-bXq) xtp 

0eoicf|p-oKi 7tapa0aXXoav eaxiv apa 

icai iaanoaxoXoq- Kai fjv opav xfjv 

jcaXriv Kavravda zoig TtpoppqOeTcnv 

LaorcaXfj' o v k  eo%ev oXcoq ctvctnavXav 

t o v  xov ria'DA.ov Ttaietv o x t jA .ik o \ )x o < ;  

xfjv Kaiciav xcc^kexx;, aXX' ovS1 

e k e T v c k ;  e X t i y s  Ktipoxxcov rcaXiv xo 

euayYeXiov- U7cep xouxoo JtoXA.aKtq 

Kai xov Kbpiov KaOiKExeuoe, Kav Kai

EX. [Stephen and ThomaTs compared 

with the coppersmith and the apostle 

Paul]

Our account is completely eager 

to take a bold step, comparing her 

husband to the odious coppersmith,96 and 

the blessed <Thomais> to the blessed 

Paul, the divine herald; for she is indeed 

equal to the apostles,97 and one could 

indeed see that her struggle here <was> a 

struggle equal to that o f the 

aforementioned <Paul and the 

coppersmith Alexander>. For the most 

wicked coppersmith did not stop beating

96 Alexander, an opponent of Paul, of whom virtually nothing is known; cf. 2 Tim: 4:14, 
1 Tim 1:20.

97 "Isapostolos" is a title given to a number of saints, male and female, such as Thekla 
(cf. ODB:2003-4), who emulate the apostles in some way. See Lampe, Lexikon, s.v.
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xo Kaxa c t k o t c o v  avxio ov xexeAeaxai- 

vai |if)v <ai o Exetpavoq o v k  ejcavaaxo 

x t j v  KaAfjv avvspyov, xriv ayaGfiv 

epyaxiv xfiq apexfjq xaiq acpoprixoiq 

TOteiv 7tA.Tr/aiq, aAA’ ea7iev8ev 

avappovv (pepeaGai xavxiiv, 

atpoSpoxepatq xaiq pvpaiq cpepop.8vr|v 

Tipoq xayaGov- fiaxccAAev 

dvayaixx^opevTi Gapivcoq xov k o A o v  

(Kat tcok; yap ov; ) xrnq yvojpriq ovxcoq 

ev eyovaa, eavxfjv avxiGetaa 0eco, 

Koapov pryyvvovaa Kai oAqv 6Aq> 

TtpocKoAAdooa Gear aAA’ o v k  

e^eAmapei Kaxa navAov xov Kvpiov 

pvoQfjvai xov 7ietpaaxov, aAAa 

7tpo0vpoxepov xov Geapeaxov piov Kai 

xfrq apexfjq ei%exo, KaGa xiq qvpoq etq 

ctKOvqv xov eipTipevov avSpa 

5iaK8ipevr|, 7tAr|Ydq ov Aoytp pt|xaq 

o v k  epytp (poprixaq Seyopevry aAA’ 

eoxepye xavxaq 6 ia  Xpiaxov q xov

98 Cf. 2 Cor. 12:7-8.
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Paul, but neither did he <Paul> stop 

preaching the gospel. And he entreated 

the Lord earnestly on his <Aiexander’s> 

behalf, even if his goal for him was not 

accomplished. Indeed Stephen, too, did 

not stop striking with unbearable blows 

his good helpmate, the noble worker of 

virtue, rather he strove to push her 

upstream, while she was being carried 

towards the good by stronger currents. 

She was distressed to be restrained 

frequently from her good <work> (and 

why not?). Since she had such good 

purpose, she devoted herself to God, 

broke away from the world, and attached 

her entire self to God. But she did not 

entreat the Lord, as did Paul,98 to be 

saved from her tormentor, rather she 

applied herself even more readily to the 

God-pleasing and virtuous life, lying like
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Xpiaxov Ttpo cxpGaXpcbv exooaa* ax; 

papyapoiq EKoapeixo xatg cbxeiXaiq, 

<nq XUknq rcoXampfiToi<; xotq 

xpaopaaiv, <bq %p-ucri.oiq xoiq 

papStapoiq e t c o i k i X X e x o -  K&vxsa)0£v 

Kai Ttapeaxri 0aoiX iaaa xiq dxjrcsp 

nepiPepXTmevri JieitonciXpevTi 

Kaxevavxi xoo JtavxavaKXoq- <bq 

evomoiq JtoXvxEXEai xaiq o0peaiv 

ekekoop.t|xo' Evcopat^Exo xotq 

KoXacpiapoiq, xotq Epjcaiypoiq 

£vt|8t)VExo. ’AXX’ ei%E p.£v oi>xci) xaoxa 

jtEpi xtiv Ga-upaaxfiv ©copatSa Kai 

ot>xco rcapa zov o u v e u v o o  xauxnq 

airEtpyexo xf\q xcov G e ic o v  crnKwv 

rcpoaeSpeiaq Kai (piXorcxo&xElaq 

avExaixi^Exo- rcavxdq ayaGoo xporcoo 

KCi>X\)p.T|v Eixe xov ov o Xoyoq cpGaaaq 

jcapEiKaaE xcp xaXKEr Kai xoo Aa0i5 

urcEyaXXE xfjv q)8f|v XEyoooa

a razor to the whetstone99 o f her aforesaid 

husband, receiving blows which can 

neither be expressed in words nor were 

bearable in reality. Rather she bore them 

for the sake of Christ, having Christ 

before her eyes. She adorned herself with 

wounds as with pearls, with hurts as with 

most precious stones, she was 

embellished by thrashings as with golden 

<coins>, and henceforth presented herself 

as a queen clothed and arrayed in divers 

colors100 before the Ruler of all. She was 

adorned by insults as with expensive 

earrings, her beauty was enhanced by the 

beatings. <and> she was cheered by the 

mockeries.

This then was the situation o f  the 

wondrous Thomals; thus she was 

prevented by her husband from

99 Leutsch-Schneidewin, Corpus, 1:284, 2:123, 549. The saying refers to people who 
achieve what they want.

100 Cf. Ps 44(45):9.
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«8<;£A.£^&htiv jtapapptJtxetaSai ev xaj 

otKtp xot> 08o-o pot) paXXov rj oitceiv 

pe ev cncnvcbpamv apapx<oXa»v,» oxi 

eXeoq Kai aXriGeta xaxrrnq 

rcpoercopeuexo Kai xcov icevfjxcov 

emaxpcKpf|v eicoieixo Kai 7cpoq 0eov 

"bpvcpStaq aveixexo- vai pevxoi Kai 

rcaaxowja xf\q rcpoGupiaq o u k  

eveStSoaj, clXX' eTxrpj^ave xf)v 

Kpoaipecnv Kai rjv opav koXtiv 

evxaoOa Kaivrjv* eKEivoq o o k  eXrjyev 

avaceipa^cov xfiv paKapiav xfiq 

paKapiaxfjq Kai crovf|0o-oq a w n  

rcpoaipeaecix; xe Kai Kpa^eax;- aoxt| 

paXXov £7irii)^ave x t j v  <piA.6itxtoxov 

a-oxfjq yvc*)M-t1v xe Kai SiaGeaiv 

av8pt£opevri 7tpoq xa Kpeixxco Kai 

PeXxwbxepa. 'A XX' eiti x t j v  x c o v  Kaxa 

pepoq xf|q paKapiaxnq 0<opat8oq 

Gaopaxcov Stfiynaiv xov Xoyov

attendance at the divine churches and was 

restrained in her charity to the poor. She 

had as an obstacle to all virtuous behavior 

the one whom our story earlier compared 

to the coppersmith, and <so> she sang the 

ode o f  David, saying " / would rather be 

abject in the house o f  my God than dwell 

in the tents o f sinners f XQX because mercy 

and truth went before102 her and she 

continued to take care o f the poor and to 

engage in hymnody to God. And indeed, 

<though> suffering, she did not relax her 

zeal, rather she enlarged her purpose.

And one could see a new struggle over 

this. He [Stephen] did not cease 

restraining the blessed <woman> from 

her blessed and customary purpose and 

activity, while she. on the other hand, 

increased her charitable purpose and 

disposition, showing manly courage for

101 Ps. 83(84): 10.
102 Ps. 88(89): 14.
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pExafhpdacopev icai xa xaayny; 

Oa-opacna 5itiyt|X80v cbq 8uvap.i<;.
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the superior and better <course>.

But let us move our tale on to the 

narration of the miracles of the most 

blessed Thomals, and <1 will try> to 

recount her wonders to the best o f my 

ability.

10. ’Ap%fj xdjv Oaupaxcov.

'Ercei yap Jtpoae8pet)eiv xolq 0eioiq 

crrpcotq o Xoyoq rjpdcq ave8i.8aqe 

KctKeioe Jtavxtoq xaq 7ipooe6peiaq 

Oapivaq ercoieixo, Ev0a icai 7cavvo%o<; 

upvtpSia npoq 0 e 6 v  e x e X e i x o .  xcp e v  

BXa%Epvatq 0etoxaxq> jtpocecpoixa vacp* 

8 i t j v £ k 6 ) < ;  jtepifjEi voicxcop xf)v oXtiv 

68ov cpSaq iKEXtipiooq 7tpo<; © e o v  

dvajcE|j.7tot)aa Kai xfiv icavayvov

X. [Miracles]

Beginning o f the miracles. My 

narrative has shown us that <ThomaTs> 

constantly visited the divine churches, 

and most frequently attended <services at 

churches> where all-night hymnody to 

God was being performed. She used to 

go regularly to the most divine church at 

Blachemai, 103 and would walk the whole 

way at night sending forth hymns o f

103 Blachemai, near the northern tip of the Theodosian Walls, was the site of a major 
Constantinopolitan shrine of the Virgin built by the Empress Pulcheria ca. 450. A circular 
chapel, called the "Soros," was built by Emperor Leo I (457-474) next to the Church to hold the 
robe of the Virgin Mary, which was brought from Palestine in 473. The church was burned 
down in 1070; it was rebuilt by 1077 by either Romanos IV Diogenes (1067-71) or Michael VII 
(1071-87) and then destroyed again in 1434. Next to it was a bathhouse (louma) where a spring 
flowed, which still flows in the modem church on the site. See ODB 293; Janin, EglisesCP, 161- 
71, and the end map entitled "Byzance Constantinople," ref. D2; Majeska, Russian Travelers,
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Toxnoxi |xr|xepa KaGiKEXE-oouaa. nrpoq 

t t j v  rcdvxtpov Kai xqv itavayiav aopov 

Ttapamjcxouaa, Kat xafrrnv pcxa 

SaKptxov sKXtrcapouaa icai yapiv 

aixotiaa rcayKoopiov rcapacncs-uaaai 

xov xauxqq oiov, oyiatxepov 

StaxiGsivai Kai |3pa8ovai Jtpoq 

tcaKCooiv Kai aaPPaxiapov emGeivai 

xf\q ek xcav apapxiipdxGJV xq> Koapcp 

KaKcboEcoq- ox> yap bitEp ea-oxfjq

TIVX1P0 A.EI OUXE pf|V E^EXlJtapEl XOV

Kbptov, ctkX ' \)K£p xob k o i v o u  Kai 

xf\q xoo Koapov) atoxTjpiaq i e  Kai 

drcoXuxpGXTEax;- ox> yap xo eauxfiq 

aAAa xo-u EXEpao Kaxa xov cotoaxoXov 

e o t o - o S e -  vai p e v x o i  Kai epyoiq abxoiq 

xo pt|0Ev djtESEtKvoEv cbq yap Kaxa

supplication to God and entreating his all- 

pure mother. 104 Then she would prostrate 

herself before Her all-honored and all

holy shrine. 105 entreating Her with tears 

and begging grace for the whole world. 

<that is>, to intercede with Her Son to 

postpone and delay His punishment and 

to grant a respite from the wickedness 

<that afflicts> the world because of 

<our> sins. For she did not petition and 

entreat the Lord on her own behalf, but 

for the salvation and redemption o f the 

community and the world. In the words 

of the Apostle she strove not fo r  herself 

but fo r  another, 106 and indeed she carried 

out this saying by her very deeds.

104 This might allude to the weekly procession from Blachemai to Chalkoprateia (cf. fn. 
107, below, and Laiou, ”'H ioxopia evoq yapoo," 242), but ThomaTs is described as going in the 
opposite direction, i.e., towards Blachemai.

105 "lopov." The Soros, the chapel of the Virgin's robe, was covered in silver and 
considered a "reliquary of architectural dimensions." Lay people were not allowed inside the 
Soros, but could pray, it seems, in the main church; cf. ODB 1929. A specific icon type, the 
Virgin Hagiosoritissa, was associated with this shrine, cf. ODB2\l\.

106 Cf. 1 Cor. 10:24.
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xov TOJEov £7C£OTT|<Tav xa jtavasjcxa XTjq 

TCavayvoo Kai 0Eop.f|xop<x; 

siKovicpaxa, xorcov e k e i v o v  oq ovxox; 

EYXOipiax; eitbesi ZEuyga KaA.£ia0at, 

aupvqq xiq av£0op£v avBpomx; 

oxA-ougsvoq nrco Saigovcx;- oq npo xd>v 

jto5d)v xfjq paKapiaq 

TtpoicoA.ivSo'op.Evo  ̂ooxto xpavdx; 

ave|36a, xnq apExnq S e i k v u g j v  x t j v  

8 ovap.iv, qv KEKpoppEvriv eixev Eici 

k o A .o - «"Ecoq k o x e  Kpo7cx£i<; CEaoxfiv, 

to S o o X t i  0 e o o ,  Kai o il xa epya xaoxa 

oacpdx; dvaKTipoxxEiv eOeXek; ; 

pEyaA.ovOfixco xo ovopa xoo 0 e o o  5 ta  

aoo. ©aopaaxcoaov etc £p£, Ooopatq, 

xo eX eo < ; x o o  0 e o o -  Krnpox0 f|xto 

pExavoia 5ia aou Kai aq)£aiq xtbv 

Epdav apapXTipdxcov eq bnoyoov, 8 1 ’ a  

Kai itapaxcopriaEi 0 e o o  KoXa^opai

For when <in the course o f the 

procession?> the most sacred images o f 

the all-pure mother o f God arrived at that 

place which is usually called Zeugma107 

by the locals, a man tormented by a 

demon suddenly sprang out <and> rolled 

forward before the feet o f the blessed 

<Thomais>, calling out loudly, and 

revealing the power o f the virtue which 

she had kept hidden for a long time:

"How long will you hide yourself, O 

servant of God, and be unwilling to 

proclaim these works clearly? Let God's 

name be magnified through you. Reveal 

to me as wondrous, Thomais. the mercy 

o f God. Let my repentance be proclaimed 

through you and immediate forgiveness 

for my sins, because o f which I am now

107 This passage apparently refers to the procession — the Jtavqyupu; — which, from the 
time of the Patriarch Timotheos (511-18), took place each Friday from Blachemai to the Church 
of the Chalkoprateia, near Hagia Sophia, at the other end of the city; cf. Janin, EglisesCP, 169- 
170. The Zeugma was an area, roughly halfway between Blachemai and the Chalkoprateia, just 
north of the present-day Suleymaniye Mosque; cf. Janin, CP byz., 441-442, and Janin, EglisesCP, 
map "Byzance Constantinople," ref. F5.
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xfipepov- Kai Seopai xdov od)v 

jcpoicoXtvSoupevoq ayicov ito8dov, 

cpavepoxrov aeauTtiv* Seiqov o n  

©aopacna peyaXa xepaxoupyet 8ia 

c o v  o xdov Oaopacri.aiv 0eoq- o iayopcx; 

etc epoi 8 ia  xf\q af\q 0pauo0f|xoo 

Xetpoq* o OKEvavxioq crovxpiftnxGj xcp 

7tXfi0ei xfjq 8‘ovdpecaq- rcepieaxov pe 

db8tve<; 0avaxou, k i v S - o v o i  aSoo 

eopoaav pe- sax; icoxe xfjv Bpiapeoo 

Xeipa Kax’ epot> Kivfioete xo 

8 a ip o v to v ;»  T am a  8 ia  xiy; 0ojpat8o<; 

eJtef3oaxo Kpoq Kupiov- xfjq yobv aytaq 

eiUKapqjOeicrn? npcx; eXeov Kai xaq 

Xeipaq eK7cexaadariq rcpcx; 0eov, d<p’ 

ox> n a v  SdopTipa xeXeiov Kaxaneprcexai, 

eiO’ omax; eXaioo xfr; wtepayvoo xou 

Aoyoo pTixpoq xaq xetP0^  

dvaXei\|/dcrn<; Kai xov pt]0evxa

punished by God's will. And I beg 

<you>. while rolling at your holy feet, 

make your self manifest. Show that the 

God o f wonders works great wonders 

through you. Let the <demon> who 

overpowers me be crushed by your hand. 

Let the Adversary [the Devil] be crushed 

by the might of your power. The p a n g s o f  

death encom passed m e; the dangers o f  

hell fo u n d  m e.108 How long might the 

demon move the hand o f  Briareos109 

against me?" These things he called out 

to the Lord through ThomaTs. The saint 

was then inclined to mercy and spread out 

her arms to God, from whom every  

perfect g if t110 is sent down. And after she 

rubbed her hands with oil from the utterly 

pure mother o f the Word and anointed the

108 Ps. 114(116):3.
109 A huge monster with one hundred hands, also known as Aigaion; cf. Homer, II.

1:403.
1,0 James 1:17.
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Xpicjotcrn?, f\v opav evGvq xov 

8aipovd>vxa xeXetoiq iaGsvxa Kai xov 

©eov p.£yocA.uvovxa xov Gavpacna 

psyaX a xspaxovpyovvxa, xov veKpoix; 

£ax>vvxa, xov 8aipovaq EqeXavvovxa, 

ax; Kai xovq icapaxvyovxaq iSovxaq 

xfjv xayiaxriv Geparcetav xov 

Saipovcbvxoq e k e i v o v  avSpoq xw 0e© 

xov vpvov xpavdx; avarcenrceiv, oxi Kai 

xEGavpaaxaraxi tcavxax; e v  xoiq ayioiq 

avxov Kai xo ovopa xovxov 

K T i p m x E x a i  x e  Kai pEyaXvvExai 8ia 

xdov oaitov 8ovA.cov avxov, xa avxa 

XEpaxovpyovvxtov, Qavpaxa, Saipovaq 

e k S i o j k o v x g j v ,  jtaaav  paXaiciav 

icopevrnv Kai tco8a^6vxoov xov Kvpiov.

aforementioned <demoniac>. one could 

see immediately the demoniac being 

completely cured and magnifying God, 

who works great wonders, makes the 

dead live, and drives out demons. And as 

a result those who happened to be 

present, <and> saw the swift cure of that 

demon-possessed man, sent up clearly a 

hymn to God, because He has been made 

wholly wondrous in His saints and His 

name is both proclaimed and magnified 

through his blessed servants, who work 

the same miracles, banish demons, heal 

every sickness, and glorify the Lord.

11. 0 a v p a  B'.

ripoo0£X£ov xq> Xoycp Kai exepov xftq 

paK apiaq 0avpacn.a>XEpov 

Gavpaxovpynpa. ”Ev8ov xtq xfjv 

oiKT|<nv Eixe tov  ovxax; ejnXsyopevov 

xov ’AyKOvpiov aspvsiov  xopiaq 8e

XI. [The cure of a sick man afflicted 

with paralysis and a disease o f the throat] 

Miracle 2. I should add to my 

narrative [238] another more wondrous 

miracle of the blessed <ThomaTs>. A 

certain man once lived in the monastery
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fjv- Koovaxavxivoq xouxcp ovopa- 

xobxov xpovoiq iKavoiq xa xfjq 

jtapaXxxjeoog Seapa cruveaquyyev, iv’ 

ouxox; 8i7ico, icai e0Xi|3ev ox; xov 

xpiaKovxa icai oicxd) rcapaXbovxa 

exeat v- eabaxepov 8e Kai xo xfjq 

Kuvayxty; e7tiauve(5Ti 5eivoxaxov 

vooripa Kai fjyxe xofrxov e<p’ iKavov- 

Kai upo otpGaXpdiv eGeaxo xov 

lcivSovov p ia  yobv xa>v v d k x c o v  

wtvajxxovxoq xobxot), rcpoq aoxov 

erttaxaq xtq xotauxa Sripriyoptnv rjv 

Kai "bTcoGfiKaq, aiq xPft "cwv voaripaxrov 

ajtaXXaynv ebpeaGat xaxeiav, 

ouvexiGei xe Kai crovercXeKEv, obxcoai 

cpacxKCOv « E i  GeXetq xaxiov

named after Ankourios. 1,1 He was a 

eunuch, <and> his name was Constantine. 

For many years the fetters of paralysis 

bound him, so to speak, and made him 

suffer like the man <in the Gospels> who 

was paralyzed for thirty eight years. 112 

Later the most dreadful disease o f 

quinsy113 afflicted him and for a long 

time constricted <his throat>, so that he 

kept seeing the danger <of death> before 

his eyes. One night, while he was 

sleeping, someone appeared and spoke to 

him. He added and interjected advice 

how he should find quick deliverance 

from his illnesses, saying thus: "If you 

wish to be freed quickly from your

111 The location of this Ankourios (the word means "cucumber") monastery is unclear. 
On the Asiatic side of the Bosporus was a monastery xou ’Ayyoupiou, whose origin is unknown, 
but which is mentioned in eleventh- and twelfth-century sources; cf. Janin, Eglises GC, 27-28. 
Within Constantinople there was also a metochion (a lodge in the city for a distant monastery) 
too ’Ayyoupioo, built by Constantine IX Monomachos (1042-55) for the Chian monastery of 
Nea Mone; cf. Janin, EglisesCP, 9. In his encomium of Thomais, Constantine Akropolites 
described the monastery xoo ’Ayyoopiou as "one of the monasteries of the City," (Laudatio, 
ch.7, AASS, Nov IV: 244B.) See the discussion in the introductory remarks.

112 Cf. Jn.5:5.
113 Lit. "dog-quinsy," an inflammation of the throat caused by infected tonsils.
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d 7taXA.ayf|vai xot) jtapovxoq aoi 

k i v 8 '6 v o v ,  f i q S E v  xi peXXfiaaq eig xf|v 

paKaptav QcopatSa (rcpoaGeig obxco 

icai louvopa) axeiXov xa%i) Kai xo xdov 

aylcov auxfjq x£lP“ v ajroXo-opa Xafkbv 

Xpioov e k e i v o  xo pepog xot> aajpaxoq, 

o xov k x v S v v o v  aneiXei aoi, Kai 

xaxeiav e k e i G e v  E-bpfjaeiq xrjv 

ia a iv .»  Taoxa o Gaopaaxog EKeivoq 

Kai Gsioq SiTyyfioaxo ovEipoq* 7t£i0£xai 

xooxo o da0Evd>v Kai avavrm/ag xov 

O7tvo"o xa xoO ovetpoo cropjcavxa 

SiajtpaxxExav Kai o x e X X e i  npoq xf)v 

ayiav Kai xpi-eT(*t *<*> xdov xe^P^v 

abxfjg ajtoXaupaxi xfjv ^-opjraaav t o o  

acbpaxog oXopeXeiav Kai jcapaxpripa 

xob naGoog iaxai Kai navxaxoaj t o o  

Gaupaxoq xofrxoo Kipuq ylvexai 

Siarcpbaiog- 8o^d^Ei xov jtavxcov 0 e o v ,  

peyaXovEi xov xohg aylouq abxou

present danger, send quickly without any 

delay to the blessed ThomaTs," (in this 

way he added her name), "and, taking the 

water with which she has washed114 her 

holy hands, anoint that part o f your body 

which threatens you with <mortal> 

danger and you will thereby obtain a swift 

cure." Such were the <instructions> of 

that wondrous and divine dream. The 

sick man was persuaded and awaking 

from his sleep, he carried out all the 

<instructions> from his dream. He sent 

to the holy woman, and anointed the 

whole o f his body with the washwater 

from her hands, and he was cured 

immediately of his suffering. He <then> 

loudly proclaimed this miracle 

everywhere, praising the God o f all,

<and> magnifying the One Who

i14 For the meaning of cwcoXoupa, see Sophocles, Lexicon, s.v.; and Lexikon zur 
byzcmtinischen Grazitat: besonders des 9.-12. Jahrhmderts, ed. Erich Trapp, Wolfram 
Horandner et al. (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen akademie der wissenschaften, 1994-). s.v.
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pEyaXbvavxa. magnifies His saints.

12. © aupa y'.

”Ext icai xouxo xotq eiprijj.8voiq 

TcpooacpriYTiaonai Kaivoitpeiteoxepov 

Kai 0eioxepov, 5i£y£ipov rcpoq upvov 

0 £ o o  q\)p.7ta a a v  ccko tiv  Kai Siavotav- 

T i y e v e x o  Jc o x e  Kaxa xo cicoGdq xaoxTi 

ayoXa^onari toiq 0£ioiq crqKou; Kai 

xaiq 7cavvi)%oiq npvcoSiaiq x^tP0^0!! 

TtpomEvai Kai xcp 0£icp 'OStiydjv (xrj 

vuv KaXonpevr) 'OStiyrixpia) crr|Kcp- 

£v0a Kai JiEpi jc o u  piav xcbv 

itavoEJtxcov e ik o v c o v  xfjq 0£op.fjxopo<; 

iaxaxo Kai xaq <rovr|0£i<; E-oxct? 

e j c o ie ix o - Kai 5fi Kaxa xo £0oq 

KpoaESpEDO'vxrn t(9 eiptipEvcp 0£icp 

crriKcp atp’ on jtpcoiaixEpov repoEiaiv fj

XII. [A women attacked by a demon]

Miracle 3. And still I shall add to 

the previous <miracle tales> this even 

more unusual and more divine <story> , 

<which> prompts every ear and mind to a 

hymn in praise o f God .

<Thomais>, who was accustomed 

to frequent the divine churches and 

rejoice in the all-night hymnody, went 

once to the holy church of the Hodegoi 

(which is now called the Hodegetria).115 

And here she stood near one o f the all

holy icons of the Mother of God and 

made her customary prayers. And while 

she was visiting, as was her custom, the

115 The monastery tcdv 'OSnydiv (lit. "of the guides") was located near Hagia Sophia. 
Built by the Empress Pulcheria in the fifth century, it was later famous as the location of the 
Hodegetria icon; see ODB 939; Janin, EglisesCP, 199-207; and Majeska, Russian Travelers, 
363-66; and fn. 116, below. Kazhdan (ODB 2076 and List o f Saints) argues that the name 
Hodegetria, which seems to have come into use in the eleventh or twelfth century, indicates a 
later date of composition for the vita, the parenthetical phrase could, however, be a marginal 
gloss that was later incorporated into the text.•
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itavoejcxoq xrfe mvapcopou icopriq 

eiiccbv Kaxa niv xpixT|v xfjq ef35opa5oq 

Tipepav nap a  Jtavxaiv icoSa^opevri Kai 

jipcxncuvot>|j.evT| Kaxa xo abvTieeg, 

yuvaiov xi Jtapa xivoq Saipovioo 

Kaipov iKavov ejnpea^opevov 

eiornSfiaav Kaxaictjcxei xoig icocri xfjq 

ay iaq  iaxapevriq Kai cxoXa^oucnyS "tft 

jipoaeoxfi Kai xoiaoxa ttpcx; aoxfjv 

avarpGeyyexar « ’EXeria6v pe xf|v 

SooXtiv xfjv cyf|v, a> xou 0 eoo SooXri, 

Kai |xf| eacrpq eq xoaobxov pe xo 

Saipoviov aivia^etv Kai Jtepiayetv pe 

xfiSe KaKetae KaOanep av8paico5ov* 

iKavoq o Kaipoq xfjq 0A.i\|/eooq- oofiejtoQ’ 

ripepa yevfioexai aduxeipa, aXk' r\ vuq 

xrj<; SoaGopiaq jneaei pe; Kai 

KXovfjoeiv eBeXei poi Kai eiq xo 

pexeiceixa xo Saipoviov, Kai o 

PotiGtiocov ouSeic; ; »  Tabxa Kai

aforementioned holy church, from which 

the all-holy icon o f the completely 

immaculate Virgin is carried in 

procession every Tuesday very early in 

the morning,116 revered and venerated by 

all according to custom, a certain woman, 

who had been afflicted for a long time by 

a demon, leapt out and fell down at the 

feet o f the holy woman, who was 

standing and devoting herself to prayer, 

and called out words like this to her: 

"Have mercy on me your servant, O 

servant of God, and let not this demon 

maltreat me to such an extent and lead me 

around here and there like a war-captive. 

My affliction has lasted long enough, will 

the day of salvation never come, but the 

night of despair will crush me? And will 

the demon continue to harass me in the

116 On the Virgin "Hodegetria" icon, reputed to have been painted by St. Luke, see ODB 
2172. The icon, which was honored at the site from the mid-fifth century, was used in a variety 
of processions and ceremonies at different periods. See Majeska, Russian Travelers, 364.
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Toiauxa otjk eA.rrye to  pn0ev yovaiov 

tcXao0|xt)pi^ov atpopTyca, SaKpuov 

\>7teppexpa- A.iav yap (piXoiKxov xPhU01 

yovf|- Kai rf\q yovaiKoq KA.a-u0poi<; Kai 

oSuppoiq E7ciKap.(p6eiaa taxi) npoq 

eXeov Siaviaxaxai Kai sXaico ayicp 

Xpiei xo y\)vaiov Kai 7capet)0t)q xo 

Saipoviov SpanExevei Kai atpavrov 

yivexai- Kai ©apfkmq peaxov opaxai 

cropjcav xo rcapaxoxov JiA.fj0cx; eni xfj 

a 0poa ©epajieia too  eipripevoo 

yovaiov  xi\q yap aylaq ecpfi^axo Kai 

xai)TT|v eqeA.i7idpei, dxyxe too xaoxriv 

eTiriped^ovToq pt)O0f\vai Saipovoq, o 

5f\xa Kai yeyovev.

future, and <is there> no-one to help?" 

The aforementioned woman did not cease 

to utter this sort <of lament>. wailing 

inconsolably and crying beyond all 

measure. The woman was indeed an 

object o f  great pity. And <ThomaTs> was 

quickly inclined to mercy by the wailing 

and lamenting of the woman, and <so> 

she anointed the woman with holy oil. 

And immediately the demon fled and 

disappeared, and all the crowd that 

happened to be present was seen to be full 

of amazement at the sudden cure o f the 

aforementioned woman, for she reached 

out to the holy woman and entreated her 

that she be delivered from the tormenting 

demon, which indeed had happened.

13. 0 a o p a  8 '.

TjjtevyeaOo) xoivov o Xoyoq 

a<po8poxepa xf\ pi)pq Kai eni 0axepa 

rfjq OaupacTTy; ©copatSoq 

xepaxoDpyfjpaxa. Ttpvaiov xi aaepvcoq

XIII. [Healing o f an unchaste woman 

from an issue of blood]

Miracle 4. Let my story hasten 

then, with all possible zeal, to other
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P io tjv  Kai axoXaaxaivov Ka0’ e<aaxa, 

xooxo 5-qxa Kai aipoppayotiv f|v extj 

Kai rcXeiov Kai xafrrn xrj voatp Seivdx; 

8|xaaxi^exo- aXX’ rj ay ia  yvoakra 

0eo0ev xa-bxiy; xo voarma xoiaSe Kpoq 

auxfjv atpiiyeixo- « E i  0eXei<;, yt)vai, 

xfjq Kaxexoooiy; oe xavny; voaou 

a 7taXXayfjvai, b k k o i |/ov  xo ev xaiq 

0eiaiq Kai neyaXan; eopxaiq 

crovoixna^eiv avSpaai Kai aOeapa 

rcpaxxeiv Kaxa xo cruvT|0£q- xo xq> 

PopPopa) xdov naOcov eyxaXivSetaOai 

Sico^ov 7toppa)xdxa).» Tobxtov youv 

ajtooxeoOai xoo yovaiou 

(>7toaxe0evxoq Kai xtjv aioxpoicpayiav 

pSeXu^apevou, xa> <rovf|0ei eXaicp tj 

a y ia  xfjv yuvaiKa xpiaaxsa  

XE0epajt£DK8- Kai xijv xXTptaOfj xoo 

XaXeJcoo itaQovq carnXXa^ev o xf\q 

ayiaq  Xoyoq Kai f| Jtapaivean;* Kai 

oyiriq yeyovev fi noXXa ext| voaooaa

miraculous deeds o f the wondrous 

ThomaYs.

A woman who lived wantonly and 

licentiously in every way117 suffered from 

hemorrhaging for more than six years and 

was terribly afflicted by this sickness.

But the holy woman, realizing that the 

woman’s illness <came> from God, spoke 

to her as follows. "If you. woman, desire 

to be released from this illness which 

afflicts you, abandon all intercourse with 

men during the divine and great feasts, 

and <abandon also> the prohibited 

activities you habitually perform. Cast 

away as far as possible your wallowing in 

the mud of passions." When the woman 

then agreed to abstain from these 

activities and rejected with loathing her 

filthy acts, the holy <Thomais> healed the 

woman, anointing her with the usual oil.

117 She was evidently a prostitute, as the introductory sentence of ch. 14 indicates.
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icai fiTjKETi apapxavEiv djceoxexo- 

t|kt|k6£i  Kai yap icapa xftq ayiaq to 

aXr|0<Jx; « i 8 e  uytriq ycyovaq, |j.t|keti 

ap .dpxav£.» To yap xoiq d(ppo5taioi<; 

XpaaGai Kai piyvucOai icdOeaiv 

axottov eXoyi^exo.

442

So the words and counsel of the saint 

released the long-suffering woman from 

her serious affliction. And after being 

been sick for so many years, she became 

healthy and promised to sin no longer. 

For indeed she had heard from the saint 

that which was truly <said by Christ>:

"Behold’ thou art made well! sin no 

m ore"n% For she realized that it was 

indecent to engage in sexual pleasure and 

intercourse.

14. Q a u p a  e .

Iu v E 7cp ax x £  x a u x a  K a i  x iq  e x e p a  y o v fj 

xftq a o x f jq  exopevT i j to X tx s ia q  o p o u  K a i 

S tay o o y n q , x a iq  E x a tp ia t  (ppovouca 

o u v x p o x a  K a i a u x f i, v a i  pE vxoi K a i 

S ia i tp a x x o u a a  x a  x e ip ®  * £  K a i 

i|/oXo(5Xa(Mi K a i xov p io v  dbq J tX e iax a  

K a x a a c o x E u o u a a  K a i x a  rcXeico i t a p a  

K a ip o v  a v a X o u a a  K a i  J ta v  e i  xi

XTV. [Healing o f a  prostitute from 

breast cancer]

Miracle 5. Another woman who 

followed a like career and way of life did 

the same things; and she was of the same 

mind as courtesans, indeed she performed 

both the worst and soul-destroying 

<actions>, squandering her livelihood for

1,8 Jn. 5:14.
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P8eA.updv Kai aKoopov 8tarcpaxxooaa 

Kai id) ^opPopq) xdov jcaGtov 

eYKaX.iv5o-upevTi Kai jcopviKdoq 

PaKxebouoa x e  Kai Kaaaoopeijovaa- 

auxr| xf|v Gepaiceiav xot> rcpoxepou 

yuvaiou xoiq tbaiv exoixra evauXov 

xotq jtoai XT\q ayiag jcpoamnxEi Kai 

Oeppoxepoiq xP“ x«i xoiq 5<xkpt)cti* 

jcpoaxpexei xfj eip-npevn 8o,6Xti 

Xpiaxon, xo 7id0oq bnoSEiKvuei- xo 8e 

Kapidvoq rjv nepi xov jiaaxov, Kai 

Seivmq fivooxXeixo Kai fjoxaAAE- vai 

pevxoi Kai 6A.q<; xfjq 8ia0eaeco<; 

EJioisi xo xfjq E^oixoXoyriaEooq Kai 

©eppoiq fixeixo SaKpbou; xov eXeov- 

Kai xoiauxa rcapa xf\q ©eopaiSoq 

otKooei- « E i  0eXeiq oyiriq yevea0ai, 

xffc rtapaXoyoo Kai popPopmSoix; 

ctJioaxiiOi pi^eox;, xo xafrrry; e k k o v j / o v  

na0oq Kai (ro^euxOTyci voplpco av8pi, 

Kai xed^ri xa%eiaq xfr; 0spa7ieiaq.»

the most part and spending large sums 

<of money> inappropriately. And 

performing every abominable and 

unseemly <act>, she rolled about in the 

slime of passions, engaging in frenzied 

fornication and illicit sex.119

This woman, having fresh in her 

ears the cure of the first woman, fell 

down before the feet o f the saint and shed 

warm tears. She rushed towards the 

aforementioned servant of Christ, and 

showed her affliction. For she had a 

cancer in her breast, which terribly 

troubled and distressed her. At any rate, 

she made a confession with all her soul 

and begged for mercy with warm tears. 

She then heard from Thomals <words> 

such as these, "If you wish to regain your 

health, avoid abnormal and filthy 

fornication. Cut out your passion for this

* 19 Lege K a a to p e u o u a a  for K a c a o jp e ix ra .
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T au xa  jteitouiKevai npoq rnv ay iav  

x>hegx£XO' Kai pexd koXXox> xou Seooq 

ejtaYYei^a M-£vri Koifjaai, xov Kaxa 

okojcov xabxTiq enexuxe. T ab xa  Kai 

Toiauxa xEpaxo-opYnp-axa ^ u c a  Kai 

Pico xobxcp S td /oooa rj 0e ia  xq> ovxx 

Strivuae ©copaii;, xa 5e p.exa xfiv 

xaxmv; aKoSrmtav rcpoq Kbpiov ota, 

ojq ©avp.aoxd Kai eq a ia ta .

and take a lawful husband, and you will 

quickly obtain a cure." She promised the 

saint to do these things, and vowing with 

great reverence to do them, she attained 

her goal.

These and similar miracles the 

truly divine Thomals accomplished 

during the course of her life, while those 

<that follow occurred> after her departure 

to Christ, as marvelous and extraordinary 

deeds. [239]

15.

’AXXa ptKpov o Xoyoq dvapeivdxa) Kai 

xa 7C£pi xou ovC ,vyov  xauxry;

8iqY£ta0a) Kaxa X enxov. ’EkccGtixo 

xoivuv o xai)XT]q avfjp manep xiq 

PiaaxtKoq xupavvoq emaovaYcov xo 

(j.eacxpp'uov, SqXovoxi xo entaicoviov, 

urcoSpa xe pXenoov xfiv paKapiav Kai 

KaOeipevaq Eycov auxou xaq otppuq

XV. [Abuse of Thomals by her

husband]

But let our account pause a little 

and recount in detail her husband's 

treatment o f her.

At that time, her husband was 

lying in wait, just like a violent tyrant 

with beetled brows,120 grimly regarding

120 Lit. "drawing together the space between his eyebrows."
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aypiawtov eveSeiicvoe fSXeppa Kai 

pXcxropav xfiv t o t j  Ttpoarimyo 

Kaxaaxaaiv- TjaxaXXe JtaiogevT| 

Seivdx;, scpepev atKx^opevn avriXedx;- 

xag KoXaaeiq u7tEpeve yevvalcp 

cppovfipaxi, xfjq Kaxa 0 eov rcoXixEiag 

exopevn 8itiv£kgx;- avexam^exo icapa 

xov eipT|p£vou avSpcx;* xaiq 

rcpoaeuxaig soxoXa^e Gapiveix;, xq> 

Geapeoxcp Pico rcpoaepevev ev rcam 

xoiq xov 0eob ranfipaai Kaxa xo 

eieoGcx; epeXexa S i t i v e k o k ; ,  ei Kai xo 

aXyripa xfjq paKaptaq ctvEKaivi^Exo, 

rcovnpdx; eyKEtpevov Kai oXox; xfiv 

ElpTlpEVTlV XOV xa XOUXVXa TtpaXXElV 

dicEipYovxoq- Ei yap Kai xtoXcp 

rcapoiKovoa xaxa  vrcocKa^eiv nap’ 

e k e i v o v  x o v  piov avESiSaoKEXO, aXX’ 

opGcp no8i Pripaxi^Eiv o v k  eXriye- Kai 

yap Evavxia xcp xavxTiq av8pi xa 

8pd)p£va Evopi^Exo Kai SaKavqpa

445

the blessed [Thomals] fiercely, and, with 

furrowed brows he displayed a wild- 

looking glance and the coarse nature o f 

his face. She suffered terrible beatings, 

she bore unmerciful torments, she 

endured the chastisements by virtue o f 

her noble thoughts, maintaining 

continually a conduct in accordance with 

God. <AIthough> she was restrained by 

the aforesaid husband, she continued to 

devote herself constantly to prayers, 

<and> she continued to abide in the God- 

pleasing life. She meditated constantly 

on all the works of God,121 as was her 

wont, even though the blessed woman's 

pain was renewed, since she was 

wickedly attacked <by her husband>, 

who prevented her from doing such 

<works o f mercy>. Even though she 

lived with a lame man and was taught by

121 Cf. Ps. 142(143):5.
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ekoyt^exo- icai ox; aacbxftx; Piotkra 

KaxeytvcbaKexo icai cbq xov Ptov 

avaX obaa 8ieXot8opeixo Kai 

avuPpt^exo- xo 8e paXXov, eXeoq fjv 

Kaxa xa 0eia iepa 0ecnri.ap.axa 

eK7cA.ripox)pevov eXeov, 7tepi o v  Kai o 

©edq aoxoq etptpcev- « ”EXeov 0eXco 

Kai ot) fruaiav- eav Ovpiapa poi 

itpcKpepexe, pSeXuypa p.oi eaxx .»  

Maxaiov xo xotovxov XeXoyiaxat 

aXXa Kai KaKoq o p.fi Spcbv xrjv 

Kaiciav napa KaKotq vopi^exai Kai 

Xoyt^exat Kai o adxppcov fiXiOoq nap’ 

aKoXaaxoiq eaxi Kai o avSpeioq napa 

xoiq deiX oiq  tbq Spacrix; xiq Katri^exai 

Kai aaojxia onoxona^exai fj npoq xobq 

nevrixaq 8oaiq- Kai yap 

napaneicnyaaxv xaiq apexaiq a i

him to limp.122 she never ceased to walk 

in a straight path.123 For her husband 

viewed her actions in a contrary fashion 

and reckoned them extravagant, and he 

condemned her for living in a prodigal 

fashion and he criticized and scorned her 

for squandering their livelihood. But it 

was rather charity carrying out mercy in 

accordance with the divine and holy 

scriptures, about which indeed God 

himself said: "I will have mercy and not 

sacrifice; 124 i f  you bring incense before 

me, it is an abomination to me."125

He considered such <charitable 

work> to be in vain, but the person who 

does not do evil is viewed as evil by evil 

people; the prudent126 person <is viewed>

122 Cf. Plutarch, "The Education of Children," 6, in Plutarch Moralia, trans. Frank Cole 
Babbitt, Vol. 1 (London: Heinemann, 1927), 16.

123 Lit. "with a straight foot."
124 ML 9:13, 12:17, cf. Hos. 6:6.
125 Cf. Is. 1:13.
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k c c k ic u  Kai ei<n ncoq xavxaiq 

ayxifrupov tov yap eipripevo-u avSpoq 

aypoiida av^ajvxoq Kai x t\  vavxiXta 

rcpocxexriKoxoq KaKei0ev xa rcpoq 

xpotpqv Ttopi^opevoi) Kai xfiq p.£crnq 

x^X ^ eTtanoA.ai)ovxoq, xoiovxov xi 

ODvePaivev- qviKa raxXivoaxdiv fjv 

Jtpoq xfjv eauxo'O Kaxouciav, xfiv xdov 

npoaovxoov auxco itpaypaxtDv 

avaXoxnv epevva Kai eXoyi^exo 

Xoyojcpaycov Ka0’ £KaaxT|v ojcoaa xov 

mpExepov piov avaXoucra <fjv-> 

k o o X v e iv  o v k  eXrjys xavx-qv xfy; 

KoXXaKiq EKcppaaGeicrriq pot npa^Ecoq* 

qv yap dpav ocrnpepai xauxqv 

acpGovox; ejcixopiTYovaav xoiq 7t£vqai 

Scopeaq, yupvnxEUOvxaq 

£v6i5i)CTKOvaav, paKEvSuxauvxaq 

XapjipEipovovvxaq Sfiiicvvovaav, 

optpavotq xa a ixa  7ipoavEpovoav, xoiq

as foolish by the licentious;127 the brave 

person is reviled by the craven as over

bold; and charity to the poor is 

suspiciously viewed as prodigality. For 

evil deeds are affixed to virtues and are 

very close to them. 128 For while her 

aforementioned husband lived in a 

rustic129 manner and earned their daily 

bread by going to sea, and enjoyed a 

modest standard of living, the following 

occurred: whenever he returned home, he 

made inquiry about the expenditure o f his 

assets, and calculating on a daily basis he 

reckoned up how much of their livelihood 

she was spending. And he constantly 

tried to prevent her from <carrying> out 

the <charitable> activity which I have 

frequently described <above>. For one 

could see her each day abundantly

127 Cf. Plato, Gorgias, 507c.
128 Gregory ofNazianzos, PG 36:581 B; cf. fh. 69 above.

129 I.e. "boorish.”
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ajcopoiq Jtpoq xo ^fjv avayKcrioov 

rcopouq Jtapexovoav, afSpoxepaq xaq 

Sooeiq rcoiovcav, yupvTyxEveiv 8ta  

Xpioxov E0EXouaav paXXov fi xo 

yed>8eq xouxo Kai jrqXivov e v 8 i 8 i x t k e i v  

etpoXiaov, roxvxa 7toiof>aav Kai 

jcpaxxovaav icpoq GepaJieiav Xpiaxob. 

’AXXa xa\)XT]v ovxco 8 iaKEtpEvnv 

icaieiv amivdx; o Jtapdvopoq cn^'uyoq 

o v k  e t o x v e x o ,  8a 7tav ip av  ovopa^oov 

xfiv 8ta  Xpioxov yevopevt|v 

Kapaxipav* Kai yap o v k  oXiya wisp 

avxov EKapvEv, aptpisvvvaa xovxov 

8 ia  xdiv it£vf|xojv paKEvSvxovvxa Kai 

yvpvqxevovxa, aoxeyov ovxa, 

rcEivtbvxa, 8n|ra>vxa Kai 

vocrnXeuopevov- jcavxaxil xf\q ayopaq 

Ttepifiei xa aKoxeiva ynXacpaxra, 

EpePoSupdxja, rcov rcoxs apa  sqjEvpoi 

Koixa^opevov rcEvryta, paXXov 8’ 

avxov eijteiv xov Xpioxov, cbq av

supplying gifts to the poor: clothing the 

naked and giving those in rags splendid 

clothes; distributing food to orphans; and 

furnishing the necessities o f life to the 

destitute. Making her gifts more 

splendid, she wanted to go naked for 

Christ's sake rather than to clothe this 

burdensome appendage of earth and 

d ay; i30 <she wanted instead> to perform 

and act everything for the service of 

Christ. But her lawless husband did not 

stop his cruel beating of this woman who 

was so disposed, calling extravagant this 

woman who labored hard for the sake of 

Christ. For indeed she exerted a great 

effort on His [Christ's] behalf: through 

her work for the poor she clothed Him 

when he was clad in rags and going 

naked; when He was homeless, hungry, 

thirsty and in need of medical

130 I.e. her body; cf. Lampe, Lexikon, s.v. wpoyiciov.
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airedv Saveloy xo ckpXrma. attention.131 She used to go all-round the

marketplace, searching the shadows, 

groping around in the darkness, in case 

she might find on occasion a  poor man 

(or better to call him "Christ") sleeping 

outside, that she might lend him the 

money <to pay his debts>.

16.

Tooxo 8e Jt&vxcoq Kaxa xov a\yea)8fi 

xou Kupioo Xoyov eKaxovxanXaaiov 

eXapPavev evxauOoi, e k e i c e  8e Kai 

ia.opio7iXdcn.ov, npoq 8e Kai paaiXeiav 

odpavoav xo peytoxov xe Kai 

xsXecbxaxov, T tp o q  t ] v  e o t c e o S e v  oXco xq> 

jx o G co , jcpoq qv avexeivev oXov xov 

vodv, -qv E7t£7c60£i Kai xa%taxa 

ea7cod8a^e xadxT]v KaxaA.a(3etv, 81’ r]v 

epaaxi^exo, nXriydq on cpoprycaq 

OTteSeyexo Kai cbxeiXaq Ttepiecpepev-

XVI. [Thomals dies]

Here <in this world> she was 

repaid this <deb£> a hundred fold, 

according to the true word o f the Lord.132 

and in the world to come <she will 

receive> a ten thousand-fold <reward>, 

and in addition the kingdom o f Heaven, 

the greatest and most perfect <reward>, 

towards which she was hastening with all 

fervor, towards which she lifted up her 

whole mind, which she yearned after and 

strove with all haste to attain, for the sake

131 Cf. Mt. 25:35-40.
132 Cf. Mt. 19:29.
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£0TTY£ xdv KoA.aoxfjv eiq auxf|v, 

«x\>7txe» (paaKODoa « p £ x ’ ou 710X0  

cpGapiioopevov adjpa Kai eiq yriv, ec, rjq 

auveorn, itaXtv avaX oaai |isXXov.» 

"Apa 8 e  Kai jcporprixtKoiq expaxo xoiq 

pfipacn, xov auxfjq Ttpocrripaivouai 

Gavaxov- oaov oo7cco yap ti8t| jcpoq 

Kupiov epeXXev ekStipeiv f) Gaupaaxn 

Qojpatq, f| t o v  auxf|<; {Jiov xoi<; 

Geapeaxoic; epyoiq Koopficaaa, rj 

Xoyou; euayyeXiKoiq oxriptqaoa 

eauxf|v, rj xoiq jrvEupaxiKoiq 

X apicpaai xov evxoq KaXXuvaaa 

avGpcoitov, fi xov Xpioxov j io X X c c k k ;  

eixppctvaoa, rj rriv 0£topiav xfj jcpa^Ei 

Jtavaocpcoq aoyKEpacraaa x e  Kai 

plqacra, f| xov  rcapovxoq |Sioo 

Kaxa9povf(oaoa, rj Koopov 

7ipoKpivaoa xcbv apexobv xov 8 e  peuxov 

xooxovi Koopov p iafjaaaa , rj xov

of which she had been beaten, endured 

unbearable blows and carried wounds.

She used to provoke her 

tormentor, saying "Strike <this> body 

which will soon perish and return again133 

to the earth from which it came." And at 

the same time she expressed prophetic 

words which foretold her death, for the 

wondrous Thomals was already all but at 

the point of departing to the Lord. She 

had adorned her life by God-pleasing 

works; she had found her support in the 

words o f the gospel; she had adorned her 

inner person with spiritual graces; she had 

delighted in the Lord frequently; she had 

very wisely blended and mixed 

contemplation with activity; she had 

scorned the present life, she had preferred 

the ornament o f virtues and despised the 

flux of this world134 here; she had been

133 Lit. "be corrupted and dissolve again into."

134 There is a pun here on the two meanings of xoopoq, "ornament," and "world."
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eaurfiq avSpa Koapotppovovvxa 

{35eXoqapevT| xcp 8s Xpiaxco 

vuptpeoSeiaa ax; vopcpTi KcxXXtorn 

tcaXXi7tdp0evo<; k o c j x o v  f iY T io a p e v T j  

paXXov xtbv apexatv ri xtbv e k  crnpiKav 

apqncov xov paxaiov. Ouxco xoivov xftq 

dyiaq eq>’ ixavov Kaipov aviapotq oxi 

KoXXolq cru^tiadary;* Kai yap 

xptaKaiSeKaxov tiSti xpovov xaq 

atpoSpaq eKeivaq aiidaq, xag 

o5t)vripd<; axsiXaq, xa<; ap.expo'oq 

eaxeye apaSiyyai;, xa? nXvcfOjc,, xo 

paKapiov ajieiXfupei xeXoq Kai rcpcx; 

x t ) v  ayfipa Kai c c x e X e u x t i x o v  pexeaxii 

^arnv, xov abpjtavxa xpovov xfjq 

wxpoooTiS {̂ofjq xpiaKovxa Kai OKxa 

Siavxxraora, 7tpdyrr|v ayovxoq xoxe xob 

’Iavvouapiou privoq, fivtKa Ttpoq

loathed by her worldly husband but she 

was given in marriage to Christ as a most 

beautiful bride and fair virgin who 

preferred the adornment of virtues to the 

vanity of silken clothes.

Thus after the saint had endured135 

her many afflictions for a considerable 

time (for she had already bome for 

thirteen years that violent abuse, painful 

wounds, <those> immoderate bruises, 

<and> blows), she received her blessed 

end and was transported to the ageless 

life without end, having lived in all thirty- 

eight years of the present life, <it being> 

the first of January, when she departed to 

the Lord.

While still living she had 

commanded those she lived with136 not to

135 Lit. "lived together with.”
136 The text is vague on many points of Thomals’ life. The identity of "those she lived 

with” (in the masculine plural) is unclear. No other family than her parents, by this time dead, or 
her husband are mentioned in the Life. Probably it is a generic reference to members of her 
household. There are, however, textual indications that Thomals had some sort of relationship 
with the nuns of the convent — Ta Mucpa Pojpaiou — where her mother had entered and become
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Kvptov e^e8fi|irioe- £cbaa 8e exi 

napeYYtJaxai xoTq avvovatv arm ] pfi 

0eXf|cai 0eivat xafrrnv evxoq xov 

08101) o t i k o v ,  aXX' e^coOev rcepi xa 

TtpoavXia, axpiq av  avxoq o 

rcavotKxippcov ©eoq e0eXf|CT] 

xepaxovpYftoat 8t a  xftq avxov xapixoq 

icai Set^ai, xov a p a  xpeo>v Keiaflat 

avxf|v. Kai xavxa pev eKeivTj 

Kpoe0ea7u^e XeYovaa, eavxfiv 

xaxetvovaa, paAAov 8e xotq aKOuatv 

vnoYpappov Kai xvttov 

xaxeivocppocruvTiq vrcoSeucvvouaa- Kai 

fjv opav 7ipO(pr(xiKf|v xiva xaptv Kai 

xajceivotppocruvTiv evQeoopovpevctq 

apcpo) Kai voovpeva<; xoiq xf\q 

paKapiaq xoioia8e pfjpaoiv- erpaoKE 

Yap ovxooaiv « vEjtav e k  x o v  

Ttapovxoq aicnvoix; e^eX0t] xo rcvevpa

place her inside the holy church,137 but 

outside in the forecourts until the all- 

compassionate God might desire to work 

miracles through his grace and to show 

where she should be laid. She foretold 

these <events> while speaking, humbling 

herself or rather displaying to her 

listeners138 an example and model o f 

humility. And one could see a certain 

prophetic gift and humility both observed 

and understood in these words o f the 

blessed one. For she spoke as follows: 

"When my spirit departs from its present 

dwelling, I command all of you not to 

desire to bury this earthly body inside the 

divine church, but in the forecourt," as 

has <already> been said "until divine 

providence should work miracles about

abbess and where Thomals was buried. This relationship is not explicitly discussed in the text, 
but ch. 22 below implies some familiarity between ThomaTs and these nuns.

137 I.e., the church of the convent of Ta Mixpa Pcopaiov. This was the convent where 
ThomaTs' mother Kale was superior; cf. ch. 22 and fh. 147 below.

138 Lege aKovoixJiv for aKouctv.
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Hou, raxpeyyotopat Jtacsiv upiv jxri 

0eA.r|cai KaxaGeivai t o  yediSeq t o v t o  

acopaxiov t o v  G e i o v  vaov e v S o G e v ,  

aXX’ ev xotq rcpoavXioiq, ox; eiprycai, 

aypiq av f| Geta jtpovoia Jtepi epe 

TepaTO'opyncrn 0a v p a c n a .»  Tovxo 5e 

Kai yeyovE- Kai xeaoapdKovra fjpepai 

xov apiGpov t | 8 t \  SieXiiXoGaoi pexa 

t t j v  xavTT|q EKStjpiav rcpoq Kvpiov, Kai 

Gavpaxorcouai itkeiGTCti yEyovaoi, tov 

Geiov xavTTiq Xenpavov xaq iaaetq 

irapexopevov xoiq itpoatovai t o v t c d  

paSicoq Kai Gavpaxa xeXovvxoq 

eqaiaia- Kai a  pev XjLoaa t e t e X e k e v  o 

Xoyoq (pGaaaq tiSti jtpoeipTpce, xa 8e 

pexa Gavaxov xavTT|q ojcoia, (bq xaiva  

Kai Gavpaxoq a^ia.

me."

And this is what happened: by the 

time forty days had passed after her 

departure to the Lord, many miracles had 

occurred, since her holy remains provided 

cures readily to those coming to them, 

and wrought extraordinary wonders. Our 

account has already spoken of those 

miracles she accomplished while alive, 

and <1 will now describe> those after her 

death as new and wondrous.

17. 0 a v p a  q'.

’Avfip xiq e k  xftq xdov NiKopT|5eo)v 

yriupaq oppcbpevoq Kai x>ko 8aipovtov 

aq>o5pov eXavvopevoq xf| rriq aylaq

XVII. [Cure of a demoniac from 

Nikomedia]

Miracle 6. A certain man, who 

was originally from the land of the
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cropcp icpootpe%ei pexa Sefjoecov- 

jcaKeiae Jiapapevei xpovov (3paxbv 

Kai napaKXfiGBiq JEEJtoiqKcaq, ox; xoo 

e v o % A .o u v x o < ;  atrap Satpovkn) 

aJtaA.XaYEi.ri xaxeoaq xqv iacnv etipaxo- 

a i  youv xcp aepveicp jcpoop.Evoucrai 

yovaiKeq OEpvai xov povaxiKov 

pExiooaai piov xo 7tapa5oqov iSouoai 

xou Gaupaxoq Kai xov  prmaxoq 

avapvnaGEtaai xrjq pctKapiaq Kai xf|v 

jcpoppT|cnv xadxTiq G aupaoaoai pexa 

xr\g JipooT|KO'6oT|<5 xxpi\q xcp Gsicp arpcm 

xo x t\< ; ayiaq XEtiyavov Ep{3iPa£oooi 

Kai xeXoq SiSoatn xqj xamriq 

7iapaYYEXp.axi.

Nikomedians,139 was being attacked by a 

violent demon, [240] and ran to the coffin 

o f the saint with supplications <for aid>. 

After remaining there a short time <only> 

and making entreaties to be freed from 

the demon that tormented him, he quickly 

obtained a cure. When the holy nuns who 

resided at the convent saw the wondrous 

miracle and recalled the words of the 

blessed <Thomais>,140 they marveled at 

her foresight and placed the remains of 

the saint in the divine church with 

befitting honor, thus carrying out her 

instructions.141

18. <0at>pa £'> .

Ou koX v xo e v  peaq), Kai t ig  yuvfj 

oEpvov pExiouoa P'tov Kai oXtjv

XVIII. [Cure o f a nun who was possessed 

by a demon]

Miracle 7. Not long after

139 Nikomedia was a city of Bithynia, in northwestern Asia Minor.
140 I.e., that they wait to bury her in the church until such a time as God gave indications 

of her sanctity through posthumous miracles.
141 Her relics were still in the church of Ta Mixpa Ptopaiou in the Palaiologan period, 

when they were venerated by Russian pilgrims; cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, 321-25.
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eavxfiv 0eq> avaGeiaa icai Geapeaxoiq 

epyoiq oxoA.d£ovaa icai xfiv povaSncfiv 

EKXe^anevrq Siaycoyfiv tfjv paAAov icai 

0eov KaGTjSvvovoav, 6>q ficrbyax; 

fhovaav Kai 0eqj mpoaXa/.o'Doav Kai 

Totg e k e i v o v  0£a7tia(xacn 

jrpooEHpevovaav, rcapa 5aip.ovi.ou 

Seivdiq fivcoxXeixo xov xcp fipexepcp 

yevei fJacxaivovxcx; Kai op.pa xouxcp 

apxfjOev emPeP^TiKoxoq emcpGovov 

avcoOev xe Kai pTi0eiar| yuvauci 

icapeiatppiiaav xavxqv Gavaxmaai 

KaKmq ejte|3ovX£vev, ax; xfjv fpdiv 

;cpopf|Xopa 0avdxcp itpoxepov 

KaOvJtePaXev- auxr| xoivov xcp xfjq 

ay iaq  xacpco Geppoxspoiq Ttpoatovoa 

xoiq SctKpvcnv e k X o i e v ,  fivxi|36A.ei Kai 

8 ia xavxrjq e^eA.utdpei xov Kuptov 

pvaGfjvai xov 0A.i|3ovxo<;- xov yap 

5atp.ovi.ou xavxriv arcapaxxovxcx;, 

qvtaxo Kai qox^X.EV oiKxpaq xe rjcpiei

<occurred the miraculous cure of> a 

woman, who led a pious life, dedicating 

herself completely to God, and spending 

her time in God-pleasing works. She had 

chosen the monastic way o f life, which 

gives special pleasure to God, as <a way 

of> living quietly, conversing with God, 

and abiding by His teachings. She began 

to be terribly tormented by the demon 

who envies our race,142 and who cast an 

evil eye on it from the beginning and has 

inflicted harm on us from <the time of 

our> forefathers. He had insinuated 

himself into the aforementioned woman 

and was wickedly contriving to kill her, 

just as he previously subjected our 

foremother [i.e., Eve] to death. She 

therefore went to the tomb o f the saint 

and wept with warmest tears. She made 

supplication and earnestly entreated the

142 "revet" here probably means the "human race" or "kind." It would be an interesting 
comment on the authorship of the Life if it meant "sex," one of the meanings of the word in ch. I.
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cpcovaq e7tiKap7cxoixjaq Ttpoq ekeov- 

« ’EXeiia6v pe, 8ovA.il xo-6 ©ecru, Kai 

xou icapovxoq a 7caA.A.aqov 8a ip o v o q .»  

Kai xfiv KecpaA.f|v a tm fe  xq> xcccpcp 

jtpoaapaxxouaa xov cruvfiGri eXeov 

etipaxo Kai xf\q Saipovncqq ETnpeiaq 

a7rnA.A.dyn ^ai 8ioxA.fioecoq.

Lord that through her [Thomals] she be 

delivered from the tormentor, for she was 

being tom apart by the demon and was 

grievously distressed, emitting piteous 

cries which moved one to compassion, 

<saying> "Have mercy on me, servant of 

God, and set me free from the present 

demon." And dashing her head against 

the tomb, she found the customary mercy 

and was set free from the abuse and

torment of the demon.

19. © aupa <r\ >.

npoaxi&ncn xoiq eipTipevoiq o A.6yoq 

Kai exepov QaupaxovpyTipa xcov jcpdniv 

ou8ev fycxov ei pfi Kai pei^ov xcp 

peyeSet xe Kai xcp d^nbpaxi. ’Avpp xiq 

eK xf\a5e xf\q peyaA.07coA.ecoq ejppTyto, 

x t j v  KXf\atv Euxuyiavoq, eyytoxa 7cox> 

xou xfjq ’O^eiaq Geiou vaov KaxoiKcbv, 

ev cp x ipaxai rcdvxcoq o xcbv oupavicov 

xa^iapynq Svvapecov 7cA.ouxcp Kopcov 

Kai a^icopaxcov oyKcp PpiGcov Kai

XIX [Healing o f a man with palsy]

Miracle 8. Our account adds still 

another miracle to those already reported, 

one by no means inferior to the previous 

ones, in fact even greater in its magnitude 

and worth.

<There was> a man from this 

great city [i.e. Constantinople] by the 

name o f Eutychianos. He lived 

somewhere near the divine Church of the
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aElivovopEvoq, yevei A.apnp<p 

icuSaivonevoq, Jtspurucxoq ajtaoi 

yvtopi^opEvoq- ovxoq  ot>v yoTi<n Tim 

Kai E7caoi§ot<; avSpaat KaxEyof|X£t>xo 

8aip.ovcov auvEpyta icai rrj icpoq xa 

Xeipco Jtavxtaq po7cfj icai obxoo Jtapsxoq 

yeyovEv- qaxaXAE toivuv 8ia  x a w a  

icai £7toxvtaxo icai xdv aicavxa fitov 

xoiq ’AcicA.T]jn.d8a i<5 fcaxnvdXo'o, xf\q 

acopaxiicfjc; byiEiaq xdxeiv 

tpEtponEvoq- icav xaoxriq x e h e v e i  

jcpoaxpEXEi icai oX.ov eatixov 

ETCippiJtXEi xfi 0at)(j.aaxf\ ©oopatSi Kai 

xoiaa8E cpcavaq fj<pi£i Kai eX -ey ev - 

« ’E7ricrr|q xoiq X.oircoi<; 

Ejn.KaX.o'opEvoig o e  Kai e jc’ e ^ e  xa 

e X e t i  gov EKxee, e v 8 e i ^ o v  x t jv  GEpprjv 

go v  fk>ri8£tav, X-uxpoxrai p£ xx\q 

aq>o8poxaxnq xa-oxry; avayicnq, qv o

Oxeia. in which is highly honored the 

commander of the heavenly hosts.143 He 

[Eutychianos] prided himself on his 

wealth, was laden with and exulted in a 

mass of titles, gloried in a brilliant 

lineage, and was widely known to all.

This man then was bewitched by some 

sorcerers and wizards with the 

assistance144 of demons and by sinking to 

the worst behavior he thus became 

palsied. Therefore he was distressed and 

lamented loudly and spent his entire 

livelihood on physicians, since he 

yearned to have bodily health. Then he 

ran to her shrine and threw his entire self 

on <the tomb> of the wondrous Thomais 

and uttered cries such as this, saying, 

"Pour forth your mercy equally on me and 

on the others who call upon you, show

143 The Church of St. Michael the Archangel was situated near the church of St 
Loukilianos in the Oxeia district, on the slope between the bazaar and the Golden Horn; cf. Janin, 
EglisesCP, 343-44 and map "Byzance Constantinople," ref. F5., and Janin, CP byz, 400-1.

144 Lege cruvepyujc for <ruvepyia.
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xaXaq 7C£plK£ipav 8ei^ov xf|v rcoAAfiv 

aou auprcaBetav siq epe xdv ava^iov 

Sovikov aox> xov pexa rcoXXftq 

Kaxacpoyovxa cot Jtioxeo)q» Kai 

ooxooq a'uxoO euxopevou Kai 

0pT|voovxoq ajtapapuGiyta, ri p a ro p ia  

xfiv iam v Ef3pd0euae, xtjq voaao 

pxKjapevri xov avSpa xov roxpexov- Kai 

okntep xfjv k X iv t |v  rjpe rcpiv o 

napaXoxoq xftq paxpaq EKeivnq voaou 

x t jv  Xuaiv eupdiv, obxoo Kai 8ia  xafrrriq 

o ptjGeiq id0ri Kai TjXXexo- Kai o 

jcpd)T|v paStaai oXcoq pri Sovapevoq 

xax"b e k  xoTto'U eiq xoirov pexaPaiveiv 

dupaxo Kai euSpopcoq Ktvobpevoq.

forth your fervent succor, deliver me from 

this most excessive bodily suffering with 

which I am wretchedly afflicted. Show 

your great compassion to me your 

unworthy servant, who has sought refuge 

with you with much faith." And. after he 

made this prayer and his inconsolable 

lament, the blessed <ThomaIs> awarded 

him a cure, delivering the palsied man 

from his disease. And just as the 

paralytic of old, finding release from his 

lengthy affliction took up his bed, 145 so 

also through her the aforementioned man 

was cured and leaped about, and he who 

previously was completely unable to walk 

was seen to pass swiftly from place to 

place with rapid movement.

20. © aupa 0'.

’AXXa pexaf$r|xa) Xoutov o Xoyoq Kai

XX. [The cure o f an epileptic] 

Miracle 9. But now let our

145 Mt. 9:6.
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eiq exepov ©sioxspov xEpaxovpynpct 

icai SeiKvoexea xob 0eob xa 0avpa<na 

Kai pEyaXvvExco xqv xovxov 8o^av, dbq 

Xpf|- ’Avfip xiq erciXrutfiaq naOsi 

cruveixexo Kai o Ttovq cruv xfj xeipi 

anpaKXoq rjv- Kai xo ita0oq q tpvaxq 

eixev aviaxov- f| 8e cprin'n itavxaxfi 

8u o v a a  xayvxaxtp Kxepco Kai eiq xa 

xov pTiBevxoq ana. 8ia  xayovq 

TceqjoixriKe Kai rcpoq xov xfjq ay iaq  

o i k o v  eiXke xov avSpa pq8E (Jpaxv xi 

psXXricjavxa- Kai xf\q iaascoq xExsvxwq 

e7caXtvoaxei ttpoq xa oixeia avoaoq, 

vytfjq Kai xov tipoXexOevxoq rcaGovq 

sXevGepoq, xov 0eov peyaXvvcov Kai 

xfj a y ta  cbq Xaprcpaq xaq %agxxaq 

avopoXoyaiv.

account pass on to another still more 

divine miracle; let it demonstrate the 

wonders of God and magnify His glory as 

is fitting. There was a man who was 

afflicted with epilepsy. His foot along 

with his hand was useless, and there was 

no natural cure for the malady. But the 

report <of the saint's miracles>, which 

spread very quickly in every direction, 

soon reached the ears o f the above- 

mentioned man and drew him. without a 

moment's hesitation, to the saint’s 

dwelling place. Once he had been cured, 

he returned to his home healthy, without 

sickness, free from the above- mentioned 

illness, exalting God and acknowledging 

the glorious grace of the saint.

21 . 0 a v p a  x.

"Exspoq 8e xiq avfjp xfiv dXiEvxiKTjv 

pexxcbv rcpoq aypav £jn.pe0Xr|K£t Kaxa 

xo £0oq xa SiKXva Kai owtoXXvcn 

xavxa coco xpiicvpiaq Kai £aXqq

XXI. [ThomaTs assists a fisherman] 

Miracle 10. Another man, who 

was a fisherman, had cast his nets as was 

his wont, but lost them when they were
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XaXe7rfj<; SiaCTKoptnoOevxa- icai f| 

Ciipia xob avOpdntoo 5i7tXf\, o\> xrjq xdiv 

i%0x)o)v povov aypag aicoru%6vxi aXXa 

Kai xcov xfjq e7tiaxTpriq opyavcov ax; 

eipqxai xeXeiav 7C£Jtov0oxi d 7td)Xetav 

xi ouv; Seexai Kai o-uxcx; xfjq 

paKapiag, SaKpuai Kai o5uppot<; xa 

xf\q iKexipiaq aovavairipvnCTv Kai oi> 

8 tf|papxe xfjg evxE-u^ecoq- em oxaaa 

yap fj p ax ap ia  xq> aXtei xov x o t c o v  

SriXo7coiei, Ka0’ ov fjaav xa SiKXua 

KEipeva ixOocov rcXeiaxaiv Kai 

peydXoov avapeaxa- "E|35opov 8e 

eyxcopiax; o xorcoq divopaaxo- ox> 5fi 

Kai yeyovax;, ax; KEXpripaxiaxo reapa 

x t |<5 oataq, Evxoyxdvei xoiq S i k x u o k ;  

7coXXfj<; Kai SayiXobq 7t£itXipaip£voi<; 

xfjq aypa<;* Kai p£0’ oxi jiXeIoxtis xfjq 

fiSovqq Kai EuOupiaq ETtdvEicnv. ’AXX’ 

EXEO0O) Kai xwv E f̂jq o Xoyoq.

scattered by a  huge wave and violent 

storm. The man’s loss was twofold, since 

he not only missed out on the haul o f fish 

but also lost completely the tools o f his 

trade, as one says. What then <could he 

do>? He begged help from the blessed 

<Thomais>, mixing his supplications 

with tears and wailing. Nor did he fail to 

obtain his request. For the blessed one 

appeared to the fisherman and revealed 

where the nets were lying full of many 

enormous fish. The place was called 

locally Hebdomon.146 When he went to 

the place, he found the nets filled with a 

very plentiful catch as had been predicted 

by the blessed <ThomaTs>. And he 

returned <home> with much pleasure and 

good cheer. But let my account continue 

with subsequent <miracles>.

146 Hebdomon was a suburb of Constantinople, south of the city on the Sea of Marmara; 
cf. ODB 1077.
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22. 0aupa [ax'].

Movtj xk; ev xfj iieyaXoKoXei xf\6e 

icaGtSpmai. ev fi xipaxai to  rf\q 

jcavaptbpou KopTjq icai Qeopfixopot; 

ovopa icai Statpepovxax; KuSaivexai 

(ejciiceKXriTai 5e xa Mixpa 'Pcopatou 

itapa xou; eyKtopia^oucnv) eyyiaxa 

7tot> xoo vaou xou Gaupaxo-opyo-u 

Mcdkiou 6iaK8ipevn, evGa icai xo xf|q 

ay iaq  evaeaopiaoxai Xeiyavov- fjq 

xfjv fiyoxipeveiav rj Kaxa aapKa pfixTjp 

xr\q paicapiaq Kai Gaopaoxfiq 

©topatSoq e v e x e i p i o G r ) .  I o v e (5t |  yoijv 

7toxe piPA.iov ct7toX.eaai xaq eKei 

pova^ovaq- oo pf| e'upicncopevo'u, ev

XXn. [Miraculous recovery of a lost 

book]

Miracle 11. <There was> a 

monastery established in this great city 

[i.e., Constantinople], in which was 

honored and especially glorified the name 

of the all-blameless maiden and Mother 

of God (it was called <the Convent of>

Ta Mikra Romaiou147 by those who 

praised it). It was located very near the 

Church of the wonder-working 

Mokios.148 The remains o f the saint were 

entombed there, and the earthly mother 

[i.e. Kale] of the blessed and wondrous

147 Convent of Ta M ucpa Pcopaiou; The Life of ThomaTs is one of the principal sources 
of information on this convent. Its exact location is unknown, but since it was near St. Mokios it 
must have been in the southwestern part of the city; cf. Janin, EglisesCP, 197. By coincidence, 
at an earlier period Elisabeth the Thaumaturge lived in the same convent, which was then 
dedicated to St. George and called Mikrolophos, or "Little Hill"; see notes in the Life of St. 
Elisabeth, in HWB, 120. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries Russian pilgrims report visiting 
a "Monastery of the Holy Mother of God" and kissing St. ThomaTs. Her relics were confused by 
them with those of the sixth-century St. ThomaTs of Alexandria. Prayer at the tomb was held to 
"cool carnal passion"; cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, 323-25.

148 St. Mokios was martyred under Diocletian. His church was traditionally said to have 
been built by Constantine on top of a temple to Zeus. It was rebuilt by either Pulcheria and 
Marcian or by Justinian I, and restored in the ninth century by Basil I. It was located somewhere 
between the walls of Constantine and the Theodosian Walls, perhaps west of the Cistern of St. 
Mokios. See Janin, EglisesCP, 367-71 and map "Byzance Constantinople," ref. C6.
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jtaoT] aGupia 8 i e x e A . o v v  avxai 

roYxavoDoai* T^oxaXXov, fjvidjvxo 

Seivwq- aXX’ o u k  ea  xavxaq r |  

cropjta0£crxaxii Kai (piXoiKXoq ©copatq 

em JtoXu aGvpia KaxEyEaGai, aXX' 

Ejciaxaca vuKXcop EiprpcE rcpcx; auxaq- 

« Z fjv  pe ytvcbcncEXE aA.q0dx;, a5eA.(pai, 

ei Kai xa itpoq upaq XEGvqKa* q 8e 

pifiXoq 87d xov spov KaxctKEixax xacpov 

crovxTipoajpEvn p o i .»  AvxtKa yovv 

npoaspxovxai xf] aeP aapia  aopco, 

E'bpioKO'oatv e v  aatpaXEt KEipsvov xo 

PiPXiov Kaxa xfjv xfjq ayiaq ixpTiyqaiv 

Kai oXai x^PM-Ovfi  ̂ *cti 0ap(k>oq 

7cX.f|p£iq eyevovxo Kai ttpoq 

£U%apumav Kai aivov e k i v o v v x o ,  

0£ot) xov Gavpaaxa e v  xoiq ayiotq 

avxov xEpaxovpyovvxoq e k c c c x o x e *  g jv  

e v  Kai xo vovi ptiGrioopevov Kai xoiq 

7ipo8E8iTiynpEvoiq JtpocxEGqaopEvov.

ThomaTs had been appointed the mother 

superior. It happened that on one 

occasion the nuns there lost a book.

When it could not be found, the nuns 

were quite despondent, [241 ] and were 

terribly distressed and upset. The most 

compassionate and merciful ThomaTs, 

however, did not allow these women to 

remain long in despondency, but 

appearing <one> night she said to them: 

"Know, sisters, that I am truly alive, even 

if I have died as far as you are concerned. 

The book is lying on my tomb where it is 

being kept safely by me." Straightaway 

they went to the holy tomb and found the 

book lying safely just as the saint had 

described. They were all were filled with 

delight and astonishment, and were 

moved to thanksgiving and praise o f God, 

who at all times works wondrous 

miracles through his saints. One of them 

is the miracle which I will recount now,
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adding it to the earlier <miracle tales>.

23. 0oru|j.a tP'.

Tvvfi xiq eyytaxa non too KaX.oupevo-0 

Bodq Jtoioupevoo xf|v oiictictiv xocXejitp 

xtvi voafijxaTi Kaxexpuxexo tcai xa 

evxooQta qXyei Kai oquxaxaiq oSuvaiq 

ePaXAexo* aoxTj xotvuv arcoyvotjaa 

itacrriq aXXqq eX.jri.6oq xfi tf\q ayiaq 

Jtpooeiai xipia aopcp- Kai pexa 

Geppoxdirnq xfjq jriaxecoq rr\v jtap’ 

aoxfiq aixnaapevrj Por|6etav Kai 

voKxoop Kai peG’ qpepav 

eyKapxepTjcTaaa Kai 6dKp-oa <ro%vd 

Kaxaxeaoa, xaxoxaxa XapPavet xfjv 

Gepajteiav Kai too  me^ovxoq 7taGooq 

jiavxeXtoq ajraXXaTxexav aXAa 

xoaaoxriq ajroXeXauKoq xo yovaiov 

Xaptxoq, oo5’ aoxo 7tpoq xtiv 

eoepyecdav QxpGr) axapioxov oo5e

XXIII. [A woman cured of abdominal 

pain has an arch erected over the saint's 

tomb]

Miracle 12. A woman, who made 

her home very near the so-called Forum 

o f the Ox,149 was worn down by a severe 

affliction; she had abdominal distress and 

was assailed by very sharp pains. 

Despairing o f all other hope, she went to 

the revered coffin o f the saint, and with 

the most fervent faith pleaded for her 

assistance. After <the woman> 

persevered both night and day and shed 

many tears, she received a cure very 

quickly and was completely released from 

the illness that oppressed her. But having 

received such a favor, the woman was

149 Forum Bovis. An old Roman forum on the Mese, the main street of Constantinople; 
it took its name from an enormous bronze sculpture of an ox-head. It is now the site of Aksaray 
Square. See Janin, CP byz, 69-71 and EglisesCP, map "Byzance Constantinople," ref. E7.
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i|/v% pdv ic a i  a y v d jp o v  cbq e u te iv  r n v  

i tp o a tp e c n v  aX X a  r n  x a  p e y ia x a  

X a p ta a p e v T i ic a i E U K x a io x ax a  p u c p a v  

x iv a  i c a i  xf) 8 u v a p .£ i a u p n e x p o v  

a j c o 6 t8 o v a a  xfjv a p o i |5 f |v ,  a\|/18a x iv a  

8(pi)7tep0£v xob  x a tp o u  xfjq a y i a q  

a v f iy e ip e  a u v  7to0q) rcoXXcp, e Ikovcov 

a y ic o v  i a x o p ia iq  xai)XT|v 

K a x a K o a p f ia a a a -  fynx; ica i p e x p i  x o v  

v v v  T cep ia tb ^ex a i e iq  p e y io x o v  EK eivriq 

p v T ip o o v v o v  EKei 5e ic a i xiq a v  K a i  

Tcap£X 0£tv 5 i)v a ix o  x a u x o  

a q io G a v p a a x o v  o v  p a X a  icai 

X a p is a x a x o v ;  o v k o w  ov8 ’ fipE tq  

7cap£X0cop£v a 8 if iy r |x o v .

seen <to be> neither ungrateful for this 

good deed, nor cold-hearted and 

thoughtless, so to speak, <in her> 

conduct.150 Rather she repaid <the 

favor> with a small token, appropriate to 

her means, to the <holy woman> who 

granted her a very great and much desired 

favor. With much love she had an arch151 

erected over the tomb of the saint, 

adorning it with pictures of holy images. 

And it survives until the present day as a 

great memorial of this <saint>. And who 

there could pass by this <memorial> 

which is most wondrous and pleasing? 

Therefore we should not then pass over 

this <memorial> without telling its story.

150 Or "character."
151 Possibly some sort of ciborium or baldachin; cf. Alice-Mary Talbot, Faith Healing in 

Late Byzantium: the Posthumous Miracles o f the Patriarch Athanasios I  o f Constantinople by 
Theoktislos the Stoudite (Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1983), 56.21, where the same 
word ax|riq is used for a baldachin over a saint's tomb. Alternatively, following a suggestion of 
Henry Maguire, this may be an arcosolium set into a wall rather than a free-standing structure.
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24. 0cru|ia iy\

’Avf|p xiq xov povaStKOv icai a^oya 

fiiov icaiSoGev avjpTpEvoq Kai xfjq 

9eo<piX.of>c; spyaaiaq oXoxponox; 

avxiTtoiobpevoq, q> Zopecbv pev rj 

KX.fj<jiq, 7taxpiq 8s f| TCEpitpaveaxaxTi 

aoxii xd>v Kokeoiv, n poasvxctd iov  xi 

eoxriKax; eoxexvov Kai 7toX.im.pov (e k  

yap Kocptaq t)X.Tiq 8t£ipyaaxo) 

an a jkeae  xooxo xoiooxoxpoTtcoq- Kai 

yap uito xivoq abxcp icpoocpiXoix; 

odvePti xobxo £iyrn0fivai- o 8e priSev 

jcEpiepyov i>7TOX.oyiaap£voq dicX.fi Kai 

(piX.iicfi 7cpoaip£OEi SiSoxnv exoipoaq xcp 

cpiXtp xo rcpoq xpei^v e<;atxr|0ev 

EKEivoq 8e  X.apd)v xooxo Kai oixaSe 

d7cayayo3v fiGeXriaev -oicoKponrai 

aovEpyig aaxavncfj- o xoivov

XXIV. [The recovery o f a lost prayer- 

stool]

Miracle 13. <There was> a man 

who from childhood had chosen the 

monastic and celibate way of life and 

exerted himself completely in godly 

work. His name was Symeon and his 

homeland was the most famous of cities 

[i.e. Constantinople]. He possessed a 

highly valuable and skillfully made 

prayer-stool152 (for it was made of 

precious materials) which he lost it in this 

way. It came about that a friend of his 

asked to borrow this <prayer-stool>. On 

account o f his simple and friendly 

character, he did not suspect anything 

unusual and readily gave his friend what

152 Or "prayer-book." The meaning of "7cpoa£Uxd8iov" as "prayer stool" (it is rendered 
as "prie-Dieu" by da Costa-Louillet, "Saints de CP," 839) is assured by the context in which the 
word is used in the typikon of Kecharitomene; cf. Paul Gautier, ed. "Le typikon de la Theotokos 
Kecharitomene," REBA3 (1985), 79.1.1083; cf. also Ducange, Glossarium, s.v. It should be 
noted, however, that Constantine Akropolites interpreted the word as "prayer-book" (jcpooeoxfiq 
Pi0X.i.ov) in ch. 18 of his Laudatio (AASS Nov. IV: 246C,) as does A. Lete in her modem Greek 
translation of the text in Tsames, Mrjrepiicdv 4:36\.
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sipripevoq SecxpiXfiq avfip eiq A.rj0Tiv 

pexa xanxa x o v  SeSopEvou eX.0d)v Kai 

q> xoiixo 8e8oxo, o ii piKpcoq T\0\>|j.£t Kai 

fiaxotXXev f] yo-uv a y ia  xco eipTyievcp 

Kax’ ovap E|i.(pavi(y0Eiaa xoiabxa 

(pqaiv- «O i8aq , xtvi SeStOKaq oicep 

EKEKxr|ao TtpooE'uxdSiov; acXX ei 

STnXeXriaai, dvapvT\a0rixi» Kai a p a  

8f| a\>xf| xov Xa^ovxa rcape8f|Xov Kai 

dvepipvrjaKEv aoxoXe^ei ouxcoq 

sijcoijaa oxi- « r i a p a  x o v  qnXoopEvoo 

aot Ttoavvou Kaxs^exat xo 

£rycoup£vov». O 8e avapvr|o0eiq Kai 

^rjxfiaaq, xayecoq xo o Ik e io v  a rceX a P e  

Kai xfj ay ia  peyaXaq xfjq jcepi aiixov 

7tpopri0Eiaq cbpoA.oyei xaq yapixaq.

466

he had asked to borrow. But <the 

friend>. having acquired it and taken it 

home, wanted to conceal it with the help 

o f the devil. Thus the aforesaid God- 

loving man later forgot what he had given 

and to whom he had given it, and was not 

a little despondent and upset. The saint 

then appeared in a dream to the aforesaid 

man and spoke as follows: "Do you know 

to whom you gave the prayer-stool which 

you used to have? But, if you have 

forgotten, be reminded <of it now>!"

And at the same time she revealed <the 

identity o£> the man who had taken it and 

jogged his memory, speaking these very 

words: "Your friend John has the object 

you are seeking." And after being 

reminded and seeking out <the prayer- 

stool>, he quickly regained his property 

and he promised great gifts to the saint 

because of her concern for him.
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25. 0 a u g a  18'.

’AvayKatov e a r l Kai rpdq 

EjtipvnaGnvai xcov c t u v e u v o u  xavrnq 

7ia0cbv Kai (4.ti cn.yf\aai xabxa pipe 

rcapaSpageiv ctXXa xcp rapovxt Xoycp 

aatpriviaat xe Kai epprivebaai oiq otov 

x e ,  omriav x e  eidcpaqiv eupaxo xob 

Kairiaxoo Kai (pauXoxaxoo piov avxob- 

Kai yap rcpoaKEKpooKE xtvi Salpovi 

x t j v  ioyuv xaXejup Kai bit ab rob  

acpoSpcoq evGev k c c k e T G e v  fiXa-ovexo- 

Kai xov xfjq ay laq  KaxaXapPavei 

xatpov 0pt|vcov arcapaKXTyca- Kai 

koXXol xob Saifiovoq e k e u t e  xobxov 

ajcapa^avxoq Kai jxfi 0eA.r|aavxoq 

e k e T G e v  e^EA.riX.t)0£vai, x t \  8 ef|aei 

xabxriq xfjq acoxTjpiaq ercexuxev. 'AXX' 

dxntep apfixavov yappov GaXaacrnq 

epeovfjoai Kai ixvn v^oq 

jtovxoirapobcny;, obxajq Kai xcov xfjq 

ay iaq  Gaupaxoov Stfiytiatv GeaGai

467

XXV. [Her husband is freed from a 

demon]

Miracle 14. I should also mention 

the sufferings of her [ThomaTs’] husband, 

and not be silent about them nor pass 

over them, but should in the present 

account make plain and describe as much 

as possible the kind o f compensation he 

had to pay for his most wicked and base 

life. For he ran up against a demon of 

terrible might and was forcefully driven 

by it this way and that. And so, wailing 

inconsolably, he came to the tomb o f the 

saint. And although the demon attacked 

him terribly there and was unwilling to be 

driven out of that place, by prayer to this 

<saint> he attained salvation <from the 

demon>.

Just <as it is impossibIe> to 

reckon the amount o f sand of the sea153 or

153 Cf., e.g., Jer. 15:8, Hos. 1:10.
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Xercxopepiv aXX’ akraep eg 6vo%tov xov 

Xeovxa kcck xov KpaaiceSo'o 

KaxaXappavei xiq oXov xo ikpaapa, 

ovxcoq kcck xcov (lepiKoov a'oxnq 

Gaopaxtov xo nav KaxaXafkn xiq* 

pexpi yap Kai 800 Kai 8sKa xpovoov 

ovk enavoaro  rag iaaetq eitixeXeiv 

eiq xobq pexa rcioxecoq npoaiovxaq 

am fj voKXCop Kai peG’ qpepav aXXa 

Kai pexpi Kai afjpepov xoiq Geppdoq 

ejtiKaXoopevotq aoxijv ov naoexai xaq 

iaoeiq acpGovoiq emxoptiyeiv.

the tracks of a ship passing through the 

sea. 154 so <it is impossible> to set down a 

detailed narration of the miracles o f the 

saint. But just as one gets a notion o f  the 

lion from its claws, and of the whole 

garment from its edges, 155 so one might 

understand the whole from a partial 

<narration> of her miracles. For over a 

period o f twelve years she has not 

stopped performing cures for those who 

approach her with faith night and day. In 

fact up to this day she does not cease to 

supply cures in abundance cures to those 

who call on her fervently for aid.

26.

’AXX’ co ocicov cruppexoxe, SiKaicov 

iaoaxacns, ayyeXcov evopiXe, pq 

jtaocrn KaGiKexehouaa xov 

TtavoiKxlppova Kai cpiXavGpcoJtov

XXVI. [Invocation of the saint]

But, O partner o f the blessed ones, 

equal of the righteous, associate of the 

angels, do not cease by your fervent 

supplications to entreat earnestly the all-

154 Prov. 30:19. (In the Septuagint these verses follow Prov. 24:22.)
155 Leutsch-Schneidewin, Corpus, I: 252.
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Kmpiov xatq aaiq  0eppaiq tKeaiaiq, 

rcepuppaupeiv xov xfjq rcoprp-upaq 

KXaSov, xov euOaXeaxaxov 'Pcopavov, 

xov ev (piXoxplaxoiq (piXo%pioxoxaxov 

avaKxa, xov rcaaaiq KaXcbv i8eaiq 

rcepiaaxpdnxovxa* 81800 8e xouxtp Kai 

itaoav (ptXapxiav eBvcbv 

KaxaxpoitouaSai Kai rcaaav xouxcov 

jcavaTieppiav xfiv piqopdp^apov Kai 

Xapiv (3pa0euoiq xooxtp xfjv vucnxfipiov 

ox; xfjq SiKaiooovTiq aKpifJeaxaxq) 

yvdjpovi xe Kai <poXaKi, ox; xfjq 

aXriGeiaq Kavovi, cbq xoiq rcaat xa

merciful Lord, who loves mankind, to 

protect the scion of the purple, the most 

flourishing Romanos,156 the most Christ- 

loving ruler among the lovers of Christ, 

who glistens with all forms of goodness. 

Grant to him <the power o£> putting to 

flight all the leaders o f foreign nations 

and all their semi-barbarous seed.157 

And <may you award> to him the victory 

prize, as to a most precise discemer and 

guardian of righteousness, as to a guide- 

rule of truth, and as to one who provides 

and awards all good things to all. And do

156 This concluding paragraph, couched in the form of a prayer for the reigning emperor, 
is an unusual feature of this Life. It is somewhat reminiscent of the so-called "imperial 
menologion," in which each vita concludes with a prayer in verse from for the emperor; cf. 
Francois Halkin and A.-J. [Andre-Jean] Festugiere, eds., Dix textes inedits tires du menologe 
imperial de Koutloumous (Geneva: P. Cramer, 1984), 18, 30,42, etc., and Francois Halkin, ed. 
Le menologe imperial de Baltimore, Subsidia hagiographica 69 (Brussels: Societe des 
Bollandistes, 1985), 37, 58, 72, etc. These menologia have been traditionally assigned to the 
reign of Michael IV (1034-1041); for the most recent discussions of their date see, Nancy 
Patterson Seveenko, "The Walters ’Imperial’ Menologion," The Journal o f the Walters Art 
Gallery 51 (1993), 43-64, esp. 44 and 58.

157 Lege qruXapxiocv for <piXap%i.av. The term phylarchos (lit. "tribal leader") was 
normally (but not exclusively) applied to Muslim rulers; cf. DuCange, Glossarium, s.v., and 
ODB 1672. It is therefore plausible that the author is referring to the (successful) campaign of 
Nikephoros Phokas against the Arabs of Crete that took place in 961, during the reign of 
Romanos II. The term mixobarbaros ("semi-barbarous") could be applied to Slavs or Muslims; 
cf., e.g., Anna Comnene. Alexiade, ed. B. Leib, Vol 3. (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1945), 14.11 
and 205.11.
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raxvxa xP"noxa ejnxopTyyouvxi xe Kai 

0pa|3euovxr Kai prj eA.A.Ljrr|q abxov 

ayaObvouaa, jcavxa xa npoq aom piav 

Ppape-oouaa- crup7iapo|idpxei 5’ai)xcp 

vorixdx; Kai auvepiOoq yivoo xaTq aaiq 

iKsaiaiq Kai cpi)A.a£, aypwcvoq- aXX' 

aye Kai itavxa xov aoi itpoaiovxa 

cnc£K£ Kai tppoupei, StSobaa xobxoiq 

eviaoxov 8 e k x o v  Kai ebapeaxov, oxi 

Kai ev xai)xr| xfj rcpdmi Kai KaA.XioxTi 

xa>v fipepciv xo xou pioo xeXoq e5eqa> 

Kai Kpoq Kupiov djte8rip.r|aaq- auxT|

8e eaxiv fj xcbv KaXav8tov rcpcoxiaxri, 

Ka0’ t ]v  Kai o jieyaq ev apxiEpeoai 

BacriAeioq 7ipoq Kupiov dice8fi|j.riae- 

|i.e0’ ox> npeafteuoiq ae i Kai 

avp.Jtapeirj? ttp rijj.exepq> fjyepovi xq> 

Kpaxiaxq) Kai qnA.euaepet 

ai)xoKpaxopi- |4.ep.vr|ao 8e Kai fijicov 

xoav acov aOXicov oiKexeov piKpov

not cease to honor him. you who award 

all things <that lead> towards salvation. 

Stand by his side assiduously and be his 

helpmate and a vigilant guardian through 

your supplications. Come, shelter and 

watch over everyone who approaches 

you, giving to them an acceptable and 

pleasant year, because on this the first and 

most beautiful of days you received the 

end o f your life, and journeyed toward the 

Lord. This <day> is the first o f the 

calends, 158 on which Basil, great among 

the high priests, 159 journeyed to the Lord. 

Together with him [Basil] may you 

always intercede for and stand beside our 

leader, the most powerful and pious 

emperor. Remember also me, your 

miserable [242] servant, who has grown a 

little weary in singing your praise and in

158 ThomaTs’ feast day was January 1. The calends are the first days of Roman months.
159 The feast day of St. Basil of Caesarea, the fourth-century theologian, is also January

1.
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KEKomaicoTG&v eig xfiv <rnv v>n.vq>8iav 

icai Ttpoq x t j v  x©v 0at)p.dx©v dpfiynaiv, 

ev Xpiax© 'Iriao-u x© Kupi© fjpdov, © 

jcpejtei 5o £ a  cruv x© rcaxpi icai x© v i©  

icai x© ay i©  itveopaxi, vuv Kai a e i  eiq 

xohq a i© vaq  x©v aid>v©v. ’Apfiv.

the recital160 of your miracles, in Christ 

Jesus our Lord, to whom be glory 

together with the Father and the Son and 

the Holy Spirit, now and for ever and 

ever. Amen.

160 Lege cupTjynmv for dpfjyTiatv, a typographical error.
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APPENDIX III: SUGGESTIONS ON “Ayioq AND "Omoq

In Greek aytoq (hagios) and 00105  (hosios) are both used as titles for saints

where Latin simply has sanctus. The implications of this usage have not been

satisfactorily evaluated in scholarly literature. Although the peculiarity is well known,

scholars with a broad familiarity with saints' lives have found it difficult to reach

conclusions as to the significance of the terms. Some authors propose that hosios simply

refers to the practice of asceticism:

The word hosios does not have an exact equivalent in French.. .It designates 
saints, martyrs or not, who have practiced asceticism. One can not translate it 
"ascete" because that word is applied especially to some saints, nor "confessor" 
(homologetes), which has a technical sense. 1

When scholars’ concern focuses on individual saints, this is perhaps a sufficient

explanation, but a survey of the Byzantine cult of saints in its entirety suggests that there

is more at stake. Hagios and hosios function as titles o f saints in a quite distinct way.

Makarios ("blessed,") for instance, is often used about saints in their Lives, but it

functions as descriptive term, not as a title analogous to the modem Catholic distinction

between beati (the beatified) and sancti (canonized or recognized saints).2 Other terms

might be used for purposes of reference or elegant variation, but none as titles. 3

1 Juan Mateos, ed. La Typicon de La Grande Eglise, Ms. Sainte-Croix no. 40. X? siecle. 
Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction et Notes. Orientalia Christiana Analecta 165 (Rome: 
Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1962), xxi.

2 Makarios is not used as a title, for instance, for any of the Synaxarion of 
Constantinople's September saints [Appendix I, Table A4: Titulature of Saints of September in 
Synaxaria.]

3 Hagiographers often searched for a word to describe their subject. In the Life of St. 
ThomaTs this word is commonly makarios, (see Appendix II), as it is in the Life o f St. Nikon the 
Metanoeite, ed. and trans. Denis F. Sullivan (Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1984). In 
the Life o f St. Nicholas o f Sion. ed. and trans. Ihor Sevdenko and Nancy Patterson §ev<Senko 
(Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1984), the most used phrase is ho doulos tou Theou ("the

472
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A problem in the reassessment o f the significance o f hagios/hosios is the fluidity 

o f the data. Scholars can cite many saints about whom both terms were used in no 

discemable pattern. If the terms were generally interchangeable, they would not tell us a 

great deal about the cult o f saints. I argue, however, that most saints were usually known 

by one term or the other, and that cliometric and textual analysis supports such a position.

The Saints’ Hagiographical Database consists o f 1608 saints who have Greek 

documents which refer to them. Given lacunae in data, I do not have title data on all 

saints. For 582 saints a source of some sort, sometimes only the BHG title o f a vita, 

gives to the saint a title o f hagios or hosios. I acknowledge that the various lists of 

orthodox saints, as well as text collations such as the SynaxCP, were not compiled with 

this issue in mind, and sometimes reflect editors' shortcuts.4 However, the Database 

collected data on hagios/hosios from a variety o f sources, and without this topic as a 

focus.5 Thus, if a saint is recorded with just one title, that reflects several sources' use o f  

that single title. Limitations on data, however, make the discussion here suggestive rather 

than conclusive.

Analysis of several saint’s Lives provides additional support for the generally 

consistent use of titles about a particular saint (Table A3.1), as does examination of 

consistency of usage about well-known saints in liturgical literature (Table A4). If, in 

hagiographical literature, one "title" tended to be used about a particular saint

servant of God.") Other Lives use circumlocutions such as "the divine man,” "the great man.” 
None of these terms seems to have had any technical meaning.

4 The textual tradition is of the synaxaria is complex, and hence Delehaye's edition 
[SynaxCP] simplifies things considerably. The BHG was not meant to select types of saints, but 
simply to identify texts about them. Email correspondence with Ugo Zanetti S J . was very 
helpfhl in establishing the issues here.
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Table A3.1
Use o f "Ayioq and "Oaicx; in selected sources

SAINT Synax CP 
Usage

Usage in Life

Thomais of 
Lesbos

H agia  
ms Fa

Luke of Steiris H o s i o s

Nikon che 
Metanoeice

Theophanes

H o s io s  
ms MV

H o s i o s

H o s ia  is used in che cicle. For che 
resc, ic is used five Cimes, Cwice abouc 
her parencs, cwice abouc Thomais, buc 
never nexc co her name excepc in che 
ciclel

H a g i * is used abouc her, meaning "sainc” 
in a general sense, see, for inscance ch. 
14, 20, 25 where she is referred co as 
che h a g i a .

M a k a r • wich 20 uses is che commonesC term 
used abouc che sainc

H o s i o s  is in Che cicle of che life, and 
is che name of his dedicaced church, 
indicacing chac chis is how he was 
usually known.

H a g io s is used abouc him, meaning "sainc" 
in a general sense, see, for inscance ch. 
77, where he is referred co as che 
h a g i o s .

Akolouchias in Pecic, B i b A c , have h o s i o s  
in i n c i p i t s .

H a g i o s in cicle of Barberini ms [in 
Sullivan crans.]

H o s i o s . In cicle of Kouc. Ms [from BHG]

Consc V. Porph. De A d m in .  Imp
17:1 t o u  m a k a r i o u  T h e o p h a n e s
22:78 ho e n  h a g o i s  T h e o p h a n e s
25:1 cou h o s i o u  T h e o p h a n e s ces S i g r i a n e s

Source: BHG: SynaxCP; Petit, BibAc; Appendix II; Vita o f Luke o f Steiris, ed. and trans. Carolyn L. 
Connor and W. Robert Connor, The Life and Miracles o f Saint Luke o f Steiris: Text, Translation and 
Commentary /Brookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1994); Vita o f  Nikon, ed. and trans. Denis F. 
Sullivan, The Life o f St. Nikon fBrookline MA: Hellenic College Press, 1987); Vita of Mary the Younger, 
AASS Novembris IV:692-705, trans. Angeliki E. Laiou, HWB, 239-89.
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consistently, the case is pretty strong that hagios and hosios are not, for the most part, 

interchangeable as titles. Although it is clear that hagios could be used about any saint, 

to mean "saint" in its most general sense, the data suggest that saints were popularly 

known by either one term or the other.6 If there were also an aspect o f status to these 

titles, such a conclusion would be significant in understanding the middle Byzantine cult 

o f  saints.

While there is no exact correlation between a particular category of saint and 

particular title, hagios was much more common, in terms of both absolute numbers of 

saints and usage for the saints with major cults. With one exception,7 all saints o f the 

first three centuries are called hagios. This changes with fourth-century saints (including 

those of the Diocletian/Maximian/Licinius persecutions): then there are 125 saints with 

the title hagia/os, o f whom 98 were martyrs, and sixteen with the title hosia/os (two were 

martyrs).8 These figures suggest that hagios was related to martyrdom in some way 

(which after all was the primary way to become a saint until the triumph of the Church),9

5 I.e. there is the necessary element of randomness in the data on the 582 saints for whom 
there are titles.

6 Of the 582 saints with titles in the Saints' Hagiographical Database, only seventeen are 
referred to by both hagios and hosios. Although additional data would expand this category, this 
also suggests that the majority of saints were known by one term or the other. The terms were 
interchangeable for some saints, but not for most. No one would refer, for instance, to "Hosios 
George."

7 Konon (feast day Nov 4). In this case, however, the use of hosios comes from a modem 
Greek source.

8 Aristion of Alexandria (feast day Sep 3) in the SynaxCP is called "hosios kai 
hieromartyr"; Cyril of Gortyn (feast days, Sep 5, Jun 14), in the SynaxCP, 17, is called "hosios 
patros humon kai hieromartyr."

9 The general sense of hagios in Greek is that of "holy" or "sacred." Its possible Sanskrit 
cognate is "yajati" - [LSJ qv.] which means "sacrifice." This sort of etymological consideration 
cannot be pushed very far for hagios, since its use in the New Testament [e.g. 1 Cor. 6.1 ] 
determined later Christian usage.
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and that hosios seems to have originated in the fourth-century as a term for non-martyred 

holy people.10

The early hosioi include Ephrem the Syrian, Paul the Simple, Anthony o f Egypt

and Paisios the Wonderworker. All o f these were monks, hinting at a connection

between hosios and monasticism. Nevertheless, non-monastic saints such as Martha (the

mother of Symeon Stylites) and Ambrose of Milan were also called hosia/os.

There were fourth-century hagioi who were not martyrs. It is worth considering

the salient facts about many of them:11

Alexander - a bishop of Constantinople 
Athanasios of Alexandria - a major Church father 
Constantine - the emperor who legalized Christianity 
Donatos [BHG 2111] - a bishop [perhaps a martyr?]
Epiphanios - major bishop on Cyprus
Helena - mother o f Constantine and finder o f the True Cross
Nektarios - a patriarch of Constantinople
Nicholas of Myra - a bishop and later a major cult figure
Pachomios - a major monastic founder
Philogonios [BHG 1532] - unclear as to why he would be hagios 
Plakilla - an empress 
Silvester - a bishop of Rome 
Theodosios - an emperor
The "Holy Family o f Cappadokia" circle around Gregory o f Nazianzos.12 

Although hosia/os tended to be applied to non-martyr saints, or to monastic saints, hagios 

was not restricted to martyrs. It is noteworthy, though, that the non-martyrs who are

10 The etymology suggests living in accord with or witnessing to Divine law. which does 
accord with its later usage. [LSJ qv].

11 Other fourth-century non-martyr hagioi in the Saint's Bibliographical Database 
include: Euboule [mother of the important cult figure and martyr Panteleemon], Monica [mother 
of Augustine, who falls into my fifth century list and is himself a non martyr "hagios"], Markella. 
These titles, however, come from a modem Greek compilation.

12 Basil and Emelia, Gorgonia, Gregory of Nazianzos the elder, and Gregory of 
Nazianzos, Gregory of Nyssa, Makrina, and Meletios of Antioch. It is not clear that most of these 
figures would have been counted as saints without the series of enkomia written about them by 
Gregory or Basil.
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commonly called hagios include some o f the most widely-reputed saints — major church 

fathers, founders o f Constantinople, and. in the case of Nicholas, a major cult figure.

Shifting our attention to ninth- and tenth-century saints, we find a number of 

changes. First the ratio of hagioi and hosioi are reversed. There are 35 hosioi, none of 

whom are martyrs, and only 23 hagioi. Four o f the hagioi are martyrs, although other 

saints of many types also have this title (writers, members o f the imperial family, senior 

churchmen, and wonderworkers.) The vast majority o f hosioi are monastic saints, but 

non-monastics such as Mary the Younger and Thomais of Lesbos also take the title.13 

Some cases are simply perplexing. Nikon of Sparta (the Metanoeite) is hosios in the 

Synaxarion,14 but the author of his Life has him as Hagios kai thaumaturgos Nikon in one 

manuscript version and hosios in another.15 Finally, his image at the Church of Hosios 

Loukas at Steiris marks him as hagios.

When we consider the non-martyr hagioi o f the ninth to fifteenth centuries as a 

group, a very curious phenomenon emerges. Apart from those who were "near-martyrs," 

the majority are "imperial" figures: members of the imperial family, or patriarchs and 

bishops. On the other hand the ninth-century and later hosioi are never patriarchs, rarely 

bishops, and mostly o f  classes lower than royal/imperial status.16

13 For ThomaTs, see Appendix II. Her mention in a minor synaxarion manuscript has her 
as hagia; Constantine Akropolites, Laudatio S. Thomaidis (Aoyoq etq rhv ayiav QcopaTSa) 
(BHG 2457), in AASS Nov IV: 242-46, also address her as "hagia."

14 SynxCP, MS mv.
15 Life of Nikon, ed. and trans. Denis F. Sullivan, The Life o f St. Nikon (Brookline MA: 

Hellenic College Press, 1987), 26.
16 There are some exceptions. For instance, Theodora of Arta, a queen who became a 

saint, was called hosia.
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The data available permit some tentative conclusions on this subject:

• Hosios and hagios are not synonyms in Greek, but have distinct domains of 

meaning.

• Hagios is the primary word for "saint." but was applied most readily to describe 

martyrs.17 Although etymology is not very useful here, there is some sense in 

which hagios refers to a state o f being.

•  Hosios is a later and less common title. It seems to relate to a certain notion of 

performativity or pious living.18 The hosios presents a good example of Christian 

living, mostly but not necessarily in life in a monastery.

• For the most part saints with the largest cults tended to be hagioi. although 

individual saints who acquired large cults may have retained the usage hosios.19

•  The title hagios may have been applicable to non-martyr saints as a way to pay 

them extra honor. This may explain its use with imperial figures, high 

ecclesiastics, and some fathers.

A striking trait of Byzantine sanctity is that few post-600 AD holy people achieved 

sainthood. One reason might be that in a period of few martyrdoms, newer saints could 

not attain the prestige of the hagioi of the past.20 Although it would be inaccurate to

17 Post-Byzantine usage supports this point; neo-martyrs are always called hagios, while 
monastic saints usually are not.

18 Of all the hosioi,, a handful are martyrs - Konon BHG 2077-79, Ariston, Kyril BHG 
467b, Niphon BHG 1371z-1372d, Eusebia/Xena BHG 633-34m, all pre 5th cent, and Matrona of 
Chios in 14th. I have not been able to determine why these martyrs are not called hagioi, but their 
numbers are so small compared to the hagioi martyrs in general, that we have a case of genuine 
"exceptions to the rule."

19 Compare the use of the customary title "The Venerable Beds" by modem anglophone 
Catholics for St. Bede of Jarrow.

20 In Western Europe by contrast, with its Latin scmcti, a linguistic equality between 
saints was immediately established between older martyr saints and new "pious-living" saints. Cf.
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argue that hagios amounted to a higher title than hosios in any official way, when one 

looks at the "great saints" they are usually martyrs and called hagios. The distinct 

impression is that hagios goes with martyrdom, and nothing else quite matched the 

prestige of martyrs. When one looks at non-martyr saints who had large cults, they also 

tend to be called hagios.21 Byzantine era saints were able to become the subject of small 

local cults, or an occasional regional cult, but never able to reach the level of acclaim and 

importance o f the early Christian martyrs who were the focus of art, legend, and 

literature. In trying to understand why this was the case, the privileging of hagioi over 

hosioi may have some significance.

Thalia Gouma-Peterson, "Narratives of Saint’s Lives in Byzantine Churches from the Tenth to 
Mid-fourteenth Century," GOTR 30 (1985), 37-39, on the ninth-century Life of Patriarch 
Tarasios, which stated that martyrs could only be admired from afar by later Christians, although 
they could still "vie" with ascetics.

21 Or both hosios and hagios. or "our father among the hagioi.”
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This study applies quantitative and prosopographical techniques to sainthood as 

an aspect o f Byzantine cultural and religious history in an effort to rethink the shape of 

sanctity. It focuses on why so few women became saints in Byzantium in comparison to 

their numbers in Western Europe and in the early Christian period, and why, in later 

centuries. Byzantium produced virtually no new female saints.

In early chapters, a statistical analysis o f previously collected but under-analyzed 

data on Byzantine saints leads to a new typology of the cult o f saints. Rather than laying 

stress on the type of new saint in each century, as earlier scholarship had done, data about 

the ongoing public cult of saints (surviving documents, church dedications, seals, relic 

lists, iconography) are quantified and measured. The conclusion is that the world of 

Byzantine saints was dominated throughout by a small group o f male leading figures and 

that these figures -- all very early or legendary saints — established the parameters o f 

sanctity.

Later chapters rely on a study of the Lives of saints o f the ninth to eleventh 

centuries — the last period in which significant numbers of women achieved sainthood in 

Byzantium — in order to probe the writers' conceptions of gender and sanctity for both 

male and female saints. Even in the Lives o f earlier female saints, there was a tendency to
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remove any sexual attributes and to assimilate holy women to the model of holy men. By 

the eleventh century, the criteria for female sanctity embodied contradictions which were 

ultimately irreconcilable: an impasse was reached between the hagiographers' explicit 

defense of women's holiness and the implicit preconceptions of women's roles that the 

Lives reveal.

Special attention is paid to hagiographical discourse about the small group of 

married women saints. Purposeful arguments that women could manifest holiness in 

marriage, an institution of growing religious significance after the ninth century, were 

undermined by writers who were unable to escape the androgynous model of female 

sanctity. When the saints' proponents laud even married women with accolades such as 

"a man’s soul in a woman's body." an acute level o f cultural contradiction is apparent.
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